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Alice Maher’s Materials
Siobhán Kilfeather

If ‘compression is the first grace of style’, you have it. 
— Marianne Moore, ‘To a Snail’1

The allowing of the
material, trusting it,
allows the memory to
work — trusting that the
actual material has
something in it which
causes it to work for the
viewer. It’s not a closed
thing, it’s not a clear
statement. It’s more like
peering into layer upon
layer of memory and
consciousness. 
— Alice Maher2

In August 2005 Alice Maher held an
exhibition entitled Rood at the Green on
Red Gallery in Dublin. In the Old English
dream-vision poem, ‘The Dream of the
Rood’, the dreamer sees the tree that
became Christ’s cross and it retells the story
of the crucifixion — of its own visceral
resistance to being used as an instrument of
torture and its own necessary acceptance of
its role. For the rood this is a matter of
when to bend and not to bend, and a matter
of the holes and blood left on its body as
the crucifixion’s legacy. The idea that
materials carry their own narrative histories

and that they both co-operate with and
resist human impositions might be traced
through a number of Maher’s works, as
might the Christian iconography of
suffering, and the association with a
transformed Mariology — for ‘rood’ (virga)
was connected to the Virgin (virgo) through
Latin lections.3 Moreover those lections
regularly associated Mary with trees —
olive, myrtle, cedar, palm, cypress.

‘Rood’ is a relatively archaic word and
signals Maher’s medieval and early modern
interests. The name of the cross in a
medieval church, rood also refers to the
screen below the cross, which separated
clergy and congregation. Perhaps the most
notable employments of the word ‘rood’ in
Irish writing, are in W. B. Yeats’s ‘To the
Rose Upon the Rood of Time’ and in
Patrick Kavanagh’s ‘Epic’:

I have lived in important places, times
When great events were decided: who 

owned
That half a rood of rock, a no-man’s 

land
Surrounded by our pitchfork-armed 

claims.4

Kavanagh’s ‘rood’ is a term of measurement,
etymologically related to the cross, since it is
a measure taken by rod or pole. To ask
‘how much is a rood?’ is rather like asking
‘how high is a ladder?’, but less than an
eighth of an acre seems to be a rough guide.
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1 From Marianne Moore,
‘To a Snail’, in The
Complete Poems of
Marianne Moore
(London, 1951), 91 

2 Interview with Alice
Maher in Katy Deepwell,
Dialogues: Women
Artists from Ireland
(London and New York,
2005), 128

3 See Éamonn Ó
Carragáin, Ritual and
the Rood: Liturgical
Images and the Old
English Poems of the
Dream of the Rood
Tradition (London and
Toronto, 2005), 107–08.

4 Patrick Kavanagh, ‘Epic’,
in Come Dance with
Kitty Stobling and Other
Poems (London, 1960),
23; see also W. B. Yeats,
‘To the Rose Upon the
Rood of Time’, in The
Poems. A New Edition,
ed. Richard Finneran
(London, 1983), 31, a
poem whose references
to ‘under the boughs of
love and hate’and ‘the
common things that
crave’ find resonances in
Maher’s Rood.

One of The Four
Directions, snail shells,
polystyrene, 30 cm diam.,
from Alice Maher, Rood
(2005). Photograph: 
Kate Horgan



‘Rood’ puns with rude, reminding us that
Maher can also be a ‘rude girl’ — bawdy
(see Tryst [1989] and Two Trees [1996]),
excremental (The Little Shits [1994]),
violent (The Axe (and the Waving Girl)
[2003]) and iconoclastic (familiar series
[1994]).5 Maher’s Rood explored the space
of Green on Red, her ‘half a rood’, playing
with the resemblance between art galleries
and churches (Rood will later be exhibited
in a church in Venice) and — as she has
done previously — working with margins
and borders, reversing some of the
oppositions between inside and outside,
urban and rural. 

Green on Red on Lombard Street East is a
loft-style space, on three floors, with large
windows looking out from the gallery onto
one of Dublin’s more socially deprived city-
centre areas. Part of the exhibition, which
made a large feature of Maher’s recent work
with snails, was the covering of the gallery’s
windows with huge vinyl prints of snail

tracks in shades of yellow, green and blue.
These prints created a dappled light through
the central space where Rood, an upside-
down line of beech trees, hung. The season,
the weather and the time of day all changed
the shadows, which were an important part
of the experience of visiting the exhibition.
This produced something like the effect of
stained-glass windows in a church, and
something like a green thought in a green
shade. But it shut out Lombard Street,
reminding the visitor that galleries are
spaces of privilege. Even this blocking is a
reversal, since snail tracks on windows are
usually an emblem of the outside trying to
break in, Maher gives us an inside
attempting to break out into the world.

Maher exploits other similarities between
Green on Red and a church — its semi-
hidden nooks and crannies and its screened
spaces.6 Her upside-down trees divided the
space along its length, rather than its width,
replacing the class divisions of clergy and
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5 Speaking of Berry Dress
(1994), Maher says: ‘The
fact that it’s exhibited on
a glass shelf is important.
It’s displayed above the
viewer’s head and
actually puts the viewer
in the position where he
or she has to look up at
the dress, which is a
socially — sexually —
unacceptable thing to do.
The actual act of looking
at the work would be
bold, or naughty, or
subversive, if you know
what I mean.’ Alston
Conley, ‘Interview with
Alice Maher’, Éire-
Ireland Special Joint
Issue: The Visual Arts,
33, 3–4 / 34, 1 (1999),
198

6 See Billy Leahy’s review
of the exhibition, ‘The
Space of the Poetic’,
Village Magazine, 26
Aug. 2005.

Installation view of Rood, Green
on Red Gallery, Dublin, August
2005. Photograph: Kate Horgan



congregation with that of left and right.
While at first glance it might seem that
Rood consists of cut branches hung from
the ceiling, in fact Maher has carefully
constructed these branches by gluing on
extra twigs and getting a very deliberate
shape to the work. Downstairs, the entrance
to the galley featured a wooden ladder with
more beech twigs apparently growing from
it. In the four corners of the gallery were
four globes, each about the size of a soccer
ball, constructed from snail shells; these are
The Four Directions. Snails, by virtue of
their hibernation, are traditional emblems of
the resurrection, and sometimes feature on
gravestones. By making the snails work for
her — Maher had a number of snail
paintings on exhibition as well as the
window prints — Maher foregrounds the
snail as labourer (carrying its own house),
its proverbial associations with slowness,
and its destabilization of the opposition
between inside and outside, body and dress,
skin and organs, and (since snails are

hermaphrodites) male and female. The body
of a woman and a snail are juxtaposed in
Frida Kahlo’s self-portrait of herself in
miscarriage, Henry Ford Hospital (1932).
Although the snail is usually read in terms
of the slowness of the miscarriage, its shape
also echoes that of the pregnant womb, with
its shell, foetus and placenta.

Maher, who has previously collected
materials for her work from the ditches of
her home in rural Tipperary, found the
snails in Dublin gardens and hedgerows. She
looked after them in her studio while they
painted for her at night, and she boiled
some of them to make The Four Directions.

... I cannot tell 
what power is at work, drenched there
with purpose, knowing nothing.
What is a snail’s fury?7

The combination of strength and fragility as
well as death and resurrection in the snail’s
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7 From Thom Gunn,
‘Considering the Snail’,
in My Sad Captains and
Other Poems (London,
1961), 39

The Double Venus, bronze, 75 x
57 x 23 cm, from Rood (2005). 
Photograph: Kate Horgan
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shell suggest that these globes are emblems
of the powerful but fragile planet — a
contrast as well as reference to Maher’s
heavy bronze sculpture The Wilful Planet
(1997). Such associations occur in the space
of spectatorship and response. Casting one’s
eye back over Maher’s career might suggest
that she has always been fascinated by the
relationship between spiral and circle, and
explored this through the creation of works
in a number of different media. The Four
Directions reprises, for example, the ball of

brambles she created in Cell (1991), and the
drawing of hair in Folt (1993) and Coma
Berenices (1999). In the snail paintings the
artist surrenders some of her agency to the
materials and the world; she sets the snails
in motion, so to speak, but does not
determine the patterns they will make. The
snail paintings could be seen as the traces of
the materials making a break for it, trying
to escape in all directions. In The Four
Directions the artist re-appropriates agency,
making the snails her materials. As a title,
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Coma Berenices I
1999
charcoal on paper
152 x 183 cm



The Four Directions is too broad to be
pinned down to one or two associations. 
I might, of course, have asked Maher what
she meant by it, but I shall be saying
something below about the problematics of
such a methodology. Nevertheless, one can
notice that attention to an iconography of
‘four directions’ has resonances in both
Buddhist and Native American spiritual art.
One way to look at the whole space of
Rood, then, might be to suggest that it
juxtaposes — and mixes together —
classical Roman, medieval Christian,
Buddhist and Native American symbols.
Look through the windows onto Lombard
Street, onto one of Ireland’s most ethnically
and religiously diverse population centres as
well as one of the most deprived, and the
exhibition might beg questions as to what
are our cultural traditions, and how are 
we accommodating them in our own half 
a rood?

Kavanagh introduces Homer into his ‘half a
rood’; Maher brings Venus into hers. Also

placed in the main exhibition space was a
bronze cast of a double-headed Venus,
whose two heads are linked by a thick
strand of twisted hair. Venus, like the snail,
is often associated with a shell. Walter
Benjamin suggests that 

In allegory the observer is confronted
with the facies hippocratica of history as
a petrified, primordial landscape.
Everything about history that, from the
very beginning, has been untimely,
sorrowful, unsuccessful, is expressed in a
face — or rather in a death’s head.8

In this re-imagined church, beneath and to
the side of the rood, Venus becomes a
displacement of and substitute for the two
women normally represented at the foot of
the cross — the Virgin and the Magdalene.
The two faces are the same. The smooth
classical faces of the Venus, turned to
present her profiles, may not at first suggest
the facies hippocratica, or death’s head, so
much as Canova’s neo-classical Venus,
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8 Walter Benjamin, The
Origins of German
Tragic Drama, trans.
John Osborne (London,
1977), 183

Les Filles d’Ouranos/
The Daughters of Uranus
1996–97
mixed media installation,
River Clain, Poitiers 



austere and untroubled. Unlike Canova’s
white marble goddesses, Maher’s bronze
Venuses are black. And what of the twisted
loop of hair, which, following a line
something like Hogarth’s line of beauty,
connects one head to the other? This is not
Maher’s first bronze Venus. In 1997 she cast
a series of small Venuses, and the double-
headed Venus alludes to other bronze works
— Venus Interrupted (2004), Swimmers
(1996) and Twins (1997) — as well as to
Maher’s installation, Les Filles
d’Ouranos/The Daughters of Uranus
(1996–97). These multiple Venuses have
been read by critics, with encouragement
from Maher herself, as a rejection of the
focus on the single female beauty or muse,
in favour of multiplicity. ‘[I]f Venus did not
rise from the waves alone … [t]he key
signifier of an idealized secular femininity
would not have existed in painting from the
Renaissance onwards, the perfection of her
appearance masking the violence of her
origins’.9 The rejection of a single feminine
principle can be read as a rejection of the
female surrealists, with whom in other ways
she has a great deal in common, and, in
particular, a rejection of their fascination
with Robert Graves’s White Goddess, who
might seem to have only too obvious an
appeal to vulgar ideas of Celticism. Instead,
the line that connects the heads of the two
Venuses can also be read as an umbilical
cord, connecting the birth of Venus with
that of Minerva, the other motherless child
of classical mythology. If one wanted to
trace a debt to surrealism, it might be
suggested that rather than opposing Virgin
and Magdalene, Venus and Minerva, the
erotic and the intellectual, the sacred and
the profane, Maher positions them in terms
of a dialectic.

II

So far I have been offering something like a
reading of Maher’s work, but it is not at all
clear that this is the best approach to visual

art, particularly at the point when reading
seems to become explication. In a recent
article in Third Text, Mick Wilson blasted
those cultural critics who prefer art which
thematizes or illustrates specifically Irish
concerns, insisting that such artworks
would almost necessarily lack ‘the kind of
unsettling opacity — so often disturbing to
credentialized intellectuals — that
predominantly characterizes experimental
art practices’. Instability, dislocation, ‘the
possibility of encountering the not-yet-
known and the not-to be-wholly-known’,
work that ‘will not be exhausted in a single
paradigmatic reading’ are signs for Wilson
of ‘value within the discourse of art’.10 At a
moment when critical discourse on art is in
conflict over the primacy of the visual,
Wilson’s critique of representational
readings does not call for a return to visual
or formal analysis so much as require us to
put faith in a notion that art has an effective
capacity to produce a non-linguistic form of
critique. In the same issue of Third Text,
Valerie Connor reproaches feminist criticism
for collapsing the significant differences
between certain important Irish women
artists — her examples are Maher and
Dorothy Cross — and attributes some of
this failure of discrimination to ‘the liberal
use of psychoanalytic theory in rendering
into writing critical interpretations of their
imagery’.11 On the one hand, Connor seems
to advocate a more rigorous historicism —
one that would locate Maher’s art practice,
for example, in the context of Irish debates
since the 1980s over women’s reproductive
rights and status as citizens. On the other
hand — and there is no necessary conflict
between these positions — she advocates the
capacity for art to produce shifting
standpoints that can be places of
engagement and positions from which to
articulate dissent. Fintan Cullen
distinguishes the work of Maher, Dorothy
Cross, and Kathy Prendergast from that of
an earlier generation of Irish women artists
by pointing out that it ‘offers a more
confrontational approach in [its] focus on
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9 Fionna Barber,
‘unfamiliar distillations’,
introductory essay in
Alice Maher, familiar, a
catalogue for the
Orchard Gallery and the 
Douglas Hyde Gallery
(Derry and Dublin,
1995), 16

10 Mick Wilson, ‘Terms of
Art and Tricks of the
Trade: A Critical Look at
the Irish Art Scene Now’,
Third Text, 19, 5 (2005),
537

11 Valerie Connor,
‘Feminism, Democratic
Politics and Citizenship’,
Third Text, 19, 5 (2005),
513



gender imagery’ and it may be the
confrontation rather than the imagery that
distinguishes such work as feminist.12

III

Sometimes Alice Maher’s work seems easy
to understand. It appears to invite certain
kinds of narrativization. Just as Maher
wears hearts around her neck, and moss
along her sleeve, she could be said to wear
her feminism on her sleeve.13 She places
herself in the frame, refigures and recasts
traditional artistic representations of the
female body, works with female hair and
clothing, seems to be offering a familiar
feminist reworking of fairy tales, apparently
expresses ideas of pain and anger. To Irish
viewers her work may invite specifically
Irish contextualization; there are echoes of
oral tradition and folklore, a distinctive
awareness of Catholic iconography and its
oppressive symbolic régime, and obvious
traces from those aspects of the Irish
historical past which trouble so many
modes of representation. Her most overtly
political work is Cell (1991), a ball of
twisted brambles located inside one of the
cells at Kilmainham Jail, but it would hardly
be over-ingenious to discuss Maher as
someone who references poverty, famine,
industry, labour, imprisonment, colonial
violence, enclosure, partition, environmental
destruction, and peace agreements.

Maher is also funny, and although ‘funny’
doesn’t always mean ‘easy’, it is predicated
on some shock of recognition, on a moment
when something seems — at least
provisionally — to be understood.14 At its
gentlest, her comedy appears like the
doodles in a medieval manuscript. At its
most savage, it has echoes of Swift and
Rabelais, an interest in the grotesque fuelled
by a combination of indignation against
social injustice and compassion for human
frailty. Her early modern influences stretch
from Giotto and Pierro della Francesco to

Hieronymus Bosch. Part of Maher’s
engagement with medievalism — an
engagement that complements a feminist
discourse of working from the margins — 
is an interest in vulgarity, which is an
interest in ‘what is held in common’.15

This essay might have been entitled ‘The
Vulgarity of Irish Feminism’. Irish feminism
is a broad social movement, which, since the
1960s, has played an important part in
changing attitudes and laws in both parts of
Ireland. It is a movement sensitive to its
constituencies and anxious to be
comprehensible to a wide range of people.
At the same time it is, of course, anxious to
do justice to the complexities of human
experience; and feminism’s big issues — the
body, sexuality, reproduction, the decorums
of public and private life, consumerism,
labour, interiority — produce almost endless
complexity. Irish feminism has been
described as having an ‘ambiguous
relationship to modernisation discourses in
which it has a considerable investment’.16

Feminism’s investment in changing laws to
liberate Irish women from modes of
discrimination might certainly tempt
feminist critics to incorporate the last forty
years into a narrative of progress. The
rhetoric of progress, of women emerging, of
new voices, of coming into visibility, is
susceptible of several forms of critique. It
occludes the huge differences in access to
the benefits of modernity as experienced by
women of different classes, ages, languages,
ethnicities and sexual orientations and the
practice of class analysis in Irish feminist
theory remains exceptional. 

To map an already problematic progressive
narrative from political activism onto the
practice of the arts is ridiculous, but it
happens. Approaches to women’s writing
and women’s art are often celebratory, and
often celebrate a notion that women’s
artistic practice is subversive and
transformative. A study of Irish women’s
writing over the last forty years suggests
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12 Fintan Cullen, ‘The
Visual Arts in Ireland’, in
Joe Cleary and Claire
Connolly, eds., The
Cambridge Companion
to Modern Irish Culture
(Cambridge, 2005), 316

13 See Collar and Limb
from Maher’s portraits
series (2003).

14 I agree with Barber,
‘unfamiliar distillations’,
11, that ‘Maher’s work
tends to distance itself
from the processes of
irony and pastiche by
which [postmodern
practices] are
characterized.’ A
comparison of Maher’s
portraits with Cindy
Sherman’s series of
photographs of herself
based on Renaissance
portraits highlights
Maher’s bias towards
early modern comedy
rather than postmodern
jokiness.

15 ‘Maher’s explicit assault
on good taste … starts to
invoke the positive
power of the vulgar,
using the word
etymologically to signify
what is held in common
— think of the Vulgate
Bible. Valuing the vulgar,
in this specific sense,
admits ideas and
materials usually
excluded from “good
practice”.’ Medb Ruane,
Alice Maher (Dublin,
1997), 8

16 Joe Cleary, ‘Introduction:
Ireland and Modernity’,
in Cleary and Connolly,
Modern Irish Culture, 19



that it has a tendency to polarize between
‘confessional’ modes that are largely rooted
in naturalist conventions, and experimental
writing, which is self-consciously evasive
and/or difficult. The former strategy is more
popular (one might refer to Edna O’Brien
and Eavan Boland), the latter held in greater
critical esteem by academic critics (think of
Medbh McGuckian). In many ways this is a
false distinction, perhaps the product of a
relative failure of much Irish criticism
outside the work of Irish-language
folklorists and historians to theorize
popular culture, or to think sufficiently
rigorously about constructions of
naturalism’s forms.

In writing about Alice Maher’s accessibility
(is she easy to understand?), I may seem to
be positioning her along with the more

confessional women writers. In fact, I want
to argue that visual artists have often been
more successful than writers in creating
work that is both complex and effective.
This success is partly achieved through
certain kinds of formalism and certain kinds
of engagement with tradition. Form and
tradition can both serve as kinds of
shorthand that render the artwork at once
‘readable’ and multi-layered, resistant to
being read. Or, as one might put it,
allegorical. Keep (1992) is a round tower
made from braided ropes of human hair. It
at once suggests fairy tales, particularly the
stories of Rapunzel and Melisande; wild
people from the Yeti to the ‘wild Irish’ in
their long fur cloaks; images of Adam and
Eve expelled from Eden; the long hair
characteristic of images of Mary Magdalene,
which was used not only to wash Christ’s
feet but also, like that of Lady Godiva, to
cover her nakedness. The hair used to make
the braids in Keep was collected in Cork
and Belfast. The piece was first exhibited in
Belfast and raises questions about similarity
and difference between people North and
South. A keep is a prison, but Maher also
reminds us that hair was one of the most
common of keepsakes, especially in the
nineteenth century. What is a keepsake and
what attitudes to superstition and to our
sense of property in other people’s bodies is
suggested by the cutting of a lock of hair off
a corpse? Is it possible to see hair in such
vast quantities without thinking of those
other keepsakes collected in the
concentration camps? The shorn head may
suggest militarism, punishment, and cancer.
The American artist Petah Coyne, who
works extensively with hair, relates it both
to fairy-tale themes and to her experience of
living in Japan and seeing how art there
responded to nuclear holocaust.17

At 270 cm high, Keep conjures with
gigantism. Maher has made a number of
paintings and sculptures that addressed
matters of scale. The familiar series made a
two-pronged attack on American
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17 See Lynne Tillman,
‘Petah Coyne’, Bomb
Magazine, 80 (Summer
2002), accessed at
www.bombsite.com/coyn
e/coyne.html (5 Jan.
2006).

Keep
1992
human hair, cotton thread,
hemp, steel 
130 x 270 cm



minimalism, with the figure of a tiny girl
coming through or positioned beside bright
solid field canvases in red and blue, or with
other objects alluding to the feminine placed
beside the paintings. In familiar I (1994)
skeins of flax, which look for all the world
like a giant’s hair, hang from a peg on the
wall beside a canvas. Maher has spoken of
one aspect of this piece:

The materials are not chosen simply for
their physical qualities, but for their
inherent histories, which carry multiple
meanings through associations of
symbol and memory … [F]lax … was
introduced by British colonial policy. In
order to do that they destroyed a once
thriving native wool trade and
introduced this new industry — the
making of linen in Northern Ireland.18

IV

In the early 1990s Maher made a series of
pieces using the accoutrements of femininity
— clothing and human hair. Bee Dress is
constructed from dead honeybees, cotton
and wire; Berry Dress from cotton and rose
hips; Nettle Coat from nettles and pins.
Bronze casts of women’s long hair appear in
the heads without faces that make up
Swimmers and Twins. In a number of works
by Maher the viewer seems to see the back
of a human head of long hair, and Maher
uses materials including human hair, flax
and cotton. She uses ‘the image of the little
girl bursting out into the world’ as a way of
representing ‘the liberation of the female
imagination’.19

It is possible to read Maher’s work as
interested in traditional strategies for coding
knowledge by and about women and
sexuality. Her novel forms of dressmaking
nevertheless allude to arts and crafts
traditionally associated with women. Her
use of materials such as rose hips, nettles
and thorns allies her work with

international fairy tales and folktales, but
given an Irish articulation. She uses thorns
to construct, in one case, a staircase, in
another a miniature house, and in these
pieces Christian imagery crosses that of the
fairy story. When we look at Staircase of
Thorns or Bee Dress I think we all
recognize what kind of feminism this is,
with its emphasis on the performance or
costuming of gender, and the imprisonment
of the domestic, its revision of the
liberationary as well as the policing
potential of traditional narrative, its
foregrounding of female labour, and its
version of écriture feminine — a writing of
the body. It is the sort of thing done by
feminist artists elsewhere but given a local
habitation and a local name. What makes
these works so effective is not so much a
matter of the originality of their conception
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18 Conley, ‘Interview with
Alice Maher’, 199, 207

19 Ruane, Alice Maher, 14

Bee Dress 
1994
honey bees, cotton and wire
26 x 13 x 27 cm
Arts Council of 
Northern Ireland



as the way that the relationship between
artist and materials pushes into so many
imaginative spaces. 

�

St. Gobnet [Gobnait], who was in
charge of a convent at Ballyvourney, Co
Cork … used her bees to repel a band of
raiders who were stealing the local
people’s cattle, presumably upsetting
some skeps and shaking the bees out. In
one version she miraculously changed
the bees into soldiers, and a skep into a
brass helmet, which she presented to the
defending chieftain O’Herlihy. His
family is said to have kept and treasured
the helmet until the penal times (when
Roman Catholicism was proscribed),
and then it was lost. In another version

the skep was turned into a bell, and up
to the nineteenth century St. Gobnet’s
bronze bell was shown, with two holes
at the top, where the clapper would
have been fixed, through which the bees
were said to have come out to sting the
marauders.20

Bee Dress is one of Maher’s most iconic
images. At first she planned to make several
of these small dresses, covered in dead
honeybees. The dress itself is a sleeveless
version of the ‘Alice dress’, cut and sewn by
Maher from cotton, and stiffened on a wire
frame. The bees died in a gale. The work of
fixing the dead bees to the dress with
beeswax was painstaking. One of Maher’s
characteristic procedures is to build into her
work the business of a laborious collection
of materials and an assembling or making of
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objects. Nevertheless, she does not regard
herself as a ‘process’ artist: 

I was brought up in the country …
and for me as a child the country
represented this vast landscape of the
imagination, where everything was
boundless and every object had a
story of its own. But on the other
hand, as a child of people who
worked the land, I knew first hand
the cold and wet and grinding labour
of living on the land. So I have these
two kinds of relationship with the
land and nature involved in a battle
— a battle — for us.21

Amongst the associations provoked by the
sight of the bees is the memory of St.
Ambrose, patron saint of beekeepers. The
tenth-century church of San Ambrogio in
Milan has an altar with an image of the
infant Ambrose, bees swarming around his
cradle. That bees are emblematic of the
honey-spoken is also demonstrated in their
association with the births of Plato, Socrates

and Pindar. Jupiter was supposed to have
been nourished by bees in his infancy.
Speaking about her necklace of tongues
(necklace [2003]), Maher says:

[I]t is an expression of multiple
activity and multiple thinking and
languages that have been cut out.
The Irish language, for instance, is
something I have referred to in my
work before. It’s not a main theme in
my art, but I do feel we have another
language, one we don’t speak any
more, but it’s there, it’s physically
there and part of your tongue or
inner ear.22

Bee Dress may be seen either as a miniature
garment, a suit of armour, or the empty
dress of a child or a doll. The absent (or
dead) child motif, which figures in many of
Maher’s works, haunts this piece but does
not determine its meaning. In the context of
Irish feminist struggles in the 1980s, with
debates on divorce, contraception, abortion,
the decriminalization of homosexuality, and
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with the public scandals over the death of
Anne Lovett and the Kerry Babies, the rape
of Lavinia Kerwick, and clerical sexual
misconduct and child abuse, the stolen child
had a wide cultural resonance. A spectator
aware of Julia Kristeva’s writing about the
Madonna and child might feel that in
Ireland the empty crib and the missing child
is a powerful symbol of a state which has
abused rather than cherished the children it
was constitutionally bound to nurture. By

connecting the lost child with a lost
language and, through another
metamorphosis, with St. Gobnait’s bell, Bee
Dress becomes an indictment of
forgetfulness in contemporary culture, and
suggests that we ask not for whom the bell
tolls. The remembrance and forgetting of a
dead child was the inspiration for Maher’s
sculpture entitled Mnemosyne after the
goddess of memory. A Victorian painting in
which the members of a family gather round
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a child’s bed at the moment of her death
inspired it. Maher’s freezing bed hummed
and chilled the air around itself.

Helmet (2003) is one of several portraits in
which Maher wholly or partially covers her
head, a gesture that resonates with
conventions from Catholicism but also from
feminist controversies over the covering of
women in Islam. One also might think of
surrealist portraits such as Eileen Agar’s

Angel of Anarchy (1936); Agar made a
white plaster cast of her husband’s head,
then wrapped it with colourful printed
fabrics and decorated it beads and shells. 
If this offers a playful femininity, it also
refigures male artists’ preoccupation with
nudity, emphasizing the eroticism of mask
and disguise. The title refers to anarchist
struggles in Spain, and refuses any idea of the
intimate as a place of hiding from politics. 
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Maher, like many contemporary artists and
writers, has given a number of interviews
about her work and most of these
interviews testify to her intellectual
generosity as well as to her creative and
critical intelligence. Maher is articulate
about her own work and about art practices
in general, and critics have clearly learned a
great deal from her. An artist may also be a
critic, as Maher was when she wrote in The
Irish Times in 1999:

The lack of trust in things visual has been
running deep for many generations. The

education system has failed to break the
stranglehold of the literal on the imagination,
and this is a problem that leads to an
ongoing preference for the banal when it
comes to art in our lives.23

Maher presses Irish audiences to think about
their visual culture and to combine vision
and imagination. Critics demonstrate a
certain laziness in their tendency to ask
artists what works mean. If a critical
discourse about art is striving to get away
from explication as the primary mode of
criticism, then pressing the artist into the
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role of translator may be counter
productive. In interviews Alice Maher has
often tried to distance herself from
biographical and/or psychoanalytic
interpretations of her work, and placed
more emphasis on collective memory and
collective knowledge. She is willing to relate
her work to Irish politics and society but
without limiting its meaning to one kind of
interpretative strategy.

V

Every view of things that is not
wonderful is false.24

Maher’s response to a commission to make
some drawings for the National Library of
Ireland was to think about readers, and the
imaginative possibilities liberated by
reading. Picking up on motifs in the
Library’s stained-glass windows, she made a
series of charcoal drawings in the style of
silhouettes. As in silhouettes, the figures are
in profile. In Lectores Mirabilis I the ground
is black, and the figure patterned. In the
other drawings the figure is in black, and as
well as the outlines of face and bust we see
remarkable growths emerging from the
head, neck and arms. At times these people
seems to be expelling fantasies, at other
times they are apparently penetrated.

The American artist, Kara Walker, who has
worked extensively in silhouette, reminds us
that silhouette — a form associated with
amateurism and middle-class gentility in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries — is a
convention of seeing the body racially, in
terms of black and white, and is almost
necessarily a form of caricature. Walker uses
the traditional method of silhouette — the
cut out of black paper mounted on pale
background — to revisit the notional
gentility of the antebellum South and its
relationship to slavery. In The Emancipation
Approximation (2000), one of the silkscreen

prints based on her silhouettes, Walker
presents a tiny-waisted curly-haired Southern
belle leaning against a chopping block and
axe, while nine decapitated heads (including
one of a baby) lie at her feet. If the Lectores
Mirabiles bring out the magical associations
of the silhouette, including its relationship to
shadow puppet theatre, they also show
strange fruit. Some of Maher’s recent use of
the genre has developed the infernal
properties of charcoal in creating large and
much more sinister figures after Bosch. 

The medieval historian, Carolyn Walker
Bynum, describes twelfth-century ways of
relating to strange and marvellous
phenomena in terms of wonder: 

All theories of wonder saw it as a
significance-reaction: a flooding with
awe, pleasure or dread owing to
something deeper, lurking in the
phenomenon. The wonderer was
situated, wonder was perspectival (even
if miracles were not) ... Wonder was a
response to something novel and bizarre
that seemed both to exceed explanation
and to indicate that there might be
reason (significance — not necessarily
cause) behind it.

Thus medieval theories of wonder made
the case that wonder is non-
appropriative, yet based in facticity and
singularity. The opposite of admiratio is
not only to investigate, it is also to
imitate and to generalize. To wonder is
emphatically not to consume and
incorporate; it is, as Bernard of
Clairvaux said, to give back the goblet
after draining the potion …25

Maher’s ability to reinvigorate a sense of
wonder around certain objects is an
historicist act. It is harder to explain why
her own art goes so far beyond simply
suggesting what is already known about
women, history and tradition. 
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Each records an occasion in which the
institutionalized distance of the field of
English from the study of Irish issues
postponed a key revelation. My hope is that
they can serve both as cautionary tales
about the ancien régime of the disciplines
and arguments for the place of Irish Studies
in a new disciplinary order of things. In the
final part of the essay I shall turn to the case
of Maria Edgeworth, a writer whose work
the advent of Irish Studies has made newly
interesting for commentary and critique.
Her willingness to move between local and
general levels of analysis speaks to
developments within Irish Studies while also
connecting to key disciplinary
transformations currently underway in the
academy. I myself will be moving between
local and general levels of analysis here, as
well as in and out of the milieu of Irish
Studies. Some of what I say will be familiar
to scholars of that field, but it strikes me as
salutary to be addressing the question of
changing disciplines for a mix of specialist
and non-specialist readers. 

Irish Studies, I am aware, has strong
connections to several longstanding

disciplines and its intellectual roots go back
many decades. Daniel Corkery’s Hidden
Ireland (1925), to let one title stand for
many, is a book that seems a clear precursor
in its willingness to fold poetry, politics, and
culture into an overarching analysis. My
subject here, however, is work that has
come to be recognized as constituting a field
only in the last thirty or forty years, a
period that has also seen the emergence of a
number of related fields. Some of these
fields — Scottish Studies and Australian
Studies, for example — are closely
analogous with Irish Studies. Others — such
as cultural studies and postcolonial studies
— are somewhat less so but are nonetheless
part-and-parcel of the same reorganization
of research and teaching.1 All five of these
fields are in close dialogue with one another.

Irish Studies arguably belongs to a whole
range of ‘shadow disciplines’ haunting the
traditional categories under which
knowledge has been organized in the
humanities and social sciences. My interest
in Irish Studies is twofold, both as a set of
particular questions and practices in its own
right — i.e. as a distinctive intellectual
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1 For one recent
consideration of Ireland,
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A Discipline in Shifting Perspective
Why We Need Irish Studies
James Chandler

The field of Irish Studies has begun to flourish in places
beyond Ireland. In order to raise the question of what
Irish Studies might mean in and for today’s university, 
I wish to provide some sense of the experience of
working in certain quarters of the Humanities in the
last thirty or thirty-five years. And so, at the risk of
exposing what may be idiosyncratic lapses in my
education, I offer here three academic anecdotes from
the recent study of literature and culture.
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intervention — and as a case of the larger
disciplinary transformation of our age. The
latter interest connects to an ongoing
project at the University of Chicago’s
Franke Institute that bears the title New
Perspectives on the Disciplines: Comparative
Studies in Higher Education. In what
follows I will be invoking the notion of
perspective quite centrally, far more
centrally than we have done in the larger
project. Indeed, thinking about the question
of perspective in Irish Studies may help to
lend more substance and force to the term
in the larger account.

I

The first of my anecdotes, then, involves a
course I began to teach in the early 1980s at
the University of Chicago, a reworked version
of a Romanticism course I had by then
already been offering for several years. The
course was a response to a felt need to
address the question of historical context in
the study of Romantic literature while
preserving the advantages of the New-Critical
classroom. That style of classroom, defended
by as unlikely an advocate as Edward Said at
Chicago in 1981, offered a kind of democracy
of access to literary authority that empowered
students and enlivened discussion.2 The cost
of such a classroom, however, was the
reinforcement of a certain brand of non-
historical formalism that, at that time, had for
many of us come to seem unsustainable.

My thought in redesigning this course was to
cluster the materials around two particular
years in the period. Both dates, as it
happened, were associated with an
impressive body of literary production, and
both have resonance for even the least
historically minded students of Romanticism.
One was 1819, the year Shelley memorialized
in ‘England in 1819’, the trenchant sonnet he
wrote in the wake of the Peterloo Massacre.
It was also the year of much of the best work
of Keats, Byron, Scott, Hazlitt, and Shelley

himself. I went on to write a book about that
year, about the place of Peterloo in it, and
about the issues of literary and cultural
periodization in the Romantic period and 
in ours.3

The other year, 1798, was the year of
Wordsworth and Coleridge’s revolutionary
poetic experiments in Lyrical Ballads, the
‘1789’ of English literary history. Clustering
texts published or composed in 1798 made
it possible to look at the Lyrical Ballads
phenomenon in the context of Coleridge’s
conversation poems, Wordsworth’s blank-
verse trial runs for what would become 
The Prelude and The Excursion, as well as
some work by Blake and some fiction
(Charlotte Smith), drama (Joanna Baillie),
political and economic writing (Thomas
Malthus), and journalism. We also read
historical accounts of the late 1790s in 
Elie Halévy and E. P. Thompson.

There was plenty to do, and it all went well
enough. Yet there was, I came to see in
retrospect, a massive absence lurking in the
pedagogical exercise. For if 1798 carries
resonance in the study of ‘English’ for its
specifically literary associations, it of course
carries far broader associations in Ireland,
as in the phrase popularized by Thomas
Flanagan’s novel The Year of the French: the
date of the risings in Wicklow, Wexford,
and Antrim, and of the ill-starred French
landing at Killala in Mayo. Looking back
now, it strikes me as supremely ironic that
we probably devoted a full ninety-minute
class to a discussion of Coleridge’s poem
‘Fears in Solitude’, a blank-verse meditation
of February 1798 in which he registered his
anxieties about the possibilities of a French
invasion of southern England, where he was
then living. For we never connected any of
this to the fact that an invasion actually
occurred a few short months later in the
west of Ireland.

It is not just that the Irish events of 1798
marked the first foreign invasion of either
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island in many decades, or that these events
involved thousands of casualties (and many
state executions), and ushered in the Act of
Union of 1801. There were also some
crucial political, literary, and cultural
developments of the years leading to 1798
in Ireland that formed a potentially
important parallel plot to the story of
‘Wordsworth’s 1798’. As with the English
1790s, those years in Ireland saw the
widespread circulation of ideas and
ideologies imported from the French
Revolution, especially through the active
offices of Wolfe Tone who, like Wordsworth
himself in the early years of the decade,
lived in France and imported its brand of
republicanism to his country of birth. These
years in Ireland saw the formation of the
United Irishmen, who, like the members of
the London Corresponding Society and the
Society for Constitutional Information,
developed new forms of organization across
disparate constituencies in ways that would
shape later socialist movements in the
nineteenth century such as the Saint-
Simonians and the Chartists. 

Closer still to Wordsworth’s interests in
1798, Ireland witnessed a burst of activity
in the popular ballad, so that, after years of
relatively bookish antiquarian research, one
suddenly had the Belfast Harp Festival of
1792 which, as Katie Trumpener and others
have shown, proved something of a
watershed for the folklorizing of many
fields.4 Again, all of this formed a highly
suggestive parallel to events in 1790s Britain
where, as scholars have known since at least
Robert Mayo’s seminal essay on ‘The
Contemporaneity of the Lyrical Ballads’,
Wordsworth’s and Coleridge’s ballad
experiments were very much of their time
and place.5 Lastly, there is the interesting
case of Maria Edgeworth’s first novel,
Castle Rackrent. Edgeworth, born just a
year earlier than Wordsworth, was already
at work on this novel when the Rising of
’98 reached her family’s estate in Longford.
To read the Preface to her self-described

experiment with rustic language and
popular forms of narration is to discover an
extraordinary parallel to what students of
‘English’ have long been encouraged to
recognize as ‘original’ in the Lyrical Ballads
project and in its prefaces. 

In spite of all these resonant parallels, it did
not occur to me, when teaching the ‘1798’
part of my course in the early 1980s, to turn
any serious attention to matters in Ireland. I
have learned to do better since then, and I
believe that the recent rise of Irish Studies is
partly responsible. But how do we best
describe what Irish Studies offers in such a
case? For 1798, one could say, Irish Studies
supplies an elevation of perspective, a shift
of scale that allows one to extend a horizon
and thus to bring parallel histories into
relation with one another. This shift of scale
offers an expanded canon. It makes possible
the revelation of an Ireland that had lain
beyond the ken, that had been ‘hidden’, 
to use Corkery’s term. 

II

This is already a great deal, and, even if
Irish Studies did no more for the disciplines
and the world, it would be worth
encouraging on this account alone. But my
second anecdote, which also involves a
pedagogical exercise at Chicago, will suggest
how Irish Studies needs to, and does, do
more than ‘elevate’ our perspective. It
concerns a first year humanities course
entitled ‘Form, Problem, Event’, which was
designed to introduce university students to
the methods and issues of literature,
philosophy, and history. The third of its
three ten-week terms centred on an
historical ‘event’ large enough to sustain
interdisciplinary study. In the first
incarnation of the course, the event was the
French Revolution, with diverse framing
accounts from Michelet, Carlyle, George
Lefebvre and ‘texts’ by Rousseau, Burke,
Paine, Wollstonecraft, and Wordsworth. In
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the second incarnation the event was the
English Revolution, with diverse framing
accounts from Clarendon, Samuel Rawson
Gardiner, and Christopher Hill, and
Leviathan, Paradise Lost, and pamphlets of
the 1640s and 1650s as texts. I myself
taught the course in its second incarnation
several times running and found it
immensely rewarding. 

As with any experience in narrative
historiography, certain issues of sympathy
and point of view would come into play in
the course of working through these
materials. Invariably, it seemed, especially in
reading the liberal narrative of the 1640s by
Gardiner and the Marxist account by Hill, a
collective bond of sympathy would develop
between the participants in class and the
Puritan revolutionaries, who clearly
appeared to represent the ‘progressive’ cause
in the conflict. Cromwell’s heroic New
Model Army became a particular point of
identification. Whatever the cultural
idiosyncrasies of the ‘Puritan mind,’ the
New Model Army, when it rode to the
rescue in 1644 and beat back the Royal

Army in key battles thereafter, came to
stand for resistance to arbitrary monarchical
power — a kind of modernity, if you will —
that seemed relatively easy to endorse. 

At one point in the course every year, we
read and discussed the famous 1647 Army
Debates at Putney in the text compiled from
William Clarke’s eyewitness stenographic
notes. After the stunning victories at
Marsden Moor and Naseby, Cromwell’s
army had marched toward London, arriving
en masse at Putney just south-west of
London. The metropolis was theirs for the
taking, but instead of seizing it, they
established camp and held an open debate
about how government should be conducted
under Puritan auspices. For purposes of the
course, this debate became an intellectual
linchpin, serving to introduce Leviathan and
Paradise Lost. Filling in Clarke’s sometimes
sketchy stenography, my students and I
admired the openness of this debate, the
recognition of emergent parties, the
enlightened impulse to deliberate rather
than dominate. Moreover, the terms of the
debate itself seemed to us extraordinarily
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forward-looking, as Cromwell and William
Ireton engaged with the Levellers, for
example, a newly emergent faction whose
views on property distribution, which were
given their first full airing in this setting,
seemed to anticipate socialist programmes
of the nineteenth century and after. Indeed,
by this point in the course, such was the
extent of the identification with ‘the Cause’
that we registered collective anxiety when
— in the midst, say, of Gardiner’s detailed
Victorian narrative — Cromwell would
disappear from the scene for months on
end. What in the world could be so
important as to distract him from his
historic mission in England? What would
become of the revolutionary cause in his
absence? Could his lieutenants — or his
brother Richard — possibly rise to the task
of keeping things together in the meantime?
Just where was he, and what was keeping
him there so long?

He was, of course, in Ireland, and we were
not unaware of this fact. We must also have
had some sense of what he was doing there.
When I turn back now to the historical
works that we read in this course, I find
passages that represent these episodes, but
always narrated from the perspective of the
Puritan revolutionary interest. Hill, I now
recognize, was downright explicit in his
apologetics: ‘The brutality of the
Cromwellian conquest in Ireland is not one
of the pleasanter aspects of our hero’s
career, and I have no desire to whitewash
his conduct. But we must get the campaign
and its aftermath into historical perspective,
and try to see it through the eyes of
Cromwell and his contemporaries as well as
those of posterity’.6 We interpreted the
events — read the story, as it were — from
that point of view. As in a novel managed
by a competent fiction writer, our
identification was solicited for particular
parties and to particular ends. And when
the identification is with the parties that
emerged as historically triumphant, the risk
of massive occlusion and massive distortion

is so much the greater. This kind of resort to
a recurring narrative strategy within a
culturally dominant formation creates a
one-sidedness that becomes all-but absolute.

It was some years later, when I read histories
of Ireland for purposes of understanding
some eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
writers I was researching, that I was able to
register the full force of what the ‘absent’
Cromwell was up to. It was only then that I
began to recognize the monstrous brutality
of Cromwell’s tactics in Ireland. It was only
then that I discerned Cromwell’s central role
in the vicious spiral of seventeenth-century
Anglo-Irish conflicts that culminated in the
Battle of the Boyne and set the stage for the
next century of immiseration under the
penal codes. It was especially astonishing,
for someone whose Cromwell was the
general who showed such restraint in
parking his army at the gates of an
undefended London to debate political
principle, to discover how differently he
dealt with Catholic Ireland and how
differently the ‘conversation’ would go at the
gates of town such as Drogheda. Here is a
standard account, from a recent middle-of-
the-road history of Ireland, of what ensued
after the refusal of Cromwell’s call to
surrender:

Cromwell replaced his white flag of
truce with a red one and opened fire on
the city walls, which began to crumble
and give way. The defenders put up a
very stiff resistance and it was some time
before the breaches of the walls were big
enough for 7,000 or 8,000 of
Cromwell’s men to pour through them
into the town. They put the defenders to
the sword and then streamed through
the streets, mercilessly killing about a
thousand of the townspeople. Many
may have been technical combatants:
who, in such a situation, would not arm
themselves with a piece of metal or a
stick? Others were certainly
defenceless.7
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Submit to Puritan rule or be slaughtered
was the ultimatum, and it was not a vain
threat, as the residents of Drogheda came 
to learn.8

The history of the seventeenth- and
eighteenth-centuries as I had come to know
it as background to the field of ‘English’
was a photographic negative of the history
that one could find even in moderate
histories of Ireland for this period.9 Many
of the key dates would roughly be the same
as for the English version — 1603, 1625,
1640–41, 1647–49, 1688–91, and so on.
But in the Irish story, to borrow a phrase
slightly out of context from Christopher
Hill, the world would be turned upside
down. The year 1603 marks, not the
peaceful transition to a Stuart king, but
rather a period of suppression that leads to
the departure of the Irish aristocracy, the
Flight of the Earls. The year 1641 marks,
not the beginning of the Long Parliament,
that important step in England’s shift away
from monarchical power, but rather the
occasion of a series of brutal suppressions
across Ireland; and the year 1688, not the
Glorious Revolution, but the end of
Catholic Ireland’s chance at social justice for
many decades to come. 

In this second anecdotal example, then, the
model for Irish Studies is not so much that
of an elevation of perspective as it is that of
a reversal of perspective. In cinematic terms,
it is not a cut from a medium shot to a long
framing shot, but rather a sequence of shot
and counter-shot. It follows, I think, that
the contribution to knowledge that is
possible in this kind of shift will be
proportional to the naturalization or
domestication that is established with the
initial point of view. Amin Malouf’s
remarkable The Crusades through Arab
Eyes is an example of a book that has great
impact precisely to the degree that the
perspective it reverses (the Western view of
the Crusades) had become a matter of
second nature — all there was to know

about the case — for so many Western
readers. Updating Malouf’s take on the
Middle East to the present crisis there, we
might note that many observers in the West
have trouble understanding that the date
1948 — which for Europe meant the
Marshall Plan and for Israel meant the
establishment of a new state in the wake of
the Holocaust — was from the point of
view of the Palestinians nothing less that the
Nakba or Catastrophe. It might therefore be
said that in this more robust model of Irish
Studies, the addition of the Irish side of the
question is less the recognition of a parallel
set of historical developments (parallel
ballad revivals, parallel engagements with
French Republicanism, parallel literary
experiments with rustic narrators) than the
revelation of a suppressed dimension of a
larger complex story. Changing metaphors
from cinema to the theatre, one can think of
the issue along the lines of what Tom
Stoppard produced for the story of Hamlet
in Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead:
the view from a world ‘off-stage’ in which
the terms of perception and assessment in
the on-stage world are turned inside out.

III

My final anecdote does not yield a third
model of Irish Studies but rather points to
an implication of the second one. It comes
from an experience not from teaching but
rather from research, indeed from my first
major research project, a re-examination of
Wordsworth’s relation to the French
Revolution that I undertook in the 1970s.
The standard view of Wordsworth at that
time, sanctioned by the early comments of
Hazlitt and others, was that, though he
turned ‘conservative’ late in his career, he
nonetheless remained, at least through the
major writings of his ‘great decade’
(1797–1807), a kind of Rousseauist in
politics and letters. He was, that is, a poet
of ‘nature’ in Rousseau’s sense of the term,
still very much in sympathy with the ideals,
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if not with the upshot, of the French
Revolution. On this view, he was a poet, as
M. H. Abrams put the matter, for whom
‘the prime opponent power is “habit”, “use
and custom”, “the regular action of the
world”’.10 Looking at Wordsworth’s
interest in repetition, and in his positive
representations of habit and custom in both
the production and reception of his poetry, I
came to see things differently. And in
particular, I found in Wordsworth’s relation
to Edmund Burke — whom Wordsworth
came to acknowledge openly but, as he
stressed, belatedly, in his later years — a
connection that could help to clarify the
poet’s political and aesthetic commitments
as they changed over time.

Burke was not at that time a writer with a
prominent place in many literary histories of
the Romantic period. Outside of literary
history, at least in America, Burke had been
taken over by a number of self-styled
conservative thinkers — Russell Kirk, for
example — for his views about ‘tradition’
and ‘prejudice’. In England, Burke had
figured in Romantic studies for an earlier
generation, that of the eminent historian
Alfred Cobban in the 1920s, but had not
much figured since. By the early 1970s,
however, in the New Zealand intellectual
historian J. G. A. Pocock, Burke found a
commentator and advocate whose fresh
approach reanimated his writings —
especially those about the French
Revolution. Pocock made Burke’s work one
of the central case studies in a new
methodological campaign he undertook
with the English philosopher Quentin
Skinner and the English literary critic John
Wallace. This new campaign — whose first
manifesto was Pocock’s Politics, Language
and Time (1973) — undertook to challenge
the views of commentators like Leo Strauss
who, it was argued, would have us study
important works in the history of political
writing without respect to their historical
contexts. Invoking the notion of ‘language
games’ from Wittgenstein-inspired Ordinary

Language Philosophy and the new concept
of discourse advanced by the likes of Michel
Foucault in France, this programme aspired
to situate terms and arguments in respect to
the historicity of their rule-governed usage.
Burke would become a recurring point of
reference for Pocock, first in a seminal essay
on Burke and the ancient constitution and
later in follow-up essays on Burke’s
response to the French Revolution.11

It was undoubtedly Pocock’s Burke that I
took on board, a Burke who himself seemed
to offer a well-nigh Wittgensteinian,
performative account of the importance of
grammar, of ‘usage’, against excessive
reliance on metaphysical definition, and for
whom the former value was as distinctively
English as the latter error — or vice — was
distinctively French. ‘These metaphysic
rights,’ wrote Burke, ‘entering into common
life, like rays of light which pierce into a
dense medium, are, by the laws of nature,
refracted from their straight line.’12 It was
Pocock’s Burke, really, whom I attempted to
show was a crucially neglected element in
received accounts of Wordsworth’s poetic
responses to the French Revolution and its
Napoleonic consequences. 

Some evidence of just how little Burke was
in play for Romantic studies at that time
can be seen in the absence of any mention
whatsoever of Burke’s Reflections in what
was then the single most influential book on
the subject of how the French Revolution
mattered to Wordsworth and his fellow
poets, Abrams’s Natural Supernaturalism
(1971). I had myself read a great deal on
Burke beyond the many works about the
French Revolution, including the famous
speeches about the American colonies in the
1770s, the work on the prosecution of
Warren Hastings’s misdeeds in India, and,
yes, even some of the writings on Ireland. I
was aware of the general outline of Burke’s
biography, including the fact of his birth in
Ireland and his education at Trinity College,
Dublin. But for me, as for most scholars
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who paid him any mind, Burke was simply
a British writer — even an ‘English’ one,
according to his own self-identification in
the Reflections. Indeed, it never occurred to
me to wonder at the oddity of an Irishman’s
willingness to align himself so intimately
with English national sentiment until a
rather different Burke began to appear on
the scene in the 1990s.

Looking back, it seems that Conor Cruise
O’Brien’s widely reviewed ‘thematic
biography’ of Burke, The Great Melody
(1992), can be seen to mark a certain
turning of the tide, along with Seamus
Deane’s extensive comments on Burke in
Strange Country, the publication of his
1995 Clarendon lectures.13 Also in 1995, in
Heathcliff and the Great Hunger, there was
Terry Eagleton’s chapter on the Protestant
Ascendancy as an early embodiment of the
notion that Gramsci would later term
‘hegemony’.14 I know that I did not myself
begin to see the new critical prospects
opened up by what would come to be called
the ‘Irish Burke’ until 1997, at a conference
convened in London to commemorate the
bicentennial of Burke’s death. Excellent
papers by Luke Gibbons, Claire Connolly,
and others revealed to me a Burke I had
never recognized before. Part of this new
picture of Burke was drawn in reference to
fresh biographical research into Burke’s
early Irish — even Irish Catholic —
connections. Another part was filled in by
way of new commentary on Burke’s many
writings about Ireland and the Protestant
Ascendancy. But the sense of a new Irish
Burke was powerfully driven home for me
in a paper about Burke’s response to the
French Revolution, in which Tom Paulin
suggested that Burke’s Irish commitments
were such that he must have been
‘ventriloquizing’ the part of the Englishman
in works like the Reflections. The sentence
that stayed with me, and that I think I can
reproduce almost verbatim from that
occasion, was Paulin’s culminating
observation: ‘You cannot persuade me that

when Burke boasts that “we English are
men of untaught feelings” he does not have
his tongue planted firmly in his cheek.’ The
simple fact of Paulin’s intoning this remark
with his own Irish voicing itself lent
considerable force to the point, and it
accentuates the role of performative rhetoric
in the adjudication of such questions.

Since that bicentenary moment in the late
1990s we have seen a good deal of work on
‘the Irish Burke’. Gibbons’s paper evolved
into his Edmund Burke and Ireland (2003),
which, though not quite an attempt to
support Paulin’s witty provocation, does
press for a serious re-thinking and re-
valuation of much of what we thought we
knew about Burke beforehand.15 And just
recently Deane has elaborated some of the
insights in Strange Country into a collection
of essays, Foreign Affections (2005), which
frames Burke’s localism, for example, in a
wider cosmopolitan context of European
Enlightenment and post-Enlightenment
writings.16 Thus, to counter the sense of
Burke that we associated with his flaunting
of ‘English prejudice’ or his snipe about the
‘swinish multitude’, we now have a Burke
who, if not exactly a theorist of the
subaltern, could be understood to have
produced his famously contrarian views
about British imperialism in America and
South Asia because he was so sensitized to it
in the case of his Irish homeland. We have a
new Burkean sublime, too, conceived by a
writer who was so wary of state terror in
France at least partly because of having
witnessed it in mid-eighteenth-century
Ireland under the penal laws.17

This third anecdote, then, is meant to
illustrate what has begun to happen with
certain writers in the wake of this more
politically charged version of Irish Studies, in
which what is achieved in commentary is less
an elevation than a reversal of critical
perspective. It is almost as if a new major
author has been added to the canon: the
‘Irish’ version of the author we thought we
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knew. For certain authors, this move has
been available for some time. My late
colleague at Chicago, Frank Kinahan, wrote
a dissertation at Harvard in the early 1970s
that he was already at that time describing as
a book about ‘the Irish Yeats’: it was in part
a polemic against Yeats critics such as Harold
Bloom for whom Yeats’s value and
intelligibility was constituted in respect to an
almost exclusively English tradition (Blake,
Wordsworth, Shelley, Keats, Swinburne).18 In
the same decade, at a time when Swift
scholarship was exemplified by Philip Harth’s
Swift and Anglican Rationalism, Carole
Fabricant’s study of Swift and the Irish
landscape did something similar for the work
of the Dean of St. Patrick’s.19 This idea of
the ‘Irished’ or ‘Re-Irished’ author, however,
has only recently acquired the status of a
quasi-disciplinary procedure. Declan Kiberd’s
recent Irish Classics, for example, relies
sharply on this kind of operation to produce
its impressive hermeneutic results.20 In the
case of Bram Stoker, the Irishing of his
authorship — and indeed of his most
celebrated creation — has already provoked
some critical resistance from Joseph Valente,
who opens his recent book with the
announcement that ‘[t]he decade of the Irish
Dracula ended in 2000’, and who goes on to
argue that the ‘Irish approach’ has not
achieved the ‘epistemological break’ that it
pursued. For Valente, this ‘inversion of
existing practice’ may prove to do no more
than ‘restore, on other terms, the unilateral
racial logic that the Irish school has rightly
suspected in itself’.21 And in the ever-
complicated case of Joyce’s Irishness, we have
seen suggestions of how the difference might
(as it were) be split, in collections such as
Derek Attridge and Marjorie Howes’s Semi-
Colonial Joyce.22

In many of these examples, and Burke’s is
an especially good case in point, the
question of an author’s being ‘Irishable’ is
intensified by the sense that, internal to his
or her œuvre, we can find not only another
side to the story but beyond this, an

anticipation of what it means to be able to
see or not to see the story from that other
side. Familiar, by now, to all students of the
debate about the French Revolution in
Britain is the challenge we find early in
Burke’s Reflections to Richard Price’s views
about the meaning of the Revolution of
1688. Price had argued as follows: that the
1688 Revolution had established three
constitutional principles, that the English
had recently lost sight of these principles,
and that the French, with their 1789
Revolution, had revived them in a way that
set an example that the English could not
but profit from imitating. Burke countered
each of these points with claims of his own:
that the 1688 Revolution had established no
such principles, that the constitution rested
on a chivalric system invented by the French
but forgotten in their recent revolution, and
that the ‘English’, as exemplified in Burke’s
own ‘resentment’ of the insult to the honour
of the French queen, were positioned to
show the French the way forward.23 The
question of the meaning of the 1688
Revolution comes to figure quite centrally in
Burke’s writings about Ireland in the 1790s
as well, but with a rather different
inflection. He wrote as follows to Sir
Hercules Langrishe in early 1792:

I cannot possibly confound in my mind
all the things which were done at the
[1688] Revolution with the principles of
the Revolution. As in most great
changes, many things were done from
the necessities of the time, well or ill
understood, from passion or from
vengeance, which were not only not
perfectly agreeable to its principles, but
in the most direct contradiction of them.
I shall not think that the deprivation of
some millions of people of all the rights
of citizens, and all the interest in the
constitution, in and to which they were
born, was a thing conformable to the
declared principles of the Revolution.
This I am sure is true relatively to
England … But the Revolution operated
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differently in England and Ireland, in
many, and these essential, particulars.
Supposing the principles to have been
altogether the same in both kingdoms,
but the application of those principles to
very different objects, the whole spirit of
the system was changed, not to say
reversed. In England it was the struggle
of the great body of the people for the
establishment of the power of the
smaller number, at the expense of the
civil liberties and properties of the far
greater part; and at the expense of the
political liberties of the whole. It was, to
say the truth, not a revolution but a
conquest; which is not to say a great
deal in its favour. To insist on everything
done in Ireland at the Revolution, would
be to insist on the severe and jealous
policy of a conqueror, in the crude
settlement of the new acquisition, as a
permanent rule for its future
government. This, no power, in no
country that ever I heard of, has done or
professed to do …24

The point of overlap between this argument
and the Reflections’ critique of how Price
represented 1688 is the idea that many
features of the Revolution were incidental to
its principles. Such features amounted only,
as Burke famously put it, to a ‘necessary
adjustment’ in response to the difficulties of
the times. But where the tendency of the
Reflections was to rebut Price’s ground for
urging a reformist extension of political
franchise in England, the tendency in the
Letter to Langrishe is to rebut those who
would continue to exclude a large part of
the population from the franchise in Ireland.
Burke’s key move in the latter argument,
moreover, is the assertion that the incidental
aspects of the Revolution settlement in
Ireland derived from the fact of conquest,
from the fact that the settlement was
coloured by the passions and circumstances
of conquest. 

It is in this way that Burke attempts to show
that, in the long history of the penal laws,

the question of redress for Irish Catholics is
not about a constitutionally established
Protestant Church. And it is from the
hypothesis of conquest, a conquest whose
exigencies have been far too long extended,
that he retells the history of the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries:

For a much longer period than that
which had sufficed to blend the Romans
with the nation to which of all others
they were the most adverse [i.e. the
Gauls], the Protestants settled in Ireland,
consider themselves in no other light
than that of a sort of colonial garrison,
to keep the natives in subjection to the
other state of Great Britain. The whole
spirit of the Revolution in Ireland, was
that of not the mildest conqueror. In
truth, the spirit of those proceedings did
not commence at that aera, nor was
religion of any kind their primary object.
What was done, was not in the spirit of
a contest between two religious factions,
but between two adverse nations …
Unheard-of confiscations were made in
the northern parts, upon grounds of
plots and conspiracies, never proved
upon their supposed authors. The war of
chicane succeeded to the war of arms
and of hostile statutes; and a regular
series of operations was carried on,
particularly from Chichester’s time [the
early seventeenth century] … for the
purpose of the total extirpation of the
interest of the natives in their own soil
— until this species of subtle ravage,
being carried to the last excess of
oppression and insolence under Lord
Strafford, it kindled in the flames of that
rebellion which broke out in 1641. By
the issue of that war … and by the total
reduction of the kingdom of Ireland in
1691, the ruin of the native Irish, and, in
a great measure, too, of the first races of
the English, was completely
accomplished. The new English interest
was settled with as solid a stability as
anything in human affairs can look for.
All the penal laws of that unparalleled
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code of oppression, which were made
after the last event, were manifestly the
effects of national hatred and scorn
towards a conquered people; whom the
victors delighted to trample upon, and
were not at all afraid to provoke. They
were not the effect of their fears, but of
their security …25

This account of Anglo-Irish relations revises
an English narrative about how stern
measures had been taken to preserve the
establishment of Protestantism and afford
security for Protestant ‘new English’ settlers
in Ireland, putting in its place a story about
nationalist passions and an overzealous
indulgence in the prerogatives of
domination on the part of conquerors. In
this story, the events associated with dates
such as 1603, 1641, and 1688 are revalued,
and the question of how far the Revolution
of 1688 can serve as a basis for action on
the Catholic question in 1792 is very much
in play. 

For Burke, moreover, the different value
assigned to dates means not only a

downward assessment of 1688 but also an
upward assessment of 1782, the year of
Henry Grattan’s parliamentary triumphs:

The true revolution to you, that which
most intrinsically and substantially
resembled the English Revolution of
1688, was the Irish Revolution of 1782
… Might it not be as well for your
statesmen, on the other side of the
water, to take an example from this
latter, and surely more conciliatory,
revolution, as a pattern for your conduct
towards your own fellow-citizens, than
from that of 1688, when a paramount
sovereignty over both you and them was
more loftily claimed, and more sternly
exerted, than at any former, or any
subsequent period? Great Britain, in
1782, rose above the vulgar ideas of
policy, the ordinary jealousies of state,
and all the sentiments of national pride
and national ambition. If she had been
more disposed then, I thank God for it,
she was, to listen to the suggestions of
passion than to the dictates of prudence;
she might have urged the principles, the
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maxims, the policy, the practice of the
[1688] Revolution, against the demands
of the leading description in Ireland,
with full as much plausibility, and full as
good a grace, as any amongst them can
possibly do, against the supplications of
so vast and extensive a description of
their own people.26

It is not so much that 1782 supplants 1688
as that it supplements it, providing a sense
of how to separate the true principles of
1688 from the circumstances of a passionate
hatred and an unseemly glorying in
domination. If, in 1792, Britain can
similarly construe 1782 for purposes of the
debate over Irish Roman Catholics, then,
Burke suggests, Britain will be true to those
same deeper constitutional principles. 

Burke’s re-reading of Anglo-Irish legal,
political, and cultural history is just now
coming back into better focus. It is part of
the keen interest in the Irish Burke, who
emerges as a liberal theorist of colonial
domination avant la lettre.27 Burke’s 
œuvre, in other words, has become so rich 
a subject for Irish Studies in recent years
because it affords not only an interesting
object of study but also, to a degree, a
method of study, one closely connected with
those techniques of reversing perspective
described above.28

IV

With this story of the transformation of
Burke studies in the last thirty-five years or
so, I come to the end of my three academic
anecdotes. There is, however, another Irish
writer about whom controversy has swirled
in recent years, Maria Edgeworth, one of
Burke’s younger contemporaries. Her case,
like Burke’s, also offers both an object and a
kind of model for the project of Irish Studies.
One measure of the increased attention that
Edgeworth has received in recent years can
be found in the record of available editions

of her work. In the five decades before 1972,
when Marilyn Butler published her seminal
biography of Edgeworth, there were only
infrequent editions of what are now
considered her major novels: two editions of
Belinda, two editions of Ennui, three editions
of Ormond. There have been double the
number of editions of each novel in the
shorter period since 1972. There have also
been more editions of Castle Rackrent since
1972 than in the fifty years before. Today,
not only are several of Edgeworth’s books
available in paper, but there is also the
extremely valuable Pickering and Chatto
edition of the Novels and Tales, which make
neglected works such as Patronage and
Leonora newly available for critical
attention. The corresponding rise in the level
of publication about Edgeworth has been
even more impressive in recent years: the
Modern Language Association records more
than 150 journal and book articles on
Edgeworth since 1990 and WorldCat
registers 42 books and dissertations in the
same period. 

To be sure, the new attention to Edgeworth
has had multiple causes, including the
historicist agenda to recover work by
authors important in their own time, the
feminist challenge to a masculinist literary
canon, and the new dispensation in
Romantic studies that has rehabilitated the
novel (and simultaneous contextualized lyric
poetry) in the sixty-five years between the
death of Sterne and the emergence of
Dickens. Still, however we explain our new
access to Edgeworth’s remarkable œuvre, it
has the advantage — especially in light of
recent commentary— of dramatizing vividly
some of the problems in what it means to
identify an author as ‘Irish’. 

One feature that distinguishes the case of
Edgeworth from some of the other authors
is that the debate about her fiction within
Irish Studies is not one that, in a
straightforward way, poses an ‘Irish
Edgeworth’ against some antecedent
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account of her work. Rather, the case of
Edgeworth, especially the Edgeworth of the
four novels known as the ‘Irish Tales’,
interestingly complicates not only the
question of what the ‘Irishing’ of an author
might mean, but also that of how to locate
an ‘Irish author’ on a larger cultural map.
Further, Edgeworth’s commitment to using
her novels to ‘teach’, though it has cost her
readers over time, makes her especially
interesting to consider in the present
context. The plots of these ‘educational’
‘Irish Tales’ are schematic in a way that
would probably invite ideologically
allegorical readings even in the absence of
Edgeworth’s known interest in didactic
literature. 

Consider the last two of these novels, The
Absentee (1812) and Ormond (1817). Like
Ennui (1806) before it, The Absentee begins
in London and returns to Ireland for its
central events. It tells the story of the
Clonbronys, an Irish aristocratic family who
left their double estate in Ireland for a life of
fashion in England, where, to court favour
with London society, they have spent
themselves into massive debt. The
honourable young scion of this household,
Lord Colambre, unable to solve his parents
problems in England and unwilling to marry
the heiress for whom his mother intends
him, returns to Ireland incognito to
investigate how things stand with the two
family estates there. One estate, under the
management of a worthy agent named Mr.
Burke, is doing very well. The other, under
an unscrupulous agent named Garraghty, is
a moral and economic disaster. In the
dénouement, Colambre returns to London
with his report just in time to save his father
from concluding a disastrous deal with
Garraghty; he also pledges half his own
inheritance to help relieve his father’s debts
on condition that they resume residence in
Ireland. Eventually, Colambre marries the
woman of his choice, his cousin Grace
Nugent, after removing the curious obstacle
that stood in their way: the rumour,

ultimately proven untrue with the help of
his friend Count O’Halloran, that she was
descended illegitimately from a line of
unchaste women.

In Ormond, the last of Edgeworth’s tales,
the action is set mainly in Ireland in the
1780s. Young Ormond explicitly described
as a kind of Irish Tom Jones, is the foster-
son of Sir Ulick O’Shane, a thrice-married
Irish politician who has wit and affection
but lacks principle and integrity. Like the
Rackrents, his is an ancient Catholic family
that now holds its land by virtue of a
conversion. A rash act by Ormond leads Sir
Ulick to distance himself from his ward, and
the boy is sent to the isolated Gaelic realm
of Sir Ulick’s cousin, King Corny of the
Black Islands. This story tracks the growth
of a good-hearted but impulsive young man
into a suitor worthy of the daughter of Lady
Annaly, an enlightened member of the
Protestant Ascendancy and a source of
moral wisdom and guidance for Ormond
from the start. As is usual in Edgeworth’s
novels, there is an alternative to the central
character’s eventual choice of partner, in this
case the daughter of King Corny himself,
who rejects Ormond’s suit because of his
lack of polish but, during a long Parisian
interlude late in the novel, reveals to
Ormond how so over polished she herself
has become amid the ancien régime excesses
of haut ton society that she loses her allure
in his eyes.

I have included details of Edgeworth’s
character and place-names in these synopses
to indicate that Edgeworth’s schematic
management of plots is complicated by her
way with onomastics. For in addition to
place and person names that signify
characteristics or qualities — Castle
Rackrent, Lady Dashfort — we find an
impressive array of historical allusions.
Exhaustive recent scholarship by Butler,
Mitzi Myers, and W. J. McCormack, in
particular, has turned up myriad such
references and suggested possible
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motivations and connections. The
summaries I have just mentioned include Sir
Ulick (read as alluding to Ulysses), Mr.
Burke (alluding to Edmund), Clonbrony
(alluding to a castle near Edgeworthstown),
O’Halloran (alluding to a recent pro-
Catholic historian of Ireland), Grace Nugent
(alluding to a well-known composition by
O’Carolan, which was itself based on an
historical personage). In Ennui we also find
Geraldine (alluding to the celebrated
FitzGeralds of Kildare), Cecilia Devereux
(alluding to two of Edgeworth’s powerful
English ancestors), O’Donohoe (alluding to
a Killarney legend of a High King of
Ireland).

If the schematic plots and allusive
onomastics have prompted commentators to
read the novels in terms of an allegorical
code, they are nonetheless far from clear
about what to make of it. Among the many
stances in the criticism, two stand in
apparent opposition. There is the view of
Eagleton, Deane, and Tom Dunne, who
regard Edgeworth as her father’s daughter,
and her father as a neo-colonialist, a
revisionist of empire. On this view, the
novels allegorize a process whereby the
traditionalist loyalties of the Irish people are
exploited in the service of a new order, one
in which the Irish will be shown to be
faithful vassals to a new form of
(English/Protestant) government, one
revised, presumably, in the terms staked out
by Adam Smith and the new theories of
political economy. Dunne’s pointed
summary goes like this: ‘Edgeworth, like
Spenser, was a colonist writing in conditions
of siege, and while his specific proposals
had long been implemented, she retained his
advocacy of thorough Anglicisation, and,
like him, presented a stereotype of the
native Irish which best suited her preferred
approach to that of benevolent, improving
landlordism.’29

Butler, for her part, in marshalling her
findings about Edgeworth’s sources, takes

aim at just this position. She considers the
very existence of the code as evidence for
Edgeworth’s subversiveness, rather like the
Romantic poets’ reading of Blake as of
Satan’s party, though perhaps the more
apposite comparison is with Christopher
Hill’s reading of Milton, where the claim is
that, given the forces of censorship and the
more insidious forms of hegemony, sublime
allegory must always be read to the left.30

Butler’s Edgeworth is an author who must
adopt indirect codes and protocols simply to
get her work done. Edgeworth’s facts,
names, and references, though on the one
hand heavily coded, are, on the other, says
Butler, ‘disaggregated as on a newssheet,
make no case and are not commented on;
the journalist’s minimal cover, when merely
to introduce a fact is displeasing to
authority’.31 Animating such facts,
according to Butler, is Edgeworth’s
commitment as a ‘determined localist’,
dedicated to solutions achieved on the
ground in small Irish communities.32

It is not clear to me that Butler and Dunne
are making arguments about Edgeworth
that stand on all fours with each other. I
agree with Butler that one can find in
Edgeworth’s novels considerably more
sympathy for the Catholic cause than many
of her critics give her credit for. In The
Absentee, for example, there is the figure of
the retired military officer, Count
O’Halloran, clearly a Catholic and probably
one of the Wild Geese who flew to Europe
after the Jacobite defeat in the 1690s.
Readers on both sides of the question see
O’Halloran standing for Gaelic Catholicism.
But whereas Dunne reads the treatment of
O’Halloran as indication of Edgeworth’s
rejection of ‘a Romanticized
antiquarianism’, and an ‘entombing [of] the
Gaelic past in Count O’Halloran’s house’,
Butler seeks to portray O’Halloran as a hero
of the story, one whom she credits in part
with the rescue of Grace Nugent. As with
many other characters in Edgeworth’s
fiction, Butler also wishes to see in
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O’Halloran an historical allusion, in this
case to the Catholic historian, Sylvester
O’Halloran, whose pro-Catholic history of
Ireland attempted to correct a record of
bigoted misrepresentation. I give Butler the
advantage in this debate. O’Halloran has a
certain degree of agency in this tale,
precisely by virtue of his knowledge of the
past. In this way, he is reminiscent of a
character whom Scott arguably modelled on
him, Jonathan Oldbuck, the titular
character of the third of Scott’s Waverley
novels, The Antiquary (1817).

I diverge from Butler’s against-the-grain
approach to Edgeworth, what she herself
calls her ‘Irish way of reading’ the novels,
where she suggests that they involve a coded
subversion of a Protestant hegemony on
behalf of Catholic Ireland. We know that
Edgeworth strongly favoured Catholic
emancipation. Most of the Irish tales were
written deep enough into the period of
Union for parties on all sides to recognize
that, as with the defaulted terms of the
Treaty of Limerick a century before, the
British government was prevaricating with
the promised full emancipation of Catholic
subjects. The year The Absentee was
published, the young Shelley was in Dublin
leafleting for this very cause. But to write
fiction in the cause of Catholic
emancipation is not necessarily to produce a
coded subversion of the existing terms of
rule (which is not to say that such practices
as absenteeism were not roundly
condemned). Good Catholics are given their
due in Edgeworth’s novels, and Catholicism
as such is not criticized. But good
Protestants are also given their due, and
Protestantism as such is not criticized —
only the notion of a de jure Protestant
Ascendancy, rather along the lines of
Burke’s earlier critique in the 1790s.33

Edgeworth seems to support what might be
called a de facto Protestant Ascendancy, the
rule of landlords whose claim to govern is
not that of might nor birth but of
education. For Edgeworth, education is a

value higher than that of religious
denomination and should have no basis in
conversion proselytism. The authoritative
Lady Annaly explicitly avows some such
position in Ormond, and in so doing she
echoes the Edgeworths’ 1807 article in the
Edinburgh Review.34 

The question that I want to press here is
about how tales of the sort that Edgeworth
is producing might be understood as serving
the cause of ‘education’ as Edgeworth
conceives it. To this end, I take seriously, the
notion that the novels are written in a kind
of code. But I also want to suggest a
different understanding of how it works.
The code, I argue, involves a shift from an
education based on religious conversion or
its resistance — i.e. an education based on
the non-fungibility of religious beliefs — to
one based on what might be called cultural
convertibility, in which there are levels of
interchangeability that interest Edgeworth
immensely. Like Butler’s account, mine is
based on a notion of ‘localism,’ but one that
is the flip side of a kind of ‘generalism.’

Even on Butler’s own showing, after all,
part of what we might call the allusive
structure of these tales is the sense that
some of the allusions are highly
cosmopolitan. Edgeworth, already famous
in 1801 for her educational writings, her
early fiction, and her father, began to see the
wider world of Parisian, London, and
Edinburgh intellectual society and to write
for it as well. Her novels, starting with
Ennui, especially, begin to feature world-
historical figures and situations (Rousseau,
the French Enlightenment, Madame de
Staël, Goethe, German Idealism, British
India, etc.). Other allusions relate to the
interaction of Great Britain and Ireland, 
and this in turn is sometimes broken down
to suggest local relations between England,
Scotland, Wales, and Ireland. There is then
the level of ‘Ireland’ which the emphasis on
the ‘Irish Tales’ obviously foregrounds. But
then there is the more local consideration:
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the level of the country, for instance.
Thanks to Butler’s research, and to the
boom in Irish county history of recent years
(including work on County Longford), we
can now see how active are the allusions on
this particular level. But beneath the level of
county history there is the level of family
history. It seems that as many as one out of
three characters in a given tale bears a name
or steers a course of conduct that derives
from and arguably alludes to some figure in
Edgeworth’s family. This practice goes back
to the first tale, Castle Rackrent, which 
was based in part on the Edgeworth family’s
‘black book.’ 

What stands revealed in Edgeworth’s Irish
tales, then, is a set of allusions that: 1)
involve both the general and the local levels;
2) structure the relation of these levels to
one another. But in what sense might this
amount to a code? I am struck first of all
that, in spite of Butler’s and McCormack’s
suggestive intimations of how this or that
allusion might count as coded, neither
makes any claim to have ‘cracked’ the code.
Their interpretations remain speculative,
rightly peppered with ‘possiblys’ and
‘perhapses’. I am led to suspect therefore
that no such code of the sort that they are
looking for actually exists. Yet, in addition
to the sense of eclecticism, suggestiveness,
non-homogeneity, and difference, what the
exhaustive recent research on Edgeworth
discloses is a sense of intelligibility in it all.
In what does this sense consist? 

My suggestion is that the intelligibility of
the code in these novels derives not from a
narrative key, in which this or that plot
character can be made to stand for this or
that sect or group or formation, whether
directly or indirectly. Rather, the very
hierarchy of localism and generalism is in
itself the principle of intelligibility.
According to this rather simple genre-species
hierarchical code, categories that are
distinguished from one another on one level
are comprehended as a unity on a higher

level. Categories that appear
indistinguishable on a given level emerge in
their differences on a lower level.

Of some relevance to my claim here is a
brief paragraph that Edgeworth produced
on the prose style of Burke, a comment
written just as Edgeworth was launching on
‘solution novels’, the three Irish tales that
come after Castle Rackrent. The comment
focuses precisely on the rhetorical question
of ‘allusion’, a term I have deliberately
chosen to use for what others have referred
to as Edgeworth’s coded hermeticism. The
passage is from a notebook and appears in a
somewhat stenographic form:

On different taste of French and English
— le style bas — le style noble — This
idea of preserving a uniform character
for certain compositions restrains genius
— Burke an example of an orator who
draws noble allusions from ignoble
objects — Homer — Examine in what
the beauty of allusions consists —
Popular writer must be regulated in
choice of allusions by the actual state of
knowledge in his country — Early poets
confined to the striking and obvious
phenomena of nature — As arts &
sciences diffuse themselves orators &
poets take from these their most elegant
allusions … Allusions by a single word
sometimes show that a man has been in
Arcadia — allusions generally preferable
to similes.35

Some years later Edgeworth managed to
work these observations into a passage for
her novel Patronage (1814), where the
narrator reports how a conversation turns
the question of how ‘taste is influenced by
different governments and manners’, and
more specifically ìnto ‘le style noble, and to
the French laws of criticism which prohibit
the descending to allusions to arts and
manufactures’.36 Lord Oldborough, the
authoritative English chief justice in this
dialogue, goes on to make a distinction
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between French and English practice,
remarking how the strong line of
demarcation formerly kept in France
between the nobility and the citizens had
influenced taste in writing and in eloquence,
and how our more popular government (in
Britain) not only admitted allusions to the
occupations of the lower classes but
required them.’37 And he cites examples
from ‘Burke, and others … in support of the
opinion’.38

This stylistic observation helps to identify
the governing structure of allusions in
Edgeworth’s own work. The hierarchy of
allusions in Burke’s mixed style is one in
which lower order allusions are
comprehended in the higher order allusions
but with a loss in particularity and
concreteness. Edgeworth favours the sense
of continuity in this Burkean style to the
demarcated social gradients of le style
noble. Implicit in this overall rhetorical
model, I want to suggest, is a notion of
political culture that Edgeworth may also
have gleaned from Burke, who famously
argued, in response to Richard Price’s
‘Discourse on the Love of Country’, that the
affections attach to large groups and places
in a way that analogizes to (and depends
on) an attachment to smaller groups and
places, to what he famously called ‘the little
platoon’.39

Certainly such a structure becomes crucial
to the cultural logic, as we might call it, of
Sir Walter Scott’s historical fiction in the
Waverley novels, which, of course, he wrote
in avowed emulation of Edgeworth’s ‘Irish
Tales’. With Scott, sharply differentiated
(even warring) cultural groups typically turn
out to be, on the one hand, divided among
themselves, and on the other, united on
some other level. In Waverley, for example,
the large entity of Great Britain breaks
down into (for purposes of this novel)
operative cultural terms — England and
Scotland. But ‘Scotland’ is broken down
into Highland and Lowland, and Highland

is in turn divided into the Machiavellian
modernism of Fergus MacIvor and the
traditional clan loyalty expressed by Evan
Dhu. The breakdown of England in Scott’s
fiction appears in his first novel on an
English historical subject, Ivanhoe, where
‘England’ is contested between two warring
factions, the Saxons and the Normans, each
of which is in turn sub-dividable. The facts
of ‘Union’ stand behind both novelists’
work. We are accustomed to recognizing
that many of Scott’s first Waverley novels
turns on the crux of the 1707 Union:
Waverley, Rob Roy, The Bride of
Lammermoor, and The Heart of Midlothian
would be obvious examples. Less obvious
perhaps is how the ‘logic of Union’ in Scott
may have derived from Edgeworth’s Irish
tales, all of them written amid debates,
prospective or retrospective, about the
Anglo-Irish Union of 1801.40

What I am calling the cultural logic of
hierarchy and interconvertibility within the
framework of Union politics thus implies a
foregoing of ‘conversion’ politics and
practices in the older sense. That, at least, is
the way I think Edgeworth saw it. The idea
that England and Ireland should be ‘united’
at a certain level of political management
and abstraction seems to imply a degree of
interconvertibility from the point of view of
the higher level between components
perceived as different on their own level. It
should be recognized in this connection that
Edgeworth’s model of ‘Irish Studies’ has
aspirations to the condition of natural
science. The genre-species code implies a
scientific frame of reference for this
structure, and Edgeworth’s bearings are very
largely taken from the emerging sciences.
Her father’s circle included some major
figures in the science of the day, and her
books are filled with explicit discussions of
scientific questions, often put into
stunningly original juxtaposition with
problems in moral life. A key scene in
Belinda involves a natural philosopher who
finds some children holding a discussion as
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they tap lightly on a fishbowl. The topic:
whether the fish are moved to jump at the
tap because they hear something or because
they only feel a vibration. In the opening of
Harrington, the extended causal analysis of
a young boy’s anti-Semitic prejudice is
introduced by way of his own joy at
discovering the material cause of the
magical lights outside his window in the
streetlamps, when he is shown the work of
lamplighter: the boy is said to have taken
‘as much delight as a philosopher ever
enjoyed at discovering the cause of a new
and grand phenomenon’.41

The key elements of the scientific method,
as it appears in Edgeworth’s fiction, are
observation, comparison, principled
selection of objects to be examined,
hypotheses about causal relations, and so
on. As it happens these are exactly the
defining issues that surround the debates
staged within her novels about the cultural

question of Ireland itself. When young
Colambre sees the wretchedness of the
second family estate, he checks his
despondency: ‘Let me not, even to my own
mind, commit the injustice of taking a speck
for the whole. What I have just seen is the
picture only of that into which an Irish
estate and Irish tenantry may be degraded in
the absence of those whose duty and interest
it is to reside in Ireland.’42 Here,
Colambre’s care with the synecdochal logic
of the generic hierarchy — speck for whole
— is informed by comparative causal
investigation. The point gains weight from
Edgeworth’s suggestion that some
commentators on Ireland may themselves be
motivated to misrepresent by bogus
selection and unscientific explanation. Thus
(still in The Absentee), Lady Dashfort, 
who hopes to see Colambre married to 
her daughter and returned to London,
‘knew and followed all the arts of
misrepresentation’. ‘She knew’, that is, 
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‘how to select the worst instances, the 
worst exceptions, and to produce them 
as examples as precedents from which 
to condemn whole classes, and establish
general false conclusions respecting 
a nation.’43

One might ask: how is the method of the
Irish tales proof against that? I would say
that, by creating the patchwork of a
complex but incomplete hierarchy of
cultural allusion, Edgeworth forces work on
the reader. By leaving the picture
incomplete, in other words, she explicitly
foregrounds the problem of cultural
exemplarity — speck for whole — rather
than exploiting it. But the principle of
interconvertibility implicit in this early form
of science only reaches so far. It is
interesting in this respect that Edgeworth
consistently foregrounds both science and
literature in her educational programmes.
Indeed, if we return to the question of the
continuous hierarchy of allusion in the
mixed style of Burke, we can see certain
contradictions re-emerging. 

In the endorsement of a ‘mixed rhetoric’
associated with Burke’s writings and
speeches, Edgeworth seems to be signing on
to a more general commitment to what
Burke called ‘mixed systems’, a category he
used to distinguish Britain from France in a
number of areas involving not only
‘government and manners’, but also
economics. Pocock has persuasively argued,
for example, that Burke saw Britain as
crucially distinguished from France in the
eighteenth century by its greater degree of
economic miscibility, by the relative ease
with which the chief forms of wealth —
landed and mobile property — could be
mutually converted.44 Burke read the
French Revolution as caused in large part
by a rise in mercantile wealth that was
restricted by both the French state and the
French Church from the purchase of land.
He also famously described the English
form of government as a ‘mixed system of

opinion and sentiment’, as distinct from the
metaphysical purity he claimed was being
sought by the theoretical statesmen across
the channel.45 Thus, while the cultural
model implicit in Edgeworth’s hierarchical
framework of allusiveness seems to imply
the possibility of a certain open-ended
generality as one moved upward from the
more local levels of the scale, yet that very
model, examined as a cultural formation, is
deeply predicated on a British, possibly even
English, system of ‘government and
manners’, and of language and rhetoric. 
The model bears the mark of its location,
and with that mark we reach a cultural limit
to the flexibility of this ‘mixed’ style of
thought.

In the case of Maria Edgeworth, then, we
discover a fascinating object for Irish
Studies and, to a degree, a modelling of the
kinds of debates that constitute the field. It
is a model, one might say, in which both the
reversal and the elevation of perspective are
expected to play a role in how things are
seen and shown, and, if only in this sense,
thus represents a step beyond the impasse
implicit in Joseph Valente’s point that a
reversed (Irished) perspective mirrors rather
than mends the problematic situation. It
remains true for a commentator like Deane
that Edgeworth’s work is deeply flawed by
her failure to take explicit account of the
facts of colonial domination, facts that
seriously skew the method of observation
and comparison and give the lie to her
attempt to naturalize politics with a quasi-
scientific paradigm. I take this point
seriously. Yet, as I have tried to show, the
novels tend to be self-dramatizing of their
own locations and limitations, so that the
facts of hegemony surface willy-nilly,
becoming part of the case her work presents
to analysis. Edgeworth’s invidious
comparison of the French aspiration to
unmixed purity with a British model of
miscibility that was itself expounded by an
Irish-born MP amounts to one such self-
dramatizing moment. 
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In the Introduction to Theorizing Ireland,
a recent collection of essays on Irish Studies,
Claire Connolly, who herself employs the
metaphor of the elevated viewpoint, rightly
warns that the ‘desire to seek out new
perspectives on Ireland too often retains —
or rather is itself retained and restricted by —
a narrow understanding of the subject’.46

I have tried to suggest ways in which Irish
Studies at its best tends to address a subject
that is both intensive and extensive, both
particularized and relational. This is the
Irish Studies that we need, and that we need

to have its place in the new disciplinary
dispensation — whether that place is a
department, institute, programme, or even
just a reliable interruption of the usual
curriculum. This is the Irish Studies that can
keep in view the 1798 of Wordsworth and
that of Edgeworth, that can bring together
Burke’s critique of the Revolution in France
with the Burke’s unmasking of the
Ascendancy in Ireland, that can credit
Cromwell for what he did at Putney while
taking the full measure of his atrocities at
Drogheda, the whole disturbing mix of
meanings in that brutal show of force. 
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‘Captain Rock’ was the name frequently
appended to threatening notices and letters
delivered by the protestors to their enemies,
giving the wider ‘Rockite’ movement its
name. Memoirs of Captain Rock was an
immediate success and went through five
editions in its first year. It was well known
that the poet and writer Thomas Moore
(1779–1852) was the author of the book. 

Thomas Moore was the first Irish Catholic
writer in English to achieve both a national
and an international reputation. The son of
a Dublin grocer, he was a graduate of
Trinity College, Dublin; his subsequent
literary career in London was advanced by
the patronage of prominent Whig
aristocrats. Moore was a political satirist of
note and also wrote several innovative
biographies and a wildly successful
‘Orientalist’ romance, Lalla Rookh (1817).
However, it was the phenomenon of the
Irish Melodies, published in ten volumes
between 1808 and 1834, that made of their
author a celebrity. Moore’s performances of
the songs, all of which were based on
traditional Irish airs, created a sensation in
the drawing-rooms of English Regency
society. In Ireland, the Melodies were
rapidly incorporated into a whole new
repertoire of music and story that became as
important for an emergent Irish nationalism
as opera was for its later counterpart in
Italy. They were admired by Byron, Shelley,

Goethe and Stendhal, and Moore was
renowned in France and Poland, in
particular, as a passionate literary advocate
of political liberty. In Ireland, his popularity
exceeded even that of the poets of The
Nation, the newspaper of the Young Ireland
movement in the 1840s, and of the now
much more highly regarded writers of the
Irish Literary Revival. 

There has been much debate in Ireland
about the cultural and political significance
of Moore’s Melodies. Many of the airs
adapted by Moore and his collaborator Sir
John Stevenson had first been written down
by Edward Bunting at the Belfast Harp
Festival of 1792, from the playing of ten
elderly harpists. These musicians
represented for their audience a frail
surviving link with the culture of the ancient
Irish bards. But for Bunting, as for his
republican associates who promoted the
festival, this tradition could still be rescued
and revived. And so controversy over the
Melodies began with Bunting’s own
objections to the ‘drawling, doleful and die-
away manner’ in which Moore performed
some of the airs which he had recorded in
his A General Collection of the Ancient
Irish Music (1796): 

The world have [sic] been too apt to
suppose our music of a highly plaintive
and melancholy character, and that it
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In 1824, Longman’s of London published the Memoirs of Captain
Rock, the Celebrated Irish Chieftain, with Some Account of his
Ancestors, a work purporting to be the reminiscences of the 
leader of a protest movement that had destabilized large areas 
of the south of Ireland over the previous three years. 
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partook of our National feeling at the
state of our country in a political view,
and that three parts out of four of our
tunes were of this complaining nature.
Now there never was anything more
erroneous than this idea.1

Moore’s critics complained that he had
betrayed both the generally animated and
joyful spirit of traditional Irish culture, and
also the political optimism of the United
Irish movement which had helped to save
this music from oblivion.2 For the airs had
not just been modified by Moore’s own
predominantly nostalgic and melancholic
verses for them; they had been, so the
accusation went, transmogrified.

Some nineteenth-century accounts of
Moore, such as those by Bunting or Samuel
Ferguson, as well as more recent ones by,
for example, Liam de Paor, represent Moore
as attempting to ‘civilize’ the Gaelic
tradition in order to render it safe for a
metropolitan audience and for ‘respectable’
Irish nationalists.3 In his invention of this
‘tradition’ of Irishness, de Paor asserts,
Moore’s poetic voice represented the
English-speaking, aspirant Irish middle
class, ‘and greatly helped to reconcile
Ireland to a slow modernization by

glorifying the past while making the changes
of the present seem to be of the order of
nature’.4 The United Irishmen had sought to
ally what Bunting calls the lively ‘natural
character’ of the Irish with a project of
enlightenment and reform.5 It was before
the rebellion of 1798 that Moore, in the
company of his United Irish friends and
fellow students at Trinity College in Dublin,
Edward Hudson and Robert Emmet, first
heard several of the airs for which he later
wrote lyrics. Moore commemorates both
Emmet and Lord Edward Fitzgerald in the
Melodies (he also published a laudatory
biography of Fitzgerald in 1831), and
ostensibly aches for the ‘pure ray’ of
political freedom (‘’Tis Gone, and Forever’)
in many of the songs. Nonetheless, he
consigns both the heroism of ancient Ireland
and the United Irishmen’s brand of
revolutionary activism to the past. He
becomes instead, as de Paor claims, ‘the
public relations man of the movement
whose political leader was [Daniel]
O’Connell’ — despite Moore’s own disdain
for O’Connell’s personality and his
confessional politics, and despite the
dependence of the latter’s successful
campaign for Catholic Emancipation on ‘the
obliteration of the United Irish project’.6

The very popularity and ‘translatability’ of
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the Melodies may in fact testify to the
blandly ‘modular’ nature of a conservative
nationalism, which steals elements from a
traditional culture in order to serve its
modernizing, homogenizing programme.7

However, the tone of Moore’s works —
poems, prose, and satires in several modes
— varies considerably, and his writing
exhibits mixed and maybe even
contradictory political opinions. Critics have
sometimes claimed that a consistent but
‘veiled’ politics lies behind these disparate
and elusive texts: the author’s own views, so
the argument goes, remained essentially as
they were when he was an undergraduate at
Trinity, but he was obliged to adopt various
disguises or ‘masks’ in changed political
times, especially because of his dependence
on English aristocratic patronage and on the
London literary marketplace.8 It might be
suggested, then, that the extraordinary
Memoirs of Captain Rock — a history of
English rule in Ireland narrated by a
fictional Irish rebel — represents a break
with the indirection and the pessimism of
the Melodies, and a return to the ‘United
Irish’ Moore. More interesting than the
question of the author’s political
consistency, however, is how the Melodies
and the Memoirs render contrasting ‘polite’
literary versions of the traditional, the
barbarous, or the ‘wild’. The differences
between the two works are not merely
produced by a ‘development’ from a
sentimental to a satiric treatment of Irish
political issues. Indeed, these two modes
alternate quite regularly in Moore’s writing.
But in Memoirs of Captain Rock we do
have something unique — a work in which
he finds something to do with Irish history
other than to ‘bewail’ it.9

The Limerick novelist Gerald Griffin
observed that the Rockite disturbances of
1821–24 created a new demand among the
English reading public for narratives about
Ireland. Although underground, oath-
bound, ‘Whiteboy’ societies had been

sporadically active throughout large areas of
southern Leinster and Munster for decades,
the campaign of ‘Captain Rock’ certainly
marked a watershed in the history of
agrarian protest in Ireland. Tadhg
O’Sullivan emphasizes that it was the most
serious outbreak of popular violence since
1798, and seemed to many observers to
represent a ‘continuing echo’ of the
Rebellion.10 The Rockites emerged at a
time of economic crisis, especially amongst
the landless labourers, consequent on falling
agricultural prices after the end of the
Napoleonic War, and during a period of
intense grievance over the payment of tithes
to the Established Church. Some of the
outrages involved ritualistic elements, and
there was great official alarm about the
widespread circulation among the peasantry
of the millenarian ‘Pastorini prophesies’,
which forecast the imminent destruction of
the Established Church.11 Thus Griffin
writes that it was the ‘subtle and murderous
insurrection of 1821, 1822, so wonderful in
its unity of purpose, so fearful and
mysterious in its mode of operation’ that
‘first excited in England an alarmed interest
and a strong curiosity respecting the habits
of the [Irish] people’.12 He implies that it is
hard for outsiders to comprehend how any
population could produce and sustain such
‘a system of terrorism’; it was certainly a
widely shared conviction, found in much of
the official as well as the literary writing of
the time, that Ireland’s problems could only
be resolved if the causes and nature of
agrarian violence were understood.13

Presumably, this was part of the inspiration
for Moore’s tour of the south of Ireland in
the summer of 1823, during which he
discussed the unrest with O’Connell and
others, and saw ‘for the first time in my life,
some real specimens of Irish misery and
filth; three or four cottages together
exhibiting such a naked swarm of
wretchedness as never met my eyes
before’.14 He began work on the Memoirs
on his return to England. But the
‘explanation’ of the phenomenon of Captain
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Rock offered by Moore’s text (and the style
and form in which it was presented) baffled
many of the expectations of the various
readerships that he had already created for
his works. 

Part history, part fiction and part political
satire, Memoirs of Captain Rock defies any
easy generic classification. It does not
feature in any of the standard critical studies
of the early Irish novel, but neither do later
commentators regard it as a ‘serious’
historical work.15 Other Catholic writers,
such as the novelists John and Michael
Banim of Kilkenny, struggled with the
problem of how to depict Ireland within the
protocols of English literary realism. In their
stories, they attempt to show how the Irish
could become self-disciplined and ‘civilized’.
Moore, on the other hand, is uninterested in
any ‘realistic’ depiction of Irish peasant life,
and refuses the moral panic that surrounded

the issue of agrarian violence in particular.
Instead, the book’s eponymous hero
sketches a wholly unexpected outline of the
genesis of the popular disaffection of the
early 1820s. Thus Moore’s text appears
simply to bypass or ignore the difficulties
that early nineteenth-century Ireland
evidently presented to both English and
Irish writers of all kinds — difficulties
particularly associated with Irish peasant
culture and its notorious, supposedly
incurable, inclination to endemic violence.
Nor do we find here any attempt at the
formal ‘resolution’ of historical and political
problems that is so marked a feature of
fictional works by both Protestant and
Catholic writers at this time.16 Perhaps due
to its radical novelty, Moore’s act of
ventriloquism, so significant and so
infamous in its own time, has until recently
been lost to Irish literary history.17 The
argument here is that in this text, Moore
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offers us not necessarily a ‘truer’ or more
informed account of popular resistance than
that offered by his contemporaries, but in
many ways a more suggestive one. 

For example, the explanation of the 1798
Rising in Memoirs of Captain Rock is in
many ways similar to that in the biography
of Fitzgerald. Moore emphasizes the
government’s culpability in fomenting the
Rising, and how the ‘lowest of the
population’ were lashed into ‘a fury as blind
as that of the Cyclops in his cave, but only
the more ferocious for being unenlightened’;
in this way, ‘the cause of the people in
Ireland’ was disgraced.18 But in the
Memoirs, there is no paean of praise for
Emmet or Fitzgerald, no allusion to
O’Connell and none to the changed
complexion of Irish political opposition
after the Rising and the Act of Union. (Rock
describes the Union as ‘that last grand
bouquet of the feux d’artifice of
Corruption’. [MCR, 216]) Nor, as Moore
assumes the voice of Captain Rock, does 
he fear to speak of even the worst aspects 
of ’98: 

With respect to the atrocities committed
by some members of my Family, during
the paroxysm of that re-action which the
measures of the Government had
provoked, it is far from my intention to
enter into any defence of them. I will
merely say, that they who, after having
read the preceding pages, can still
wonder at such events as even the
massacre of Scullabogue, have yet to
learn that simple theory of the
connexion of events with their causes,
which is the sovereign cure for wonder
on all such occasions.19 [MCR, 361–
62] 

For in the fictional biography of Captain
Rock, that ‘lover of discord’, Moore writes
about native leadership and popular agency
in startlingly new ways. [MCR, 256] He
turns to an imaginary personification of the

‘secret’ history of the Irish masses (and even
to what he characterizes in the biography of
Fitzgerald as ‘Defenderism’), in order to
write about historical catastrophe without
euphemism or mystification.20 In so doing,
he demonstrates that an atrocious history
contains the seeds not just of tragedy, but of
comedy as well.

The contemporary reception of Memoirs of
Captain Rock reveals a good deal about the
political impact of the work on the pieties
of the day in all that concerned the
representation of Ireland. One of the first
reviews complained that 

It is scarcely possible that any reader
should not, from the title of this book,
be led to anticipate some account of the
late insurrections in Ireland. Of this,
however, there is not one word.21

This reading is not at all surprising, given its
provenance in the Tory Blackwood’s
Edinburgh Magazine. There are at least a
few words about ‘the late insurrections’ —
meaning the agitation of 1821–22 — in the
Memoirs, but the writer may have preferred
something more expressive of the thrilling
horror of agrarian violence, as it appeared
from the point of view of the gentry: 

When we read Captain Rock’s Memoirs,
and remembered the scenes of blood
which for three years have desolated the
fairest provinces of Ireland — while,
with fear and trembling, we at this hour
think of the insecurity of our friends
there, the first feeling excited by the
book was sorrow that any one could be
found to jest with such a subject.22

The notice in the Westminster Review,
although obviously written by an admirer of
Moore and from a more liberal political
viewpoint, is also critical. This reviewer,
too, is surprised by the lack of ‘reality’ in
the Memoirs, and disappointed that Captain
Rock is not ‘a real potatoe [sic] and milk, or
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gun-powder and whisky, Irishman, but a
sort of abstraction of Irish riot’.23

He remarks: 

When we heard that Mr. Moore was
editing the captain’s life, we hoped to see
such a picture as might be given by a
man of imagination and knowledge, by
a man acquainted with his own country
and the human heart, of the manner in
which a Captain Rock and his followers
are made, of the manner in which
individual Irishmen are worked up into
that state of excitement and ferocity of
which we see the daily fruits in almost
every part of Ireland. We hoped for such
a Captain Rock as the author of Old
Mortality might make, if he chose,
instead of strengthening absurd
prejudices which exist, or directing his
strength against the caricatures of follies
which have passed away, to acquire
some claim to the gratitude of the age.24

Memoirs of Captain Rock would have been
a more responsible and important book, the
writer argues, if Moore had created a
fictional representative of an exotic culture
in the manner of an Hibernian Walter Scott,
‘the author of Old Mortality’. It seems that
Moore fails to depict Captain Rock as a
‘typical’ Irishman, flouting the novelistic
conventions that were increasingly familiar
to both British and Irish readers at this time. 

In Ireland, Rev. Mortimer O’Sullivan, a
convert from Catholicism who became a
Protestant clergyman and grand chaplain of
the Orange Order, published a book-length
riposte, condemning Moore’s omission of
the grim details of Rockite outrages, and
protesting that the Memoirs had ‘collected,
within a portable compass, all the topics
that can stir the blood of the uninstructed
Irish’.25 It seems that only Roger O’Connor,
the eccentric brother of the United Irish
leader Arthur O’Connor, suggested that
Moore took too moderate a view of
Ireland’s political situation.26 But some of

those who excoriated Memoirs of Captain
Rock (this ‘pernicious missal’, ‘the most
exceptionable publication, in all its bearings
as to Ireland, that I have yet seen’) read it
more sensitively than those who welcomed
it — including Daniel O’Connell, who
described the book as being to the struggle
for Catholic Emancipation what Uncle
Tom’s Cabin was to the abolition of
slavery.27 O’Connell misrepresents the text,
however, for indeed it would be hard to
imagine anything further removed from
Harriet Beecher Stowe’s sentimental fiction
than Moore’s Memoirs. His admiration for
Moore’s book stems from his belief that it
would attract support for the cause of
Catholic Emancipation. More recently,
Tadhg O’Sullivan also argues that Moore re-
orients ‘the “Rock” signifier away from the
nom-de-guerre of threatening letters and
towards the new strident voice of Catholic
middle-class politics in the mid-1820s’.28

Thus Memoirs of Captain Rock civilized or
sanitized the most fearful feature of Irish
popular culture. It was therefore integral to
the O’Connellite project of weaning the
rural poor away from violent, local agrarian
movements and leading them into non-
violent, national politics. (This is consistent
with readings of the Melodies which would
claim that, in them, something wild was
tamed and domesticated.) To be sure,
Moore (no less than O’Connell) cannot
entirely be absolved from the charge of
appropriating popular insurgency for
middle-class political ends, especially in his
stress on tithes and constitutional grievances
rather than on rent and land. Michael
Davitt, for example, argued that O’Connell
and Catholic leaders entered into ‘a tacit, if
unacknowledged, co-operation’ with ‘the
spirit of Whiteboyism’ during the Tithe War
— only to resume their usual denunciations
of secret societies after the Tithe
Commutation Act of 1838, which effectively
settled the question of tithes.29

Notwithstanding the force of this argument,
the central contention here is that Memoirs
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involves something more far-reaching and
unsettling than the middle-class adoption of
the Rock name for specifically constitutional
nationalist purposes. Moore’s Captain Rock
is only briefly described from an external
perspective, during the course of the
framing narrative that introduces and
concludes the Memoirs. There he encounters
the narrator, an English Protestant
missionary who has come to Ireland to
convert ‘the poor benighted Irish’ (this was
at the height of the proselytizing crusade of
the so-called ‘Second Reformation’). [MCR,
iv] The missionary is treated ironically from
the outset; he never develops into the kind
of guide to the peculiarities of Irish life
which the early nineteenth-century reader
might have expected to encounter, either in
fiction or in non-fictional texts. Instead,
‘authority’ in the text is effectively handed
over to the ‘native’ himself. Captain Rock is
the author of the scholarly manuscript that
constitutes the bulk of the text. This
document narrates the history of Ireland
from the twelfth century to the present,
complete with classical and literary
quotations and copious allusions to various
British and Irish authorities. Captain Rock
presents his work to the missionary, who
contributes only a few remarks to the
footnotes. So Moore disregards the moral
and political problem (as the notice in the
Westminster Review understands it) of how
a representative of a marginal culture
should be exhibited to the metropolitan
culture, fully and properly historicized and
psychologized. He also avoids the question
of how to represent Irish speech, or how to
translate an oral culture into literature,
which so preoccupied Moore’s Irish and
British contemporaries. Captain Rock may
speak with a brogue, but he writes in
standard English, of a particularly satiric
kind. [MCR, viii]

Moore’s missionary is a very frail
representative indeed of English society.
Having read the manuscript, he simply
aborts his Irish mission, and leaves without

even trying to see the Papist natives for
himself. Rather than fulfilling the role of a
cosmopolitan traveller, the missionary is
notably timid, and somewhat emasculated
by his association with the earnest and
naive women of the Missionary Society in
his small home-town in the west of
England. He is afraid of travelling to
Ireland, but more afraid of what these pious
ladies might think of him if he refuses to go.
[MCR, v] The comedy of this introduction
depends on the extent to which the English
missionary and his friends underestimate
the incommensurability of English and Irish
realities, as they send over ‘a whole edition’
of a religious work by ‘Miss —— of our
Town, to the effect of which upon the
Whiteboys we all looked forward very
sanguinely’. [MCR, vi] But these well-
meaning evangelists, who are anxious that
Worcester has, for want of Christian
preachers, become ‘a waste and a howling
wilderness’, cannot begin to imagine what
‘the mountains of Macgillicuddy’ must be
like. [MCR, iv] And, in complex ways,
Rock both confirms and confounds the
missionary’s expectations of Irish
barbarism. 

The missionary first encounters the
garrulous, expansive Captain, ‘an
extraordinary personage’, outlandishly
disguised in ‘green spectacles and a flaxen
wig’, on the Limerick coach. [MCR, vii]
Rock has therefore already strayed beyond
the usual habitats of ‘real Irish’ characters in
Anglo-Irish fiction, which tended to
marginalize and quarantine its native exotics
in remote glens or crumbling ruins.30 This
ringleader of Irish outrage is first glimpsed
by daylight, in ordinary space and time,
rather than in any isolated, archaic,
Romantic enclave; he is eccentric, almost
dandy-like, but also mobile, sophisticated,
communicative and ‘civilized’. In the course
of their journey, it becomes obvious that
this Irishman prefers ‘monologue to
dialogue’, but he also seems at least as well
able to ‘read’ the missionary as the
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missionary is able to ‘read’ him. [MCR, vii]
Rock merely smiles ‘rather significantly’
when he is told of the visitor’s object in
travelling to the south of Ireland; later, he
gently dissuades him from wasting his time.
[MCR, x, xiii] The missionary is certainly
less courageous and ‘manly’ than Rock, but
neither is the latter simply the purely
masculine barbarian that the Englishman
might have expected to encounter at the
civilizational level of the Irish peasant. The
Captain is both the more exotic and the
more polished, the more romantic and the
more rational, of the pair. Only some days
later does the missionary recognize Rock’s
true identity, as the leader of the band of
‘some hundreds of awful-looking persons —
all arrayed in white shirts’, which he
stumbles across when exploring a ruined
abbey by moonlight. [MCR, xi] And here it
is (for once) the English visitor who tells us
that he was too drunk to be able to give a
very full report on his adventures.
Nonetheless, he enjoys a private
conversation with Rock, about which he
does not reveal any details and, having
taken delivery of Rock’s manuscript,
concludes that the people of Ireland need
neither instruction nor conversion, and that
it is their rulers who require enlightenment.
[MCR, xiii] But we appreciate that he
cannot easily convey this message back to
the ladies in his Society. He reports that one
of them succeeds in turning the story of
Captain Rock into a ‘Romance’, which the
missionary expects will be ‘much more
extensively read, than the Captain’s own
authentic Memoirs’. [MCR, xiv] This satiric
comment on Irish ‘romance’, as opposed to
Rockite ‘authenticity’, is especially
interesting from Moore, himself often
criticized as feminizing or domesticating the
traditional Irish culture on which he drew
for his Melodies.

The missionary makes a final appearance at
the conclusion of the text, when we hear
that Captain Rock is to be transported to
Botany Bay. Rock’s true crimes have gone

undetected, but he has been found guilty of
being out by moonlight and (ironically
enough, given the preceding manuscript) for
‘not being able to give an account of
himself’ in court. [MCR, 371] But here the
missionary serves merely to deliver an
eyewitness account of the bizarre figure of
Rock as he embarks at Cobh, attired 

in an old green coat — supposed to be
the same, but without the yellow
facings, which was made up for Napper
Tandy, as an officer of the Irish National
Guard — a pair of breeches, the colour
of which the reporter unluckily could
not ascertain, and stockings, of the
staple manufacture of Mr. Dick Martin’s
Kingdom of Connemara.31 [MCR, 372] 

The last words of the text all belong to
Rock, quoted from his final letter to the
missionary (who evidently is not tempted to
betray him to the authorities). Rock is
triumphant and undefeated in spirit,
confident that his campaign against the
unreformed English government will
continue under the leadership of his son. He
comments on the state of Ireland in 1824: 

A Lord Lieutenant, whose enlightened
and liberal intentions alarm and offend
the stronger party; while his limited
powers and embarrassed position
incapacitate him from gaining the
confidence of the weaker — a Secretary,
worthy of the good old Anti-popery
times, and to whose spirit I would
ensure a safe passage over Mahomet’s
bridge into Paradise, if narrowness (as it
is probable) be a qualification, for the
performance of that hair-breadth
promenade — the Orange Ascendancy
flourishing under the very eyes of the
Government, and imitating that
Oligarchy mentioned by Aristotle, whose
oath was ‘We will do the multitude all
the evil in our power’ — the Established
Clergy still further enriched, and
threatening to ‘push’ the Landed Gentry
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‘from their stools’ — more than a
million spent annually upon soldiers, to
keep down the Catholics, and only a few
thousands per annum given to educate
them — with such actual results of the
policy of our present rulers, and with
Mr. Peel, Lord Eldon, and the Duke of
Wellington in the Cabinet, to answer for
the complexion of their future measures,
I may safely, I think, reckon upon the
continuance of the Rock Dynasty,
through many a long year of distraction
and tumult; and may lay my head on my
pillow at Botany Bay, with the full
assurance that all at home is going on as
prosperously as ever. [MCR, 274–75] 

This passage is typical of Moore’s style of
argument throughout the text. There is a
wealth of detailed political analysis,
improbably put into the mouth of an Irish
‘peasant’ leader, and juxtaposed with the
novel concept of a transhistorical and
transgenerational ‘Rock Dynasty’, for which
‘tumult’ is ‘prosperity’. Rock is a
fictionalized individual; he is both like and
unlike Mr. Peel or the Duke of Wellington,
for he also represents a collective, even a
primal, force. His removal from Ireland is
irrelevant, because a tyrannized people will
always, he argues, resist. 

The image of the community as an
enormous extended family has important
implications for the text’s optimistic
conception of resistance as ongoing and
irrepressible.32 Rock is his father’s tenth
son, showing the fecundity and, therefore,
the indestructibility of the Rocks. Decimus
Rock began his life, he claims, on the very
day, in 1763 (actually 1766), when the
English hanged Fr. Nicholas Sheehy of
Clogheen — ‘one of those coups d’état of
the Irish authorities,’ as Rock says, ‘which
saves them the trouble of further atrocities
for some time to come’. [MCR, 155] What
was widely regarded as the judicial murder
of Sheehy (who had been accused of
involvement in Whiteboy crime) horrified

Irish Catholics; in this text, the killing is
seemingly revenged by the birth of another
trouble-maker. It is as if violence — also
called ‘noise’, ‘fun’, ‘sport’ — is a biological
response, on the part of Nature itself, to
injustice and political folly. [MCR, 3, 9,
154] This is the logic, or rather ‘the blessed
miracle’, which ensures that the ‘real Irish’,
‘though exterminated under every
succeeding Lord-lieutenant, are still as good
as new, and ready to be exterminated
again’. [MCR, 243] Since the sixteenth
century, when England tried to pacify
Ireland by exterminating the Irish, the
natives have not only survived, but they
have always been unruly. With the recent
agrarian campaign no doubt in mind, the
Captain declares: 

Hibernia pacified! alas, alas, could the
shade of Sir G. Carew but once more
hover over his own region of Munster,
he would find that a new edition of his
work on Pacification is much wanted —
he would find that though the same
peace-makers, slaughter and persecution,
have been tried under almost every
government since his time, the grand
object is still unaccomplished — the
Temple of the Anglo-Irish Janus (that
‘forma biceps’) lies as open as ever.
[MCR, 51]

Moore insists that the career of Captain
Rock began ‘under the various names of
Mere Irish, Rapparees, Whiteboys, &c.’,
and that a ‘full account of these heroes has
been given in an interesting work called
“the History of the Irish Rogues and
Rapparees”’ — a book which later turns up
in the ‘library’ of the hedge-school attended
by the present-day Rock, alongside
‘Memoirs of Jack the Batchelor, a notorious
smuggler, and of Freney, a celebrated
highwayman’ (and for religious instruction,
a copy of Pastorini’s prophecies).33 [MCR,
12, 120, 187] But as Rock states, official
law in Ireland has been no more than a
cover for that ‘old remedy, the bayonet’,
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32 According to an
anecdote related in the
later journal called
Captain Rock in
London, when one of
Rock’s ancestors was
shown the head of his
son fixed on a pole
opposite the Castle-gate
of Dublin, he remarked,
‘My son has many
heads’; see Michael J.
Whitty, ed., Captain
Rock in London; or, The
Chieftain’s Gazette
(London, 1825–26), 35.
This journal was one of
the many publications
inspired by the success of
Moore’s book. 

33 ‘Tories’ and ‘rapparees’
were dispossessed
members of the Gaelic
aristocracy, who had
conducted a guerrilla
campaign against the
new order. On Cosgrave’s
The Lives and Actions of
the Most Notorious Irish
Highwaymen, Tories and
Raparees (which Thomas
Crofton Croker claimed
was one of the most
popular books among the
Irish peasantry in the
1820s), and on the career
of James Freney, see
Michael Beames,
Peasants and Power: The
Whiteboy Movements
and Their Control in Pre-
Famine Ireland
(Brighton, 1983), 22–24.
See also Niall Ó Ciosáin,
Print and Popular
Culture in Ireland,
1750–1850 (London,
1997), ch. 5. 



with which the ‘State doctors’ have
attempted to cure the evils of the country.
[MCR, 294] He therefore makes no apology
for the appetite of the Irish for such tales of
outlaws and rebels. 

Influential novels of Moore’s day, such as
Lady Morgan’s The Wild Irish Girl (1806)
or Scott’s Waverley (1814), often conclude
with the marriage of the central English
character to the child of a former leader of
the old, defeated culture. These unions are
offered to the reader as images of historical
progress. Such stories seek to teach us that,
with the passage of time, the pain of
historical loss will lessen, and genuine
conciliation become possible. In figures such
as Morgan’s Glorvina or Scott’s Rose
Bradwardine, Gaelic national character is
also softened and feminized. Obviously, no
marital conclusion between the male rebel
and the male missionary is imaginable here;
that trope is dismissed from the outset. But
even though Rock’s narrative of his own
family history makes it plain that he is less
stereotypically ‘Irish’ than his father, the old
Captain, Moore does not try to persuade us
that a new generation will automatically be
less bitter than its predecessors. [MCR,
234–51] Indeed, Rock cites as an example
of his own ‘degeneracy’ his foolish
excitement, in 1782 (when, after a
campaign associated with Henry Grattan,
the Irish parliament attained a measure of
legislative independence), at seeing the
‘prospects of peace and freedom’ opening
up around him. He ‘was ready, in the boyish
enthusiasm of the moment, to sacrifice all
my own personal interest in all future riots
and rebellions, to the one bright, seducing
light of my country’s liberty and repose’.
[MCR, 234–35] But his father’s superior
wisdom and pessimism win the day, as the
false hopes of the 1780s give way to the
chaos of the 1790s. He assures his son that
the Rocks have ‘a Power on our side that
“will not willingly let us die”; and, long
after Grattan shall have disappeared from
earth ... the family of the ROCKS will

continue to flourish in all their native glory’;
he orders his heir to give up ‘the foolish
romance’ of reform. [MCR, 238, 240] The
old man had been correct in predicting that,
under the present system, ‘progress’ in
Ireland is impossible. 

And so Moore devotes much of the book to
a depiction of an ongoing tradition of
insurgence that heroically defies both
‘misery and Malthus’. [MCR, 256] The very
‘national characteristics’ which so appalled
many observers of Ireland — the hyper-
fertility and ‘turbulence’ of the rural poor,
their millenarian fantasies, the semi-literate
productions of ‘Captain Rock’ — are
appropriated for Moore’s scandalous
representation of rural underclass or
‘subaltern’ activity in this text. His devotion
to literary ‘politeness’ actually lends itself
well to the re-creation of a popular
resilience and wit. Instead of detailing rapes,
maimings and killings, Rock insists on the
‘recreational’, or even the artistic nature of
insurrection — treated here as joyful self-
expression, or as a great ‘harvest of riot’.
[MCR, 59] Moore analyses the spirit of
popular protest in a style that anticipates
the work of contemporary Irish historians
and cultural critics, who have only recently
begun to decipher the complex articulation
of agrarian insurgency with folk culture,
ritual, and ‘subversive law’.34 

There are points in Memoirs of Captain
Rock when Moore repeats a standard
Burkean rhetoric concerning the essential
docility and loyalty of Catholics. [MCR,
330] This is particularly stressed in relation
to 1798; indeed, throughout Chapters XI
and XII, a more recognisably élite Moore is
heard much more frequently than elsewhere
(e.g. in his disdain for the ‘mob’ of forty-
shilling freeholders). [MCR, 336] But the
fact that Captain Rock is still thriving,
occupied with ‘the great press of political
business’ which the Union brought upon
him, is indeed significant, in the context of
the early nineteenth century in Ireland.
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34 There is an exceptional
state archive on popular
political activity in rural
Ireland in the nineteenth
century. Historians and
cultural critics have yet
to approach the various
sources in this archive
with methods developed
by researchers working
on other geographic
areas, notably India and
Latin America. For
innovative early work on
Irish agrarian unrest, see
Galen Broeker, Rural
Disorder and Police
Reform in Ireland,
1812–36 (London,
1970); Clark, Social
Origins; and Clark and
Donnelly, eds., Irish
Peasants. For more
recent work by cultural
historians, see Gibbons,
‘Between Captain Rock
and a Hard Place’, and
Heather Laird’s re-
interpretation of various
forms of peasant
resistance, Subversive
Law in Ireland, 1879–
1920: From ‘Unwritten
Law’ to the Dáil Courts
(Dublin, 2005). 



[MCR, 367] For all this follows the
‘phlebotomy’ of 1798, which enabled the
British government ‘to cool down the
temperament of the country, into a state
tame enough for the reception of a Union’.
[MCR, 352, 355] To hear, even in those
circumstances, the ‘fun’ beginning to stir
again, is important, for it means that the
people are still answering the ‘charivari’ of
government policy with their own ‘rough
music’.35 [MCR, 325] To have, like Rock,
an ear for ‘discordant politics’, and ‘a love
of riot’, is a great advantage at such time.
[MCR, 9, 33] It prepares for another
paroxysm of ‘wild justice’ that is
denominated an ‘odious and unnatural
rebellion’. [MCR, 92] Ireland is still a ‘hot’
zone; not just an exhausted province. It has
not been subdued by the ‘contract’ of

Union, with its false exchange of the ‘fairy
money of Hope, which seems gold to the
eye, but will turn into dust in the hand’.
[MCR, 365] In Ireland, the supposedly
civilized discourse of modern politics has
been betrayed (contracts, for example, made
in Ireland by the English are no better than
‘marriage vows, false as dicers’ oaths’ or ‘to
be read, like witches’ prayers, backwards’).
[MCR, 111, 116] In this way, English
‘civility’ has itself produced Irish violence. 

The difference in tone and attitude between
Moore’s Melodies and the Memoirs of
Captain Rock derives from this re-ordering
of the standard opposition between the
‘wild’ and the ‘civil’; it is part of the ‘secret’
history of Ireland that these are intimately
related, not opposed. By extension, this is
also the ‘secret’ of the Irish agrarian ‘secret
societies’, such as the Rockites — the insight
that they have into Irish affairs that the
authorities refuse to acknowledge. And so,
in aesthetic terms, the harps of Erin
(arranged for what Moore called the
pianofortes of ‘the rich and the educated’ in
the Melodies) are countered in this text by
the rather rougher music of that ‘lover of
discord’, Captain Rock.36 [MCR, 256]
Through this persona, Moore overcomes his
fixation on the romantic, noble failure of
such Anglo-Irish heroes as Fitzgerald and
Emmet, and re-imagines the conjuncture
between the popular and the élite of which
the United Irish movement had dreamed. 
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35 As E. P. Thompson
reports, ‘“Rough music”
is the term which has
been generally used in
England since the end of
the seventeenth century
to denote a rude
cacophony, with or
without more elaborate
ritual, which usually
directed mockery or
hostility against
individuals who offended
against certain
community norms’, in
‘Rough Music’, in
Customs in Common
(London, 1991), 467. 

36 Letter to the Marchioness
Dowager of Donegal,
Poetical Works of
Thomas Moore (New
York, 1887), 290

Group photograph, 1841,
by W. Henry Fox Talbot
(1800–77), a pioneer of
photography and close
friend and neighbour of
Moore; it shows Moore
with Talbot’s mother, wife,
and daughters. Private
Collection, Dublin
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Here I offer an alternative postcolonial
reading of Yeats, one that does not depend
upon, or even take up, the question of
whether or not Yeats is a postcolonial writer
or Ireland a postcolonial country.2 In this
reading, postcolonial studies is useful, not
because it applies to or explains Yeats, but
because postcolonial studies and Yeats
wrestle with some of the same major
commitments, issues, and dilemmas.3 My
postcolonial reading of Yeats is thus a
reading that is enabled or provoked by
some aspects of postcolonial studies, and
makes connections between the current state
of that field and some problematics in
Yeats’s works. What Yeats and postcolonial
studies share, I argue, is a troubled political
conception of culture in which an enormous
faith in culture’s transformative and
emancipatory power confronts a series of
issues that are both foundational and
damaging to that faith. These issues involve
the public sphere, the political and public
role of intellectuals, and the need to
negotiate, theoretically and practically,
between the universal and the particular,
between the abstract and the concrete.

They involve, in other words, some political
and intellectual legacies of the
Enlightenment. I suggest that Yeats and
postcolonial studies conduct some of their
most sustained and important engagements
with the Enlightenment through its

opposite: a romantic culturalism. This
general claim is not in itself surprising; it is
well known that several major elements of
postcolonial studies have their origins in
critiques of the Enlightenment. Here I hope
it enables me to offer some more specific
arguments. Postcolonial studies needs to
reinvigorate the ‘universal’ and the ‘abstract’
as terms that are necessary and enabling,
even though they are also problematic. In
addition, Yeats scholars should investigate
more fully Yeats’s attachment to a variety of
abstract principles, both artistic and
political, over the course of his career.
Finally, Yeats scholarship and postcolonial
studies need to supplement their frequent
focus on the ‘national’ with analyses of an
important set of related terms: the public,
the public sphere, and public intellectuals. 

Engaging with terms like ‘Enlightenment’
and ‘romantic’ allows me to take up the
terms Yeats himself often employed to
describe his politics and poetics. His
professed hatred for the Enlightenment, his
invention of an Irish counter-Enlightenment,
his denigration of anything in politics or
poetry that he labelled abstract, and his
claim to be part of the romantic tradition
are widely acknowledged. In casting him as
an exemplary figure for my arguments,
then, I am challenging some established
critical assessments of Yeats, both those
sponsored by the poet himself and those
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Postcolonial Yeats
Culture, Enlightenment, and the Public Sphere
Marjorie Howes

Over the last two decades, the conjunction of Irish Studies
and postcolonial studies has produced several different
versions of a ‘postcolonial Yeats’.1 Most of them revolve
around assessments of Yeats’s nationalism, his Romanticism,
and the particularities of Irish history and culture. 

1 Seamus Deane characterizes
Yeats as a ‘colonialist’ writer:
‘Yeats and the Idea of
Revolution’, in Celtic Revivals:
Essays in Modern Irish
Literature, 1880–1980
(London, 1985), 49. Edward
Said, in contrast, casts him as a
‘poet of decolonization’: ‘Yeats
and Decolonization’, 
in Seamus Deane, Terry
Eagleton, Fredric Jameson and
Edward Said, Nationalism,
Colonialism and Literature
(Minneapolis, 1990 [1988]),
84. Later, Jahan Ramazani
parses some definitions of
‘postcolonial’ in order to
answer the question ‘is Yeats a
postcolonial poet?’ with ‘a
qualified yes’: ‘Is Yeats a
Postcolonial Poet?’, Raritan,
17, 3 (Winter 1998), 66.
Declan Kiberd places Yeats’s
work in the context of anti-
colonial and postcolonial
nation-building in Ireland:
Inventing Ireland (Cambridge,
Mass., 1996). My own Yeats’s
Nations: Gender, Class and
Irishness (Cambridge, 1996)
examines the various
formulations of ‘Irishness’ he
constructed or embraced over
the course of his career.
Gregory Castle, in Modernism
and the Celtic Revival
(Cambridge, 2001), emphasizes
Yeats’s engagement with a
modernist form of
anthropology which was
derived from imperialism but
also critically engaged with it.
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that inform the current gallery of figures
that make up the postcolonial Yeats. Seamus
Deane opens his elegant reading of Yeats
this way: ‘Yeats began his career by
inventing an Ireland amenable to his
imagination. He ended by finding an Ireland
recalcitrant to it. His readiness to include
the actuality of modern Ireland gave
substance to his intricate system of symbols.
But in the end the actuality overbore the
symbolism, and left his poetry hysterical
when he let his feeling run free of the
demands of form, and diagrammatic when
he imposed wilfully formal restraints upon
his feeling. “The Statues” best exemplifies
this dilemma.’4 This is a persuasive reading
of the shape of Yeats’s career, and versions
of it dominate current views of the poet. 
It sketches a movement from nationalist
commitment to disillusioned isolation, and
from a healthy desire to engage the concrete
actualities of Ireland to being overwhelmed
by them and, in consequence, lapsing into
abstraction. The dilemma exemplified by
‘The Statues,’ Deane suggests, involves two
kinds of abstraction: an alienated individual
fails to connect his feelings to the national
community that provoked them, and rigid
literary forms fail to register the sensuous,
concrete qualities of the emotion the poet
wishes to convey through those forms. This
essay concludes by offering another way of
thinking about how that poem figures
community, feeling and form, one that
focuses on Yeats’s engagement with
conceptions of the ‘public’, rather than the
‘national’, and his considerable, if
ambivalent, investment in abstractions,
rather than his rejection of them. This
alternative focus produces a somewhat
different outline of the shape of his career.

Culturalism and Its Enlightened Discontents

The political conception of culture on which
I focus is perhaps best defined as
‘culturalism’. On the one hand, it is a theory
of politics and a method of political action.

Arjun Appadurai defines culturalism as ‘the
conscious mobilization of cultural
differences in the service of a larger national
or transnational politics’.5 On the other
hand, culturalism is also a dominant mode
of analysis in historical and literary studies,
so dominant that some recent scholarship
has begun to ask what might lie ‘beyond the
cultural turn’.6 Culturalist scholarship
defines culture variously, sometimes through
references to cultural artefacts or art, and
other times more anthropologically, through
everyday beliefs and practices. This variety
reflects culturalism’s most established
disciplinary home in literary and cultural
studies. More importantly, however, it also
reflects culturalism’s democratizing political
impulses, impulses that are central to my
arguments here. Because culturalism defines
culture very broadly, it allows scholars to
investigate various forms of subalternity
among diverse populations who have little
or no access to conventional means of
making political demands, such as political
institutions, mass movements, guns, or
money, and little or no access to the modes
of conventional high cultural production,
like writing poems or painting pictures.
Culturalist analyses tend to treat culture in
terms of cultural particularity or difference.
Often (though not always) this means
national particularity or difference.
Culturalist arguments place enormous faith
in the subject-constituting or ‘soul-making’
power of culture, and are preoccupied with
the relationship between ‘culture’ and
‘politics’ or ‘public life’. Culturalism
involves the privileging of culture as both an
instrument of colonization and a vehicle of
resistance to it. Much culturalist work
contains a tension between transformation
and tradition; it casts culture as a powerful
agent of change and simultaneously looks to
culture as a source of tradition and
continuity.

These elements of culturalist analysis are,
for better and for worse, characteristic of
much current academic work in postcolonial
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2 I take up these questions,
and stress the ways in
which they are not
reliably answerable, in
‘Yeats and the
Postcolonial’, in Marjorie
Howes and John Kelly,
eds., The Cambridge
Companion to W. B.
Yeats (forthcoming).

3 While I claim that Yeats’s
works and postcolonial
studies have some
procedures and problems
in common, I am also
well aware of the equally
important differences
between them; my focus
on establishing some
continuities or
genealogies has as much
heuristic as historical
value.

4 Deane, Celtic Revivals, 38
5 Arjun Appadurai,

Modernity at Large:
Cultural Dimensions of
Globalization
(Minneapolis, 1996), 15

6 For several discussions of
this question centred on
Victoria E. Bonnell and
Lynn Hunt, eds., Beyond
the Cultural Turn
(Berkeley, 1999), see The
American Historical
Review, 107, 5 (Dec.
2002). 



studies. They are also recognizable features
of the Irish Literary Revival in general and
Yeats’s early cultural nationalism in
particular. The Revival was far from a
monolithic movement or institution, and
Yeats’s version of it was complex. Yeats,
along with other Revivalist writers,
participated in debates over whether or not
literature should be explicitly subordinated
to politics, whether it should be national or

cosmopolitan, and on what basis the
Revival should define ‘Irishness’.
Nevertheless, virtually all the arguments put
forward in the context of Revivalist
discourse were, in one way or another,
culturalist arguments. That English rule had
uprooted a vigorous native cultural
tradition, and that the regeneration of this
tradition would have important political as
well as cultural benefits, were founding
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assumptions of Revivalism in its unionist,
constitutional, and physical force varieties.
After his work ‘went Irish’ in the 1880s,
Yeats was preoccupied with the national
qualities of Irish literature, and combined
this with a deep and abiding interest in folk
culture. But a number of scholars have
argued that Yeats’s early cultural
nationalism was less a coherent ideology
than a series of strategic engagements with
different audiences or potential audiences.
During the 1880s and early 1890s, when
Yeats was struggling to establish himself as
a writer, he contributed to periodicals with
vastly differing ideological stances — the
Protestant nationalism of the Dublin
University Magazine, the hardline Catholic
nationalism of United Ireland, and the anti-
Irish unionism of The Scots Observer.
Writing for such different publics involved
some inconsistencies on Yeats’s part. Yug
Chaudhry has argued at meticulous length
that the Yeats of this period displayed what
Joyce called his ‘treacherous instinct for
adaptability’ and adroitly altered his
political views to suit the tastes of various
editors and audiences; Joep Leerssen draws
the more measured conclusion that ‘Yeats,
with his complex cultural attitude, voiced
different emphases and different aspects at
different times and for different audiences’.7

Roy Foster’s biography of Yeats emphasizes
the poet’s tireless pursuit of publicity for
himself and his friends, and his skilful
orchestration of public controversies and
events.8 However tactical and varied his
pronouncements and activities, and however
alert his awareness of the vagaries of the
Irish public sphere, it was culturalism, in the
sense I have been using it here, that
governed and gave coherence to them all. 

In current postcolonial studies, culturalism
is now fairly widely seen as a significant
problem. Stephen Howe’s largely hostile
survey of postcolonial approaches to
Ireland, which is at many points admirably
judicious, has little but dismissive scorn for
literary and cultural critics, citing their

‘overwhelming culturalist bias’.9 More
important, scholars sympathetic to
postcolonial work have also launched
critiques of culturalism. For example, the
inaugural issue of Interventions (1998–99),
which announced itself as an international
journal of postcolonial studies, featured
Terry Eagleton critiquing the version of the
postcolonial he dislikes for being ‘a brand
of culturalism, which inflates the
significance of cultural factors in human
affairs’.10 In A Critique of Postcolonial
Reason, Gayatri Spivak displays a newly
sharpened sense that culturalism is to blame
for the shortcomings of postcolonial studies.
The chapter entitled ‘Literature’ begins with
a version of Spivak’s well-known essay
‘Three Women’s Texts and a Critique of
Imperialism’. Spivak revised the essay
slightly, giving a name to the neo-imperialist
tendency she deplores in literary studies in
the age of decolonization — the name
‘culturalist’.11 The problem is the same: ‘the
consideration of the old Third World as
distant cultures, exploited but with rich
intact literary heritages waiting to be
recovered, interpreted, and curricularized’;
but in the later version Spivak explicitly
calls that state of affairs ‘culturalism’.12

This new emphasis appears elsewhere in the
book, which opens with her assertion of an
affinity between Kant and the contemporary
forms of postcolonial reason she criticizes.13

According to Spivak, in Kant’s Third
Critique, the idea of cultural difference
functions to exclude non-European peoples
from the category of the human, the ‘subject
as such’.14 ‘The subject as such in Kant,’
Spivak explains, ‘is geopolitically
differentiated.’15 As a result, Kant’s concept
of civil society operates within the
axiomatics of imperialism: ‘The civil
organization of society in burgerliche
Gesellschaft is recommended for societies
that have already acceded to a general level
of culture. Kant’s philosophical project,
whether sublime or bourgeois, operates in
terms of an implicit cultural difference.’16
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7 Yug Mohit Chaudhry,
Yeats: The Irish Literary
Revival and the Politics
of Print (Cork, 2001);
Joep Leerssen,
Remembrance and
Imagination: Patterns in
the Historical and
Literary Representation
of Ireland in the
Nineteenth Century
(Cork, 1996), 211

8 R. F. Foster, W. B. Yeats:
A Life Volume I: The
Apprentice Mage, 1865–
1914 (Oxford, 1997)

9 Stephen Howe, Ireland
and Empire (Oxford,
2000), 109

10 Terry Eagleton,
‘Postcolonialism and
“Postcolonialism”’, in
Interventions, 1, 1
(1998–99), 26

11 Gayatri Spivak, A
Critique of Postcolonial
Reason (Cambridge,
1999), 114. For the
original version, see
‘Three Women’s Texts
and a Critique of
Imperialism’, Critical
Inquiry, 12, 1 (Autumn
1985), 243–61

12 Spivak, Critique, 114
13 This assertion, and her

reading of Kant, is of
course open to question.
For a discussion of
‘misreading’ and
‘mistakes’ as central to
Spivak’s text, see Mieke
Bal, ‘Three-Way
Misreading’, Diacritics,
30, 1 (2000), 2–24.

14 Spivak, Critique, 26
15 Spivak, Critique, 26–27
16 Spivak, Critique, 32



Spivak also observes, ‘This limited access to
being-human is the itinerary of the native
informant into the post-colonial.’17

Accordingly, the chapter entitled ‘Culture’
takes up current developments in academics,
and finds that ‘One of the alarming
developments of the recent past is the wave
of academico-cultural “postcolonialism”
that seems to be hitting the elite migrants in
Europe.’18 As a result of this development,
she warns, ‘Everything is being made
“cultural”.’19 The ‘distorting culturalism’ of
postcolonial studies performs much the
same function that Kant’s references to non-
Western peoples did, and postcolonial
studies’ preoccupation with ‘the discourse of
cultural specificity and difference’ often
obscures ‘the implicit collaboration of the
postcolonial in the service of
neocolonialism’.20

The fact that Enlightenment universals turn
out to be the privilege of a particular
culture, race, or gender is nothing new.
More significant is the fact that Spivak
characterizes the problems of contemporary
postcolonial studies, which is well known
for its critiques of the Enlightenment, as a
version of those inequities associated with
Enlightenment universals. Spivak’s critique
of culturalism is (among other things) a
critique of an Enlightenment conception of
civil society that has a damaging political
theory of culture and cultural difference at
its heart. Culturalism, for Spivak, means
more than the conflation of ‘culture’ and
‘politics’ and the inflation of the significance
of culture in human affairs, though it does
mean those things too. It denotes, more
specifically, a political theory of culture
based on a conjunction between a political
discourse that is liberating and universalist
and a cultural discourse preoccupied with
particularity and difference. Spivak
concludes, ‘From my arguments above it
would follow that feminists with a
transnational consciousness would also be
aware that the very civil structure here that
they work to shore up for gender justice can

continue to participate in providing alibis
for the operation of the major and definitive
transnational activity, the financialization of
the globe, and thus the suppression of the
possibility of decolonization — the
establishment of a civil society there, the
only means for an efficient and continuing
calculus of gender justice everywhere.’21

Protecting civil society in Western nations
can prevent the establishment of civil society
in other places. As in Kant, the concept of
civil society and the category of the human
are geopolitically differentiated, and this
differentiation is shored up by an implicit
concept of cultural difference. 

Rather than reject Kant, or the concept of
civil society, however, Spivak claims that it
is the particular job of intellectuals to
cultivate our awareness of the
contradictions involved in engaging with
them. She continues, ‘The painstaking
cultivation of such a contradictory, indeed
aporetic, practical acknowledgement is the
basis of a decolonization of the mind. But
the disenfranchised new or old diasporic
woman cannot be called upon to inhabit
this aporia. Her entire energy must be spent
upon successful transplantation or insertion
into the new state, often in the name of an
old nation in the new.’22 Spivak’s migrant
must try to insert herself into existing
structures of civil society and public life,
structures that are exclusionary and based,
like Kant’s theory, on implicit notions of
cultural difference. But in future
generations, Spivak hopes that the migrant’s
‘daughters or granddaughters’ will be able
to begin revising those structures, and that
‘the interventionist academic can assist them
in this possibility rather than participate in
their gradual indoctrination into an
unexamined culturalism’.23

Spivak’s reading of Kant and contemporary
postcolonial studies is certainly not self-
evident, and cultivating our awareness of
contradictory structures may not be the
most satisfying or effective form of political
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17 Spivak, Critique, 30
18 Spivak, Critique, 358
19 Spivak, Critique, 412
20 Spivak, Critique, 361,

397
21 Spivak, Critique, 399
22 Spivak, Critique, 399–

400
23 Spivak, Critique, 401–02



intervention for academics.24 But her
critique of culturalism has three features
that make it particularly relevant for my
purposes here. First, rather than oppose
culturalism and the Enlightenment, she
foregrounds the similarities and exchanges
between them. Second, she treats the idea of
civil society or the public sphere as
problematic but necessary. Finally, she
contemplates the function of criticism and
the public role of the intellectual. These are
features Spivak’s critique shares with Gerry
Smyth’s analysis in Decolonization and
Criticism, a book that notes the culturalism
of postcolonial studies and argues that this
culturalism is a particularly severe problem
in the Irish context. Smyth observes that in
Irish Studies ‘an entire academic industry
has assured us [that] culture and politics are
to all intents and purposes one and the same
thing’ for quite some time. As a result, he
contends, the recent culturalist emphasis in
postcolonial studies has had a conservative
rather than a radicalizing effect on critical
discourse. In Irish Studies, culturalism
‘represents an essential continuity with
older, more established and conservative
models,’ and has ‘helped to shore up a
fundamentally quietistic model of the
relations between the two spheres’. 
Smyth points out that Irish culturalism 
has a history, and that it emerged as a 
result of ‘institutional and intellectual
struggles over different ways of configuring
the relationship between an imagined
political community and the cultural forms
through which that community could know
itself’. He calls the location of these
struggles ‘criticism.’25

Smyth’s argument stands much postcolonial
and Revivalist work on its head by locating
the crucial encounters between colonialism
and resistance to it, not in primary or
creative texts, but in criticism: ‘Irish culture
cannot express, reflect, embody — or any of
the other favoured metaphors — the
decolonising nation until it is so constituted
by an enabling metadiscourse: criticism.’

He claims that the ‘intimate and enabling
relationship between criticism and
decolonization he’s positing arises ‘from
their problematic engagement with the
characteristic discursive modes of the
Enlightenment’, and he bills his project as a
‘(re)turn to the question of “the function of
criticism”.’ Like Spivak, he foregrounds the
slippery exchanges between culturalism and
the Enlightenment, and scrutinizes the
public role of intellectuals. Smyth also
points out that the forms of critical
discourse that emerged in the eighteenth
century were ‘crucial for the emergence of a
bourgeois public sphere, itself part of the
process whereby a modern English identity
was constituted’ in opposition to peripheral
others like the Irish.26 Smyth shares with
Spivak a critique of culturalism that turns to
an Enlightenment notion of the public (civil
society or the public sphere) in response,
and that does so even while demonstrating
the ethnocentrism and imperialism that
underlie that notion’s supposed universality.

Both Spivak and Smyth think that the
culturalism of current postcolonial
scholarship asks ‘culture’ to do too much
work, to do work that belongs to other
domains. They offer genealogies of this
problem that trace it to an Enlightenment
political project that is both potentially
emancipatory and compromised by its
relation to imperialism. What they propose
strikes me as worth pursuing, partly because
I think they have read culturalism’s political
desires correctly. In the wake of anti-
imperial critiques of universalism and
abstraction, an insistence on culture,
especially on culture as cultural difference,
proved attractive to postcolonial critics
because it seemed to offer a way of
respecting embodiment and irreducible
particularity, of furthering political
emancipation without replicating
Eurocentric versions of universalism. The
way to capitalize on culturalism’s usefulness
while curbing its excesses, according to
Spivak and Smyth, is to focus less on
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culture, the nation, and national culture,
and more on civil society, the function of
criticism, and the role of intellectuals — to
focus, in other words, on various aspects of
the public or the public sphere. 

Publics, Reasonable and Unreasonable

There are other publics and public spheres
in Yeats; for example, the public as theatre
audience, as the site of demagoguery and
mob politics, or as the falsely benign pose of
the ‘smiling public man’ in ‘Among School
Children’. Here, however, I focus on
versions of the classic, normative model of
the public sphere defined as a disinterested
and democratic realm of debate and
critique, distinct from state sovereignty and
from the market economy.27 It is a
bourgeois public sphere that, in Habermas’s
account, was most fully achieved during the
nineteenth century and then declined during
the twentieth with the rise of consumerism,
mass media, and the state’s encroachment
into the private realm of the family.28 It is
an Enlightenment invention, perhaps,
according to Geoffrey Harpham, ‘even the
defining Enlightenment invention’.29 Kant’s
famous ‘Answer to the Question, “What is
Enlightenment?”’ insists that ‘the freedom
to make public use of one’s reason in all
matters’ is the foundation of Enlightenment,
and for Kant, publicness (rather than
reason) is central. What he calls the ‘private
use of reason’ does not have to be free, and
indeed, often cannot be. Its universalism is
of course compromised and incomplete, but
many theorists have argued that any
meaningful model of the public sphere must
involve forms of universalism and
abstraction.30 Michael Warner, for example,
argues that when we enter the public sphere
and become ‘the subjects of publicity’, we
imagine, if imperfectly, that the position we
occupy involves indifference to our
‘particularities of culture, race, gender or
class’. Warner points out that different
thinkers will see such abstraction differently:

‘There are any number of ways to describe
this moment of public subjectivity — as a
universalizing transcendence, as ideological
repression, as utopian wish, as
schizocapitalist vertigo, or simply as a
routine difference of register.’31 But,
positive or negative, such abstraction from
our ordinary selves is an inescapable
element of the public sphere.

Warner outlines a tension, within a general
Enlightenment conception of the public
sphere, between two models that respond
differently to the necessary disunity of
public and private selves. The ‘republican
virtue’ model denies alienation and insists
on unity and continuity: ‘The republican
was to be the same as citizen and as man.
He was to maintain continuity of value,
judgment, and reputation from domestic
economy to affairs of public nature.’ The
liberal bourgeois model involves a ‘dialectic
of embodiment and negativity in the public
sphere’. It promises a public sphere that
offers self-abstraction — ‘a utopian
universality that would allow people to
transcend the given realities of their bodies
and their status’. At the same time, it denies
its darker side, the fact that such abstraction
is a privilege available only to some
particularities, some bodies (originally those
of propertied white men). This model of the
public sphere is one whose universalism is
compromised, and it displays ambivalence
about whether the public is a space of
abstraction or a space of embodiment where
one’s inner particularity can express itself.
The contemporary ‘mass public sphere’,
which struggles with the founding logic of
the Enlightenment public sphere, ‘promises
a reconciliation between embodiment and
self-abstraction’ that neither it nor,
according to Warner, any model of the
public can deliver.32

Both the Enlightenment model of the public
sphere and Habermas’s historical account of
it have been criticized for their inability to
accommodate counter-publics or different,
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simultaneously existing, forms of publicity.
Warner’s essay helpfully outlines two
versions within the Enlightenment model
and reminds us that, in the contemporary
period, ‘the discursive genres of mass
publicity vary widely’; he insists that some
form of self-abstraction is proper to all of
them.33 There are, however, different forms
of abstraction, and therefore very different
grounds upon which to base notions of the
public. This is illustrated by Anthony
Cascardi’s effort to reformulate the public
sphere in Consequences of Enlightenment.
Like Smyth and Spivak, Cascardi wants to
‘challenge the view that the pursuit of
constructive social and ethical goals requires
an anti-Enlightenment stance’.34 But while
Smyth opts for ‘criticism’ and Spivak for
critical awareness, Cascardi offers a public
sphere based on a Kantian aesthetic.
Through a reading of the Third Critique,
Cascardi proposes feeling, rather than
reason or concepts, as that which mediates
community and creates a potential public.
He is very critical of Habermas’s late work,
in which Habermas derives from Kant,
especially from ‘What is Enlightenment?’, a
model of the public sphere based on
communicative action. In Habermas’s
formulation, it is concepts that are
communicated in the public sphere, so his
public is ultimately grounded in and
reconciled through reason. For Cascardi, in
contrast, it is judgements of taste that are
communicated, the feelings of pleasure or
pain that the beautiful and the sublime
produce in us; he thus proposes a
community of sense rather than a
community of concepts. Cascardi perceives
the problem of the Third Critique, and of
the kind of public that might be enabled or
theorized by a Kantian aesthetic, as the
problem of negotiating between embracing a
necessary, problematic universalism and
respecting irreducible particularity. He
remarks, ‘The difficulty inherent in deriving
the principle of aesthetic judgment suggests
that we are challenged to make binding
claims that would preserve and validate the

particularity of subjective experience over
against the universal categories to which
reason in its cognitive operations would
otherwise subsume such experience, all the
while recognizing that the validity of those
claims would have to count on the existence
of a community which it is also their
purpose to (re)create.’35 Spivak and Smyth
propose models of the public in which the
necessary universalizing abstraction is based
on reason and criticism; Cascardi offers a
model in which such abstraction is
grounded in feeling and the aesthetic. 
Thus abstraction, and the models of
community and the public it enables, comes
in different forms. It can be grounded in
reason or in feeling. It can be indifferent to
concrete bodies, or, alternatively, it can
emanate from them. Alan Richardson has
argued that the widespread critical view that
casts Enlightenment universalism as
fundamentally based on abstraction and sees
‘Romanticism in terms of a flight from
Enlightenment universalism toward an
obsession with difference and diversity —
individual, national, cultural, and racial’, is
deeply flawed. It would be more accurate,
Richardson claims, to say ‘that a number of
Romantic writers — poets and scientists
alike — rejected the “timeless” universalism
of the Enlightenment, which located human
uniformity in reason, language, and logic,
with a time-bound and biological
universalism that instead grounded
“primary” human features in the body, in
the material organization of the mind, and
in the emotions’. Richardson calls this
‘embodied universalism’, and argues that
Romanticism involves ‘not so much an
abandonment as a radical reformulation of
human universals’.36

In what follows, I trace a few of the ways in
which Yeats imagined different kinds of
abstraction and engaged with various
aspects of the public, both theoretical and
practical, over the course of his career. This
element in Yeats’s work displays a number
of features similar to those Spivak and
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Smyth outline in contemporary postcolonial
studies. I suggest that Yeats’s culturalism
pursues radical reformulations of human
universals rather than rejections of them,
that these abstractions were grounded, at
various times, in both reason and feeling,
that they were sometimes indifferent to
concrete bodies and sometimes emanated
from them, and that Yeats was as much a
theorist of the public and the abstract as he
was a thinker preoccupied with the nation
and the particular. 

From Justice to Culture: Yeats and O’Leary

John O’Leary is usually thought to have
exercised a formative influence on Yeats’s
engagement with nationalism, but he
exercised an equally important influence on
Yeats’s early conception of the public
sphere. Towards the end of his life, when
Yeats composed ‘A General Introduction for
My Work’, which was to be the
introduction to a complete edition of his
poems that was never published, he looked
back and claimed ‘It was through the old
Fenian leader John O’Leary I found my

theme.’37 O’Leary (1830–1907), who edited
the Dublin Fenian journal The Irish People,
had been arrested in 1865, convicted of
treason, and sentenced to twenty years’
imprisonment. He was released after four
years, on the condition that he stay out of
Ireland for the next fifteen years. He
returned to Dublin in 1885, where he met
Yeats, and became an influential friend and
mentor. O’Leary introduced Yeats to a
number of significant books by Irish
authors, and helped him get his early work
published in nationalist journals like The
Gael, The Boston Pilot, and The Sunday
Providence Journal.38 Most critics have
followed the later Yeats in casting O’Leary’s
nationalism as paramount and in
characterizing that nationalism as one that
opposed the rigid abstractions of much
nationalist ideology and respected the
irreducible particularity of the individual.
Elizabeth Cullingford, for example,
comments that ‘the old nationalism of
O’Leary was essentially individualist and
libertarian’.39 More specifically, as fewer
critics have noted, for the early Yeats,
O’Leary’s nationalism was about the limits
of nationalism. O’Leary subscribed to two
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principles to which nationalist goals and
ideas were ultimately subordinated. One
was the integrity of art. The other was an
Enlightenment embrace of universal
principles and strict standards for regulating
public behaviour. One of the most notable
features of this philosophy was precisely its
embrace of the abstract, an embrace Yeats
found necessary, positive, and problematic
all at once.

When Yeats reviewed O’Leary’s memoirs,
Recollections of Fenians and Fenianism
(1896) for The Bookman in 1897, he faced
a quandary; he had hated the book. He
negotiated this dilemma by reviewing the
man instead, and his portrait of O’Leary
emphasized his mentor’s role as one of
Ireland’s ‘public men’, his embrace of the
universal principles that ultimately took
precedence over his nationalist aspirations,
and his commitment to various abstractions.
Yeats introduced a saying that would
become his favourite example of the
qualities that drew him to O’Leary: the
dictum that ‘there are things which a man
should not do, perhaps even to save a
nation’.40 He would return to this saying
again in his autobiography, remarking, ‘He
would speak a sentence like that in
ignorance of its passionate value, and would
forget it the moment after.’41 This
republican virtue model of public behaviour
demanded complete continuity between
public and private life. In Yeats’s review,
such continuity was guaranteed by a series
of abstractions: O’Leary’s ‘passion for
abstract right’, his sense of ‘abstract ideas,
of abstract law’, and his capacity for
‘abstract emotion.’ O’Leary’s devotion to
abstract principles gave him a ‘detachment
from his own enthusiasms’ and his book a
‘strange impartiality’. Yeats also offered the
somewhat Arnoldian idea that these
universals were a peculiarly Celtic form of
idealism: they embodied ‘the Celtic passion
for ideas’, a quality that Celtic peoples had
preserved ‘longer than more successful and
practical races’.42 Yeats’s review grounds

the abstract equally in reason and feeling; 
he emphasizes passion, emotion, and
enthusiasm in combination with
impartiality, law, and principle. 

Yug Chaudhry has argued that Yeats’s
relationship with O’Leary became strained
earlier than most commentators have
realized. He cites Yeats’s participation in an
1892 controversy in the nationalist United
Ireland over Trinity College, Dublin, in
which O’Leary defended the college, and
Yeats, who had attacked TCD in print
before, did so again, even though the paper
had been hostile to O’Leary since his return
to Ireland, and even though in the context
of the debate such an attack would be seen
as a personal attack on O’Leary as well.43

This makes it less surprising, then, that the
poor quality of O’Leary’s writing was not
the only source of Yeats’s ambivalence in
the 1897 review. The model of public
behaviour O’Leary exemplifies, and its
various abstractions, also provoke
ambivalence. While O’Leary’s attachment to
abstract principles makes him superior to
other contemporary nationalists, it also has
negative consequences for Irish public life:
‘The very inhumanity of Irish journalism
and of Irish politics comes from a tendency
to judge men not by one another, not by
experience of the degree of excellence one
may hope to meet in life and in politics, but
by some abstract standard.’44

Given Yeats’s later hatred for abstraction,
this early review may simply seem
anomalous. It is not anomalous, however, if
we focus on the model of the public sphere
that Yeats attached to O’Leary. One way to
think of Yeats’s culturalism as an
ambivalent continuation of an
Enlightenment project would be to say that
it asked culture to do the work that
abstract, civic political ideals like Liberty,
Justice, and Equality did for Enlightenment
republican nationalism; to unite the
members of the nation in a common
endeavour and provide some of the
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organizing principles of that endeavour. For
the Yeats of 1897, O’Leary represented a
romantic cultural nationalism that had not
completely made this substitution, and
whose patriotism was still explicitly
regulated by a transnational idealism based
on reasoned Enlightenment principles of
public conduct. Later in Yeats’s career,
‘abstract’ would come to have entirely
negative connotations, and would become a
kind of Yeatsian swear word. In the first
portion of his autobiography, written in
1916, Yeats again stresses the ‘passionate’
value of O’Leary’s sayings, but only invokes
the abstract to characterize the book’s
literary shortcomings: ‘When it was
finished, it was unreadable, being dry,
abstract, and confused; no picture had ever
passed before his mind’s eye.’45

Yeats did continue to emphasize O’Leary’s
commitment to both an impassioned
nationalism and to the ‘cold intellect’ of
abstract universals.46 However, he began to
shift some of the terms he employed to do
so. In ‘Poetry and Tradition’, written after
O’Leary’s death in 1907, Yeats said that
O’Leary belonged ‘to the romantic
conception of Irish nationality’ that Yeats
himself worked for.47 This characterization
of O’Leary as ‘romantic’ does not indicate
that Yeats had abandoned the notion of
O’Leary’s fidelity to Enlightenment
doctrines. Rather, it reveals how loosely and
widely Yeats applied that term, and how, in
Yeats’s thought about O’Leary, there was no
clear distinction between Enlightenment
universals and the romantic. Yeats repeated
the saying that there are things one must
not do to save a nation and added another,
whose purpose was ‘that we might not
forget justice in the passion of controversy’.
The new dictum was ‘there was never cause
so bad that it has not been defended by
good men for what seemed to them good
reasons’.48 This, too, became part of his
permanent characterization of O’Leary, and
found its way into his autobiography.49 By
this time Yeats has rephrased the part of this

characterization that formulated O’Leary’s
devotion to abstract principles; he has
replaced his earlier emphasis on the abstract
as such with various forms of the assertion
that ‘life is greater than the cause’.50 ‘Life’
was one of Yeats’s favourite abstractions
because it masqueraded as a concrete
opposite of abstraction.

O’Leary was a nationalist who also
embraced a transnational conception of
public good and public behaviour. His
idealism contained a conception of the public
sphere that involved both the republican
virtue model, in which the individual’s public
behaviour remained faithful to the dictates of
private conscience, no matter what the
practical costs — there are things one should
never do, even to save a nation — and the
self-abstraction aspect of the liberal
bourgeois model which (theoretically)
guarantees that all positions and participants
must be accommodated in reasoned debate,
all views assumed to be those of good men
(and it is clearly a male ideal) with
potentially good reasons. O’Leary was a
committed nationalist, but he was also a
theorist of a disinterested public sphere
whose principles regulated and ultimately
took precedence over nationalist aims. He
represented passionate attachment to the
national cause and, simultaneously, an
impartial detachment from it. 

As this suggests, Yeats drew on
Enlightenment thought less to separate
reason from passion than to distinguish
between desirable and undesirable
alternatives to reason. His devotion to
passion actually consists of a series of highly
regulated distinctions between the right and
the wrong kinds of passion. O’Leary is a
figure for this series, which included
distinctions between the abstract and the
ideal — conflated in the early essay but later
separated — between the material and the
concrete, between the ‘delirium of the
brave’, which was activated by the ideal,
and the hysteria of mere political opinion,
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which was provoked by the abstract. These
distinctions appear in Yeats’s poetry in a
number of ways. The ‘excess of love’ that
may have bewildered the martyred rebels of
‘Easter 1916’ is at least a potentially
positive kind of political delirium, this
possibility being one source of the poem’s
ambivalence. But in his prose writings, Yeats
repeatedly linked ‘nationalist abstractions’
with sexual abstinence and hysteria. In ‘On
Those that Hated the Playboy of the
Western World, 1907,’ the ‘eunuchs’ who
run through Hell and ‘rail and sweat’ as
they ‘stare’ at ‘great Juan’ are both sexually
frustrated and (therefore) insufficiently
passionate although overly excited — hence
their frenzied jealousy of the great lover’s
‘sinewy thigh’. They are hysterical rather
than delirious.51

Over time, the initial agent that enforced
those distinctions and theoretically enabled
a public sphere that organized them —
O’Leary’s abstract universalism — was
replaced in Yeats’s writings by another agent
— culture. In 1907, in ‘Poetry and
Tradition’, he had proposed to regulate the
passions aroused by public debate or
controversy (and a controversy is
distinguished from a disagreement precisely
by its publicness) through an appeal to
‘justice’. By 1910, however, we find Yeats
stating in a newspaper interview that
‘passion in public life without culture was
ignoble’, and he held to versions of this
formulation for the rest of his career.52

Now Yeats’s culturalism offers a public
sphere grounded in and regulated, not by
the abstract, but by a common devotion to
culture. It is a critical commonplace that
Protestant writers like Yeats looked to
culture in their search for a non-sectarian
model of Irish community that could
include them, or by which they could
include others. Revivalists understood
culture as cultural difference, but they also
believed in culture as a universalizing
medium of unification and transcendence.
Culture offered a utopian abstraction from

one’s individual particularities, and such
abstraction could, Yeats hoped, wrest a
united Irish public from the divisive
controversies of contemporary Irish politics.

In tracing Yeats’s changing treatment of
O’Leary thus far, I have argued that, for
Yeats, the old Fenian’s conception of ‘the
public’ was the most important aspect of his
commitment to ‘the nation’, and that, in
Yeats’s thinking, a culturalist theory of the
public gradually emerged out of an initial
embrace of a more traditional
Enlightenment model of the public. As
Spivak and Smyth show, such a
transformation is neither surprising nor
unusual; rather, these slippery transactions
between justice and culture are central to
contemporary postcolonial studies, which
often tries to pursue universal values like
human rights through respect for irreducible
specificity and cultural difference. In
addition, as this transformation proceeded,
Yeats, like the Kant of Spivak’s argument,
began to imagine a public sphere in which
culture was less a guarantor of universal
access than a marker of difference between
those who could sustain a public sphere and
those who could not. The vision of public
good represented by O’Leary increasingly
operated in terms of an implicit cultural
difference. To illustrate this point I take up
Yeats’s most famous representation of
O’Leary, ‘September 1913’.

O’Leary in the Grave

The central question the poem raises is:
what, exactly, is buried with O’Leary? What
constitutes ‘Romantic Ireland’ and what do
it and O’Leary share? A number of
traditional readings have identified
Romantic Ireland with a self-sacrificing
republican or Fenian nationalism, in part
because it features O’Leary so prominently,
and in part because, after 1916, Yeats
appended a note to the poem that
encouraged such readings. In the note, Yeats
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suggests that the qualities represented by
Romantic Ireland were revived by the Easter
Rising: ‘“Romantic Ireland’s dead and
gone” sounds old-fashioned now. It seemed
true in 1913, but I did not foresee 1916.
The late Dublin Rebellion, whatever one
can say of its wisdom, will long be
remembered for its heroism. “They weighed
so lightly what they gave”, and gave too in
some cases without hope of success.’ [July
1916].53 Yeats was able to transform
‘September 1913’ into a poem about
nationalism and martyrdom effectively
because his reading of the Rising focused on
qualities that are indeed present in the text:
reckless, generous self-sacrifice, idealism, the
right kind of passion. But when the poem
was first published, it invoked these
qualities in the service of a different cause;
imagining an Irish public sphere in which
passion was regulated by culture.

The poem was first published in The Irish
Times on 8 September 1913, under the title
‘Romance in Ireland’. Its subtitle read: ‘On
reading much of the correspondence against
the Art Gallery’.54 When Yeats wrote to
Lady Gregory of his plans to publish it, he
commented, ‘I had not thought I could feel
so bitterly over any public event.’55 The
public event to which Yeats refers here is the
controversy over Hugh Lane’s offer to
donate his collection of modern art to
Dublin if the city would build a suitable
gallery to house it. Dublin Corporation
ultimately refused.56 Recently, Yug
Chaudhry has offered a provocative reading
of the poem in its original contexts. He
reminds us that Yeats was careful to place
‘September 1913’ and ‘The Gift’ in The
Irish Times, that The Irish Times was a
conservative, unionist paper with a largely
Protestant readership, that the paper had
supported the art gallery, and that the editor
would be very unlikely to publish a poem
advocating armed rebellion. He also points
out that, during the period when Yeats was
thinking about and composing the poem,
his letters are full of references to Catholic

intolerance and Protestant marginalization.
Chaudhry argues that ‘September 1913’ is a
Protestant, sectarian poem that castigates
the Catholic middle classes, celebrates
Protestant superiority and laments
Protestant marginalization. What is
important about the poem’s heroes,
according to Chaudhry, is not their political
opinions, nationalist or otherwise, but their
‘Protestant panache’.57

Chaudhry supports his argument by offering
a revised portrait of O’Leary as a public
figure during the 1880s and 1890s. Rather
than the respected elder statesman and
radical Fenian Yeats claimed him to be,
O’Leary was a conservative, anti-democratic
élitist who favoured a constitutional
monarchy. Chaudhry calls him an ‘honorary
Protestant’; he was also a landlord with a
reputation, he shared with the rest of his
family, for requiring that his tenants adhere
strictly to the letter of their agreements.
After his return to Ireland, he expressed his
opposition to the most widespread and
successful forms of protest against British
rule: the Land League, the Irish
Parliamentary Party, and agrarian agitation.
In return, he was ‘relentlessly attacked and
ridiculed in the nationalist press’.58 As
Marcus Bourke observes, around 1890, ‘by
older folk in the town, dead within the past
decade, John O’Leary was remembered
principally, not as an Irish patriot, but as a
“hard landlord”’.59 By 1913, O’Leary’s
conservatism and élitism had become more
congenial to Yeats than they had been in the
1890s. Like Yeats, O’Leary castigated the
middle classes for their materialism and
timidity. In Recollections of Fenians and
Fenianism O’Leary called the middle class
‘distinctly the lowest class morally’ and said
that its ‘prudential virtues’, while good in
themselves, were not ‘the stuff out of which
patriots are made’.60 In addition, O’Leary
had always shared Yeats’s respect for the
integrity and public effectiveness of culture.
Thus the ‘romance’ O’Leary embodied for
the Yeats of this period had little to do with
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his Fenianism; rather it arose out of his
literary taste and his conviction that ‘a
certain leaven of … aristocratic feeling’
came naturally to the Irish.61

Chaudhry’s insistence on the Protestant
sectarianism of the poem does not paint an
attractive portrait of what Yeats meant by
Romantic Ireland in 1913, but it is
compellingly argued, and he deals more
thoroughly and effectively with the various
public contexts of ‘September 1913’ than
any other scholar to date.62 One weakness
of Chaudhry’s argument is that his
characterization of O’Leary as an armchair
Fenian and an isolated crank is overly
harsh; Bourke insists that O’Leary was
active and respected in the IRB after his
return to Ireland.63 Another is that
Chaudhry launches a scathing critique of
O’Leary’s ‘political philosophy — “there are
things that a man must not do to save a
Nation”’. Chaudhry asserts that this
philosophy was ‘derived from the romantic
idealism of Young Ireland’, and, quoting  
F. S. L. Lyons, that this movement was ‘at
its weakest in action’. ‘His aristocratic,
high-principled conception of patriotism,’
concludes Chaudhry, ‘was hopelessly out of
touch with realpolitik.’64 This is disturbing,
as it suggests that regulating the pursuit of
nationalist goals through adherence to
universalist principles is not only hopelessly
impractical, but also somehow in collusion
with aristocratic privilege. The 1848 Rising
was certainly not an effective movement in
action. But Chaudhry’s argument links its
failure to the abstraction of ‘romantic
idealism’ and ‘high-principled’ philosophy
from the concrete realities of realpolitik — a
word that itself entered the common
vocabulary after the failure of the
‘impractical’ and idealist revolution of 1848
in Germany. Under what conceptual scheme
does the obviously Enlightenment notion
that certain universal human values trump
nationalist aims appear as a species of
romantic idealism? Clearly, only a
conceptual scheme that, like that of Yeats

himself for most of his career and that of
much contemporary postcolonial
scholarship, automatically denigrates
anything it believes to merit the label
‘abstract’. 

‘September 1913’ is, as Chaudhry suggests,
a Protestant cri de coeur rather than a
nationalist call to arms or a non-sectarian
critique of modern cowardice and
materialism. But it is also a poem about the
Irish public sphere that continues Yeats’s
engagement with how that public sphere
should be regulated. In a 1914 note to the
group of poems in Responsibilities that
addressed the Hugh Lane controversy (‘To a
Wealthy Man who promised a Second
Subscription to the Dublin Municipal
Gallery if it were proved the People wanted
Pictures’, ‘September 1913’, ‘To a Friend
whose Work has come to Nothing’,
‘Paudeen’, and ‘To a Shade’), Yeats
commented ‘In the thirty years or so during
which I have been reading Irish newspapers,
three public controversies have stirred my
imagination.’65 These were the
controversies over Parnell, Synge’s Playboy,
and Hugh Lane; what brought them
together for Yeats was that they all
illustrated ‘how base at moments of
excitement are minds without culture’.66 In
‘September 1913’, O’Leary stands for a
public sphere in which culture — embodied
in the art gallery and in the example of
cultured individuals like him — should
function as justice did earlier: it should
provide the civilizing influences the masses
need and provoke the right kinds of public-
spirited passion. But ‘culture’ has come to
mean something different from either
private integrity or self-abstraction; the
‘public’ now connotes more a passive
audience to be shaped than a democratic
sphere of reasoned debate, and the poem
emphasizes the incompatibility of Yeats’s
ideal with Irish public life. 

The poem’s major figures for positive action
in the public sphere are expenditure, self-
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sacrifice, waste, the gift. Romantic Ireland is
embodied in the wind, the flight of the wild
geese, the shedding of blood, and the
excesses of madness and passion. It is
dominated by varieties of centrifugal
motion, by gestures that annihilate the
individual subject. In the grave with
O’Leary is the time when such gestures had
a positive, public effect, when ‘the names’ of
the heroes ‘stilled’ the ‘childish play’ of
Catholic Ireland. Catholic Ireland, on the
other hand, is defined through its
preoccupation with forms of retention —
reasoning, saving, praying:

What need you, being come to sense,
But fumble in a greasy till
And add the halfpence to the pence
And prayer to shivering prayer, until
You have dried the marrow from the 

bone?67

All of these suggest centripetal motion and
privacy, as the individual subject seeks to
enclose, to contract, to gather things to its
centre. This centre, however, is empty, like
the bone without marrow. Catholic Ireland,
in effect, does not have a public sphere, only
a series of private aspirations to acquire and
retain things — reason, money, God’s

blessing, self-control. The ‘high-principled
philosophy’ that Yeats had earlier ascribed
to O’Leary, his concern for the dictates of
private conscience, his insistence that each
individual point of view must be
accommodated in reasoned debate, do not
appear here. Indeed, they would be
antithetical to the self-negating generosities
of Romantic Ireland, and more in keeping
with the private selfishness of Catholic
Ireland. The varieties of self-restraint that
Yeats said gave O’Leary a ‘detachment from
his own enthusiasms’ and his book a
‘strange impartiality’ in 1897 have become
the ‘wasteful virtues’ of Protestant panache.
The abstractions of Enlightenment thought
have given way to a different kind of
abstraction, one that is indeed a kind of
transcendent, romantic idealism, but that
bears little relation to the philosophy Yeats
ascribed to O’Leary elsewhere. 

The point I want to make here is not that
Yeats was inconsistent or changed his mind
about O’Leary. Instead, I want to emphasize
the ease with which detachment became
self-sacrifice, reasoned impartiality became
unreasoning devotion, and how one kind of
abstraction modulated into another. The
model of the public that Yeats organized
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around O’Leary was founded on radical
ambiguities between Enlightenment and
Romance, justice and culture, individual
integrity and individual disintegration.
Yeats’s faith in the transformative public
and political effects of culture was originally
rooted in political doctrines that were
legacies of the Enlightenment, combined
with democratizing impulses indicated by
his interest in Irish folk culture. In
‘September 1913’ this culturalism
confronted the actual public sphere in
Ireland and found it recalcitrant; neither
cultural artefacts, like Lane’s paintings, nor
public intellectuals like Yeats, had the ability
to regulate public controversies and
passions. In response, Yeats imagines a form
of ‘publicness’ that belongs exclusively to
Romantic Ireland, and he excludes Catholic
Ireland from the public as such. Romantic
Ireland is not nationalist Ireland, nor is it
simply idealistic Ireland. It is an Ireland in
which culturalism works both as a political
method and a mode of analysis.

O’Leary Turns to Stone

We also find Yeats’s interest in the public,
mediated by an ambiguous process of
abstraction that seemed to work either
through universals like justice or through a
romantic conception of culture, in his very
late works. In fact, his last two volumes —
New Poems (1938) and Last Poems (1939)
— display a renewed interest in the idea and
fact of the ‘public’: that word does not
appear anywhere in the preceding two
volumes. In his later years, Yeats launched
bitter critiques of Irish government and
public life. Indeed, in poems like ‘Roger
Casement’, and ‘A Model for the Laureate’,
‘public’ has become another Yeatsian swear
word. But along with his disgust for the
public sphere as an arena of betrayal and
dishonesty, Yeats also continues to meditate
on the public and communal functions of
art or culture. Here I focus on ‘The Statues,’
a difficult poem, whose version of the public

is confusing. Some critics have read it as an
admirable statement about the public role of
art, while others have found it repellent.68

For Seamus Deane, Yeats turns to abstract
form in ‘The Statues’ to impose order on the
chaotic feelings a recalcitrant Ireland
provoked in him. I argue, on the other
hand, that the poem invokes abstract form
because it carries on the negotiations
between universal and particular, reason
and feeling, Enlightenment and culture, that
Yeats organized around O’Leary earlier.

‘The Statues’ is a kind of ultimate culturalist
argument, which imagines the power of art
to bring about the rise and fall of
civilizations. It is also a hymn to a
particularly corporeal version of
Enlightenment rationality — to ‘intellect’,
‘calculation’, ‘number’, and ‘measurement’
as they are embodied in cultural artefacts.
The abstract qualities of Greek art, based on
the mathematical theories of Pythagoras and
embodied in the statues of Phidias, ‘put
down all Asiatic vague immensities’.69 They,
rather than military victory at Salamis,
produced the movement of the gyres in
which one civilization gave way to its
antithesis. The poem charts a Yeatsian
theory of history, as the triumph of Greek
abstraction becomes by extension ‘Buddha’s
emptiness’ and so declines towards
formlessness again. The last stanza describes
‘we Irish’ as ‘wrecked’ by another such
‘formless’ age and proposes a return to the
number and discipline of Greek statues. 

‘The Statues’ is also a poem about the
public sphere, and this is how Michael
North has read it. He argues that ‘sculpture
has an ambiguous significance in Yeats’s
work, especially in its monumental aspect,
because of the peculiar quasi-public nature
of the art’. North also observes that, for
Yeats, the ‘publicness’ of statues depends
upon their ‘abstract proportions’. In ‘truly
public’ statues, ‘the standardization of their
forms overcomes the idiosyncratic and
temporary’. His reading of ‘The Statues’
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argues that the poem offers ‘an image of a
society founded on the repudiation of
collective life’ through a representation of
‘public art founded on the ideals of privacy’.
North points out that Yeats draws on two
conflicting ways of thinking about
sculpture. On the one hand, the ‘repose’, 
(a word Yeats got from Pater) of the statue
represents health, serenity and the fusion of
body and thought for Pater and for
Wincklemann; on the other hand, it suggests
disease and death in Gustav Moreau. The
statue is a public art that represents
collective tradition, an ideal balance
between individual and society; at the same
time, it embodies an ultimate privacy, an
indifference to the social. North concludes

that ‘Yeats’s mature poetry … uses the
ambiguous nature of sculpture itself … to
place the “statue of solitude” at the center
of collective life’.70

I would like to recast North’s claims to
suggest that the ambiguity of sculpture in
the poem is a further mutation of the public
sphere represented by O’Leary, one which
contains elements of both Yeats’s earliest
characterization of O’Leary and his revision
of it in ‘September 1913’. The statue by
Phidias is ambiguous because it lacks
‘character’ or particularity — its form is
accomplished but potentially dead or empty.
It provokes the ‘stares’ of the people as Don
Juan in hell did. Here, as in ‘On Those that
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Hated the Playboy’, the people are defined
through their sexual frustration, and both
poems present public scenes that
paradoxically take place at ‘midnight’. But
these boys and girls channel their passion
into solitary erotic encounters with the
statue rather than into mass riot: they
‘pressed at midnight in some public place /
Live lips upon a plummet-measured face’.
This moment in the poem seems to offer
something like Cascardi’s public sphere. It is
based on the feelings generated by art —
produced by the process in which the
irreducible particularity of individual
subjective experience — the ‘live lips’ — has
an encounter with the aesthetic — the
‘plummet-measured face’. As a result, a new
civilization triumphs over ‘All Asiatic vague
immensities’. On the other hand, the poem’s
emphasis on form, measurement and
calculation also seems to gesture towards
reason and criticism. O’Leary’s abstract
principles have, in a sense, been replaced by
the statues — cultural forms whose
important features are their abstractness and
their capacity to arouse passion and yet
contain it.

The other statue in this poem is the statue of
Cuchulain erected in the General Post Office
to commemorate the Rising. Earlier, Yeats
had associated the romantic conception of
Irish nationality, and the idealistic rebellion it
fostered, with the delirium of the brave and
with Protestant panache. In the last stanza of
‘The Statues’, however, the Rising is
assimilated to intellect, calculation, number
and measurement. It is associated with the
abstract principles, embodied earlier in
O’Leary and here in Greek sculpture, that
distinguish that passion from the wrong
kinds of passion, from the ‘formless,
spawning fury’ of the degenerate modern
world. The public, the ‘we Irish’ of this
stanza, comes into being by following the
principles, tracing the lineaments, of the
statues. This achievement is both arduous
and merely asserted, fulfilled in the present
and perpetually deferred. It begins in the

climb (rather than a descent) to ‘our proper
dark’ — not in Enlightenment, but not in
formless chaos either. ‘Our proper dark’
encapsulates the contradictions of a
conception of the public sphere that attempts
to re-write Enlightenment notions of the
deployment of reason in public life into the
terms of cultural nationalism — passion,
culture, and embodiment. It represents the
generative powers of the right kind of
irrationality, a force that is both unconscious
and highly structured. In a related passage
from ‘A General Introduction for My Work’,
Yeats records his hatred of ‘modern
heterogeneity’, a hatred that ‘comes up out of
my own dark’.71

Yeats’s engagement with the public sphere
was structured, both over time and in this
particular poem, through the
interchangeability of Enlightenment and
romance, justice and culture, delirium and
calculation. This interchangeability is one
reason the poem cannot answer the
question: ‘what stalked through the Post
Office?’ It also appears in what North
identifies as the ambiguity of sculpture
itself: as a figure for that which generates
and regulates public passions, do the statues
suggest deadly rationalism or healthy critical
principles? That question, which is the
question of the relationship between culture,
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Enlightenment thought, and decolonization,
is the question that animates Spivak and
Smyth, both postcolonial scholars who are
interested in reinvigorating abstract and
universalist conceptions of civil society and
the public sphere. In A Critique of
Postcolonial Reason, Spivak reads literature
as a way of revealing how culturalism
produces a ‘soul-making’ project that is also
an ‘imperialist project cathected as civil-
society-through-social-mission’.72

Postcolonial studies shares with Yeats a
culturalism which is the extension of an
Enlightenment project that has been
rendered both tainted and newly urgent. It
is appropriate, then, that Spivak’s first book
was a study of Yeats in which she noted
that he ‘conceived of poetry as the business
of soul-making, not merely as a rhetorical
exercise.’73 

‘What stalked through the Post Office?’ 

How should we reconfigure our ideas about
what makes significant historical events
happen, about the respective roles of reason
and culture, Enlightenment and Romance,
the universal and the particular, in national
and public discourses? If Spivak’s famous
question, ‘can the subaltern speak?’ pointed
to the important and inaccessible
particularities of subaltern subjectivity,
‘what stalked through the Post Office?’
indicates the many unanswered questions
that surround conceptions of the collective,
the public, and the universal in the age of
decolonization. An alternative postcolonial
reading of Yeats suggests that these
questions should and will animate Yeats
scholarship and postcolonial studies for
some time to come. 
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‘Everything speaks in its own way’

Joyce had a terrible time writing the ‘Circe’
episode of Ulysses. He told his friend Frank
Budgen that ‘Circe’ was ‘the last adventure,
thank God’, but just when he thought the
novel was coming to an end, ‘Circe’ began
to write itself, like the pianola in Bella
Cohen’s brothel.1 ‘What a fantastic effect!’
Joyce exclaimed to Budgen as they listened
to a tinkling pianola in a café. ‘That’s Bella
Cohen’s pianola. … All the keys moving and
nobody playing.’2 Similarly, the machinery
of ‘Circe’ seems to operate itself, the
hallucinations bursting forth whether there
is anyone to press the keys or not. As the
three months that Joyce had allotted to
writing the episode lengthened into seven,
he found its ‘dreadful performance’ growing
‘wilder and worse and more involved’,
complaining that ‘Circe is punishing me for
having written it.’3 His troubles did not end
when the chapter was complete: four typists
refused to transcribe the manuscript, while a
fifth had to rescue it from the fire where her
outraged husband had thrown it. Joyce,
calling Ulysses his ‘damned monster-novel’,
as if the book itself had succumbed to
Circe’s bestialising charms, protested that
‘Circe has changed me too into an animal.’4

What does it mean for a novel to change
into a monster, or to change its novelist into
an animal? What does the animal have to

do with the pianola — a machine that
operates itself with ‘nobody playing’? Does
‘Circe’ have the power to mechanize, as well
as to bestialize its own creator? Joyce’s
complaints about the episode suggest that
writing is dehumanizing in a double sense,
first because it goes on writing regardless of
the writer, like the robotic music of the
player piano, and second because it
animalizes its creator, reducing the author
to a beast in the machine. 

Of course, writing is normally regarded as
humanising rather than animalizing, since it
is language that supposedly distinguishes the
human species from dumb animals and
mindless mechanisms. Or so we like to
think, despite increasing evidence that
primates can communicate symbolically, or
that computers can out-verbalize their own
inventors. My contention is that ‘Circe’
opens up another scene, comparable to the
Freudian unconscious, in which language
coalesces with the animal and the
mechanical. In the topsy-turvy dreamscape
of ‘Circe’, human beings change places with
animals and machines, each of which
‘speaks in its own way’, as Bloom says of
the printing press in the ‘Aeolus’ episode.5

Human superiority is exposed as a delusion,
based on the repression of the animal and
the mechanical, repressions that return with
a vengeance in ‘Circe’ to overthrow the
baseless fabric of humanity. Reason,
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Ulysses
Changing into an Animal
Maud Ellmann

For what creature was the door of egress a door of ingress?
For a cat. 
— James Joyce [Ulysses (‘Ithaca’), 17.1034–35]

1 James Joyce, Selected
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consciousness, free will — those
‘wideawake’ attributes supposed to elevate
the human over the inhuman — give way to
animal drives and mechanical compulsions,
while language, rather than transcending
those automatisms, dances to their epileptic
rhythm.6 If language automatizes, it also
animalizes insofar as it subjects the mind to
the body, to the muscles of the mouth and
hand, as well as to mechanical prostheses
such as pen or type that make machines out
of those muscles. In Joyce’s ‘Circe’, as in
Lacanian psychoanalysis, the speaking
subject is seized ‘in a function whose
exercise grasps it’, entrammelled in the blind
machinery of language, which goes on
speaking whether there is anyone to mouth
the words or not.7

But ‘Circe’ is not the only episode to
challenge the supremacy of man; throughout
Ulysses, machines and animals encroach
upon the heroes’ consciousness, fraying the
edges of the human universe. Among the
animals that Bloom and Stephen encounter
or imagine on 16 June 1904 is the sacrificial
ox, whose image haunts Bloom’s reveries
throughout the day. The ox is not a
newcomer to Joyce’s fiction; remember that
Stephen Dedalus’s journey in A Portrait of
the Artist begins with the story of baby
tuckens and the moocow. Moreover Joyce’s
surprising solicitude for oxen extends
beyond his fiction, inspiring two of his rare
forays into journalism, both concerned with
contemporary farming practices, whose
brutalities evoke an undercurrent of disquiet
in Ulysses. Such practices, according to
Jacques Derrida, reveal the ‘unprecedented
proportions of the subjection of the animal’
that has transpired in the last two centuries.
Derrida’s point is made in different terms by
J. M. Coetzee’s fictional novelist Elizabeth
Costello, the militantly vegetarian author of
a modern classic called 7 Eccles Street,
described as a re-writing of Ulysses from the
perspective of Molly Bloom. Making use of
Derrida’s and Coetzee’s work on animals,
the first part of this essay attempts to re-

envisage Ulysses from the perspective 
of oxen. 

Next to be considered is the role that Joyce
assigns to cats and dogs, those pets or
animaux familiers that blur the boundary
between human and inhuman. In
challenging this boundary, Joyce is joining a
‘theriophilic’ or beast-admiring
philosophical tradition stretching back
through Rousseau and Voltaire to
Renaissance scholars such as Montaigne
and Giovanni Battista Gelli, the author of a
series of dialogues called ‘Circe’ (1549;
English translation 1702), in which the men
that Homer’s Circe converted into animals
insist on the superiority of beasts to
humankind.8 After a brief sketch of
Montaigne’s and Gelli’s defences of the
animal, the final section of this essay returns
to Joyce’s ‘Circe’, in which language is
revealed as the witch that changes human
beings into animal-machines. 

Most readers, when asked about the role of
animals in Ulysses, immediately think of
Bloom’s cat, who is given the first speech in
the ‘Calypso’ episode: ‘Mrkgnao!’ This
unpronounceable transliteration of the cat’s
meow accentuates the otherness of animals,
their resistance to the anthropomorphic
impulses of Bloom, who sweet-talks his pet
cat in lieu of his unfaithful wife upstairs.
Through this displaced tenderness, Bloom
transforms the cat into a sphinx, half-cat,
half-woman, while also revealing a desire to
transform his women into cats. The latter
transformation takes place in ‘Ithaca’, when
the narrator identifies Milly Bloom with a
‘neckarching … mousewatching …
earwashing … hearthdreaming cat’. [U,
17.896–906] Moreover, the cat’s ‘Mrkgnao’,
placed at the beginning of Bloom’s odyssey,
alerts the reader to the fact that the ‘gelid
light and air’ of 7 Eccles Street are less
transparent than they seem. The naturalistic
surface of ‘Calypso’, which comes as a relief
after the self-reflexive verbal density of
‘Proteus’, is disrupted by the onomatopoeic
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wordplay characteristic of the previous
episode, in which ‘everything speaks in its
own way’, even the surf: ‘Listen: a
fourworded wavespeech: seesoo, hrss,
rsseeiss, ooos’. [U, 3.456–57] ‘Mrkgnao’
could therefore be understood as a
password to the ‘semiotic’ underside of
Joyce’s novel, to the sounds that threaten to
overwhelm the sense of words, dissolving
meaning in a swell of wavespeech.9

Inhuman voices — the waves’, the cat’s —
reveal that words themselves are sphinxes,
hybrids of the animal, the human, and the
inorganic, for speech is fashioned out of an
acoustic substrate that we share with
animals, as well as with machinery and
waves. Unliving voices — the sea howl 
and the sea yelp, the ‘sllt’ of paper spewed
out of the printing press — all these speak
in their own way, yet participate in the 
same orchestration as the human voices 
of Ulysses. 

Joyce’s interest in the murky division
between man and animal reaches back to
his Paris notebooks of 1904, where he
makes careful notes on Aristotle’s theory of
the animals, especially the philosopher’s idea
that good minds depend upon thin skin, the
human mind growing stronger in
proportion to the weakness of the human
hide, its naked porosity to influence.10 With
this ingenious case for the cognitive benefits
of furlessness, Aristotle launched philosophy
on a ceaseless quest for the quintessence of
humanity, the unique endowment that
ensures man’s superiority over the animals,
be it reason, language, consciousness, free
will, or opposed thumbs. In the history of
philosophy, Tim Ingold has observed, ‘Every
attribute that it is claimed we uniquely have,
the animal is consequently supposed to lack;
thus, the generic concept of ‘animal’ is
negatively constituted by the sum of these
deficiencies.’11 Nonetheless, a theriophilic
counter-tradition in philosophy, epitomized
in Montaigne’s Apology for Raymond
Sebond, relentlessly attacks this human
arrogance. This tradition persists in animal-

rights philosophy today, which tends to
blame Descartes’s conception of the animal-
machine for all the crimes inflicted by
humanity on other species, crimes that now
endanger the survival of the planet, not to
mention the welfare of our fellow beasts.12

The proposition I shall test, however, is that
Joyce’s ‘Circe’ out-Descartes Descartes, in so
far as it endorses the Cartesian conception
of the body as an animal-automaton, but
extends this automatism to the human
mind, laying bare the animal-machinery of
consciousness.13

‘All their moving moaning multitude’:
Oxen in Ulysses

In challenging the distinction between the
human and the animal, Joyce is revisiting a
theme in Homer’s Odyssey, where this
distinction has to be reinstated every time
Odysseus arrives at a new island and must
determine whether the inhabitants are men
or beasts — or something monstrous in
between. The litmus test is hospitality:
strangers who feed their guests are human,
whereas those who eat their guests are
monsters. What makes them monsters,
however, is the fact that they are cannibals,
which means they must be human, not
animal. In the land of the Lestrygonians,
Odysseus sends forth scouts to determine
‘what men, eaters of bread, might live here
in this country’, but the inhabitants prove to
be eaters of men; their king wastes no time
in barbecuing Odysseus’s men for ‘joyless
feasting’, while their queen has grown ‘big
as a mountain peak’ on this barbarous
diet.14 Yet despite their gigantism, the
Lestrygonians are depicted as humanoid; so
are the Cyclops, despite their monocularity;
and even Scylla is humanized, in that she is
named and endowed with motiveless
malignity, which identifies her as a cannibal
rather than a random terror of the sea. 

In Finnegans Wake Shem the Penman poses
the riddle, ‘when is a man not a man?’15
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In The Odyssey this riddle might be restated
in the following terms: when is a man-eater
not a cannibal? How monstrous must a
man-eater become in order to be changed
into an animal, a carnivore rather than a
cannibal? Homer’s monsters are liminal
figures, neither human nor inhuman, which
undermine the boundary between these
categories. In Joyce’s Ulysses, this boundary
is undermined by animals, whose constant
incursions into hearth and mind
compromise the integrity of homo sapiens.
In the words of the catechistic narrator of
‘Ithaca’, ‘the door of egress’ that expels the
animal from human life becomes a ‘door of
ingress’ for Bloom’s cat, and for many other

animals that oscillate across the threshold
between human and inhuman. [U, 17.1034–
35] Animals get under Bloom’s skin —
almost literally — in his crises of
compassion for them; when he thinks about
‘pain to the animal’ — the famished gull,
the bleating sheep, the ‘staggering bob’, the
tortured circus animal — he suffers their
agonies by proxy. [U, 8.722–24] Thus
animals invade the human body, infecting it
with their afflictions and desires: in ‘Hades’
we learn that Rudy Bloom was conceived
when Molly was aroused by the sight of
two dogs copulating. [U, 6.77–79] Animals
also encroach into the realm of language,
supposedly reserved for human beings: in
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the ‘Cyclops’ episode, the Citizen’s dog
Garryowen is the only nationalist in the pub
who understands his master’s Irish. 

In Bloom’s case, animality becomes
contagious: he can scarcely contemplate an
animal without becoming one. In this sense
he resembles Joyce himself, who felt that
‘Circe’ was changing him into an animal.
The only episode besides ‘Circe’ to give
Joyce so much trouble was the fourteenth
chapter, ‘Oxen of the Sun’ — it has given
lots of trouble to his readers too. In both
chapters, Joyce attributed his difficulties to
the animal: to the animalizing magic of the
‘Circe’ episode, and to the ‘moving moaning
multitude’ of cattle unleashed in the ‘Oxen
of the Sun’. Prior to their eponymous
episode, oxen make many cameo
appearances on 16 June 1904. In
‘Telemachus’, oxen feature in the form of
breakfast milk, delivered by a bovine
peasant woman; in ‘Nestor’, Mr. Deasy
ropes Stephen into his campaign for
vaccinating oxen afflicted with foot-and-
mouth disease; in ‘Hades’ a drove of cattle
brings the funeral cortège to a halt,
reminding Bloom that ‘tomorrow is killing-
day’ in the ‘dead meat trade’; in
‘Lestrygonians’ Bloom fantasizes about
ghostly oxen pursuing their devourers into
eternity. Finally, ‘Oxen of the Sun’ revisits
Homer’s fable of imperialism in which
Odysseus’s men invade the island of
Thrinacia and exterminate all the brutes —
that is, the oxen sacred to the sun-god
Helios.16 [U, 14.326–28]

On 25 February 1920 Joyce told his patron
Harriet Shaw Weaver that the ‘Oxen of the
Sun’ was ‘the most difficult episode in an
odyssey ... both to interpret and to execute’.
[SL, 249] Judging by his complaints to
correspondents, Joyce found the labour of
writing ‘Oxen’ almost as unbearable as Mina
Purefoy’s labour, which takes place off-stage
in the Holles Street Maternity Hospital, while
Buck Mulligan and his medical cronies crack
jokes about ‘woman’s woe’ in childbirth.

Joyce laboured like the proverbial ox to
narrate this skimpy story in all the literary
styles of the English language, although
notably excluding any female authors — only
the ‘eared wombs’ of the male imagination
feature in this stylistic parthenogenesis. By his
own account, Joyce was so possessed by his
theme that he felt the oxen were everywhere,
virtually stampeding on his consciousness,
while he was being forced to eat them. It was
difficult to sit down to a meal without feeling
his stomach turn.17 Exhausted by the
thousand hours he had devoted to the
episode, he insisted that Budgen visit him in
Trieste, promising to make him sick with
oxen too: ‘You will hear (till you get sick) the
bloody Oxen of the bloody Sun.’ It is curious
that this statement could refer either to the
writing or to the slaughter of the oxen, as if
the act of writing were a form of
bloodletting. ‘Bloodys’ continue to bespatter
Joyce’s comments on the episode: in May of
the same year he announced to Budgen that
‘The oxen of the bloody bleeding sun are
finished’, a message that could be read as a
graphic rendition of the sacrilege committed
on the island of Thrinacia. [JJ, 476]

Of course, the reader is likely to object that
Joyce’s oxen are metaphors, not animals,
while his bloodys are meaningless expletives,
but his visceral reactions suggest otherwise.
Do metaphors stampede? Nietzsche might
say yes, since he famously defined truth as a
mobile army of metaphors, metonyms,
anthropomorphisms — but Joyce’s oxen
strain to be taken literally, in all their bloody
bleeding physicality.18 The idea of the
episode, according to Joyce, was ‘the crime
committed against fecundity by sterilizing the
act of coition’. [SL, 251] Are we to conclude
that Joyce was pro-life, like the current
bloodthirsty president of the United States?
No, because Joyce’s reverence for life includes
the living, not just the unborn and the
undead. In ‘Oxen of the Sun’ Stephen jokes
about ‘those Godpossibled souls that we
nightly impossibilise’, referring to the
millions of potential lives wiped out with
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each wet dream. [U, 14.225–65] When the
narrator congratulates Theodore Purefoy for
the ‘doughty deed’ of impregnating his long-
suffering wife, letting ‘all Malthusiasts go
hang’, while he droops under the load of
butcher’s bills at home, Joyce makes pro-life
rhetoric look painfully ridiculous. [U, 14.
1410–17]

The reference to Malthusiasts indicates that
Joyce is responding to debates about
contraception and abortion raging in the
aftermath of World War I, when the need to
replenish a decimated generation boosted
propaganda for a baby boom in Western
Europe. This pro-birth agitation confronted
strong opposition from the birth-control
movement, championed by feminists hoping
to rescue women like Joyce’s Mina Purefoy
from the horrors of endless childbirth, yet
also advocated by eugenicists committed to
improving human ‘stock’.19 Often the
feminists and the eugenicists were the same
people: Margaret Sanger and Marie Stopes
believed that contraception could save
women of the lower orders from
wretchedness and death, while also saving
future generations from their tainted
bloodlines. Eugenics aimed to sterilize the
act of coition by controlling the size,
quality, and ethnic make-up of the
population, and ultimately provided the
rationale for the extermination of so-called
‘degenerate’ types in the Nazi concentration
camps of 1942–45. 

By this time, techniques of population-
control were already well established in the
farming industry, including selective
breeding and the mass slaughter of inferior
stock. In Joyce’s lifetime as in ours, the
horrors of this industry were carefully
concealed. In 1904, the year that Joyce first
walked out with Nora Barnacle, the medical
journal The Lancet carried a report on the
‘barbaric uncleanliness’ of the city of
Dublin, noting in particular an ill-regulated
slaughterhouse in Townsend Street, where
local schoolchildren were forced to breathe

the noxious effluvia wafting from the
‘hideous quagmire of blood and offal’.20

Meanwhile, across the Atlantic, ‘dicky meat’
(to use Bloom’s term) was churning out of
the Chicago stockyards. [U, 6.397] In 1906
Upton Sinclair published The Jungle, a
horrifying exposé of the Chicago meat
industry, in which huge mounds of rat-
infested rotting flesh were regularly recycled
into sausages, along with human fingers
frequently cut off in the production process.
‘It was from the Chicago stockyards that the
Nazis learned how to process bodies,’
claims Coetzee’s Elizabeth Costello.21

In ‘Hades’, Bloom also ponders the
‘byproducts of the slaughterhouses’, the
soap and margarine extracted out of ‘hide,
hair, horns’, after the finest specimens of
Irish oxen have been processed into
‘Roastbeef for old England’. [U, 6.393–97] 

Jacques Derrida, whose lifelong critique of
the anthropocentrism of Western culture
culminated in a passionate meditation on
the sufferings of animals, argues that the
last two centuries have swept away
traditional methods of farming, breeding,
fattening, working, and killing animals.
Those techniques have now been superseded
by the industrialization of animal meat,
mass-production of animals for the
laboratory, increasingly audacious
manipulations of the genome, ubiquitous
artificial insemination, genetic cross-
breeding, and cloning. All these practices
could be described as crimes against
fecundity, committed ‘in the service of a
certain being and the so-called human well-
being of man’. Whatever conclusions one
draws, Derrida insists, ‘no one can deny the
unprecedented proportions of this
subjection of the animal’.22 This is true,
although Derrida overlooks the fact that
this subjection has been accompanied by an
equally intensified concern for animal
welfare, evidenced by the foundation of the
ASPCA in the United States (1866), the
RSPCA in Britain (1892), along with
countless campaigns against cruelty,
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vivisection, meat-eating, hunting, and the
extermination of wildlife throughout the
world. Just to complicate the picture further,
such humanitarian campaigns are often
fraught with contradictions and hypocrisies:
in France today, Brigitte Bardot champions
the rights of animals while inciting hatred
against gays, immigrants, and Jews —
prejudices that she shares with Hitler, who
opposed vivisection, but only on non-
human animals. 

It is arguable that kindness to animals
merely reinforces their subjection, which
would justify Stephen’s denunciation of
sentimentality (cribbed from Meredith):
‘The sentimentalist is he who would enjoy
without incurring the immense debtorship
of a thing done’. [U, 9.550–51]
Sentimentality undoubtedly contributes to
the systematic blindness that conceals our
barbarity to animals. Derrida points out
that ‘men do all they can in order to
dissimulate this cruelty or to hide it from
themselves, in order to organize on a global
scale the forgetting or misunderstanding of
this violence that some would compare to
the worst cases of genocide’.23 One person
brave or foolhardy enough to make such a
comparison is Coetzee’s Elizabeth Costello
who, having rewritten Ulysses from the
point of view of Molly Bloom, now urges
lecture-audiences to re-imagine human
culture from the point of view of animals.
Her incendiary premise is that ‘we are
surrounded by an enterprise of degradation,
cruelty and killing which rivals anything
that the Third Reich was capable of, 
indeed dwarfs it, in that ours is an
enterprise without end, self-regenerating,
bringing rabbits, rats, poultry, livestock
ceaselessly into the world for the purpose 
of killing them’.24

Costello’s 7 Eccles Street supposedly makes
Molly Bloom central to the action from
which she is sidelined for the first seventeen
episodes of Ulysses. Like Jean Rhys’s re-
writing of Jane Eyre from the point of view

of Bertha Mason, or Peter Carey’s re-writing
of Great Expectations from the point of
view of Magwitch, Costello’s imaginary
novel depends on the loose ends in the
precursor text, the untold stories of
subordinated characters. Ulysses contains
many such loose ends, the germs of
narratives yet to be articulated, the most
mysterious of which is locked in the silence
of the animal. Only Bloom attempts to
penetrate this silence, to think his way into
its core of anguish. ‘What ... will they
slaughter all?’ he cries in ‘Oxen of the Sun’.
[U, 4.565–67] Here he is referring to the
practice of slaughtering healthy cattle by the
thousands if a single case of foot-and-mouth
disease erupts amongst the herd. In 1912 an
epidemic of foot-and-mouth disease in
Ireland had led to a British embargo on
Irish cattle. Joyce redates the epidemic back
to 1904, so that Mr. Deasy can compose a
pompous letter on foot-and-mouth disease
recommending the use of a vaccine
developed in Austria. Stephen, henceforth
dubbed the ‘bullockbefriending bard’, is
commissioned by Mr. Deasy to submit this
letter for publication in The Freeman’s
Journal. [U, 2.431]

The original for Mr. Deasy was Henry
Blackwood Price, an Ulsterman Joyce met in
Trieste. ‘Price writes me a letter every day,’
Joyce told his brother Stanislaus. ‘He has a
cure for the foot-and-mouth disease which is
devastating Irish cattle. Styrian oxen suffer
from it and are cured but 2000 Irish beasts
have been killed’ (a mere fraction,
incidentally, of the number slaughtered in the
recent British outbreak of foot-and-mouth,
despite the fact that this disease is
preventable and rarely fatal). Henry
Blackwood Price chivvied Joyce: ‘Be
energetic. Drop your lethargy. You will get
your name up if you write this up.’ Joyce told
Stanislaus that Price ought to be looking for
a cure for the foot-and-mouth disease of
Mrs. Price. Nonetheless Joyce later surprised
himself by writing a sub-editorial on the
disease for The Freeman’s Journal.25
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This was not his first bullockbefriending
gesture. In 1907 Joyce had taken up the
cause of cattle in an article for Il Piccolo
della Sera, in which he defends the Irish
against the accusation of cruelty to oxen. It
is the English who mistreat their animals, he
claims, whereas Irish tenant-farmers, ‘seeing
pastures full of well fed cattle while an
eighth of the population lacks the means of
subsistence’, have every reason to ‘drive the
cattle from the farms’. Yet the Irish are
‘content to open the stalls and chase the
cattle through several miles of streets’,
whereas ‘bestial, maddened criminals’ in
England ‘ravage’ cattle, exhibiting the same
brutality that English troops inflict on Irish
people. Joyce instances a recent atrocity in
Belfast in which Her Majesty’s troops had
opened fire on an unarmed crowd, leaving
two corpses.26 

This article suggests that Joyce identifies the
Irish with their oxen as fellow-victims of
imperialism. The implication is that England
is the Circe who changed the Irish into
oxen. ‘Silk of the kine’ — silk of the oxen
— was an ancient name for Ireland, as
Stephen remembers when the milk of the
kine arrives at the Martello tower, borne by
the Shan Van Vocht, the poor old woman,
another symbol of the suffering island. [U,
7.403] Yet just as Ireland is described by
Stephen as an ‘old sow that eats her
farrow’, so the Irish are depicted in Ulysses
as kine-eating kine, or oxen-eating oxen:
hence the beef-eaters in Burton’s restaurant
are portrayed as cannibals, the latter-day
equivalent of Homer’s Lestrygonians.27 If
the English are characterized by ‘beer, beef,
business, bibles, bulldogs, battleships,
buggery and bishops’, the Irish are
portrayed as cannibal cattle, like the mad
cows of the recent BSE crisis. [U, 14.1459–
60]

Was Joyce an animal-rights activist before
the fact? Far from it: apart from his two
articles on cattle, his mild curiosity about
the family cat, and his phobias towards

dogs and rats, Joyce showed little regard for
non-human animals. A meat-and-potatoes
man, he turned up his nose at the great
cuisines of Europe, and despised the
‘weggebobbles’ of the vegetarian. [U, 8.535]
‘Damn vegetable verse and double damn
vegetable philosophy!’ was his verdict on
theosophists, from Yeats to Russell. He also
complained of stomach trouble after eating
a ‘typhoid turnip’ at the table of the
theosophical poetaster James Cousins. [JJ,
121, 162] In Ulysses Bloom begins his day
by breakfasting on a pork kidney, purchased
from a Jewish butcher, just to compound the
irreverence. Yet despite a private diatribe
against the ‘dreamy, cloudy, symbolistic’
brainwaves of the vegetarian [U, 8.543],
Bloom finds himself unable to eat meat after
encountering the carnivores in Burton’s
restaurant:

Perched on high stools by the bar, hats
shoved back, at the tables calling for
more bread no charge, swilling, wolfing
gobfuls of sloppy food, their eyes
bulging, wiping wetted moustaches. ...
Every fellow for his own, tooth and nail.
Gulp. Grub. Gulp. Gobstuff. ... Eat or
be eaten. Kill! Kill!? [U, 8.654–56;
8.701, 703]

In the face of meat-eaters, vilified by Shaw
as ‘the living graves of murdered beasts’,
Bloom undergoes a temporary conversion to
vegetarianism, and flees the restaurant in
search of a cheese sandwich.

‘Mrkgnao!’: Joyce’s Pets and the Philosophy
of Elephants

A carnivore at breakfast and a vegetarian at
lunch, Bloom typifies the contradictions of
Western culture, especially today, when the
utmost cruelty to animals in farms and
laboratories coexists with the utmost
tenderness towards household pets. These
contradictions find a philosophical precedent
in Rousseau, who praises the moral and
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alimentary virtues of vegetarianism while
continuing to consume animal flesh, and
inveighs against the iniquities of hunting
while extolling the virtues of the hunter.
Particularly Bloomian is Rousseau’s argument
that human pity originates in the ability to
change into an animal: ‘how do we let
ourselves be moved by pity’, he demands, ‘if
not by transporting ourselves outside of
ourselves and identifying with the suffering
animal, by leaving, as it were, our own being
to take on its being. It is not in ourselves, it is
in him that we suffer.’28 In the same way,
Bloom changes into every animal he pities;
compassion is his passport to
metempsychosis.

The case of Rousseau belies the assumption,
promulgated in much literature on animal
ethics, that Descartes’s notion of the animal-
machine has stifled every other
philosophical conception of the animal. In
literary criticism, Descartes-bashing remains
a popular sport among poststructuralists
and our successors, the cogito being vilified
as the root of every misconception of the
human subject. Not only does this
vilification rely on a limited understanding
of Descartes, but it grossly exaggerates the
influence of philosophers on human lives. A
seventeenth-century farmer was more likely
not to beat his horse because he knew the
biblical proverb ‘a righteous man regardeth
the life of his beast’ [Proverbs 12.10], than
to beat his horse because he had accepted
Descartes’s doctrine of the animal-machine;
indeed, it could be argued that Descartes’s
doctrine might prevent such cruelty, since no
purpose could be served by inflicting blows
on an insentient mechanism. Even in his
own day, Descartes’s disciples were greatly
outnumbered by those who found his views
on animals preposterous, including the
Catholic Church.29 For every Cartesian
who denied consciousness to animals, a
dozen others insisted on animals’ capacity
to love, to learn, to feel, and most of all, to
suffer. ‘What a pitiful, what a sorry thing to
have said that animals are machines bereft

of understanding and feeling,’ Voltaire
expostulates in his entry on ‘Beasts’ in the
Philosophical Dictionary:

Barbarians seize [the] dog who so
prodigiously surpasses man in
friendship. They nail him to a table and
dissect him alive to show you the
mesenteric veins. You discover in him all
the same organs of feeling that you
possess. Answer me, mechanist, has
nature arranged all the springs of feeling
in this animal in order that he should
not feel? Does he have nerves to be
impassive? Do not assume that nature
presents this impertinent
contradiction.30

Here Voltaire, like animal-rights advocates
today, blames the Cartesian ‘machinists’ for
the horrors of vivisection, but this is to
mistake the symptom for the cause. In
Voltaire’s era, as in ours, economic interests,
rather than the lonely meditations of
philosophers, probably account for most
barbarity to animals. 

Returning to the twentieth century, Joyce’s
contemporary Gertrude Stein counters
Descartes with a theriophilic version of the
cogito: ‘I am I because my little dog knows
me.’31 If the ‘I’ depends upon the knowledge
of a little dog, this is not a neuter, neutral,
universal I, but a contingent subject rooted in
relations with human and inhuman others.
Stein may be thinking of the recognition
scene in Book XVII of Homer’s Odyssey,
when Odysseus returns to Ithaca disguised as
a beggar, and his old dog Argus, having
waited twenty years for this homecoming,
wags his tail and dies. What the dog knows
is also the subject of Virginia Woolf’s Flush
(1933), her biography of Elizabeth Barrett
Browning’s much-kidnapped pooch, while
Kafka writes himself into the body of a bug,
a rodent, and a singing dog. In the urban
fictions of modernism, the most prevalent
representatives of animality are pets and
vermin, although the oxen in the streets of
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Joyce’s Dublin indicate the persistence of a
rural agricultural economy within the capital.
Yet pets and vermin, like Homeric monsters,
are liminal figures that confound the
distinction between the human and the
animal. Marc Shell has argued that the pet is
the only animal that Christians cannot eat,
because it has been absorbed into the human
family, as indicated by the French term
animal familier. A little less than kin but
more than kind, the pet cannot be eaten
without violating the taboo against
cannibalism.32 It is worth considering
whether vermin are equally inedible, 
for similar reasons — but that would be
another essay …33 

In Ulysses pets play a crucial role in defining
and differentiating human character. It is
significant that the first time we see Leopold
Bloom alone, he is not really alone but with a
cat, his animal familier, with whom he shares
his first repast, a burnt pork kidney.
Similarly, the first time we see Stephen alone,
when he walks along the strand in ‘Proteus’,
he is preoccupied with dogs. Both a dead dog
and a live dog intrude into his reverie,
reminders of the animal that he is trying to
transcend, his own ‘dogsbody’s body’. 
[U, 3.352] The heroes’ reaction to these pets
crystallizes their respective personalities.
Stephen flinches with fear when he catches
sight of the cocklepickers’ ‘cur’, imagining
himself as Actaeon devoured by his dogs, just
as he feels assailed as an artist by his
countrymen. ‘I just simply stood still, pale,
silent, bayed about’, he self-dramatizes. 
[U, 3.311] Ironically, the cur pays no
attention to him, suggesting that Stephen has
more to fear from the indifference of the
public than their teeth. When the dog starts
digging up the sand, Stephen speculates that
the animal is looking for ‘something he
buried there, his grandmother’, although it is
not clear whether the dog is digging
something up or digging it in. [U,
3.3610–11] The dog’s ambiguous digging
mirrors Stephen’s inner work of mourning, as
he buries and unburies his dead mother with

riddles about canines and their
grandmothers.34 Throughout the chapter
Stephen’s thoughts, like his movements, are
centripetal, referring every perception to his
own predicament. While he sees the dog as
adversary, allegory, even doppelgänger of
himself, he cannot grasp its dogged
otherness.

Bloom, by contrast, requires no Circe to
transport himself into the body of an animal;
sympathy provides him with the power of
theriomorphosis. As soon as he sees his cat,
he wonders what it’s like to be a cat: ‘Prr.
Scratch my head. Prr. ... Wonder what I look
like to her. Height of a tower? No, she can
jump me’. [U, 4.19–29] If she can jump this
towering biped, his dominion over animals is
not assured — after all, a cat can look at a
king. A cat with a bold gaze later takes the
starring role in a story Joyce wrote for his
grandson Stephen in 1936, subsequently
published as The Cat and the Devil, in which
the cat becomes the saviour of the town of
Beaugency. The people of Beaugency had no
bridge to cross the river, so the devil
promised to make one in a single night on
the condition that the first person who
crossed it would belong to him. Sure enough,
the next morning a fine stone bridge had
been thrown across the river, and the devil
was dancing on the other side. Presently the
lord mayor Monsieur Alfred Byrne arrived,
bearing a bucket of water in one hand, while
tucked under his other arm he carried a cat.
This cat looked up at the lord mayor, for ‘in
the town of Beaugency it was allowed that a
cat should look at a lord mayor’, but because
‘even a cat gets tired of looking at a Lord
Mayor’, the cat began to play with the Lord
Mayor’s heavy golden chain.

When the lord mayor came to the head
of the bridge every man held his breath
and every woman held her tongue. The
lord mayor put the cat down on the
bridge and, quick as a thought, splash!
He emptied the whole bucket of water
over it. The cat who was now between
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the devil and the bucket of water made
up his mind quite as quickly and ran
with his ears back across the bridge and
into the devil’s arms.

Furious, the devil screeches, ‘Vous n’êtes que
des chats!’ and rushes off to ‘warm up’ [se
chauffer] with his new disciple. Joyce adds
an amusing postscript on devilish speech:
‘The devil mostly speaks a language of his
own called Bellsybabble which he makes up
as he goes along but when he is very angry
he can speak quite bad French very well
though some who have heard him say he
has a strong Dublin accent.’35

The observation that a cat can look at a
lord mayor corresponds to Bloom’s
perception of his cat, who looks at him but
also looks beyond him: ‘She can jump me.’
For Bloom, the animal is not merely the
object but also the subject of the gaze, and
this is a gaze that overlooks the human
species, bored by its mayoral pretensions. 
If a cat may look at a lord mayor, she may
also look at a philosopher, as Derrida
discovers when his petit chat follows him
into the shower. In his essay ‘L’animal que
donc je suis’ [the animal that therefore I am
or follow], it is Derrida who tries to follow
the cat. In a meditation similar to Bloom’s,
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Derrida wonders what a naked man looks
like to a cat, given that the cat is also naked
without knowing it, and therefore is not
really naked, since nakedness depends on
the capacity to be disrobed. The animal ‘can
look at me’, Derrida writes. ‘It has its point
of view regarding me. The point of view of
the absolute other, and nothing will have
ever done more to make me think through
this absolute alterity of the neighbor than
these moments when I see myself naked
under the gaze of a cat.’36 The cat of
Beaugency, however, reminds us that a cat
can get bored with looking at us too, even
when we’re decked out in the emperor’s new
clothes. More disturbing than the look is
the fact that the animal can always look
away; indeed it looks away even as it looks
at us, in the ‘absolute alterity’ of its gaze.

By introducing Bloom in the company of a
cat, Joyce may be alluding to Montaigne’s
An Apology for Raymond Sebond (1580),
which also opens with a meditation on a
cat. Here Montaigne rebukes man for the
arrogance of exalting himself over the
animals, ‘his brothers’. ‘When I play with
my cat, how do I know that she is not
passing time with me rather than I with
her?’ Montaigne demands. Reason is the
faculty most commonly invoked to justify

man’s superiority over the animals, but
Montaigne objects that ‘reason is so
inadequate, so blind ... that all subjects and
Nature in general equally deny her any sway
or jurisdiction.’ Nor is it clear that animals
lack this overvalued faculty. ‘Why does the
spider make her web denser in one place
and slacker in another, using this knot here
and that knot there, if she cannot reflect,
think or reach conclusions?’ 

If animals possess the capacity for reason,
but the good sense not to overestimate its
power, is it man’s unique ability to speak
that makes him master of the lower orders
of creation? By no means, Montaigne
replies, because animals ‘manifestly have
converse between themselves,’ and
understand each other even across species.
‘Why should it be a defect in the beasts not
in us which stops all communication
between us?’37 As Bloom says of cats in
‘Calypso’, ‘they understand what we say
better than we understand them’ [U,
4.26–27] — a sentiment that looks forward
to Wittgenstein’s famous axiom about a
bigger cat: ‘If a lion could speak we could
not understand him.’38

Montaigne goes on to consider the case that
man alone possesses the ability to recognize
the beauty of creation and to praise its
architect. But he counters this proposition
with a wonderful argument for elephantine
piety, urging that elephants clearly ‘have
some notion of religion since, after
ablutions and purifications, they can be seen
waving their trunks like arms upraised,
while gazing intently at the rising sun; for
long periods at fixed times of the day ...
they stand rooted in meditation and
contemplation ...’ How can we be certain
that animals like these do not know how to
worship their creator? ‘When matters are
hidden from us, we cannot in any way
conceive them,’ Montaigne concludes.39

Another sixteenth-century thinker to toy
with the idea of the superiority of animals
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was Giovanni Battista Gelli, a Florentine
shoemaker who preferred letters to leather,
and became a founding member of the
Florentine Academy. Gelli wrote a series of
dialogues called Circe, based on a fragment
of Plutarch’s in which Ulysses, preparing to
leave Circe’s island and return to Ithaca,
asks his hostess if he may take back some of
the Greeks that Circe had previously
converted into animals. The witch agrees to
permit it, provided that the animals are
willing to resume their human shapes, and
Ulysses puts the proposition to a hog called
Gryllus, meaning ‘grunter’. To Ulysses’s
consternation, Gryllus mounts many cogent
reasons for preferring to remain a hog, and
the dialogue breaks off, through a defect in
the manuscript, before the dilemma is
resolved.40

From this truncated essay of Plutarch’s,
Gelli borrowed the basic idea for his own
Circe, in which Ulysses exhorts one animal
after another, ranging from an oyster to an
elephant, to return to the noble state of
man. With the exception of the elephant —
a philosopher in his former life — the
erstwhile Greeks insist that they are better
off as animals. Why should the oyster want
to substitute a human habitation for his
mobile home, or human garments for the
armour of his shell? Is a man braver than a
lion, faster than a hare, subtler than a
snake? The most powerful argument against
the human condition comes from a deer,
who used to be a woman and refuses to
return to the servitude imposed upon her
sex. ‘Among animals,’ she points out, ‘the
female partakes equally with the man in his
pleasures and diversions, as well as in the
care and labour; but man assumes to
himself a tyrannical power and prerogative,
styling himself lord and master over the
whole species ...’41 Ulysses retorts that
woman’s weakness and imbecility make it
necessary to restrain her liberty, for her own
good. As Robert M. Adams has pointed out,
much of this dialogue consists of ‘the
hackneyed jokes and familiar wheezes of the

war between the sexes’, but the deer’s plea
that women should be companions rather
than servants to their husbands remains
unanswered.42

Long-winded and far from wily, Ulysses’s
rhetoric often looks hollow when countered
by the curt responses of the beasts, who
defend their condition on the basis of
experience rather than reason. Of all the
animals, only the elephant-philosopher feels
discontented in his hide, and allows Ulysses
to persuade him to return to human life. For
modern readers, it is a delightful irony that
the elephant is convinced of the fallibility of
his senses by means of a flagrant fallacy;
Ulysses stuns and silences him with the
assertion that the sun, which seems to be
standing still, is in fact spinning with
inconceivable rapidity around the earth.43

Having been persuaded by this means that
reason is superior to sense-experience, the
elephant agrees to resume his human shape.
At the end of the book, he celebrates his
anthropomorphosis with an access of piety
worthy of Montaigne’s elephants, though
having forfeited his trunk to wave in
adoration, he resorts to singing a hymn to
the first cause. 

Over the centuries the prevailing
interpretation of Homer’s Circe episode has
identified Circe as a temptress whose
seductive charm changes men into beasts by
unleashing their animal passions. Odysseus
resists Circe’s magic by means of moly, the
gift of Hermes, which symbolizes reason,
temperance, or grace. An alternative,
alchemical interpretation sees Circe, the
daughter of the sun god, as the fire that
purifies the gold of Odysseus out of the base
animal matter of his crew.44

Joyce’s version of the story differs from
Homer’s, however, in that Bloom
relinquishes his moly and changes
temporarily into an animal. Gelli’s animals
often object to Ulysses’s propaganda for the
human species on the grounds that he has
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never experienced the benefits of animality.
In other words, don’t knock it if you
haven’t tried it. Joyce does not let his own
Ulysses get away with this evasion. Just as
Bloom has to face the music of the Sirens,
so he must succumb to Circe’s magic. His
shape-changes give literal form to his earlier
transmigrations of imagination, in which he
identified with the animals he pitied: the cat,
the trembling calf, the ‘raddled sheep
bleating their fear’. [U, 6.387] For Bloom,
as for Jeremy Bentham, it is animals’
capacity for suffering, rather than for
reason, that entitles them to moral justice.45

It is also their suffering that elicits Bloom’s
identification with their plight, an
identification that involves both sympathy
and masochistic jouissance. One
metempsychosis is not enough: in ‘Circe’
Bloom transmigrates through a whole
menagerie, as well as taking on the job of
‘business menagerer’ for Molly’s lovers. 
[U, 15.325]

‘Bellsybabble’: ‘Circe’s’ Infernal Machinery

‘Circe’ is the dream-chapter of Ulysses, and
despite Joyce’s refusal to be ‘yung and easily
freudened’, the psychodynamics of ‘Circe’
closely resemble the principles that Freud
identified in dreams. [FW, 115.22–23]
According to Freud, the raw materials of
dreams consist of the ‘day’s residues’ — the
memories of the day before the dream was
dreamt — recharged by the ‘return of the
repressed’, the resurgence of debarred
desires. In Joyce’s dream-chapter, the day’s
residues of 16 June 1904 come rushing back
through the ‘gaping doors’ of ‘nighttown’,
including Bloom’s daytime fantasies of
changing into an animal. [U, 15.2] In
accordance with the Freudian principle that
the dream is the disguised fulfilment of a
wish, Bloom’s theriomorphic impulses,
thwarted by reality throughout the day,
fulfil themselves in the hallucinations of the
night. ‘Visions animated to breaking point’,
in Joyce’s words, these hallucinations

reverse the course of human evolution,
changing human beings back into their
animal ancestors. 

But these are Cartesian animals or animal-
machines, which exhibit the ‘automatism’
and ‘inelasticity’ that Henri Bergson, in his
essay on laughter, identifies with the comic:
‘The comic is that side of a person which
reveals his likeness to a thing, that aspect of
human events which, through its peculiar
inelasticity, conveys the impression of pure
mechanism, of automatism, of movement
without life.’46 Freud, on the other hand,
associates these mechanical effects with the
uncanny rather than the comic, citing
Jentsch’s view that dolls, robots, automata,
as well as involuntary movements, such as
epileptic fits, spook the spectator by
conveying ‘the impression of automatic,
mechanical processes at work behind the
ordinary appearance of mental activity’.47

Alternately comic and uncanny, automatism
dominates the stage of Joyce’s ‘Circe’. In
this oneiric theatre, both actors and stage-
directions proceed in fits and starts, their
movements spasmodic, robotic, epileptic.
Joyce designated the ‘locomotor apparatus’
as the organ of the episode, thus
emphasizing the mechanical nature of the
human body, which Descartes disparaged as
an animal-machine. But Joyce challenges
Cartesian dualism by collapsing the
distinction between mind and body. In
‘Circe’ everything is locomotive, flesh and
spirit, beast and man, narrative and
character. The dream, which Freud
described as the royal road to the
unconscious, is depicted by Joyce as a
‘tramsiding set with skeleton tracks’, roller-
coastering the mind along involuntary
networks of association. [U, 15.2]

If everything is locomotive in this episode,
all the machinery is on the blink. Joyce told
Budgen that ‘Circe’ is orchestrated by ‘the
rhythm of locomotor ataxia’, a symptom of
the tertiary stage of syphilis in which the
body is convulsed by involuntary
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movements, cramps, tics, stitches, and
paralyses. Like a player piano, the ataxic
body dances by itself, shaken by its own
machinery, defying the governance of
consciousness. Ataxic symptoms present
themselves as soon as ‘Circe’ begins, when
‘a deaf mute idiot, his shapeless mouth
dribbling, jerks past, shaken in Saint Vitus’
dance’. Soon afterwards Bloom walks stiffly
onto the stage, convulsed by an ataxic
cramp:

The stiff walk. ... That awful cramp in
Lad lane. Something poisonous I ate. ...
Why? Probably lost cattle. Mark of the
beast. (he closes his eyes an instant) Bit
light in the head. Monthly or effect of
the other. [U, 15.207–10]

Here Bloom attributes ‘that awful cramp’ to
‘something poisonous I ate’, ‘probably lost
cattle’, meaning cattle slaughtered illegally
or horsemeat marketed as beef — these
representing modern versions of the
sacrilege against the sacred oxen. Eating this
‘lost cattle’ has branded Bloom with the

‘mark of the beast’, singling him out for
punishment like the killers of the oxen of
the sun. Feeling ‘a bit light in the head’, he
attributes this dizziness to a ‘monthly or
effect of the other’, in which the noun
‘monthly’ could refer either to a menstrual
period (an effect of the other gender) or to a
lunar irruption of lycanthropy (an effect of
the other animal). 

‘The stiff walk’ refers to Bloom’s spastic
locomotor apparatus, as well as playing on
the notion of a ‘stiffy’ or erection. But the
phrase could also mean the dead come back
to life. In this episode, ‘the stiff’ do indeed
rise again, but as in Bloom’s daytime vision
of the resurrection of the body, with ‘every
fellow mousing around for his liver and his
lights and the rest of his traps’, the ‘rusty
pumps’ that operate the body’s animal
machinery are all ‘bunged up’. [U, 6.674–
80] Neither dead nor alive, the characters of
‘Circe’ behave like Cartesian monsters,
whose minds cannot control their bodies,
which hurtle around like headless chickens
— a phenomenon invoked by Descartes to
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clinch his case that animals are nothing but
machines or mindless reflexes. In ‘Circe’,
Bloom’s earlier observation, that ‘everything
speaks in its own way’, erupts into a
nightmare, in which dead mechanisms and
dumb animals seize the power of speech,
elbowing human speakers off the stage. Any
rigid separation between man and beast is
overthrown in the opening scene, when
lovers tryst among the animals, heading
‘round behind the stable’. 
[U, 15.10–13]

Whistles call and answer.
THE CALL

Wait, my love, 
and I’ll be with you.

THE ANSWER
Round behind the stable.

The image of the stable recalls Christ’s
nativity among the animals, a myth
suggesting that the saviour is comprised of
beast as well as man and god. Meanwhile
the lovers’ calls and answers become
dramatis personae in their own right,
independent of the callers and the
answerers. The implication is that language
speaks itself, like a player piano, whether
there is anyone to mouth the words or not.
Recalling Lacan’s appropriately convoluted
formulation, the human speaker is seized ‘in
a function whose exercise grasps it,’ reduced
to the status of an actor in a script, or the
dummy of a maniac ventriloquist.

Nora Barnacle Joyce once said of her
husband’s anxiety of influence: ‘Ah, there’s
only one man he’s got to get the better of
now, and that’s that Shakespeare!’48 In
‘Circe’ Joyce gets the better of Shakespeare
by changing him into an animal.
Shakespeare grows antlers, his beardless
face appearing in the mirror crowned by the
antlered hat-rack in the brothel; Bloom and
Stephen, gazing in this mirror, merge into
Shakespeare’s physiognomy, putting on his
cuckold’s horns. Stephen speaks of
‘shrewridden Shakespeare and henpecked

Socrates’, picturing the great men’s wives as
shrews and hens, and claims that ‘the
allwisest Stagyrite was bitted, bridled and
mounted by a light of love’, becoming
animal in order to be ridden by a
dominatrix. [U, 353.111–12] In the
psychodynamics of this episode, to be
changed into an animal is equivalent to
being changed into a woman, born to be
bitted, bridled, and mounted. Thus Bloom
turns into a pig-woman in order to be
whipped as a circus animal by Bello, the
whoremistress who turns into a man. In
these sadomasochistic performances the
world turns upsidedown, yet although men
change places with women and humans
with animals, the hierarchy of cruelty and
suffering remains intact.

It is not clear that Joyce intends to
overthrow this hierarchy; in fact it could be
argued that he reaffirms the supremacy of
man by enabling Bloom to purge himself of
fantasies of subjugation. ‘Circe’ could be
read as an exorcism in which Bloom and
Stephen externalize their femininity in a
desperate effort to get rid of it, Bloom by
acting out the role of the humiliated pig-
woman, Stephen by digging up his mother
and promptly digging her back in again. At
the climax of the episode he raises his
phallic ashplant like a wand to shoo his
mother’s spectre back to hell. Yet the ritual
element of ‘Circe’ suggests that this
exorcism must be constantly repeated in
order to maintain the boundary between
man and woman, man and beast — for the
transcendence of the human over the
inhuman is always incomplete. In particular,
‘Circe’ demonstrates that language,
supposedly unique to human beings, is
always fastened to a dying animal. 

This animality reasserts itself in metaphors,
which are taken literally in ‘Circe’, in
accordance with the Freudian principle that
dreams treat words as things. Animal
metaphors trigger off Circean
transformations: a phrase like ‘go the whole
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hog’ conjures up a hog; brutish men
materialize as brutes. [U, 15.3043]

(He hesitates mid scents, music,
temptations. She leads him towards the
steps, drawing him by the odour of her
armpits, the vice of her painted eyes, the
rustle of her slip in whose sinuous folds
lurks the lion reek of all the male brutes
that have possessed her.)

THE MALE BRUTES
(exhaling sulphur of rut and dung and
ramping in their loosebox, faintly
roaring, their drugged heads swaying to
and fro) Good! [U, 15.2014–20]

This passage relies on the reader’s memory
of ‘Wandering Rocks’, where Bloom’s
wandering eye is arrested by the steamy
novel Sweets of Sin, with its memorable
image of the sable-wrapped woman’s
‘heaving embonpoint’. [U, 10.616] While
reading this soft porn, Bloom undergoes a
kind of mental orgasm, culminating in the
choked ejaculation ‘Sulphur dung of lions!’.
[U, 10.623] ‘Circe’ punishes Bloom for
these sulphurous fantasies by presenting
them as lions, ‘faintly roaring’. This
animalization gives literal form to the
‘brutishness’ of sexuality, which reduces
man and beast to the same level. But it also
reveals the animality enshrined in metaphor,
bringing forth the literal ‘brute’ ramping in
the loosebox of metaphoric ‘brutishness’.
The implication is that human supremacy
over the animal is constantly sabotaged by
metaphor, by the bestiary of figurative
speech; hence the language of reason is
obliged to banish metaphor in order to
cordon off the beast.

By making the locomotor apparatus the
organ of the episode, Joyce exploits the
Cartesian notion of the body as an animal-
machine, not to differentiate the body from
the mind but to expose the animal-
automatism of the human psyche. In ‘Circe’,
as in the Freudian dream, the mind reveals
itself as a confluence of the linguistic, the

animal, and the mechanical. Language, far
from transcending the body, is presented as
a form of discharge, comparable to the
hallucinations of the Freudian dream, in
which impulses discharge themselves as
spectacles. As in ‘Circe’, these spectacles
arise out of the metaphoric substratum of
language, which retains the ‘mark of the
beast,’ memorializing our rejected animality.
‘A child’, Freud points out, ‘can see no
difference between his own nature and that
of animals ... Not until he is grown up does
he become so far estranged from animals as
to use their names in vilification for human
beings.’49 Metaphor recalls the period
before this estrangement has occurred, when
children still perceive themselves as animals. 

The psychoanalyst Ella Freeman Sharpe has
proposed that metaphor, as the earliest form
of figurative speech, develops in tandem
with control of bowel and bladder,
providing a substitute avenue for discharge.
Yet metaphor retains the imprint of the
bodily experiences that it displaces,
experiences that human beings share with
animals. Hence Sharpe argues that a patient
who says, ‘I have been bleating about my
own lamentable condition’, is asking the
analyst to perceive him as a bleating
lamb.50 This is the same kind of metaphoric
magic that operates in ‘Circe’, where brutish
men materialize as brutes. At the level of
metaphor, we remain the brutes we always
were, animalized by the same words that
supposedly exalt the human over the
inhuman. Moreover, those words are
governed by mechanics overriding the
distinction between mind and body, man
and beast, propelled by the autonomous
pulsation of the drives. 

After Man

‘When is a man not a man?’ According to
Shem the penman, this is the ‘first riddle of
the universe’, prior to the riddle of the
sphinx, who asked which creature walks
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with four legs in the morning, two in the
afternoon, and three in the evening.
Oedipus gave the answer ‘man’, outwitting
the sphinx who tumbled from the rock.
Shem goes one better than Oedipus:

young Master Shemmy on his very first
debouch at the very dawn of
protohistory … dictited to of all his little
brothron and sweestureens the first
riddle of the universe: asking, when is a
man not a man?: telling them take their
time, yungfries. ... One said ... when
lovely wooman stoops to conk him ...
another when he is just only after having
being semisized, another when yea, he
hath no mananas. ... All were wrong, so
Shem himself, the doctator, took the
cake, the correct solution being — all
give it up? — when he is a — yours till
the rending of the rocks, — Sham.

Shem was a sham and a low sham. ...

In this passage, Shem’s ‘yungfries’ clamour
to provide the answer to his riddle. One
wittily suggests that a man is not a man
‘when lovely woman stoops to conk him’;
another, ‘when he hath no mananas’
(bananas, mañanas, or tomorrows); another,
when he has just been semisized — that is,
circumcised, castrated, cut in half,
semenized, disseminated, and transformed
into semantic units, seme-sized. All these
answers, Shem declares, are wrong, so it is
left to the penman to answer his own riddle,
‘the correct solution being ... when he is a ...
Sham’. [FW, 169–70]

So a man is not a man when he is a sham —
that is, a fake, fraud, or forger, like Shem
himself: ‘Shem was a sham and a low sham.
...’ But if Shem is a sham, he is also a
shaman, an intermediary who crosses the
boundary between man and beast. Michael
Taussig has argued that the shaman
confronts animality not to ‘eliminate but to
acquire it’. This acquisition enables him to
travel to the land of the dead — the

otherworld of animal spirits — a journey
that requires animal courage to
accomplish.51 In ‘Circe’, Bloom performs
the role of shaman, becoming beast in order
to confront the beast, to inoculate himself
with animality. Note that Stephen, unlike
Bloom, retains his human form throughout
the ‘Circe’ episode; he has ‘a shape that
can’t be changed’, in Joyce’s words, but it is
also a shape that can’t be ‘semisized’,
transformed into a work of semes, a seminal
monsterpiece. In other words, Stephen never
writes the great work, nor accomplishes the
exile that writing necessitates — exile from
ego, homeland, and the monumental sham
of man himself. Stephen represents the
younger self that Joyce left behind in
Ireland, the promise of a writing and an
exile evermore about to be. Joyce, on the
other hand, allows Circe to change him into
an animal in order to become a shaman and
confront the otherworld of beasts. 

Yet the animals in Joyce’s ‘Circe’, as in Ovid’s
Metamorphoses, are human beings trapped
in alien bodies, minds in exile.52 They retain
the capacity for human speech, unlike
Wittgenstein’s lion, whose language — if he
had one — would be inaccessible to human
thought. For this reason Joyce differs sharply
from the writers Margot Norris identifies as
‘zoocentric’, such as Nietzsche and Lawrence,
who reject the whole idea of being ‘like’ an
animal in quest of an unmediated animality,
innocent, violent, implacable, and always
masculine. Joyce, on the other hand, is ‘the
consummately domestic writer, who, in spite
of his coziness with the libido, never ventures
into the ontological wildernesses’ of the
zoocentric writers.53 His beasts, therefore,
tend to be heimlich — the cat, the dog — or
unheimlich, like the rat that Bloom
encounters at Glasnevin Cemetery; even the
lions in ‘Circe’ are confined in looseboxes.
Bloom, by identifying with the animal,
partially overcomes its otherness, its mystery;
to this extent he is the sentimentalist who
would enjoy without incurring the immense
debtorship of a thing done. 
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It is not the animal as such, but the machine
and the animal-machine, which defy the
anthropocentric worldview in Ulysses.
When Bloom says that ‘everything speaks in
its own way’ it is important that he is
referring to the printing press, a writing-
machine that reproduces texts regardless of
the ‘aura’ of human authorship. In one
sense Bloom’s perception that ‘everything
speaks in its own way’ suggests an
ecological awareness of the dependency of
human life on other forms of being, both
animal and inorganic. But on the other
hand, Bloom’s catchphrase could be
understood to mean that language is a
mechanism, mindless and inhuman as the
printing press, which speaks in its own way,
seizing the speaker in its merciless
automatism. 

Joyce claimed that Circe was changing him
into an animal, but he also hinted that she
was changing him into a machine,

entrammelled in a form of automatic
writing that grew ever ‘worse and wilder
and more involved’. Seized in a function
whose exercise grasped him, Joyce felt
enslaved to the animal-machinery he had set
in motion. This authorial predicament seems
drastically at odds with Stephen Dedalus’s
view that literature is the eternal affirmation
of the spirit of man. But Bloom ‘tacitly
dissents’ from Stephen’s conception of
literature, for Bloom has learned in Circe’s
den that the spirit of man is compounded of
the animal and the mechanical.
Traditionally the affirmation of the spirit of
man has entailed the denial of the body, the
woman, and the animal, all of which are
governed by the laws of mechanics that
Bloom struggles to remember throughout
the day. While Stephen, the arrested artist,
dreams of affirming the spirit of man,
Bloom affirms the animal-machinery of life,
machinery that goes on playing whether
man is there to press the keys or not. 
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Dictionary definitions give a narrow semantic
range for suairceas and its antonym
duairceas.1 Each of these abstract nouns is
based on a corresponding adjective,
respectively suairc [pleasant (in the earlier
literature sometimes with the meaning
‘noble’)] and duairc [surly, grim (also
‘threatening’)]. The impression given by the
dictionary definitions is one of a relatively
unproblematic opposition between these
contrasting pairs.2 That impression, however,
belies the cultural and historical resonances
of the opposition. The argument advanced
here is that the seventeenth century saw
significant conceptual extensions of suairceas
and that central to these extensions was an
idea of aesthetically pleasing social conduct.
The question then becomes not so much one
of overturning the established dictionary
definitions as ascertaining what
semantic–pragmatic shifts occur in the range
of its referents after 1600 and what historical
factors account for these shifts.

As a first step, let us take a brief look at
suairceas prior to the seventeenth century.
The earliest example that I have found
occurs in a ninth-century triad, where we are
told that suairceas is one of the three sisters
that accompany fortune or prosperity, along
with good manners and generosity: 

Trí seithir sotcaid: sognas, 
sochell, súarcus 

Three sisters of good fortune: 
good breeding, liberality, mirth3

We have later references to suairceas
indicating good manners or nobility of
demeanour, as in the following from the
Annals of the Four Masters for 1372 on the
death of Uilliam Búrc, the son of Uileacc,
head of the Clanrickard branch. He is
described as:

cenn súarcusa agus saoirbhés Burcach
the most distinguished man of the
Burkes for gaiety and polite manners4

In a medieval ‘wisdom’ poem, beginning
‘Eochair chéille coistecht’ [the key to 
good sense is listening], we find the most
common association of suairceas in the
medieval period: 

Eochair suirge súarcus 
The key to courtship is suairceas5

This means that practice of suairceas is a
precondition of the successful outcome of
courting or wooing [suirghe]. We might
conclude reasonably enough, therefore, that
the key to felicitous practice of suirghe is
sensuous appeal or attractiveness, tempered
by a sense of propriety, good taste and
decorum. This is corroborated by a passage
in an Irish adaptation of The Destruction of
Troy in which Minerva and Venus are
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Suairceas in the Seventeenth Century
Peter McQuillan

suairceas
(Modern, Ó Dónaill) pleasantness, agreeableness, cheerfulness, gaiety; 
ag suairceas, passing the time pleasantly, having fun
(Older, DIL, in the form súarcus) cheerfulness, pleasantness, gaiety

duairceas 
(Modern, Ó Dónaill) moroseness, cheerlessness, joylessness, gloominess 
(Older, DIL, as dúarcus) harshness, grimness 

1 Niall Ó Dónaill, Foclóir
Gaeilge–Béarla (Baile
Átha Cliath, 1977);
Dictionary of the Irish
Language (Dublin,
1983), hereafter cited as
DIL

2 Of course, suairceas and
duairceas form part of a
much wider phonotactic
set of contrasting pairs in
Irish where the s-initial
item is the positive
member of the pair, e.g.
sonas [happiness], donas
[evil]; suáilce [virtue],
duáilce [vice]; saoirse
[freedom], daoirse
[captivity]. For the latter
pair, see Peter McQuillan
Native and Natural:
Aspects of the Concepts
of ‘Right’ and ‘Freedom’
in Irish (Cork, 2004), 
ch. 7. 
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compared in terms of their physical
attractions of form and shape [cruth 7 delb]
but they are then distinguished from one
another in terms of their attributes, practices
and pursuits. In Minerva’s case, ‘her
excellence of race and science’ [ar fhebas … 
a chenéuil 7 a heladhan] are most important,
as all the technical skill associated with the
various arts, crafts and professions ultimately
originated with her. In Venus’s case, however,
it is her possession of the quality of suairceas
that distinguishes her:

Ro-thocaib dano Uénir a cruth 7 a daelb

7 a súarcus for áird, fobíth cech súirge 

7 cech lennánacht fil isin domun is
úadhi atá 
Then Venus raised on high her form and
her shape and her delightfulness;
because from her is every wooing and
love-intrigue that is found in the world6

Two further connections are worth noting
here, both with words that can also be given
a generalized translation of ‘cheerfulness’,
‘joviality’. We have instances in the annals
of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries of
well-born members of society being
distinguished ‘on account of mirthfulness
and pleasantness’ [ar shuarca 7 ar
shibhenradh], or ‘for joviality and good-
fellowship’ [ar suarcus 7 ar suilbirecht].7 In
the former case, these two qualities made
the subject an object of sexual attraction,
the ‘darling of women and girls’ [leandan
ban agus ingen]. Sibheanradh is otherwise
associated with suirghe, while suilbirecht
(suilbhireacht) is descended from Old Irish
sulbaire [eloquence]. It should also be noted
that suairceas, suirghe and sibheanradh can
all be used as verbal nouns, thus
emphasizing their performative nature. Thus
the phrase ag suairceas for (X) means,
according to context, something like
‘making merry with, being convivial, or
flirting with (X)’.8 To borrow a phrase from
the classicist Brian Krostenko, we are
dealing here with ‘the language of social
performance’.9

In short, the associations of suairceas are
positive: good fortune, good manners and a
general sense of affability and agreeableness.
In particular, they embody a sensuous
appeal and decorum that is a necessary pre-
condition for the practice of the social ritual
of courtship. From the contexts in which it
occurs, especially with reference to classical
figures such as Venus, as well as in reference
to members of the native aristocracy in the
annals, we can assume that suairceas was an
attribute to which social value was attached. 

Developments in the Seventeenth Century

Responses to political, cultural and socio-
economic change, particularly the growth
and consolidation of the English state
apparatus in Ireland in the aftermath of the
Nine Years War (1594–1603), constitute a
significant strand in seventeenth-century
literature in Irish. The accession of a new
sovereign, James I of England, at the end of
the war ushered in a period of optimism
among the literati, but this optimism was
overtaken to some extent by the departure
of the Ulster lords O’Neill, O’Donnell and
Maguire in 1607 and the subsequent
plantation of Ulster after 1610.10 These
developments had the effect of accelerating
the depletion of patronage available to
poets, a process that had been ongoing since
the failure of the Desmond Rebellion in
1583.11 As Mark Caball points out, this
attenuation was as much symptom as cause
of the breakdown of the hereditary bardic
order in a society where the spread of
English common law was rendering many of
the legitimating functions of bardic learning
obsolete.12

The wars of the late sixteenth century had
placed many Gaelic lords under
considerable economic pressure and their
general indebtedness had helped to facilitate
the commercialization of land exchange. 
A further consequence of the spread of
common law and the consolidation of royal
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authority during the first decades of the
seventeenth century was the re-allocation
and redefinition of landed resources and
property rights. Land was now increasingly
changing hands through sale, or was being
mortgaged in an effort to meet debts. This
led to the curtailment of the seigniorial
rights of landlords and greater attention
being paid to the rights of private property,
as land was now within the commercial
sphere.13 It also led to the emergence of a
new agrarian ‘middle class’ which was
increasingly open to Anglicization. The early
seventeenth-century prose text Pairlement
Chloinne Tomáis, ‘The Parliament of Clan
Thomas’, savagely satirizes the modernizing
tendencies of this arriviste class.14 These
changes undercut the social and economic
bases of the learned classes, particularly the
hereditary bardic families, who were heavily
dependent on the aristocracy for their status
and privileges.15 The loss of prestige and
pre-eminence rankled into the eighteenth
century. Conversely, as Breandán Ó
Buachalla points out, this period saw the
emergence of new literary modes, both
poetry and prose, which place the
seventeenth century among the most
innovative and creative in the history of
Irish literature.16 Many of the
practitioners/producers of this new literature
were of Old English ancestry, which in itself
marks a major change from the hereditary
Gaelic bardic order of the preceding four
centuries. Yet, as argued below, these new
poets shared with erstwhile hereditary
bardic families a strong sense of
identification with the old social and
cultural order; prominent among these
figures are Seathrún Céitinn (Keating;
1588–c.1644) and Pádraigín Haicéad
(Hackett; 1600–54).17 In addition, the
expansion of the Irish diaspora in Europe —
itself partly a product of the policies
pursued by the Protestant state in Ireland —
exposed Irish intellectuals to Renaissance
humanism and the rhetoric of the Counter-
Reformation, which in turn had a profound
impact on both literature and history.18

‘A Bhrúid gan tSuairceas’: Plantation and
the Prostitution of Ireland

In Irish poetry of the seventeenth century
Ireland is frequently represented as a fallen
woman, a mother who neglects her children
or a faithless spouse.19 This motif is one of
a number that rationalize Ireland’s plight in
the wake of the changes wrought by the
confiscation of land and by plantation.20 In
early versions of the Irish sovereignty myth,
the sacral sexual union of king, as the
executor of power, and the sovereignty
goddess, as the source of that power,
symbolizes the legitimacy of the political
order. In the course of the medieval period,
the female figure comes to stand for Ireland,
an ageing queen deprived for centuries of a
high-king. In such a context, Ireland was
sometimes depicted as a fickle spouse who
changed her affections freely. By the
seventeenth century, in an intensification of
this idea, Ireland is portrayed as a harlot
queen who dispenses her favours to
foreigners rather than native-born suitors.21

In a bitter poem beginning ‘A Bhanbha
bhogomh dhona dhuaibhseach’ [O
lonesome, unhappy, gloomy Banbha],
Céitinn castigates this faithlessness.22 In the
second stanza he reproaches Ireland
(Banbha) for the shabby treatment she has
accorded her lovers [leannáin, here genitive
plural leannán], who had sacrificed
themselves in her defence:

Is iomdha leannán dreachbhláith
duasbhog / cródha calma armtha
uaibhreach / d’fhuiling beoghuin gleo is
guasacht / ag cosnamh do cheirt-se, a
inis fhuairfhliuch 
It’s many the fair-faced liberal, valorous,
brave, well-armed, proud lover who
endured wounding to the quick in
combat and danger, defending your
right, o cold wet island23

As part of the personification associated
with Irish political ideology, the word
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leannán can refer to both the male partner
(the lord) and the female (the land).24

Likewise, the word suirghe can account for
the amorous relationship that should ensue
between the lord and the land if the political
order is legitimate.25 It is against this
background that the theme of Ireland’s
fickleness is to be understood. The use of
the word leannán [lover] here recalls
contexts discussed above in which it is
associated with the quality of suairceas. A
further aspect of Irish ideology concerns the
mediaeval origin legend which taught that
the cultural and political entity and identity
of Ireland had arisen as the cumulative
outcome of successive invasions in the pre-
historic period.26 In such a context,
multiple occupations of the land suggest
that the woman, Ireland, has bestowed her
favours on several kings in turn from the
beginning [Ó shin anall, dar leam, níor
shuamhneach, do gach aicme dár geallta do
bhuannacht].27 However, the prevailing
orthodoxy of the early seventeenth century,
as articulated by Céitinn himself in
historiographical writings, represented the
Gaelic and Old English invasions as the
final legitimate ones.28 Ireland’s subsequent
acceptance of the ‘New English’ arrivals and
her abandonment of her true family has
caused her shame. The poet delivers a
damning verdict on Ireland’s fickleness as a
perverse nurturer, who prefers to suckle the
illegitimate brood of foreigners,
characterized here as being duairc. Note
how these are vilified using the English
word ‘bastard’:

Dob ádhbhar lasta dod leacan a
luadhadh / do chlanna bhunaidh mar
thugais i bhfuaire / is tál ar bhastardaibh
danar agus duairc-fhear 
To mention it is to cause your cheeks to
burn, how you cast out your children
into the cold, while nurturing the
illegitimate children of foreigners and
duairc men29

Céitinn, in stanzas eight and nine, identifies
those who have been betrayed: first, the

native or Gaelic Irish and then the Old
English, the Gaelicized descendants of the
first English colonists of the twelfth century.
Here he also identifies the root cause of the
Irish nobility’s misfortunes:

Do shliocht Gaedhil Ghlais ní ghabhair
truaighe / plantation is alienation dá
ruagadh 
On the seed of Gaedheal Glas you take
no pity, while plantation and
confiscation are routing them

Do Shean-Ghoill féin ar clé ag
cruadhghol / ní dóibh chíorair do
dhlaoidh dualach
Your own Old English set aside crying
bitterly: not for them do you comb your
curly locks30

Furthermore, fickle Ireland has deserted all
those who have fought for her [an dream a
d’fhuiling go minic a dtuargain] even
though it is an act that is totally unnatural
and unbecoming [gidh beart nár dhual
dhuit].31 The important word here is dual
which conveys the idea of something that is
as inviolable, as immutable as a law of
nature.32 The violation of what is dual for
Ireland leads to a further castigation of the
unseemly and undignified nature of her
behaviour:

Do dhóirtis do dhúil a bhrúid gan
tsuairceas, / ar gach castaire ó Shacsaibh
dá ngluaiseann, / saoiltear libh gur ridire
ruagmhar / gach nduine dárbh arm an
raca is an tsluasaid 
You dispensed your desire, brute
without suairceas, on every wrangler
who comes from England; you think
that everyone who wields a rake and a
spade is a routing victorious knight33

The absence of suairceas that characterizes
Ireland’s demeanour recalls that this very
quality is the key to the proper pursuit of
sexual relations. Ireland’s being ‘a brute
without suairceas’ is thus a damning
indictment of her political disreputability.
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Given what was said above about the
deployment of the terms leannán and
suirghe as part of the metaphorical
realization of political ideology, it is easy to
see how suairceas fits into this general
scheme. In addition, however, there is a
clear social dimension to the poet’s
criticism, in that Ireland shows a lack of
discernment in her choice of new partners,
who are depicted as not simply foreign but
also low-born.34 

‘A Thréad gan Suarcas’: The Rise of an
Agrarian Middle Class

The agrarian middle class of nouveaux
riches that emerged at the expense of the
Gaelic aristocracy is pilloried in Pairlement
Chloinne Tomáis for adopting English
language, fashion and legal practices.35 The
text that will concern us in this section
belongs to the same tradition. It is in the
form of a crosántacht, a parody combining
prose and verse, which lampoons this rustic
agrarian class during the controversy
surrounding the Hearth Money Act of the
1660s.36 This Act levied an annual tax of
two shillings on every hearth in every
household in the kingdom. As a further
stipulation, added in 1669, any house with
no fixed hearth or chimney was to be
automatically taxed as having two hearths.
As part of the public controversy that
accompanied the Act in both Ireland and
England, the text sees Clann Tomáis
convening a somewhat disorganized meeting
to discuss their strategy. The dilemma facing
them, according to the provisions of the
Act, was whether to build a chimney on
each house or pay the tax for having an
extra hearth. A debate ensues between two
spokesmen, Séamus and Maghnus. In the
first verse segment, Séamus presents himself
as an advocate of the construction of
chimneys since this would put Clann Tomáis
in line with the fashion of the anglicized
nobility [béid a bhfaisiún na Galltacht, 
béid a ranca na n-uasal].37 The structural

merits of this innovation are then extolled
— the chimney will provide a support for
the turf in the kitchen as well as providing a
space to keep food warm in pots and
pans.38 However, Séamus then returns to
the real advantage of the chimney: the
raising of social standing with the
consequent exclusion of undesirable native
elements. Noteworthy is the association of
possession of a chimney with attempts to
speak English:

Go forth arís [again] you rebel, / ye have
no colar nó Béarla [or English] / Call for
the constable / go gcuiridh a stoc láidir
an phéas [that he may put him in the
strong stocks of the peace]

Atá an simléar cumhann / ní bhfuil
roome ag do shórtsa / run forth to a
bohán / ghéabhair ar leathmhás na
móna’
The (space by the) chimney is tight,
there is no room for the likes of you;
run forth to a hovel you’ll find on the
side of a bog39

When Maghnus objects to the incongruity
of Irish-speakers who are largely ignorant of
English aping the manners of the English-
speaking world [créad do-dhéana an chlann-
sa le teach Gallda gan Bhéarla?], he is
rebuffed and told that the people he speaks
for have plenty of English [Atáid … mórán
againn do chrónán an Bhéarla], although
use of the word crónán [humming, buzzing,
murmuring] to describe the performance of
this alleged competence betrays the author’s
satirical intent.40

With this rebuttal and the dismissal of
Maghnus as a grumbler and murmurer of
nonsense [A Mhaghnuis chroidhe an
drantáin / a bhéil an bhanráin bhunaidh],
the debate appears to have turned decisively
in favour of Séamus and the erection of
chimneys.41 Clann Tomáis, in fact, embark
immediately on their construction only to be
interrupted by the arrival of one Tóibín
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O’Rahilly, ed., Five
Seventeenth-Century
Political Poems (Dublin,
1952); also Dáibhidh Ó
Bruadair’s ‘Créacht do
Dháil mé im Arthach
Galair’, in John C.
MacErlean, ed.,
Duanaire Dháibhidh Uí
Bhruadair (London,
1910–17), pt. 1, 26–50,
esp. 31.

20 For a discussion of the
trope of the harlot with
references to precedents
and analogues in biblical,
classical and
contemporary European
sources, see Tadhg Ó
Dúshláine, ‘Filíocht
Pholaitiúil na Gaeilge —
A Cineál’, Léachtaí
Cholm Cille, 13 (1977),
114–29, esp. 125, and
An Eoraip, 186–87.

21 See R. A. Breatnach,
‘The Lady and the King’,
Studies, 42 (1953),
321–36; Ó Dúshláine,
‘Filíocht Pholaitiúil’,
125–27, and An Eoraip,
186–87.

22 Mac Giolla Eáin, Dánta,
77–82. Translations are
by the present author.

23 Mac Giolla Eáin, Dánta,
77, line 1353

24 See DIL under lennán
for references.

25 For a couple of sixteenth-
century examples see
Eleanor Knott, The
Bardic Poems of Tadhg
Dall Ó hUiginn (London,
1922), no. 20, verse 52;
no. 24, verse 43.



Tónbhrisde Ó Tícóige, ‘a brazen, senseless,
ill-mannered churl’ [daorbhodach dána
drochmhúinte díthchéillidhe]. In the final
verse segment of the text beginning ‘Ní dual
simeléar ag Síol Lóbuis’ [It is not natural for
the descendants of Lóbus to have a chimney],
Tóibín urges his people to set aside their
futile designs on upward mobility. He uses
the terms dual [right, natural, proper] and
dúthchas [birthright, inheritance, hereditary
traits], both of which are closely associated
with what is both natural but also
involuntary as lying outside human agency.
In this way, the inevitability and immutability
of the natural world is projected onto what is
socially and culturally contingent.42 Thus he
describes the living conditions of Clann
Tomáis as befitting those whose dúthchas it
is to lie around on beds of rubbish while
behaving like gluttons: 

Ní dual simeléar ag síol Lóbuis … drong
dar dhúthchas luithe ar cháitigh / a
bheith ’na n-uarcáin
It is unnatural for the seed of Lóbus to
have a chimney … a mob whose
birthright is to lie in chaff and practise
gluttony43

The main thrust of the poem’s argument
against the course of action prescribed by
Séamus is also very much consonant with
another facet of the idea of dúthchas — the
ignoble ancestry of Clann Tomáis. Central
to this, as in Pairlement Chloinne Tomáis
itself, is their descent from the devil
(Beilsebub) through his son (Dracapéist) and
subsequent descendants (Liobar and
Lóbus).44 Associated with this base descent
are their revolting culinary habits, for
example. Having then pointed out that
Clann Tomáis had never built a house that
was higher than himself, Tóibín ends by
exhorting them to abandon their pride:

Léigidh díbh bhur n-uadhbhar díomsach
/ leanaidh dúthchas, / géillidh dhamhsa,
a thréad gan suarcas, / ós mé bhur
dtrúpás

Give up your trumped-up pride / follow
your natural calling / surrender to me /
you band without suairceas / since I am
your leader (?)45

This concluding stanza contains a phrase of
the same syntactic structure as occurred in
Céitinn’s poem — a bhrúid / a thréad gan
suairceas [brute / herd without suairceas] —
where the unfortunate subject in each case is
addressed and condemned for want of this
particular quality. However, there is one
important distinction. In the case of
Céitinn’s poem, the personified Ireland acts
in a way that is totally at odds with what is
expected of her, she does not perform her
role as is dual. In the lampoon on the non-
aristocratic social orders, however, their lack
of suairceas is precisely what is expected of
people of low birth. Thus their lack of
suairceas is seen as an inevitable by-product
of their dúthchas, those attributes that
ineluctably fall to them and which make
impossible for them the cultivation of a
higher social standard. 

Another poem on the dictates of nature and
heredity illuminates this point still further.46

It opens with examples of natural species
following their inborn instincts, so that, say,
if you give a bird the choice between a grain
of seed and a pearl, it takes the grain (and
so on). From a series of such observations,
we move into the familiar territory of social
criticism, where a lack of suairceas is again
associated with Clann Tomáis, here
represented by Mac Lóbais, with Órla
as a generic female representative of the 
same sept:

Do canadh salm don tsaltair / do canadh
clafar Mhic Lóbais / ba binne rann na
daoithe / mar do síleadh le hÓrla 
A psalm from the psalter was chanted /
the racket of Mac Lóbas was declaimed
/ the verse of the fool was the more
mellifluous / or so thought Órla
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26 As elaborated definitively
in Lebor Gabála Érenn,
the ‘Book of the Taking
of Ireland’ popularly
known as the Book of
Invasions. See John
Carey, A New
Introduction to Lebor
Gabála Érenn (London,
1993); see Mark
Scowcroft, ‘Miotas na
Gabhála i Leabhar
Gabhála’, Léachtaí
Cholm Cille, 13 (1982),
41–75; ‘Leabhar
Gabhála — Part I: The
Growth of the Text’,
Ériu, 38 (1987), 81–140;
‘Leabhar Gabhála —
Part II: The Growth of
the Tradition’, Ériu, 39
(1988), 1–66. 

27 Mac Giolla Eáin, Dánta,
77, lines 1361–62

28 Bradshaw, ‘Geoffrey
Keating’, 174–87

29 Mac Giolla Eáin, Dánta,
78, lines 1374–76. For
use of the same word in
a poem of the same
theme as Céitinn’s, see
‘Ábhar Deargtha Leacan
do Mhnaoi Chuinn é’ [A
Cause for the Cheeks of
Conn’s Wife to Redden],
by Brian Mac Giolla
Phádraig, in de Brún et
al., Nua-Dhuanaire, pt.
1, 12. Indeed, note the
similarity of Mac Giolla
Phádraig’s first line with
line 1374 in Céitinn’s
poem above, both being
a reference to Ireland’s
cheek being burned or
reddened with shame.

30 Mac Giolla Eáin, Dánta,
78, lines 1377–78,
1383–84

31 Céitinn (line 1385)
addresses Ireland as a
mhalartach [fickle or
treacherous one]. See the
poem referred to in note
29 where the same
epithet, cailleach [hag], is
used of Ireland; Mac
Giolla Eáin, Dánta, 78,
lines 1385–86.

32 For a discussion, see
McQuillan, Native and
Natural, ch. 4.

33 Mac Giolla Eáin, Dánta,
78, line 1389



Is binn le cat an sgeámhghail / do-ní a
mháthair is a athair; / ní thugann cluas
ná éisteacht / do na téadaibh ag labhairt. 
The cat enjoys the screeching that is
done by its father and mother / it is
tone-deaf when the strings begin to sing

An tí nár chleacht acht duairceas, / beag
a shuairceas i gceólta; / do b’fhearr leis
duine ag drantán / ná ceól iomlán na
Fódla. 
The one who has practiced (or: is
accustomed to) nothing but duairceas
has little suairceas in musical
performances / he would prefer the
sound of someone buzzing than all the
music of Ireland47

We have already seen the derogatory terms
drantán and crónán used to satirize the
speech of the lower orders, including their
attempts to reproduce the sounds of the
English language. Here their aesthetic sense
is compared to the pleasure a cat takes in
caterwauling, the issue being a lack of
aesthetic appreciation where music and
poetry are concerned. A preference for such
abysmal standards of performance
constitutes a lack of suairceas and the
espousal of that to which it is diametrically
opposed, duairceas. The use of both these
antonyms as terms of aesthetic evaluation in
such a context brings us into the realm of
meta-poetics and the next two sections.

‘Suairceas séimh na saorfhear sinseardha’:
Pádraigín Haicéad

In a couple of poems by Pádraigín Haicéad,
we find the term suairceas identified with
linguistic and poetic practice. In the poem
beginning ‘Cuirim séad suirghe chum seise’
[I send a token of love to a dear
companion], written while Haicéad was
exiled on the continent of Europe, he cites
several reasons why he loves his native land.
Included among them is the excellence of its
poets and poetry:

Tugas grádh dhuit d’fheabhas t’fhoirne, /
d’fheabhas t’éigse an tsuaircis tsaoir
I gave you love for the excellence of
your company, for the excellence of your
poets/poetry of the noble suairceas48

Here suairceas has become a defining
characteristic, something of a programmatic
description, of poetry itself. It is, in other
words, a meta-poetic term. Similar
associations are evident in another of
Haicéad’s poems, written in Louvain, which
begins with the poet addressing the tidings
that he has received from a fellow
Dominican in Ireland. A brief prose
preamble informs the reader that it was
written ‘on hearing that it has been ordered
in the chapters of Ireland that no brother is
to compose any more poems or songs’ [iar
gclos gur hordaíodh i gcaibidlibh na
hÉireann gan bráthair do dhéanamh rainn
ná amhráin]:

Do chuala inné ag maothlach
muinteardha / mar nuadhacht scéil ó
chéile Chuinn is Chuirc / gur duairc le
cléir an Ghaeilge ghrinnshlitheach, /
suairceas séimh na saorfhear sinseardha
I heard from a good-natured associate
yesterday the news from the island of
Ireland, that the clergy considers as
duairc the sharp, keen, flowing Irish
language / subtle, ingenious suairceas of
the noble ancestors49

The background to this poem is probably a
controversy that arose in 1654 concerning
Haicéad’s right to publish his poetry, a right
that had been contested by his superiors in
the Dominican order. However, both the
lexical opposition between duairc and
suairceas, as well as the syntax in which
duairc is embedded (governing the
preposition le, which in this case indicates a
subjective opinion — gur duairc le cléir [it is
duairc to the clergy, in their opinion]),
emphasize the subjective nature of social
and aesthetic taste. 
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34 This sense of contempt
for the social origins of
many of the seventeenth-
century planters is
expressed by more than
one poet. See particularly
MacErlean, Duanaire,
pt. 1, 36, verses 23–26.

35 Caball, ‘Pairlement
Chloinne Tomáis’,
passim

36 Alan Harrison, ‘Lucht na
Simléirí’, Éigse, 15
(1974), 189–202, which
includes a discussion of
the background to the
controversy. For a
general history of the
crosántacht form, see the
same author’s An
Chrosántacht (Baile Átha
Cliath, 1979).
Translations above are
again by the present
author.

37 Harrison, ‘Lucht’, 195,
verse 4

38 Harrison, ‘Lucht’, 195,
verse 6

39 Harrison, ‘Lucht’, 196,
verses 9–10

40 Harrison, ‘Lucht’,
196–97, verses 11–15.
See verse 15 for the
reference to crónán. 

41 Harrison, ‘Lucht’, 197,
verse 17

42 For a detailed discussion
of these and other
related terms, see
McQuillan, Native and
Natural, passim.

43 Harrison, ‘Lucht’, 198,
verse 1

44 Harrison, ‘Lucht’, 198,
verse 3; 199, verse 6

45 Harrison, ‘Lucht’, 199,
verse 9. The editor
suggests (202) the
Medieval Latin troopus
[leader] as the origin of
the Irish word here.

46 See Ó Rathile, Measgra
Dánta, pt. 1, 19–21. The
poem is attributed to
Seán Ó Neachtain
(c.1650–1729),
littérateur and scribe. See
Alan Harrison, Ag
Cruinniú Meala (Baile
Átha Cliath, 1988).
Translations are by the
present author.



But can any more be said about the
characterization of suairceas in this poem?
We may note also that suairceas is given the
attribute séimh.50 In Old Irish, séimh
(usually spelt séim) is used to gloss Latin
words like tenuis and macer [thin]. When
used in reference to corporeal matter, its
meaning is ‘thin’, ‘unsubstantial’, even
‘invisible’. With mental processes, however,
it develops more positive connotations and
comes to mean ‘acute’, ‘subtle’, ‘ingenious’.
These meanings would fit the passage at
hand here. In addition, suairceas is expressly
identified with the Irish language and its
practice in lines three and four of the poem.
The language is characterized as being
grinnshlitheach, an adjective compounded
of grinn and slitheach, which is amenable to
being read in more than one way. In the
first instance, the adjective grinn can be
translated as ‘accurate, exact; intent,
diligent’, with a further set of meanings,
‘swift’, ‘quick’; ‘strong’, ‘vigorous’, in
addition to a more generalized set of
aesthetic evaluations: ‘pleasant’, ‘lovely’,
‘comely’, ‘witty’.51 The adjective slitheach
(earlier sligthech) is a derivative of the noun
slí (earlier slige) [way, path] and could
perhaps best be translated here as ‘flowing’,
‘fluent’.52 As suairceas is itself characterized
as séimh, so ‘the keen, fluent Irish language’
is the ‘subtle (aesthetic) pleasure of the
noble ancestors’ — a linguistic praxis that is
both keen and precise, on the one hand, but
also fluent and flowing, on the other.

The idea of sharpness or acuity receives
consistent attention throughout the poem.
In the second stanza, Haicéad appears to
renounce open confrontation with the
authorities, fearing as he does that his
powers of expression are on the wane and
no longer as keen as they were. This
contrasts with the time when the sharp edge
[faobhar] of his intellect was a danger to
others [uair fár bhaoghal faobhar
m’intleachta]. He then develops the idea in
stanza three, where the poet speaks of how,

in the days of his pomp, he would have
rained upon his critics words that could be
likened to:

crua-ghlac ghéar do ghaethibh innlithe 
A hard sharp handful of well-appointed
darts/shafts53

The poet’s response, despite the bitterness of
the poem as a whole, is to remain silent in
the face of provocation:

Fuaifidh mé mo bhéal le sring fhite / ’s
ní luaifead réad dá bpléid bhig
sprionlaithe / ach fuagraim tread an
chaolraigh chuimsithe / ’s a bhfuath, a
Dhé, tar éis mo mhuintire 
I will stitch my mouth with a sewing
thread, and will acknowledge none of
their miserable wrangling; but I
condemn the herd of restrictive censors,
and the hatred, O God, that they bear
my people54

One particular aspect of the pragmatics of
suairceas in this poem deserves attention.
The first and last lines of the poem contain
the words muinteardha and muintir (in the
genitive form m(h)uintire), the former being
the adjective derived from the latter. Muintir
has a range of uses, the unifying thread
among which is the idea of a group that has
some common tie or allegiance, whether of
kinship, community or (in later usage)
nationality. The use of the terms muintir
and muinteardha in this context is indicative
of a common allegiance to the art of poetry
and its legitimate expression in the Irish
language, the suairceas of the noble
ancestors, in the face of censorship. The use
of suairceas here thus indexes a kind of
communal or corporate solidarity, both
synchronic (with reference to muintir and
muinteardha) and diachronic (with reference
to na saorfhear sinseardha); the pragmatics
of this use of suairceas are further
illuminated in a poem by Dáibhí Ó Bruadair
to which we now turn.
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47 Ó Rathile, Measgra
Dánta, pt. 1, 20

48 Nua-Dhuanaire, pt. 1, 22,
lines 41–44

49 Nua-Dhuanaire, pt. 1, 23,
line 3. See also the
translation in Seán Ó
Tuama and Thomas
Kinsella, An Duanaire:
Poems of the Dispossessed
(Mountrath, 1981),
92–93. For a discussion of
the controversies in which
Haicéad became
embroiled, see Máire Ní
Cheallacháin, Filíocht
Phádraigín Haicéad (Baile
Átha Cliath, 1962), ix–xx.

50 DIL under séim. There
are other important
meanings other than
those adumbrated here,
such as ‘mild’, ‘lenient’,
‘gentle’, which is now the
default meaning in Irish.
We might remember here
of course Céitinn’s
description of the Irish
language as suairc
séimhidhe sult-bhlasta
[suairc, limpid and
mellifluous]. See Mac
Giolla Eáin, Dánta, 17,
line 4. Mac Craith
characterizes Céitinn’s
poem as owing ‘much to
the general European
contemporary spirit of
lauding the vernacular’
and I think that we can
view Haicéad’s poem here
in the same light. See
Mícheál Mac Craith,
‘Gaelic Ireland and the
Renaissance’, in Glanmor
Williams and Robert
Owen Jones, eds., The
Celts and the Renaissance
(Cardiff, 1990), 57–89
(77).

51 DIL under grind
52 DIL under sligthech
53 Nua-Dhuanaire, pt. 1, 23,

line 12
54 Nua-Dhuanaire, pt. 1, 23,

line 13



‘Ris do reacfainn an suairceas’: A Poem by
Dáibhí Ó Bruadair

In the poems considered above, suairceas
and duairceas are directly contrasted as
criteria for aesthetic appreciation. At this
point we may note that the relative certainty
and confidence of Seán Ó Neachtain’s
treatment of the putative hereditary nature
of suairceas and duairceas gives way in
Haicéad’s poem to a greater feeling of
instability, precisely because social and
aesthetic standards change according to
shifting, subjective criteria. Thus Haicéad’s
suairceas is duairc to his superiors but their
alleged duairceas is less easily dismissed
than that of Clann Tomáis. Indeed, the
facile rhetoric of Ó Neachtain’s poem is
increasingly threatened in the seventeenth
century. This is particularly evident in a
poem by the greatest of seventeenth-century
Irish poets, Dáibhí Ó Bruadair, beginning
‘Mairg nach fuil ’na dhubhthuata’, on the
change in social and aesthetic taste; it rages
against changing social and cultural
standards, the loss of patronage and social
standing for the poet, and the growth of
ostentation, materialism and pomposity
under the guise of Anglicization.55 Here,
suairceas and duairceas are once again in
direct opposition to one another. Moreover,
the relationship between the two indexes a
transformation of social and aesthetic values
that is reflected on several linguistic levels,
as well as having a metrical correlate. The
poem is short, consisting of only five
quatrains. In the first stanza, the poet
acknowledges his predicament: as repellent
as the idea is, it is better in the prevailing
social and cultural climate to be devoid of
skill, learning or sophistication, in other
words, to be a tuata, intensified as
dubhthuata, since the poet finds himself
living among such people.56 These people
are further characterized as duairc (here in
the plural form duarca) [sullen, gloomy,
morose]:

Mairg nach fuil ’na dhubhthuata, / gé
holc duine ’na thuata, / i ndóigh go
mbeinn mágcuarda / idir na daoinibh
duarca
Woe to those who are not gloomy boors
/ Though bad it be for one to be a boor /
Yet better were it than that I should live
/ with sullen men around on every
side57

There is an important disjuncture between
the first two lines and the second two and
this has two linguistic corollaries. In the first
two lines, the poet speaks in the third
person and uses the indicative mood; in the
second, however, he switches to the first
person and the conditional (hypothetical)
mood. This latter discursive mode will be
resumed in the third stanza, but here it
functions as a prolepsis of that later stanza
in that it foreshadows the unpalatable
reality that confronts the poet and will
continue to confront him, ‘in the hope [i
ndóigh] that I should be at home among
these duairc people.’

The second quatrain establishes the
desirability of being a ‘stutterer’ or
‘stammerer’ [trudaire] in order to be
accommodated to the prevailing artistic
taste. Those afflicted with such poor taste
are addressed and condemned as unlearned
and ignorant [a dhream gan iúl gan aithne].
After the conditional mood of the final two
lines of the first stanza, Ó Bruadair returns
to the indicative mood of the poem’s
opening [Mairg nach fuil], so we are back to
reality, as it were:

Mairg nach fuil ’na thrudaire /
eadraibhse, a dhaoine maithe, / ós iad is
fearr chugaibhse, / a dhream gan iúl gan
aithne
Woe to him, good folk, who lives with
you / unless he stammer dully like
yourselves, / for such are welcomed,
more than all, by you / O people
destitute of wit or sense
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55 It seems possible that it
might have been
composed in the mid-
1670s, given its general
thematic concerns as well
as the presence of some
verbal parallels with the
poem ‘Is Mairg nár
Chrean re Maitheas
Saoghalta’, which is
dated 1674. For a
detailed discussion of
this latter work in the
context of Ó Bruadair’s
œuvre, see Liam P. Ó
Murchú, ‘Is Mairg nár
Chrean re Maitheas
Saoghalta’, in Pádraigín
Riggs, ed., Dáibhí Ó
Bruadair: His Historical
and Literary Context
(London, 2001), 56–71.
The mid-1670s appear to
mark something of a
turning point in Ó
Bruadair’s output where
we find a growing
concern with the rupture
of the social fabric and
the resultant loss of
personal and
professional status for
the poet. Cunningham
and Gillespie attribute an
important role in these
developments to the
debilitating effects of the
famine years of 1674–76.
See Bernadette
Cunningham and
Raymond Gillespie, ‘Lost
Worlds: History and
Religion in the Poetry of
Dáibhí Ó Bruadair’, in
Riggs, Dáibhí Ó
Bruadair, 18–45 (33).
For a succinct and
savage poem on the rise
of ostentatious
Anglicized modes of
dress, see Brian Mac
Giolla Phádraig’s
‘Faisean Chláir Éibhir’
[The Fashion of
Éibhear’s Plain], in Nua-
Dhuanaire, pt. 1, 11.



The word trudaire and its abstract noun
trudaireacht (also in the form truidireacht)
occur elsewhere in Ó Bruadair’s poetry in
similarly charged socio-cultural contexts —
in a savage portrayal of a member of the
lower orders whose attempts to speak
English are represented as stammering; and
in a poem late in the poet’s life decrying the
decline in the standard of poetry.58 Both of
these referential frames are relevant to an
appreciation of the stanza at hand. The
disagreeable aural imagery deployed is in a
broad sense reminiscent of the satirical
characterization of the speech of the lower

orders (Clann Tomáis) as drantán [anything
from snarling, growling to buzzing and
crooning] and crónán [humming,
murmuring, droning] in the texts considered
above. The use of disparaging terms such as
dubhthuata and trudaire indicate a level of
inept verbal performance which is
nonetheless received and appreciated by its
public. In other words, it is the social and
communal dimensions of poetry, rather than
the purely technical aspects of the poet’s
craft, that exercise Ó Bruadair here, as
complementary as the two of these facets
may be.

This concern with the social standing of
well-fashioned poetry also informs stanza
three, where the poet returns to the dilemma
of the first quatrain. The poet speaks again
in hypothetical mode by using the
grammatical moods that are its corollary —
past subjunctive after the conjunction dá ‘if’
and conditional mood in the second and
third lines, as in the latter part of the first
stanza. Central to the third stanza is the
idea of an exchange, if only the poet could
find someone to buy what he would sell:

Dá bhfaghainn fear mo mhalarta, / ris
do reacfainn an suairceas; / do
bhéarfainn luach fallainge / idir é ’gus an
duairceas
Could I only find a bargainee, / to him
my pleasant wit I’d freely sell; / I thus
would interpose a mantle’s price /
between him and obtuse stolidity

In this stanza, both suairceas and duairceas
come into direct opposition. Here the poet
addresses the solution to the problem that
he posed in stanza one — if only he could
find someone to trade with him, he would
sell him suairceas, in order that he might be
accommodated to the prevailing social taste.
The use of the hypothetical modes of
conditional and subjunctive moods suggests
that this is regarded as unlikely. This
realization leads to a certain cynicism on the
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56 The Irish word tuata
(adjective) means
originally ‘of the people’,
‘lay’ (as opposed to
ecclesiastical); as a
substantive it therefore
refers to a ‘lay person’.
Later it acquires more
pejorative associations of
rusticity and ignorance.

57 I use the Irish text given
in Nua-Dhuanaire, pt. 1,
49. The translation given
is by MacErlean,
Duanaire, pt. 1, 131–33.

58 See the line truidireacht
Bhéarla pléasca is
plubaireacht pluc [(with
his) stammering
jabbering English
exploding from
blubbering jaws],
MacErlean, Duanaire,
pt. 1, 82, line 2. Later in
the poem, the
unfortunate subject, who
allegedly attacked a lady
of the Barry family, is
described as a trudaire
tréith [a stuttering
coward], 86, line 5. Also
see the lines Geadh
trudaireacht gléir a
bhféadaid forgla a bhfuil
/ ag spriongar re
déanamh dréacht i
bhfocalaibh Scuit
[Nothing but the merest
mumbling can the best of
these attain who are
striving now to fashion
poems in the speech of
Scot (in Irish)], in
MacErlean, Duanaire,
pt. 3, 194–99 (194, lines
5–6).

59 Taking the pronoun é in
the fourth line to mean
‘it’ (referring to
suairceas), rather than
‘him’ (referring to fear
[man]). It is also
interesting to consider to
role of the verb that
governs suairceas as its
object here in view of a
possible homonymic
clash: the verb reac1 as
in Early Irish reic, verbal
noun of renaid [sells,
cries for sale, vends,

Mairg nach fuil ’na dhubhthuata, 
gé holc duine ’na thuata, 
i ndóigh go mbeinn mágcuarda 
idir na daoinibh duarca.

Mairg nach fuil ’na thrudaire 
eadraibhse, a dhaoine maithe,
ós iad is fearr chugaibhse, 
a dhream gan iúl gan aithne. 

Dá bhfaghainn fear mo mhalarta, 
ris do reacfainn an suairceas; 
do-bhéarfainn luach fallainge 
idir é ’gus an duairceas.

Ós mó cion fear deaghchulaith 
ná a chion de chionn bheith tréitheach, 
truagh ar chaitheas le healadhaingan 
é a-niogh ina éadach.

Ós suairc labhartha is bearta gach buairghiúiste
gan uaim gan aiste ’na theangain ná suanúchas,
mo thrua ar chreanas le ceannaraic cruaphrionta
ó bhuaic mo bheatha nár chaitheas le tuatúlacht.

Dáibhí Ó Bruadair, ‘Mairg nach fuil ’na dhubhthuata …’,
Nua-Dhuanaire, pt. 1, 49
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poet’s part so that he now regards his version
of suairceas as worth no more than the price
of a cloak. The stanza can be translated as
follows:

If I could find a man to trade with me, /
to him I’d sell suairceas [good taste] / I
would give the cost of a coat / (as the
difference) between it and duairceas
[poor taste]59

The fourth stanza rationalizes the hypothesis
of the third: since clothes now do make the
man, the poet regrets all that he has spent on
his art [ealadhain] at the expense of more
tangible material gain in the form of éadach
[clothes]. We are now back in the indicative
mood, except that this time the past tense
occurs in the third line, as the poet expresses
regret at a course of action not taken:

Ós mó cion fear deaghchulaith / ná a
chion de chionn bheith tréitheach / truagh
ar chaitheas le healadhain / gan é a-niogh
ina éadach
Fine clothes procure a man far more
respect / Than all the fame refinement
wins for him / Alas that all I spent in
learning’s quest / Is not upon me in the
shape of dress

Here ealadhain represents the technical
dimensions of poetry while suairceas
embodies a collective aesthetic standard
within a social framework. It is suairceas that
translates ealadhain, the poet’s skill and
expertise, into the public domain and gives it
social value, or at least should do in the
poet’s ideal world.60 So the poet’s concern
here is not so much with the technical aspects
of his art per se but rather with the 
socio-cultural issue of how that art is
received and appreciated.61

In the fifth and final stanza of the poem, we
are brought full circle, as it were, but to an
ironic dénouement. In recollection of the
noun tuata in the first stanza, the abstract 

tuatúlacht occurs in the context of the poet’s
regret that he has not espoused this very 
quality rather than having wasted his time 
and effort ‘at mastering hard print’
[ceannaraic cruaphrionta]. The structure of
this stanza mirrors that of the fourth; we 
have a causal clause introduced by ó
[because] with a main clause in the past
tense again introduced by an expression of
regret [mo thrua]. Now, however, a
transformation is recognized — those who
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peddles]; and the verb
reac2 as in Early Irish
reccaid [recites, narrates,
proclaims, broadcasts].
In later Irish, these two
verbs become
homonyms. I agree with
previous translators that
‘sell’ is the poet’s
primary intention here.
However, given the
indexical character of
linguistic forms in
general, in the sense that
the meaning of a form is
determined by the
characteristics of the
situation in which it is
used, including speaker,
addressee and discourse
context, I feel that is not
out of the question here
to posit an association
on Ó Bruadair’s part
with the other sense of
reac, given the concern
of the previous stanza
with the issue of verbal
performance. For a
discussion of the
indexical in language, see
the terms ‘index’ and
‘indexicality’ in the
subject index of
Alessandro Duranti,
Linguistic Anthropology
(Cambridge, 1997).
Furthermore, the verb
reac in the sense ‘sell’
also carries connotations
of betrayal, an
insinuation also
supported by its close
proximity here to
malairt, bearing in mind
Céitinn’s use of the
corresponding adjective
(malartach) to denote
Ireland’s fickleness in the
poem discussed above.

60 This recalls the
distinction made in
Togail Troí, discussed
above, between Minerva
as embodying technical
skill [eladain] and Venus
who was characterized
by her possession of
suairceas. 

Pity I’m not total-yokel 
(bad enough being mere yokel),
having to live among the locals
— and they’re surly folk here.

It’s a pity I can’t stutter
like the rest of you good people,
for that would suit you better, 
you thick misguided creatures.

If I met a man who’d swap me 
I’d give him pleasantries
And with the priceless wrap he 
Could shield himself from peasantries.

There’s more respect for fine feathers 
Than respect for any talent —
O if what I spent on art endeavours 
I’d spent on the latest fashions!

Though the chat and antics of those happy cannisters
lacks all wit and harmony, newness and clarity,
instead of spending all, wrestling with calligraphy,
I’m sorry I didn’t spend it on vulgarity.

Ó Bruadair: Selected Poems of Dáibhí Ó Bruadair,
translated and introduced by Michael Hartnett (Gallery 
Books, 1985), 28; translation of ‘Mairg nach fuil ’na
dhubhthuata’. By kind permission of the Estate of 
Michael Hartnett and The Gallery Press;
www.gallerypress.com 
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in the first stanza were duairc, the tuata,
uninitiated in the finer arts of poetry, are by
the final stanza ‘suairc in word and deed’:

Ós suairc labhartha is bearta gach
buairghiúiste / gan uaim gan aiste ’na
theangain ná suanúchas, / mo thrua ar
chreanas le ceannaraic cruaphrionta / ó
bhuaic mo bheatha nár chaitheas le
tuatúlacht
Since nought but the speech and the
actions of stolid boors finds favour now
/ Though devoid of all harmony,
humour, and freshness of wit is their
talk / Would that the money I wasted in
struggling with difficult print / From the
start of my life had been spent on
acquiring the rudeness of boors62

Here suairc, as a characteristic of deeds as
well of speech, bears a clear relation to
social performance in general and not just to
poetics. However, the terminology in the
second line has more specifically poetic
resonances than the editor’s translation
brings out. Both uaim and aiste can be taken
either as specific terms for different aspects
of poetic technique (alliteration and metre
respectively) or as general designations of the
creation and performance of poetry itself.63

This last reference is likely to the inferior
poetry that Ó Bruadair believes flourishes in
a time of cultural decline.64 

The rhetorical structure of the poem can be
summarized in diagrammatic fashion. The
light-shaded segments indicate those parts
where the poet is in the real world, so to
speak, where he acknowledges the prevailing
situation that is not at all to his liking. Here
Ó Bruadair addresses his audience, in
declarative and descriptive mode — in the
indicative mood grammatically speaking.
Here he also switches from third to first
person, relating his predicament as a poet to
the materialistic world in which he finds
himself:
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61 In other poems Ó
Bruadair has more to say
about the technical
aspects of his art. See for
example his use of the
phrase d’fheabhas air na
bhféithleann bhfis in the
poem ‘Is Mairg nár
Chrean re Maitheas
Saoghalta’, which Ó
Murchú explains as ‘due
to the excellence of my
tending the sinews of
poetry’. See Ó Murchú,
‘Is Mairg’, 60–61.

62 For the form giústa [fat-
bottomed, lazy person],
see Ó Dónaill, Foclóir
Gaeilge–Béarla (Baile
Átha Cliath, 1977).
More pertinently, we
have the following from
a prose introduction to
an eighteenth-century
poem: ‘Seán an Chalaidh
do tharcuisnigh fear
ealadhan d’áirithe maille
re n-a chóimhmeas le
giústa gruamdha
garbhchomhardach, gan
iúl gan eólas gan aithne’,
which translates as ‘Seán
an Chalaidh who
insulted a certain poet by
likening him to a
gloomy, rough-rhyming
giústa, without
knowledge or learning’,
see Torna [Tadhg Ó
Donnchadha], Seán na
Ráithíneach (Baile Átha
Cliath, 1954), 109, line
18. Note further the
verbal echoes here of our
poem above.

63 See Gerald Murphy,
Early Irish Metrics
(Dublin, 1961), 84 and
90. The word uaim
means literally the act of
sewing or stitching and
hence is used to refer to
the act of composing, or
putting a poem together.
On the other hand, aiste
refers originally to the
special characteristic or
quality of something and
may be used to denote a
special type of
performance, for
example aiste chrábuidh.
The two terms can be
regarded as
complementary here.

INDICATIVE
1. Mairg nach fuil ’na dhubhthuata

(PRESENT)
(gé holc duine ’na thuata)

CONDITIONAL
i ndóigh go mbeinn mágcuarda       
idir na daoinibh DUARCA

INDICATIVE
2. Mairg nach fuil ’na thrudaire …     

(PRESENT)
ós iad is fearr chugaibhse

CONDITIONAL
3. Dá bhfaghainn fear mo mhalarta,   

ris do reacfainn an SUAIRCEAS; 
do bhéarfainn luach fallainge
idir é ’gus an DUAIRCEAS

INDICATIVE
4. Ós mó cion fear deaghchulaith …

(PRESENT)       
truagh ar chaitheas le healadhain
(PAST)
gan é a-niogh ina éadach

5. Ós SUAIRC labhartha is bearta gach
búirghiúiste… 
(PRESENT)
mo thrua ar chreanas le ceannaraic
cruaphrionta 
… nár chaitheas le tuatúlacht
(PAST)



A basic transformation occurs in the poem
therefore which is reflected on several
linguistic levels: 

Lexical structure: suairc and duairc are
inverted to the extent that those who
were duairc in stanza one are suairc in
stanza five. The poet’s recognition of
this is prefigured by stanza three: the
new suairceas in society’s eyes, if not in
the poet’s, is represented by the price of
a cloak [luach fallainge]. 
Metrical structure: between stanzas four
and five there occurs a shift from older
syllabic to modern accentual verse, a
transition which seems to reflect the
conceptual transformation envisaged by
the poet.65

Morphological structure: the indicative
mood constitutes the poem’s basic
structural framework but it is disturbed
by a shift to the conditional mood as
represented by the dark-shaded areas,
where the poet imagines an escape from
his dilemma. Another aspect of the
poem’s rhetorical structure illuminates
this still further. In stanzas one and two,
the poet speaks in the present tense,
except for the second couplet in stanza
one. In stanzas four and five, however,
he has shifted to the past tense, since he
now expresses his regret at the course
his life and career have taken. In
between comes the pivotal stanza three
which presents a hypothetical solution
which is, in reality, no solution. 
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64 Compare the following,
from the 1730s, where
the poet Liam Mac
Coitir adjudicates in a
dispute between two
rival poets, Éamonn 
Ó Lúba and Dáibhí
Brún, as to their
respective merits. He
castigates Brún for
having sent his rival a
poem that was
technically deficient in
myriad ways, being gan
uaim gan aiste, gan
suairceas labhartha, gan
scéimh dána [without
alliteration, without
proper composition,
without suairceas of
speech, without the
beauty proper to a
poem]. See Risteárd Ó
Foghludha, ed., Cois na
Cora (Baile Átha Cliath,
1937), 63, line 11. This
collocation suairceas
labhartha is attested
elsewhere in eighteenth-
century poetry. 

65 The first four stanzas are
written in a loose form
of the classical syllabic
metre ae freislighe (73 +
72); the concluding verse
is composed in the new
accentual amhrán metre
based on sequences of
rhyming vowels. This
practice of composing
the body of a poem in
syllabic verse [rann] with
a concluding stanza in
the modern accentual
metre is of course
common in the
seventeenth century.

Geraldine O’Reilly
Stone Idols
1994
etching



Syntactic structure: stanzas one and two
are related to stanzas four and five, in
that the clause structure of the latter
pair is an inversion of the former:

Stanzas 1 and 2: Mairg (X), ós (Y)
A pity (X), since (Y)

Stanzas 4 and 5: Ós (Y), truagh/
mo thrua (X) 
Since (Y), a pity (X)

Studies of adverbial clauses in language in
general suggest that while postposed clauses
give information that more directly affects

or explains the content of the main clause,
preposed clauses are assumed to be an
already accepted part of discourse context.
Thus the preposing of the ós-clauses in
verses four and five indicates that the poet
has now accepted their premises as given. 

Correspondingly, the poet’s main clause
expressions of regret gain in communicative
dynamism in stanzas four and five, over and
above their equivalents in verses one and
two.66 This inversion has the pragmatic
effect of emphasizing his regret at courses of
action not taken in the past, given the
present situation in which he finds himself,
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66 See Erich Poppe, ‘The
Pragmatics of Complex
Sentences’, Journal of
Celtic Linguistics, 3
(1994), 1–34. The
position of adverbial
clauses like the ós-clause
here is a function of the
presentation and relative
weighting of
information. For more
general discussion
incorporating English-
language data, see
Wallace L. Chafe, ‘How
People Use Adverbial
Clauses’, Proceedings of
the Tenth Annual
Meeting of the Berkeley
Linguistics Society
(Berkeley, 1984),
437–49; V. Ramsay, ‘The
Functional Distribution
of Preposed and
Postposed “If” and
“When” Clauses in
Written Discourse’, in R.
S. Tomlin, ed.,
Coherence in Grounding
and Discourse
(Amsterdam, 1987),
383–408.

Geraldine O’Reilly
Relics
1994
etching



where the old duairc are the new suairc, a
transition that the hypothetical solution of
stanza three cannot pre-empt. The position
of verse three as a transition point in the
poem is enhanced by this chiastic
relationship between the stanzas that
precede and follow it.

For Ó Bruadair, as for Haicéad, suairceas is
the defining characteristic of poetry as
felicitous social and cultural practice. In the
poets’ ideal world, aesthetic and social value
are equated. It is the breakdown of this
correlation in the seventeenth century that
exercises the rhetoric and the invective of
both poets. 

Conclusion

Suairceas represents an ideal of social
conduct and performance which is applied
principally to individuals prior to 1600. Its
remit is then extended to include
evaluations of social, political and cultural
change in the seventeenth century.
Important here is the pragmatic or indexical
reach of language to evoke distinct, though
related, cultural and historical associations
which are then filtered through
contemporary ideology. Thus the intimate
connection between suairceas and the erotic

prefigures the intimacy of the relationship
between sovereign (male) and sovereignty
(female).67 When this relationship breaks
down, suairceas is deemed absent. An
important aspect of the rhetoric of
seventeenth-century poetry in Irish is a
prelapsarian nostalgia for an age in which
the dominant poetic aesthetic was equated
with social worth and status. In the old
world order that Ó Bruadair hankered after,
the connection between the social and
aesthetic, as represented by the poetic craft,
was an intimate one, governed as it was by
the reciprocity of the poet–patron nexus on
the political, cultural and ideological levels,
the poet earning remuneration by providing
his patron with a legitimization in verse of
the social and political status quo. The late
sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries
saw a gradual weakening of this connection,
a decline accentuated by war, plantation and
the spread of English common law. What
was once of social value was now
increasingly devalued in a society that, from
the poet’s perspective, was more and more
concerned with material value as a marker
of social worth. In such a context, suairceas
functions not simply as a meta-poetic term
for the evaluation of poetry itself, but also
of necessity, as a slogan of reaction, and,
chiefly, resistance to change — in other
words, a social and cultural critique.68
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67 We might note also that
the same characterization
of the relationship
between patron and his
chief poet as spouse is
also common, where the
poet is termed a leannán
fileadh [lover-poet]. See
Breatnach ‘The Chief’s
Poet’, 40–48.

68 I would like to thank my
friend and colleague
Breandán Ó Buachalla,
University of Notre
Dame, for discussing
aspects of this essay with
me. Of course, I alone
am responsible for the
contents of the final
printed version.
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The O’Donnels sent a servant to look for
him. The servant finding no trace of him, his
family concluded that he must have fallen
into the sea; the local country people,
however, insisted that the fairies had carried
him away. A month after Bryan’s
disappearance, his son, Manus, went out
walking by the shore and was astounded to
see his father coming towards him ‘with a
cheerful countenance and more fresh and
fair than ever’. They embraced and the old
man enquired about the rest of the family.
They then walked to a place where a boat
lay at anchor. The old man said he had
something to show him and that they would
have to go out to sea. He asked him to fetch
fire, which they would want on the journey.
Manus fetched two burning turf from a
cabin while his father procured an oak stick
and an auger or drill; they then put to sea. 

After they had rowed some distance, Bryan
instructed Manus to ship the oars and he
began to bore a hole in the bottom of the
boat with the auger. His astonished son
asked if he intended to drown them; he
replied that he intended to sink the boat and
that nothing but death would hinder him.
The hole bored, water came rushing into the
boat. Bryan now kindled the oak stick which
burned like a candle. The boat was now
sinking but no water came in over the sides;
it stood instead like a wall around it and an

arch over it. By rising and lowering the fiery
stick, Bryan was able to determine the speed
at which the boat sank and, having reached
what he thought an appropriate depth, he
began to sail the boat with the stick; when
he held it at the head of the boat, the water
fled from it and receded towards the stern,
and so pushed the boat into the vacuum
ahead of it.

At length, they reached an open sea; they
were still under water, which arched over
this submarine sea like a canopy. In the
distance Manus saw a beautiful island, the
light of which was more bright and
enlivening than the sun, yet not so hot and
dazzling; this was the island of O’Brazeel.
His father told him to row towards it. On
reaching this ‘happy coast’, the beauties of
which were beyond description, they saw
‘delicious fountains, purling rills, shady
groves, ripening grain, flowery meadows,
flourishing fruit trees … fruit and grain in
full perfection; with cattle grazing on fair
enamelled fields and pastures’. They came
ashore and walked to a farmer’s house. The
farmer came running out to greet them,
invited them into his cabin and treated them
to two glasses of excellent liquor and a
genteel dinner. Bryan explained to the
farmer that he was the stranger who had
been at the governor’s house a month earlier
and that Manus was his son, whom the
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A Voyage to O’Brazeel (1752) and other Glimpses 
of the Irish Atlantis
Michael Griffin and Breandán Mac Suibhne

One morning in the reign of Elizabeth I, when the Reformation 
was still in its infancy, Bryan O’Donnel of Cloughaneely,
north-west Donegal, went for a walk along the shore. He did
not return from his walk.
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governor had allowed to be brought to the
island. The farmer then accompanied them
to the governor’s house where they were
warmly received. Manus felt as if he were in
fairyland. The governor arrived and related
the history of the island, explaining how it
came to sink and how its people learned
that they could repel water from the sinking
island by burning oak. Manus then asked
him how the people prevented their
population increasing beyond what the land
could bear; in answering this question, the
governor explained the island’s property
system, which he illuminated with a love
story, ‘The Story of Verdone and Moyla’.
That evening, after dinner, Bryan asked the
governor to detail the government, laws and
religion of the island for them. The

O’Donnels were impressed with what they
heard until the governor elaborated on the
form of Christianity practised in O’Brazeel.
‘You stripped religion too bare,’ Bryan said
after listening to him; the rituals ‘looked
naked wanting those ornaments, and dress
which all other Christians use.’ After some
discussion, the governor gave them a
document, A Summary of the Christian
Faith, which they were permitted to take
with them when they left. Bryan had wanted
to stay, but the governor insisted that a
good man ought to go, not where he would
get most good, but where he could do most
good. They took their leave, set out to sea,
and, returning the same way they came,
soon reached the Irish shore.
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The title page of The Ulster
Miscellany; also the title
page of A Voyage, the first
and longest item in the
volume, showing an earlier
publication date.
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A preamble attributed to an anonymous
editor claims that this story, published as A
Voyage to O’Brazeel (1752), was translated
from a manuscript written in Irish by the
narrator, Manus O’Donnel. Such claims are
a familiar device in eighteenth-century
literature; the style and theme of the text
point to it being a mid-eighteenth-century
English-language composition. The notion
of an impartial editor, translating a late
sixteenth- or early seventeenth-century Irish-
language manuscript, establishes an ironic
mode of address, adding authenticity to a
fantastical tale while emphasizing that the
tale is fantastic. A Voyage, then, is a fiction
within a fiction about a journey to a
phantasmal island lying beyond the horizon
of a district undergoing conquest and
colonization, during which the visitors —
themselves natives being displaced by
settlers — and the island’s inhabitants
discuss the relationship between government
and culture, particularly religion. The
concern here is to locate this text in a wider
socio-cultural and literary context, and, in
that context, to examine the function of the
ideal society of O’Brazeel in it and some
related works. A central contention is that A
Voyage is a product of early Patriot efforts
to re-imagine the relationship of
Catholics/natives and Protestants/settlers by
recourse to Gaelic history and literature.
These efforts found a coherent political
expression in the radical Patriotism of the
1780s, when Irish Catholics, Protestants
and Dissenters were represented as
constituting a single nation with Milesian
ancestors. A Voyage confines itself to more
modest imaginings. It insists that
Protestantism is the purer form of
Christianity but draws on Gaelic mythology
and represents the pre-conquest élite as a
civilized, reasonable and ‘good’ people;
most importantly, the use of a curious role
reversal — Protestants are the natives
anxious about the arrival of Catholic

settlers — creates an ambiguity that is not
dispelled by the apparent resolution when
the O’Donnels return to Ireland.

I

[T]his Book is the Product of our own
Soil: A generous minded Man has a
natural Propensity to favour everything
that is peculiar to his native Country;
being, in some Sort, of a Piece with
himself; and therefore, justly Prides
himself in its Perfections, and
endeavours to palliate its Failings.
— Anon., ‘To the Very Worthy the

Gentlemen of the North of Ireland’
[Editor’s Introduction], in The
Ulster Miscellany (1753)

A Voyage is the longest single piece (64
pages) in The Ulster Miscellany, a 386-page
anthology of prose, verse and drama
published (without explicitly identifying the
editor, authors, printer or place of
publication) in 1753.1 The earlier date on
the title page of A Voyage leaves open the
possibility that it had already appeared in
another format but there is no evidence of
prior publication. After A Voyage, the
longest items in the volume are two series of
fables, Advice to a Son (61 pages) and The
Brute Philosophers (19 pages), both of
which are also dated 1752, and a comic
play, The Ladies Monitor; or, The Way of
the Army (47 pages). Poems, riddles,
epigrams and songs constitute the remainder
of the Miscellany. The subject matter of
these items varies greatly. There are ‘poems
on religious subjects’ and ‘thoughts on
various subjects’; humorous and pastoral
poems; verses on political affairs and
epitaphs and mock-epitaphs for public
figures; poems on astrology and astronomy;
love-songs and ballads, and ‘advice’ in verse
and prose. In general, however, the concerns
of young men are ubiquitous. There are
many pieces in praise of women, several
drinking songs, and items on hunting,
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1 In 1888 Patrick Traynor,
a Dublin bookseller, told
a customer that he
believed James Blow of
Belfast had printed the
Miscellany and that the
historian R. R. Madden
(1798–1886) had shared
this opinion: see letter of
Traynor to L. M. Ewart,
Belfast, 29 Feb. 1888,
enclosed in Linenhall
Library, Belfast, BPB
1753.6. Nevertheless,
there is no reference to
the volume in The
Belfast Newsletter of the
early to mid-1750s nor is
there any mention of it
in extant advertizements
by Blow (or any other
Belfast printer). More-
over, there is not a single
reference to the town of
Belfast in the Miscellany
itself and very few to its
hinterland. It is more
likely that a Dublin
printer published it. See
Breandán Mac Suibhne,
ed., Another Island:
Selections from The
Ulster Miscellany (1753)
(Dublin, forthcoming);
for a discussion of some
verse, see Andrew
Carpenter, ‘Peculiar
Pastorals: Swift, Delany
and Orrery in The Ulster
Miscellany’, in Rudolf
Freiburg, Arno Löffler
and Wolfgang Zach,
eds., Swift: The
Enigmatic Dean
(Tübingen, 1998),
15–26. 



gambling and card-playing. Although some
pieces warn of the dangers of ‘dogs, horses,
women, wine, and play’, a rakish joie de vivre
characterizes much of the material.2 Some of
it is bawdy. ‘On a Beautiful Hill near Athy’,
for instance, puns too obviously on ‘a thigh’
while the four-verse ‘A Song on a Cane’ is an
extended series of double entendres:

It was as strong as hazle wood,
And faith it was no stronger:
In length it was a large cloth yard,
And not one hair’s breadth longer.
It was so stiff, it woudn’t bend
With all his weight upon it:
And if any man durst him offend,
He’d — run away, as fast as he cou’d
And so I end my sonnet.3

‘Lockart’s Wattle’ is a more explicit (and more
humorous) song of ten verses on another
impressive batta maigh buy [Irish, bata maith
buí; lit. fine yellow rod; fig. penis]:

As Lockart walk’d out thro’ his land,
Was viewing his corn and his grass,
Both he and his wattle did stand,
At the sight of a clever young lass.
So hey the wattle, the wattle,
And hey the batta maigh buy!
Of all the wattles on earth
Brave Lockart’s long wattle for me.4

A few pieces, such as this epigram on
friendship and truth, might be considered
crude: ‘He that desires another to tell him his
faults, is like one groping the seat of a bog-
house in the dark, searching for what he
would be lo[a]th to find’.5 And the following
riddle is scarcely above the level of bog-house
graffiti:

The chaplain on Sunday must use me in 
part,

At church I’m half text, and at dinner 
half tart;

I’m always in torment, yet always in 
heart.

In T——d I begin, and I end in a F——t.6

The volume includes striking vignettes of the
ordinary and the everyday — work-scenes,
customs associated with seasonal festivals,
country-girls shivering in fine fashions, and
the flurry of excitement caused by the arrival
of show-men at a fair or market. Similarly,
some epigrams powerfully convey the socio-
economic realities of the 1740s and early
1750s: ‘Tenants, now-a-days, are like white
candles, if you pinch them too close, you will
make them run.’7 And there is a remarkable
series of ‘Scotch songs’ that evoke the
natural and built environment of north
Donegal and, importantly, sympathetically
represent the culture and concerns of its
Dissenter communities. ‘The Gartan
Courtship. A Pastoral Night-piece’ is a series
of appeals by Robin, a young man, to
‘bonny Jenny’ to ‘quat that purring wheel’,
slip past her mother and walk with him
beneath the moon:

The night is pleasant, lown, and clear,
Ye’ll see the muntains far and near;
Ald Doowish wi’ his lowtin back,
And Mukkish like a lang peet stack;
Proud Argill wi’ his tow’ring height,
Sets off the beauty of the night;
White-wash’d shortsine, yon glebe house 

wa
By meen-light shines like driven sna’.
A’ things luick charming to the view,
But nought sae charming luicks as you.
The meen alang the welkin scuds,
And cuts her way thro’ justling cluds;
Ye’d think that a’ the starns abeen,
We’re gathering round their passing 

queen;
And pleas’d to see her shine sae braw,
Forming her train baith great and sma’.
A showman on a market day,
Thro’ gaping crouds thus clears his way,
And marches proudly up the street,
Wi’ a’ the weans at his feet.
Come out, my dear, and luick about ye,
There’s naithing pleasant here without ye.
I doubt ye darna for ye’r mither,
Wha ne’er wad let us meet the gither,
But yonder she’s tane up, you see,
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In deep discourse wi’ Katrin Lee:
The twa ald wives ayont the fire,
Are fettled to their hearts’ desire;
To light, to smoak, to shagh about,
And clatter till their pipe be out;
Twa paddling duicks in April rain,
Seem not of ither half sae fain …8

It has been argued that composition in
Scotch — and the songs in the Miscellany,
in particular — constituted a self-conscious
amplification of social and cultural
difference and, more especially, Dissenters’
resentment of Episcopalians.9 That
argument requires modification, not least
because, as established below, one (and
perhaps another) of these songs was not
composed by a Dissenter, but also because it
does not take account of the Scottish poet
Allan Ramsay’s immense popularity, which
extended beyond Dissenter communities and
provided a model for pastoral verse —
poetry with an idyllic rural setting,
portraying the good, though sometimes
boisterous, rural life — in the north of
Ireland. Yet, while some of these pieces are
ventriloquized, they are still coherent
expressions of Dissenters’ concerns; they are
anti-tithe, anti-prejudice and hostile to the
Episcopalian establishment.10

�

None of the contributors to the Miscellany
is identified by name but initials — usually
a single letter but, for three authors, two
letters — are appended to about half of the
shorter items, that is, the items in Sections
V–VII (pages 197–386, accounting for half
of the volume). Several contributors to these
sections supply pieces on the same topics,
including responses to each other’s work,
revealing the Miscellany to have been the
production of a coterie. Judging from the
dates attached to a dozen or so items, that
coterie, or at least a core group, had
functioned for several years, probably about
a decade, prior to the publication of the
Miscellany; a few items have earlier dates,

but most dated pieces were composed in the
mid- to late 1740s.11 Topographical
references throughout the volume place the
coterie’s centre of gravity in north Donegal
and other references reveal Matthew
Draffen (c.1703–85), rector of the parish of
Gartan (1736–85), to have been one of its
key figures.12 Draffen — the contributor
whose pieces are signed M. — is not
difficult to identify. The editor includes the
following ‘advertisement’ on the reverse of
the Miscellany’s title page:

A Reverend Gentleman, who took some
Pains to promote a Subscription for this
Book, and cannot now be conceal’d; is
not willing that his Character should
either rise or fall by the Praise or
Censure this Book may meet with;
therefore has desired me to mark all his
Pieces with the Letter M, which I have
accordingly done. Other gentlemen who
have contributed to this Collection,
being unknown desire to remain so.

M. provides some additional clues to his
identity, setting one of his contributions —
the Scotch song ‘The Gartan Courtship’
quoted above — in his own parish;
revealing his first name in a verse addressed
to a woman with whom he played cards,
and hinting at his full-name in ‘The
Author’s Own Epitaph’:

Here lies M——w D——n, a man much 
expos’d,

For aiming at good, but mistaking the 
means:

Whose labours in Christ had been 
happily clos’d,

Could his skill in address but have 
equal’d his pains.

Was the rich man’s contempt, but the 
poor man’s delight,

Was one of great zeal, but of no great 
discretion:

Was very sincere, but not very polite;
And both knew too well, and too ill his 

profession.13
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Another Island.

11 The earliest dated pieces
are ‘A Ballad on the
Reduction of the Gold’
(1737), a poem
rubbishing astrology
‘written in the time of
the Great Frost, 1740’
and ‘True Politicks, or
E[nglan]d’s Interest, with
A Word of Advice’
(1741); see UM, 310–11,
311–13, 337–38.

12 The majority of
topographical references
are to places in north-
west Ulster, particularly
north Donegal; they
include Cloughaneely,
Fannet, Gartan, the
Laggan, Raphoe,
Croachan-Hill, the Finn,
and Burndale. Also, the
only book mentioned in
the Miscellany for which
a place of publication is
given is an edition of
Poor Robin’s Almanac
published in Derry in
1746; it is cited in a
footnote to a poem
deriding a Derry
astrologer’s doggerel
verses ‘where line and
line as vilely kipple / as
when a fool rins wi’ a
cripple’. See UM,
373–75.

13 UM, 199. Draffen’s
actual obituary read:
‘Strabane, died on Wed.
last, most sincerely
regretted by all who had
the pleasure of his
acquaintance, the Rev.
Matt Draffen of Gartan.
In him the poor have lost
the best of friends, as his
house and purse were
always open to relieve
their wants. He was a
good and loving
husband, a tender father
and an affectionate
friend.’ See Strabane
Journal, 1 Nov. 1785.



Draffen was born about 1703 near
Carrickmacross, County Monaghan, most
probably across the county-line in Cavan
where there were still Draffens in the 1800s.
His father, a ‘private gentleman’, had
apparently fled from Scotland to Ireland
after the Battle of Bosworth Brig (1679),
when the crown crushed the last
parliamentarian hold-outs. Educated by Rev.
Richard Hartley in the Royal School in
Raphoe, County Donegal, he entered Trinity
College Dublin in 1719 as a ‘sizar’, meaning
a poor student required to wait on staff and
students; he graduated with a BA in 1723.
Appointed curate of Killygarvan
(Rathmullan, north Donegal) in 1729, he
became rector of Gartan seven years later.14

Gartan was scarcely a desirable benefice.

Stretching across the northern foothills of
the Derryveagh Mountains, it was sparsely
populated — there was no village — and
the minister’s ‘hearers’ accounted for only
about a third of his parishioners, the
remainder being Catholics and
Presbyterians. When first appointed to the
parish, Draffen had no glebe-house and he
lived for six years in a ‘low inconvenient
cabbin, ill-built with stone and mud’,
farming about twenty acres and struggling
to raise a fraction of his tithes. In addition,
Gartan was off the beaten track. A poor
road linked it to Letterkenny, a market-
town some ten miles to the east, but the
main road out of that town ran further
north; another stretched across the
mountains connecting the parish to the
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village of Kilmacrenan and a rough track
ran through Muckish Gap to Cloughaneely,
the district where A Voyage begins. As late
as the 1830s a man who had travelled the
length and breadth of Ireland described the
latter road as passing through ‘the wildest
tract of country I ever saw’.15 But here
Draffen remained until his death in 1785. In
1741, £50 from Nicholas Forster, the bishop
of Raphoe, and a grant of £200 from the
Trustees of First Fruits, allowed him to turn
the ‘smoaky cabin’ where he had been living
into a byre, and to erect a two-storey house
of ‘stone, lime, timber and slates’. He
married a few years later — possibly to a
woman named Hannah to whom he
dedicates a poem in the Miscellany — and
raised a family.16

No other member of the coterie can be as
easily or as securely identified, but three
verses by Draffen on a card-game place him
in the social circle of William Wray
(c.1708–87) of Ards, the dominant gentry
figure in north Donegal in the middle years
of the century; Ards is in the parish of
Clondahorky [Dunfanaghy], north-west of
Draffen’s parish.17 Wray’s father having
died when he was about fifteen, his mother
had sent him to Dublin to be educated by a
Rev. MacMullan of Stafford Street; he
entered Trinity in 1726 but, inheriting the
estate when he came of age, he returned to
Donegal without graduating. Wray — who
is likely to have been the contributor who
added the initial W. to his pieces — had
grand vision. He greatly extended the family
seat and was the prime mover in laying a
paved road over Lough Salt Mountain,
linking Ards to the village of Kilmacrenan
and greatly shortening the journey to
Letterkenny. And Wray lived hard,
entertaining ladies and gentlemen — and
their retinues of servants — in lavish style.
In 1781, after years of extravagance, he had
to sell his entire estate to defray debts; he
died, apparently in Bristol, about 1787.18

His only son, also William, had predeceased
him, drinking himself to death in a Parisian

garret in the early 1780s. Years later, the
fate of the younger man — sometimes
blamed for his father’s debts — would be
cast up to prodigal sons around
Dunfanaghy: ‘Don’t be like William Wray,
who spent his time playing cards and
gambling and broke his mother’s heart.’19

‘Old Wullie Wray’s’ ambition and
extravagance — the characteristics along
with eccentricity that feature most
prominently in popular histories — contrast
with Draffen’s more humble existence in his
first years in Gartan. But Draffen and Wray
had one formative experience in common;
they were both products of Trinity College
Dublin in the 1720s. Dublin in that decade
— and particularly the bookshops and
coffee-shops, theatres and taverns that
triangulated the world of Trinity
undergraduates — was a forcing house for
the development of popular Patriotism. In
1720, after two decades of economic decline
(commonly attributed to British restrictions
on Irish trade), the Declaratory Act — the
sharp instrument by which Westminster
claimed a right to legislate for Ireland —
dispelled many Irish Protestants’ illusions
about English perceptions of them. A
succession of controversies followed —
notably, the Wood’s Halfpence scandal,
when a relative of the king’s mistress
received the contract for Irish coinage —
creating a highly-charged political
atmosphere; at the same time, high
unemployment and high food prices (due to
poor harvests) made working people
restive.20 Indignation found expression in
rows and riots — many involving the ‘half-
educated would-be gentlemen’ of Trinity —
and pamphlets and political tracts.21 

Independent of that indignation, yet
increasingly informed by it, there was an
expanding élite interest in Gaelic culture,
particularly music — signified by the
celebrity of Tarlach Ó Cairealláin [Turlough
O’Carolan] — but also literature and
history. The first collection of the blind
harper’s music was published in Dublin in
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15 Letterkenny, 18 Sept.
1835, John O’Donovan
to Thomas Larcom, in
Michael O’Flanagan, ed.,
Letters Containing
Information Relative to
the Antiquities of the
County of Donegal
Collected during the
Progress of the
Ordnance Survey in
1835 (Bray, 1927), 52

16 UM, 275. On the
building of the new
glebe-house, see Trinity
College Dublin, MS
2215 Memorial of
Matthew Draffen to
Trustees for the First
Fruits in the Kingdom of
Ireland

17 UM, 359–60. These
verses refer to a woman
named Angel, an unusual
name but a common one
in the Wray family, and
another named Anna
Stuart [sic]; they also
locate the card-game in
Faugher, a townland
midway between the
Wrays’ seat at Ards and
that of the Stewarts at
Horn Head.

18 Charlotte Violet Trench,
The Wrays of Donegal
(Oxford, 1945), 132–45

19 Trench, Wrays of
Donegal, 146–47; also
see Bernard Burke,
Vicissitudes of Families
(London, new edn.
1883), vol. 1, 350–67.
There is some
uncertainty about the
broken-hearted mother’s
name, different sources
referring to her as Mary
and Anne; Trench,
Wrays of Donegal, 138,
settles on Mary Anne.
Mariamne seems a
plausible option. There is
a poem by W. addressed
to a woman named
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Miscellany; one suspects
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1721. Plays such as Rotherick O’Connor,
King of Connaught, performed in 1720, and
prose pieces, notably Hibernia Freed (1722),
explored the Gaelic past. In 1724 William
Nicolson, bishop of Derry, published The
Irish Historical Library, a volume that
established Gaelic learning and literature,
previously dismissed or disregarded by
Protestant writers, as both a source and
subject for serious scholarship.22 Richard
Baldwin, provost of Trinity in the 1720s,
was a rigid authoritarian whose insistence
on political orthodoxy — and paranoia
about Jacobitism — alienated the student
body. Jonathan Swift, meanwhile, was in his
prime, a counter to the orthodoxy of the
provost; his most controversial political
interventions, The Drapier’s Letters
(1724–25), A Short View of the State of
Ireland (1728), and A Modest Proposal
(1729), date from these years, as does his
greatest literary work, Gulliver’s Travels
(1726); they all reflect on Ireland’s unequal
relationship with Britain.23

Henry Brooke of Rantavan, near Mullagh,
County Cavan, was the most ‘conspicuous
literary patriot’ to emerge from both Trinity
in the 1720s and from the shadow of
Swift.24 The son of a rector, his father’s
parish bordered that of Swift’s friend Dr.
Thomas Sheridan in whose school he was
educated. He entered Trinity a year after
Draffen and, on graduation in 1724, he
went to London to study law. He returned
to Ireland in 1740, already a literary
celebrity on account of a volume of poetry,
Universal Beauty (1735), which had
impressed Pope, and a play Gustavus Vasa
(1739), which government, conceiving it to
be an attack on the prime minister, had
banned from the London stage. He would
later write a successful novel, The Fool of
Quality (1765–70), but spent much of the
1740s and 1750s writings plays and
political tracts. In 1743–44 he and a cousin,
Robert Digby, were involved in an aborted
plan to publish a collection of tales based
on Gaelic history and literature that

included a journey to ‘the Island of O
Brazil’; the plan went no further than A
Prospectus of a Work to be Entitled
Ogygian Tales; Or, A Curious Collection of
Irish Fables, Allegories and Histories, from
the Relations of Fintane the Aged, for the
Entertainment of Cathal Crove Darg,
during that Prince’s Abode in the Island of
O Brazil.25 An interest in Gaelic culture
does not imply political radicalism. Brooke,
for instance, was a fair-weather friend to
Irish Catholics. In 1745, when the Jacobites
rose in Scotland, his Farmer’s Letters scare-
mongered about Papists’ intentions in
Ireland; their tranquillity, he warned, 
was a ploy to lull Protestants into a false
sense of security; a similar calm had
preceded the ‘bloody massacre’ of 1641 and
the same might happen again. But by 1760,
he was being paid to produce propaganda
squibs for the Catholic Committee and he
would turn again by the middle of the
decade, editing the bitterly anti-Catholic
Freeman’s Journal.26

Draffen and Wray can be tenuously
connected to Brooke and Digby, and more
firmly to Patriots’ resort to the Gaelic past
and Gaelic culture and learning, as they
sought to re-imagine both the relationship
of Ireland to Britain and, within Ireland,
that of Catholics to Protestants. Wray’s
connection to Brooke and Digby is
genealogical: his mother, Anne Brooke, was
one of the Brookes of Colebrooke, County
Fermanagh; Henry Brooke was related to
(and occasionally supported by) that
family.27 Wray’s sister, Angel, married
Ralph Babington of Greenfort, north
Donegal, in 1734; they had a daughter,
Katherine, who married Owen Digby in
1770; Owen, a most unusual name for an
eighteenth-century Irish Protestant, was
almost certainly a relative, perhaps a son, of
the Gaelophile Robert Digby.28 Their
attendance in Trinity in the same years
aside, Draffen’s connection to Brooke is, in
the first instance, geographic; he had been
born on the Cavan–Monaghan border. But 
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Draffen can be further connected to the
burgeoning interest in Gaelic learning. In
1742 Thomas Comerford published The
History of Ireland from the Earliest Account
of Time, to the Invasion of the English under
King Henry II. Essentially an
unacknowledged re-telling of Keating based
on Dermod O’Connor’s English translation
of 1723, it valorizes the ancient Gaelic past.
Comerford dedicates the volume to ‘The
People of Ireland’ and attributes the
character of being ‘a worthy, brave and
generous people’ to the ‘new race of Irish’, a
comment which a recent commentator takes
as an indication that Comerford — about
whom nothing else is known — may have
been a Protestant.29 Judging from the
surnames of the subscribers to the book, it
seems likely that he was from south Leinster;
it is possible that he may have belonged to a
prominent Kilkenny family. The subscribers,
who were mainly young men in their mid-
twenties, included Thomas Draffen.30 This
man was almost certainly a relation of

Matthew, probably a brother, and is likely to
have been the contributor who appended the
initial T. to his pieces in the Miscellany; T.
was close to Matthew — he supplies a poem
on his marriage — and familiar with north-
west and south-west Ulster, and, significantly,
he was also well acquainted with south
Leinster, mentioning the city of Kilkenny and
its hinterland in a number of pieces.31

The Miscellany is the mixed political bag of
mid-eighteenth-century Patriotism. The
contributors are loyal to the constitution in
church and state — there are many poems
and songs rejoicing in the victory over the
Stuarts at Culloden (1745) — but there is
also a resentment of British infringements
on Ireland’s commercial and constitutional
freedom and a pronounced attachment to
place, most strikingly expressed in the
Scotch songs. Indeed, an affection for things
‘Irish’ is evident throughout the Miscellany. 
In the play, The Ladies Monitor, for
instance, colourful asides delivered in Irish
make Paddy, an (illegally) armed Catholic
watchman, a sympathetic figure. In the
following passage, the foppish lawyer
Litigious is looking for a candle to read a
letter he has received. Finding the watch-
house empty, he calls for Paddy and beats
him when he arrives for neglecting his
duties. Paddy placates him by responding
obsequiously in English while cursing him in
an aside delivered in Irish:

Litigious … I’m impatient to see the
contents — hold, I’ll get a candle
in the watch-house — the rascals!
There’s not one of them here.
Hey, the watch, hey.

Enter Paddy.

Paddy Did you call, sir?
Litigious Yes, I caall’d sir, and bawl’d sir; is

this the way you watch the town,
you rascal, we may all be robb’d
while you’re sotting in the ale-
house.

Henry Brooke, reproduced
from Wilson, comp.,
Brookiana, vol. 1, title-page
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interest in Gaelic culture in the district where A Voyage is set. A lump of white limestone with red
veining was associated in myth with Balor, a one-eyed giant, beheading a farmer named Faola; this
distinctive stone — Cloch [stone] Ceann [head] Faola — gave the district its name. In 1774, the local
landlord, Wybrants Olphert, and his wife Sarah raised it on a rubble-pillar approximately twelve-feet tall
near their seat at Ballyconnell, apparently to mark their marriage. John O’Donovan, who saw ‘this very
conspicuous object’ in 1834, commented that ‘some say that “Wyby” was a fool for going to the trouble
of elevating it on a pillar, but others think that he was a good gentleman, of real patriotic feeling and
correct taste.’ See Crossroads, 15 Sept. 1835, John O’Donovan to Thomas Larcom, in O’Flanagan,
County of Donegal, 50; Alistair Rowan, Northwest Ulster: The Counties of Londonderry, Donegal,
Fermanagh, Tyrone (Harmondsworth, 1979), 291. Photograph: Donnchadh Ó Baoill



Paddy ’Tis a wery cold night, sir, 
and I was getting a dram just
hard by here, sir, I did not think
no harm at all, sir.

Litigious Don’t tell me of your drams,
sirrah, must I stand waiting on
your leisure — take that, sirrah,
to put you in mind of your duty.
(Beats him)

Paddy O dear sir, an’t please your
lawship, I am a poor ignorant
watchman, that does not know
my manners; gut guit a’n deuol
da chree essoud. (Aside) [May the
devil steal your heart out of you]

Litigious Lawship! That’s well enough —
well, sir, come into the watch-
house with your candle, till I read
this letter.32

A Voyage, the longest piece in the Miscellany
and the one chosen to open it, is not the only
item in the volume that engages the Gaelic
past. Mattheo and Honora, a long poem by
T. set in Kilkenny (which appears to concern
Matthew and Hannah Draffen), includes a
Patriot redaction of Irish history in which
Henry II’s invasion is the pivot on which
Ireland turned from freedom and prosperity
to oppression and poverty:

When England’s Henry, second of the 
name, 

To make a conquest of this island came;
Call’d oe’r at first to help an injur’d 

king;
Oh fatal call! What mischiefs did it 

bring?
The Irish sea, the British forces past,
Help’d Dermot first, but help’d 

themselves at last.
The people’s property, they did devour,
And so, by force, usurp’d the sov’reign 

pow’r.33

Little over a generation later, when
paramilitary Volunteer companies
spearheaded the rise of radical Patriotism,
that version of history — in which the pre-

conquest past was a land of milk and honey
— achieved a wide currency, appearing in
songs and pamphlets and newspaper
articles.34 Dr. William Crawford
(c.1739–1800), Presbyterian minister of
Strabane, produced the most scholarly
redaction of this narrative in his two-volume
History of Ireland (1783). Crawford, whose
brother was later a leading United Irishman,
traces the history of the Irish nation from
‘our Milesian ancestors’ to the achievement
of legislative independence in 1782 and
represents Irish as ‘our native tongue’. In an
introductory section, he concedes that ‘the
light in which the designs of the Roman
Catholics, from the time of Queen Elizabeth,
are here viewed, differs greatly from that in
which they have been placed by the
generality of Protestant historians’. He
concludes an analysis of the Rising of 1641
— the defining event in Protestant history —
by arguing that lurid sectarian accounts,
particularly that of Sir John Temple (‘the
most partial, the most exaggerated, and the
most absurd’), should be ‘buried in
everlasting oblivion’. And the author’s eyes
remained firmly fixed on radical reform in
Ireland, specifically the extension of the
franchise to Catholics; Crawford expressed a
hope that his book might ‘be instrumental in
promoting the interest of a set of men who,
both in respect to their religious and civil
rights, have, until of late, laboured under
intolerable oppression.’ The subscribers
included the now-ruined Wray.35

Crawford’s History was part of an effort to
will a ‘united, happy and powerful nation’
into being; that was an effort to which
Wray had already made a significant
contribution.36 In 1781, when his debts
(and those of his son and heir) were forcing
the sale of his estate, he donated a site for a
Catholic chapel at Derryart. In the twentieth
century, local Catholics remembered that
‘Old Wullie Wray was good to the poor, and
he gave the land that Doe chapel now
stands on for nothing and he sent five horse
loads of wattles to pale it in’.37 The chapel,
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one of sixteen erected with Protestant
support in the diocese of Raphoe in the mid-
1780s, opened in 1784. Matthew Draffen
died the following year. His politics at the
close are unknown, but an event in Wexford
over a decade later is intriguing. Draffen’s
son, Frederick Draffen (c.1740–1831) was
rector of the parish of Ardcolm in County
Wexford in the late 1790s. Although married
to Elizabeth Cox, a member of a prominent
conservative family, Draffen made great
efforts, at the height of the backlash against
Catholics after the 1798 Rising, to ensure the
safety of a priest, John Dixon, who was
accused of supporting the republicans.
Government punished him for his liberal
stance, rejecting his claim for damages of
£107 sustained in the Rising.38

II

Belief in O’Brazeel (also Hy-Brazil, from the
Irish Uí Bhreasail) lay deep in the popular
culture of communities along the Irish coast.
Conceived as a submarine island or else a
magical island shrouded in fog, it was only
occasionally glimpsed by the people of the
mainland who called it Tír fé Thoinn [The
Submarine Country], Má Meala [Plain of
Honey, or Fortunate Isle], Í na Beatha [Isle
of Life], and Tír na mBuadha [Land of
Talents].39 North Donegal people, however,
may have believed more firmly than others
in its existence — they had souvenirs. In the
1500s, a horn of a ram reputed to have
been captured by Murchadh Mac Suibhne
on the Fortunate Isle, was used as a wine
vessel in Killydonnell Friary (est. 1471),
close to the district in which the coterie was
active.40 By the end of the seventeenth
century the magical island had entered
English-language print as a topos of
religious and political allegory.41 In 1674,
Richard Head (c.1637–86), son of a
minister killed by rebels in Carrickfergus in
1641, published The Western Wonder, a
text that shifts between arcadia, imaginary
voyage and ethnic allegory.42 A group of

Londonders set sail for O’Brazeel; they
never reach the island as their ship is
wrecked on ‘Montecapernia’, or the
Mountain of Goats, a cypher for Ireland.
Here, then, the phantasmal island
allegorizes the delusion of colonialism.
Head’s disappointment with the people of
Montecapernia intimates that utopia is
unattainable, as those who seek it do not
wish to assimilate but to transform, in other
words, to disenchant the phantasmal with
commercial or mercantile modernity. 

Head subsequently produced another story
about O’Brazeel, which, in contrast to
Western Wonder, where those who seek fail
to find, tells of the inadvertent discovery of
the island; the story allegorizes the
transplanting of liberty from the modern
mercantile centre to the benighted periphery.
The subtitle of his O-Brazile, or the
Inchanted Island, published in 1675, is,
tellingly, A Perfect Relation of the Late
Discovery and Wonderful Dis-Inchantment
of an Island On the North of Ireland: With
an Account of the Riches and Commodities
thereof. Here, Head localizes his tale by
presenting a letter from a William Hamilton
of Derry. Hamilton tells how when he first
settled in Ireland he heard ‘many Stories,
which were common in every Man[’]s
mouth, concerning the Island of O-Brazile’.
He thought it was ‘a perfect romance’, but
recently Capt. John Nisbet, a Killybegs
merchant returning from France in a heavy
fog, had happened upon the coast of a
magical island, full of fowl, cattle, horses,
sheep, stags, rabbits but no swine and little
corn. The boat’s crew lit a fire. That fire,
kindled by ‘good Christians’, released the
inhabitants of the island who had been
trapped in a castle several hundred years
earlier by ‘the most malicious, diabolical
Art, of a great Negromancer’. All their cities
had been destroyed while they were in the
castle. The islanders thanked the crew for
releasing them from the spell and they
returned to Killybegs with gold and other
gifts from the island. Since then other boats
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had visited it and Hamilton advises his
London-based correspondent to inform his
cousin — whom he intimates is a Leslie of
Glaslough, County Monaghan — of the
discovery, as his father had taken out a
patent for the island (staked a legal claim to
it) many years earlier.

Head’s O’Brazeel texts are political rather
than religious allegories, and they are
culturally and politically Anglocentric. A
Voyage is closer to Gaelic narratives of
O’Brazeel, which — as strikingly evidenced
by the use of the ram’s horn in the Eucharist
in actual religious services in the 1500s —
tended to allegorize Christian salvation. It
negotiates themes of piety and salvation;
significantly, however, it too circles issues of
colonization, arguing that peoples of different
religions cannot coexist in a single state. But
there is shadow of irony: the natives of
O’Brazeel are Protestants who claim that
their religion, sequestered almost since the
time of Christ, is older and more pure than
Catholicism. In colonial and religious terms,
then, the would-be arrivistes are Irish
Catholics. A Voyage, by reversing the Irish
colonial relationship, forces a double take
not dissimilar to that in Gulliver’s Travels.
The text makes the familiar unfamiliar, the
effect of which is to convey to the reader —
and Catholic readers are written into the
narrative in the form of Bryan O’Donnel
himself — a sense of the settler’s anxiety. In
the allegorical utopia of O’Brazeel, Protestant
society is safe from harm, though necessarily
vigilant in the face of possible
disenchantment and conquest. In the actual
space and time of north-west Ulster in the
middle years of the eighteenth century,
Protestants found themselves in awkward
circumstances. They were at once deeply
conscious that they were a colony — a settler
community — and yet since the 1720s they
were no less conscious that they inhabited a
colony, that their territory — albeit dignified
with the title the Kingdom of Ireland — was
locked into a set of unequal relationships —
economic, cultural and political — with

Britain. Protestants’ physical security had
increased as the Jacobite threat receded in the
1720s and 1730s; the Stuarts’ eventual return
to Scotland in 1745 was more of a surprise
than Irish Catholics’ relative indifference to
it. And yet the decline of that external threat
had contributed to the weakening of the
cohesion of the ‘whole Protestant
community’; specifically, Dissenters —
insulted and injured by penal laws and petty
condescension — were now decidedly
estranged from the Episcopalian
establishment. Britain, meanwhile, was
increasingly seen as a selfish and hostile
neighbour, and things Irish — both physical
and cultural — esteemed.43 That a narrative
derived from Gaelic fantasy should be used
to express Protestants’ perception of their
condition and that A Voyage should still
make an essentially conservative case — that
only one religion could exist in the state —
highlights both the distance they had come
and the distance which they had yet to travel.

�

O’Brazeel, as depicted in A Voyage, is a
paradise lost and regained or at least a
paradise nearly lost. All the blessings of
Providence the O’Donnels see on the island
had been bestowed on its people on account
of their pure faith, but they had nearly lost
these advantages, only recovering them by
the faith of a righteous few. The island’s
origin myth begins when the apostle
Matthew was preaching to the British and
Irish with ‘his companion and fellow-
labourer Joseph surnamed Justus’. They
crossed over to the island of O’Brazeel from
Donegal; when Matthew departed Justus
remained behind. He ‘let his flock see the
beauties and virtues of a religious and
virtuous life, and the deformity and danger
of wickedness and vice. By this man’s
preaching and practice, the whole island
was so firmly rooted and grounded in the
love of God and virtue, that their lives and
properties were nothing in comparison to
their hopes of a happy futurity.’44 The
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island thus became known as an island of
saints. While the island remained in full
view of explorers, however, it was
susceptible to exploitation by unscrupulous
rulers and clerics on the mainland. As the
island was at that time poor, many of its
inhabitants were ‘obliged to go over into
Ireland for work’. They became tainted with
the luxurious vices of the mainland, and
began to ‘fall off from that purity and
strictness of life, which they had hitherto
preserved pure and unsullied’.45

Corruption, caused by luxury, was
destroying the island. The heads of
O’Brazeel’s families prayed to God thrice
weekly that he would sink it, to destroy it
quickly, rather than watch it decline slowly.
After some time, a man on horseback (later
identified as the prophet Elias) visited the
island, carrying with him a large wallet or
bag, containing a great quantity of acorns.
He told them that their extraordinary wish
would be granted if they could ensure that
the island could be divided between them
equally, and the mountain at the middle of
it should become a common, henceforth to
be called Mount Horeb. He ordered that
acorns be planted around the lower part of
the mountain. People tainted by sin were
afraid; they were, therefore, allowed to
leave the island. The rest were to wait eight
days, after which time the stranger returned
and the acorns had ‘grown up into large
stately oaks’.46 These were to be cut down
and sorted into four large pyres on the sides
of Mount Horeb. Fires were also to be set
from the same timber in all houses. The
island, it is revealed at this point in the
narrative, is not fixed but floating. A large
basin was to be dug at its centre and
pierced, until water rushed through and the
island began to sink. Instead of the water
flooding the island, however, it formed a
vault, the fire of the burning oaks keeping it
suspended above them. The island was now
underwater and sequestered from worldly
vices. Its virtue and faith were now
rewarded; the prophet told the heads of the

families that the island would be blessed
and enjoy ‘all the beauty of the primitive
innocent world’. On making this promise,
he ‘dissolved into a diffusive light’, which is
the light that now shines on the ‘happy
island’ and ‘the face of the land turned into
the beautiful figure it still bears’.47

This outcome accords to a utopian trope of
millennial deliverance; the light of the
prophet which still adorns the island is,
according to O’Brazeel’s governor, ‘like that
which accompanied the Israelites in the
wilderness; it illuminates us, but is obscure
darkness to others’.48 The land thus
blessed, the people must attain a state of
industry and order to maintain the
Providential gift. Each couple was required
to provide for its own retirement after their
eldest child inherited their land at the age of
thirty, assuring assiduousness and regularity
of property turnover. This requirement
holds only among the class of proprietors.
Only those of a certain land-owning class
can marry; others are sent to become
tradesmen, seamen, monks, teachers or
public servants. The latter class of people
are called younkers.49 Luckily, the
prohibition on younkers marrying is not a
cause of widespread fornication, as none on
the island are overly driven to copulate
because the sun’s heat is not present to
inflame desire. In any event, nobody is idle
enough to dwell on matters sexual. 

�

A Voyage circles issues of colonization
without fully engaging them. The
anonymous editor of the manuscript affects
an anti-colonial stance; he is prepared to
publish the narrative only because the
inhabitants of O’Brazeel are safe from
conquest:

Tho’ I am going to give the world an
account of a most delicious country, and
a happy people, it is not with a view of
stirring up any enterprising prince or
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general to go and conquer it. I would
not willingly make men worse than they
are, by throwing a bone of contention
among them, to set them a snarling and
biting one another: We have too many
instances of the cruel barbarity of
conquerors in our times, who have laid
waste whole countries, destroying the
bodies of its inhabitants in order to save
their souls, condemning them to
torments and unheard of cruelties, to
make them catholicks. But the people I
am speaking of are perfectly safe from
any such insults and barbarous usage,
both in respect of their situation and the
protection of divine Providence, who
will not suffer the rod of the ungodly to
come into the lot of the righteous: I may
therefore safely tell the world all I know
concerning them, without any danger to
their lives or properties. My chief aim is
to reform mankind and win them to a
love of a practical piety and virtue, by
shewing them how far others have
excelled that way, and how gloriously
they were rewarded even in this life.50

The story is set in the reign of Elizabeth I
when Ireland was rent by conflict and
colonization. Analogously, O’Brazeel itself
has had previous experience of conquest. It
was once poor because it belonged to a
petty prince who governed everything west
of Lough Foyle and Finn Water. He gave it
to the bishop of the diocese of Raphoe. The
island’s inhabitants ‘became little better than
workmen, and labourers to the Irish’, and
the island is neglected due to the bad
governance and greed of the Irish clergy,
who enjoyed all of the trappings of the
prince’s court. The prince ‘granted them
large allowances out of the lands and
labours of the people, which they exacted
with rigour; this disgusted the people,
rancour and ill-will grew frequent between
them’.51 And the islanders are suspicious of
visitors, lest they try to colonize them.
Bryan had been allowed to leave the island
after his first visit and bring Manus back

only because the governor knew him to be a
very good man. There is a constant fear that
if the Irish get their hands on the acorns,
they could raise the island back to the
surface in order to annex it, ‘destroying our
sacred fires and plantations, and kindling
your own fires in their place: for thus you
would put it out of our power ever to
regain our liberty’.52

A Voyage’s most central concern, however,
is the possibility of people of different
religions coexisting in one state. Bryan
O’Donnel wishes that he would not have to
leave the island, and is rebuked by the
governor for lack of courage. On departing,
Bryan and Manus feel like Adam and Eve
banished from Eden. ‘However,’ Manus
writes, ‘I took up this firm resolution, that I
would always strive to come up to the same
perfection and virtue, that was so visible
among these excellent people.’53 The
representation of utopia reflects upon the
conflicts, crises, and the potential of the
author’s society. Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels —
a work with which the contributors to the
Miscellany were very familiar —
incorporates this critical tendency most
explicitly.54 Each book of Gulliver’s Travels
visits a scene that reveals the political and
sectarian corruptions engendered in
materialism and colonialism. Travel itself is
a product of a colonizing curiosity, but its
satirical result in Swift is contact with a
culture which is parallel to, and severely
critical of, the culture of the traveller’s
country of origin. A Voyage enacts a similar
dialectic, though in a more pious, less
parodic register than Swift’s scabrous work.
Though the island is sequestered, its history
demonstrates the possibilities and
requirements of a more respectful
coexistence between religions in Ireland.

III

In 1752, the year on the frontispiece of A
Voyage, a printer in Newport, Rhode Island,
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published an eight-page chapbook entitled
Old Ireland’s Misery at an End. Or, the
English Empire in the Brazils Restored; the
same text was also published that year in
Boston, Massachusetts.55 It relates how three
fisherman, Thomas White, John Brown, and
William Cunningham, encountered ‘an
Inchanted lady … in the form of a Mermaid’
on 5 June 1752 on a sand-bank in the
‘Harbour of Lougres, and Parish of
Edneskeale, North-west of the County of
Donegal’, meaning Loughros, Innishkeel in
south-west, not north-west, Donegal. The
three men had been coming up ‘the Channel’
in a small fishing boat when they heard ‘a
crying in a lamentable Voice’. Turning their
boat, they saw ‘a beautiful Woman naked,
with long black Hair’. Looking a little lower,
they noticed that her ‘hinder Parts’ were like
those of a fish. They asked her what she was
and the reason for her grief. She answered
that it was not them she wanted, but the
minister of the parish, Rev. John Smith (the
name is a pseudonym), and that she would
give him a full account of her misery and
place of abode. They went ashore and called
at the minister’s house. Hearing what had
happened, he took his horse and went with
them to the sea-shore, where they saw her
sitting on a sea-bank. The minister asked, in
the name of God, what she wanted. She told
him she was the only daughter of the prince
of Lebennon [Lebanon], in former times
Pliston [Palestine] or the Holy Land, and a
member of the Half Tribe of Mannasses. The
Holy Land had been concealed from all
people on account of her tribe’s wickedness
730 years earlier (822 AD). One fourth part
of the tribe had been turned into mermaids,
she said; another part was ‘in the Brazils
covered in the Sea by the Hand of the Lord.’
‘But seven Hours in every seven years’, she
continued, ‘the island is dry without Water,
but in 20 Months a North Wind will happen
which will clear the Island, and then we will
all return to the Land of Jerusalem, and no
Water will ever cover the Island any more,
and People out of most parts of the Earth

will inhabit it, which will cause great War
between the Christian Kings and Princes.’

Having made this prediction, the mermaid
gave an account of an ‘enchanted Kingdom
so often seen by Mariners off the Irish
Coast, lying in 47 degrees 13 min. North
Latitude … distant from the North Side of
the County of Donegal 62 furlongs’. She
described its ‘Climate, Soil, Fountains,
Groves, Orchards and Castles’, particularly
the ‘famous city of South Castle, which for
beauty far surpasses any City in Europe or
the known World’ and the ‘Palace of
Phœbus, 300 Miles farther North from
South Castle, whose glorious Appearance
exceeds all other Palaces’. She then
continued to make prophecies: there would
be bloody battles and contests about the
election of kings but the English crown
would prevail; ‘the New IRELAND’ would
be subject to an English Government, and
‘old Ireland’ would be relieved from all
taxes and duties; ‘and all those People that
have of late gone to America, will return
and live in this famous and plentiful
Country. And they will come from the
farthest part of the World, and the World
will be united into one Religion and serve
one God.’ Smith, the minister, here
intervened and asked her if the castles and
cities would stand as formerly, after the
convulsion associated with the re-emergence
of the island in January 1754. She replied
that they would still stand and that they
would be inhabited by Christians; she also
said that on 15 August, apparently meaning
August 1752, several parts of the island
would be visible from the shore and people
would run from all parts to see it but a
great blast of wind would suddenly cover it
and it would not be seen again until ‘the
Day that it shall be recovered, and shall no
more disappear’. She then gave an account
of the ‘most horrid, bloody, tyrannical war
that is coming among the Christian Kings
and Princes’. It would be ‘so cruel’ that men
would lament to see so many thousands
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slain. The last tumult and rebellion in
Scotland and in some parts of England —
the Jacobite rising in support of Bonny
Prince Charlie  — had not ‘wrought fruits
of Repentance’; the Almighty would send
plagues to punish the disobedient and
multitudes would lie dead in the streets.
And ‘there shall be Wars and Rumours of
Wars in all Parts of the World, both by
Land and Sea’. As she spoke these last
words, there was a ‘terrible Noise of
Thunder’, which she said was a signal for
her to return; as she skimmed gently along
the surface she repeated the following lines:

An inchanted Isle lies close to the 
Irish shore,

Whose poor inhabitants always sigh 
and roar,

In these strange Countries that’s 
seldom seen,

With thirty-eight Cities which have been,
Never as yet discovered, but unknown,
To other Nations have laid hid alone;
Not found by foreign Sword nor 

foreign Trade,
Tho’ many ships across their Voyage 

have made,
But unacquainted live ‘till God 

shall please,
To manifest his Secrets and show 

us these;
When 25 Moons are spent it will 

be found,
Which surely will enrich the 

British Crown.

Many for want of Faith disbelieve 
these Lines,

But they’ll not doubt when they the 
Profit find.

�

In literary and bibliographic terms, Old
Ireland’s Misery is a much lower-grade
production than A Voyage; the Boston and
Rhode Island printings run to a mere eight
pages and contain many typographical
errors, while the story itself lacks the
narrative coherence of the longer item. And
yet there is a curious intersection in the
subject matter of the texts: they are set in
the same small part of the world and use the
same phantasmal island as a utopian
imaginary. But the imaginary serves
different purposes. A Voyage reflects
ironically on colonialism and religion; Old
Ireland’s Misery involves the ‘enchanted
island’ in a millennial vision of impending
war leading to the final extirpation of
recalcitrant Jacobite disobedience, after
which all will be well. These differences of
purpose notwithstanding, the coincident
publication of these texts — the most
substantial eighteenth-century accounts of
O’Brazeel — attest to the Atlantic
economy’s involvement of communities on
its furthest shores in a common culture in
which there were irreconcilable utopian
impulses. 

DA’S BOAT; OR, CAN THE SUBMARINE SPEAK?
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128 A barricade, probably erected by republicans, Dublin, 1922. NLI, Independent



These collections vary greatly in scale and
scope. Consisting of 300,000 images taken
by staff photographers from 1905 to 2005,
the Independent Newspapers Collection is
perhaps the most extensive visual archive of
twentieth-century Ireland. Several hundred
images are from 1922 to 1923. The Hogan
Collection is considerably smaller. It
comprises just over 200 photographs, which
were taken by W. D. Hogan, a commercial
photographer with a studio on Henry Street,
Dublin; the majority of the images date
from the 1922–23 period, more particularly
the months of the Civil War. It is likely that
Hogan took many of these photographs
under contract for photographic agencies or
publishing companies, or that he was
commissioned by the Free State army to
record its activities.2

Together, the Hogan and Independent
collections document the conflict from June
1922, when the army of the newly
established Free State bombarded the Four
Courts to dislodge anti-Treaty republicans,
through early summer 1923, when the so-
called ‘Irregulars’ dumped their weapons and
effectively accepted defeat. The
photographers were based in Dublin city
centre and events in the capital — gun-
battles, road-blocks and searches — are more

extensively recorded than incidents
elsewhere. However, there are some
remarkable images of Free State troops
occupying country towns — including a
sequence taken in Sligo, some of which are
reproduced here — and also of their
deployment on the ‘south-western front’ in
July 1922. Free State luminaries are the
subject of many photographs, but
republicans — prominent or rank-and-file —
are rarely glimpsed. The photographers were,
to a large extent, working behind Free State
lines and, certainly in the case of The Irish
Independent photographers, for pro-Treaty
newspapers. The cumulative effect of their
work, therefore, can be to see the war from a
Free State perspective — the uniformed
troops, artillery and armoured cars of a
modern state defending itself against a
nihilistic unseen enemy, its presence marked
by bombed buildings, railways and bridges.
That said, the poignancy of some images —
children playing ‘Red Cross’, women queuing
for food at the South Dublin Union, Michael
Collins’s brother looking into his coffin — 
is more striking than the politics of the
photographers.

A wider selection of Civil War images can
be viewed on the National Library of
Ireland’s on-line catalogue.
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Shooting for the State?
Photos of the Civil War
Sara Smyth

Two major photographic collections held by the National
Library of Ireland — the Hogan Collection and the
Independent Newspapers (Ireland) Collection — provide
a significant record of the Irish Civil War, 1922–23.1

1 There are other
collections of
photographs in the
holdings of the National
Library of Ireland which
contain images relating
to the Civil War; see, for
example, the Keogh
Collection, photographs
taken by a Dorset Street
photographic firm in
1915–30. For a recent
photographic history of
the conflict, see George
Morrison and Tim Pat
Coogan, The Irish Civil
War: A Photographic
Record (London, new
edn. 1999).

2 Many of Hogan’s
photographs have the
appearance of
propaganda shots; see
for instance, his portraits
of various Free State
officers and the sequence
of photographs taken on
the south-western front
in July 1922, including
NLI, HOG 96, 106, 111,
123, 127, 216. Pictures
of Dublin after the
Fighting, June–July 1922
(Dublin, 1922) features
thirteen of his
photographs.
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Pro-Treaty forces stopping cars on Lord Edward Street, Dublin, close to the entrance 
to Dublin Castle. NLI, Independent



Armed young men, affiliation unknown, searching a bread-van, Dublin city centre. NLI, Hogan 131
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A Catholic priest giving absolution to Free State soldiers. NLI, Hogan132
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Rory O’Connor, commander of the republicans who occupied the Four Courts, speaking 
at an anti-Treaty meeting in Smithfield Market, Dublin, early 1922. NLI, Hogan 133
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Free State troops shelling the Four Courts from the bottom of Bridge Street. NLI, Hogan
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A crowd gathered on Essex Quay to watch the shelling of the Four Courts; the building in flames. NLI, Hogan
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Two views of the ruined interior of the
Four Courts. The decapitated statue is that
of Sir Michael O’Loghlen (1789–1842), an
O’Connellite barrister who became master
of the rolls in 1837; he was the first
Catholic to hold that office since the
1600s. NLI, Independent
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Left: Free State troops shelling republican positions on Upper Sackville Street from 
the top of Henry Street. Above: The ruins of the Gresham Hotel. NLI, Independent
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Left: Children playing at ‘Red Cross’, Dublin, 1922. Above: Doctors or
medical students attending a wounded Free State soldier. NLI, Independent



A bread-queue at a South Dublin Union dispensary, summer 1922. NLI, Independent142
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Free State troops searching a building, apparently a hotel. NLI, Hogan
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Eoin O’Duffy, Free State general, at a recruiting station on Pearse Street, Dublin. NLI, Hogan
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Above: A Free State soldier, travelling in the back of distillery-lorry, 
accepts a cigarette from a civilian. Right: Children and Free State 
troops in an unidentified provincial town. NLI, Hogan
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An armed Free State soldier, probably O’Connell Street, Sligo. NLI, Independent150
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Free State troops on O’Connell Street, Sligo. NLI, Independent 151
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A Free State soldier guarding Sligo Town Hall.
NLI, Independent
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This is how loyalist foot-soldier Freddie
reacts when the leader of his paramilitary
unit, Kyle, tries to explain that the peace
process means that violence has to yield to
politics. The scene is in Gary Mitchell’s
harsh and brilliant 1998 play, As the Beast
Sleeps. In the play, a cynical paramilitary
leader turned politician tells his lieutenant
to get his men to change their ways to fit
the times. The lieutenant replies that this
isn’t going to be easy: ‘They don’t talk.
They don’t listen. They follow orders. 
I made them that way.’ 

Mitchell has identified one of the
fundamental problems that have dogged the
transition from war to peace in Northern
Ireland. Loyalism is by nature militant and
violent, because unionism made it that way,
and continues to keep it that way. ‘No
surrender!’ — the defiant shout of the
apprentice boys during the siege of Derry in
1688 is still the favourite shout of the Rev.
Ian Paisley, leader of what is now the North’s
largest party, the Democratic Unionist Party
(DUP). ‘No compromise, no sell-out, no
surrender,’ he declared in 2004. The old
certainties. We will give ‘not an inch’, and we
will never ‘bend the knee’. Unionism is not a
flexible politics.

Lundy, the governor during the siege who
urged a ‘timely capitulation’ to the forces of
Catholic King James, was driven out of

Derry as a traitor, and is still burned in
effigy at the start of every December in the
city. The Northern Protestant who urges
compromise or criticizes, or in any
perceived way steps out of line, is still
designated a Lundy. As Mitchell said in
2000, ‘There is no space for dissenting
voices in Northern Ireland. You are with us
or you are not.’ 

On a night in late November 2005, masked
loyalists attacked Gary Mitchell’s home in
Glengormley, Newtownabbey. Mitchell
rushed to the front door to try to get out
and after them. By his side, and just as
eager, was his disabled father, Chuck, who
has a heart condition. They were,
thankfully, thwarted by the heavy security
locks Mitchell had installed to keep his
family safe. The four attackers blew up
Mitchell’s car, failed, because of the locks,
to break into the house, and made their
getaway. Afterwards, the playwright felt
both foolish and ashamed that his first
instinct had been to meet violence with
violence. He felt sickened by his fantasies of
revenge, and had to remind himself: ‘My
weapons are words’. 

Mitchell and his wife, Alison, and their little
boy, Harry, moved out immediately. They
went into hiding in a suburban cul-de-sac in
another part of Northern Ireland, unsure
about their future. One policeman told
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‘You can make your wee film. But no cameras.’
Unionism in 2005
Susan McKay

‘Fuck politics, fuck talking, fuck all that shit … Taigs
hate us and we hate them. That’s the way it is and that’s
the way it’s going to stay. They were fighting like fuck
because we were on top. Now we have to do the same.’ 
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Orangemen, Whiterock,
Belfast, June 2005.
Photograph: The Irish News



Mitchell to go on home, they'd be fine.
Another told Alison Mitchell that the family
should go as far away as possible because
they were in grave danger.Mitchell and his 

Alison described how on the night it
happened she’d grabbed Harry from his bed
and run out to the back garden with him,
convinced the house was about to be
bombed. When the car exploded, she threw
herself over the child. Clinging to her, he
said, ‘I’m going to die, aren’t I?’ It sounded
like a scene from one of Mitchell’s plays. He
is the author who has best explained the
psyche of the violent, furious and
inarticulate men of loyalism. Now they had
turned on him. 

He said he didn’t know why, didn’t know
what line in the loyalist sand he was meant
to have crossed. It was probably at least
tenuously related to something that was
alleged to have happened about a year
previously. It was rumoured that a gang had
attacked a teenage girl, and a woman
related to Mitchell had retaliated by
attacking the leader of the gang. However,
the revenge taken against the woman was
considerably less severe than the attack on
Mitchell, and anyway, the paramilitary
grapevine had indicated that this particular
matter was long since considered closed.
Mitchell said he felt there were people who
had been ‘waiting a long time’ to get at him. 

He has always insisted that he writes
primarily about people, and it just happens
that having grown up ‘completely loyalist,
completely unionist, completely Protestant’,
these are the people whose lives he knows
and can dramatize. He has been very loyal
to his own people. Working-class
Protestants who do well for themselves tend
to leave. They leave the community they
grew up in behind, and very often they leave
Northern Ireland. Mitchell was different. In
1997 he was appointed writer-in-residence
at the Royal Court Theatre in London. He’d
won several prestigious awards for his
work, including the Stewart Parker Award,

and was highly respected in artistic circles in
Dublin and London. He might have been
expected to move into a comfortable exile.
Yet he continued living in Rathcoole, the
vast working-class housing estate where he
was born, commuting to London when
necessary. ‘Why should I leave?’ he
demanded, when I asked him about this
during an interview for my book on
Northern Protestants in 1998. ‘It is
important for me to stay here and keep in
touch with the people I’m in touch with. If
you are not aware of how things are
changing, you’ll lose the detail and you’ll
write a lot of nonsense’. Mitchell was
initially reluctant to say that he believed it
was his writing that had led to him being
intimidated out of his community in 2005.
He didn’t want to honour his attackers by
attributing a motive to them. ‘Gary is a
genius. Those people probably can’t even
read,’ said his wife. She said there were
those who were jealous of her husband
because he had ‘bettered himself’. To some
extent, Mitchell may have been targeted
because he had ‘got above himself’. When
he talked about what happened, it became
apparent that he has lived with threats and
menace for some time. 

After they married, he and Alison had
moved to a bungalow in Glengormley, not
far from Rathcoole, but a ‘nice’ area,
regarded as ‘safe’. They loved it there and it
became the place where the extended family
had its gatherings. I interviewed him about
the attack in 2005 for The Irish Times, and
he mentioned, almost by the way, that he
had felt it best to move out of his parents’
house to protect them from ‘the taunts and
harassment’. I asked him what he meant
and he shrugged. ‘Playground-bully stuff I
was used to’, he said. He only gave the
details when pressed. ‘Fenian-lover. Traitor.
Turncoat. Taig’.

He said that a majority of people in
Rathcoole probably knew nothing about his
work, or if they did, they were proud of
him. ‘Unfortunately, as usual in Northern
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Ireland, the majority was silent,’ he said.
This is another important home truth. After
his 2003 play Trust, about the conflict
between a husband and wife over how to
bring up their sensitive son in a tough,
loyalist environment, he wrote that ‘some of
my neighbours have threatened me because
I criticize the Protestant people’. His The
Force of Change (2000) dealt with collusion
between loyalists and the security forces,
hardly a subject likely to make him popular
among unionists. 

As the Beast Sleeps was made into a
powerful television film in 2002. The
making of it proved problematic, when the
Ulster Defence Association (UDA) in
Rathcoole refused to allow it to be filmed
there. Well, not exactly refused. A local
warlord told Mitchell: ‘You can make your
wee film. But no cameras.’ He wasn’t trying
to be funny. Mitchell has written about his
sense of urgency about dramatizing working
class Protestant experience. He had heard
too many of his own people, he wrote,
complaining that they were never listened
to, and that the media had conspired to
make them ‘look like a bunch of
unreasonable, irrational, bigoted half-wits’. 

To some degree, Mitchell agreed with the
view that Protestants had been stereotyped
in a malign way. He felt dramas about
Protestants were intrinsically less likely to
be produced than dramas about Catholics,
and plays which made Protestants ‘look
bad’ were more likely to be produced than
ones which were sympathetic. His own
plays are more complex than that — his In
a Little World of Our Own (1997) was
described by The Guardian as ‘a raw howl
of righteous anger at the “hard men” who
warp the values of everyone around them’.
However, Mitchell has also insisted that the
hard men must be understood. 

He has always been concerned, and indeed
after the attack on his home seemed close to
despair, about the negativity within the
Protestant community towards drama and

the arts in general. Favourable reviews of
his work in Irish papers and on RTÉ were
great in one way, but caused suspicion and
resentment among those who suspected that
if anything was ‘good’ for Catholics, it must
be ‘bad’ for Protestants.

Mitchell told me that when he went to the
careers teacher at his secondary school in
Rathcoole and said he wanted to be a
writer, the man said: ‘Well you can’t’, and
gave him directions to the dole
(unemployment) office. When he did, later,
take part in a government sponsored drama
scheme, he said it was advertised to
Catholics as drama and to Protestants as
‘personal development’. His peers saw
through the euphemism and told him drama
was for ‘Taigs and faggots’. He grew up, he
told The Guardian, believing in and fearing
‘this Catholic monster that was raping my
community and trying to kill us all’. He did
as the careers teacher had predicted and
went straight from school onto the dole.
During his eight years of unemployment he
said he got into ‘murky activities’ connected
to paramilitarism and did ‘bad stuff to some
people’. However, he was racked with guilt
over it. ‘People put it down to a lack of
masculinity’, he said. ‘I was full of weakness
but those weaknesses I now see as my
strengths’.

II

‘Being a Protestant for me is like having no
head, in that you are not allowed to think.
It is hard to hold an individual thought
about anything … without becoming a
threat, or a Lundy’, the painter Dermot
Seymour told me. He described the process
of ‘your neck being twisted till you’d no
head’ and his paintings frequently feature
headless men. There was the risk that ‘you
might talk sense and that threatens their
insecurities’. There was a communal lack of
self-esteem, a ‘constant putting each other
down so that no one moves’. It was ‘a
world of inferiority complex’. 

‘YOU CAN MAKE  YOUR WEE FILM. BUT NO CAMERAS’
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Out of that inability to think, said Seymour,
‘comes a lot of bizarre, extreme behaviour,
like the Shankill Butchers’. This was a
notorious gang of loyalist killers who
cruised the streets of inner city Belfast
looking for Catholics to kill during the
1970s. They would torture their victims and
kill them with butcher’s knives. 

Excesses such as these, shocking even at the
peak of the Troubles, are mercifully, rare in
twenty-first century Northern Ireland. The
ceasefires of the mid-1990s have been
broken, but they haven’t collapsed.
However, extreme behaviour hasn’t gone
away. In 2003, a man called Michael Reid
came as a visitor to a house in the
Harryville district of Ballymena, in Paisley’s
North Antrim constituency. A man called
Neil White heard he was there, and that he

was a Catholic. White had been jailed for
his part in disturbances in Harryville during
the twenty-month loyalist blockade of the
Catholic church there, which ended in 1997,
when Saturday night mass was cancelled.
The blockade was allegedly in support of
the Orange Order’s right to parade, and
followed the rerouting of a parade through
the largely nationalist village of Dunloy. The
Orange Order refused to negotiate with
local residents, claiming Sinn Féin and
therefore the IRA was behind nationalist
residents groups, and that it wouldn’t, on
principle, ‘talk to terrorists’. The Harryville
protest was violent and menacing. A
preacher told the angry mob that this was
the ‘ancient battle between the true church,
Protestantism, and the Whore, the Beast and
the Baal worshippers within Catholicism’.
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Dermot Seymour
Beyond Bovine Testicular
Union
1997
oil on canvas
113 x 125 cm
private collection



Six years later, White and others set upon
Reid with such ferocity that his only defence
in the end was to pretend to be dead. He
then heard them discussing how to dispose
of his body, and several of them set off to
get a saw to ‘cut him up’. He managed to
stagger onto the street where he was rescued
by a police patrol. White was convicted of
attempted murder in 2005. ‘As the tide of
terrorism abates, sectarianism re-emerges,
oozing forth again to corrupt another
generation,’ said the trial judge, Mr. Justice
Coghlin. He accused politicians and
paramilitaries of cynically exploiting this
sectarian hatred.

The summer of 2005 saw the publication of
Love Ulster. This was a special issue of the
weekly paper, The Shankill Mirror. Its
spokesman was William Wilkinson, who
had stood unsuccessfully as a DUP local
election candidate and was a member of the
Families Acting for Innocent Relatives
(FAIR) victims group. Copies of the paper
were symbolically landed at Larne in
County Antrim, like the guns landed in
1914 to allow the Ulster Volunteer Force
(UVF) to resist the threat of Home Rule.
Loyalist paramilitary leaders were among
those unloading the paper, cheerfully posing
for press photographs with ‘respectable’
unionists. The paper itself was full of
shocking photographs of the victims of IRA
atrocities, from the no-warning car bombs
on Bloody Friday, 1972, to the Shankill
bomb of 1993. These were accompanied by
harrowing accounts by relatives of victims,
and by survivors. ‘Love Ulster’ warned that
Ulster was ‘at crisis point.’ A conspiracy
was afoot to bring about a United Ireland.
It called on Protestants to unite and declare
that ‘enough is enough’. That old dream —
the re-uniting of the unionist family.

Then the Parades Commission ruled that the
Orange Order would have to reach an
accommodation with local nationalists
before a parade would be allowed to go
along part of the Whiterock Road in West

Belfast. The Order refused to compromise,
and the Commission then ruled that the
parade could go ahead but would have to
make a short detour to avoid passing
through a nationalist enclave where loyalist
bandsmen had caused trouble in the past.

Unionists reacted with outrage. The UVF
said it would force the march through the
disputed stretch of road. Orange leaders did
not reject this offer, and unionist politicians
did not denounce it. The Orange Order
called the people out onto the streets, and
said that if there was trouble, it wouldn’t be
its fault. Paisley issued one of his dire
warnings: ‘This could be the spark that
kindles a fire there will be no putting out.’ 
It reminded me of his prayer for power in
1966, when he was in prison for unlawful
assembly. ‘When the fuse of true prayer is set
alight with the fire of the Holy Ghost and
this the gospel dynamite is exploded, what
tremendous results occur!’ he wrote then.

In 1998, Paisley had warned the authorities
that they had better let the Orangemen
march down the Garvaghy Road in
Portadown. If they didn’t, ‘anyone with any
imagination knows what is going to
happen’. On the day Paisley had designated
‘the decider’, loyalists threw a huge petrol
bomb into the home of a Catholic family in
County Antrim, burning three little boys to
death. In the past decade, since the Loyalist
Volunteer Force (LVF) murdered Michael
McGoldrick in 1996 to try to get the police
to change its ruling on the Drumcree
parade, at least a dozen people, mainly
Catholics, have been murdered over the
parades issue.

The Whiterock parade ruling led to three
days of intense rioting and violence. People
were dragged from buses and cars and
robbed before their vehicles were burned
out. Loyalist gunmen fired at the police.
Loyalist areas were wrecked. Orangemen
lunged with ceremonial swords and pikes at
policemen trying to hold them back from
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security force barricades. One Orangeman
shouted at a policeman: ‘Are you a Fenian
in disguise?’ 

A pregnant woman rang the BBC’s Talkback
radio-show in tears to describe how she’d
been stopped at a roadblock near Lisburn.
Her small son was also in the car. A man
had punched her in the face, she said, while
men, women and children watched. I was in
a taxi in east Belfast that day. The driver
was dismissive of the woman. ‘You didn’t
see her,’ he said. ‘She could be an actress
making that all up.’ Something similar had
been said to me at Drumcree in 1998. I had
asked a young loyalist about a vicious riot
which had taken place there the previous
night. It was ‘just a bit of fun’, he told me. I
said it hadn’t looked that way on television.
‘That’s because the TV cameras are against
us’, he replied.

Paisley was interviewed on the BBC about
the Whiterock riots. ‘You’re not going to
ballyrag me and say I’m responsible,’ he
said. He’d warned that there would be
trouble and he’d been proved right, he said.

‘There’s matters in the Protestant
community must now be faced up to.’ The
DUP claimed the trouble had arisen because
the Whiterock ruling was the last straw.
Protestants had suffered the IRA onslaught,
and now the peace process had led to
discrimination of every kind. Their
communities were disadvantaged and
marginalized and ‘disenfranchised’.

The North’s great cartoonist, Ian Knox,
caught the moment well in The Irish News.
His cartoon showed Paisley, on a platform.
‘I have a dream!’, he is declaiming, arms
aloft, vast jaws wide open. ‘A dream that
one day, every Protestant man, woman and
child, no matter how ill-fed, ill-housed or
ill-educated, will one day be able to ...’ The
speech bubble in the cartoon breaks,
inviting us to explore the whole picture
before continuing to read. Around the big
man, his acolytes are showily overwhelmed
by emotion. The DUP’s deputy leader, Peter
Robinson, obscured behind his leader, is
throwing himself into a fakily enraptured
copy of his style. A tiny Reg Empey, leader
of the Ulster Unionist Party (UUP), plays the
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I have a dream!
Sept. 2005



tambourine. His eyes look nervous but his
best-foot-forward little grin shows he is
happy to be on the DUP’s big bandwagon.
Paisley continues. ‘ … force a march through
a Catholic street. I have a dream …’. Facing
the politicians, the loyalist mob cheers and
roars its approval. Many of the men are in
dark glasses and baseball caps. A lady with a
perm and a small, churchgoing hat offers
adoration. A rougher sort of woman holds a
baby loyalist aloft. It too is weeping and
roaring. Knox had nailed the poverty of
imagination at the heart of unionism, thrown
into shameful focus by the echoed words of
Martin Luther King. The rabble-rousing. The
rabble roused. A new generation baptized
into sectarianism.

A few weeks later, in October 2005,
Catholics arrived for the annual blessing of
the graves in the mixed religion cemetery in
Glengormley only to face roadblocks and a
crowd shouting, ‘We’ll dig them up’ and
‘We’ll piss on their graves’, along with all
the usual extremities of sectarian abuse.
Catholic graves in the cemetery had already,
over the past year, been vandalized
following earlier protests. These included
graves of victims of sectarian assassinations.
Elsewhere in the graveyard, the leader of the

Shankill Butchers, Lenny Murphy, was left
to rest in peace. Many of the protesters
covered their faces with placards, well
symbolizing their mental state. Heads filled
with hate. Some of the placards said, ‘No
Whiterock, no cemetery’. The blessing of
the graves had already been postponed
because of loyalist tensions. Two years
before, when the ceremony had been
disrupted by protesters, a local UUP
councillor had claimed that the local priest,
Fr. Dan Whyte, wasn’t entirely blameless.
He had ‘an agenda’ because he had failed to
remove ‘KAT’ graffiti from the church door.
Fr. Whyte had said that the threat to ‘Kill
All Taigs’ had been painted up so often he
was simply weary of painting it out. A few
years before that, the church had been
burned out. Reacting to the 2005 protest,
Fr. Whyte described the loyalists roaring at
the cemetery gates as ‘cannon fodder’ and
‘people who have lost their way.’ 

The artist Victor Sloan seemed to be
suggesting something similar with his video,
The Walk. This was shown in a two-part
exhibition in Portadown’s excellent
Millennium Court Arts Centre in the
summer of 2005. One part of the show
looked at the Orange Order through its own
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Victor Sloan
Stills from The Walk
2004 
DVD, 28 minutes



banners, memorabilia and photographs. Its
centrepiece was the banner, made in 1970,
and showing the ‘Drowning of the
Protestants in the River Bann, 1641’. Sloan’s
work was in the other part of the show,
along with work by other contemporary
artists who have made use of Orange
imagery. The Walk showed, in slow,
plodding motion, an Orange walk (as the
parades are properly known to those who
take part in them). The marchers appeared
to disappear into a mirror, and the sound
was distorted so that drumbeats sounded
out suddenly like shots, and voices were
slowed down to groans. In the end, the last
shiny black shoe has marched into the
mirror leaving an empty street. It is a
melancholy piece. The exhibition also
included the painting Bovine Testicular
Union by Dermot Seymour. This showed
young loyalist bandsmen resting on a red-
white-and-blue painted kerb, apparently
oblivious to the fact that the road will
shortly teeter into oblivion.

III

‘Traditional unionists have been revived and
have partaken of a new zeal to defeat our
ancient enemies and crush the vipers who

poisoned our society’, said Paisley,
celebrating the Twelfth of July in 2004. In a
New Year’s message to the DUP faithful in
2004, Peter Robinson had spoken of a ‘new
spirit’ in unionism. Unionists had been
despised and wronged for too long, he said,
but now they were getting off their knees.
‘The worm has turned,’ he declared. 

The DUP had, in 2003, shown the first
decisive signs of sweeping ahead of the
formerly dominant UUP. In the elections to
the Assembly at Stormont, it took 30 seats
while the UUP got 27. Three DUP
defections followed, leaving Paisley’s party
well ahead with 33 seats to the UUPs 24.
The DUP got 30 per cent of the overall vote.
Sinn Féin had taken its place as the second
largest party with 23 per cent of the vote. 

Paisley had described the Good Friday
Agreement as a ‘prelude to genocide’ and a
surrender to ‘the men of blood, the IRA’. His
party took no part in the negotiations for the
Agreement, and had entered the Assembly at
Stormont, which was meant to implement
and work within the terms of the Agreement,
vowing to ‘smash’ it. The Assembly had been
suspended several times in its brief life
because of unionist demands for IRA
decommissioning, and the IRA’s refusal to
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deliver. It finally collapsed in 2002 after
unionists walked over allegations that Sinn
Féin was involved in a spy ring. (Bizarrely, it
emerged in 2005 that the ‘leader’ of the spy
ring, a very senior Sinn Féin apparatchik, had
for two decades been a British agent.)

British Prime Minister Tony Blair had done
all he could to try to save the skin of the
UUP leader, David Trimble, warning before
the 2003 Assembly elections that anyone
who thought they could do business with
Paisley was ‘talking pie in the sky’. But it
was too late. The UUP was hopelessly riven.
Trimble was the leader of the pro-Agreement
faction, but was constantly and debilitatingly
undermined by those opposed to the
Agreement, led by Jeffrey Donaldson. The
anti-Agreement faction made common cause
with the DUP.

Direct rule from Westminster was resumed,
with a set of absentee New Labour ministers
taking over responsibility for running the
North. The DUP’s march ahead continued
in the EU elections of 2004. Paisley resigned
his EU seat, and the dry and relatively
unknown barrister Jim Allister easily won it
back for the party, taking almost twice as
many votes as the UUP candidate. The
British and Irish governments put a brave
face on the situation, and began to brief
journalists that they were confident a deal
could be done between the DUP and Sinn
Féin to restore devolution.

In December 2004, it appeared that a deal
was indeed about to be done. It was to
include IRA decommissioning, the prize
which had so long been demanded by
unionists. The sticking point was the DUP’s
requirement that the act of decommissioning
be photographed, and the photographs
published. Never mind St. John’s rebuke to
doubting Thomas: ‘Blessed are they that
have not seen, yet have believed.’ Sinn Féin
said this demand was an attempt to
humiliate republicans. Then Paisley made
his notorious Ballymena speech.

Republicans needed to be humiliated. They
would have to ‘wear their sackcloth and
ashes, not in a backroom but openly’. The
deal was off.

The murder of Robert McCartney by IRA
men and the Northern Bank robbery,
attributed to the IRA by PSNI Chief
Constable Hugh Orde, led many to believe
that if the republican movement had
avoided humiliation at the hands of Paisley,
it had gone on to humiliate itself. Paisley
did not require photographs to be convinced
that the IRA was involved in either incident.
It seemed to me that what was of concern to
Paisley wasn’t so much the photos of the
IRA’s guns, as the photos which would have
to follow upon a deal. Paisley as first
minister with Martin McGuinness as deputy
first minister on the steps of Stormont?
Never. Well, not yet, anyway. 

First, the rout of the UUP had to be
completed. Photographs during the
Westminster election campaign in spring
2005 showed the way things were going.
Election leaflets for the DUP’s South 
Belfast candidate featured photographs 
of him along with Sir Jim Molyneaux,
former leader of the UUP, and Rev. Martin
Smyth, the outgoing UUP MP, and a leading
figure in the Orange Order. It was, said the
UUP candidate Michael McGimpsey,
weakly, ‘only a photograph’. He added
hopelessly that the queen had been
photographed with Paisley and that didn’t
mean she backed the DUP.

The DUP triumphed. Trimble lost Upper
Bann to the DUP’s David Simpson, who was
virtually unknown outside of the
constituency. The man who had signed the
Good Friday Agreement and won the Nobel
Peace Prize for it, the leader of the party
once known simply as the unionists, the bad
tempered university law lecturer with a taste
for classical music, had yielded to the genial,
hymn-singing owner of a meat plant. The
DUP got almost 34 per cent of the vote, the
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UUP just under 18 per cent. The DUP took
9 seats. For the UUP, only Lady Sylvia
Hermon survived in North Down.

The DUP leader travelled to the count
centre at Banbridge to witness Trimble’s
humiliating defeat. Outside, Paisley’s people
roared and battered Lambeg drums. No,
said Paisley. He didn’t feel sorry for
Trimble. The UUP leader had nobody but
himself to blame for his downfall. ‘I held
him by the hand in Portadown … I was the
kingmaker’, he said. 

Paisley’s reference was to the notorious
moment in 1995 when he and Trimble held
hands and punched the air after the RUC
chief constable allowed the Orangemen to
march down the Garvaghy Road. A
grinning Trimble insisted there had been 
‘no compromise’ with nationalists, while
Paisley described it as ‘a great victory 
for Protestantism’. 

It was true that it was this hardline,
triumphalist image which won Trimble the
leadership of the UUP. The jig at Drumcree,
as it was resentfully designated by
nationalists, was to haunt him. The Good
Friday Agreement was undeniably a
compromise with nationalists, and with
Paisley on the outside and Jeffrey
Donaldson et al. on the inside, shouting that
he was a Lundy, Trimble spent much of his
leadership trying to prove that he wasn’t. 

After the 2005 election disaster, Trimble
resigned. Once he was gone, his party
engaged in further rancorous exchanges
about who was to replace him. Donaldson
and others had finally defected to the DUP,
but the damage was done. When Sylvia
Hermon said she was considering standing
as leader, the men in grey suits who ran the
party turned on her. She might be the
party’s sole MP, but she was a ‘maverick’
and ‘not leadership material’, they said. She
was, in short, a woman. Reg Empey got the
job, and fell at the first hurdle, backing

Paisley over the disgraceful scenes at the
Whiterock parade.

So, 2005 saw Paisley emerge at last as the
undisputed leader of unionism. He could
now be first minister with the biggest and
most powerful bloc of ministers and MLAs
at Stormont, while also dominating
unionism at Westminster and in the local
councils. The 2005 Review of Public
Administration envisages swingeing cuts and
the emergence of seven ‘supercouncils’ for
the North — the DUP would dominate
those in the east. Its current practice in the
councils it now dominates is to hold onto
all available positions of power. 

In its negotiations to restore devolution, the
party wanted to dismantle the careful
construct of the offices of first and deputy
first ministers, so that it did not have to
seem to consent to the mandatory coalition
which was central to the Agreement. It also
demanded changes which would give the
assembly more power to veto ministerial
decisions. The SDLP accused Sinn Féin of
allowing the DUP to tamper with the checks
and balances within the Agreement to make
it more like majority rule. 

In 1998 the graffiti in republican parts of
Derry and Belfast had said, ‘Not a bullet,
not an ounce’, a defiant refusal to give up
IRA weapons. With their obsessive pursuit
of decommissioning, unionists had
unwittingly handed Sinn Féin a powerful
card to play during the endless negotiations
that followed the Good Friday Agreement.
However, by 2005 the IRA had become an
albatross round Sinn Féin’s neck. Gerry
Adams called on the IRA to turn to
exclusively political means and, in
September, the IRA decommissioned.

The process was overseen by General John
de Chastelain, head of the decommissioning
body set up under the Agreement, and it
was witnessed by two clergymen, Rev.
Harold Good, a former president of the
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Methodist Church, and Fr. Alec Reid, a
Redemptorist priest who had played a
significant role in bringing about the IRA’s
ceasefire in 1994. Good emerged to say that
it was now ‘beyond a shadow of a doubt’
that the IRA had destroyed its arsenal.

But Paisley was not pleased. He gathered up
all the usual words from his destructive and
violent vocabulary, and flung them at the
situation. It was, he said, ‘the falsehood of
the century’. There had been cunning, deceit,
duplicity, dishonesty and shameful betrayal.
The so-called witnesses were appointees of

the IRA. There were other IRAs anyway
prepared to ‘carry on the butchery’. At the
end of the day, he said, ‘we are no further
forward’. The UUP demanded an inventory
of the weapons destroyed.

There is clearly a tension between the
notion of the people so alienated and
neglected and powerless that they have to
riot in the streets and shoot the police, and
the notion of a risen people full of new zeal
and new confidence. It is a situation the
DUP has created. It has encouraged its
people to believe that the Agreement saw
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everything going to ‘the other side’, and that
in contemporary Northern Ireland,
Protestants are the new Catholics.

It isn’t true. There is poverty and there are
desolate estates where nobody but loyalist
paramilitary moneylenders and drug dealers
can prosper. But the most deprived areas are
still Catholic ones, and there is no evidence
that Protestants are more likely to be
unemployed or that there is wholesale
discrimination against Protestants, as
alleged by the DUP. The loyalist people are
not disenfranchised — they vote DUP. 
Their party is the most powerful party
around. Paisley could be first minister any
day he chooses.

It is ludicrous in any case to suggest that the
Orange Order is interested in championing
the rights of the poor. One of the reasons
the Order was set up was to secure the
sectarian loyalty of the ‘lower orders’ to
their masters, and to destroy any prospect
of class solidarity between poor Protestants
and poor Catholics. 

The DUP has shown no interest in changing
the social order. It is socially conservative —
favouring, for example, the selection process
that sees middle-class children get the best
education. The people who do worst out of
the 11-plus exam are working-class
Protestants. In Brussels, Jim Allister urged
the UK not to destroy the legacy of
Margaret Thatcher. The DUP has softened
its attitude to the Republic of Ireland, not
least because it has found an ally in
Minister for Justice Michael McDowell,
who is just as determined to keep Sinn Féin
out of government in the South as the DUP
has been in the North. Party leaders have
had meetings with wealthy Dublin business
people, and have spoken about a
relationship based on ‘good neighbourliness’
rather than politics. 

Unionism is in a dilemma — it has always
known what it was against but now it is

required to define what it is for. When the
IRA was a brutal and heavily armed enemy,
Paisley’s apocalyptic rhetoric gave his
followers the illusion that he was a great
leader. Unionists could shout defiantly: ‘No
compromise, no sell-out, no surrender.’ It
was a disastrous negotiating position, but it
had what the poet Derek Mahon has
defined as the lure of ‘bleak afflatus’. Now
that the IRA has ceased to be a threat, the
old bombast is simply ridiculous.

It was unionism that defeated David
Trimble, as it defeated Terence O’Neill and
Brian Faulkner. Any unionist leader who has
tried to lead the party into sharing power
with nationalists has been destroyed by the
deep, destructive undertow of sectarianism.
In 1969, the British government’s Cameron
Report found that Paisley ‘must bear a
heavy share of responsibility for the
disorders’ on the streets. Over the bloody
years that followed, he fed the paranoia of
his people and they are still volatile and
readily stirred into rage. As one former
paramilitary (and former RUC man) put it
recently, ‘An insecure people is easily led’.

After the appalling Holy Cross protest in
2002, when loyalists from Glenbryn in
North Belfast hurled blast bombs and bags
of urine at four-year-old girls on their way
to school, the Dunlop Report found that
while there were measures that could
alleviate acute social problems in Glenbryn,
the failure of politicians to work together
would continue to lead inevitably to trouble
in the streets. 

In the old days, before the Troubles,
Orangemen used to be frank about why
they insisted on marching through Catholic
areas. It was ‘to show them who is master’.
The DUP is determined to show Sinn Féin
who is master now. Nationalists want the
Assembly back, and Sinn Féin is making
increasingly angry demands upon the British
and Irish governments to restore the
institutions. The DUP intends to frustrate its
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old enemy. Shortly after the IRA finally
handed over its weapons, Ian Paisley junior
told party members in County Down, ‘Let’s
face it. There is no appetite for a devolved
government with Sinn Féin.’ Referring to
the summer’s violence, he boasted that the
unionist people had sent a warning to the
government. ‘The government cannot ignore
us,’ he said.

Unionism is not about to relinquish the victim
role either. In his New Year’s message for
2006, Peter Robinson attacked the ‘vicious
unrepresentative and unresponsive Direct
Rule’ which was ‘gagging to impose
unpleasant decisions on our community’. The
British tactic was to be ‘aggressive and
destructive’ in order to try to force unionism
to find devolution preferable. Robinson said it
wouldn’t happen. ‘There is now no prospect
in the foreseeable future of establishing the
trust essential to reactivate executive
devolution,’ he stated. His colleague, Gregory
Campbell MP, put it plainly: ‘If the Provos are
in a hurry, we aren’t.’ 

After Gary Mitchell failed to get out to get
revenge on the men who attacked his home,

he realised that his wife’s instinct, to protect
their child, was the better one. He also
realised that his weapons were words and
that he needed to return to them. Once
again, he discovered that his weakness was
his strength. Paisley, the Big Man, is the
DUP’s greatest asset and its greatest liability.
The war is over. Power-sharing is no longer
avoidable. His people need him to show
that compromise is not surrender. But that is
not Paisley’s way. At the DUP’s 2006
conference he rehearsed the old catechism.
It has not been revised. What do we hold?
‘What is ours’. What will be given? ‘Not an
inch’. What will there be? ‘No surrender’.
What is surrender? ‘Compromise’. When
will we surrender to Ulster's enemies?
‘Never’. What is anyone who talks to Sinn
Féin or the Dublin government? ‘A traitor’.
Whose faith shall we uphold? ‘The faith of
our fathers’. With whom will we have no
truck? ‘Those who pursue terror and
criminality’. Where is the Good Friday
Agreement? ‘Buried in a Saducee’s grave’.
As the poet, W. R. Rodgers wrote of Paisley,
long ago: ‘There, but for the grace of God,
goes God’. 
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The topic raised in this sentence concerns the
duties that are owed by individual citizens to
their commonwealth. It is notable that this
subject is addressed in a work which Cicero
composed, together with De oratore and De
legibus, between 55 and 51 BCE — after his
return from exile in September of 57 and
before his departure six years later to assume
the role of governor of Cilicia. The high-
point of Cicero’s political career was now
over, the summit of his achievement having
been reached in December 63 when, as
consul, he had exposed the Catilinarian
conspiracy and presided over the execution
of its insurrectionary collaborators. It was in
part because of the prominence he enjoyed
on account of his involvement in the death of
the conspirators that he was left exposed
when the harmonious unity of 63 descended
into factionalism over the course of the next
five years. Forced exile followed, and then
the necessary retreat from public life on 
his return.

Unsurprisingly, these were the events upon
which Cicero chose to reflect when he
turned to consider the virtues of citizenship
in the opening passages of De re publica. It
was his trajectory from consul to private
citizen that gave weight to his opinion of
the obligations that accompanied political
allegiance. His own ordeal might have
brought him to conclude that the public and
private virtues should be separately

apportioned to discrete periods within the
life of a comprehensively good man. Were
not the pleasures of retirement the due
entitlement of a figure who had served the
public with energy and devotion and who
was fitted to a life of learned leisure? Cicero
asks this question rhetorically of himself,
but only to identify its implicit celebration
of philosophical detachment as exactly 
the position which he had himself refused 
to adopt.

The rejection of philosophical seclusion is
directed at the quietism associated with
Epicurean doctrine, but rejection soon turns
to rebuke.2 To underline his commitment to
sustaining the exertion of his political skills
and wit, Cicero turns on those of his
opponents who regarded him with affection
but regarded his career as an advertizement
for the policy of disengagement.
Contemporary Roman disciples of Epicurus,
Cicero tells us, were disposed to promote
the attractions of quiet contemplation by
pointing to political treachery as endemic to
public life. For them, the familiar list of
Roman and Athenian patriots who were
ultimately traduced by their fellow
countrymen stood as a salient warning:
Miltiades, Themistocles, Camillus and
Opimius, all attested to the futility of service
to one’s country. But, Cicero continued,
they ‘even include my name’ in this
company of the ‘great’: ‘I suppose that
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In the surviving prefatory remarks which open the first book of his
De re publica, Cicero draws attention to one of the focal issues in
the dialogue by asserting in his own person that ‘Our country did
not give us birth or rearing without expecting some return from us.’1

1 Cicero, De re publica, ed.
James E. G. Zetzel
(Cambridge, 1995), § 8, 1.
Unless otherwise stated all
references to De re publica
are to the Zetzel edition. I
have followed the translation
of Cicero, On the
Commonwealth and the
Laws, ed. James E. G. Zetzel
(Cambridge, 1999), 5. 

2 ‘Quietism’ here refers to the
Epicurean ideal of ataraxia
or quies. The rejection of
this facet of Epicureanism is
intermixed in De re publica
with elements from the
Peripatetic debate (between
Theophrastus and
Dicaearchus) about the
relative merits of the bios
praktikos and the bios
theôretikos with which
Cicero was familiar through
Antiochus of Ascalon. On
the latter, see Jonathan
Barnes, ‘Antiochus of
Ascalon’, in Philosophia
Togata I: Essays on
Philosophy and Roman
Society (Oxford, 1989,
1997).
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because they think that they were preserved
in a life of peace by my counsel and danger
they make even stronger and more
affectionate complaints about what
happened to me.’3 However, Cicero will not
follow them in contriving to separate the
obligation of obedience from the
maintenance of public virtue.

Cicero adverts to his own public service and
subsequent betrayal in order to gain a
hearing on the basis of experience for the
unremitting duties of active citizenship, and
to enhance further his rejection of the
Epicurean endorsement of withdrawal from
the cares of the political arena to the
privacy of philosophical reflection. As he

argued the case, the commonwealth did not
nourish the wellbeing of its citizens in its
capacity as parent and educator merely to
preserve each person in the detached
condition of private security: instead, ‘she
did so with the understanding that she has a
claim on the largest and best part of our
minds, talents, and judgment for her own
use, and leaves for our private use only so
much as is beyond her requirements’.4

Behind this call to practical engagement lies
a summons to political obedience. The point
here is that this obedience is grounded on
political allegiance construed on the analogy
of filial piety: the patria begets and breeds
the members of the community on condition
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3 Cicero, De re publica, § 6,
2–3: ‘nec uero iam meo
nomine abstinent, et credo
quia nostro consilio ac
periculo sese in illa uita
atque otio conseruatos
putant, grauius etiam de
nobis queruntur et
amantius’; Cicero, On the
Commonwealth, 4

4 Cicero, De re publica, § 8,
1: ‘sed ut plurimas et
maximas nostri animi
ingenii consilio partes ipsa
sibi ad utilitatem suam
pigneraretur, tantumque
nobis in nostrum priuatum
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Cicero, On the
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5 Cicero, De re publica, ed.
C. Ziegler [1915], (Leipzig,
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plura beneficia continet
patria, et est antiquior
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6 Cicero, On Duties, ed. M.
T. Griffin and E. M. Atkins
(Cambridge, 1991), 10

7 Plato, Ninth Letter, trans.
L. A. Post, in Plato: The
Collected Dialogues,
including the Letters, ed. E.
Hamilton and H. Cairns
(Princeton, 1961, 1989),
1606 (358a–b)

8 Plato, Euthyphro, Apology
of Socrates, Crito, ed. John
Burnet [1924], (Oxford,
1977), 72–73 (50d–51a–b).
I have for the most part
followed Hugh
Tredennick’s translation of
the Crito in Plato: The
Collected Dialogues, 36.
Unless otherwise stated all
references to Crito are to
the Burnet edition.

9 I do not mean to imply
here that Cicero’s argument
is fully comprehended by
the Crito. The Stoic and
Peripatetic origins of many
of the core precepts set out
in De re publica are well
attested. See D. Frede,
‘Constitution and
Citizenship: Peripatetic
Influence on Cicero’s
Political Conceptions in De
re publica’, in W.
Fortenbaugh and P.



that these citizens repay its nourishment
[alimenta]. A fragment from De re publica
belonging to the earliest preliminary section
of the dialogue handed down to us from the
grammarian Nonius Marcellus, underscores
the importance of the comparison: ‘since
our country provides more benefits and is a
parent prior to the parents who conceived
us, we owe a greater debt to it than to our
parents’.5 But the remarkable feature of this
argument is not that the state is pictured as
patriarchal (or matriarchal), but that civic
duty is justified by analogy with the family
pact. The commonwealth is not simply seen
as inheriting the role of parent. Part of the
purpose of the equation between polity and
progenitor is to establish by the resemblance
the significance of the difference.

Properly understood, these passages propose
that the state should be acknowledged as
ultimately usurping familial authority —
superimposing on parental loyalty an
overriding duty as if the republic were
something like the original ‘great
grandparent’. In effect, parental and
political roles are connected via simile:
citizens repay their care as though they had
been nourished [quasi alimenta] by their
country. The simile does not imply that the
commonwealth should be cast in the role of
suckling its offspring, as it were. While the
metaphor likens, it does not identify: the
point of the comparison between civil
community and ancestral lineage is that
political obligation trumps any subordinate
trust whilst retaining for itself the kind of
affective allegiance that one might expect to
discover among relations within the family.

De officiis presents us with what is
effectively a distinct thesis. There, drawing
on a frequently cited Platonic maxim,
Cicero sets political allegiance alongside
rather than above competing commitments
to family and friends: ‘We are not born for
ourselves alone, to use Plato’s splendid
words, but our country claims for itself one
part of our birth, and our friends another.’6

The reference here is to Plato’s Ninth Letter,
where the duty of political commitment is
enjoined upon all ‘good men’ on the
grounds that their absorption in exclusively
private matters leaves the public stage to
‘worthless men’: ‘We are born partly for our
country, partly for our parents, partly for
our friends’.7 It is in Plato’s Crito that the
citizen’s pledge to the city and its laws is
counted as more than just one component
element in the complete schedule of civic
duties; it in fact commands both a prior and
a superior allegiance to all others.

Towards the close of that short work,
Socrates addresses himself through the
personified figure of the Athenian laws:
‘“Did we not give you life in the first place
… Are you so wise as to have forgotten that
compared with your mother and father and
all the rest of your ancestors your country is
something far more precious, more
venerable, more sacred, and held in greater
honour both among gods and among
reasonable men?”’8 In this passage, by
arguing the case for the commonwealth as
the begetter of a system of laws whose claim
upon the individual transcends ancestral
ties, Cicero is relaying the final message set
down by Socrates at the climax of the
Crito.9

In fact, Cicero’s phraseology deliberately
echoes Plato’s. The patria is said to spawn
[gignere] and rear [educare] the citizens in
De re publica, while the patris in the Crito
engenders [genesthai] and trains [paideuô]
its men. In both, political ‘nutrition’
[alimenta, tropheia] is said to place an
obligation on the members of the
community. There is, however, a still deeper
connection. In the Crito, Socrates presents
his accuser, the city, as wearing a dual
aspect — that of ‘the laws’ [hoi nomoi] and
that of ‘the community’ [to koinon].
Indeed, in being subject to interrogation by
the city, Socrates is questioned by the figure
of the state embodying this combination of
characteristics — ‘the laws and community
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ed. Allen Wood
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of the city’ [oÒ nømoi kaÁ tØ koinØn t∂q pølevq]
— with the aim of establishing what it is
that he is obligated to in his capacity as
citizen and how it is that this abstraction
can impose its will on him.10 It is this larger
question to which the first book of De re
publica addresses itself as well.

In the Crito, it transpires that the citizens’
obligation to the laws — and Socrates’
obligation in particular — is based on the
existence of a clear yet tacit agreement
[homologia] between the parties. Under the
terms of this agreement, the city provides its
members with both a framework of law and
a basis for patriotic attachment. The
members repay this debt by submitting to
the procedures for rendering justice whilst
retaining the right to persuade the city of
any alleged infraction: ‘you must do
whatever your country and city command,

or else persuade them in accordance with
universal justice’.11 The rights of persuasion
end where the resort to violence begins. But
the question remains as to what sustains
individual loyalty in circumstances where
persuasion fails.

In the broader scheme of the dialogue, it
becomes clear that submission to public
command is sustained on the grounds that
the general arrangement in some sense
‘pleases’ those who are subject to it. But it
pleases, according to the argument in the
Crito, in two distinct ways. First, the city
gratifies by its appearance as a benefactor;
but second, it placates through its provision
of a system of equitable rules. In this second
sense, it satisfies by its utility: a community
that conducts its business on the basis of
law rather than whim pleases by the equal
advantage it confers on each of its members
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38

13 Plato, Crito, (51b–c); Plato:
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translation used here.

14 Gregory Vlastos, ‘Socrates
on Political Obedience and
Disobedience’, Studies in
Greek Philosophy II:
Socrates, Plato, and their
Tradition (Princeton,
1995), 32

15 Cicero, De re publica, §
39, 1: ‘“Est igitur” inquit
Africanus, “res publica res
populi, populus autem non
omnis hominum coetus
quoquo modo congregatus,
sed coetus multitudinis iuris
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communione sociatus”’;
On the Commonwealth, 18

16 For some discussion of the
process of adaptation, see
N. Wood, Cicero’s Social
and Political Thought
(Berkeley and Los Angeles,
1988), 123–28.

17 It is worth noting in this
connection that the critical
commentary on this
passage from De re publica
in Augustine, The City of
God against the Pagans,
ed. R. W. Dyson
(Cambridge, 1998, 2005),
bk. 19, ch. 21–24, is
resolved by modifying the
Ciceronian definition of the
(pagan) commonwealth
into the claim that ‘a
“people” is an assembled
multitude of rational
creatures bound together
by a common agreement as
to the objects of their love’.



— they are all uniformly bound by the same
rules of procedure. Given the transparent
usefulness of such a set-up to a community
of citizens, the figure of the city feels
justified in asking: ‘Who could care for a
city without laws?’12 The ‘care’ [areskô]
here connotes a kind of satisfaction
rendered, carrying the implication that such
an arrangement pleases.

But the city does not only please through
the provision of equitable laws — it also
gratifies by its appearance as an immediate

benefactor. However, the polis can best
appear in this guise of patron and protector
if its members are won over to it by
imagining their immediate attachments to
family and friends as dependent parts of a
wider community transmitted ancestrally
from one generation to the next. A
community so imagined fosters piety and
reverence in its members to such an extent
that it will be generally acknowledged that
while ‘violence is a sin even against your
parents … it is a far greater sin against your
country’.13 Patriotic sentiment is elucidated
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transformation of the term,
see Gareth Stedman Jones,
‘Hegel and the Economics
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and Khilnani, Civil Society,
and ‘Introduction’ to G. W.
F. Hegel, Elements of the
Philosophy of Right, ed.
Allen W. Wood
(Cambridge, 1991, 2004),
xvii–xix. For influential
accounts of the threat
posed to modern states by
specifically ethnic
affiliation, see Michael E.
Brown, ed., Ethnic Conflict
and International Security
(Princeton, 1993); Milton
J. Esman, Ethnic Polities
(Ithaca, 1994); Ted Gurr
and Barbara Harff, Ethnic
Conflict and World Politics
(Boulder, 1994).

20 This generalization holds
across the political
spectrum: see Susanne H.
Rudolph and Lloyd I.
Rudolph, ‘Modern Hate’,
New Republic, 22 Mar.
1993; William Pfaff,
‘Revive Secular Citizenship
above “Ethnic”
Nationality’, International
Herald Tribune, 20 July
1993; Robert D. Kaplan,
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here by means of the comparison with filial
piety; but, at the same time, communal
obligation is explicitly rendered in such a
way that it is shown to overrule any
subordinate obligation to the family.

In his attempt to make sense of this aspect of
the argument of the Crito, Gregory Vlastos
described it as a mere homiletic distraction
from the true merits of the case for patriotic
duty — so much so, he concludes, that one
could legitimately remove such rhetorical
flourishes from the dialogue in order to
penetrate to the core message of Plato’s
argument.14 On the contrary, it is crucial for
the case concerning the basis of obligation to
the city mounted in the Crito that allegiance
is not founded solely on the utility of
impartial law but that it is also firmly
established on humanly partial motives — in
this case, on reverence for the community
understood in terms of the analogy with
‘holy’ deference to one’s parents.

In the famous definition of a republic put
forward by Scipio Africanus half way
through the first book of De re publica, the
commonwealth is described as a coming
together of the people ‘consensu iuris’ —
that is, by agreement in law. This coming
together is at the same time represented as a
society ‘utilitatis communione’ — in other
words, in shared interest.15 All the elements
of the original Platonic formulation are here
— adapted, as it happens, to subsequent
philosophical elaboration on the ultimate
grounds of consensus iuris [homologia
nomou].16 But as we have seen, it is
noteworthy that the shared interest that
underwrites the Ciceronian commonwealth
was presented in the earliest sections of De
re publica as sustained by gratitude
construed on the model of requiting
parental debt — which is to say, that the
obligation to the res publica is supported by
the feeling of intimate allegiance for which
purpose the political community is imagined
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United States
commentators on world
affairs in the immediate
aftermath of the Cold War
can be seen in Zbigniew
Brzezinski, Out of Control:
Global Turmoil on the Eve
of the Twenty-First Century
(New York, 1993) and
Daniel Patrick Moynihan,
Pandemonium: Ethnicity in
International Politics
(Oxford, 1993).

22 For an application of key
elements of the ethnic
thesis to the Balkans, see
Robert Kaplan, Balkan
Ghosts: A Journey through
History (New York, 1993);
in relation to Kosovo, see
Tim Judah, Kosovo: War
and Revenge (New Haven
and London, 2000); in
connection with the
collapse of the USSR, see
Mark Beissinger,
Nationalist Mobilisation
and the Collapse of the
Soviet State (Cambridge,
2002); on Afghanistan, see
Barnett R. Rubin, The
Fragmentation of
Afghanistan: State
Formation and Collapse in
the International System
(New Haven and London,
1995, 2002); on the
Middle East, see L. Carl
Brown, Middle East
Politics: The Rules of the
Game (London, 1985). For
a critical assessment of the
applicability of ethnic (or
cultural) models to the
Middle East, see Fred
Halliday, The Middle East
in International Relations:
Power, Politics and
Ideology (Cambridge,
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Muslims and
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Indonesia (Princeton,
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as a patria.17 But it is vital to recognise that
this does not collapse patriotic sentiment
into a form of kinship relation: as with the
Crito, patriotism in De re publica supplants
kinship. In investigating the problem of
competing allegiances between family,
friends and state with a view to
demonstrating that there is by right no
competition at all, the Crito took up the
challenge which had been laid down most
notoriously by Sophocles in his Antigone. In
the first two scenes of that drama, the rival
claims of familial love and political
allegiance are embodied in the conflicting
characters of Kreon and Antigone. In fact,
the process of interpreting the precise
meaning of that conflict has made Antigone
a pivotal document in the history of the
debate about the contest between personal
and political obligations.

Throughout the history of the reception and
analysis of Antigone, the play has been
taken either to represent the struggle of
individual conscience against a tyrannical
political order, or to stand for the
destructive force of primordial ties when
pitted against the rightful claims of the civil
community. It remains to be seen whether
Sophocles’ play was concerned with a clash
between contending obligations that could
be formulated in either of these ways. But
certainly the collision, as set out in the
drama, casts its shadow over subsequent
meditations on the rival claims of ancestral
and civil affiliation.18

The urge to understand the terms of the
collision is evident in the intricate sequence
of political arguments that extends from
Plato to Cicero. Equally, contemporary
discussion of seemingly comparable
situations of political strife commonly
reverts to this original frame of reference.
The problem is that, in the process of
reversion, the precise significance of
inherited precepts and principles becomes
occluded. The meaning of the earliest
versions of the conflict has effectively been

lost, and so the explanatory capacity of the
terms of analysis adapted from the older
context has been stripped of any power it
might initially have had. The occult status
of many contemporary treatments of this
generic theme is evident in the resort to a
pervasive term of art — the term ethnicity
— which spans the range of meanings from
‘kinship’ to ‘identity’ to ‘culture’ without at
any point enlightening us as to why any of
these might carry political significance in
themselves.

II

In this vein, according to prevailing
assumptions about politics today, modern
societies are threatened by a latent source of
incivility. The societies so afflicted are
understood to be civil societies, or states,
while the incivility afflicting them is
ascribed to nationalism or ‘ethnic’ rivalry.19

This essay is an attempt explore the terms in
which that ascription is made, with a view
to ascertaining its cogency and coherence.
The identification of ethnic rivalry as a key
causal factor in the descent of civil societies
into civil war pervades both the academic
and journalistic commentary dedicated to
the analysis of national and regional
conflicts since the end of the Cold War.20

But while such treatments may be well-
intentioned, their conclusions are uncertain
because the governing tool of their analyses
is the least dependable item in the whole
field of inquiry.

The relevant tool here is ethnicity, which is
supposed to highlight the existence of a
politically significant reality. In fact, the
invocation of ethnicity fails to do anything
of the kind. This failure has become
endemic to the study of political conflict
over the course of the past half-century,
since it has all along been unclear what kind
of reality the term ethnicity is intended to
refer to, or why the phenomenon so
identified should carry the significance its
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Anthony D. Smith, The
Ethnic Origins of Nations
(Oxford, 1986).
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(London, 1988), bk. 6, ch.
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(New York, 1982); for a
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the period, see Geoffrey
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and Despair: A History of
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Order (Cambridge, 1989,
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observers habitually accorded to it. It is
certainly clear that ethnicity is associated
with the dynamics of group behaviour.
What has yet to be decided is whether the
ethnic label points to a particular kind of
group or to specific behavioural features
which are taken to characterize such groups.

The resort to ethnicity as an explanatory
device capable of accounting for militant
national prejudice gained momentum during
the 1990s, beginning with the crisis of
Yugoslavia in 1991.21 Reliance on this
device has proliferated ever since, steadily
becoming adopted as an evocative term of
art designed to capture those forms of
popular hostility deemed capable of
breeding mass atrocities — atrocities such as
actually happened in both Rwanda and
Sudan, and such as have often been
predicted for Iraq and East Timor. Indeed,
over the past fifteen years, the global reach
of putatively ethnic antagonism is among
the most commonly remarked upon features
of the kind of group antipathy under
discussion in this article. Geo-political
analysts surveying the terrain of potential
conflict from Central Africa to the Middle
East, and from Central Asia to the Far East,
are united in their disposition to identify
ethnic divisions as fault lines along which
political communities are polarized and so
liable to fracture.22

The prediction offered by Samuel
Huntington in the summer of 1993 that the
world of the future would be dogged by
ethnic strife, merely exemplifies what was to
become a fairly standard expectation. In
fact, even Huntington’s broader claim that
these projected ‘ethnic conflicts’ were bound
to take place inside still larger cultural
agglomerations (or ‘civilizations’), and that
these larger units would then ally themselves
to kin protagonists across the world, is in
effect a cosmopolitan extension of the more
provincial thesis: ‘ethnic conflicts will occur
within civilizations … And the most
dangerous … conflicts are those along the

fault lines between civilizations’.23 Given
the scope and ambition of Huntington’s
argument, it has always seemed reasonable
to try to isolate the defining attributes of the
civilizations he ear-marked for collision in
this way, and to determine what are the
features that dispose such cultural
constructs to cohere within themselves yet
clash with others of a different kind. By the
same token, a matching spirit of inquisitive
scepticism could usefully be applied to the
conversation surrounding ethnic groups.

As Huntington saw it, ethnic antagonisms
would be subsumed within wider
civilizational antagonisms, and in the
process pose a series of strategic global
threats. But the question remains as to how
these civilizations are to be conceptualized.
Are they to be seen as definite agents in
themselves, as entities invested with a
volition of their own, or do civilizations
only manifest themselves as the sum of the
individual actions of their members?
Precisely the same question ought to be
asked of ethnic entities. What needs to be
grasped is whether we ought to understand
a given ethnicity as cohering like an
autonomous political body or as comprising
a network of relations between individuals.
If it is to be understood as a political body,
or even as a political movement, then we
need to discover how it distributes
responsibility and divides its functions —
how authority and subordination operate
within it. If, on the other hand, ethnicity is a
social relation, then we need to examine the
sort of relation that it is — the kind of bond
that makes it the society it is.

It is commonly assumed that ethnicity unites
these distinct social and political
components into a lethal combination of
socio-political elements. From this
perspective, it is a mode of social cohesion
allied to a political aspiration. Understood
in this way, an ethnic group is a social bond
in search of political expression. This
assumption can be found throughout the
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literature on nationalism: ‘nationalism is a
theory of political legitimacy, which requires
that ethnic boundaries should not cut across
political ones’, as Ernest Gellner put it.24

This quotation serves to focus our original
question more distinctly: what defines the
ethnic entity confined within these
‘boundaries’ — is ethnicity a social
substance or a form of social interaction?

The humanities and social sciences have
travelled some considerable distance from
dependence upon implausible theories of
social ontology that hypostatize the
existence of social or communal ‘matter’
that thrives underneath the relations that
compose society.25 Nonetheless, the idea of
ethnicity as a species of chemical bond
underlying the existence of social groups
and directing their behaviour independently

of each members’ actions persists as a reflex
assumption among commentators on
nationalism. Even when analysts perfectly
appreciate that ethnicity and nationality are
products of individual imagination or belief,
the tendency still surfaces to ascribe suitably
mystified social attitudes to the constituents
of nominally ethnic communities in order
then to draw attention to the communities
in question as the bearers of an
appropriately menacing sensibility. In this
vein, ethnic affiliation is regularly described
as a vestige of ‘organic’ conceptions of
interpersonal relations. Isaiah Berlin was
typical of the genre: true nationalists, he
contended, were disposed to view
themselves as quasi-organic collectivities.26

Yet no population that explicitly entertained
this opinion is brought forward to
substantiate the claim. On the other hand,
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30 This thesis can be found in
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French Revolution, and it is
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other political movements
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Oakeshottean theory of
nationalism, since the core
of the argument is derived
from Michael Oakeshott,
‘Rationalism in Politics’
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Politics and Other Essays
(Indianapolis, 1991).
However, Oakeshott’s own
position was intended to
serve a specifically British
postwar case against
reforming welfare
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See François Guizot, The
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Europe [1828] (London,
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Régime and the Revolution
[1856] (London, 1976), ch.
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modifications of Edmund
Burke, Reflections on the
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individual philosophers and schools of
thought which seem to lend themselves to
being interpreted as sponsors of the relevant
notions of organic social cohesion are
regularly paraded as a kind of
admonition.27 This exercise, however, is
rarely free from hazard. It is well known
that Emile Durkheim hypothesized an
‘organic solidarity’ underpinning the
elaborate division of labour characteristic of
complex commercial and industrial
societies, but this category was not intended
to cover either ethnic groups or
nationalities. Moreover, the solidarity under
investigation was described by him as
organic ‘by analogy’ only: it was not
literally conceptualized as a species of living
organism.28 At the same time, the usual
culprits wheeled out as proponents of
spuriously organic conceptions of ethnicity
or cultural nationalism are most often found
to have committed themselves to nothing of
the kind. Certainly the most commonly
fingered suspects — Herder and Mazzini —

are, on closer inspection, not found to live
up to their billing.29

Constructing a fake trail of suspects who
are alleged to have disseminated all varieties
of ethnic dogma has become an integral
feature of the mythology of ethnicity.
However, it is important to recognize that
the impulse to round up suitable candidates
for condemnation in this way is neither a
quirk of academic procedure nor a product
of deliberately malicious design. It is instead
a by-product of a long-established
determination to hunt down the chain of
values presumed to have generated the
vocation of modern nationalism. On
account of the idea that this vocation is
ordained to express itself through animosity,
and that nationalist animosity culminates in
violence, the search for origins has been
directed toward locating a taste for bigotry
in the germinal impulses that make up the
attitudes held to characterize national
feelings. But from the beginning this search
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indeed himself put it —
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group with concrete social
action’. See Max Weber,
Economy and Society: An
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Sociology, 2 vols., ed.
Guenther Roth and Claus
Wittich (Berkeley and Los
Angeles, 1978), vol. 1, 389.

32 Both attributes —
mysticism and atavism —
have commonly been
ascribed to the IRA. The
claim that the Provisionals
were born out of a ‘gut’
response to loyalism in the
autumn of 1969 is
represented by Ed
Moloney, A Secret History
of the IRA (London,
2002), ch. 2. Atavism,
mysticism and ideological
fanaticism are all given
significant causal roles in
the emergence of
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in Richard English, Armed
Struggle: A History of the
IRA (London, 2003), ch. 3.
This combination of
destructive elements into
one Provisional package is



was launched from within established
political movements. This pedigree does not
bode well for the genealogical rigour of the
inquiry: movements of this kind are obliged
to function amid rival campaigns. They
frequently opt to compete by associating
their opponents with the disagreeable
characteristics of narrowness and prejudice.

The political movements in question are
commonly nationalist political movements
keen to deliver this result by levelling the
charge of either primitivism or superstition
against the competing patriot-parties ranged
against them. Typically, one nationalist
party sets out to convict its nationalist rival
of favouring some degraded specimen of
political doctrine or behaviour. It also
happens that the underlying attitudes taken
to inform insurrectionary nationalism are
associated with ideological purity rather
than with moral or cognitive simplicity.30

By comparison, properly ethnic nationalism
is seen as raw and untutored — both in its
immediate appetites and in its legitimating
self-image.31 Ethnic actors are thus
identified with a blunted sensibility and a
credulous system of belief. By this
reckoning, since true ideological fanaticism
must involve calculation and premeditation
rather than merely affective and instinctive
motivation,  the kind of conflict to which an
ideological style of politics is supposed to
give rise ought to be distinguished from the
ethnic variant and be made the subject of
another discussion.

Because specifically ethnic conflicts are
presumed to result from a deficiency rather
than an excess of human reasoning, the case
against an ethnic antagonist is accordingly
built in one of two ways: either opponents
are accused of depending on a bogus
supporting doctrine, and so its adherents are
promptly convicted of superstition; or,
alternatively, rivals are taken to be mired in
antiquated forms of sociability, and thus
tarnished by the imputation of primitivism.

The tendency is conspicuous in Ireland.
Political enemies are denounced either for
resorting to sub-rational modes of self-
justification or for promoting retrograde
versions of national culture. In the former
case, opponents are branded in terms of the
putatively mystical, mythical or religious
character of their political philosophy; while
in the latter case they are censured for
indulging in atavistic, involuntary or
organic forms of popular affiliation.32 In
Northern Ireland, unionists regularly
chastise nationalists for espousing an
‘ethnic’ brand of nationalism, reserving the
‘civic’ alternative for themselves. Needless to
state, Northern nationalists accuse rival
unionists of equally primal attachments. The
intention, in either case, is clear: ethnic
nationalism, like cultural nationalism, is
opposed to civic or political nationalism in
order to contrast one’s own adoption of the
more advanced position with the
unenlightened commitments sustained by
the other side.33

In following this procedure by playing the
ethnic card, it is possible to succeed at a
single stroke in defaming one’s opponents,
either on account of their attachment to
some unprepossessing mode of solidarity or
on account of their reliance on superstitious
criteria for political legitimacy, or on
account of both. In this way, one’s own
reasoned political stance is counter-posed to
the superstitious primitivism found on the
far side of the relevant political divide. This
arrangement of priorities entails claiming
such virtuous assets for one’s own cause as
deliberation, politics and citizenship whilst
foisting nationalism, atavism and ethnic
allegiance upon the enemy camp. The aim
here is to equate the preferred form of
association — the deliberative and political
model — with its spirit of compromise and
accommodation, whilst aligning the less
dignified mode of affiliation — the
nationalist and atavistic type — with
narrow prejudice. Such prejudice, the
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Republicanism’, in Norman
Porter, ed., The Republican
Ideal (Belfast, 1998),
90–97, comes to the
conclusion that Provisional
republicanism (as opposed
to Workers’ Party
republicanism) is
‘ethnocentric’.
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34 For a discussion of the
rhetorical manipulation of
moral terms and political
principles in public
discourse, see Quentin
Skinner, ‘Moral Principles
and Social Change’, in
Visions of Politics I:
Regarding Method
(Cambridge, 2002),
145–57.

35 Terms like ethnicity present
types of action in morally
loaded terms, but they do
not give the reasons for the
occurrence of the
behaviour nor specify the
nature of the relationship
between individual and
group. One of the
problematic consequences
of the repeated resort to
such morally charged but
practically empty labels is
that the reliance on this
kind of loaded terminology
creates the very problem it
seeks to pin down: it
renders mystical what is
actually explicable and
transforms definite types of
action into occult social
processes. On the complex
logic of group formation,
see Mancur Olson, The
Logic of Collective Action:
Public Goods and the
Theory of Groups
(Cambridge, Mass., 1965,
1971). For the criteria
necessary for identifying
discrete reasons for actions,
see Donald Davidson,
Essays on Actions and
Events (Oxford, 1980,
2001), ch. 1–2.

36 This might be understood
as the reverse process of the
‘fabrication of ideals’
described in Friedrich
Nietzsche, On the
Genealogy of Morality, ed.
Keith Ansell-Pearson
(Cambridge, 1991), 28–31.
For a discussion of the
ideological significance of
the process, see Quentin
Skinner, ‘Retrospect:
Studying Rhetoric and
Conceptual Change’, in
Visions of Politics I,
185–86. For the analysis of
the process of fabrication
as historical genealogy, see
Raymond Geuss,



implication goes, is prone to hostility
toward outsiders and so ultimately to
militancy and violence.

But it is always prejudice and hostility
attributed to the politics of the opposing side.
This fact supplies prima facie grounds for
discrediting the truth of the attribution. The
key question about Northern Ireland, or
Kosovo, or Kashmir, is indeed how civil
relations deteriorated into hostility and
violence. In the face of the available contrast
between the kind of fratricidal rage in
evidence throughout the more disturbed
areas of the planet and the comparatively
tranquil conditions that are equally a feature
of yet other settled regions of the
contemporary world, it is easy to understand
the resort to suggestive abstractions like
ethnicity, organicism and mysticism in the
effort to discover correspondingly explosive
passions. But while this recourse may be
perfectly understandable, it evidently gets the
order of inquiry back to front. Surely it
would be better practice to begin with the
concrete conjunction of attitudes and affairs,
and adapt our terminology to each
conjunction, instead of beginning with an
abstract nomenclature and then hoping to
find within it an explanation for the
behaviour it merely designates.

Abstract terms do not explain by the magic
of their simple invocation. Terms instead
should be applied to an explanation. But
since moral terms and political phrases are
subject to continual ideological pressure and
manipulation, they risk depleting their
explanatory power in proportion as they
accumulate new applications and
associations.34 Through protracted use,
they are liable to function as mere ciphers of
condemnation or approval which tell us
more about their employer than they do
about the object of their employment. This
clearly holds for the key phrases which
circulate within the vocabulary of
nationalism: terms like identity, ethnicity
and culture all denominate a vague category

of behaviour whilst pretending to account
for the mode of behaviour so described.
They may express the user’s attitude
towards the kind of activity under
consideration — in this instance, towards
ethnic identification and nationalist hostility
— but they do not explain the individual
motivations or the group dynamics involved
in the relevant form of political action.35

This is not a necessary but a contingent
feature of the descriptive vocabularies
commonly applied to collective behaviour.
In respect of types of behaviour docketed
for disapproval, severe political and
ideological pressure has the inevitable effect
of eliciting from campaigners and
commentators alike a show of morally
anointed pronouncements rather than
deliberately discriminating statements of
causal explanation.36 The ideological
pressure surrounding nationalist
confrontations is conspicuous, with the
result that the hope of finding any searching
rigour among the debates that accompany
these confrontations is particularly unlikely.
In these treacherous circumstances, to
encourage the exercise of due caution in the
effort to assemble a more detached
assessment is not in any sense to counsel
despair. It is instead an invitation to subject
the processes of moral and political
branding to sustained scrutiny.

Since the inherited rhetorical descriptions
that denominate ethnic sociability have been
accumulated over time, this scrutiny must
necessarily take the form of an historical
inquiry that aims to advance
understanding.37 As things now stand, the
available vocabularies for characterizing
nationalist affiliation bear a greater
resemblance to simple ideological tagging
than they do to the kind of taxonomy that
one would expect of more methodical
investigation. It seems right that a surer
grasp of the popular basis of hostility and
violence would best be served by tilting the
balance in the opposite direction.
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‘Nietzsche and Genealogy’,
in Morality, Culture and
History: Essays in German
Philosophy (Cambridge,
1999), 1–28.

37 This ambition might be
thought to contrast with
the methodological
scepticism which
characterizes much recent
reflection on the
humanities and social
sciences. The mode of
scepticism most often in
use, however, is whimsical,
since the object of doubt is
epistemological certainty,
and this doubt is usually
accompanied by absolute
moral conviction. For a
classic statement of the
whimsical position, see
Jean-François Lyotard, The
Postmodern Condition: A
Report on Knowledge
(Manchester, 1984). The
associated claim that any
pretension to intellectual
advance based on reasoned
discrimination is ‘totalising’
and so ‘totalitarian’, is
derived from Max
Horkheimer and Theodor
W. Adorno, Dialectic of
Enlightenment (London,
1972), but is no more
plausible for that. It is
instead an example of the
combination of
methodological doubt with
moralizing certainty
common in academic
practice. Sureness of
method twinned with
moral uncertainty would be
a preferable combination,
for an example of which
see the programmatic
statement of Montesquieu,
The Spirit of the Laws
[1748], ed. A. Cohler, B.
Miller and H. Stone
(Cambridge, 1989), xliv: 
‘ … in an enlightened age,
one trembles even while
doing the greatest goods.
One feels the old abuses
and sees their correction,
but one also sees the abuses
of the correction itself’.

38 See, for example, Hans
Kohn, The Age of
Nationalism: The First Era
of Global History (New
York, 1962), ch. 1; John



I do not want to claim here that there is
never any substance to the various charges
of prejudice, vain-glory or belligerence that
lie beneath the allegations of ethnic
affiliation; nor that all political players in
the game of nationalist counter-accusation
are equally culpable; nor even that there is
no escape from rhetorical rumour-
mongering among interested parties into
plain-speaking analysis above the fray. My
point instead is that the basis of these
allegations will remain obscure while the
idioms in which the process of ideological
charge and counter-charge is conducted are
left standing above critical suspicion. It is
exactly a kind of suspicion that is called for
under the circumstances. It is necessary to
prise open for examination the hidden
assumptions that inhabit modern arguments
about patriotism and nationalism to see
what it is that is commonly believed to
impel relatively harmonious social and
political arrangements towards divisiveness,
antipathy, and ultimately towards
catastrophe.

III

Most twentieth-century theories of
nationalism trade on a distinction between
benign and belligerent forms of national
affiliation — between civic and ethnic modes
of allegiance, or between political and
cultural forms of patriotic identification.38

Many of these formulations owe an
unwitting debt to the terms of analysis which
guided socialist and Marxist responses to the
collapse of the Second International in
August 1914  — all of which either
contrasted prospective proletarian solidarity
with existing national prejudices, or sought
to separate politically progressive forms of
patriotic allegiance from anti-social
sentiments which culminated in nationalist
bigotry.39 Both of these verdicts have their
ultimate roots in the austere fraternalism
promoted by Jacobin political doctrine;40 but
among the most proximate historiographical

sources for the postwar political analysis of
the nationalist consummation of 1914–18
was the prewar historical research of
Friedrich Meinecke.41

In 1907 Meinecke published his
Cosmopolitanism and the National State in
order to advance an historical
understanding of the foundations of
German nationality, aiming in particular to
elucidate the Prusso-German dimensions of
the problem. For the purpose, Meinecke
traced the history of the German idea of the
nation-state to two distinct eighteenth-
century sources — to cultural nationalism,
on the one hand, and to political
nationalism, on the other.  What interested
Meinecke was the history of the
confrontation in Germany between the
distinct vocations of political particularism
and national cosmopolitanism. Meinecke
presented this confrontation in terms of an
encounter between national egoism fuelled
by the power politics of raison d’état and
the ideal of humanitarian cultural
collaboration founded on cosmopolitan
fraternity.42

Before the Great War, in assessing the likely
future success of Bismarck’s legacy to the
German Reich, Meinecke was optimistic
about the prospective harmony that he
expected would characterize ongoing
collaboration between the spirit of cultural
co-operation and the utilitarian demands of
realpolitik. However, by 1924 that optimism
had given way to far darker premonitions as
Meinecke anticipated the devastating impact
of what he now viewed as the problematic
combination of militarism, nationalism and
capitalism on the peace of Europe.43

Contemporary scholarship has tended to
invert the terms of analysis in accordance
with which Meinecke originally set out his
diagnosis. In its original formulation,
cultural nationalism was grounded on the
ideal of humanitas while its political
incarnation was identified with the
amorality of sheer pragmatic expediency.
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Plamenatz, ‘Two Types of
Nationalism’, in Eugene
Kamenka, ed.,
Nationalism: The Nature
and Evolution of the Idea
(Canberra, 1973); Liah
Greenfeld, ‘Introduction’,
in Nationalism: Five Roads
to Modernity (Cambridge,
Mass., 1992), 1–26;
Michael Mann, The Dark
Side of Democracy:
Explaining Ethnic Conflict
(Cambridge, 2005), ch. 3.
For a neat summary of
widely disseminated
versions of the thesis, see
Bernard Yack, ‘The Myth
of the Civic Nation’,
Critical Review, 10, 2
(Spring 1996), 193: ‘The
ethnic idea of the nation,
we are told, celebrates
inherited cultural identity
and is exemplified by
Germany, Japan, and most
Eastern European
countries. The civic idea of
the nation, in contrast, is
supposed to capture the
freely chosen and purely
political identity of
participants in such
modern states as France,
Canada, and the United
States.’

39 See John Dunn, Western
Political Theory in the Face
of the Future (Cambridge,
1979, 1993), 57–58. The
perspective survived into
the late twentieth century
in the form of Eric
Hobsbawm, Nations and
Nationalism since 1789:
Programme, Myth, Reality
(Cambridge, 1990), ch. 4.
For a survey of the Marxist
tradition, see Ephrain
Nimni, Marxism and
Nationalism: Theoretical
Origins of a Political Crisis
(London, 1991); for
comment, see Miroslav
Hroch, ‘Real and
Constructed: The Nature of
the Nation’, in John A.
Hall, ed., The State of the
Nation: Ernest Gellner and
the Theory of Nationalism
(Cambridge, 1998), 102.

40 On the passage of Jacobin
anti-political fraternity into
the traditions of modern
socialism, see Istvan Hont,
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‘The Permanent Crisis of a
Divided Mankind:
“Nation-State” and
“Nationalism” in
Historical Perspective’, in
Jealousy of Trade,
493–508.

41 Friedrich Meinecke,
Cosmopolitanism and the
National State, trans. R. B.
Kimber (Princeton, 1970
[1907]). Note, however,
that at exactly the same
time there appeared the
extremely influential study
by Otto Bauer,
Nationalitäten Frage und
die Sozialdemokratie
(Vienna, 1907, 1924).

42 See Meinecke,
Cosmopolitanism and the
National State, 21: ‘the
best German national
feeling also includes the
cosmopolitan ideal of a
humanity beyond
nationality’.

43 For an allusion to the
change in perspective, see
Meinecke’s ‘Preface to the
Seventh Edition’ [1927], in
Cosmopolitanism and the
National State, 5–6; for the
substance of his bleak
postwar prognosis, see
Friedrich Meinecke,
Machiavellism: The
Doctrine of Raison d’État
and Its Place in Modern
History (London, 1924,
1957), ch. 17.

44 The former attitude is
variously associated with
Machiavelli, Hobbes,
Thucydides, Thrasymachus
and Callicles, while the
latter is identified with
Aristotle’s Politics and its
protracted legacy. For a
discussion of key aspects of
this legacy in the early
Renaissance, see Nicolai
Rubinstein, ‘The History of
the Word Politicus in
Early-Modern Europe’, in
Anthony Pagden, ed., The
Languages of Political
Theory in Early Modern
Europe (Cambridge, 1987).
Twentieth-century
representatives of both
perspectives are not
difficult to find: for the
former, see Carl Schmitt,
The Concept of the



Now, however, cultural or ethnic
nationalism connotes political chauvinism
and popular antagonism while the civic or
political variant is equated with
accommodation. But this tendency towards
denominational inversion is far less
important for our purposes than the
endurance of an analytical procedure which
begins with a loaded distinction — between
culture and politics, identity and power or
ethnicity and civic virtue — in order then to
fix upon one member of the pair as carrying
within it the germ of moral depravity or
degeneration.

At bottom, each of these distinctions is a
version of a basic discrimination between a

particular idea of society and a given idea of
politics. The distinction, however, is usually
made in a purposively motivated fashion —
in order ultimately to recombine both
elements in a manner designed to account
for the destructive component within
nationalism. The repeated failures in which
this exercise in imaginative pairing has
ended derives from the fact that the
resulting conceptual mix has never
succeeded in supplying a concrete
explanation for the specific nationalist
behaviour alleged to be the outcome of the
relevant theory of political society.

Underlying this sequence of unsuccessful
attempts to combine the appropriate notions
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Political [1932], trans.
George Schwab (Chicago
and London, 1996) and
Hans Morgenthau, Politics
among Nations: The
Struggle for Power and
Peace (New York, 1973);
for the latter, see Hannah
Arendt, The Human
Condition (Chicago and
London, 1958) and Jürgen
Habermas, Theory and
Practice, trans. John Viertel
(Cambridge, 1988).

45 For a highly influential
version of the primordialist
thesis, see Clifford Geertz,
‘After the Revolution: The
Fate of Nationalism in the
New States’ and ‘The
Integrative Revolution:
Primordial Sentiments and
Civil Politics in the New
States’, in The
Interpretation of Cultures:
Selected Essays (New York,
1973). For an earlier
version of the same
argument, and a key
resource for Geertz, see
Edward Shils, ‘Primordial,
Personal, Sacred and Civil
Ties’, British Journal of
Sociology, 8 (1957),
130–35. For a Hegelianized
version of the thesis, see
Charles Taylor,
‘Nationalism and
Modernity’, in Ronald
Beiner, ed., Theorizing
Nationalism (Albany,
1999). For a succinct
critique of primordialism
generally, see Adam
Przeworski, Sustainable
Democracy (Cambridge,
1995), ch. 1.

46 We receive no help in
analysing the process of
adaptation from George
Steiner, Antigones (Oxford,
1984), which advertises
itself as accounting for the
persistence of the Antigone-
theme in Western
philosophy and culture, but
which instead builds a
misinterpretation of the
play — as turning on ‘the
necessary violence which
political-social change visits
on the unspeaking
inwardness of being’ (11)
— on top of a dubious
principle of interpretation



of society and politics into a suitable model
of ‘political society’ capable of explaining
the appearance of national prejudice, both
within modern nation-states and between
them, is a confusion over the meaning of
both ‘society’ and ‘politics’. This confusion
is less a consequence of some negligent
failure to discriminate between terms than it
is a product of the competing sets of values
with which distinct accounts of society and
politics have been variously associated
within the traditions of political thought in
which they have played a significant role.

While politics is commonly associated with
utilitarian exploitation — with the pursuit
of selfish advantage and the partial exercise
of power — it is also frequently equated
with communitarian fulfilment — with a
higher human vocation to collaborate in
political rule.44 It sometimes happens, as is
apparent in Friedrich Meinecke, that the
identification of politics with self-
aggrandizing utility is accompanied by an
ideal of society rooted in benign fellowship
or humane culture. But it also happens, as is
the case with much contemporary analysis,
that an intellectual commitment to political
or civic norms directs the search for the
prejudicial or belligerent element within
nationalism towards notionally corrupted
forms of sociability such as cultural
identification, or primordial allegiance, or
ancestral affiliation — in short, towards
what is variously intended by the umbrella
term ethnicity.45

As I argued in the concluding part of the
opening section of this article, the struggle
between society and politics — whether in
the form of a contest between social
conscience and political tyranny or in the
form of a collision between primordial
attachment and political allegiance — was
given seminal expression by Sophocles in his
Antigone. Accordingly, it is reasonable to
assume that the impact of this drama on
subsequent representations of the conflict
between family and state or between kinship

and citizenship has been substantial. The
immediate problem here, however, is that
the precise nature of Antigone’s role in this
process is difficult to fathom since we
encounter the play today through the lens of
its subsequent cultural and political
transmission over a period of two and a half
thousand years.46

IV

Among the vast number of adaptations of
the ordeal of Antigone, one of the earliest
was a conspicuously moralized
interpretation. At the climax of the
surviving manuscript version of Aeschylus’
Seven against Thebes, a herald enters upon
the stage to pass sentence on the sibling
protagonists responsible for the recent civil
strife over the control of Thebes. One of the
sons of Oedipus, Eteocles, a brother to both
Antigone and Ismene, is to receive an
honoured burial as befits a loyal defender of
the city. However, Oedipus’ second son,
Polyneices, the treacherous conspirator
against his native city, is to be left unburied
and devoured by scavenging dogs. This of
course is the scenario with which Sophocles’
Antigone begins, except that in Sophocles
the verdict passed upon the brothers is
enacted by the new ruler of the benighted
Cadmaean polis, the tyrant Kreon.

In Aeschylus’ Seven against Thebes, the
sentence against Polyneices is presented as a
decision by ‘the counsellors [probouloi] of
the people of this Cadmaean city’.47 The
decree forbidding the burial of the rebel
against the city is therefore presented as a
resolution of an organ of the Theban
populace, and not as the declaration of a
solitary ruling figure. In Sophocles the
situation seems quite different. One
important fact is that despite the earlier
composition of Aeschylus’ drama, the final
scene of Seven against Thebes is a later
interpolation introduced after Antigone had
achieved its notoriety as a classic treatment
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— ‘Why are the
“Antigones” truly éternelles
and immediate to the
present?’ (Preface).

47 Aeschylus, The Seven
against Thebes in Aeschylus,
2 vols., ed. Herbert Weir
Smyth (Cambridge, Mass.,
1922), vol. 1, line 111

48 The authenticity of the final
scene of The Seven against
Thebes has been the subject
of academic controversy.
For the claim that the
herald’s speech is part of the
original Aeschylean version,
see P. S. Mellon, The Ending
of Aeschylus’ Seven (Ann
Arbor, 1974). The most
recent statement of
opposition appears in the
‘Introduction’ to Sophocles,
Antigone, ed. Mark Griffith
(Cambridge, 1999), 7.

49 This phrase appears twice in
Kreon’s opening speech in
Sophocles, Antigone, lines
166, 173.

50 The notion that the
contending parties in
Antigone have equal justice
on their side is commonly
assumed to be the main
point of Hegel’s magisterial
interpretation of the play,
but the assumption is
mistaken. Hegel’s
fundamental point is not
that the protagonists in the
drama are equally justified,
as he seems to argue, but
that they are in fact equally
unjustified when viewed
from the (Hegelian)
perspective of the
prospective historical
resolution of the crisis
which their collision
represents. See Hegel,
Phenomenology of Spirit,
267–88, where he argues
that the play encapsulates a
conflict of world-historical
significance between the
Greek political community
[Volk] embodied in its
government [Regierung], as
symbolized by Kreon, and
free, enlightened self-
consciousness [Aufklärung],
as personified by Eteocles
and Polyneices. The legacy
of the brothers, after their
death, is absorbed into the
‘intuitive’ ethical awareness



of the contest between devoted sister and
tyrannical ruler.48 It might make a
considerable difference to our interpretation
of the play whether Antigone is seen as
struggling against the probouloi of the
people or as resisting the ‘power of the
throne’.49 But as we shall see, the contrast
is not drawn in quite the way one might
expect.

In fact, the general import of the additions
to Aeschylus’ Seven against Thebes does not
so much leave us with the impression of a
democratic judgement against Antigone as
with a sense that we are being confronted
with democratic moralism. The key
innovation supplied by the final episode is
not its transformation of the declaration
forbidding burial from a draconian sentence
into an authoritative verdict.  Instead, the
significant difference between the two
versions is that The Seven transforms the
divergent preferences of Antigone and her
sister into opposing debating points in an
ethical drama. At the end of the play, the
Chorus divides into two opposing camps,
each deliberately upholding an alternative
vision of justice, both poised to offer their
own partial defence. The point of Antigone,
on the other hand, is not simply to provoke
discussion over opposing claims to justice,
but to emphasize how moral righteousness
undermines its best intentions. The idea is
not to highlight irreconcilability between
moral rivals, but to show how
commitments, otherwise laudable in
themselves, can bring catastrophe to the
unwitting agent.50

It has been tempting to see a great
difference in the calibre of the edicts
pronounced in each of the two dramas, for
the character of Kreon, as drawn in
Sophocles’ Antigone, has been subjected to
so many vituperative interpretations that
readers have grown accustomed to viewing
his actions as oppressive in the extreme.
This has come about because Kreon’s role as
Theban tyrant has encouraged the tendency

to adopt him as an icon of modern
tyranny.51 Accordingly, twentieth-century
adaptations of the Sophoclean original
invariably style the ruler as a despot or
dictator.52 Of course, Kreon is indeed
named as tyrannos in Antigone; but so too,
more conspicuously, is the figure of Oedipus
in Oedipus Rex. In both cases, the ruler’s
title might more usefully direct us toward
Athenian perceptions of the history of
tyranny than to contemporary associations
of the word.

While Kreon is clearly cast in the role of
tyrant among the Thebans, he is also
variously referred to as general [strategos],
lord [anax], king [basileus] and monarch
[monarchian]. Furthermore, it is emphasized
that he accedes to his position by the due
process of dynastic succession — in marked
contrast, it should be noticed, to the
attempted usurpation which characterizes
Polyneices’ act of war against his own
city.53 The additions to Seven against
Thebes may emphasize the authority of the
people, but Antigone certainly credits the
legitimacy of Kreon’s office. It is remarkable
that the final episode of the Aeschylean
version foregrounds the legislative input of
the probouloi, but it is equally notable that
Demosthenes saw fit to cite Kreon’s early
exercise in self-justification as a model of
civic responsibility.54 At the beginning of
the play, Kreon is identified as summoning
the elders by communal [koinô]
proclamation. Later, the Chorus refers to
him as the embodiment of justice, and
ultimately signals that his power genuinely
‘belongs’ to him as ruler.55

What is striking about these assorted
representations of Kreon’s régime in
Antigone is the sheer variety of the political
characterizations employed, not the
sharpness of the depiction of the leading
figure as an autocrat. The plot of Antigone
is tightly structured around a series of
climactic encounters between Kreon and his
accusers — first Antigone, then Haemon,
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[Ahndung] of Antigone.
The ‘pathos’ for which she
is a vehicle in Hegel’s
analysis is not merely a
partial justice — from the
vantage-point of the
cunning of reason, she
represents an historically
incoherent act of violence
against the incomplete
justice of the polis.

51 For discussion of the
‘tyrannical’ aspects of
Kreon’s character, see C.
M. Bowra, Sophoclean
Tragedy (Oxford, 1944); K.
Reinhardt, Sophocles
[1933] (1947), trans. H. D.
Harvey from the Greman
(Oxford and New York,
1979); A. J. Podlecki,
‘Creon and Herodotus’,
Transactions of the
American Philological
Association, 97 (1966),
359–71; B. Vickers,
Towards Greek Tragedy
(London, 1974).

52 This even applies in some
measure to Hölderlin’s
Antigonä (1804) in which
the tyrannos is made to
appear as a relic of the
ancien régime. The
complexity of Hölderlin’s
treatment contrasts
markedly, however, with
the Manicheanism of
subsequent twentieth-
century representations of
the Kreon–Antigone
encounter, in which the
ruler of Thebes is variously
recast as a national socialist
dictator, a representative of
apartheid and an
authoritarian fanatic —
see, for example, Jean
Anouilh, Antigone (1942),
Bertolt Brecht, Antigone
(1948), Athol Fugard, The
Island (1973), Tom Paulin,
The Riot Act (1984).

53 Sophocles, Antigone, lines
8, 155, 223, 60, 1163, 174

54 Sophocles, Antigone, lines
175–90. A probouleutic
council had two distinct
functions in Athenian
constitutional history. In
predemocratic Athens, it
denoted a committee (of
aristocrats) charged with
debating measures prior to
their submission for
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popular ratification. On
this, see Aristotle, The
Politics and Constitution of
Athens, ed. Stephen
Everson (Cambridge,
1996), iv, 14, 4.
Subsequently, probouloi, in
an entirely distinct sense,
came to be appointed in
Athens after the failure of
the Sicilian expedition
resulted in the demand for
executive officials to be
appointed to repair the
damage done to Athenian
fortunes by the assembly
and council. Sophocles, in
fact, was numbered among
the ten probouloi
appointed in 413 BCE. On
this, see Simon Hornblower
and Anthony Spawford,
eds., The Oxford Classical
Dictionary (Oxford, 1996,
1999), 1249–50. For
Demosthenes’ use of
Kreon’s speech, see On the
False Embassy in
Demosthenes, ed. C. A.
Vince and J. H. Vince
(Cambridge, Mass., 1926),
xix, § 247.

55 Sophocles, Antigone, lines
155–61, 853–56, 872–75

56 Sophocles, Antigone, lines
441–515, 631–765,
988–1090

57 On the Greek phenomenon
of tyranny, see A.
Andrewes, The Greek
Tyrants (London, 1956); A.
Snodgrass, Archaic Greece:
The Age of Experiment
(Berkeley, 1980), 111–16;
Robin Osborne, Greece in
the Making, 1200–479 BC
(London, 1996), 192–97.

58 For Herodotus’ account,
see The History of
Herodotus, trans. David
Grene (Chicago and
London, 1987), v, 66,
69–78. For a recent
reconstruction of the events
surrounding the
Kleisthenian revolution and
their significance, see Josiah
Ober, ‘The Athenian
Revolution of 508/07 B.C.:
Violence, Authority, and
the Origins of Democracy’,
in The Athenian
Revolution: Essays on
Ancient Greek Democracy
and Political Theory



and finally Teiresias — which cumulatively
paints a picture of unmistakable culpability:
the late charge levelled by Teiresias — ‘your
deliberation [phrenos] is the source of the
city’s sickness’ — is both devastating and
authoritative.56 But to establish culpability
is not to amass conclusive evidence of
morally depraved rule. Moreover, to accuse
the attitude of the ruler is not to condemn
the system of rule. As becomes clear in the
end, it is not the merit of the form of rule
that is principally at issue.

The story of Antigone turns on the
dilemmas of tyrannical usurpation. The
figure of the dynastic malcontent
intervening as primus inter pares in the

midst of competing aristocratic factions was
a facet of Athenian history with which the
original audience of the play around 442
BCE would have been perfectly familiar.57

After all, the customary date of 508–07
BCE for the introduction of democracy into
Athens marks the triumph of Kleisthenes as
the notable who prevails amid a scene of
civil strife in the aftermath of foreign
intervention. According to Herodotus,
Kleisthenes established constitutional order
by allying himself with the demos instead of
partially conspiring with his companions:
the possibility of a new tyrannis was flagged
by drawing attention to the fact that it did
not happen.58 Throughout the succeeding
century down to the Peloponnesian War,
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(Princeton, 1996, 1999).
59 See Bernard Knox, Oedipus

at Thebes: Sophocles’
Tragic Hero and His Time
(New Haven and London,
1957, 1998); J. Maitland,
‘Dynasty and Family in the
Athenian City-State’,
Classical Quarterly, 42
(1992), 26–40.

60 For this observation, see
‘Introduction’, in
Sophocles, Antigone, 48n.

61 On the ritualistic and
religious significance,
origins and context of
ancient Greek tragedy, see
A. W. Pickard-Cambridge,
The Dramatic Festivals of
Athens, ed. J. Gould and
D. M. Lewis (Oxford, rev.
edn. 1988); W. Burkert,
‘Greek Tragedy and
Sacrificial Ritual’, Greek,
Roman and Byzantine
Studies, 7 (1966), 87–121;
Paul Cartledge, ‘The Greek
Religious Festivals’, in P. E.
Easterling and J. V. Muir,
eds., Greek Religion and
Society (Cambridge, 1985);
P. E. Easterling, ‘Tragedy
and Ritual’, in R. Scodel,
ed., Theatre and Society in
the Classical World (Ann
Arbor, 1993). On the
political significance and
context of tragedy, see
Christian Meier, The Greek
Discovery of Politics, trans.
D. McLintock (Cambridge,
Mass., 1990), ch. 5–6, and
his The Political Art of
Greek Tragedy, trans. A.
Weber (Cambridge, 1993),
passim; Paul Cartledge,
‘“Deep Plays”: Theatre as
Process in Greek Civic
Life’, in P. E. Easterling,
ed., The Cambridge
Companion to Greek
Tragedy (Cambridge,
1997).

62 The classic treatment is E.
R. Dodds, The Greeks and
the Irrational (Berkeley and
Los Angeles, 1951), ch. 2;
on Antigone in this
connection, see also pages
49–50. For further
discussion of the theme of
luck, agency and
responsibility in tragedy,
see Jean-Pierre Vernant,
‘Intimations of the Will in



rumours of over-ambitious aristocratic
leaders seeking to undermine established
constitutional arrangements testify to
enduring alarm about the threat posed to
the democracy by either a tyrannical or an
oligarchical coup.59 However, these
concerns do not make an appearance in
Sophocles’ Antigone so that the play can
offer a blueprint for resolving this kind of
crisis, but to dramatize a collision between
publicly significant ethical intentions in a
powerfully engaging way.

Accordingly, Antigone distances the content
of the play from the history contemporary
with its audience by locating the events at a
remote period in time whilst also
maintaining the imaginative involvement of
the spectators. Involvement is secured by
ensuring familiarity with the problems
raised. This familiarity is achieved by
rendering comparatively archaic forms of
dispute recognizable by casting them in the
idioms of fifth-century political discourse:
Kreon’s vindication of the primacy of the
polis is presented in terms which are
recognizably the product of Periclean
Athens, for example.60 The point of this
dual process of maintaining both distance
and familiarity is to discourage the
audience’s response from descending into
empty moral speculation either about the
régime or its principal cast of characters.
After all, the aim of the play is to present
the awful consequences even of that class of
thoughts and actions that are motivated by
an appreciable moral purpose.

In alluding to the aim which animates
Antigone in this way, it is crucial to bear in
mind the acute difficulty involved in
deciding how the genre of classical drama in
general — and the genre of ancient tragedy
in particular — affects the terms in which
interpretation ought to be conducted. An
enterprise which formed part of a civic and
religious festival, and which combined the
disparate literary and artistic forms of lyric,
music, narrative, dialogue and mimetic

action, raises the question of what this
specific combination of characteristics was
intended to achieve.61 The fact that they
were brought together to contribute to
reflection both on human action and
deliberation and on relations between gods
and men only adds to the original difficulty.
But equally, it is all too easy to dwell on the
supposed inaccessibility of the purposes
behind ancient dramatic art. It is clear that
the twin features of dialectical argument
and dramatic action lie at the centre of the
genre. Together they compose a
representation of the unintended
consequences of human struggle within a
framework of debate about responsibility,
chance and the precariousness of moral
purpose.62

It is a conspicuous fact that Socrates, along
with Plato and Aristotle after him,
transformed the tragic perspective into the
kind of moral debate characteristic of
subsequent ethical philosophy: in Plato the
element of dialectic is divorced from any
concern with the collision between human
goals and historical process, while in
Aristotle the inadvertent evils that result
from particular actions are at least in part
ascribed to negligent error on the part of the
perpetrator.63 In Antigone, however, error is
pervasive, cumulative, and widely
distributed. But its presence is intended to
inspire sympathy and dread rather than to
ignite outrage or the feeling of
recrimination. The fateful misalliance
between intention and outcome afflicts both
Antigone and Kreon, but the catastrophe
that ensues is not invoked for the purpose
of censure. On the contrary, a grim amoral
refrain resurfaces repeatedly throughout the
drama: chance is more fundamental than
design; luck continually threatens fortune
with reversal; deliberation fails to deliver
the appropriate result. Altogether, a picture
emerges of the human creature as awesome
in regard to its ingenuity and drive, yet
terrifying in its capacity for destruction.64
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Greek Tragedy’, in Jean-
Pierre Vernant and Pierre
Vidal-Naquet, eds., Myth
and Tragedy in Ancient
Greece, trans. Janet Lloyd
(New York, 1988), 49–84;
Martha Nussbaum, The
Fragility of Goodness:
Luck and Ethics in Greek
Tragedy and Philosophy
(Cambridge, 1986); on
Antigone in particular, see
ch. 3.

63 The Socratic equation of
knowledge, virtue and
happiness is, as Nietzsche
clearly saw, a two-pronged
assault on tragic insight.
See Friedrich Nietzsche,
The Birth of Tragedy and
Other Writings, ed.
Raymond Geuss and
Ronald Spiers (Cambridge,
1999), 59–85. On the debt
which the Platonic dialogue
owes to the dialectical form
of tragedy, see R. B.
Rutherford, The Art of
Plato: Ten Essays in
Platonic Interpretation
(Cambridge, Mass., 1995).
On the Aristotelian
rendition of human error
(hamartia) as culpable, see
Aristotle, Poetics, ed. I.
Bywater, in The Complete
Works of Aristotle, 2 vols.,
ed. Jonathan Barnes
(Princeton, 1984), vol. 1,
2316–40.

64 See, famously, Sophocles,
Antigone, lines 332–67; but
also lines 951, 1015,
1023–25, 1158–59.

65 Sophocles, Antigone, lines
923–25

66 Sophocles, Antigone, line
90

67 Sophocles, Antigone, lines
24, 450–53, 910–14,
278–79, 690, 309, 471–72,
473–84, 95, 99

68 Sophocles, Antigone, lines
150–51, 182–83, 209,
1262, 736–38

69 Sophocles, Antigone, lines
198–202. A long tradition
of interpretation identifies
Antigone with the principle
of humanity. This is
supposed to be specially
evidenced by her fellowship
with the dead as
exemplified by her
insistence on the right of



The main protagonists in the play exhibit
nobility and determination but their virtues
never yield any common benefit. Kreon’s
guilt emerges as the plot progressively
unfolds while Antigone’s responsibility
appears correspondingly to diminish,
leaving the audience with an image of the
defiantly suffering sister pitted against an
unyielding public authority. But this
impression is the product of a sententious
style of interpretation which fails to
understand the relationship between
character and plot. The plot of Antigone is
composed of a sequence of premeditated
actions whose consequences emerge when it
is too late to affect them. Clarity in tragedy
is purely retrospective. The refusal of
readers and spectators to accept this
arrangement skews their grasp of the tragic

relation between deliberation and impact:
facing the future, the consequences of
actions are opaque to the perpetrator —
only looking back can the course of things
be made to acquire a teleological coherence.
It is solely by disregarding the causal order
of the chain of events that Kreon could be
portrayed as having inevitably destroyed his
family and polluted the state.

At the same time, what the past gains in
terms of apparent coherence, it forfeits in
terms of its vivid immediacy to judgement.
Consequently, the final image of the
afflicted Antigone is commonly
misremembered as excusing her original
offence. But to succumb to this distortion is
again to exchange a message of perplexity
for the comforting co-ordinates of praise
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burial – a sacred right
‘common to all civilized
Nations’, as Hugo Grotius
put it in The Rights of War
and Peace [1625; English
translation, 1738], 3 vols.,
ed. Richard Tuck
(Indianapolis, 2005), vol.
2, 927, to which, as
Grotius adds, Antigone
bears witness. For
Giambattista Vico, The
First New Science, ed. Leon
Pompa (Cambridge, 2002),
10–11, the regard which
society pays to the
humanity of the deceased is
not merely a custom of
‘civilized Nations’, as
Grotius had argued, but a
custom practised amongst
the very earliest peoples:
‘Nor … has any nation, no
matter how barbaric, ever
left the corpses of its
members to rot unburied
on the ground, for this
would be a nefarious state,
i.e. one that sins against the
common nature of men.’
The pious humanity of
Antigone forms a recurrent
theme in the scattered
remarks on Sophocles’ play
in G. W. F. Hegel, ‘The
Positivity of the Christian
Religion’, in Early
Theological Writings, trans.
T. M. Knox (Philadelphia,
1975), 155; G. W. F. Hegel,
Elements, 189; G. W. F.
Hegel, Lectures on the
Philosophy of Religion, 3
vols., ed. E. B. Speirs
(London, 1895), vol. 2,
264–65; G. W. F. Hegel,
Aesthetics: Lectures on
Fine Art, 2 vols., trans. T.
M. Knox (Oxford, 1975),
vol. 1, 464. But what is
missing in all of this is an
appreciation of the
inhumanity to which
Antigone’s self-regarding
act of humanity gives rise.

70 The former argument was
put forward by Conor
Cruise O’Brien, States of
Ireland (London, 1972),
156–59. The latter view is
intimated in Seamus Deane,
‘Field Day’s Greeks (and
Russians)’, in Marianne
McDonald and J. Michael
Walton, eds., Amid Our



and blame. As Antigone herself tells us, it
was by acting piously that she was finally
convicted of impiety.65 Ismene effectively
cuts to the heart of the matter: Antigone has
a ‘passion for contradiction’, as she puts
it.66 This she certainly does, essentially
because contradiction is the very medium of
the play. Each of the contending characters,
in conflicting amongst themselves, is thereby
simultaneously thrown into self-conflict
since the coherence of individual action in
the society of the polis is understood to
depend on the community as a whole.

Antigone is a bearer of lawfulness and
justice, the gods are at one point presented
as seeming to approve her actions, and the
city is likewise said to endorse her defiance.
But at the same time, she is described as
visiting violence upon the citizens of Thebes
on account of being hubristic, unreflecting
and incapable of planning.67 By the same
token, Kreon is originally seen as having
delivered the polis from turmoil and having
created the conditions in which past
troubles can begin to fade. But if he
champions the welfare of the city above the
sectional interest of a dynastic faction, and
preaches the patriotic principle of placing
community before family, he is also shown
to be the victim of his own ‘poorly
deliberating prudence’. As divisiveness
spreads throughout Thebes, his well-
intentioned efforts to secure political
cohesion in the aftermath of a violent civil
crisis, deteriorates into blunderingly selfish
domination.68

Antigone’s crime is holy, her disaffection
pious and reverential. But in honouring the
humanity of Polyneices in death she is also
honouring an enemy of the Theban
community who meant ‘to raze his partial
land and the national gods to the earth’, ‘to
consume his common blood and lead the
population to slavery’.69 In making her
stand, Antigone does not represent
individual conscience against the political
order. Equally, she is not intended to

personify family concord or primordial ties
nor, derivatively, to symbolize ethnic
bonding.70 She, like Kreon, is very much a
part of both her country and her family. But
of course Kreon too is a member of
Antigone’s own family while his political
office depends on the dynastic connection
which they share. The source of instability
in Antigone is not a specific quality of
affective sympathy but the problematic
partiality of social relations as such.

V

It is a mistake to take the conflict
represented by Antigone to have been
generated by a collision between opposing
species of social relation. The conflict does
indeed occur between rival sets of
allegiance, but there is no evidence to
suggest that the catastrophe is caused by the
essential nature of the opposing allegiances
themselves. The meaning of the play seems
to coincide with the most plausible
explanation for social antagonism in
general: human conflict is caused by the
disaffection which emerges between societies
[philiai] on account of the antipathy to
which relationships are prone.71 What
Antigone makes clear is that even blood-
relationships are susceptible to violent
hostility and division. The play highlights
the problems that accompany the absence of
good will towards the polis, but it also
underlines the extent to which animosity is
capable of threatening even kinship.72 The
story hinges on the dynamic contest
between enemies and friends, but friendship
[philia] has the most general sense of
‘human association’. Association, in so far
as it is human, cannot be immunized against
the onset of mutual wariness, nor ultimately
against the advent of dissolution and
aggression. It is this conclusion to which we
are subtly brought by the argument of
Antigone: discord is presented as a product
of the impact of passion upon various forms
of personal and political attachment not
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Troubles: Irish Versions of
Greek Tragedy (London,
2002), 148–64, in apparent
agreement with Joe Cleary,
‘Domestic Troubles:
Tragedy and the Northern
Ireland Conflict’, South
Atlantic Quarterly, 98, 3
(Summer 1999), 501–37.

71 The theme of philia
[friendship, love,
association, relation] recurs
as perhaps the central
concern in Antigone: the
play is, after all, a study at
once in the intensity and
precariousness of
affiliation. The survival of
the generic sense of philia
as ‘society’ or ‘relation’ in
both the Nicomachean and
Eudemian Ethics of
Aristotle is instructive in
this context, but also
central to subsequent
natural law interpretations
of the foundations of
society in their sceptical,
Stoic and Christian
incarnations alike. For the
latter, see the important
example of Samuel
Pufendorf, Of the Laws of
Nature and Nations ...
Done into English by Basil
Kennett … To Which are
added All the Large Notes
of Mr Barbeyrac… Fourth
Edition … To Which is
Now Prefixed Mr
Barbeyrac’s Prefatory
Discourse, Containing An
Historical and Critical
Account of the Science of
Morality (London, 1729),
vol. 2, 1, iv: ‘It must be
confest, that Likeness of
Kind [paritas generis] does
produce in some Creatures
a shew of Friendship and
of Society [amicitae and
societatis]. Hence many
delight to live in Herds,
and those which are more
fierce than others, have
some Aversion to preying
on their own Kind … But
… this seeming Relation
[cognatio] is but a very
weak Bond for a lasting
Friendship: since ’tis
immediately broken
whenever the Concerns of
the Belly intervene’.
Pufendorf’s source for the



some ineliminable enmity between political
allegiance and family affection.

At the very end of the Crito, the laws
threaten Socrates with punishment in the
underworld should he dishonour the verdict
of Athenian justice by deciding to flee the
judgment of its court. It is not unlikely that
the threat contains a retrospective reference
to Antigone. The laws of the underworld
are declared to be the ‘brothers’ of the laws
of the city, as if to underline the unanimous
endorsement by the gods of the overriding
obligation of allegiance to the community.73

We have seen that in Plato this allegiance is
made to rest on both the pleasing utility of
the rule of law and on a gratifying
attachment to the political community
pictured as an ancestral affiliation. The
prosecution of violence against a community
of justice, such as forms the basic subject-
matter of Antigone, is represented by the
Crito as act of unpardonable impiety. But
the reason for the violation as set out in
Antigone is the advent of a dissenting
alliance within the concord of the city, not
some unaccountable dissonance between
distinct brands of affiliation.

For both Sophocles and Plato, the tendency
among human beings to form partial societies
of their own is an anthropological fact about
their nature. Since partial affiliation so
readily verges upon a self-righteous
attachment to those associates who arouse
our partiality, and because self-righteous
affiliation is capable of offending adjacent
associations, whether deliberately or
accidentally, the dynamic of dissociating
social relations is always capable of
descending into the kind of distrust and
aggravation that might ultimately culminate
in annihilating rage. Of course, a permanent
possibility is not a perpetual threat. Socrates
deliberately declines to foment an alliance
against his city, whereas Antigone
unknowingly contributes to the polarization
of Thebes. In the final sentences of the Crito,
Socrates concludes that, in the face of the

temptation to avenge a communal wrong, it
is vital to weigh carefully the wider justice of
one’s actions. But the substance of the
argument of Antigone is that the clear-
sightedness that helps to uphold a form of
justice for all is not always available. 

Both judgments are simultaneously correct.
To protect against the destructive possibility
of civil war, an alliance must be fostered
between patriotic sentiment and the
utilitarian commitment to the justice of the
laws. Since, as Plato insisted in the Crito,
this comprehensive alliance is the enabling
condition of every subsidiary connection in
the city, it should be bolstered by enhancing
the intensity of allegiance. Enduring political
attachments of this kind are cemented by
addressing the citizens’ sense of justice and
by fostering imaginative sympathy with the
community. But, as Antigone made
apparent, a common sense of justice is a
fragile political achievement, while
imaginative sympathy within society is never
absolutely secure. 

When, in the 1720s, the French Calvinist
jurist Jean Barbeyrac addressed the question
of whether citizens were passively obligated
to their rulers, he did so with reference to
the history of political stasis contained in
the Theban saga of the Labdakids,
particular episodes of which are presented
in Aeschylus’ Seven against Thebes,
Sophocles’ Antigone and Euripides’ The
Phoenician Women. Picking up on
Polyneices’ line in Phoenician Women, cited
approvingly by Grotius in his Rights of War
and Peace, that ‘We must bear with the
Follies of Princes’, Barbeyrac exclaims how
the utterance did not refer to a binding
obligation: ‘It only expresses the Necessity,
to which Men are reduc’d of suffering the
Follies of those, on whom they depend.’ In
endorsing the ‘superior Right in the State
over us and ours’ with the apparent support
of Euripides, Grotius, as Barbeyrac reminds
us, was following the lead of Cicero in
misapplying the import of the complaint of
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application of these
observations to human
beings is Aristotle,
Eudemian Ethics, ed. J.
Solomon, in Complete
Works, ed. Barnes, vol. 1,
1968: ‘man has a tendency
to partnership with those
to whom he is by nature
kin’. But see, for the topic
in general, Aristotle,
Nicomachean Ethics, ed.
W. D. Ross, revised by J.
O. Urmson, in Complete
Works, vol. 1, 1825, 1827:
‘Friendship [philia] seems
to hold states together, and
lawgivers to care more for
it than for justice [dike]; for
unanimity seems to be
something like friendship,
and this they aim at most
of all, and expel faction as
their worst enemy.’ But, as
Aristotle goes on to point
out, philia can be founded
either on good will, utility
or pleasure. However, only
philia based on good will,
or eunoia, is durable or
permanent. By this
criterion, sustaining society
is not an easy feat.

72 Sophocles, Antigone, lines
791–94, 200, 655–60

73 Plato, Crito, (54c5–8)
74 Grotius, Rights of War and

Peace, vol. 1, 336–383 (‘Of
a War made by Subjects
against their Superiors’).
Grotius cites Euripides on
341; he sets out the
superior ‘Right in the State’
on 338. Barbeyrac’s
comments (compiled for his
own 1724 French
translation of Grotius’
work, and included in this
edition) appear on 341n.8.
Polyneices’ utterance
appears in Euripides, The
Phoenician Women in The
Complete Greek Tragedies
IV: Euripides, ed. David
Grene and Richard
Lattimore (Chicago and
London, 1958), 473, line
396: ‘One must endure the
unwisdom [amathias] of
one’s masters.’



Polyneices.74 Writing to Atticus from Rome
in 59 BCE, with the commonwealth reduced
to a ‘desperate plight’ and the ‘hatred for
those responsible reaching new heights’,
Cicero confided that his preference was to
lie low, ‘holding to the old maxim’ as
articulated in Euripides, supposedly
preaching submission to the powerful.75

Barbeyrac insists that Cicero mistook a
declaration of suffering for a precept
enjoining obedience. But as Barbeyrac
himself construes the line in Euripides’
Phoenician Women, Polyneices held that we
are victims of the incompetence of rulers —
he did not add that we were bound to
submit to their whims: ‘he is very far from
designing to speak of a Right inherent in
Kings to commit such Follies with
Impunity’.76 But if Barbeyrac felt motivated
to challenge Grotius’ reading of Euripides,
he let the Grotian assimilation of Sophocles’
Antigone to the doctrine of passive
obedience stand. Seneca, according to

Grotius, borrowed the claim set down in his
Medea that the commands of kings ought to
be born ‘patiently’ from Antigone.
Barbeyrac traces Seneca’s borrowing to
Kreon’s assertion that both justice and its
opposite should be obeyed, but he does not
challenge the suggestion that this is a maxim
of the play.77

However, as we have seen, authority in
Antigone acts both as a healing guide and as
a cruel oppressor. The conduct which leads
Kreon from one extreme to the other is a
product of his folly and the precariousness
of his judgement. But similarly, the actions
of Antigone are both humane and
incendiary depending on the angle from
which they are regarded. The assessment of
her project is a matter of perception, yet
there is no vantage-point available that
offers a complete perspective, and so
tragedy ensues. In Antigone, as in real life,
perceptions are as partial as sociable
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75 Cicero to Atticus, in
Cicero’s Letters to Atticus,
6 vols., ed. D. R.
Shackleton Bailey
(Cambridge, 1965), vol. 1,
272–73: ‘sed nos tenemus
praeceptum illud … res
publica nihil desperatius, iis
quorum opera nihil maiore
odio’.

76 Grotius, Rights of War and
Peace, vol. 1, 341n.8

77 Grotius, Rights of War and
Peace, vol. 1, 341.
Barbeyrac (vol. 1, 341n.10)
traces the reference to
passive obedience in
Sophocles to Antigone,
lines 681, 682. Most
modern editions transpose
the lines he presumably has
in mind to circa lines
663–67. The reference to
Seneca’s Medea is to the
King of Corinth’s
injunction at lines 194–96
that subjects should submit
even to unjust commands.
Barbeyrac implies that
Grotius depended for his
understanding of Seneca’s
intention on a parody of
the relevant lines in Medea
in Justus Lipsius,
Politicorum sive Civilis
doctrinae libri sex (Leiden,
1589), vol. 6, ch. 5.



attachments. This, however, is no guarantee
of the enduring solidity of human
commitments. As Plato in the Crito and
Cicero in De re publica had emphasized,
social and political commitments rely for
their support on imaginative sympathy.78

But the necessary congruence of perception
and sentiment that enables sympathy to
flourish is subject to potential disturbances
and realignments.

As a result, the range of identifications that
compose the fabric of our social and
political lives can be gradually, or even
suddenly, modified. A science of the impact
that such modifications can have upon
diverse social relations under differing
historical conditions, a science capable of
calibrating the risk of emerging strife, as yet
eludes our grasp. But we do nonetheless
have innumerable examples of adjustments
in the social and political balance of power
between groups of affiliates which dispose
their members to regard former allies with
incipient suspicion, to interact with them at
cross-purposes, and then both to resent and

antagonize their former partners. Yet, in all
of the examples available to us for
inspection, the engine of deteriorating social
interaction has never been the culture,
identity or ethnicity of the protagonists
involved, but rather the impact of the
passions of hope and fear upon the shifting
canvas of their mutual dealings.

Hope and fear are both capable of making a
positive contribution to the harmonious
prosperity of social life. Fear is a vital
element in the desire for self-preservation,
and hope is a key component in any
sustainable aspiration. But fear is also
disposed to anticipate disappointment, and
even to tip over into a dread of humiliation,
while hope can give way to pride and swell
into self-regard. The minimal extent of
fellowship and justice upon which the
cohesion of political societies depend is
continually obliged to navigate its course
through the narrow straits of hope and fear.
It consequently happens that attachments
are prone to falter and the feeling of justice
liable to be undermined. 
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78 Sympathy or attachment of
this kind can never provide
full insurance against
turbulence and faction. I
adopt the terms ‘sympathy’
and ‘attachment’ here from
Adam Smith, bearing in
mind his interpretation of
the Crito, added after the
French Revolution, to the
sixth [1790] and last
edition of The Theory of
Moral Sentiments, ed. D.
D. Raphael and A. L.
Macfie (Indianapolis,
1982), 230–31: ‘Every
individual is naturally more
attached to his own
particular order of society,
than to any other … All
those different orders and
societies are dependent
upon the state to which
they owe their security and
protection. That they are
all subordinate to that
state, and established only
in subserviency to its
prosperity and
preservation, is a truth
acknowledged by the most
partial member of every
one of them. It may often,
however, be hard to
convince him that the
prosperity and preservation
of the state require any
diminution of the powers,
privileges, and immunities
of his own particular order
or society’. Smith’s
comments on Plato’s Crito
appear on 233.

Photographs: Ros Kavanagh. 168, 193. Pauline Hutton as Antigone. 170. Stage view showing
Helena Walsh as Eurydice and Louis Lovett as the messenger. 171, 180. Bosco Hogan as Tiresias.
174. Louis Lovett as the messenger. 177, 178, 187. Simon O’Gorman as the chorus. 183, 190.
Robert O’Mahony as Kreon. 184, 188. Pauline Hutton as Antigone and Diane O’Keefe as Ismene. 
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Review Essays





After a remarkably vital
period in the 1970s and
1980s, literary criticism in
the English-speaking world
became sluggish in the
1990s. Even in those
earlier decades much of the
vitality had always come
from beyond Anglophonia.
It had been kick-started
initially in the 1960s and
1970s by translations into
English of the works of the
Frankfurt School and
French structuralism and
poststructuralism and of
key texts by major
European intellectuals such
as Gramsci, Althusser or
Bakhtin. ‘Third World’
intellectuals re-charged the
scene again in the 1980s
when they exposed the
constitutive eurocentrism
of Western scholarship and
tried simultaneously to
critique ‘Third World’
nationalism for its

conceptual indebtedness to
the Western discourses it
appeared to repudiate.
Since then, the near-total
rout of the Anglophone
left, the routinization of
feminism, ethnic studies,
queer studies and
postcolonial studies, and
the concurrent ‘neo-
liberalist’ overhaul of
university and publishing
cultures, have all sapped
the discipline of energy and
purpose. Today, literary
criticism is very much a
tired-dog if not entirely
dead-dog discipline.

Maybe this is a little too glum. Maybe new
developments are already under way
elsewhere and that, as before, it will take
decades for these even to begin to appear in
English translation. Or maybe after a bout
of hectic innovation, literary criticism has
now entered a phase of consolidation, and
that in this, as in other domains, it is
sometimes necessary reçuler pour mieux
sauter. Something of that kind of
retrenchment and advance certainly seems
to be at work in the attempt to
conceptualize ‘world literature’ — the only
new literary critical research agenda of any
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note to appear in Anglophonia in recent
times. Retrenchment, in the sense that the
preoccupation with ‘world literature’ is at
least partly expressive of an impatience with
national literatures (imperial or
postcolonial), ethnic studies, and the rest,
and a return to comparativist literary
studies. Advance, in the sense that those
committed to ‘world literature’ appear to
want to liberate comparative literary
studies, as traditionally practised, from its
customary Western European and ‘romance
languages’ straitjacket. 

Two of the leading theorists of this
emerging research area are Franco Moretti,
an Italian now long-time resident in the
United States, and Pascale Casanova, a
French researcher working at the Centre for
Research and Languages in Paris. Moretti’s
attempts to construct a concept of ‘world
literature’ have appeared as essays,
published in the New Left Review, that
extend concerns developed in his earlier
monograph, Atlas of the European Novel
(1998).1 Casanova’s book, published as La
république mondiale des lettres in Paris in
1999, and now translated by M. B. De
Bevoise for Harvard University Press, is less
widely known than Moretti’s essays, but it
is the most fully-fledged and ambitious
contribution to this emergent field.2

Casanova shares with Moretti the desire to
reinvigorate traditional literary history by
marrying it to literary geography, and her
conception of ‘world literature’ is, like his,
methodologically indebted to world-systems
theory, as developed by Braudel, Wallerstein
and Arrighi. Moretti’s essays combine
theoretical speculation of a high order with
diligent empiricist attempts to track the
fortunes of particular narrative genres as
they travel across various continents.
Casanova’s book — an eclectic but fertile
combination of Braudel, Bourdieu, Benedict
Anderson, and postcolonial studies,
especially Irish postcolonial studies as
developed in Declan Kiberd’s Inventing
Ireland (1995) — is much less interested

than Moretti’s essays in genres. Instead, The
World Republic of Letters tends to deal
with ‘literature’ in the singular and focuses
on the strategies available to individual
writers and national literatures as they
attempt to position themselves within a
hierarchical and radically uneven world-
system of metropolitan and peripheral
literary spaces.

In their respective attempts to explain the
dynamics of European literary and
intellectual hegemony in the modern world,
Moretti’s and Casanova’s works both
register the knock-on effects of postcolonial
studies, the branch of cultural criticism that
has succeeded at least in making
eurocentrism a ‘live’ issue in contemporary
intellectual debate. But whereas postcolonial
studies has concerned itself with Western
representations of cultures on the margins
of modernity, or with the attempts of the
margins to ‘write back’ to Empire, or with
cultural hybrids that emerge in the
interstices between centres and peripheries,
‘world literature’ is more interested in how
metropolitan cultural centres have achieved
and maintained their longstanding authority.
Neither Moretti nor Casanova displays a
particularly assured command of literary
critical scholarship in the so-called
‘postcolonial world’, but Casanova’s work is
the more attentive and sympathetic of the
two to the concerns of postcolonial studies.
Moretti has a greater appetite than
Casanova for empirical research and he has
clearly trawled a great many ‘non-European’
national literary histories to develop his
ideas of what happens to the European
novel as it spreads across the globe.
However, Casanova historicizes the
development of the modern literary world-
system over a longer temporal stretch —
Moretti’s essays rarely reach back beyond
the nineteenth century and concentrate on
the migrations of the bourgeois novel —
and she also ascribes a much greater degree
of literary agency and cultural innovation to
peripheral societies than he does. Her

1 Franco Moretti, Graphs,
Maps, Trees: Abstract
Models for a Literary
History (London and
New York, 2005); Atlas
of the European Novel
(London, 1998);
‘Conjectures on World
Literature’, New Left
Review, 1 (Jan.–Feb.
2000), 55–67; ‘More
Conjectures’, New Left
Review, 20 (Mar.–Apr.
2003), 73–81

2 Pascale Casanova, La
république mondiale des
lettres (Paris, 1999). See
also Christopher
Prendergast, ed.,
Debating World
Literature (London,
2004) for a useful
collection of essays
responding to Moretti’s
and Casanova’s work.
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conception of the genesis, elaboration and
operations of ‘world literature’ is therefore
considerably more nimble and eventful than
Moretti’s. Neither critic, curiously, attaches
any significance to gender as a category of
analysis. The migrations and mutations of
genres and forms are what matter to
Moretti; for Casanova, the rivalries between
national and metropolitan literary spaces
and the accumulation of individual and
national cultural capital are the crucial
processes.

The central hypothesis of Casanova’s World
Republic of Letters is that there exists a
world literary-space or system, the
operational laws of which cannot be
reduced to those of ordinary political space.
What this means is that the relative prestige
and rankings of different national literatures
in the ‘literature-world’ do not
automatically correspond, as many critics
suppose, to national economic rankings, nor
are they necessarily a simple function of
political cores and peripheries either. Simply
put, the US and Japan are economic goliaths
but have historically been football midgets,
whereas Brazil or Argentina have
historically been economic midgets but
football goliaths; analogous disparities
between economic and cultural capital can
and do occur in the world of literature also.
That allowed, the ‘literature-world’ is not,
Casanova stresses, some free-floating
cosmopolitan cultural zone that transcends
or is independent of political space either.
Nevertheless, the ‘literature-world’ does
have its own capitals, its own core and
peripheral cultural regions, and its own laws
of canonization and capital accumulation.

Thus, in the sixteenth century, Venice might
have been the economic capital of Europe
but Florence and the Tuscan dialect
dominated Europe’s intellectual world.
Amsterdam became the entrepôt of
European commerce in the seventeenth
century but Madrid and Rome were more
distinguished cultural capitals. By the

eighteenth century London had become the
hub of the world economy, yet it was Paris
that imposed its cultural hegemony on
Europe and the world. Within this slowly
evolving modern world-system, individual
writers vie with each other for recognition
and rival languages and literatures compete
for domination. The main actors or agents
in this expanding system, as Casanova sees
it, are nations and nationalized literatures
(which do not always correspond to nation-
states or territories). Over time, some
national literary spaces manage to
accumulate a sense of distinction and a
measure of autonomy from immediate
political exigencies that allow them to attain
the status of ‘universal’ literatures; less
fortunate nations with literatures of much
lesser prestige become the unfashionable
peripheries of the world literary system.

Winner-nations and winner-cities establish
themselves as cultural cores in this system
and acquire the capacity to determine what
Casanova calls ‘the Greenwich meridian of
literature’. By this she means the ability to
decide what is up to date in literary terms
and thereby to establish the relative degrees
of distance from the centre of the world of
letters of all of those countries that belong
to the wider system. A literary work or
corpus of literary works is deemed to be
current or ‘modern’ when it satisfies criteria
of literary modernity established by the
centre; whatever fails to meet such criteria is
dismissed as academic, outmoded,
provincial or merely weird and anomalous.
The temporal law that governs this literary
world-system is that, as Casanova puts it, ‘it
is necessary to be old to have any chance of
being modern or of decreeing what is
modern’. In other words, only countries that
can claim a venerable and distinguished
historical stock of literary capital get to
decree what is and is not ‘fashionable’ in
literary terms. But, since what constitutes
up-to-dateness or the literary present is
constantly changing — ‘the only way in the
literary world to be truly modern is to



contest the present as outmoded — to
appeal to a more present present, as yet
unknown, which thus becomes the newest
certified present’. Newcomers that hope to
gain entry to modern literary space have no
option but to be well acquainted with the
most recent forms and techniques in vogue at
the centre, but if these newcomers are to be
noticed they must also be able to develop
techniques that challenge what is already in
vogue there. Only in that way can they cease
to be derivative imitators, steal a march on
the centre, and earn literary recognition in
their own right. Citing Valéry Larbaud,
Casanova asserts that while the political map
of the world changes every fifty years or so
the intellectual-cum-literary map changes

much more slowly. Thus, the US may have
been the world’s leading economy for a long
time now, but it has not yet managed to
establish itself as its undisputed literary and
artistic leader. By the same token, Latin
American literature achieved a degree of
distinction in the twentieth century vastly
disproportionate to the Continent’s
continuing political and economic
peripherality in the world-system. Literary
capital is not simply a bonus or ‘added extra’
that automatically attends the accumulation
of economic or political capital. 

As Casanova tells it, the history of the
modern literary world-system is to a
considerable extent the story of how Paris
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established itself as the world literary
capital, the city with the most literary
prestige on earth. The formative episode in
this process was the establishment of the
French Pléiade and the publication in 1549
of Joachim du Bellay’s La deffence et
illustration de la langue françoyse, a
programme for the enrichment of the
French language and the manifesto for a
new literature able to compete with the
intellectual hegemony of Latin and its
modern successor, Tuscan. For Casanova,
du Bellay’s work is important because it
marked the first time that a vernacular
national literature had been founded by
differentiating itself from the literature of
another neighbouring people and by
refusing the domination of another
language, the apparently indomitable Latin.
By culturally asserting themselves in this
way, the French established a process of
national literary differentiation
(distinguishing one’s own literature from
that of some hegemonic national rival or
rivals) that would become a basic
organizational reflex of the modern literary
world-system, a recurrent, competitive,
centrifugal reflex that continues to extend
the system to this day. The battle to
establish vernacular literatures was a logical
outcome of early modern humanist
secularization, but for the French it had the
added advantage of freeing its worlds of
learning and literature from both the
hegemony of the Church and that of the
Italian humanists. Dante’s De vulgari
eloquentia (1303–04) had tried in the
fourteenth century to do something similar
for Italian vernaculars, but the disunity of
the Italian city-states and the Italian literati’s
conservative attachment to the supremacy of
Latin disabled the emergence of a modern
Italian literature, capable of seizing for itself
the vernacular authority that French
literature did.

Two other factors were critical to the later
consolidation of Parisian pre-eminence. By
the Age of Versailles, Paris had already

become a leading centre for the arts,
fashion, civility, good taste and fine living.
As a consequence, French had become the
lingua franca of the aristocracies and
intelligentsias all across Europe. After 1789,
Paris multiplied its already impressive
cultural capital by becoming the city that
symbolized the Revolution: the overthrow
of despotism and the inauguration of the
Rights of Man. The city’s heady mixture of
cultural sophistication and political
radicalism attracted a steady influx of
political nationalists in exile and of artistic
immigrants from 1830 through 1945. For
more than a century, Poles, Italians, Czechs
and Slovaks, Africans, Latin Americans,
Japanese, Vietnamese, Russians, Americans
and Irish all flocked there; many nationalist
movements and national literatures first
found their tongues, so to speak, in French
exile. Combining associations of artistic
fashion and experiment with ceaseless
revolutionary ferment and rich
cosmopolitanism, Paris consolidated its
position as the world leader in literary and
intellectual matters, a position that it only
began to cede after the 1960s, and that it
has probably still not entirely relinquished. 

Today, Casanova suggests, London and New
York may be stronger publishing centres, but
British and US publishers translate only
miniscule (and decreasing) quantities of non-
English literatures as a percentage of their
overall output; because the French remain
more receptive to translating non-French
literatures into French, the capacity of Paris
to consecrate world literary reputations and
new literary trends is still considerable.
Moreover, London and New York tend to be
associated with the more ‘middlebrow’ and
commercial end of the literary market, Paris
with the more elevated and restricted
economies of ‘art cinema’ and ‘high
literature’. Since 1901, the Swedish Academy
has managed to establish the Nobel Prize for
Literature as the most prestigious prize in the
literary world. What might easily have been
dismissed as a pompous or vulgar gesture of
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Swedish provincialism, has instead become,
Casanova suggests, virtually an unchallenged
arbiter of international literary legitimacy.
Through this prize, the Swedish Academy has
established a monopoly of sorts on
worldwide literary consecration. But far from
displacing Paris, Casanova argues, the Nobel
Prize, at least until the 1960s, simply rubber-
stamped the already established verdict of
Parisian publishers and critics. Sartre’s refusal
to accept the Nobel in 1964 testifies to the
irrelevance of Swedish consecration for a
successful French writer. Having had his
global reputation already ratified by Paris,
Sartre simply had no need of the Swedish
award to confirm his status. His refusal was,
then, a magisterial reaffirmation of
continuing French literary and intellectual
pre-eminence.

The next major restructuration and
expansion of the literary world-system,
Casanova argues, was effected by English
and German reactions against French
supremacy within the existing order. By the
end of the eighteenth century, through the
efforts of men of letters, grammarians and
lexicographers, the main outlines of modern
English were fixed; in this case without a
central legislative institution on the model
of the Académie Française. Instead, the
standardization of modern English was
effected after the Reformation by an
attempt to establish uniform religious texts
in English — namely, the Great Bible
(1548), the Book of Common Prayer (1548)
and the King James Bible (‘Authorized
Version,’ 1611), texts read at Sunday
services throughout the realm. It was not
until the eighteenth century, however, that
the emancipation of a modern English
vernacular from Graeco-Latin was
complete. Casanova argues that because the
break with Rome was achieved much earlier
in England than in France, this
paradoxically retarded literary and linguistic
challenges to Latin, which retained its
monopoly in literary–intellectual life much
longer there. However, by the nineteenth

century the English cultural reaction to
French hegemony was well under way, and,
according to Casanova, it was in England
that the habit of privileging literature (as
opposed to the other arts) as the exemplary
vehicle of national self-expression was
strongest. (Irish cultural historians may
wonder if the influence of the English
cultural world does not explain why
literature would eventually play an equally
privileged role in Irish national self-
expression.) Throughout the nineteenth
century, this self-assertive English literary
nationalism was deeply imbued with
Gallophobia. English literature understood
itself to be Protestant and liberal, informal
and individualistic, as opposed to French,
which was Catholic and despotic, abstract
and schematic; Casanova might perhaps
have added ‘libertine’, a very un-Protestant
trait. If the French claimed to exemplify
literary ‘sophistication’ or ‘polish’ and
‘rational universality’, the English responded
by laying claim to ‘sincerity’ — a supreme
virtue in their literary value-system — and
to a literature that was rooted in the ‘local’
and ‘national’ and not, like French,
abstractly ‘global’. 

The English reaction against French
hegemony was abetted in this period by its
German counterpart. In this instance, the
decisive figure was Herder, whose theories,
Casanova contends, ‘brought about the first
enlargement of literary space to include the
European continent as a whole’. Herder’s
work provided a rationale for German
cultural emancipation from French
hegemony, but ‘it also provided the
theoretical basis for politically dominated
territories, both in Europe and beyond, to
invent their own solution to the problem of
cultural dependence’. Where French literary
nationalism was unashamedly élitist and
universalist, Herder proposed that an
‘authentic’ national literature could only
emerge via a long evolutionary process and
that its real ‘genius’ and artistic fertility
necessarily stemmed from a rootedness in
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‘popular traditions’. This notion articulated
the national and the popular in ways that,
as Casanova puts it, ‘shattered all of the
assumptions that until then had
unchallengably constituted literary
“nobility” — and this for a very long time’.
By attaching the idea of national literature
to the idea of the folk-popular, Herder took
on the dominant French aristocratic
conception of literature, re-wrote the rules
of international literary legitimacy, and
legitimized wholly new mechanisms for the
accumulation of international literary
capital. For Herder, the exemplary forms of
national-popular literature were popular
song, Ossian and Shakespeare. The German
Romantics’ infatuation with Shakespeare in
this period, Casanova avers, was partly a
function of German cultural weakness. By
appropriating Shakespeare’s undisputed
cultural capital, the Germans furnished
themselves with a ‘global’ figure with which
to oppose vastly superior French literary
power. The German valorization of
Shakespeare helped the English in turn to
establish Shakespeare as the chief ornament
of their own literary wealth. In short, two
subordinate but increasingly assertive
literary powers combined forces to create an
alternative pole to French supremacy.
Casanova documents what she calls ‘the
Herder effect’: the accelerated take-up of
Herder’s ideas, or versions thereof, almost
everywhere across Central and Northern
Europe and in Russia and the US. In the US,
Casanova claims, but without much
elaboration, the Herder-inspired conflation
of ‘literature, nation, mankind’ was
popularized by George Bancroft, one of
fifteen Americans who studied with Herder’s
disciples at Göttingen.

Once its fundamental laws of motion are in
place, the system continues to ramify. As
England and Germany revolted against
France and established themselves as major
cultural centres in their own right, so too
their intellectual provinces and satellites in
turn revolted against English and German

cultural domination. Thus the English
struggle against French supremacy in the
nineteenth century is coincident with Irish
and US revolts against English cultural
domination and a Scandinavian revolt
against German intellectual dominance. The
leading figures in that latter episode were
Henrik Ibsen and Georg Brandes (who lived
in Paris for several years and immersed
himself in French naturalism). Ibsen in
particular was determined to emancipate
Norway, both from Danish cultural
colonization and from German intellectual
dominance. Hence, Casanova proposes, the
early Ibsen’s interest in Norwegian folklore,
which displays the usual Herderian interest
in the national-popular, and the later
attachment to French naturalism, a
nationalization of French literary
rationalism and ‘realism’ that allowed him
to devise a distinctively Norwegian literary
style, freed from deference to German
cultural idealism. The young James Joyce,
Casanova remarks, was keenly sensitive to
these centre–periphery strategies and would
find a model for his own literary enterprise
in the examples of Ibsen and Dante’s De
vulgari eloquentia. In the Tuscan’s revolt
against the ‘universal’ intellectual supremacy
of Latin and in the Norwegian’s against the
supremacy of Danish and German, Joyce
found the predecessors to inspire his own
determination to overthrow the mental
empire of English. Joyce’s achievement
would in its turn become immensely
important to ‘Third World’ writers. Latin
Americans in particular saw in him (and in
Faulkner) an example of how the periphery
might turn the tables on the established
order and convert the metropole into a
cultural imitator and the periphery into a
cultural leader.

One of the disappointments of Casanova’s
book is that it ultimately makes little
systemic or structural sense of how the
waves of decolonization that dismembered
the European empires over the last century
have affected this literary world-system. She
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rightly stresses that there is no singular or
uniform version of cultural dependency.
Even within Europe, newer literatures tend
to be dominated by older ones; in some
instances, cultural domination can take the
form of direct colonial domination, as in
Ireland; in others, it can be maintained by
what she calls subjection to external
control, referring to the Central and Eastern
European societies ruled by the Habsburg or
Romanov empires. But countries that were
never politically dominated could still
experience literary domination, simply
because they shared the same language as a
stronger centre, as with Belgium, French-
and German-speaking Switzerland and
Austria. For Casanova, these dominated
societies within Europe were, despite or
because of their domination, the cradles of
the greatest literary revolutions of the
twentieth century. The ‘Irish miracle’,
producing ‘three or four of the most
important writers in the twentieth century’
is her pet (and ultimately overused)
example, but she also discusses Kafka and
Czech literary space, Juan Benet in Spain,
Faulkner and the American South, the
CoBrA movement, the postcolonial novel,
and so on. Nevertheless, when her account
of the world-system reaches into the mid- to
late twentieth century, the examples become
increasingly author-centred rather than
nation-centred and, frankly, increasingly ad
hoc and perfunctory. Some of the
commentaries on writers such as Faulkner,
Kafka or Nabokov are suggestive. But this
does not compensate for the fact that no
comprehensive account emerges to explain
how exactly, or to what degree, the world
literary system was structurally transformed
by these twentieth-century European
‘revolutions’ or by the concurrent rise of
new postcolonial national literatures. In
fine, when Casanova deals with France,
England, Germany, Ireland, the US, and
Norway, one has a sense of a system
logically exfoliating. When she moves
beyond these regions to discuss more recent
literary episodes, her examples seem to be

additive only and her sense of their effects
quite diffuse; no indication as to how, or if,
these episodes change the system — as
opposed merely to extending its reach — 
is evident.

In dealing with the world beyond Europe,
what Casanova does argue is that the
national literary revolutions conducted in
the Americas in the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth century were not, in their
formative stages at least, of a Herderian
nature. In part, she surmises, this was
because the rationale of these creole
colonialist nationalisms was intellectually
indebted to the Enlightenment critique of
despotism rather than to Romantic
promotions of the folk or the national-
popular. The creole nationalist élites shared
common languages with their Spanish,
Portuguese or English metropoles, and by
‘appropriating the literary and linguistic
assets of the European countries they
shared, the writers of the Americas
succeeded in establishing a sort of
transatlantic patrimony’. But if the
accumulation of national literary capital is
what is actually at stake, it is not clear
whether we are supposed to interpret such
appropriations as successful or retarding
national literary strategies. Were the
‘Enlightenment’ and ‘Herderian’ models
ever all that discrete in the nineteenth
century, or did not most emergent national
literatures fluctuate between their polar
extremes? Did the ‘Herderian’ model of
nationalizing literatures afford better,
quicker and more striking results than the
‘Enlightenment’ model adopted in the
Americas? After all, Ireland and India
would win Nobel Literature Prizes before
the US or any of the South American
nations. Tagore received the Nobel in 1913,
Yeats in 1923, and Shaw in 1925. The US
did not win its first prize until Sinclair
Lewis won in 1930, with Eugene O’Neill
winning a second in 1936, and Pearl Buck
another in 1939. When the Chilean poet
Gabriela Mistral won the award in 1945,
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she was the first South American to do so. If
these may be taken as rough indicators of
when these national literatures began to find
recognition within an expanded world
literary system, then perhaps what needs to
be explained more fully is why some
countries, such as Ireland, were able to
accumulate literary capital and achieve
literary autonomy earlier than the American
republics; Ireland, after all, did not win its
political independence until over a century
after they did. The US had become
independent in 1789; most of the South
American republics in the early 1800s. Did
Ireland’s failure to win political
independence in the nineteenth century serve
as an added spur to national literary
ambition, literary autonomy serving as some
kind of compensation for its political

subordination? Or was it the case that in
the more multiracial and polyglot immigrant
societies of the Americas, the contours of a
new ‘national’ literature would take longer
to consolidate? Whatever the answer,
Casanova’s study suffers from its inability to
conceive of the literary histories of the
colonial settler societies (the Spanish
versions in South America; the British
versions in the US, Canada, Australia, New
Zealand, South Africa, and, later, Northern
Ireland) as a distinct and specific category of
cultural situations within the wider system.
The situations of these settler societies were
not by any means identical. They were
subject to many different versions of literary
domination, subordinated to metropoles of
greater and lesser literary prestige, and
followed diverse paths of literary
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development. But, that allowed, the
historical dilemmas and the long-term
trajectories of the colonial settler literary
nationalisms share some significant generic
resemblance as well, and Casanova’s
explanatory model might have been
conceptually sharpened were it to have
identified these settler ‘postcolonial’
societies as constituents of a common
cultural category. 

If Casanova’s account of the nineteenth-
century postcolonial settler nation-states in
the Americas is sketchy, her account of the
twentieth-century postcolonial literary
nationalisms of the ‘Third World’ is even
slighter. Basically, she argues that because
these new postcolonial national literatures
have so often adopted the languages of the
European imperial powers, the metropolitan
literary centres ‘have been able to go on
maintaining a sort of literary protectorate
thanks to the dual character of their
languages, which allows them to exert a
literary form of political power’. Thus
London still retains the power to consecrate
literary reputations from Ireland to India and
from Africa and Australia. Initially, the
category of ‘Commonwealth Literature’ and,
more recently, the Man Booker Prize, have
served as vehicles that have allowed London
to assemble a hugely diverse host of writers
(Nigerians, Sri Lankans, Canadians,
Pakistanis, West Indians, Anglo-Indians,
Irish, even Japanese) under a single banner,
and to promote their achievements as
evidence of the continuing cosmopolitan
literary prestige of English — this despite the
fact that many of those consecrated were
intentionally writing back against Empire.
The position of Francophone writers in the
ex-colonies, she suggests, is much worse.
Since Paris is for them not only the supreme
capital of world literary space, as it is for
writers everywhere, but was also the political
capital of their imperial oppressor, they
confront a real impasse. Whereas the Irish or
South Americans could counter their
respective English or Spanish literary neo-

imperialisms by choosing Paris over London
or Madrid, the Francophone writers in Africa
and the Arab world could not play off one
capital against another in the same way, since
Paris remained so supremely prestigious a site
of literary consecration, a cultural capital for
which no other could ever adequately
substitute. In sum, Commonwealth Literature
and francophonie both continue to prop up
the prestige of the old European cultural
capitals, allowing the metropoles to annex
the centrifugal literary innovations of the
periphery to their own centripetal credit.
African writers may refuse to write in French
or English or Portuguese, but when they do
so they cease, paradoxically, to be ‘African’
writers. That is to say, the African writer
who writes in a European language is
culturally categorized and marketed as
‘African’; the one who chooses to write in
Wolof or Kikuyu is relegated to merely
‘ethnic’ or ‘national’ status. 
In all sorts of ways, forms of literary and
linguistic inequality remain structurally
determined and inevitable. The most
fortuitous writers from minor national
literatures — whether within Europe or
beyond — are those who live in polycentric
literary spaces where they are free to
manoeuvre between one cultural-intellectual
capital and another. Thus Canadian or Irish
writers find a certain degree of freedom for
themselves by moving between the literary–
intellectual worlds of New York or London
and the Portuguese-speaking Africans of
Mozambique or Angola find resources in
their struggle against the intellectual
dominance of Lisbon by learning lessons
from Brazil, a country once as subjugated as
their homelands, but now possessing its
own national literature and national space. 

II

The first part of The World Republic of
Letters tracks the genesis and expansion of
the modern literary world-system through the
attempts made by peripheral nations to gain
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entry into it. The second part of Casanova’s
book offers a typology of strategies available,
consciously and unconsciously, to individual
writers within the peripheral and dominated
regions, as they attempt to gain recognition
for themselves with this multipolar and
hierarchical system. As Casanova sees it, the
three major families of strategies are
assimilation, rebellion, and revolution.
Assimilation is ‘the lowest level of literary
revolt’; it essentially involves attempts by
writers from poor literary nations to adapt
themselves to a major metropolitan literary
culture on that culture’s own terms. Writers
who follow this strategy sometimes win
recognition from the centre and are absorbed
into its national literature. But they typically
provoke a sense of unease and resentment
among the literary critics of their birth-nation
— their accomplishments are admired but
regarded as a form of betrayal, and writers in
this category tend eventually to be written
out of or relegated to the margins of their
‘own’ national literary histories. Casanova’s
discussions of ‘the assimilated’ are somewhat
perfunctory: her exemplary figures are Shaw,
Naipaul, Michaux, Cioran and Ramuz.
These are mainly ‘second-rate’ reputations
now and most are associated with a
conservative style or aesthetic. One wonders
if Casanova has not simplified things rather
drastically here by choosing such figures as
her exemplars. Might not the ‘assimilated’
category also include, in England, Joseph
Conrad, Henry James, T. S. Eliot and Ford
Madox Ford or, in France, Albert Camus,
Eugene Ionesco, Hélène Cixous, Jacques
Derrida or Julia Kristeva? Some of those on
the latter list were political conservatives who
conform to Casanova’s type in many
respects. But they are nearly all, in contrast
to Shaw or Naipaul or Ramuz, stylistic
radicals and literary innovators; their literary
relationship to their abandoned birth-regions
may conform to what Casanova’s typology
would predict, but their relationship to their
adopted metropolitan capitals and their
contribution to the evolution of world
literary space seems a good deal more

complex than, say, Naipaul’s or Ramuz’s.
Casanova, in short, construes the assimilated
as a more uniform and less significant type
than seems warranted.

The rebels are those who refuse to imitate
metropolitan literatures and who turn
instead back to their own homelands (often
after a period in exile) to found new
national literatures. Foundational episodes
of this kind across the centuries typically
begin, as did du Bellay’s in France, with
indignant critiques of the poverty or
degeneracy of the domestic language and
literature and with vocal strictures against
the vice of imitating the dominant literature
of the centre. To manufacture a distinct
national literature, the rebels in societies
destitute of a domestic high literature,
typically take a Herderian path and look to
folk collections and anthologies (as in
Ireland or Norway) or to antiquity (as in
Greece or Mexico) and try to renovate and
elevate these materials into modern ‘high’
national literatures and national theatres
capable of challenging dominant
metropolitan forms. Writers of this sort can
also import innovative new techniques from
other centres and can use this diversion of
cultural stock from elsewhere to renovate
their subservient local literatures.
Casanova’s exemplary episode here is the
Irish Revival, which she sees as typical of
the foundational phase, not only in its
recourse to folklore for inspiration, but also
in is stress on the importance of theatre as a
pedagogical vehicle to create a self-
consciously national audience. Another
exemplary figure is Alejo Carpentier, a
Cuban exile in Paris much taken with
Surrealism, who then married these
metropolitan techniques to South American
materials to produce a distinctive Caribbean
and Latin American style that became know
as the real maravilloso — an experiment
that stimulated a renaissance, transforming
the status of modern South American
literature and garnering four Nobel prizes
for the continent.
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The revolutionaries are the real heroes of
Casanova’s explanatory schema. These are
writers from the peripheries who refuse
either to subordinate literature directly to
the service of political and national causes
or to assimilate themselves in a subservient
way to metropolitan cultural norms. Her
exemplars in this case are Joyce, Beckett and
Faulkner, though other figures such as Arno
Schmidt, Juan Benet, Julio Cortazár and the
writers of the South American ‘Boom’ also
figure. Revolutionaries of this kind typically
appear after a national literature of at least
minimal distinction has already been
achieved. No Joyce therefore without the
prior accomplishments of Wilde, Shaw,
Yeats, Synge, the Gaelic League, the Abbey
Theatre and the Revival. The second-
generation revolutionary writers from the
literary peripheries are, for Casanova, the
real architects of the great twentieth-century
literary transformations; by insisting on
‘artistic freedom’ — both from literature’s
domestic duty of the nation and from
metropolitan domination — their works
shatter already-established criteria of
literary modernity and inaugurate new
literary temporalities that reorder the
literary world-system as a whole. Thus, she
argues, Joyce and Faulkner were the two
greatest innovators of the twentieth century,
each carrying out a revolution so great that
existing measures of literary time were
altered. They also established a whole
repertoire of strategies and solutions that
writers from other peripheries could use or
adapt for their own ends. Thus their works
have since been taken up as models almost
everywhere across the peripheral world,
Joyce becoming an especially important
figure for novelists of disadvantaged urban
areas, Faulkner for those in rural badlands
from South America to Algeria. Samuel
Beckett, rejecting Ireland, shifting between
French and English, and endeavouring to
create a language of almost pure
abstraction, takes this whole process
virtually to its end-point. Beckett’s quest for
a radical autonomy for literature is to be

read as an attempt to free literature from all
debates concerning national literary history,
from the usual aesthetic choices dictated by
specific national spaces, and, finally, from
the constraints and regulations imposed by
language itself — his whole career, a restless
quest to escape all of the usual constraints
of the literary world-system, the logic of
which Casanova herself has been busily
trying to diagnose.

If Casanova is a bit dismissive of ‘the
assimilated’, perhaps she is equally too
adulatory of ‘the revolutionaries’. Only
philistines will dismiss the accomplishments
of Faulkner, Joyce or Beckett. But there is
something a little curious, nonetheless, in
Casanova’s tendency to valorize Finnegans
Wake or Beckett’s theatre as the most
‘revolutionary’ texts in twentieth-century
literature, and to say so little about why so
many writers and critics, not only in the
peripheries, but sometimes especially there,
might have worried that a literature of this
kind was taking literary ‘autonomy’ too far
in the direction of political detachment.
Reservations of this order have never been
restricted solely to literary nationalists or to
those who would dogmatically subject
literature to politics. Similarly, although her
typology need not inevitably infer as much
perhaps, its manner of presentation in The
World Republic of Letters suggests that the
assimilated, the rebels and the
revolutionaries constitute third-, second-
and first-rate talents and levels of literary
accomplishment. But is this the case?
Without ever — curiously — dealing with
modernism as an historical phenomenon in
its own right, doesn’t Casanova actually
smuggle a French metropolitan modernist-
formalist value-system into her schema?
And doesn’t she, in so doing, also
uncritically endorse a fetishization of the
literary–intellectual émigré, common not
only to formalist-modernist aesthetics but
also to much contemporary postcolonial
theory? Are the literary achievements, say,
of ‘rebels’ who work to establish new
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national literatures or cultural capitals
invariably less accomplished, or even less
world-significant, than those of
‘revolutionary’ dissidents? 

In the Irish case, Yeats (her exemplary
‘rebel’) might seem implicitly to suggest that
the ‘rebel’ writer’s espousal of literary
nationalism must inevitably court the risk of
national chauvinism and political
conservatism, whereas Beckett (her
exemplary ‘revolutionary’) is usually
associated with a less anti-modern and more
benign value-system. If we take the US as a
counterfactual case, though, the great ex-pat
‘revolutionary’, magisterially shattering and
then controlling the literary norms of the
foreign metropolis would be T. S. Eliot and
the domestic ‘rebel’ figure would be William
Carlos Williams. In that instance, isn’t it the
émigré ‘revolutionary’ Eliot’s values that
might be deemed the more conservative and
chauvinist and those of the home-bound
‘rebel’ Williams the more ‘progressive’ and
palatable? And whatever we might think
about his politics, is Yeats as writer a lesser
figure than Beckett? In ‘world terms’, was
not Yeats’s work as innovative for modern
poetry as Beckett’s for modern drama? The
objection here is not that Casanova’s
typology is unserviceable. It is, rather, that it
needs to be subjected to a good deal more
self-reflexive critical pressure if it is to be
fully compelling. 

III

An ambitious and sweeping book will
inevitably provoke a range of responses.
Keeping within the explanatory logic of The
World Republic of Letters itself, one obvious
question is whether the world of letters has
ever been, even in the last two centuries, as
singular or uniform (however uneven) a
domain as Casanova supposes. Is it not the
case, rather, that a number of rather discrete
(even if sometimes overlapping) ‘literary
worlds’ have co-existed, some of these more

or less indifferent to Paris or certainly not
nearly as subservient to its pre-eminence as
Casanova assumes? The Arab literary world
and its cultural capitals hardly feature in this
book; its attention to Arab literature is
restricted to North Africa, and then only as it
relates to France. The rich and territorially
complex world of Urdu literature is
completely ignored and the only South Asian
writers to feature in any detail are the Anglo-
Indians Tagore, Rushdie and Seth, again as
these relate to the West. China, its literary
domains or cultural capitals, is simply not
registered. Casanova, one suspects, might
concede that these were indeed important
literary worlds, but would argue that because
of Parisian and European pre-eminence they
were not considered fully ‘modern’. Even if
this is allowed, the most glaring omission of
all, surely, is the whole literary world of the
Soviet Union — only the proletarian novel
and Soviet realism receive mention and even
then it is only perfuncionary.

The problem here is not merely the
ethnocentrism or eurocentricity of
Casanova’s categories. Instead, these
omissions disclose that what The World
Republic of Letters really tracks is the
evolution of the modern capitalist literary
world-system, which is indeed triangulated,
as she describes, around Paris, London and
New York. Anything much beyond this
world is really off Casanova’s radar, though
she does at least nod occasionally to
Madrid, Barcelona and Spanish world
literary space. Other cultural capitals —
Vienna, Istanbul, Moscow, Beijing, Calcutta,
Cairo, Alexandria, Beirut or Tehran — all
with extensive literary jurisdictions at a
tangent to this ‘First World’ do not feature
nearly as much as they should. Hence,
Casanova’s literary world-system appears
much more singular and centripetal than it
might. The spatial integrity of the
communist world, centred on Moscow and
Beijing, around which much of Central
Europe and East Asia orbited, has today
largely dissolved and its societies have
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opened intellectually and commercially to
the West. But for much of the twentieth
century, this vast swathe of the globe would
appear to have been nearly as autarkic in
literary and intellectual terms as it was
politically or economically. What were the
literary capitals of this communist world?
How did its various capitals compete
intellectually with each other and were
writers within this space, or those working
in adjacent territories such as say, India or
Turkey, able to trade between these capitals,
as Western writers were able to do between
London, New York and Paris? What were
the vectors of the communist world’s
publication circuits, translation routes and
accreditation systems?

It might seem unreasonable to expect
Casanova to be an authority on this
communist cultural world or the literary
worlds of Urdu or Arab literatures, given
the already impressive scope of her
scholarship. But her failure to at least
acknowledge the existence of such worlds
seems egregious and renders her theoretical
conceptualization and historical
reconstruction of the modern literary 
world-system far more reductive and much
less eventful than it need be. Whatever the
prestige of the Soviet or Chinese literary
systems in the twentieth century, the fact
that they emerged at all constituted major
‘rebellions’ against the cultural supremacy
of Paris or New York, and as such they
demand a place in any historical
conceptualization of the evolution and
restructuration of a modern literary 
world-system. 

Casanova has interesting things to say on
the ways in which Joyce’s astonishing
prestige in twentieth-century letters
depended on an initial consecration by
Paris. But she misses a scarcely less
interesting story about how Joyce, despite
or because of his prestige in ‘the West’, was
almost totally excluded from the Soviet
intellectual world until virtually the eve of

its dissolution. Dismissed as an icon of
‘bourgeois decadence’, the repudiation of
Joyce began in earnest at the First Congress
of Soviet Writers in 1934 when Karl Radek
famously dismissed Ulysses as ‘nothing but
a piece of dung, crawling with worms,
photographed with a cinema apparatus,
through a microscope’. Sergei Eisenstein and
Anna Akhmatova defended Joyce, but the
official Zhdanovite view prevailed and in
1936 work on the translation of Ulysses
was terminated. After that, serious
scholarship on Joyce virtually came to a
standstill until the 1960s when translations
of Ulysses began again, though in
peripheries of the Soviet system such as
Lithuania, Ukraine and Georgia, rather than
in Moscow. The first doctoral dissertation
on Joyce in the Soviet Union was not
completed until 1971; the first Joyce
conference not hosted until his centenary in
1982 and that took place in Tbilisi,
Georgia.3 This represents a striking contrast
with the continuous wave of dissertations
written on Joyce in the US since World War
II and the enormous American ‘Joyce
Industry’, which has practically
appropriated him from Paris and Dublin.
The vast disparity between Joyce’s literary
fortunes in the Cold War capitals testifies to
the co-existence of relatively discrete or
parallel literary systems with their very
different aesthetic canons and diverse
hierarchies of ‘world’ authors. Even if the
Western literary system revolving around
Paris was always the most prestigious, the
existence of these alternative systems or sub-
systems matters hugely, if only because they
allowed twentieth-century writers to
manoeuvre between more cultural capitals,
more varied accreditation and literary prize-
systems, and more diverse literary models
than Casanova’s fixation with
Paris–London–New York allows for.

A second significant weakness in Casanova’s
conceptual edifice is that her book says
much about the accumulation of literary
capital but remarkably little about its loss or
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decline. Nationalized literary or cultural
capital is patently of a different order to
national economic capital. For one thing,
national literary capital does not appear to
operate according to the boom–bust
rhythms or long- and short-wave cycles that
modulate the tempos of the financial and
commercial worlds. It is true that the
reputations of individual authors can go
through booms and busts, and that certain
writers achieve or lose their ‘world’ status,
depending on the political conditions and
international status of the states for which
they are normally claimed. However,
national stocks of literary capital seem
steadier. Economically strong countries
sometimes experience drastic depressions —
as happened to Germany after World War I,
or the US in the 1930s, or England in the
1970s, or Russia in the 1990s — when the
value of their currencies and economic
assets suffer serious depreciation. But
national literary stocks, once accumulated,
seem not to be subject to the same sudden
depreciations or virtual wipe-outs:
Germany’s accumulated national literary
capital did not dip drastically when
Germany became an economic basket-case
in the Weimar Republic period or even
when it became a pariah nation after
Hitler’s defeat; England’s literary capital has
not suddenly or drastically lost status when
‘Great Britain’ became less ‘great’ as its
empire disappeared; and Russian literature
lost none of its value (and perhaps regained
some) when the Soviet Union ceased after
the Cold War to be the world’s second
major superpower. (However, Soviet-period
literature does seem to have suffered a
drastic wipe-out of its cultural capital, for
now at least.) The point is that, whereas, 
a nation’s economic capital depends on
constant economic innovation and is
ultimately only as good as its current
strength, a nation’s cultural capital has
much longer staying-power; an old or even
archaic literature remains a resource in ways
that an archaic steel or shipping or motor or
oil industry obviously does not.

All this confirms Casanova’s premise that
political and economic temporalities are
different to literary temporalities, and that
literary maps normally change more slowly
than political or economic ones. Clearly,
and thankfully, national competitions
between nations are not quite a zero-sum
game (an increase in Irish cultural capital
need not imply a corresponding decrease in
English literary capital or vice versa). But
the question remains whether Casanova’s
conception of the literary world-system does
not somehow suppose a more or less
constant win-win situation where an
increase in capital for one nation is
ultimately of transfer benefit to nearly
everyone in the system. But if this is actually
the case, can her theory conceptually cater
at all for radical losers in the literary stakes
or for literary capitals that do suffer
accelerated and irreversible losses of literary
prestige? The question must also be asked,
though Casanova does not pose it, whether
serious ‘losses’ of literary capital are really
indexed to politico-economic decline — are
motivated, in other words, by extra-literary
factors — or whether values that could be
isolated as essentially ‘literary’ do
measurably decline within certain literary
territories as well. Vienna, which ceased to
be an imperial metropolis when the
Habsburg Empire disappeared after 1918, is
a useful case to consider. Unlike Spain,
England and France, which all had, to
varying degrees, ‘globalized’ their languages
across their imperial domains, Austria never
imposed German on the Italian, Slav, Croat,
Czech, Slovak, Slovenian or Galician masses
of its imperium. Therefore the collapse of
the Habsburg Empire did not leave a vast
linguistic hinterland as Spain did in South
America, or as England did in Ireland, the
US, in all the ‘Dominion’ or settler colonies,
and in middle-class India and parts of
Africa. When Austria ceased to be the core-
country of a major empire, it also very
quickly became a cultural subsidiary to
Germany, with which it shared a common
language and culture; indeed, it was
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absorbed into Germany for a time after the
Anschluß. Moreover, like many
metropolitan literatures, Habsburg German
had probably had its prestige augmented
when it was adopted as a ‘universal’
language and as a vehicle of assimilation by
internal émigré communities, such as the
Jews, and lost both prestige and vitality
when such communities either disappeared
or abandoned it for another language.
Arguably, in the case of Vienna, we have a
strikingly fast-track example of a process of
decline that has been happening at a much
slower pace, for example, as London cedes

its position as cultural centre of the
Anglophone world to New York — albeit
deftly using for some time now the whole
construct of ‘Commonwealth Literature’
and perhaps even ‘postcolonial literature’ as
a rearguard device to stave off such decline.
The point at issue is that Casanova’s book is
really about successes and successors. It is
about how French displaces Tuscan,
Germany and England emerging as rival
literary-intellectual centres to contest French
supremacy, the Norwegians or the Irish then
successfully contesting German and English
domination, and so on. Her narrative
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sequence is confined to an account of the
dynamics of successful literary
accumulation, and tells us nothing very
much about the specifically literary
dynamics or about the social consequences
of failure or decline. This is not a book in
which one will learn much about Gaelic,
Armenian, Yiddish or the many other
literatures that have lost out in radical ways
in the modern literary world-system. And
while we learn something about how Paris
and London may have been slowing down
the rate of depreciation of their literary
capitals, we never really learn anything
substantial about the process of relative
decline in itself. It is as though at some level
Casanova’s system can only truly deal with
non-starters, whose fate is to be dominated,
or with winners, who either become
dominant players or who eventually at least
managed to escape thraldom. But a book
about the consequences of drastic literary
decline — whether it takes place on the
literary margins and hinterlands of emerging
nation-states or in the once-great centres
like Alexandria, Florence, Vienna, Istanbul,
Moscow or indeed Paris — might ultimately
tell us as much about the modern Republic
of Letters as one that devotes all its energies
to Paris, London and New York in their
prime. One might even surmise that the
whole concept of ‘world literature’ is
another exemplary instance of the famous
owl of Minerva taking flight just before
dark: a concept emerging in Paris and the
US in the gathering gloom of their respective
literary declines, but at a moment when the
real extent of that decline is not yet fully
visible in the remaining light. Yesterday, in
historical terms, Paris was a mighty capital
of literary innovation; today it is already
more or less a city-museum, a Florence of
literature. Will the same fate eventually
attend London and New York? 

A third area in which Casanova’s book
lacks a certain self-reflexivity is in its
indifference to the role of literary criticism
in the elaboration of the literary world-

system. As The World Republic of Letters
has it, that world-system is almost entirely
generated by the strategic resourcefulness of
writers and by publishing industries and
literary award-systems. Like Moretti’s Atlas,
and the subsequent essays, which track the
migrations and mutations of genres and
forms in terms of markets and library-
systems, and which treat literary criticism as
a largely incidental or passive adjunct to all
this, The World Republic of Letters attaches
almost no importance to the discipline as a
serious arbitrating variable in its own right.
She does indeed refer now and then to the
consecrating power of the literary criticism
of writers such as du Bellay, Larbaud or
Sartre, and she does discuss at some length
the decisive roles of individual cultural
critics, such as Herder or Brandes. But when
she assesses the prestige enjoyed by certain
metropolitan literatures or contemplates the
foundations of new national literatures on
the edges of the world-system, she never
stops to consider the relative strengths or
the different dispositions of nationalized
literary critical establishments or university
systems. When Casanova searches for
diagnostic insights into the operations of the
laws of the literary world-system, it is to the
commentaries of writers (and not even to
their imaginative works) that she looks.
Nearly all the extended citations in her
book are to writers: she quotes Danilo Kîs
on the prestige of Paris; Rushdie on
London; Carpentier on Latin American
imitations of Europe; Paz on recurrent
tensions between nativist and cosmopolitan
strains in all the American literatures; Joyce
on the assimilation of Irish writers into the
British literary world and Beckett on the
fatuities of Irish poetry; Krela on Croatian
inferiority complexes.

This recourse to writers is fair enough, up
to a point. But do nationalized literary
critical establishments simply play a choric
role by merely commenting on literary
trends dictated by publishers and markets or
by academies and literary award-systems?
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Or do critical institutions function rather as
serious arbiters of cultural capital and as
relatively autonomous players in
nationalized cultural contests? Can one
really write a serious history of the
elaboration of the modern ‘literary world-
system’ without at least a chapter on the
role of major modern critics and arbiters of
taste, from Diderot or de Staël to, Auerbach
or Jameson? Or one that does not weigh the
role in this history of the French, German,
English, US, Soviet, Chinese or Latin
American national university systems in
establishing the contours of modern literary
space? Had the Soviet literary establishment
in the 1930s, for example, approved and
appropriated rather than anathematized
modernist literary forms, would Moscow
have seized ‘the Greenwich meridian’ of
twentieth-century literary time rather than
relegating itself to the nineteenth century, as
it did when it made itself the capital of
‘realism’? By what curious twist did a
society, claiming to be at the vanguard of
political time and committing itself to such
break-neck, futurist ‘modernizing drives’ in
the economic sphere, attach its cultural-
aesthetic fortunes to the classical
‘aristocratic’ arts (ballet, opera, classical
music) and to the most distinctively
‘bourgeois’ narrative mode (the realist
novel)? Or, to take another case, was it
solely the sheer weight of British
achievements in the literary realist tradition
or the longstanding habits of British
publishers and the British reading public
that stymied the emergence of a strong
British modernism or even the assimilation
of European modernism into British culture?
Did not the conservatism of the British
cultural establishment and university system
also constitute a decisive obstacle? And was
it Britain’s standoffish attitude to
modernism, together with the fact that
German and Central European literary
critical émigrés mainly preferred to migrate
to US universities (more modern and better-
resourced than their British counterparts),
that then allowed the US the golden

opportunity to step in after World War II
and to serve as the port-of-entry through
which modernism was assimilated into the
Anglophone world, as part of a Cold War
and anti-Soviet cultural offensive?

In a variety of ways, then, the role of
nationalized literary criticisms in shaping
the emergence of the modern world-system
merits a fuller and livelier analysis than
either Casanova or Moretti allow. One
might even consider whether the categories
that Casanova uses to distinguish between
the different types of writers in the
peripheral and dominated societies might
not equally be used to distinguish between
different types of cultural critics. Some of
the most renowned critics of the twentieth
century belong to the category of the
assimilated: figures that detached themselves
from their ‘own’ national literatures and
affiliated themselves instead to metropolitan
cultural capitals. Notable examples would
include Lukács, a Hungarian who attached
himself to Moscow and wrote about French,
German, Russian and English realism rather
than about Hungarian or Central European
literatures; Kristeva, who left Bulgaria for
Paris and established herself essentially as a
French critic specializing (predictably
enough in that capital) in modernism;
Todorov, another Bulgarian who re-made
himself as a French intellectual; De Man, a
Belgian who effaced his own nationality and
assimilated himself into US intellectual
culture, becoming North America’s most
renowned literary deconstructionist;
Raymond Williams, a Welshman and
something of a Welsh nationalist as a
literary writer but always a (dissenting)
English metropolitan in his vocation as
critic. Notable examples of critical schools
of the ‘rebel’ variety might include the US
agrarians, who tried to establish a native
(and nativist) literary criticism less
dependent on European fashions, and the
Zhdanovites, who tried to do something
similar for the Soviet Union. But one could
also think of more enlightened, distinctly
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non-nativist, ‘rebel’ modes of criticism:
Gramsci’s attempt to wrest Italian cultural
criticism away from Croce’s conservative
template; the Birmingham School’s attempt
to release British cultural criticism from its
Eliotesque and Leavisite modes. 

Magisterial ‘revolutionary’ critics in our
own times include Jameson, an American,
who has tried to invent a Marxist
comparativist literary criticism capable of
encompassing not only the old European
realist and modernist traditions but a new
and altogether more globalized
postmodernism as well. Finding domestic
US literary critical culture inadequate on its
own terms, and assimilating the German
Frankfurt School as well as Parisian
poststructuralist intellectual traditions, he
has written books on cultural developments
in places as far afield as England, France,
Germany, the US, Ireland, Latin America,
Russia, China and Taiwan. Jameson has
arguably been as cosmopolitan and
radicalizing an intelligence on the American
(and wider Anglophone) literary critical
scene as Joyce or Beckett were on the
Anglophone literary scene several
generations earlier. Jameson’s great
contemporary, Edward Said, a Palestinian
who spent his entire working career in New
York, but who never culturally detached
himself from the Middle East (as figures
such as Kristeva, Todorov, or De Man did
from their natal cultures), has done even
more to internationalize literary debate by
showing that what really connected
peripheries and centres was a shared (if very
differently experienced) history of
imperialism. If Joyce’s Ulysses was a
product of a literary intelligence that refused
to subordinate itself to either domestic
nationalist imperatives or to existing
metropolitan literary norms, then Said’s
Culture and Imperialism could be said to be
the product of a wayward intelligence that
did something similar for literary criticism.
In this and other works, Said invented a
literary comparativism of a new order and

in many respects his most enduring
achievement may not be his actual
contribution to literary theory as such, but
simply the fact that he opened up new
circuits of literary critical exchange between
peripheral societies and ex-colonies that had
formerly communicated with each other —
if at all — only through the mediation of
metropolitan capitals. It is fitting that
Casanova’s work should appear in the
Harvard ‘Convergences’ series that Said
edited, and Casanova to her credit does
briefly acknowledge that Said and Jameson
have played roles of the kind mentioned
here.4 But her theoretical system would
have been better equipped to calibrate the
contributions of Said and Jameson to the
restructuration of metropolitan literary
world-systems were it properly to recognise
the role of literary criticism and university
systems as arbitrating institutions in their
own right.

An entire chapter on Irish literature — the
only chapter devoted to a discrete national
situation in the book — attests to the
importance which Casanova attaches to
Ireland as an exemplary instance of a
peripheral society managing to become a
significant site of literary innovation in the
twentieth century. For Casanova, Ireland is
interesting because it tested the full range of
political and literary ‘solutions’ to cultural
domination, and its writers essayed the whole
gamut of positions and strategies that writers
in societies on the edges of the world-system
typically adopt. Ireland’s most distinctive
feature, she feels, is the rapidity with which it
progressed through the different phases and
strategies of development or, in her own
words, ‘that over a fairly short period a
literary space and a literary heritage was
created in an exemplary way’. The chapter
reviews the assimilative strategy adopted by
Shaw (saying little on Wilde, a more
interesting but less stereotypical case); the
literary rebellion of Yeats and the Revivalists;
and then the revolt of the Gaelic League and
the Catholic and O’Caseyite realists against
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Ascendancy hegemony. The chapter goes on
to discuss Joyce and Beckett, arguing that
they each contributed to the elaboration of a
more autonomous literary space, and that
their works need to be indexed therefore not
just to the temporality of Irish social history
but to that of global literary history. This is a
valuable point, but here as elsewhere in the
volume, what Casanova’s means by such
‘autonomy’ seems ill defined and converges
rather closely with conventional liberal
humanist conceptions of literature’s capacity
to transcend politics. Earlier in the book,
Casanova notes that the consecration of
foreign writers in the metropolitan centres
invariably exacts a tax: the price of such
consecration has always been that the writers
in question were interpreted in terms of the
‘universalizing’ cultural categories of the
centre, thus ‘neglecting all the elements of
historical, cultural, political, and especially
literary context that make it possible to fully
appreciate such work’. It is not clear whether
Casanova’s own readings of Joyce and
Beckett don’t actually, despite themselves
almost, repeat this same metropolitan
tendency — though her point may simply be
that critics who see their works exclusively as
a response to Irish conditions, or
metropolitan critics who ignore Ireland
altogether, both overlook how Joyce’s and
Beckett’s sense of Irishness conditioned their
most significant achievement, a redrawing of
the world literary system. 

Unfortunately, the chapter on Ireland is
suggestive rather than accomplished.
Because she discusses the Irish writers in
earlier chapters, when Casanova surveys the
Irish case in toto she often reprises material
developed earlier. The chapter largely
recapitulates a model of the unfolding of
twentieth-century Irish literature already
elaborated in Declan Kiberd’s Inventing
Ireland (that model itself an appropriation
of Fanon), and like Kiberd’s work,
Casanova’s has nothing substantive to say
about the literary peculiarities of partitioned
space, or about the unusual condition and
status of Northern Irish literature, or indeed

about the role of Irish cultural critics. The
rather extended Irish feminist critique of
The Field Day Anthology of Irish Writing,
vols. 1–3, seems, oddly, to have made little
impression in Parisian intellectual circles;
Casanova’s tour of modern Irish writing
doesn’t consider any Irish woman writer,
though she does at least mention Augusta
Gregory and she mistakes the Joyce critic
Enda Duffy for a woman. 

But if The World Republic of Letters, here
as elsewhere, neglects the role of literary
criticism, its explanatory schema still
remains provocative. If Irish writers can be
divided into the assimilative, the rebellious,
and the revolutionaries, might not Irish
literary critics usefully be categorized in this
way also? Perry Anderson, Denis Donoghue
and Francis Mulhern are the most notable
examples of distinguished Irish literary
critics who have shown themselves
determined to avoid the narrow
entrapments of Irish national cultural
debates, committing their working lives
instead to distinctively metropolitan
projects. In Donoghue’s case, this has taken
the form of an embrace of an American
‘new criticism’, a critical formalism anxious
to salvage the literary from the supposed
reductiveness of historical or political modes
of criticism. In Mulhern’s case, a lifelong
commitment to a fastidious critique of
Leavisism. In the case of Anderson, an Irish-
born, English-educated, US-based
intellectual historian-cum-cultural critic, it
has issued in a magnificently polyglot,
cosmopolitan and mandarin Marxism — the
effacement of national affiliations (first
Irish, then British) issuing in a permanently
homeless and roving intelligence ruefully
surveying the rise and fall of socialism’s
intellectual stock or diagnosing, with a
mixture of superb authority and aloof
detachment, the fates of national leftist
projects on several continents. 

The most distinguished ‘rebel’ critics are
Daniel Corkery and Seamus Deane.
Corkery’s The Hidden Ireland and Synge and
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Anglo-Irish Literature are in many respects
texts as foundational to twentieth-century
Irish criticism as the Abbey Theatre was to
Irish drama. Taking issue in the first book
with the unionist historian W. E. H. Lecky
for ignoring eighteenth-century Gaelic
culture, and in the second with the tendency
of Yeats and the Ascendancy Revivalists to
elide the Catholic middle and lower-middle
classes from their heroic versions of Ireland,
Corkery tried to establish Irish (in his Gaelic
League mode) and realism or naturalism (in
his Cork realist mode) as alternative
templates for an Irish literature that would
thereby be different to either the Ascendancy
models already in vogue or to the Joycean
model emerging on the Continent. 

Where Corkery, writing in the late twenties
and early thirties, repudiated literary
modernism, Deane, coming into the
profession in the sixties and seventies,
endorsed it, repudiated Corkery’s nativism,
and produced the most significant series of
essays on the great Irish modernists written
by an Irish critic. Despite the Irish
modernists’ high international profile, the
local critical establishment had struggled
badly to make sense of that achievement,
something which Deane, attending both to
the Irish and international inflections of
their works, did much to rectify. However,
Deane’s sense of Irish modernism was
mediated by a deeply disenchanted
Frankfurt School conception of modernity
and modern art, a conception out of step
with the much more whig-liberal and
‘optimistic’ modes of reception common to
the Anglo-American intellectual world, and
at odds, too, with the poststructuralist
reception of modernism, first developed in
France and then taken up in an even more
depoliticized vein in the US. 

Returning to Ireland from the US where he
began his working career, Deane would later
become a leading figure in the Field Day
enterprise, a project searching for a ‘fifth
province’ — a notional space that can be
read as a repudiation, not only of normative

metropolitan readings of Ireland in the US
and Britain, but also of the revisionist
conceptions of Irish culture that had been
established in intellectual circles in Dublin.
Committed as it was to renovating the
language of Irish cultural criticism, to
creating a new theatre, and even to
anthologizing, Field Day conforms closely
to Casanova’s conception of rebel
innovators and foundational moments.
When the Derry-based, theatre-wing of the
wider Field Day enterprise ran aground,
Deane would eventually find himself back in
the US in the 1990s, yet (unlike Donoghue
or Mulhern) remained committed to Irish
Studies. Unable to be as comfortably at
home in Northern Ireland or the Irish
Republic or in Britain, he has, in a sense,
found himself working from a kind of
internal/external exile or no-man’s-land
between Ireland and the US. 

The condition is not unique. ‘Exiles’ of one
form or another have been as common a
feature of Irish critical life as of Irish literary
life: Padraic Colum, Joseph Campbell, Conor
Cruise O’Brien, Oliver MacDonagh, Francis
Mulhern, Edna Longley, W. J. McCormack,
David Lloyd, R. F. Foster, John Wilson
Foster, Tom Paulin, Luke Gibbons and Deane
are cases in point. The difficulty with the
term ‘exile’ is its propensity to slide into
romanticism or sentimentalism and yet while
working abroad may often be an attractive
career option, the condition nearly always
exacts a toll: it may produce either a sense of
detachment–attachment that sharpens critical
acuity or only a disabling remoteness. And if
modern Irish literature has negotiated its
fortunes between London and Paris, or more
recently between London and New York,
then Irish literary critical life has equally had
to negotiate its way between the US and UK
university systems. It cannot be entirely
coincidental that the country’s most
distinguished literary revisionists have all
been attached, in essentially conservative-
assimilative manner, to UK or ‘Dominion’
universities (Foster in Oxford; Longley in
Queen’s; Wilson Foster in British Columbia)
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while the more republican-affiliated critics
from Campbell and Colum to Deane and
Lloyd have usually preferred a stretch in the
US. What Irish criticism has lacked (and will
almost certainly continue to lack) is a major
‘revolutionary’ figure, someone like Joyce or
Said or Jameson with a capacity
simultaneously to convulse and reconfigure
both domestic and metropolitan literary
critical norms. 

IV

In the end, the many achievements of The
World Republic of Letters deserve to be
saluted. At a time when literary criticism
has so often reduced itself to ritual semiotic
joustings or mock battles of no
consequence, this work has the courage to
think big and to take risks. From an Irish
standpoint, it is a timely reminder that the
accumulation of cultural and economic
capital are not at all the same — that the
two may require in fact very different, even
directly contrary, strategies. For small
nation-states, the accumulation of both
economic and cultural capital depends on a
mixture of domestic resourcefulness and a
shrewd and canny eye for how to make the
best of one’s situation within the
determinate structures of a wider global
economy. In economic life, though, a small
society can achieve prosperity quite
handsomely by attaching itself as a
subsidiary to a major metropolitan
economy, or by becoming a political
dependency or an off-shore tax haven or a
satrapy of the many tried and tested
varieties. However, Casanova’s book
emphasizes that, where literary capital is at
issue, dependency produces little of quality.
As her narrative everywhere demonstrates,
distinguished literary achievements and
really significant accumulations of literary
capital are produced only by revolts and
revolutions against the great metropoles and
their established orders of things, not by
kowtowing to them.

London might have been the most
prosperous city in the world in the nineteenth
century, but it was Paris that became the
capital of that century because it merged its
already accumulated ancien régime literary
capital with the glamour and intellectual
stimulation of the Revolution. In Ireland at
the beginning of the twentieth century,
Belfast was a booming British provincial city;
Dublin a dilapidated former quasi-capital, a
‘has-been’. Dublin rejected London’s political
and literary hegemony, had its political
insurrection and literary revolutions, both of
which proved inspirational around the world,
especially the colonial world. Belfast chose a
different route, opting to tie its fortunes to
London and to remain a provincial city; it
has no significant place in the annals of
modern literature. 

The literary and cultural pulse of Northern
Irish society did eventually quicken after the
1960s when the region’s oppressive stability
was shaken by the Civil Rights and
republican ‘revolutions’. Yet although the
region produced a generation of impressive
literary and literary critical talent in these
years, Belfast still did not become a magnet
or crucible for that talent; it never became
the headquarters for some collective cultural
enterprise in the way Dublin was for the
Revival. On the contrary, most of the best
Northern talent soon left to settle in other
places — Seamus Heaney, Seamus Deane,
Terence Brown and Derek Mahon moving
to Dublin; John Montague leaving for the
US, then living in Cork; Brian Friel moving
to Donegal; Tom Paulin settling in Oxford,
Paul Muldoon in the US. 

Times and travel and communications
systems having changed, these were not the
definitive leave-takings of the Joyce,
O’Casey or Beckett era. Nonetheless, the
immediate loss of literary vitality to the
already-destitute North, must ultimately
exceed that which the departures of the
earlier émigrés had visited on the Free State
after independence. And when a collective
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literary–intellectual enterprise did emerge in
the North, via Field Day, it was associated
not with Belfast but Derry, a border-city
athwart the political capitals of both the
Northern or Southern states. This dispersal
of talent is clearly connected to the
Northern state’s continuing crisis of political
legitimacy. But it must also be connected to
the fact that Northern Ireland, though in
some ways increasingly legitimized as a
political entity, has never become a
recognised literary entity. That is to say, the
North has never managed to become a
sovereign space within the world republic of
letters, confirming Casanova’s point that the
literary and the political maps of the world
are often disjunctive. Seamus Heaney’s
Nobel award in 1995 might conceivably
have been construed as evidence that a
distinct or autonomous Northern Irish
literature, emerging from the ‘Northern
Revival’, was finally being recognized within
the world literary-system. But this did not
happen. Heaney was nowhere hailed as
Northern Ireland’s first Nobel laureate;
instead, he was immediately enrolled as
Ireland’s fourth winner, a contemporary
successor to Yeats, Shaw and Beckett.

But if the North produced a migratory
generation of talent concurrent with its
‘revolution’, Dublin’s literary capital seems
to be declining drastically as it leaves its
revolutionary phase behind. In a period that
now stretches for eight or nine successive
decades, the city has produced no writer for
whom serious international distinction
could be claimed. Most of the superior
twentieth-century reputations it loves to
parade — Wilde, Shaw, Yeats, Synge, Joyce,
O’Casey — were made by writers born in
the nineteenth century. Samuel Beckett was
born in 1906; Flann O’Brien in 1911 (in
Strabane, but educated in Dublin); Thomas
Kinsella in 1928. Since at least the start of
the 1930s, then, the capital’s contribution to

new ‘international’ literary capital has been
decidedly unspectacular. Where literary
criticism is concerned, Dublin does not fare
particularly well either. Given the size of its
population, its concentration of élite
schools, and the fact that it boasts the
island’s two most prestigious universities, its
distinguished twentieth-century literary
critics are few — Conor Cruise O’Brien,
Edna Longley, Declan Kiberd, and David
Lloyd (born on the outskirts of the city, but
educated in Northern Ireland). The
accomplishments of the ‘Cork School’ of
critics — Daniel Corkery, Sean O’Faolain,
Frank O’Connor, Seán Ó Tuama — or those
of the Northern Irish critics — C. S. Lewis,
Denis Donoghue, Seamus Deane, Terence
Brown, Francis Mulhern, Tom Paulin —
seem generally more impressive. As a
literary capital, Dublin is quite clearly losing
or has already lost its edge — its eventual
fate to become perhaps a modernist-literary-
museum-city rather than an ongoing
producer of world-class writers.

It might also be recalled that, despite the
different political-cultural routes that
Dublin and Belfast took through the
twentieth century, neither did all that well
economically. The Republic of Ireland, as is
well known, stagnated economically for
decades after independence, though it has
recently resurrected itself in dramatic
fashion. Northern Ireland fared somewhat
better for a time in the first half of the last
century, then slipped inexorably in the
second into a postindustrial torpor and into
a thirty years war from which it has still to
recover. These different trajectories may
contain lessons about the complex dialectics
of indexing cultural and economic capital
over the longer term, lessons that might not
be comforting to either state on the island.
But at the beginning of the twenty-first
century, that dialectic merits critical
consideration. 
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The 1915 publication of Dorothy
Richardson’s Pointed Roofs inaugurated not
only her thirteen-volume Pilgrimage, but
also the first use, in an English-language
work, of ‘stream-of-consciousness’. Yet its
cool reception was due not only to its
narrative technique but to its appreciative
account of German culture. Richardson’s
autobiographical novel was based on a
formative year she had spent at a German
school, as a seventeen-year-old teacher-
pupil, in 1890. The novel’s publication,
twenty-five years later, took place at a
moment when German-English cultural
intelligibility had broken down entirely,
never to be entirely restored. 

In the decades before World War I, a broad
English-speaking intelligentsia revered
German literature, culture and thought.
Thousands of New Yorkers turned out for

centennial Schiller celebrations, and Chicago
named streets after both Schiller and Goethe
(the latter name soon adapted to American
pronunciation, becoming Go-ee-tha).
Throughout the nineteenth century, high
profile advocates like George Eliot and
Thomas Carlyle had laboured to translate
German biblical theory, sociology and
philosophy into English. And in intellectual
households all over the English-speaking
world, the high-minded learned or taught
themselves German to read key primary or
theoretical texts in the original. Charlotte
Brontë’s heroine Jane Eyre eagerly tackles
the language, burning to join her Rivers
cousins in the perusal of German letters.
Some aspiring intellectuals and artists went
further, making pilgrimages to the shrines of
German philosophy, Wagner, higher thought,
or moving to Germany to study at its
famous universities and conservatories.1
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‘The Stasi is My Eckermann’
Katie Trumpener

‘Schiller’, she saw at the top of the page … and leaning over it,
read nervously. Her tones reassured her. She noticed that she read
very slowly, breaking up the rhythm into sentences — and
authoritatively as if she were recounting an experience of her
own. She knew at first that she was reading like a cultured
person and that Fräulein would recognize this at once, she knew
the perfect assurance of her pronunciation would make it seem
that she understood every word, but soon these feelings gave way
to the sense half grasped of the serpentine path winding and
mounting through a wood, of a glimpse of a distant valley, of
flocks and villages, and of her unity with Fräulein and Minna
seeing and feeling all these things together. She finished the
passage — Fräulein quietly commended her reading and Minna
said something about her earnestness. ‘Miss Henderson is always
a little earnest,’ said Fräulein affectionately. 
— Dorothy Richardson, Pointed Roofs (1915), 100
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British and colonial women chronicled and
satirized such voyages of discovery (much as
contemporary academic novelists describe
university mores or mock an obsession with
French theory). Henry Handel Richardson’s
Maurice Guest (1908) describes artistic and
romantic travails of an aspiring musician in
Leipzig; Rhoda Broughton’s Belinda (1883),
set in Dresden, resists the romantic threat
posed by a pedantic, overbearing professor.
Katherine Mansfield’s sardonic In a German
Pension (1911) sketches an unflattering
portrait of German manners. And
Mansfield’s cousin Elizabeth von Arnim
chronicled the travails of British women
hapless enough to marry into the German
establishment (as she herself had done,

unhappily): Elizabeth and her German
Garden (1898) details the dreariness of a
Pomeranian estate, The Pastor’s Wife (1914)
the dreariness of an East Prussian parsonage.
A generation earlier, Louisa May Alcott’s Jo
March could find happiness only with an
imported German husband, Professor Bhaer,
an 1848 radical whose forced emigration to
New England for political reasons
conveniently enables a companionate,
emancipated marriage for Alcott’s free-
thinking protagonist. For middlebrow New
Women like von Arnim, in contrast, educated
German men make the worst possible
husbands, as social conservatives, arid
pedants, and domestic tyrants. 
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Even Richardson’s Pointed Roofs struggles
to reconcile the loftiness of German cultural
ideals with the claustrophobic ‘comfort’ of
German domestic life. Having grown up
reading Grimms’ Fairy Tales and Egmont
alongside Darwin and Villette, Richardson’s
alter-ego Miriam Henderson embarks for
her continental teaching post yearning to
immerse herself in the German literary
landscape: ‘Germany, das deutsche
Vaterland — Germany, all woods and
mountains and tenderness — [Goethe’s]
Hermann and Dorothea in the dusk of a
happy village.’2 Yet while German thought
and aesthetics help her to explore the nature
of consciousness, her German counterparts
seem to be settling unquestioningly into
domesticity:

What they were going to do with their
lives was only too plain. [Most], she had
been astounded to discover, had already
a complete outfit of house-linen to
which they were now adding fine
embroideries and laces. All could cook
... And they were placid and serene ...
They did not seem in the least afraid of
the future. She envied that ... They
would have houses and things they
could do and understand, always ...
How much they must want to begin, she
mused ... She thought of their
comfortable German homes, of ruling
and shopping and directing and being
looked up to ... German husbands. 
That thought she shirked … In any case
one day these girls ... would look like
the German women on the boulevards
and in the shops ...

In the end, she ceased to wonder that
the German masters dealt out their
wares to these girls so superciliously.
And yet ... German music, a line of
German poetry ...3

In 1914, proverbially, the intense
Germanophilia of English-speaking
intellectuals gave way to an equally

profound distrust of Germany. Yet a full
twenty-five years before the outbreak of
war, Richardson’s novel insists, German
culture already represented not only the
promise of literary, musical and
philosophical transcendence, but the
problem of authoritarian social control and
the absence or weakness of pedagogies
intended to inculcate autonomy. Only
outsiders, it seemed, perhaps only Anglo-
Americans raised to self-reliance, could reap
the fruits of German ideas without being
corrupted or enslaved by them.

The subsequent course of German history
only solidified Anglophone anxieties about
the problematic consequences of German-
style intellectual life. To the English-
speaking world, at least, twentieth-century
German political life appeared perennially
unstable and violent, tottering between civil
war and crushing authoritarianism, and
repeatedly threatening the peace of Europe.
If the Anglo-American intelligentsia
continued to read the works of Marx,
Freud, and Wittgenstein, it was in part
because these thinkers had already become
refugee denizens of England, as a place
affording greater political and intellectual
tolerance than post-1848 Germany or post-
Anschluß Vienna. From the 1960s onwards,
a few German authors (Brecht, Hesse,
Kafka) and a few German-language
philosophers (Heidegger, Arendt, Adorno,
Benjamin) gained cult status in the English-
speaking world. And beginning in the
1980s, so did West German directors like
Werner Herzog, Rainer Werner Fassbinder,
Wim Wenders and German painters like
Anselm Kiefer and Gerhard Richter. Yet the
small number of readers, academics, or art-
lovers who sought fuller engagement with
German culture risked being seen — or at
least seeing themselves — as members of a
small, esoteric cult, determined to confront
the darkness; as those around them
continually reminded them their object of
study was historically and morally
problematic, even tainted.
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In the face of ongoing controversy over the
nature of German culture, Harvard
University Press’s mammoth A New History
of German Literature has mounted a
sustained case for the interest and importance
of German thought, in an implicit attempt to
regain the attention and trust of the English-
speaking world. Assembled under the general
editorship of David Wellbery, the volume
follows the annalistic format established in
Harvard’s landmark 1989 A New History of
French Literature, edited by Denis Hollier.
Based on these two instalments, general
readers everywhere must hope for a much
longer series. Essay by essay and page by
page, A New History of German Literature
is surely the strongest general reference work
on German literature ever assembled in
English. The editors have marshalled a very
large, and consistently first-rate group of
authors (representing disciplines from
literature and linguistics, to art, music and
film history, theology, philosophy and history
of science). The 200-odd essays, typically
running five closely printed, oversize pages,
are of uniformly high quality: consistently
clear, always informative, often illuminating.
Many manifest both stylistic and conceptual
elegance. The volume itself, at just over a
thousand pages, is physically large, heavy,
awkward to hold and to read. In its
hardcover format, at least, it might seem to
belong to the library and the reference room,
along with dictionaries, atlases and other
reference books of bulk, rather than on the
bedside table. A rapid paperback issue is
much to be hoped for; this volume really
deserves to be read, thoroughly and in long
stretches, on vacation or in bed, rather than
displayed on a high shelf, a massive,
unopened trophy.

Wellbery’s account of literary history
responds both to Hollier’s earlier 
re-conceptualization of French literature and
to the increasing foreshortening of German
cultural history in the American academy. In
an attempt to disrupt and complicate
nationalist narratives, Hollier’s History

selected an episodic structure, using new
theoretical and cultural theories to
illuminate paradigmatic moments in French
literary history. In lieu of sustained plot
summary and vague generalities about
particular literary movements or schools,
Hollier’s volume mounted a series of
pointed or synthetic essays that explored
particular breakthrough moments or larger
trends, while suggesting the interplay
between history, literature and culture.
Hollier’s approach engaged implicitly with
poststructuralism (especially with Barthean
cultural semiotics) but even more with the
recently emerged New Historicism; its
efforts to place books in their moment also
spotlit the relationship between now- or
still-famous texts and a much larger field of
typical, representative and quintessential
literature. Hollier’s volume also reflected
ongoing debates around historiography and
the social construction of literature, a still-
emerging feminist literary history, the
vestiges of Goldmannian and Althusserian
structuralism and post-1968 French work
on the role of literature and culture had
played in revolutionary state formation and
in nineteenth-century nationalism. Yet as
Hollier’s preface insisted, the volume
emerged from and addressed itself to an
American academic context rather than a
French one. While France itself remained
the site of patrimonic worship as much as
theoretical explosion, exegetes based in
North America were free of any need for
piety and any civil service/academic
obligation to uphold the French state;
hence, they were free to imagine the broad
contours of French literature in new terms
— including a then novel attention to
francophone literary production in Africa,
the Caribbean and Quebec. In such gestures
of revision, at least, Hollier’s volume evokes
the charged atmosphere of the late 1980s —
of conflict and crisis, provocation and
possibility, the atmosphere, in retrospect, of
the American culture wars, of glasnost, of
the impending break-up of Europe’s last
empire, and with it, of Europe itself.
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The newer New History remains interested
in the relationship between literature and
theory, in women writers, in concepts of
national culture and national heritage. Yet
whether because of differences of historical
moment or of national intellectual
traditions, its tone is that of high seriousness
more than playful revisionism. Fifteen years
ago, Hollier’s New History of French
Literature saw French literature as crossing
national borders, transcending them and
calling them into question, even as the
court, the republic, and finally the modern
state tried to harness it for their own ends.
Hollier’s preface stressed the expatriate or
foreigner’s perspective on French literature.
A New History of German Literature, in
contrast, draws heavily on the work of
academics in Germany as well as the United
States, with further contributions from
academics based in Switzerland, Britain,
Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Israel and
Brazil. Yet this plurality does not proliferate
paradigms and vantage-points so much as
emphasize a kind of critical convergence.
Like Hollier, Wellbery chooses a broad
mixture of dates as his points of insertion
and inspection. Sometimes they are
moments of obvious national or literary
historical importance. Yet sometimes the
choice of date seems close to a joke: an
unmonumental event, seemingly
inconsequential in itself, yet which
nonetheless allows a pinning down of major
figures and developments. 

Hollier’s volume saw itself as revising
historiographic practice. Wellbery’s
understands itself simultaneously as a
meditation on the origin of historicizing
ideas and in relationship to new media.
Literary history is thus considered not only
as an historical construction in its own right
but also as a media history, in relationship
to discourse analysis and systems theory
(both still influential among many German
intellectuals) and as products of particular
conditions of creation and reception. On the
surface, this New History, too, is organized

chronologically, offering a kind of sweeping
overview. Yet it can also serve as a kind of
hyper-text, Wellbery’s introduction suggests,
its self-enclosed essays readable in any
order, dictated only by the reader’s interests.
In an earlier moment, Roland Barthes’s call
for an open, ‘readerly’ text understood itself
— and was read as — an avant-garde
gesture, intended to emancipate the reader
from the attempted foreclosures of
bourgeois ideology, from state- or class-
sponsored attempts to fix linguistic and
social meaning. This call resonates in parts
of Hollier’s volume, in essays trying to
challenge or rewrite received narratives of a
coherent national tradition. In Wellbery’s
volume, the revisionist aspirations indicated
by the title are checked by a structuring
insistence on the reader’s autonomy and
right to aleatory movement through time, to
become a time-travelling flâneur. The book
itself does relatively little to provide an
ongoing sense of political history: the model
of kingship operative during the crusades
and the so-called enlightened despotism of
the eighteenth century, for instance, appear
mainly as the background of textually based
essays, so that a novice reader might assume
the existence of relatively continuous and
stable forms of government throughout
Central Europe. And compared to Hollier’s
volume, there is also little sustained
attention to the development or changes in
cultural institutions. To be sure, the more
geographically diffuse and politically varied
case of ‘German culture’ is harder to track
continuously than that of France — but all
the more reason to provide curious readers
with more historical tools. 

Hollier’s volume was quite copiously
illustrated — not only with maps, pictures
of frontispieces, and the obligatory plate
from Diderot’s Encyclopédie, but also with
period illustrations from various medieval
manuscripts and chapbooks to engravings
of an early ballet performance (as an
absolutist spectacle of power), the
allegorical map inserted into Madame de
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Scudery’s historical romance, Clélie, late
nineteenth-century caricatures and fashion
plates, and a photograph of title pages from
Libération, reporting on Jacques Lacan and
French feminism. This generosity of images
enhances the volume’s appeal, and the
reader’s sense of encountering a rapidly
evolving cultural world. Fifteen years later,
all academic publishing faces difficult
financial odds, so it is unsurprising to find
far fewer illustrations. Even a basic political
map of Germany/Central Europe appears
only late in the volume. 

Yet academic presses also feel themselves
forced increasingly to cultivate crossover
audiences and to publish books with
ostensible crossover appeal. The cover
designers of A New History of German
Literature have chosen neither to match the
sedate and ‘serious’ marbled dust jacket of
A New History of French Literature, nor to
draw a cover illustration from the long,
exciting, and often very distinctive tradition
of German painting and graphic art.
Instead, they have opted here for a rather
cartoonish Maurice Sendak rendition of
Heinrich von Kleist’s Penthisilia, a work of
considerable interest but barely mentioned
in the volume itself. Sendak himself is justly
popular and very widely known to the
broad American public not only as the
creator of original, dense and allusive
picture-books (often inspired by the
Grimms’ fairy tales as well as more
indigenous sources like Windsor McKay’s
Little Nemo in Slumberland), but as an
artist with a long-standing interest in
Central European narrative forms. Since the
1960s, indeed, he has illustrated translations
of Romantic fairy tales by the Grimm
Brothers, Clemens Brentano, Wilhelm
Hauff, and of Yiddish stories by Isaac
Balshevis Singer; more recently, he designed
the sets for a revival of Hans Krása’s opera
Brundibar, originally written and mounted
inside Terezin Concentration Camp.4 His
recent retrospective at New York’s Jewish
Museum stressed his ongoing preoccupation

with East European Jewish culture, as the
point of origin and legacy for his own
immigrant family, and his reading of
German literature and iconography, too, as
shaped by this tradition and the trauma of
its wholesale destruction by the Nazis. The
editors’ or Harvard’s choice of Sendak as
the cover artist for the New History thus
implicitly suggests a post-Holocaust
reassessment of German culture, without the
possibility of an apolitical, ahistorical or
apologist account of German literature. Yet
in so far as the choice of Sendak also
suggests a catholic, inclusive, expanded view
of German literature as encompassing much
of Central Europe, German-Jewish and
Yiddish traditions, Central and Eastern
European diaspora culture and the North
American reception of German images and
stories, reaching into pop culture and
children’s culture, it represents something
rather different than the volume it encases.
Despite its interest in recalibrating literary
and intellectual history, indeed, A New
History still hews fairly close — sometimes
still too close — to a traditional canon of
German literary, artistic, philosophical and
theoretical ‘greats’, each read in relationship
to cultural history, and placed by their
temporal juxtaposition with one another. 

This canon, to be sure, has become
something of an endangered species, at least
in the American universities, where both
pre-modern and early modern literature
have almost disappeared from
undergraduate and graduate curricula.
Driven partly by interdisciplinary
excitement, partly by the pragmatic hope
(often illusory) of attracting more students,
many German departments have
transformed themselves into German studies
clusters. Some routinely feature classes by
historians, sociologists or music historians
along with literature classes; many more
offer de facto emphases on literature, film
and philosophy (leaving the theological
tradition firmly to one side). For most
American students and even faculty,
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German literature now begins effectively in
1770. A New History, in contrast and
presumably in reaction, devotes a full 400
pages, nearly half its scope, to the pre-1770
period. As a result, it may find a particular
niche among graduate students and younger
faculty whose training has skimped (or
altogether omitted) the first 800 years of
German literature. Since the general reader,
too, may increasingly lack the bigger picture
this volume tries to provide, the present
review pays particularly close attention to
the centuries preceding the Enlightenment.

In 724, Boniface felled a sacred oak
dedicated to a Germanic god, a deliberate
desecration that formed part of his
successful campaign to establish Christianity
in Germany. Yet when A New History
opens some two hundred years later, in the
middle of the tenth century, an anonymous
hand records Old German spells on the
blank leaves of a codex otherwise devoted
to mass texts. These Merseburg charms, as
they have come to be known, are among the
earliest surviving Old German texts, and
Hans Gumbrecht reads them as a tantalizing
reminder or remainder of tribal culture at
the heart of an ecclesiastical world
conducted almost entirely in Latin. The
essays that follow look not back but ahead:
to the establishment of literary culture, from
the Carolingian Renaissance to the assembly

of a major library at St. Gall and the
establishment of monastery scriptoria.
Charlemagne himself remained unable to
write, Karl Maurer points out, relying
instead on an outstanding oral memory. Yet
the emperor insisted that written forms
replace personal appearances in transmitting
orders. And he also believed that the
stability of his realm depended on the
availabilities of Gospels, psalters and missals
in each of its monasteries. By the eleventh
century, Anselm Haverkamp underscores,
some courts directly supported monastic
scriptoria — and in exchange were supplied
with particularly magnificent illuminated
manuscripts.

Over the volume’s early essays, the question
of the relationship between state power and
aesthetic self-understanding is raised
implicitly in relationship to various aspects
of medieval literary history. By the mid-
ninth century, as Wolfgang Haubrichs’s
excellent synthetic essay points out, Church,
pastoral, and monastic discipline tried to
remove ecclesiastical writers from
vernacular temptations: priests were
prohibited from writing works that used
invectives and scabrous language, from
attending secular plays, even from tolerating
profane jokes. 

Like Carol Clover’s illuminating essay on
the synchronous, parallel world of Old
Norse literature (including an intriguing
account of the ars poetica represented by
Snorri’s Edda), many of the essays on early
medieval literature suggest the relative
interpenetration of Latin, Norse, Old
French, and other European literatures, as a
backdrop for the rise of courtly and heroic
literature in Germany. Particular aspects of
the Hildebrandslied, for instance, are
discussed in relationship not only to the
sagas but also to a foundational book in the
Persian tradition, Ferdowsi’s Book of Kings.
Yet it is less clear what literary traces and
cultural memory the earlier Christianization
of German lands may have left behind.
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Essays hundreds of years and hundreds of
pages removed will discuss the belated yet
powerful influence of Tacitean ethnography
(after the 1455 discovery of Germania), and
how Heinrich von Kleist’s Battle of
Hermann uses its account of tribal battles
against the Roman invaders to react,
implicitly, to the shock of the Napoleonic
occupation. Yet the volume has relatively
little to say, more directly, about the textual
record left by the Christianizing process,
even about the Heliand, a Saxon epic
composed in mid-ninth century Fulda, a
particularly fascinating and quite overt
attempt to rewrite the Gospels in terms of
tribal culture (with a warrior Jesus at the
head of a feudal confederation, his disciples
earls whose power lies in their control of
particular hill forts). What did it mean for a
self-consciously ‘heroic’ German literary
tradition to emerge — in a place with a still-
remembered martial and tribal culture of its
own? Is it significant that the emergence of
German literary culture was monastic and
then courtly — even while elsewhere in
Northern Europe, Old Norse saga culture
glorified and chronicled the democratic
experiment of medieval Iceland? The
punctual structure of A New History makes
it hard to see what such simultaneity and
divergence really amounts to. In the early
third of the book, moreover, essays and the
‘events’ nominally triggering them are often
still spaced far apart chronologically, and
for long stretches the reader must struggle
alone to establish cohesion — or at least
project continuity — between them.
Throughout, indeed, the volume all too
seldom draws itself up to take stock of what
expanses of literary history have been
traversed, in relationship to what is ahead.
This is a logical extension of its chronicle
structure — and yet the relative lack of
explanatory cross-connection adds to the
book’s difficulties for amateur readers.
Those with a prior ‘standard history’ in
their heads are much better positioned to
appreciate the book’s riffs and rhythms on
its own terms. 

When the volume reaches the last half of the
twelfth century, some forty pages in, the
pace of literary writing — and hence also of
noteworthy events — appears to quicken. In
1147, Benedictine nun Hildegard of Bingen
writes to Bernard of Clairvaux to ask for
advice about her visions, later recorded in
her cosmological writings). The meeting of a
German and an Armenian bishop in 1150 is
reported in Otto von Friesing’s Chronicle,
itself a kind of anthropology of the
crusades. Around 1170, Minnesingers begin
imitating troubadours and trouvéres.
Between the 1170s and the 1190s, the
works of goliard poets are depicted as
messengers from the devil, and Reynard the
Fox [Reinhart Fuchs] is composed (the first
German animal epic, which Helmut Puff
explicates as the anatomy of a crisis in
sociability). In 1190, Hartman von Aue
writes The Poor Henry, and around 1200,
the Nibelungenlied is composed in Passau.
Between 1200 and 1210, Wolfram von
Eschenbach composes his spiritual and
courtly epic Parzival. In 1203, Walther von
der Vogelweide receives five gold coins from
the bishop of Passau to buy a fur coat —
the only historical record of Walther’s
existence, and a crucial early trace of
minnesängers’ attempts to support
themselves with their poetry. Gottfried von
Strassburg dies around 1210, leaving his
Tristran and Isolde still incomplete. 

The essays on each of these events stand
more or less on their own. But the reader is
left hungry for more interconnections and
causal explanations about just what is
causing this literary Renaissance: the
crusades? Barbarossa’s consolidation of the
Holy Roman Empire? Eventually, Orrin
Robinson’s helpful synthetic article about
the rise of Middle High German as a
literary language proffers one kind of
explanation. Until 1170, virtually all literary
works continued to be composed in Latin
and the literary corpus consisted almost
entirely of religious works, written primarily
by clerics. From the mid-twelfth century,
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however, a first wave of French influence
inaugurated a shift to more worldly topics;
the growing influence of non-clerical
aristocracy assists the emergence of Middle
High German poets. ‘Classical Middle High
German represents a genuine rebellion
against the sway of Latin in many realms of
life.’5 Yet despite what might be assumed,
Robinson argues, this rebellion may not
have precipitated the development of a new
standard vernacular.

Stephen Jaeger’s essay on Gottfried proffers
another kind of answer: the new courtly
literature uses Christian codes of love and
suffering to civilize the warrior caste and
define aristocratic ideals — and in the
process, unites nobility, clergy and army
into one audience. Divergent readings of
Parzival, conversely, position this literature
on a kind of epochal divide. James Schulz
reads von Eschenbach’s spiritual and courtly
epic as a salvational romance, while
Thomas Bein sees its scattered historical
elements as drawing the audience ‘out of the
distant, mythical world of King Arthur ...
perhaps with the aim of inviting the reader
to draw connections between the real world
and the world of literature.’6

Uncharacteristically for the volume as a
whole, the essays about the twelfth-century
literary breakthrough are themselves
uneven. The interesting essays on monastic
culture lays particular stress on mysticism,
and on woman mystics like Hildegarde of
Bingen (Amy Hollywood) and Mechtild
von Magdeburg (Rochelle Tobias). Yet the
volume lacks any account of the artistic
work of German nuns: von Bingen’s
extensive musical compositions (whose
recent rediscovery have greatly boosted the
popularity of early music ensembles like
Sequentia, the Anonymous 4 and Trio
Medieval) or even, somewhat later, the
pioneering Latin plays of Hroswitha of
Gandersheim (sometimes claimed as the
first post-classical European dramatist).
Sean Ward’s essay on the Archpoet

encourages neophytes to seek out the
original. Not so the essay on the emergence
of Minnesang (treated here primarily as an
offshoot of French poetry); it fails to quote
any of the poetry, and gives little sense of
its beauty or interest. Peter Gilgen’s essay
on Walther von der Vogelweide does far
more, tracing the emergence of a newly
self-conscious poetic voice. The article on
the Nibelungenlied, disappointingly, rarely
moves beyond plot summary. 

The next range of essays, on Renaissance
texts and contexts, is perhaps the best cluster
in the volume. Debra Prager shows how the
growth of the Augsburg-based Fugger
financial empire informed new narratives
and fantasies of exploration. Several essays
evoke Nuremberg’s intellectual and literary
life, including one on the city as a
commercial and publishing centre, the
closest the volume comes to Angel-American
book history’s recent interest in ‘urban
bookscapes’. In part because of its
publishing infrastructure, the city also
becomes central to the development of
carnival dramas and Meistersäng, and a
crucial context for the development and
publication of Albrecht Dürer’s treatise on
proportion (the first work of German art
theory and an important influence on
astronomers like Galileo and Kepler).
Marion Aptroot’s exciting account of the
oldest known Yiddish texts (the so-called
Cambridge Codex) describes their accidental
survival and discovery in a Cairo genizah,
their highly mixed content (from epic poems
about biblical figures to courtly romance),
and the history of scholarly debate they have
generated (including the hotly contested
question of whether Yiddish was, in its
origins, simply a transliterated form of
Middle High German). Christian Kiening
gracefully describes the plot of Johannes von
Tepl’s breakthrough humanist allegory The
Plowman of Bohemia as a system of
rhetorical moves, and describes its resonance
well into the twentieth century (especially
during the interwar attempt to process the
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traumas of trench warfare, and then, after
World War II, by German expellees from
Czechoslovakia, who saw it as evidence of
the long-standing German cultural
dominance in the Czech lands. Jeffrey
Schnapp’s account of the Emperor Charles
IV’s encounters and dialogues with Petrarch
crisply delineates a newly envisioned model
for courtly literature, Charles seeking
another Virgil, Petrarch seeking a monarch
around whom to build an elaborately
choreographed laureation ceremony.
Although Petrarch eventually refused
Charles’s invitation to join his court, he
remained an enormous humanist, literary
and linguistic influence on Prague and on the
rise of Early New High German — a sore
point with later nationalist historiographers
seeking an indigenously rooted arc of
linguistic and civilizational development, and
determined to enshrine Luther as the key
developmental catalyst instead. 

Other outstanding essays measure the
impact of the printing press in creating new
literary genres and new mass audiences, in
changing readers’ horizon of expectation
and theological worldview, and in shaping
the German language itself. What is
highlighted here are less familiar aspects of
the era’s famous intellectual, literary and
theological transformations. Jan-Dirk
Müller’s absorbing double-length essay on

Johannes Gutenberg’s ‘information
revolution’ opens with a provocative
attempt to give historical grounding to
Walter Benjamin’s ideas about the way mass
reproduction diffuses and diminishes the
aura of the original. Before beginning to
develop movable type, Gutenberg sold
mirrors to the Aachen crowds massed in
front of Charlemagne’s collection of relics,
whose very sight, they believed, would
confer grace. Since the press was often so
great that it blocked direct lines of vision,
Gutenberg’s mirrors could ensure at least a
reflected glimpse. Like Gumbrecht’s opening
account of the overlap of tribal and
Christian worlds in the Merseburg
manuscript, this episode in Gutenberg’s
early career evokes the still-medieval, still-
ecclesiastical world mass printing entered
with such éclat. Church reformers quickly
embraced the new printing as godsent,
facilitating the education of the laity; even
before Luther’s epochal biblical translation
was published in 1534, printers had already
produced 156 printed versions of the Bible
in Latin, and seventeen translations of the
Bible into German. 

The economics of publishing, Müller
underscores, necessitated mass audiences
from the outset. The high costs of
typesetting each volume made the printing
business financially risky (even Gutenberg
eventually lost his press and his shop). The
standardization of German was in part the
incidental by-product of printers’ efforts to
reach the widest possible audiences with the
same book — as later of Luther’s conscious
effort to forge a new, mixed German vehicle
for his Bible translation, for related reasons.
The levelling effects of the new broadsides
and of popular print culture, Helmut Puff
argues, also created widespread interest in
works like Sebastian Brant’s European best-
seller, The Ship of Fools, which identified
different social roles and behaviours, to
evoke shared human predicaments, across
class lines. The initial Till Eulenspiegel
narratives, Paul Oppenheimer points out,
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advanced a socially levelling excremental
vision even while they developed a kind of
linguistic philosophy, an everyday language
analysis obsessed with the sloppiness of
ordinary conversation, and with the gap
between figurative and literal
interpretations. 

If the print revolution facilitated the
vulgarization of knowledge, Müller argues,
intellectuals responded by developing a new
fascination with arcana, Kabbalah,
hieroglyphics and hermetica. And this, in
turn, is the context for the life and
experiments of Johannes Faust, for the
bestselling Faustbuch, and for the
alchemical mysticism of Jakob Böhme. In
German lands, as Anthony Grafton
describes in an exciting essay, the revival of
interest in Greece and Rome was also
accompanied by intense scholarly interest in
Hebrew. At a moment of escalating witch
trials and threats to burn the Hebrew
Talmud, the ‘intellectual radical’ Johannes
Reuchlin, himself a classically trained
scholar, began to immerse himself in
Hebrew, in the Jewish commentary tradition
and in the Kabbalah, as ways to unlock
Christian meanings from the Bible. And
while European contemporaries like
Erasmus shied away from any attempts to
defend Judaism (lest it doom the mission of
Christian evangelizing), Reuchlin defended
the rights of Jews to read their own texts
and advocated the protection and further
study of Jewish learning; from the time of
the Reformation onward, indeed, the study
of Hebrew remained enshrined in the
Protestant universities. 

Lisa Freinkel’s long essay on Martin Luther
begins with his rejection of iconoclasm and
goes on to ponder Max Weber’s famous
retrospective theses about the
interconnections between Protestantism,
inwardness and capitalism. The essay barely
discusses Luther as a translator and stylist,
but the excellent essays flanking it tackle the
language and interpretive politics of the

Reformation and post-Reformation from
various perspectives: Orrin Robinson
demystifies ‘Luther’s’ Bible translation as a
collaborative effort; Joseph Leo Koerner
offers a provocative reading of the
redecoration of a Dinkelsbühl altar as
encapsulating a new relationship between
image, word, and emblem; Niklaus Largier
and Karen Feldman discuss the radical
wordplay of anti-Jesuit satirist Johann
Fischart, arguing that Reformation enables
new possibilities for linguistic and textual
play, even to the point of semiological
dissociation. 

As Luciana Villas-Bôas argues of a travel
narrative about cannibalism in colonial
Brazil, even faraway America was now open
to allegorical interpretation as a new
Revelation. In other respects, too, the
Reformation — and the wars of religion
which accompanied it — transformed the
German sense of geography and time. At the
outset of the Thirty Years War, the epochal
defeat of Bohemian forces at the Battle of
the White Mountain doomed the Protestant
kingdom of Bohemia as a Czech-speaking
nation-state alternative to the Habsburg
Empire. New efforts (most markedly by
poet Martin Opitz, author of an influential
1624 Book of German Poetics) to establish
German as a literary language paralleled its
growing use in financial dealings and even
in statistics. The rise of a standard
vernacular was accompanied, at moments,
by a veritable war against regional dialects.
And the efforts to create a new set of rules
for language, Rüdiger Campe argues, were
accompanied by new conventions for social
and linguistic interaction. 

In the wake of these transformations,
previously powerful literary traditions
suddenly became anachronistic, despite the
ongoing relevance of Latin composition to
German literature (Jan Ziolkowski) and
despite the efflorescence of Yiddish
literature in the now-forgotten sixteenth-
century romance Paris and Vienna/Pariz un
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Vyene (Marion Aptroot). The Reformation
and Counter-Reformation spawned new
literary forms and new literary experiences,
from Jesuit theatre (performances of Jakob
Bidermann’s Cenodoxus, spurred mass
conversions among its actors as well as its
spectators) to new kinds of religious poetry
and hymns. There is no discussion of
Luther’s famous hymns. Instead, Dorothea
von Mücke traces the long reception history
of Paul Gerhardt’s hymns, from their
reworking in Bach’s St. Matthew Passion
and their importance to Dietrich Bonhoeffer
during his years of captivity in Nazi
concentration camps, to Bertolt Brecht’s
angry travesty of Gerhardt’s ‘Order Me in
Your Ways’ in one of his ‘Hitler Chorales’,
for ‘promoting an unthinking, irresponsible
subjection to authority’.7

The volume sheds very little direct light on
the early modern experience of sectarian
violence, from the Peasant Wars to the
notorious brutality of the Thirty Years War.
And there is only indirect attention to the
early modern phenomenon of witch trials
and witch burnings, although they too must
have left huge discursive and evidentiary
trails. The volume tends to scant the works
once standard to illustrate the Baroque: the
elegiac poetry of Opitz and Andreas
Gryphius, for instance, or Jacob von
Grimmelshausen’s famous picaresque novel
Simplicissimus, with its memorable tableaux
of martial massacre and civilian desolation.
Instead, there are essays on Opitz’s poetic
theory, on a particular Gryphius drama, and
on hermaphrodism in Grimmelshausen’s
The Renegade Courage (a slightly later
novel in which Simplicissimus makes a
cameo appearance and whose protagonist is
a picara, fighting and sleeping her way
through the Thirty Years War). 

In part, these shifts of scholarly attention
are the results of ongoing interest in the
history of (literary) theory, the delayed
influence of Walter Benjamin’s difficult
book on Baroque tragedy, the influence of

gender studies, and ongoing efforts to
reconstruct women’s literary history and
literary representations. Courage’s influence,
Klaus Haberkamm reminds readers, extends
as far as Mother Courage and Her Children,
Brecht’s famous exile drama about German
complicity and victimhood in war. (The
barrenness of Grimmelshausen’s Courage,
Haberkamm speculates, is the detail that
first caught Brecht’s interest.) There is even
more to say about such lines of influence.
Brecht’s own ideas about epic theatre come
partly from the example of Friedrich
Schiller’s Wallenstein’s Camp, an early
nineteenth-century return to the prostitutes
and camp followers who accompany the
armies of the Thirty Years War and those
travails evoke the human price of military
strategy. Thirty years after Brecht’s
adaptations, moreover, the nascent West
German feminist movement adopted
‘Courage’ (both a name and a slang word
referring to the genitals and potency) as the
name of one of its most popular magazines. 

On another level, the displacement of
Simplicissimus in favour of Courage as the
key text in Grimmelshausen’s picaresque
trilogy reinforces editorial decisions made in
earlier and later parts of the volume.
Parzival was treated as a spiritual and
courtly epic, not as a proto-Bildungsroman.
The virtual elision of Simplicissimus itself,
and the later absence of essays on Goethe’s
Wilhelm Meister’s Years of Apprenticeship
or Novalis’s Heinrich von Ofterdingen
essentially rob the volume of any sustained
consideration of the Bildungsroman
tradition, formerly believed to be one of the
most distinctive genres to emerge in
German. Andreas Gailus’s excellent essay on
Karl Philip Moritz’s Anton Reiser
(considered as a foundational case study)
and Chris Cullen’s stimulating, distantiating
take on Gottfried Keller’s Green Henry
(read partly as a reflection of Keller’s
ambivalent relationship to Switzerland)
offer exciting new perspectives — while
pulling them away from any easy
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subsumption into a Bildungsroman
tradition. (Instead, surprisingly, it is Mozart
and Schikaneder’s Magic Flute which is 
read as a Bildungsroman in the Wilhelm
Meister mode.)

Other period-bound literary phenomena 
— the so-called bourgeois tragedy
[Bürgerliches Trauerspiel], the Storm and
Stress, and the more performative aspects of
German classicism — receive similarly
foreshortened treatment. Lessing’s comedy
Minna von Barnhelm is discussed at the
expense of any of his exemplary tragedies;
there is little attention to Goethe’s Götz von
Berlichingen or Schiller’s Robbers or Cabal
and Love, indeed generally skimpy attention
to the early Goethe (save for Wellbery’s
predictably excellent essay on Werther) or
to Schiller. (Klaus Berghahn’s useful but
rapid overview of the dramatic work notes
Schiller’s influential new ways of depicting
historical experience but comes to rest
instead on the Letters on Aesthetic
Education, read as a response to the 
French Revolution).

In some periods, to be sure, the elision of
important literary historical developments
and genres makes room not only for a more
unpredictable and less-canonized range of
literary works. but especially for theological
and philosophical texts, for historiography,
ethnography and other forms of theoretical
writing. This strategy often pays off. The
German Enlightenment, for instance, is given
its full due and complexity (and viewed,
thankfully, without the intense suspicion
generated, twenty years ago, by the influence
of Michel Foucault). Emery Snyder explicates
the emergence of independent, impartial
newspapers following the Thirty Years War
— accompanied by Kaspar Stieler’s 1695
handbook, The Pleasure and Usefulness of
Newspapers, on how to read them. There are
surprises and revelations in Haun Saussy’s
discussion of Leibnitz (and the new model of
a world made solely of information); in
Helmut Müller-Sieber’s discussion of Albert

von Haller’s development of a physiological
sublime; in Carol Jacob’s account of Johann
Georg Hamman’s recasting of the
commentary tradition; in Arthur Danto’s
reading of Hegel’s Aesthetics; in Glenn
Most’s essay on Friedrich Wolf’s
Prolegomena to Homer and its impact on
Goethe; in Isobel Held’s account of Adolph
von Knigge’s famous guide to social forms as
an Enlightenment theory of society, as in the
essays on Baumgarten, Winkelmann, Lavater,
and Madame de Stäel. Yet the best-known
interventions in late eighteenth-century
literary history — Lessing’s Laocöon,
Herder’s literary essays and anthologies,
Goethe’s early essays, Gottfried August
Bürger’s ‘Leonore’ and the eighteenth-century
and romantic ballad revivals, Clemens
Brentano’s Knaben Wunderhorn — are all
passed over. Wellbery’s introduction gives
considerable weight to German claims to
have invented literary history (mentioning
Herder in passing), yet the volume itself gives
considerably more weight to romantic poetics
than to the comparative and antiquarian
efforts of the late eighteenth century.

The early history of German fiction gets
equally short shrift. Emery Snyder helpfully
describes the emergence of the Baroque
novel from an older European romance
tradition. Chris Cullen’s substantial essay on
Sophie von La Roche’s 1771 The History of
Lady Sophia Sternheim is positioned to
cover the issue of women’s increasing
emancipation, the question of female
education in relationship to popular fears of
matricide, and the German equivalents of
the English sentimental novel (issues which
could each have been alloted its own essay).
And Paul Fleming’s absorbing essay on Jean
Paul carefully places him in relationship to
Sterne, Dostoevsky, and French literature, as
well to Romanticism and Classicism. What
is still missing, however, is a more detailed
account of what the German novel itself is
actually up to in the seventeenth and
eighteenth and even the early nineteenth
century: Christian Gellert’s courtly
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sentimentalism, Dorothea Schlegel, formally
experimental novels like Theodor von
Hippel’s Ascending and Descending Life-
Lines, known to curious English-speaking
readings mainly from Mikhail Bakhtin’s
famously encyclopaedic footnotes.8 A New
History misses the opportunity to lift such
works from footnote obscurity, or at least to
advise the novel-reader whether these bear
reassessment, and if so, where to start
digging in and reading.

The emergence of the novella or the short
story, in both its Enlightenment and
Romantic incarnations, is also scanted.
Virtually all the famous fictional works of
Heinrich von Kleist go unmentioned. Maria
Tatar helpfully describes the Grimms’ fairy-
tale collections in relationship to the larger
project of Romantic nationalism. Yet the
‘literary fairy tales’ [Kunstmärchen] are
absent, from K. A. Musaeus, Tieck,
Brentano, all the way down to Hesse,
Klabund, Kurt Tucholsky, Expressionist
Ernst Barlach and the sardonic, socialist-
inflected Sports Fairy Tales of Ödön von
Horváth. What may be taking their place, to
be sure, is an intriguing line of essays
reading canonical texts in relationship to
crime fiction. Implicitly answering the age-
old question of why German literature
doesn’t seem to contain a fully developed
detective tradition, fascinating essays by
Gailus, von Mücke, and Anette Schwarz
read Anton Reiser, Schiller’s Criminal from
Lost Honour, E. T. A. Hoffmann’s
Mademoiselle de Scuderi and Annette
Droste-Hülshoff’s stories as case studies, as
mystery stories, and as Pitaval-influenced
tales of locale. Here, as elsewhere,
biographical detail is often illuminating:
Hoffmann, for instance, came to his
materials from his day-job as an appellate
judge, and his ruling in the trial of a man
accused of murder that the man’s lack of
explanation for his criminal actions
(senseless murder) did not, in itself, suffice
for a plea of insanity. 

Later nineteenth-century fiction, long out of
fashion, gains new interest from a series of
energetic explications. Eva Geulen’s
treatment of Adalbert Stifter’s poetics could
almost reconcile readers to his embrace of the
banal and his eschewal of controversy or real
plot. Judith Ryan offers a suggestive reading
Wilhelm Raabe as an anti-colonial writer,
Kenneth Calhoon an evocative counter-
pointing of Fontane’s Effie Briest and
impressionist painting. Wellbery is
informative on the European reception of
Schopenhauer, Anthony Grafton good on
Jacob Burckhardt, Robert Pippin on
Nietzsche. Yet important dimensions of the
nineteenth century are missing. Together,
Hinrich Seeba on Grillparzer, Harro Müller
on Danton’s Death, Peter Hohendahl on the
censoring of Young Germany, Martin
Puchner on The Communist Manifesto
convey some sense of forces animating the
1848 uprising and the ongoing agitation for
parliamentary democracy and then for
revolution. But this could (and probably
should) have been supplemented by readings
of Woyzeck; Alois Glassbrenner; Marx and
Engel’s theoretical works and journalism;
Gerhard Hauptmann’s insurrectionary dialect
play, The Weavers; the intertwined and
diverging histories of German naturalism and
German socialism. Other important topics
left untreated include the theories of Johann
Jacob Bachofen, the sociological fiction of
Wilhelm Heinrich Riehl and early
ethnographic theory and practice (including
the work of Franz Boas); an overview of the
German colonial project in Africa, including
the literary aspects of German missionary
and colonizing work, and the German
reception of the Herero Rebellion; popular
forms of literary life, from Campe’s and
Wyss’s Robinsoniades to the Gartenlaube to
Karl May’s Indian adventure stories;
Fontane’s journalistic and descriptive works;
the impact of German scientific and
engineering culture on literary discourse.

The sense of crucial gaps only grows more
acute over the course of the twentieth
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century. The fin-de-siècle and inter-war
modernism are covered thoroughly and
well, with fine essays, for instance, on the
ongoing crisis of language: Stefan George’s
hermeticism (Robert Norton);
Hofmannsthal’s Chandos Letter, Schnitzler’s
treatment of hysteria (Elizabeth Bronfen);
Freud’s Interpretation of Dreams, Rilke’s
Malte Laurids Brigge (Andreas Huyssen);
Gottfried Benn, Carl Einstein, Kafka,
Hermann Hesse, Franz Rosenzweig (Eric
Santner); war and the press in Karl Kraus,
Alfred Döblin’s Berlin Alexanderplatz and
narratives of urban cacophony, Bauhaus
typography and the modernization of
reading (Bridget Doherty). There are
insightful essays on avant-garde movements
and on life-style reform: Greil Marcus on
Café Voltaire and Zurich dada, Peter Wollen
on Ascona as an ‘alpine vegetarian utopia’.
Although there is little on fin-de-siècle
feminist theory, gender is a topic in several
essays. Maria Tatar reads Wedekind in
relationship to eroticism, obscenity and sex-
crimes. Irmgard Keun’s New Women novels
are read in relationship to a new cohort of
women typists (although the account
doesn’t match the more provocative
formulations in Friedrich Kittler’s Film
Grammophone Typewriter). Other obvious
figures and developments are missing: most
of Expressionist drama; the relationship
between the visual and verbal avant-gardes;

literary responses to World War I; Ernst
Toller and the Munich Soviet Republic,
famously led by poets; Rosa Luxemburg
and the Spartacus Uprising (commemorated
by Alfred Döblin as well as by graphic
artists and sculptors); Brecht’s media
experiments; Heinrich Mann; most of
Joseph Roth and Hermann Broch;
Marieluise Fleißer, Ivan Goll, the compelling
but chilling Heimito von Doderer; Friedrich
Kittler’s generative ideas about the
relationship between physiological
experiments and modernism (propounded
most forcefully in Discourse Networks
1800/1900, a work oddly absent from the
framework of the New Literary History);
the reactionary and misogynist post-World
War I tradition analysed so influentially in
Klaus Theweleit’s Male Fantasies; the
impact of Soviet aesthetics and the wave of
Russian avant-garde émigrés; Alfred Kerr,
Kurt Tucholsky, Die Weltbühne; the
establishment of bourgeois and left-liberal
publishing; the efforts of the far left to
found their own public spheres or parallel
polis (from their own sports leagues to their
own cinema distribution circuits), alongside
shadow efforts by the far right. 

During the 1970s and 1980s, West German
literary life was obsessed with most of these
topics; if they have now lost a sense of
novelty among Germanists, that does not
guarantee they ever reached Anglo-American
readers. Anton Kaes’s magisterial 1983
documentary anthology about Weimar
literature and the less literary but equally
provocative intellectual history provided by
the Weimar Republic Sourcebook
(demonstrating the broad discursive
resonances of Frankfurt School theories of
media and society) suggest all that has been
omitted here.9 One small example will
suffice. Although A New History has only
one, rather rudimentary, essay on German
children’s literature (on nineteenth-century
‘classics’ Struwelpeter and Max and Moritz),
there was later a prolonged intersection
between modernism and children’s literature,
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particularly in the 1920s, as Kaes’s literary
anthology amply documents. Yet even Erich
Kästner is missing from A New History —
to say nothing of the art nouveau picture
books of Sibylle von Olfers, Ernst Kreidolf,
and Wilhelm Schulz, the Expressionist
picture books of Conrad Felixmüller, the
socialist fairy tales of Hermynia Zur
Mühlen, Ödon von Horváth and Georg
Grosz, the pop-up books of Lothar
Meggendorfer and Tom Seidmann-Freud, the
anarchistic verses of Joachim Ringelnatz, the
constructivist children’s narratives of Kurt
Schwitters and Ernst Penzoldt (reproduced
throughout this essay). 

Throughout, this volume selects for
sustained, transhistorical treatment genres
generally overlooked in earlier literary
histories. The periodic attention to travel
narratives, for instance, extends from
medieval crusader texts and Renaissance
and Baroque exploration narratives to
nineteenth-century surveys of foreign
manners and mores. The results are often
fascinating, tracing shifts in Germans’ sense
and scale of the world. The essays,
moreover, include an exemplary analysis of
the Orientalist frontispiece of Olearius’s
1647 travels through Muscovy and Persia
(Elio Brancoforte); Alexander Humboldt’s
famous accounts of Latin America unpacked
in relation to political theory (Luiz Costa
Lima) and a survey of popular German
commentators on American culture in the
de Toqueville era (in a wonderful, witty
essay by Werner Sollors); Döblin’s
Amazonas novel trilogy, Heinrich Böll’s
bestselling Irish Diary and Hubert Fichte’s
Xango might have been added as twentieth-
century extensions. There is a handful of
strong essays on musical texts as well,
generally interrogating the relationship
between music and lyrics in key choral
works. Hildegard of Bingen, the relationship
between Heinrich Schütz’s first and last
book of Symphoniae Sacrae (shifting as they
do from Latin to German biblical
translations), Bach’s St. Matthew Passion,

the emergence of German-language Singspiel
and opera, Fidelio and the Ode to Joy;
Brecht and Weill’s radio dramas — all
would have been fascinating additional
subjects for this treatment. The actual
choices are more predictable — The Magic
Flute; Franz Schubert and Wilhelm Müller’s
Winter Journey; Richard Wagner’s Ring;
Richard Strauss and Hofmannsthal’s
Rosenkavalier — but interesting as treated
and work well cumulatively. The Masonic
symbolism of the Magic Flute is read as an
effort to transcend the symbolic primacy of
language. Reinhold Brinkmann’s delicate
reading of Franz Schubert and Wilhelm
Müller’s Winter Journey considers
Schubert’s responses to Metternich’s police
state — and the way West German police
belatedly appropriated the name of the song
cycle, in the 1960s, as the codename for an
operation designed to capture members of
the Red Army Faction. Thomas Grey reads
the score of Rosenkavelier as a self-
conscious record of the history of German-
Austrian opera from Glück to Wagner;
Hans Rudolf Vaget reads Thomas Mann’s
Dr. Faustus as a similar record in prose. 

Even better are the essays on key German
films or film-historical developments (Anton
Kaes on The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari; Eric
Rentschler on Leni Riefenstahl’s Triumph of
the Will, and on Holocaust, Heimat, and
the New German Cinema). Yet satisfying as
they are, read in their own right, these
essays are also problematic as indications of
a dwindling trust and interest in the power
of literature itself. Fifteen years ago, in
Hollier’s New History of French Literature,
the one film-related essay, Dudley Andrew’s
contribution on Godard and the Cahiers du
Cinéma, the French New Wave and the
French New Novel took particular care to
explore the relationship between film and
literature (with a backwards look at André
Bazin). In this New History, in contrast, the
film essays treat their filmic texts as
independent entities, part of their own
autonomous media systems. To do
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otherwise would, perhaps, be to capitulate
to a long-standing effort (begun in the days
of Kurt Pinthus’s Kinobuch, but revived
periodically by particularly unimaginative
cultural bureaucrats in West Germany) to
subsume film to literature. Yet films taken
conversely as single or even as
representative texts have relatively little to
say about the course of German literary
history. Today, students interested in
German literature are often even more
interested in German film. But it is therefore
all the more perilous to revisit film history
in space potentially available to present
contemporaneous literature, in all its
complexities and dilemmas.

A New History’s account of Nazi-era
literary practices is relatively thin. What this
brevity implicitly underscores is the short
chronological span of the actual Third
Reich. Yet these twelve years have had a
decisive and lasting impact on cultural
mentality and cultural production in
postwar Germany and far beyond it.
Moreover, several influential commentary
traditions (including the Frankfurt School
and more orthodox Marxism) have analysed
the Nazi period by evoking longer
continuities, earlier modes of political
authoritarianism, a longer history of anti-
Semitism. The New History includes essays
on Carl Schmitt and Ernst Jünger
(representing far right political thought and
crypto-fascist modernism), Anna Seghers’s
The Seventh Cross and Walter Benjamin’s
Arcades Project (representing key works of
exile), Karl Jaspers and postwar collective
guilt theories, Horkheimer and Adorno’s
Dialectic of Enlightenment and ongoing
debates over Holocaust commemoration.
Yet it has missed the chance to provide its
own definitions of what fascism itself
meant, in literary terms, and what its advent
meant and means for German literary life. 

The Nazi book burnings, a landmark
literary event by any measure, fails to
warrant an essay or even any sustained

discussion. Instead, there is an essay on the
Entartete Kunst exhibit, interesting in itself,
but already a locus classicus to explore
fascist attitudes towards modernism. Only
in the last decade has there been renewed
attention even to the parallel denunciation
of Entartete Musik (with a museal
reconstruction of the denunciatory exhibit
originally mounted in Düsseldorf and a
spate of new recordings of modernist
composers and of various forms of popular
music condemned and silenced by the
Nazis). Here only two essays really grapple
with issues of Nazi language, reading,
publication and censorship. Peter Fritzsche
suggestively sketches on popular reading of
(or failure to read) Hitler’s Mein Kampf,
distributed systematically to all newlyweds
(details which occasion Fritzsche’s
informative discussion of genealogy and the
Nuremberg Race Laws). And Karlheinz
Barck sketches a fascinating contrast
between two subversive works composed
covertly during the Third Reich, and
immediately following its collapse: Werner
Krauss’s PLN, an allegorical novel in which
a postmaster operating under a fascist-style
government joins the resistance, and Victor
Klemperer’s FTI: A Philologist’s Notebook,
a pioneering analysis of Nazi language use.
Rentschler’s essay on Leni Riefenstahl is
also superb; indeed, it is easily the best
single piece ever written about her aesthetic.
Yet it was even more crucial for A New
History to spend those pages on the
question of Nazi literary aesthetics, a
subject none of the growing number of
English-language monographs about Third
Reich cinema seems likely to consider at all. 

What is missing, indeed, is not only more
detailed reconsiderations of the literary life
of the Third Reich but also, perhaps even
more importantly, of the literary life of
German emigration (long a field of study in
the GDR, and more recently, a booming
research field among Central European
cultural historians and Anglo-American
Germanists).10 Peter Wollen’s account of
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Ascona and Greil Marcus’s account of
Zurich as early gathering places for the
twentieth-century avant-garde need a mid-
century analogue. In lieu of a straight
literary essay on Dr. Faustus, what about
one on Princeton, Pacific Pallisades, and
Prague, Moscow and Mexico City as
gathering places — and to some degree,
publishing and cultural centres — for anti-
fascist exiles? Such an essay might, for
instance, talk about the public spheres
inaugurated by exile presses like Walter
Janka’s El Libro Libre in Mexico City and
the Querido Verlag in Amsterdam, Stefan
Heym’s work, in New York, on the émigré
popular front newspaper Deutsche
Volksecho [The German Folk Echo] and the
very different coverage of Gelbe Post
[Yellow Post], a German-language magazine
produced in and for the German émigré
community in Shanghai. It could also draw
on Alexander Stephan’s recent book about
the FBI surveillance of émigré writers in
New York and Marcus Patka’s superb
collective biography of the émigré
community in Mexico, on a recent book on
the German writers’ community in Sanary-
sur-Mer and book-length walking tours of
émigré London and Los Angeles, on the
Stalinist deportation of many German
émigrés to Central Asia following the
Molotov–Ribbentrop Pact and the uneasy
life of the tolerated German political élite
throughout the war, in the bugged,
paranoia-filled rooms of the Moscow hotel
they shared with other émigré leaders.11

Across German literary history, the
recording of Jewish experience and the
chronicling of displacement have often been
intertwined, as A New History suggests.
The volume itself evokes recently canonized
figures and texts only intermittently: Berlin
philosopher Moses Mendelssohn is barely
mentioned, let alone his repeated rebuffs at
the gates of Berlin. Heinrich Heine is
discussed in relationship neither to his exile
poetry nor to his now-famous pogrom
novella The Rabbi of Bacherach but rather

for his quasi-travelogue, The Harz Journey.
Meditations on place in the life narrative of
‘Glikl of Hamlin’, conversely, are read by
Jeremy Dauber in relationship to the
repeated Jewish experience of expulsion,
and to Glikl’s own displacements. In
Barbara Hahn’s stimulating essay on Rahel
Varnhagen, the salonière’s posthumous
collections of letters and diaries become
models for later Jewish women intellectuals
of new, non-systemic modes of thinking;
Rahel’s discussions of marriage, for
instance, intuitively link slavery, marriage
and war, and discuss the challenges of
intermarriage as metaphoric for German-
Jewish joint life. In insisting on Rahel’s
cosmopolitanism and intellectual
independence, Hahn at once questions
Hannah Arendt’s later framing of
Varnhagen and lays ground for the later
essay on Arendt herself. 

On one level, the problems of German-
Jewish experience and the Jewish diaspora
help structure A New History. On another,
they are increasingly absent from it. The
first half of A New History happily includes
a handful of fascinating articles on key
Yiddish texts from the early modern period.
Yet this Yiddish strand of the book fades, so
that the efflorescence of Yiddish fiction and
poetry in the nineteenth and twentieth
century no longer find any mention,
whether because the later development of
Yiddish itself becomes linked to Slavic
languages as well as to modern German, or
because after the Renaissance, the key
works of the Yiddish tradition tended to be
written in Polish or Ukrainian or Lithuanian
or Russian areas rather than on German soil
(whatever and wherever that might be). It
would have been fascinating, indeed, to
consider Joseph Roth’s German-language
stories of Jewish Galicia or Alfred Döblin’s
provocative 1925 The Journey to Poland (a
modernist reportage of the varieties of
Jewish life in Poland filtered by Döblin’s
own quest for origins) in relationship, for
instance, to the contemporaneous novels of
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Isaac Balshevis Singer, or indeed to Dovid
Bergelson’s autobiographically tinged,
Babelesque The Shadows of Berlin, newly
translated from Yiddish and obsessed with
the way the memory of anti-Jewish pogroms
in Ukraine are reactivated by the physical
presence of some of the perpetrators in
interwar Berlin.12 Indeed, it would have
been fascinating to have an essay on the
significance of Berlin for Eastern European
émigrés of all kinds (White Russians, Red
Hungarians, Eastern European Jews), about
Hamburg as a major way-station for
Eastern and Northern European emigration
to America, about the French internment
camps as sites of horror for German-Jewish
émigrés like Döblin and Lion Feuchtwanger,
and about the postwar German refugee
camp in the perigrination narratives of
displaced writers including Primo Levi,
Tadeusz Borowski, and Jonas Mekas. 

One question all this raises, of course, is the
role of territoriality in German literature.
Some of the volume’s articles, to be sure,
end or begin by describing the lasting
impact of particular German-language texts
or schools of thought on other European
literatures. At the same time, for reasons of
accessibility and audience, the volume lays
particular emphasis on texts that have either
been translated into English or made some
mark on the English-speaking world. The
line of essays about travel narratives,
moreover, surveys German attitudes or
assessments of other cultures. Yet the
question of what constitutes the German-
speaking world is seldom raised directly.
The volume includes periodic essays evoking
the literary and cultural life outside the
borders of present-day Germany, from the
Plowman of Bohemia to the Easter Play of
Muri. Along with medieval Cologne and
Renaissance Nuremberg, readers are
introduced to medieval Zurich, Ulrich von
Lichtenstein’s Styria, and the Prague of
Charles IV. The Vienna of Schubert,
Grillparzer and Karl Kraus is certainly
visible at points. Yet there is no essay on

Kafka’s Prague, and no essay-length
analogue to Wittgenstein’s Vienna or to
Basel in the Age of Burckhardt.13 Indeed,
scholars of any of the constituent national
or regional traditions in German literature
could (and may) well criticize its
foreshortened account of those bodies of
literature. Overall, Switzerland gets
particularly short shrift. There are essays, to
be sure, on Green Henry, on Dürrenmatt,
on the impact of Frisch’s postwar radio
plays. But where is Johann Peter Hebel, the
fantastic and didactic stories of Jeremias
Gotthelf, Heidi, Keller’s Martin Salander,
with its anxious portrayal of the advent of
the railroad and the incursions of
modernity; any sense of Swiss-language
politics; the meditations on the intertwining
of Swiss literary and military culture in the
later Max Frisch’s Military Service Booklet
and Wilhelm Tell for the Schools? (Where,
for that matter, is Schiller’s Wilhelm Tell
itself?) 

There is little space, after the medieval
period, allotted to the struggles over the
standardization of German, or over the
survival of ‘dialect’ literature and of
nineteenth-century regionalist literature
(from Berthold Auerbach’s Black Forest
tales to Theodor Storm’s adaptations of
North German oral materials), although
Anette Schwarz’s essay on Annette 
Droste-Hülshoff intriguingly contextualizes
her most famous work, The Jew’s Beech, in
relationship to local traditions and
antiquarianism. There is little emphasis on
the way the German language — and
German literature — became a de facto
homeland for many assimilated Jews in the
nineteenth and early twentieth century.14

Even the famously multi-ethnic, German-
centred literary life of Czernowitz is
mentioned only in relationship to its
dissolution and to its later evocation by
Paul Celan; Stéphane Moses details its —
and Celan’s — wartime fate as a metonym
for the Holocaust itself. There is no account
of latter day immigrant novelists like Libuše
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Moníkova (obsessed partly with the Soviet
occupation of her native Prague, partly with
exile experience in West Germany, read in
light of Prague German literature), Gregor
von Rezzori and Banat Germans Herta
Müller and Richard Wagner, let alone the
Hebrew-language novels of Aharon
Appelfeld. (Like Celan, a deportee from
Czernowitz, Appelfeld escaped from a
German concentration camp as a child,
surviving the war in Ukraine and in the Red
Army to settle in Israel.) Joseph Roth, a
major modernist novelist who grew up in
Galicia’s Jewish settlements before moving
to Vienna, Berlin, and Paris, is evoked only
in passing, when Mark Anderson’s evocative
essay on Ingeborg Bachmann counterposes
the multi-ethnic Vienna visible in her Malina
against what he reads as the Hapsburg
nostalgia of Roth’s Radetsky March. Yet
Roth’s novel would look rather different —
an important forerunner of magical realism,
an anticipation of postcolonial accounts of
an imperial aesthetic — if read on its own
terms, or in relationship to
contemporaneous Central European
modernist novels like Jaroslav Hašek
Moníkovaek’s Schwejk or Karel Cap̌ek’s
Three Novels.

The Field Day Anthology and, more
recently, Marc Shell and Werner Sollors’s
ongoing project to excavate, amass,
anthologize, and assess the scale and
contours of ‘American literature not
[written or published] in English’ set new
standards for all future reassessments of
national literary traditions. One way of
acknowledging Germany’s long history of
domestic political repression, literary
censorship and expulsion would have been
to devote at least one essay to this subject.
Another would have been to devote at least
one essay on German literature not written
or published in Germany. The company is
certainly distinguished: Heine, Ludwig
Börne, and Marx in Paris, along with
Walter Benjamin; Marx in London in the
British Library, Sigmund Freud in

Hampstead; B. Traven in Latin America
(and in The Death Ship, his most famous
novel, redolent of IWW internationalism,
stuck forever on the high seas, a man
without a country). With its essays on
travel-writing, Turkish-German literature
and contemporary multi-culturalism, A New
History of German Literature clearly
understands itself to be breaking out of the
bubble of self-enclosed literary history. But
it may take another, even more novel history
to understand German literature in its full
global dimensions, already containing
Goethe’s Weltliteratur in microcosmic form.

Why isn’t Anne Frank, as yet, a part of
German literature? Her diary, of course, is
written in Dutch rather than German,
because her family’s forced emigration from
Germany to Amsterdam gave her a second,
adoptive language, indeed because the
circumstances of ostracism, emigration and
German occupation were so traumatic that
Frank’s German origins, and origins in
German are buried deep, are no longer
visible in the surface of her prose. (So what
was it like for her, in the concentration
camp, to be confronted with German once
more, as the language of command, indeed
as the language of death?) Since the 1950s,
her wartime diary has been emblematic not
only of the human price of the Holocaust,
but of the incalculable artistic and
intellectual loss it represents. The diary
manifests not only precocious writerliness
but burning writerly ambition: had she had
been allowed to grow up, had she not been
deported by the German occupation forces
and died in a German-run concentration
camp, Frank would very likely have lived to
become a writer of distinction. And the fact
that she — like millions of other Jewish
children across Europe — did not, means, as
it did after the mass death of a generation of
European men during World War I, that
there has forever afterwards been a missing
layer of post-war literature and other
cultural production which her generation
would have produced, but which never
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came into being and whose nature we can
still only conjecture. 

What was it like to live in fear inside Nazi
Germany? Besides the absorbing,
maddening, illuminating diaries of Victor
Klemperer, only recently deciphered, there
are many other insightful literary sources,
including the diaries and memoirs of émigré
children. Charlotte Salomon’s visual
autobiography Life or Theatre? gives image
as well as voice to these experiences. Judith
Kerr’s When Hitler Stole Pink Rabbit and
Lore Segal’s Other People’s Houses recount
the difficulties of growing up in exile, and
suggest the transformed meaning of German
and German mores for those expelled from
the greater German ‘folk community’.15

There are also contemporaneous attempts to
narrate the Third Reich from the vantage
point of affected children. Written in exile,
Lisa Tetzner’s epic The Children of No. 67
depicts children both as victims and
perpetrators; when it appeared in the early
postwar period, it was generally condemned
for its harsh portrait of the war’s impact on
children and for lacking a redemptive
vision. Mehta Samson’s Spatz Grows Up,
conversely, chronicled the daily domestic
bravery of persecuted German-Jewish
children; although the book was scheduled
for publication and even printed, its
distribution was rescinded, after a
sharpening of the anti-Semitic laws, and its
author was soon afterward deported and
murdered, along with the daughter who
inspired its title character. As in the case of
Anne Frank, the fact that Samson’s writing
failed to reach its intended public is not
only part of its literary-historical
importance, but also a structural feature of
its literary-historical moment, and one
deserving far closer detailing. 

Wellbery’s New History devotes much more
room to the post-war period than Hollier’s
did. And yet, perhaps inevitably, it still feels
more rushed and random than other parts
of the volume. Most of the essays, as usual,

are good, even very good: Julia Hell on the
historical consciousness and aporias of East
Germany’s ‘foundational’ socialist realism
and on Christa Wolf’s influential The Search
for Christa T; Jennifer Kapczynski on the
filmic dimensions of Heinrich Böll’s ‘rubble’
novels; Dürrenmatt, Frisch, Grass; Bernhard
Siegert’s outstanding theorization of
postwar radio dramas and exciting close
readings of sound strategies; Marat/Sade; a
good essay by David Roberts on the
aesthetic strategies of the West German
student movement. David Bathrick on Wolf
Biermann’s epochal expulsion from East
Germany; Arlene Teraoka on the middle
Heiner Müller (in relationship to West
German terrorism). Leslie Adelson’s
informative essay on the origins of Turkish-
German fiction; Bianca Theisen’s incisive
essay on Thomas Bernhard’s media politics;
Peter Handke, Elias Canetti, Elfriede
Jelinek, Durs Grünbein, W. Sebald. Jochen
Hörisch’s initially pedestrian essay on Uwe
Johnson’s Anniversaries rapidly hones in
one particularly wonderful chapter, in which
a GDR schoolmaster, about to be hounded
out of his position, teaches his pupils to
read the first chapter of a Fontane novel,
modelling a philologically based form of
historical reading, in marked contrast to the
crude Marxism demanded by the Stalinist
educational establishment. Johnson, Hörisch
notes, was particularly fond of using this
chapter at readings, on book tours. And no
wonder, for it teaches its auditors, too, how
to begin to read. 

Yet as A New History nears its own end, it
partly shifts away from literature towards
film, built landscape, public controversies
and ceremonies. There are well-balanced,
well-written essays on the controversies over
the showings of the Holocaust miniseries
and of Edgar Reitz’s Heimat; the historians’
debate of the early 1980s, Deniz Göktürk
on ceremonial multiculturalism; Edward
Dimendberg on Daniel Libeskind’s Jewish
Museum in Berlin and on the architectural
reconstruction of East Berlin. Educated
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product of German-
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Reys’ stories have only
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general readers are likely to embrace this
shift of emphasis, since German cinema and
public memory debates are more likely
familiar than the contours of recent literary
life — even of texts which offer nuanced
entrées into central cultural issues. As A
New History reaches the present, it seems,
literature has an increasingly small place in
the discursive universe. That had seemed
true at other moments too: in the period
before 1150, for instance, as during
stretches of the Reformation and the
Enlightenment. Is that really the kind of
period we are in now? 

Not necessarily. A different finale could
equally well have depicted the last sixty
years or so as bristling not only with
fascinating literary texts but with unusually
energetic debate about literature’s nature
and function. It might have explored the
literary impact of the Anglo-American
occupation and the delayed influence of
American literature (Hemingway and
Whitman Thornton Wilder’s By the Skin of
Our Teeth, initially the most often-played
drama on postwar German stages); Stalinist
efforts to reconstitute public life via
literature and the other arts; the
reanimation of proletarian writing (for
instance in the GDR’s ‘Bitterfeld Path’) as a
resuscitation of Weimar modernism against
a more Stalinist literature-from-the-top;
Biermann’s indebtedness not only to
François Villon and the model of the poète
maudit but also to 1950s and 1960s anti-
Stalinist Soviet ‘Guitar poetry’; the
documentarist interview and protocol
writing popular among West German leftists
in the 1960s and 1970s, and the reactive
turn to the more individualist so-called New
Subjecticity of the 1970s and 1980s
(diaristic fiction, domestic, psychic and
sexual problems), the 1960s interest in
language, grammar, and habit as sources of
authoritarian control and political
disenfranchisement — and its interest in
counter-institutional practice (Fassbinder’s
‘anti-theatre’). This alternative History

would have stressed the continued
importance of experimental literature,
would have found room for Arno Schmidt
and Peter Weiss’s Aesthetic of Resistance,
for H. C. Artmann, Konrad Bayer, Wolfgang
Bauer, Helmut Heissenbüttel, Franz Xaver
Kroetz, Martin Sperr, Walter Kempowski,
and much more room for Alexander Kluge.
For documentarism, the neo-avant-garde,
for absurdism. For more Brecht. And a
place, somewhere, for the improbable career
of Johnannes R. Becher: an Expressionist
poet and drug-addict, whose failed teenage
suicide pact with a world-weary prostitute
left him guilty of manslaughter, yet who, via
the Communist Party and Moscow exile,
somehow morphed into the GDR’s first
Stalinist minister of culture and the lyricist
of the East German national anthem.
Strange but true: it would have made a
lively essay. For the similar and divergent
life-arcs of other German Communist
émigrés. For the prolonged East German
crossing between socialist realism and
modernism: for Franz Fühmann and for
Johannes Bobrowski (major writers still
only partly translated), for Brigitte
Reimann, Fritz Rudolf Fries, Volker Braun,
Inge Müller, Sarah Kirsch, Rainer Kunze,
Thomas Brasch, all still awaiting sustained
translation, and for Jurek Becker, Monika
Maron, and Christoph Hein, quite well
translated but still oddly unfamiliar to
Anglophone readers.

In regard to West German literature, much
more on the women’s movement and
women’s writing (Ingeborg Drewitz, Verena
Stephan, Karin Struck, Helga Königsdorf,
the rediscovery of earlier feminist writers
from Bettina von Arnim to Bertha von
Süttner and Clara Zetkin), more on postwar
drama. And a sustained account, near the
end of the volume, of the vituperative post-
1989 Western discreditings of East German
writers found to have collaborated (or said
to have collaborated) with the Stasi, the
disappearance of all GDR literary and
cultural institutions (and with them, much
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of the study of GDR literature), the survival
of a few publishers and some cultural
traditions, against all odds, the public
controversy over how and whether to
conjoin the East and West Berlin Academy
of Arts (with writers previously expelled by
the East German academy and otherwise
damaged by the GDR regime declaring
unwillingness to sit next to long-time GDR
members they considered unreconstructed
party hacks), the mass firing of GDR
humanists from GDR universities and their
re-staffing with West German newcomers,
the unending stocktaking by former GDR
writers (to an increasingly indifferent public)
of what the GDR was and might have been,
as of their own pasts (often in relation to
the revelations contained in their Stasi files).
The years since 1989 have seen a complete
transformation of the literary landscape, at
least for Eastern Germany — with West
German self-perceptions here, as in every
realm, remaining surprisingly constant and
undisturbed. This absence of sustained
discussion of these developments will seem,
in retrospect, like one of A New History’s
most singular blind-spots and failures to
understand its own historical moment. 

So will the volume’s unselfconscious
Western bias, clearest in its relative lack of
interest in GDR literature itself as a
separate, self-regulating alternative (or
complement) to Western literary models.
East Germany prided itself on being a land
of readers [Leseland], and on the way its
presses provided the public with easy,
inexpensive access to the sweep of German
literary tradition. The composition of that
canon, and the recurrent fights over literary
‘legacy’ deserve fuller exegesis (including the
contrast with Western canonizations and
debates). Meanwhile, the GDR government
enjoyed an official monopoly on all forms
of media, from the registering of typewriters
to restrictions on photocopying to the fact
that, as émigré poet Günter Kunert declared
publicly after 1989, ‘most of the publishers
in the GDR were “unofficial [Stasi]

collaborators” [IMs, inoffizielle
Mitarbeiter], almost all of the editors, and a
large percentage of the lesser authors’.16 

Literature occupied a central place in GDR
understandings of the media. During the
state’s early years, the founding of new
presses, most prominently and ambitiously
the Aufbau Verlag (Rebuilding Publishers,
still in business and more exciting than ever,
and currently the source of many of the
most interesting revisionist cultural and
literary histories of the twentieth century),
and the attempts to centralize publishing
was accompanied by internal disputes about
aesthetics and about which aspects of the
German literary heritage were still usable.
Stalinist efforts, meanwhile, to prescribe and
proscribe subjects and modes of literature
were countered by successive waves of
emigration by important writers and critics,
most of whom subsequently published
works in West Germany denouncing the
GDR’s systems of literary control. Within
the GDR itself, the relative liberalizations of
the 1960s and 1970s gave rise to various
kinds of experimental writing — but also to
a nascent dissident literature, concerned
with how GDR institutions circumscribed
its citizens’ efforts at self-expression. 

As is now well documented, even GDR mail
and phone services were subject to police
scrutiny. Some postal boxes remained under
camera surveillance; each post office had a
special Stasi room, where mail could be
opened and inspected. (Postcards bearing
foreign postage stamps were confiscated on
such a large scale that the sale of their
stamps to international philatelists formed a
line item in the federal budget.17) From the
1970s onward, GDR writers reflected not
only on abstract questions of state
censorship but on the way the very
materials of writing and communicating
were imbued by the touch of the state.

In a brief 1971 story entitled ‘Barely Legible
Letter’, GDR linguist and dissident writer
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Hans Joachim Schädlich describes how an
East Berlin worker carefully composes a
letter to the heads of state, announcing his
wish to be stripped of citizenship. Schädlich’s
focus is less on the catalyst for this act (the
state’s refusal either to grant him a visa to
visit his ailing father in West Berlin or to
offer any justification for its decision) as on
the bureaucratic forms the petitioner is
forced to follow, his difficulties procuring the
right carbon paper to make copies and the
fact that the fourth and final copy, kept for
his own reference was ‘decipherable only by
the sender’.18 What does it mean for a
citizen to become so disillusioned that he
wishes to relieved of citizenship? And what
does it mean for the East German writer that
the only technology available for him to
record and to reproduce his lament, his
accusation, his resignation, leaves him
nothing but a copy that is ‘barely legible’,
decipherable only by its author? 

In another, indirectly autobiographical story,
Schädlich shows the Stasi as media analysts.
Two young GDR men, on vacation in
Prague during the Soviet invasion, give an
interview to Western television, backs to the
camera. But Stasi agents monitor and record
the broadcasts, and coerce a linguistic
scholar (a colleague of Schädlich’s, who had
already refused to assist them) in breaking
down their voices by dialect and region.
Several decades earlier, the Polish poet
Czeslaw Milosz had denounced the ‘captive
mind’ of totalitarianism. Schädlich depicts
literally captive voices. 

In Schädlich’s own case, Western attention
to these stories and their politically pointed
content made him the focus of negative
attention both from the East German
government and the Stasi. In 1978, he was
hounded out of the GDR. His first novel,
Tallhover, published in West Germany in
1986, put the GDR’s apparently
characteristic mechanisms of surveillance
into a much longer historical perspective. A
fantastical historical novel about a man who

survives from 1819 to 1955 as an informant
and police spy, Tallhover implicitly describes
the genealogy of the East German police
state, as a legacy of the very absolutist,
imperial, and fascist mechanisms which the
state saw itself as destroying. Throughout
the 1970s and 1980s, many West German
leftists concurred in seeing Germany as one
unending prison. They implicitly traced
continuities between the early modern witch
trials, the Nazi book-burnings and the
Stalinist police-state. And they saw the
modern German writer as perennially
caught in the state’s clutches, forced again
and again into exile or conformity, madness
or self-mutilation, from Heine to Biermann,
from Werther to Hölderlin to Lenz. A New
History’s punctual structure — and its final
emphasis on West German rather than East
German literary culture — allows it to
sidestep such accusations. But does it
actually refute them?

From 1965 until his forced expulsion from
the GDR over a decade later, singer-
songwriter Wolf Biermann remained under a
kind of artistic house-arrest in East Berlin,
forbidden from making public appearances
or giving concerts, and under constant Stasi
surveillance. Yet in 1968, Biermann
managed to record a solo record, covertly
and on highly improvised equipment, at
home in downtown East Berlin; the finished
recordings were smuggled across the border
and released in West Germany. To
counteract this necessary secrecy, the
album’s title, Chausseestrasse 131,
announced to the Stasi — and to other
dissidents — exactly where Biermann could
be found, at home, in his apartment
‘recording studio’. Because of the
circumstances of recording, the sound of the
Chausseestrasse streetcar, its brakes
squealing on the street below, remain fully
audible throughout the record — including
Biermann’s forceful ‘Barlach Song’, a
memorably evocation of Ernst Barlach’s
apocalyptic visions, captured in Barlach’s
Expressionist sculptures which were
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eventually banned by the Nazis as
‘degenerate art’.

In his own 1972 volume, With the Volume
Turned Down (Zimmerlautstarke, published
only in West Germany), Biermann’s friend
and fellow dissident poet Reiner Kunze
circled repeatedly around communicative
metaphors supplied by the Communist
media (the television aerial, overturned
because it pointed westward, the radio
broadcast, the vicissitudes of the postal
service). And in a poem entitled ‘Wolf
Biermann Sings’, Kunze commemorates the
distinctive sound of Chausseestrasse 131. ‘In
the room the streetcar squeaks ... He sings
of Ernst Barlach’s great agony / it grips all
of us / because we all know of the
prohibition / and hear the streetcar.’ For

Kunze, as for other GDR auditors,
Biermann’s record is framed, unforgettably,
by the sound of the streetcar —
simultaneously the sound of censorship, of
poetic defiance and of everyday life. 

On Biermann’s 1974 samizdat record aah-ja!,
recorded in the same East Berlin apartment
under the same compromised acoustic
conditions, his sardonic ‘Stasi-Ballad’
establishes the Stasi as a first public, crucial
to his work’s preservation and distribution.
Their embedded microphones pick up his
daily utterances, his ‘songs, jokes and quiet
curses / in the toilet and in the kitchen’,
preserving them for posterity. ‘And I know it:
from time to time / You sing my songs in
bed.’ ‘The Stasi,’ Biermann concludes
gleefully and ruefully, ‘is my Eckermann’.
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Yet, at one point in the hearing, Senator
Fulbright felt the need to attenuate the
criticism. Addressing Kerry, he said:

I am disturbed very much by the
possibility that your generation may
become … disillusioned with our whole
country, with our system of government.
… It has seemed to me that [the] origin
[of the Vietnam war] was essentially a
mistake in judgment, beginning with our
support of the French as a colonial
power, which I believe is the only time
our country has ever done that. Always
our sympathies have been with the
colony. If you will recall, we urged the
British to get out of Egypt and India,
and we urged, many thought too
vigorously, the Dutch prematurely to get
out of Indonesia. I think there was much
criticism that we acted prematurely in
urging the Belgians to get out of the
Congo. In any case, the support of the
French to maintain their power was a
departure from our traditional attitude
toward colonial powers because of our
own history.1

This is an instance from a different epoch of
what Niall Ferguson, in Colossus, scornfully
calls ‘imperial denial’, an American habit or
‘national condition’ that he illustrates with
numerous recent examples, none more
categorical than Donald Rumsfeld’s
response to an interviewer from Al Jazeera,
the Arab television station that he has done
so much to demonize. ‘Would it worry you’,
Rumsfeld was asked in late February 2003,
‘if you go by force into Iraq that this might
create the impression that the United States
is becoming an imperial power?’ 
The secretary of defence replied:

Well I’m sure that some people would say
that, but it can’t be true because we’re
not a colonial power. We’ve never been a
colonial power. We don’t take our force
and go around the world and try to take
other people’s real estate or other people’s
resources, their oil. That’s not what the
United States does. We never have and
never will. That’s not how democracies
behave. That’s how an empire-building
Soviet Union behaved but that’s not how
the United States behaves.2
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Empire of Liberty
A Futile and Bloody Aspiration
Joseph A. Buttigieg

When the young John Kerry, then a prominent figure among 
the Vietnam Veterans Against the War, made his celebrated 
(and, later, much maligned) appearance before the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee in 1971, he received an attentive
and favourable hearing, notwithstanding the harshness and
remorselessness of his critique of the war and of the Johnson
administration. No one was more sympathetic than the
chairman of the Committee, Senator J. William Fulbright, who
had consistently opposed US military involvement in Vietnam
almost from the start.

1 The Congressional
Record (92nd Congress,
1st Session) for
Thursday, April 22,
1971, 196, quoted in
Niall Ferguson,
Colossus: The Rise and
Fall of the American
Empire (New York,
2005), 1

2 Ferguson, Colossus, 33
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If the United States remains an ‘empire in
denial’ much longer, Ferguson argues, it will
imperil not only itself but the stability of the
world as a whole. His purpose is to
persuade Americans to embrace their
imperial status wholeheartedly so that they
will conduct the war in Iraq (and
subsequent wars against other rogue
regimes) without debilitating self-doubt or
inhibition. A good part of Colossus is
devoted to demonstrating that the history of
the United States has been characterized
since its earliest days by a colonizing,
expansionist urge and by imperial
aspirations. The ‘imperial denial’ that
Ferguson has diagnosed as American self-
delusion or self-deception is not easily
dispelled by reciting for the umpteenth time
the historically correct account of how a
rebellious colony became the global
superpower nonpareil. The reluctance of
Americans generally to see themselves as an
imperial power does not stem (at least not
fundamentally) from an ignorance of history
or from a bull-headed refusal to look at the
facts; rather, they find it extremely difficult,
if not impossible, to discard a myth that
essentially defines them. Myth and history
are not the same thing, which is why they
can and do coexist, however contradictorily.

When Senator Fulbright reminded John
Kerry of ‘our own history’ and ‘our
traditional attitude toward colonial powers’,
he was invoking what for most Americans is
a basic myth and not, as Ferguson would
have it, a mere ‘commonplace’ — namely,
‘that having been forged in a war of
independence against imperial rule, the
United States could never become an empire
in its own right’.3 The senator from
Arkansas might also have been thinking of
one of America’s most revered texts, the
Gettysburg address, in which Abraham
Lincoln described the United States as a
nation ‘conceived in liberty, and dedicated
to the proposition that all men are created
equal’. Fulbright alluded to this myth in
order to characterize a specific historical

phenomenon (i.e., US military action in
Vietnam) as an aberration, as a particular,
atypical, and un-American error of
judgement. The tragic consequences of that
error, Fulbright was anxious to point out,
should not be permitted to undermine the
belief that the United States, not only as a
matter of principle but by virtue of what it
is, always sides with the oppressed, even at
the cost of letting down its allies. To
reinforce his point, Fulbright then listed
specific instances of American support of
decolonization, thus using history to further
bolster the myth. For Ferguson, the
perpetuation of the myth of American anti-
imperialism is disabling; and yet it has been,
in many respects, an enabling myth all
across the American political spectrum.
Rumsfeld’s comments on Al Jazeera recall
the Cold War era when the benign
characterization of US foreign policy
depended on the claim that it was aimed at
thwarting Soviet imperialism. Many critics
of that same policy, on the other hand, were
most politically effective when they
condemned it for betraying the ‘true’ nature
of America. 

This is not to say, of course, that myths are
not also dangerous delusions. Thus, for
example, the self-aggrandizing myths of
American exceptionalism and manifest
destiny place the nation beyond the reach of
critique. These myths have, in fact, served
and continue to serve a useful, though
hardly laudable, purpose in the construction
of the American empire: they reinforce the
smug, self-exculpatory notion that even
when it imposes its will on others, the
United States cannot be judged by the same
standards as other great powers, past or
present. They are, in other words, myths
that can blind the nation even to its worst
errors, providing it with non-rational
justifications for undertaking actions which,
given its unprecedented reserves of military
might, can be catastrophic, not only to itself
but to the rest of the world as well. What
preoccupies Ferguson, however, is the exact
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opposite: the global catastrophe that will
ensue if the United States, inhibited by its
non- or anti-imperialist myth, failed or
lacked the necessary resoluteness to accept
not just the opportunity but the
responsibility thrust upon it by history to
use its wealth and power to establish a new
global imperial order. Colossus is, more
than an historical study, an argument — a
plea, even — for empire; its success thus
depends on whether or not it persuades its
readers that empire per se is not a bad
thing, provided it is a ‘liberal’ empire. In his
preface to the paperback edition of the
book, Ferguson laments that the critics,
both conservative and liberal, who rejected
his argument did so precisely because they
consider imperialism repellent: ‘It is, I
discovered, acceptable among American
liberals to say that the United States is an
empire — provided that you deplore the
fact. It is also permitted to say, when among
conservatives, that American power is
potentially beneficent — provided you do
not describe it as imperial. What is not
allowed is to say that the United States is an
empire and that this might not be wholly
bad.’4 This resistance to empire confirms his
worst fear and his bleak prognostication
which he reiterates succinctly as a list of
points that has the tone of a jeremiad:

1. that the United States has always
been, functionally if not self-
consciously, an empire;

2. that a self-conscious American
imperialism might well be preferable
to the available alternatives, but

3. that financial, human, and cultural
constraints make such self-
consciousness highly unlikely, and

4. that therefore the American empire,
in so far as it continues to exist, will
remain a somewhat dysfunctional
entity.5

Ferguson often exhibits caution when
affirming the desirability of imperialism, 
as one can see in the somewhat tentative

statement that American imperialism ‘might
not be wholly bad’, or that ‘it might well be
preferable to available alternatives’.
Likewise, while he enjoins Americans to
self-consciously accept the de facto imperial
status of their country, he also adds that ‘I
do not mean to say that the existence of an
American empire should … be proclaimed
from the rooftop of the Capitol’.6 He does
not explain why not, but the reason is
obvious. One could hardly imagine Donald
Rumsfeld, having forsworn ‘imperial
denial,’ telling the Al Jazeera interviewer:
‘I’m not at all worried that an invasion of
Iraq might reinforce the impression that the
United States is an imperial power. After all,
we are already an imperial power and it
does not do anyone any good to deny it.’ It
would be unthinkable even if he were
allowed to explain, in Ferguson’s words,
that ‘many parts of the world would benefit
from a period of American rule’, that ‘what
the world needs is a liberal empire’, and
that ‘the United States seems in many ways
ideally endowed — economically, militarily
and politically — to run such an “empire of
liberty” (in Thomas Jefferson’s phrase)’.7

What Ferguson calls ‘imperial denial’ is, to
a very large extent, a reflection of the
impossibility of reconciling empire with
liberty. The tensions generated by the
contradiction between the urge to use power
in order to accumulate more power and the
effort to adhere to the proclaimed ideals
that constitute the core of the nation’s self-
image, the divisive and morally corrosive
effects of the conflict between might and
right, are brought into poignant relief in
First Great Triumph: How Five Americans
Made their Country a World Power, Warren
Zimmerman’s account of how the United
States became an imperial power in 1898.8

On 25 April of that year the United States
went to war with Spain, which it blamed
(without proof) for the explosion of the
battleship USS Maine in Havana Bay; by
mid-August it was in control of the
Philippines, Guam, Hawaii, Cuba and
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Puerto Rico. Zimmerman’s history of this
frenzy of conquest, what led up to it, its
aftermath, and its consequences foregrounds
the roles played by the five men whom he
regards as ‘the fathers of modern American
imperialism’: John Hay, secretary of state
under William McKinley and Theodore
Roosevelt, who had earlier been Lincoln’s
private secretary; Alfred Thayer Mahan, the
naval strategist and author of many books,
including the immensely influential work
The Influence of Sea Power upon History
(1890), as well as The Influence of Sea
Power upon the French Revolution and
Empire (1892), and The Interest of America
in Sea Power, Present and Future (1897);
Elihu Root, the secretary of war in the
McKinley and Roosevelt administrations;
Henry Cabot Lodge, the powerful
Republican senator from Massachusetts,
who would later lead the isolationists’
opposition to Woodrow Wilson and help
block US participation in the League of
Nations; and Theodore Roosevelt, who in
1898 was the assistant secretary of the navy.

The manner in which these five men (and
others who shared and actively supported
their views) moved a nation that was loath
to engage in wars of conquest to endorse a
bellicose policy of imperial expansionism is
one of the most intriguing aspects of
Zimmerman’s study. It exemplifies starkly
the contortions of logic and moral principles

that necessarily accompany any effort to
reconcile the nation’s founding principle
that ‘all men are created equal’ and that
liberty is their ‘inalienable right’ with the
use of force to impose its rule and will on
other peoples who represented no threat to
it and aspired to exercise their own
inalienable rights and autonomous freedom.
Even more striking, though, are the
numerous examples that emerge out of
Zimmerman’s narrative of the deceitfulness
of the politics, the repulsiveness of the
racism, the gross distortions of history, the
hypocrisy camouflaged by enunciations of
lofty purpose, and the demagoguery of the
goading rhetoric that impel and sustain the
imperial enterprise.

President McKinley initially resisted going
to war with Spain and sought to avert an
outbreak of military hostilities through
diplomacy. One important factor that
helped persuade him, in the end, to give in
to the bellicose imperialists was the
argument that the war could be justified on
the altruistic grounds that civilized values
and human decency obliged the United
States to liberate a helpless and oppressed
population from the yoke of Spanish rule.
The Spanish-American War was made to
appear primarily as a conflict between an
imperial oppressor and a liberating power.
During his vice-presidential campaign, in
1900, Roosevelt actually argued that driving
Spain out of Cuba was anti-imperialistic. In
his analysis of the war message that
McKinley sent to the House of
Representatives on 11 April 1898,
Zimmerman points out:

It was noteworthy that the American
security interest — ‘the present
condition of affairs in Cuba is a
constant menace to our peace’ — was
placed fourth in priority. Third was the
commercial interest. Second was the
need to provide Cuban citizens
protection for their life and property. 
The principal ground cited for
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intervention, the primary reason why the
United States initiated the war was
human rights. McKinley’s war message
was replete with phrases evoking the
suffering of the Cuban people ...
American intervention was required ‘in
the cause of humanity and to put an end
to the barbarities, starvation, and
horrible miseries now existing there, and
which the parties to the conflict are
either unable or unwilling to stop or
mitigate’.9

Zimmerman goes on to observe that ‘the
priority given human rights by later
presidents, from Jimmy Carter through Bill
Clinton, owes its inspiration to a president
who had seen suffering and who, regardless
of other motives, felt a personal concern for
Cubans under oppression’.10 On the other
hand, though, one could argue that the
invocation of human rights is an effective
way to obscure motives too deplorable to
mention. McKinley’s true motives were, in
fact, not hard to detect even in his war
message, which made it clear that his
concern for the Cubans had limits:
liberating them from Spanish rule, he
explained, did not mean granting them
independence. Congress, by contrast,
strongly favoured independence for the
island. In the end, however, what McKinley
and Congress agreed to grant Cuba was no
more than a sham independence. It did not
take long for the United States to renege on
its promises. The Platt amendment,
explicitly asserting the right of the United
States to intervene in Cuban affairs, passed
the Senate in February 1901. In vain the
Cubans argued that they wanted to be
‘independent of every other nation, the great
and noble American nation included’.11 In
the end they had no choice but to acquiesce,
which is why, till this day, the United States
has a naval base in Guantánamo. 

The American subjugation of the Philippines
took longer, and was much nastier and
bloodier. To be sure, the occupation of the

archipelago was preceded by declarations of
nobility of purpose and solicitude for the
wellbeing of the indigenous population. Six
weeks before the outbreak of the war,
McKinley wrote in his instruction to the US
forces:

We come not as conquerors but as
friends … Finally, it should be the
earnest and paramount aim of the
military administration to win the
confidence, respect, and affection of the
inhabitants of the Philippines by
assuring them in every possible way that
full measure of individual rights and
liberties which is the heritage of a free
people, and by proving to them that the
mission of the United States is one of
benevolent assimilation, substituting the
mild sway of justice and right for
arbitrary rule.12

The soldiers and their officers paid no heed.
During the three years that the Filipinos
managed to sustain their ultimately futile
struggle for independence, the American
forces used the most brutal methods to
suppress them. The insurgents resorted to
some horrific measures of their own, as
guerrilla fighters confronting a much
stronger enemy are wont to do. Their
ferocity, though, was no match for the
ruthless determination of the US Army
generals — among them Arthur MacArthur,
the father of General Douglas MacArthur
— and the unrestrained ferocity of their
subordinates, which the proconsul (and
future US president) William Howard Taft
found it impossible to temper. Indeed, the
soldiers mocked Taft’s pacification policies
with such jingles as:

They say I’ve got brown brothers here,
But still I draw the line.
He may be a brother of Big Bill Taft,
But he ain’t no brother of mine.13

MacArthur created ‘protected zones’ within
which to confine civilians — this was called
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a policy of ‘concentration.’ General Samuel
Young annihilated villages suspected of
harbouring guerrillas by burning them to
the ground, a practice he described as ‘the
judicious application of the torch’. Captured
guerrillas were denied prisoner-of-war
status. Torture was used, including ‘the so-
called water cure, in which (as described by
an eyewitness) ‘the victim is laid flat on his
back and held down by his tormentors.
Then a bamboo tube is thrust into his
mouth and some dirty water, the filthier the
better, is poured down his unwilling
throat’.14 This form of torture, which can
be fatal, was not officially sanctioned at the
time, but US interrogators of so-called
‘unlawful enemy combatants’ are now
permitted to use a version of it known as
waterboarding. General Adna Chafee who
succeeded MacArthur as commander was
no less brutal; among other things, he
endorsed General J. Franklin Bell’s
indiscriminate execution of prisoners. After
the war, Young, Chaffee, and Bell succeeded
one another as army chiefs of staff. 

If the atrocities that took place in the
Philippines showed American imperialism to
be no more noble than the European, the
debates that raged in Congress revealed the
impossibility of reconciling the values that
purportedly define American identity with
the quest for empire. Senator George Frisbie
Hoar of Massachusetts drove the point home
in a speech he gave on 9 January 1899:

Now, I claim that under the Declaration
of Independence you cannot govern a
foreign territory, a foreign people,
another people than your own; that you
cannot subjugate them and govern them
against their will, because you think it is
for their good, when they do not;
because you think you are going to give
them the blessings of liberty. You have
no right at the cannon’s mouth to
impose on an unwilling people your
Declaration of Independence and your
Constitution and your notions of

freedom and notions of what is good.15

Except for the gore, the defence of
imperialism on Capitol Hill was as ignoble
and demeaning as what took place on
Filipino soil. Insisting that the ‘Declaration of
Independence does not forbid us to do our
part in the regeneration of the world’,
Senator Alfred Beveridge of Indiana based his
defence of imperialist rule on nothing other
than the basest of racist platitudes: ‘They
[i.e., the Filipinos] are not capable of self-
government. How could they be? They are
not of a self-governing race … Self-
government is no base and common thing to
be bestowed on the mere audacious …
Savage blood, Oriental blood, Malay blood,
Spanish example — are these the elements of
self-government?’ To which he added a dose
of master-race theory: ‘God has not been
preparing the English-speaking and Teutonic
people for a thousand years for nothing but
vain and idle self-contemplation and self-
admiration. No! He has made us the master
organizers of the world to establish system
where chaos reigns.’16 Hoar responded: ‘I
heard much calculated to excite the
imagination of youth seeking wealth, or the
youth charmed by the dream of empire. But
the words Right, Duty, Freedom, were
absent, my friend must permit me to say,
from that eloquent speech.’17

Reiterating one of the salient motifs of
Colossus, Ferguson writes towards the very
end of the book: ‘All I mean is that
whatever they choose to call their position
in the world — hegemony, primacy,
predominance of leadership — Americans
should recognize the functional resemblance
between Anglophone power present and
past and should try to do a better rather
than a worse job of policing an unruly
world than their British predecessors. In
learning from the history of other empires,
Americans will learn not arrogance but
precisely that humility which, as a candidate
for the presidency, George W. Bush
recommended to his countrymen.’18 Setting
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aside the fact that George Bush’s policies
and actions in the five years he has been
president make it impossible to decipher
what he could have possibly meant when he
referred to humility in foreign policy during
one of his debates with Al Gore, why
should Americans derive lessons from the
history of other empires? Why should
Americans not first endeavour to learn from
the history of their ‘first triumph’, the
architects of which were certainly not
inhibited by ‘imperial denial’? If they did,
they would find out that ‘imperialism, like
slavery, debases rather than enhances
democracy’.19 They would also come to see
‘the iniquity of treating alien peoples as
inferiors, the folly of exaggerating the value
of war, the errors in assuming American
omniscience’.20

History is not only a source of sobering
lessons, it is also a record of events and
actions that cannot be undone and that are
as constitutive of a nation’s character as its
myths. The disharmony between the nobility
of a nation’s myths and the messiness of its
history makes it extremely difficult, if not
impossible, for a people to represent itself
— both to itself and to others — as an
embodiment of the ensemble of lofty ideals
and principles that constitute its mythos. In
the case of the United States, its imperial
history inevitably undercuts the credibility
of any claims it might make that its actions
are guided by its founding principle that
liberty and autonomy are universal and
inalienable rights — or, in the words of the
Declaration of Independence, the right of a
people to ‘assume among the powers of the
earth, the separate and equal station to
which the Laws of Nature and of Nature’s
God entitle them’. In First Great Triumph,
Zimmerman recounts a moment in which
the burden of the imperial past prevented
Woodrow Wilson from extolling America’s
principled dedication to liberty: ‘In 1916
[Wilson] turned over to his secretary of
state, Robert Lansing, a draft of a speech he
was proposing to give on self-determination;

it began: “It shall not lie with the American
people to dictate to another people what
their government shall be …” Lansing, a
finicky stickler for accuracy, wrote on the
margin: “Haiti, S. Domingo, Nicaragua,
Panama.” The draft was rewritten.’21

Adapting T. S. Eliot, one might say that
between the idea and the reality falls the
shadow of history.

Woodrow Wilson was no opponent of
imperialism; when still an academic at
Princeton, he approved of the annexation of
the Philippines, and as president he did not
hesitate to use military force to ensure the
subordination of Latin American countries.
Still, he is generally remembered for his
efforts in the immediate aftermath of the
Great War to establish a peaceful world
order based on the principles of respect for
the territorial integrity and the right of self-
determination of all nations. Wilson did
not, in fact, forswear imperial ambitions;
rather, he realized that the nineteenth-
century model of expansionism in the form
of territorial acquisition had reached an
insurmountable limit. The limit was not
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ethical or political but geographic. There
was simply no more territory left for an
imperial power to conquer except by
dispossessing another empire of its earlier
acquisitions. There were, of course,
countries in the Southern hemisphere of the
American continent and in the Caribbean
that had acquired independence and could
conceivably be conquered anew, but they
were rendered off-limits by the Monroe
Doctrine. 

This situation was not necessarily
disadvantageous to the United States, even
though its late arrival as an imperialist
power had permitted it to acquire only a
miniscule amount of territory by
comparison to other much less powerful
nations. Growth in power and wealth had
to be achieved differently and entailed,
among other things, a reconceptualization
of the relation between economic expansion
and geography. In the new situation, the
actual possession of territory mattered much
less, especially for the United States, than
having free economic access to all those
parts of the world that lay beyond one’s
political control. This called for a liberal
capitalist world order in which,
theoretically, everyone could participate and
which would (again theoretically), by its
very nature, not be under any single nation’s
control. The convoluted and discontinuous
process through which the United States
helped forge and develop the new capitalist
world order, in which it established itself as
an empire on a global scale, is
indistinguishable from the genealogy of
what is now called globalization. 

The history of globalization, Neil Smith
demonstrates in American Empire, goes as
far back as Woodrow Wilson’s presidency
and the internationalism with which it
became synonymous. Wilsonian
internationalism was fiercely opposed within
the United States for fear that it would
compromise the nation’s sovereignty, embroil
it in the disputes and affairs of other

countries, and curtail its ability to pursue its
interests autonomously. Yet, from the start,
internationalism suited the national interest
of the United States more than the interests
of the older colonial powers.

The brilliance of liberal US
internationalists … with Woodrow
Wilson as their flagbearer, lay not in the
idealistic rhetoric of peace and
international organization … Rather, it
lay in the implicit realization that the
wedding of geography and economics
undergirding European capital
accumulation was not inevitable; that
the coming era would be organized
differently; and that economic expansion
divorced from territorial aggrandizement
dovetailed superbly with US national
interests.22

The ideal or utopian condition for a
capitalist global order to thrive would be a
world beyond geography — in other words,
a world without territorial boundaries, or at
least a world in which territorial concerns
would not determine politics and
economics. Before such a world could even
be imagined, however, it is first necessary to
have a stable and fixed geography. To arrive
at a world in which maps do not much
matter, one must first have detailed maps
with the clearest and most unambiguously
marked borders. The Paris Peace Conference
was supposed to produce such maps, while
the formation of the League of Nations was
meant to ensure that territorial integrity be
respected and provide a means for disputes
to be resolved through diplomacy. None of
this worked out in the way Wilson had
hoped: ‘Woodrow Wilson’s US globalism
envisaged a world beyond geography, but
Wilson was soundly defeated, and Europe in
the 1920s and 1930s moved viciously in the
opposite direction, toward a brittle and
fissured geography.’23

The ascendancy of the isolationist ideology
that defeated Wilsonian internationalism
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signalled a retreat from globalism, but it did
not slow down the rise of American
influence worldwide. In western Europe,
modernity and modernization were
commonly identified with Americanism and
Americanization. For many, the spread of
Americanism represented, among other
things, a desirable erosion of encrusted
mores and a loosening of social rigidities;
others perceived it as a threat to the stability
of their national economic structure and
traditional social hierarchies and values.
Anti-Americanism often targeted the
purported shallowness and uncouthness of
US culture, whereas criticism of European
conservatism sometimes expressed itself as
anti-anti-Americanism. Thus, for example,
Antonio Gramsci, from his prison cell in
Fascist Italy, saw in the scornful European
stereotyping of America a sign of the old
continent’s decrepitude:

The European petit bourgeois laughs at
Babbitt and thus laughs at America
which is supposedly populated by 120
million Babbitts. The petit bourgeois
cannot get outside of himself, he cannot
understand himself, just as the imbecile
cannot understand that he is an imbecile
(if he did, he would prove that he is an
intelligent man) … The European petit
bourgeois laughs at the particular
philistinism of the American but he is
not aware of his own; he does not know
that he is the European Babbitt, inferior
to the Babbitt of Lewis’s novel — for
Lewis’s Babbitt tries to escape, he tries
not to be Babbitt any longer. The
European Babbitt does not struggle with
his own philistinism but basks in it, and
he believes that his sound, his croaking
in the style of a frog stuck in the swamp,
is a nightingale’s song. In spite of
everything, Babbitt is the philistine of a
country on the move; the European petit
bourgeois is the philistine of
conservative countries that are rotting in
the stagnant swamp of clichés about the
great tradition and the great culture.24

The United States was indeed ‘a country on
the move’ at the time, reinforcing its global
status not only through the sheer magnitude
of its economic production and circulation
(hence the European fascination with
Fordism during the period) but also, as Neil
Smith points out, through ‘the proliferation
of multinational corporations that began
before the war and accelerated in the 1920s,
the extraordinary innovations in
transportation and communication, and the
internationalization of cultural commodities
from music to film to advertising’.25

The prestige of the United States grew
enormously while its guns were silent; it
was, arguably, a case of soft power.26

By the time the United States was compelled
to re-emerge, albeit with considerable
reluctance, from its isolationism and
intervene in World War II, it had become an
economic and military colossus. The
outcome of the war made it even more so
and placed it in a position to play a decisive
role in designing the new world order. One
of Franklin Roosevelt’s goals was to
establish an American economic
Lebensraum, an international economic
order ‘in which all may be equal, but the
United States would be more equal than
others’. As Neil Smith explains: ‘Better than
the American Century or the Pax
Americana, the notion of an American
Lebensraum captures the specific and global
historical geography of US accession to
power. After World War II, global power
would no longer be measured in terms of
colonized land or power over territory.
Rather, global power was measured in
directly economic terms …’.27 The Bretton–
Woods agreement of 1944 and the creation
of the International Monetary Fund and the
World Bank were among the major steps
taken in the implementation of this strategy
of substituting geo-economics for
geopolitics. Establishing this Lebensraum
also entailed the dismantling of European
colonialism, which the United States
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vigorously advocated. Righteously decrying
the injustice of colonialism and
championing the right to self-determination,
the United States was able to portray itself
as an altruistic moral force in the world,
while simultaneously furthering its self-
interest. Global preeminence could thus be
achieved under the guise of anti-
imperialism. Smith describes how the cold
war frustrated this moment of American
imperial ambition, and it is indeed the case
that, until the end of the 1980s, the
dominant idiom remained that of geopolitics
rather than geo-economics. The end of the
Cold War seemed to clear the ground for yet
another effort for the United States to
establish its global imperium through geo-
economic power. Smith, however, is not sure
that this will be possible, for reasons that
are replete with irony:

Since the 1970s and most intensely since
the 1990s, the global scale of economic
expansion has significantly eroded the
economic prerogative … of nation-states
… economic internationalism has been
so successful that it has begun to render
its nationalist (American) carrier
increasingly obsolete. … the very success
of a liberal American internationalism in
the twentieth century produced a
globalism that threatens narrowly
nationalist interests even in the United
States itself. However much the US state
wishes it, this is a globalism that cannot
remain under the control of the United
States and that presents highly
crystallized targets for global
opposition.28

The United States, though, has other ways
of pursuing its ambitions, as evinced by the
marked shift from the neo-liberal strategy of
globalization promoted by the Clinton
administration to the neo-conservative
imperialism that now animates the country’s
unilateralist and aggressive foreign policy.29

This shift may appear to have occurred
quite abruptly in response to the horrors of

9/11. In fact, the theoretical basis and the
strategic lineaments of the new imperialism
were laid out well before George W. Bush
was first elected president.30 The blueprint
was not secret; the formal documents
produced by the organization that called
itself ‘The Project for the New American
Century’ were (and remain) readily
accessible, and the writings of its individual
members (especially those of William Kristol
and Robert Kagan) were not exactly
recondite.31

The neo-conservatives worked hard for
many years to prepare the ground
intellectually, culturally, and politically for a
radical transformation of US politics, both
at home and abroad. One of their goals has
been to transform certain ingrained notions
Americans have long held about their
nation, its history, values, and relations with
the rest of the world. A representative
instance of this effort is Robert Kagan’s
widely read and discussed little book Of
Paradise and Power: America and Europe in
the New World Order. In a section entitled
‘Adjusting to Hegemony’, Kagan sets out to
debunk what he regards as the myth of a US
tradition of isolationism and displace it with
the indubitable truth of America’s
‘exceptional place in history’. US global
supremacy, in Kagan’s view, is somehow
inscribed in the preordained trajectory of
history (not unlike the Rome of Virgil’s
Aeneid, which from the moment its
founding father had set foot in Latium was
destined to become a global empire).32 The
United States, Kagan asserts, ‘must become
a great power, and perhaps the greatest
power … because the principles and ideals
upon which it was founded were
unquestionably superior — superior not
only to those of the corrupt monarchies of
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Europe,
but to the ideas that had shaped nations and
governments throughout human history.’33

From this it follows, according to Kagan,
that the US need not persuade others of the
legitimacy of its actions. Rather, the US need
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only rely on its own principles and abide by
its conviction that in ‘advancing [its] own
interests [it] advances the interests of
humanity’.34 Therefore, Kagan declares
towards the end of his argument, ‘the task
for both Europeans and Americans, is to
readjust to the new reality of American
hegemony’.35 This means, among other
things, adjusting to the fact that there is no
such thing as a common set of rules, a
shared ethos or set of principles to which
the United States can be expected, at least
morally, to adhere. ‘The problem is that the
United States must sometimes play by the
rules of a Hobbesian world, even though in
so doing it violates Europe’s postmodern
norms. It must refuse to abide by certain
international conventions that may
constrain its ability to fight effectively in
Robert Cooper’s jungle. It must support
arms control, but not always for itself. It
must live by a double standard.’36 

In Kagan’s mind this is the hegemonic role of
the United States as decreed by history —
but, of course, history here is nothing other
than a myth that actual history is not
permitted to demythologize. To almost
anyone looking at the United States from the
outside, this must seem like the most extreme
expression of imperial hubris. There are
many Americans who find it shocking, too,
but far from enough to discredit this kind of
thinking — indeed, tens of millions of
Americans tune in to radio talk shows that
are much more outlandish. Adopting a
phrase from Gramsci, it has to be said of
Kagan that he is not a teratological,
individual case; he is the most complete
exemplar of a series of representatives of a
certain stratum of intellectuals — more
precisely, of those neo-conservative
intellectuals who have formulated,
legitimized, and helped implement the Bush
administration’s radical policies.

Several prominent and influential neo-
conservative intellectuals and policy makers
are associated with a school of thought

inspired by the writings and teachings of the
political philosopher Leo Strauss, who
taught at the New School for Social
Research in New York for about a decade
before leaving in 1949 for the University of
Chicago, where he remained until he retired
some twenty years later. The list of
Straussians who have had a strong impact
on the culture and politics of the United
States is very long and it includes the late
Allan Bloom, Donald Kagan, Paul
Wolfowitz, Francis Fukuyama, Alan Keyes,
William Kristol, Robert Kagan, Richard
Perle, and Zalmay Khalilizad. Strauss’s
writings are extremely difficult for the non-
specialist to comprehend, much less analyse
critically; his political philosophy does not
lend itself in any obvious way to the
formulation of a political programme. What
the Straussians have derived from their
master and transmogrified into a radical
political and cultural movement is a
dogmatic ideology that is anti-modern and
anti-liberal. In Leo Strauss and the Politics
of the American Empire, Anne Norton
compares the Straussians to the followers of
Sayyid Qutb, the Egyptian intellectual
whose writings are reputed to have inspired
the most militant currents of Islamic
fundamentalism: ‘The critique of modernity
current among the Straussians and their
conservative allies bears a family
resemblance to the critique current among
Qutb’s disciples and their allies. Each set of
disciples has seen the modern world as
corrosive of public and private virtue. Each
has condemned modernity for nihilism. Both
longed for a single standard of conduct for
all. Each has displayed a distaste of mass
culture and a distrust of mass politics. Both
condemned totalitarianism in general and
communism in particular.’37 The
Straussians are ‘in the advance guard of
those directing the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan’, as Anne Norton puts it, while
the followers of Sayyid Qutb are in the
front lines of the assault on America — in
that case, what the world is now witnessing
is not so much a clash of civilizations as a
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war between two sets of dogmatists.
The dogmatism of the Straussians is
exemplified by a quite unsettling book that
Anne Norton discusses at considerable
length: The Modern Prince: What Leaders
Need to Know Now (New Haven, 2003) by
Carnes Lord, a professor of military and
naval strategy at the US Naval War College.
There is much to deplore in this book,
including its praise for the strong leadership
qualities of Pervez Musharraf and Lee Kuan
Yew — the former for collaborating with
the United States in the wake of 9/11, and
the latter for protecting Singapore from
American-style liberalism. Especially
disturbing is the fact that, as Norton points
out, ‘Lord’s vision of leadership does not
keep autocracy abroad, it brings autocracy
home. Good leaders, Lord argues, not only
manage elites autocratically, they rule
education autocratically as well.’ His
prescription for a strong America includes
government control over the way in which
the nation narrates its own history: ‘Political
leaders have every right to form and express
judgments about the teaching of national
history, and to take action to shape public
school curriculums in this area.’38 Once
upon a time, and not a very long time ago,
thought-control (or indoctrination) was
listed among the worst evils of the evil
empire; it buttressed the conviction that it
was better to be dead than red. The
distinguishing characteristic of American
conservatives has for a long time been their
distrust of the state; the Straussians and
their neo-conservative admirers, however,
want to strengthen the state and enable it to
extend its reach ever deeper into the lives
and minds of its citizens. The neo-
conservatives want to police the homeland
as much as they want to police the rest of
the world. Or, perhaps, it would be more
accurate to say that they want to police the
homeland in order that they may have a
freer hand in policing the world. In the
misguided belief that it can reconcile empire
with liberty the United States has committed
many blunders that have been more costly

to other peoples and nations than to its own
citizenry. Its current quest for empire,
however, is costing Americans very dear, not
because they are paying a heavy price in
dollars, but because their own liberty is
shrinking. While the United States is at war
imposing democracy abroad, its own
democracy is decaying.

The Straussians are fond of deriving lessons
from classical antiquity and of comparing
the United States to Athens and Rome. Yet,
their versions of ancient history are quite
peculiar and not always consonant with
their master’s. ‘The story of the
Peloponnesian War, as the Straussians once
told it, was the story of a lovely arrogant
city, gone down to ruin in the pursuit of
empire’; but, as Norton explains,
Thucydides’ account of the ruin of Athens is
no longer a cautionary tale: ‘Donald Kagan
… has suggested that earlier scholars and
public intellectuals have read Thucydides
wrong and that the Athenians failed only in
not being imperial enough. This is the
favored version of the political Straussians
now.’39 Charles Krauthammer, once a
Democrat, but now a fierce neo-
conservative (also a Washington Post
columnist and a contributor and to a major
organ of the Straussians, William Kristol’s
Weekly Standard), wrote in March 2001:
‘America is no mere international citizen. It
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is the dominant power in the world, more
dominant than any since Rome.
Accordingly, America is in a position to re-
shape norms, alter expectations and create
new realities. How? By unapologetic and
implacable demonstrations of will.’ This
passage from an article entitled, ‘The Bush
Doctrine,’ is quoted by Chalmers Johnson in
The Sorrows of Empire, a powerful and
sobering antidote to imperialist fever. The
history of Rome, for Johnson, demonstrates
that the process of subjugating other nations
imperils democracy in the imperial centre.40

When, a quarter of a century ago, Senator

Fulbright invoked ‘our history’ to affirm
that the United States was compelled by its
founding principles to oppose imperialism,
he conveniently glossed over America’s own
imperial history. His historical revisionism
and mythic version of America constituted,
then, a severe denunciation of US military
actions in Vietnam. The neo-conservatives
in power today promote their own versions
of history and American myths — but theirs
are designed to serve the purposes of
empire, both at home and abroad. For
years, they have been preparing the nation
to sacrifice liberty in the service of empire.
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They are revolutionary rather than
traditionalist, statist rather than royalist,
avant-garde rather than nostalgic, petit-
bourgeois rather than patrician. While
conservatives harbour a disdain for the
masses, fascists are ardent populists. They
are also fanatical nationalists rather than
Romantic patriots. With a few notable
exceptions such as the Iberian fascisms, 
they are also more pagan than God-fearing.
Fascism is a twentieth-century invention,
whereas conservatism has a much lengthier
lineage. Conservatives look with pride on
the military, whereas fascists are rather
more enthused by the paramilitary. The
former are wedded to the status quo, while
the latter wish to transfigure it quite as
fervently as does the far left. If they wish to
preserve the economic structure of
capitalism just as much as conservatives do,
they nonetheless believe that such
conservation requires cultural and political
revolution.

There are, to be sure, some striking affinities
between the two creeds. If fascism touts a
demonic version of blood and soil,
conservatism promotes an angelic one. The
line between them is notoriously blurred, as a
glance at the writings of T. S. Eliot, D. H.
Lawrence or W. B. Yeats would suggest. Both
are élitist doctrines which sacrifice individual
freedom to organic unity. Both are hostile to
liberalism, utility, social reformism, notions

of evolutionary progress and the unbridled
free market. Both invoke myth and symbol,
elevating blood-knowledge, intuition or
decisionism over a drearily analytical reason.
Both are meta-political, rejecting the whole
category of the political as it is understood in
Whitehall or the Dáil. It is true that racism
and anti-Semitism are no integral part of
conservatism, but neither are they of fascism.

On the other hand, fascism’s fetish of the
state, glorification of technology and brutal
cult of power have little enough in common
with the benignly paternalist, regionalist,
Morris-dancing, church-centred social ideal
of a T. S. Eliot. Fascists are doctrinaire
modernists in a way that no right-wing Tory
ever was. They are New Men as opposed to
Old Buffers. If they mobilize the
mythological, irrational and archaic, it is in
the name of making it new, like the
modernists who were so often their political
fellow travellers. Like a good many
modernists, they are vanguardists and
reactionaries in a single body. Their
contempt for pedigree and civility is also to
some extent a rejection of hierarchy: in
relation to the Leader, we are all on a level.
Conservatives may make use of fascists
from time to time, not least when there is
someone to be beaten up; but they would be
reluctant on the whole to let these shabby
little paranoid thugs marry their daughters.
The classical Marxist view of fascism can be
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briefly summarized. Fascism, on this theory,
is the attempt to ensure the rule of
monopoly capitalism in its purest form, at a
time when it is gravely threatened by
working-class insurgency. Or — in an
alternative, completely antithetical scenario
— when the working-class movement has
been defeated, demoralized and betrayed by
its reformist leadership, thus creating the
kind of political vacuum into which fascism
can quickly rush. On this view, the
ingredients of fascism are fairly clear: major
political and economic crisis, proletarian
defeat (or insurgency), the failure or
weakness of parliamentary democracy (of
which Weimar Germany is the most
palpable example); the absence or
impotence of revolutionary leadership from
the left.

In orthodox Marxist eyes, fascism first
germinates neither in the boardroom nor on
the factory floor, but among the ranks of
the lower middle class. Characteristically, it
reflects the rancour and anxiety of hordes of
little proprietors, investors and public
functionaries who see their savings being cut

to shreds and social order disastrously
undermined. Fearing a catastrophic collapse
into the working class below them, yet
disaffected by the pathetically ineffectual
ruling-class set above them, these men and
women, trained in the habits of nationalism,
élitism, meritocracy, hard work, contempt
for the masses and respect for the state
machine, constitute the classic breeding
ground for the ‘third way’ of fascist revolt.
Alarmed by the threat to their own well-
being posed by both ‘big’ capital and
proletarian disorder, they tend to regard the
state as a neutral apparatus which,
transcendent of all petty particular interests,
can redeem them from these twin perils.
And since, as Marx was the first to point
out, their dispersed, atomized social
conditions make it hard for the lower
middle class to achieve coherent political
representation, they are all the more likely
to appeal to the resources of state power.

On this viewpoint, then, fascism finds it
hard to penetrate the bastions of organized
labour; but it rallies the lower middle class
to the defence of a crisis-ridden monopoly
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capitalism by exploiting its mixed, self-
contradictory ideology. In doing so, it takes
it for the longest ride of its fraught, unstable
history. In combining a petit-bourgeois
animus against the plutocratic ‘idle rich’
with a fear of political disruption from
below, fascism can present itself as a
popular, truly radical force which admires
the so-called productive worker, whether
capitalist or proletarian. At the same time, it
draws upon petit-bourgeois motifs in
offering itself as a traditionalist restoration
of social order, resonant of the patriotism,
discipline, piety and family values of the
days when the nation was really the nation.

The radicalism of fascism is no mere hollow
rhetoric. Fascist movements have attracted
plenty of disaffected leftists (Mosley,
Mussolini); the Nazis actually launched
some industrial strikes; and the so-called
Night of the Long Knives was necessary to
rid the Nazi party of those who took its talk
of smashing the rich a little too seriously.
One leftist model of the complex relations
between fascist parties and the governing
class is that the former are at first despised
and rejected by the latter, then sporadically
used at moments of political crisis, then
abandoned when the political situation
stabilizes. Once the crisis grows to immense
proportions, however, fascism begins to
attract the covert support of major capital
in the form of sizeable financial donations.
The next step is for fascism to seize power,
still in some ways with a radical face, still
making certain concessions to the masses in
the process of destroying their autonomous
organizations and replacing them with state-
controlled ones. As the Marxist Franz
Neumann puts it in his classic work on the
subject, Behemoth (1942), fascism is ‘a
private capitalist economy, regulated by the
total state’. The state builds a closed
economy with state monopoly of foreign
trade and control of prices, under cover of
an extreme statist-nationalist ideology. Once
this economy begins to chafe at its national
boundaries, the result is imperial expansion

under the gun of fascist armies.

On this theory, the petite bourgeoisie
becomes the governing class in fascist
régimes, staffing the state apparatus; but it
governs on the basis of the dominant
interests of monopoly capitalism. In the end,
while still exploiting elements of its
ideology, fascism totally abandons the class
on whose back it climbed to power. There is
an analogy here with the complex class
history of Britain, in which it has been
claimed that the patriciate remained for a
long period the governing class, but
governed largely in the interests of the
industrial bourgeoisie.

Some Marxist theorists have also counted
among the preconditions of fascism a
political crisis within the ruling bloc itself,
in which no single class or fraction of a
class is capable of assuming hegemony. In
this view, fascism’s historic mission is to
realign the warring sectors of the governing
bloc under the dominance of, say, finance or
large scale industrial capital. In Germany,
the historic weakness of the bourgeoisie,
brought to power by the Bismarckian
‘revolution from above’, meant that this
class was never able to generate its own
specific ideology. Instead, it gave birth to a
quasi-feudalist ideology with strong
militaristic elements, which was then ripe
for transmutation to fascism.

If fascism has proved something of a
problem for Marxism, it is among other
things because of the high degree of
autonomy it ascribes to ideology. In Nazi
Germany, for example Polish metal workers
whose skills were of considerable value to
the war economy were exterminated for
ideological reasons, while the Hausfrau
mythology kept women out of the factories
even when extra labour-power was urgently
needed. The technology and personnel
required for the so-called Final Solution tied
down resources which could otherwise have
been put to military use. Racism and anti-
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Semitism, despite some popular
misconceptions, are by no means integral to
fascism; few southern European fascisms
indulged in them. Yet when these prejudices
do crop up, they are not always limited to
the political function of uniting the nation
in the face of a demonized alien. You did
not need to murder six million Jews in order
to create a bogeyman.

The fascist state, similarly, was by no means
a direct instrument of monopoly capitalist
interests, and from time to time could act in
ways that were actually detrimental to
them. In short, among other things, fascism
is a living disproof of vulgar Marxism. It
was, incidentally, a form of vulgar Marxism
that helped to bring the movement to power
in Germany, for it was Stalin’s grotesquely
misconceived teleology of fascism, as a stage
that would press the contradictions of
capitalism to their limit and thus speed on
proletarian revolution, that helped to
scupper Communist resistance to it.
Communism left the German working class
powerless before the rise of Hitler.

There is not much of this classical Marxist
critique with which Michael Mann’s
magisterial Fascists would find itself
formally in agreement. Mann defines
fascism as ‘the pursuit of a transcendent and
cleansing nation-state through
paramilitarism’, a definition which deftly
holds together the four modes of power
(political, economic, military and
ideological) which his celebrated earlier
work regards as indispensable to any
historical sociology. (It does, on the other
hand, slide over his own heavy stress on the
populist nature of fascism, as a revolt from
below rather than a coup from above.) The
adjective ‘transcendent’ (meaning
transcendent of conflicting class interests)
tips its hat to the Marxist conception of
fascism as a bogus solution to class struggle,
but is careful not to lean too heavily upon
it. Instead, Mann argues, contra classical
Marxism, that fascism drew support from

all social classes, and that the petite
bourgeoisie were no more prone to the
infection than anybody else. As the Nazi
party grew, workers formed between a third
and a half of its membership. Mann also
claims that most fascists were neither
especially deprived nor especially middle
class, and — a vital point — that fascism
can hardly be seen as a response to
working-class militancy, since such tides of
disaffection had largely ebbed by the time
the fascists came to power. He also raps
firmly over the knuckles the old canard 
that fascism proved particularly alluring to
social misfits, marginal figures, oddballs 
and lumpen types. There is little evidence
that fascists were any nuttier than the
average politico.

Even so, Mann thinks that the Marxists
have a point. Fascism, he concedes, was
indeed a response to the crisis of post-World
War I capitalism and, despite their radical
window-dressing, fascist régimes tilted
heavily towards the established economic
order. If Mann did not so often conflate
class membership, class ideology and
political function in his empiricist style, he
might prove a little less reductionist in his
approach than Marxist theorists of fascism
like Nicos Poulantzas, who scrupulously
refuse any one-to-one translation of these
terms. Mann is too often to be found
arguing that, say, most rank-and-file fascist
members or voters were not petit-bourgeois
in social origin, and that therefore (by
implication) petit-bourgeois ideology played
no vital role in the fascist project. This is
‘sociologism’ with a vengeance. It is rather
like claiming that since most of the
occupants of a particular London pub are
working class, there can’t be much royalist
ideology around the place.

Besides, having queried the role of the petite
bourgeoisie, he goes on to inform us that
civil servants, teachers, state functionaries,
service sector employees and public sector
manual workers were disproportionately
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fascist in their political sympathies, which
would seem to bring centre-stage a fair slice
of the lower middle class he has just waved
dismissively into the wings. Fascists, Mann
argues, tended to spring from locations near
the heart of the nation or the state. But
many such locations would classically count
as petit-bourgeois. He also observes that the
movement received disproportionate
support from those outside the main sites of
class conflict, which (since he presumably
means labour and capital) also fits well
enough with the very Marxist thesis he is
out to challenge. As far as social
backgrounds go, incidentally, dissident Irish
intellectuals may be dismayed by the
revelation that the perpetrators of genocide
were disproportionately ex-Catholic. It also
seems the case that though fascism failed to
attract major intellectuals, it exerted a good
deal of pull on minor ones. ‘Fascism’, Mann
comments, ‘was a movement of the lesser
intelligentsia.’ The Nazis, who decried the
sexual objectification of women, pulled in
more Protestant female votes than male
ones, and some women assisted in genocide.
There are other points at which Mann’s

divergence from Marxism would seem less
emphatic than he imagines. We have seen
already that he casts doubt on the ‘response
to working-class insurgency’ thesis on
straightforward chronological grounds. Yet
he seems to think that fascism was such a
response, even if the spectre of proletarian
insurrection was at the time grossly
exaggerated. In any case, as he points out,
there were far less extreme means to hand
of countering such insurgency. Whether the
book’s view confirms or refutes the Marxist
analysis is, in this sense, ambiguous. It is as
though fascism fulfilled the role Marxism
ascribes to it, but in the wrong historical
circumstances. Just why it should have
clamped down so violently on a working-
class movement which was already on its
knees remains in Mann’s view a problem yet
to be solved. Perhaps simply because it had
the opportunity. But since some Marxist
theorists, Poulantzas among them, agree
with Mann that fascism strikes when the
working class is down, not up, his
differences from the Marxist case are once
again less decisive than he would seem to
think. Fascists rejects the idea that the
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governing class was directly defending its
own threatened material interests with the
rise of fascism; but the book claims that it
was indeed defending order, security and the
state, a proposition which is again not far
from the classical Marxist diagnosis. Mann
also believes that fascism would not have
soared as it did with a prior surge in
European class conflict on the heels of the
Bolshevik revolution.

Fascists insists quite properly, against the
‘unconscious tool of History’ thesis, that the
fascists’ own views of what they were up to
should be taken seriously. So indeed they
should. But there are limits to this very
Anglo-Saxon sociological charity. How
seriously should we take the beliefs of
Mormons or Scientologists? Mormons do
not believe that their religion is, among
other things, a response to the scandalous
oversight on history’s part that Jesus Christ
was not a square-jawed modern American,
but a scruffy plebeian Jew who inhabited a
failed state in some obscure un-American
corner of the globe, long before the
invention of the movies. Yet the bizarre

doctrines of the Mormon Church begin to
make admirable sense once they are seen in
this sort of light. Fascists, similarly, would
be unlikely to see themselves as propping up
the capitalist system; instead, they would
speak of nation and Führer, blood and
Volk, youth and the regenerative power of
violence. Yet one does not have to hold that
people are wholly self-deceived about their
own aims, or subscribe to some hard-nosed
sociological functionalism, to suspect that
those aims occasionally serve purposes of
which they are for the most part unaware.
Ideology may be officially dead, but self-
deception is alive and kicking. Which parts
of the population fascism appealed to, the
question which Mann tends to raise, is not
quite the same as who it finally benefited.

Mann also argues that the fascist
combination of ‘morality, aggression and
murder ultimately confounds material
interest theories’. As usual with such
formulations, words like ‘ultimately’ are
more mystifying than illuminating. There are
indeed aspects of fascism — the Holocaust,
for example — which, as I have argued
elsewhere, baffle any merely instrumental
explanation. Such destruction purely for its
own sake is part of what we mean by ‘evil’.1

Yet the Holocaust, like much about fascism,
was partly instrumental and partly not, and
Mann should be less absolute about the
antithesis. There are dimensions of fascism
which (as he himself demonstrates) are
clearly bound up with material interests, and
there are others which are not. Which are
‘ultimate’ is more vexed a question than he
seems to imagine.

By 1938, fifteen of Europe’s twenty-seven
parliamentary régimes were right-wing
dictatorships. Yet why were fascist régimes
confined for the most part to the south east
of Europe, while north-western nations were
liberal democracies? It was not a matter of
economic development: advanced Austria
and Germany went fascist just as backward
Hungary and Romania did. But most of the
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north-western countries had been
independent parliamentary nations for far
longer than those which went fascist. And
the countries which went fascist emerged
from World War I more badly off than the
others. Wartime defeat and dislocation
could have provided much of the political
crisis in these places. They were late nation-
builders and late liberalizers, in precarious
transition from authoritarianism to
democracy. Without World War I and its
ensuing turmoil, Mann considers, there
would have been no mass fascistic
movements. In this regard too, Fascists
seems to be unaware of its closeness to the
classical Marxism it dismisses.

What, then, of the future? Mann considers
the danger of a resurgent fascism to be slim,

and rejects the concept of Islamo-fascism
partly on the grounds that, whereas fascism
is a secularized religion, Islamic
fundamentalism is the genuine article. He
might have added that the constituencies on
which fascism traditionally draws are
notoriously hard to organize and prone to
fall apart at the first defeat. The organized
working class has rarely been penetrated by
fascism, and the English working class
fought impressively against it in the 1930s,
despite the demoralization of their defeat in
the General Strike. This book looks not to
such struggles, but to the short-lived
triumph of fascism in Italy, Germany,
Austria, Hungary, Romania and Spain,
providing brilliantly detailed analyses of
each case. It will surely constitute the major
study of its subject for years to come. 
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Historians seek to extract meaning from such
objects and images as remain, but words —
written and printed words — are the most
useful source, and print is the most used.
Print can be mined for information and
interpretation, but print culture — the
interlocking world of writers, printers, books,
traders and, of course, readers — is a subject
in its own right. However, Irish history
remains hidebound by a problem
characterized by Aidan Clarke as its scanty
conceptual repertoire. While historians of
early modern Europe have long subjected the
world of print to detailed analysis, the
methodologies and techniques for dealing
with print culture remain largely ignored in
Irish history. Compounding matters is the
unofficial warfare between historians and
literary scholars, where the supposedly
pedantic facts of the former are countered by
the allegedly ludicrous assertions of the latter.
The twain never seem to meet, which is a
pity, because one might get further in finding
out about the past by arranging a truce (or
tryst) between the two. The answers print
can provide depend on the questions asked of
it. If print culture is to be looked at in an
Irish context, two basic questions must be
addressed. How did it develop? And what
was actually printed? 

Raymond Gillespie’s concern in Reading
Ireland is with the development of print
culture, which he identifies as ‘a vantage

point from which to observe the shifts in
early modern Irish society’.1 The first book
printed in Ireland was an edition of the
Edwardian Book of Common Prayer, the
handbook of the new Established Church,
published in Dublin in 1551, highlighting
one of the prime uses of print in what was,
since 1541, a new Tudor kingdom. The
colonial administration in Dublin had
imported a technology that would set their
cultural world apart from the indigenous
oral and scribal culture. 

So far, so good. Drawing on the work of
Roger Chartier, David Hall, D. F. McKenzie
and D. R. Woolf, Gillespie is less concerned
with what was printed than with its broader
role and purpose, and that was largely tied
up with the unfolding colonial venture: his
discussion of the penetration of print into
Gaelic territories attempting to cope with
and adjust to an invasive English state is
particularly useful.2 Print was a
manifestation of political power (as evident
in official proclamations against rebels), and
political power in Ireland was increasingly
associated with reformed religion, and
Protestant denominations (especially
Presbyterians) made great use of print.
Equally, the Catholic Jacobite régime at the
end of the 1680s permitted the open
dissemination of Catholic works (albeit
imports from the continent) that were
previously deemed subversive.3
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Religion and power, in both Church and
state, were not the only subjects to find
expression in print, or to harness it as a
medium. Although this is a somewhat
impressionistic study, Gillespie goes beyond
previous work to deal broadly with the uses
to which print was put in early modern
Ireland: the exercise of power, the search for
salvation, or the simple desires for profit and
pleasure through reading. His book, while
weakened by the absence of a conclusion,
deals comprehensively with the conditions
that facilitated the establishment of print
culture in Ireland, its development between
1550 and 1700, and, finally, the manner in
which books were actually read. This latter
section is perhaps the most significant of the
three. Certainly, there have been studies of
printing in Ireland, and the study of
individual texts is a familiar feature of Irish
history and literary criticism.4 But issues of
literacy, the reception of texts, and the impact
they had on readers in this period have not
previously been addressed in a single study.5

Reading is the most difficult aspect of print
culture to study, dealing as it does with the
indefinable mental processes by which
individuals made sense of, and passed
judgement on, what they actually read.6 It is
also the most important for, without studying
the effect that such printed matter had on its
readers, the exercise is little more than
antiquarianism. Gillespie’s chapters on
reading, while more concerned with the
nature of reading practices in society than
with the contents of what was actually read,
are the most novel elements in this pioneering
book. He begins with an attempt to recover
the workings of an expanding industry,
comprising printers, booksellers, traders,
merchants, wandering Scottish pedlars,
smugglers, and, of course, customers. After
all, in order to read books, readers needed to
possess them, and indeed many people may
have bought books purely to keep up
appearances; books reflected social status, as
well as power. Witness the anonymous Irish
rebel in Armagh in 1641 who, reportedly,

‘opening the sacred Bible pissed on the same
saying I could do worse with it if I could’.7

We can guess what he meant; the actions and
words display contempt (at the very least) for
the King James Bible as the medium for the
religion adhered to by the British colonists.
But the political implications of print culture
are sometimes understated in Gillespie’s
meticulous, almost sociological account. For
example, he argues that the appeal to
Catholic readers of the visceral accounts of
attacks on Protestant settlers in 1641 in
works such as Sir John Temple’s Irish
Rebellion (1646) ‘may have stemmed from
their capacity to shock and titillate’.8 But this
depoliticizing reductionism ignores the
possibility that some Catholics may have
wanted to see the destruction of the colonists.
Or equally, might those Catholics who read
such works simply have been curious?
Multiple readings of texts were always
possible, as Gillespie himself emphasizes.

If print played a role in copperfastening
British Protestant authority, it also provided
a vehicle to articulate opposition and
resistance to that authority via ballads and
broadsheets. Alternatively, the works of
Irish Catholic writers printed on the
Continent (often by clerics such as Nicholas
French) also provided an opposition to the
colonial enterprise of a more fundamental
kind. When a friar informed the viceroy,
Arthur Capel, earl of Essex, that French’s
tract The Bleeding Iphigenia was being
circulated in Connacht in 1676, he observed
that ‘the people are so taken with it [that] in
my opinion if 20,000 volumes had come
over they would all have been bought up’.9

French’s work, which had been published in
Louvain in 1674, railed against the
dispossession of the Irish. Unfortunately,
Gillespie excludes writers like French, whose
works were published on the Continent —
hence a disproportionate number of Irish
Catholic authors — but, this significant
omission aside, he has provided a coherent,
subtle and nuanced account of a print
culture that was sustained by a handful of
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printers; indeed, the small scale of the
printing industry in Ireland is almost a
rebuke to the importance accorded the
printed word by historians. Yet the
remnants of the multifarious world of print
in early modern Ireland — books,
broadsheets, pamphlets, chapbooks and
almanacs — offer tantalizing glimpses of the
past. And if those fragments were to be
mapped, they might provide a guide of sorts
to the lost realities that gave rise to them. 

Gillespie has gone some considerable
distance towards redressing this deficiency,
and Reading Ireland is an important work
that rightly opens up obvious yet
overlooked questions: who published what,
why and where? Who read them, how did
they do so, and what did they derive from
them? Definitive answers to all of these
questions (if possible) are outside the scope
of Gillespie’s study, and he does not claim to
provide them, but he has certainly pointed
the way for others to attempt them.

Deana Rankin’s work is very different, as it
deals with what was actually printed in
books, and, by extension, what was written
in manuscripts. While Gillespie explores
reading in society, Rankin’s preoccupation is
with what was being written, which is not
necessarily the same thing. As many of the
works she deals with were printed in the
nineteenth century from early modern
manuscripts, strictly speaking Between
Spenser and Swift deals with literary culture,
but only in English. Unlike Gillespie’s work,
there is no engagement with either the
written or printed word in Irish. Seventeenth-
century Ireland was ‘a noisy scribbling
world’, in which both Catholic and
Protestant writers articulated their various
concerns.10 Rankin’s starting point is 1633,
with the arrival of Thomas Wentworth as
viceroy and the first publication of Edmund
Spenser’s View of the Present State of
Ireland. Her terminal date is 1689, and the
publication of Richard Cox’s Hibernia
Anglicana on the eve of the Williamite War.

Her account straddles the traditional
markers of 1641 and 1660, and she is aware
of developments in Ireland beyond the
dominant paradigm of its confessional
politics, especially with regard to the fact
that there were both winners and losers in
this period; that perspective is implicit within
her text. Chiding the myopia of both British
and Irish scholars, her contention that ‘the
study of writing, the skilled attention of the
literary critic, must be reintegrated into
historical research if we are to understand
the variety and versatility of political agency,
religious belief and self-expression in the
period’11 is difficult to argue with, and is
ably attempted in a lucid, elegantly written
and sometimes brilliant study. The key
purpose of the book is to examine and
explain how Ireland’s Anglophone
inhabitants expressed their experience of the
tortuous Irish seventeenth century (most
especially the replacement of the native élite
by its colonial counterpart) in a variety of
literary forms. Between Spenser and Swift is
a significant step towards understanding
aspects of both the Protestant colonial
experience in early modern Ireland, and the
Catholic experience of its consequences.
However, it is not without flaws. The
absence of any analysis of works in Irish and
Latin is a serious obstacle to any
understanding of that Catholic experience.
To ignore key prose works such as Seathrún
Céitinn’s Foras Feasa ar Éirinn and Annála
Ríochta Éireann, the so-called ‘Annals of the
Four Masters’, (both of which were widely
circulated in manuscript before becoming
printed works), and extensive collections of
verse in Irish leaves the native Catholic Irish,
and their perspective on the events of the
seventeenth century, in shadow.12 It is also
to exclude much, if not all, of the Irish
experience of the European Counter-
Reformation. Irish language texts were
printed on the Continent during the
seventeenth century (as were Latin works by
Irish authors), many of which Joep Leerssen
has categorized as part of the ‘religious
propaganda’ of the Counter-Reformation.13
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If printed material is the subject, it makes
little sense to exclude certain categories of
printed texts, and Rankin’s justification for
this exclusion is unconvincing, especially if,
as she claims, ‘the distinguishing feature of
the period is less a question of identity than
of language’.14 Translations from key Irish
and Latin texts are available, and to
paraphrase Rankin’s title, surely writing for
Ireland is as significant as writing in
Ireland? Despite her evident awareness of
Ireland’s place in early modern Europe, it is
left to exiled military figures such as Gerrat
Barry to provide an opposing voice to the
English and Protestant interest with a
continental flourish.

Barry sets the stage for one of Rankin’s
central sources: the anonymous
Aphorismical Discovery of Treasonable
Faction, seemingly written in the 1640s and
depicted here as an attempt at classical epic
undermined by the cold reality of events.15

Disappointed hopes run through many of
the Catholic texts, with villains as diverse as
the viceroy, James Butler, earl (later duke) of
Ormond, and the Papal Nuncio Gianbattista
Rinnuccini. There are other concerns in
texts written from a Protestant perspective,
one of which is a desire to render Ireland
and its history intelligible for future
reference, and hopefully for alteration.
Rankin is rightly concerned with the
structure and genre of her texts, their
internal logic, assumptions and influences,
and her detailed analyses are often
compelling. She examines a variety of
neglected and ephemeral works (especially
drama) and a host of more familiar ones
(though the absence of anything by the
prolific Sir William Petty is bizarre). Yet the
book has a disjointed structure — Chapter
2, dealing with 1633–41, comes after the
first chapter dealing with English
parliamentarian writing of the 1640s — 
and a stricter chronology would have better
elucidated her chosen themes over time. 

The book is divided into two sections, the
first of which deals with the 1640s, while

the second deals with the Restoration period
after 1660; this second section, however,
turns on the events of the 1640s, in that it
concentrates on memoirs, histories and
dramas that rake over those years. Rankin’s
study rests on an understanding that the
warfare and colonization of the seventeenth
century was intrinsic to the establishment of
the Protestant Ascendancy. But the world in
which those texts should be contextualised
seems to slip away on occasion. Her
assertion that ‘peace and reconciliation were
enforced by the Restoration settlement’ is
perverse, from any Irish perspective.16

Many of the texts she selects for close
analysis were written in the second half of
the seventeenth century, after the
Restoration, and despite their varied subject
matter, many of them reflected ongoing
political, religious and social concerns. The
post-1660 period can be conceptualized as
one of fundamental tension, based on the
question of who were to be the masters of
Ireland? The Irish version of the Restoration
settlement was by no means definitive, and
the period 1660–89 saw alternating
attempts either to secure or to overturn the
anomalous settlement that had largely
maintained the Cromwellian confiscations
of the 1650s.17 Would the British landed
élite retain the gains they had made in the
1650s? Or would the disgruntled and
dispossessed Catholic Irish élite who had
been the losers of the 1650s, supplant them?
It was obvious who had lost the battle, but
who would win the war? These concerns are
evident in many texts examined here, and
the position of the nascent Protestant
Ascendancy would only be fully secured in
the long shadow of the Williamite victory 
of 1691.

One consequence of such lingering
uncertainty was the protean manoeuvring of
former parliamentarians such as Roger Boyle,
earl of Orrery, to secure their position under
the restored monarchy. In Orrery’s case,
those attempts (and other concerns) found
expression in his own published literary
works (including drama, written to be seen
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and heard by an audience), and these have
been studied elsewhere to illustrate how lived
experience could inform and shape the
literary forms that outlived it.18 But Rankin
sometimes strays too far from the reality of
her subject’s times, and her intricate and
meticulous textual analyses can become
wrapped up in themselves to the exclusion of
key questions. Why were these texts being
written? What shaped them? How were they
circulated? Indeed, were they circulated?
After all, the Aphorismical Discovery did not
appear in print until the nineteenth century.
Who, if anyone, read these various texts? Did
they overlap with oral culture, and were they
printed to be read alone by an individual or
to be heard by an audience? What did such
readers or listeners think of them? Basic
questions they may be, but if such works are
indeed cultural artefacts worth studying, they
require firmer location in the social and
political environment that produced them.
Rankin’s discussions of the writings of
Richard Lawrence and Richard Bellings are
cases in point, as her interpretations pay
scant heed to the contexts in which these
texts were produced.19

Another consequence of the post-1660
realignment was the subsequent disputations
between opposing versions of Irish history
that readily underpinned political argument,
and which more often than not dealt with the
pivotal decade of the 1640s. Between Spenser
and Swift revolves around that chronological
fulcrum: the literature generated by
immediate experience gave way to political
argument and prescription whose authority
was assumed to derive from Irish history, and
the role of key (and living) actors within it.
Rankin’s discussion of the various histories of
Ireland produced in English after 1660 is
indeed intricate. Yet once again these
discussions are weakened by their divorce
from their context. For example, she refers to
three named (but uncited) pamphlets
published during the Popish Plot in 1679 that
she claims are ‘reprints of pamphlets from
1641’.20 But they are not, and that is

obvious from even a cursory glance at their
contents.21 Such sloppiness is disappointing.

Rankin’s book concludes by looking forward
to a single minor work of Jonathan Swift’s, A
Short View of the State of Ireland, published
in 1728. There seems little overt reason for
doing this, other than to permit some snappy
alliteration in the title of the book by
including another author whose name begins
with an ‘S’. However, this cameo hints at the
potential of Rankin’s approach: Swift can
serve as a bridge between the relatively
obscure works of which she writes and the
later established canon. That his career was
rooted in the Irish colonial experience is now
a given; that it was formulated after the
success of that colonial enterprise, less so. 

�

Roger Chartier has observed that any
adequate history of reading must be located
within a framework defined by three ‘poles’
— ‘the analysis of texts ... the history of
books ... the study of practices that seize
upon these objects and these forms in a
variety of ways and produce differentiated
uses and meanings’.22 Gillespie and Rankin
provide examples of the first two poles.
Gillespie outlines the development of print
culture in early modern Ireland, while
Rankin analyses what was written and
occasionally printed; but unfortunately, both
works exclude books printed in Europe for
distribution in Ireland. A more holistic
interrogation of written and printed texts,
relating them to the society in which they
were produced (or intended for), could
provide a fuller understanding of the world
in which the inhabitants of early modern
Ireland dwelt. Unlike the Druids in This is
Spinal Tap, we have vague ideas of who
they were and what they were doing. But
we need to know more, to ask new
questions and hopefully to get new answers.
Between them, Gillespie and Rankin suggest
ways in which that might yet be done. 
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To be sure, it seems highly unlikely that the
scholars who so painstakingly collected and
annotated these materials intended the
project to be provocative. They reproduce
hundreds of letters and memoirs written by
Irish migrants spanning the entire eighteenth
century, and then in marvellously detailed
introductory essays, they explore the specific
social contexts in which these documents
were produced. The entire project was
clearly a labour of love. Almost 800 pages
long and containing thousands of notes on
genealogy, linguistics, and bibliography,
Irish Immigrants is an extraordinary
accomplishment.

For the most part the modern reader meets in
this volume ordinary men and women, in
other words, the sorts of people who most
often go missing from standard accounts of
the period. What makes this collection so
provocative, at least for me, is that once we
have learned so much about the Irish in Early
America, we discover that we no longer quite
know where they fit in the stories we tell
ourselves about popular politics on the eve of
the American Revolution. These obscure
travellers raise new questions that take us far
beyond particular letters and memoirs.

A single example from Philadelphia in 1774
reveals how the Irish migrants might
destabilize traditional narratives about
colonial resistance to the British Empire.

Christopher Marshall, a modestly
prosperous Quaker, kept a wonderful diary,
which recounted, among other things, the
opening of the First Continental Congress.
The diary does not appear in Irish
Immigrants; it is a source I used for other
purposes. During the last days of August,
Marshall noted the arrival of each colonial
delegation. Some representatives had
journeyed from as far away as South
Carolina and Massachusetts; others came
from New York and Maryland. Marshall
seemed acutely conscious of the historical
significance of the gathering. On 29 August,
he observed, ‘Came to town, Hon. Thomas
Cushing, Samuel Adams, Robert Treat
Paine, and John Adams, delegates from the
Province of Massachusetts, with whom
came in company, from New York, John
Rutledge, delegate from South Carolina,
who took his passage to New York.’ Two
days later the representatives from New
York, New Hampshire, Connecticut, and
Maryland showed up in Philadelphia. It was
an impressive assemblage of talent, and
whether we call them American Patriots or
Founding Fathers, we have no trouble
interpreting their presence in Marshall’s
diary. He helps us document a traditional
narrative of national independence, one that
awards primacy to the achievements of a
political élite. Another element runs through
the diary. It provides a kind of backdrop to
the activities of the members of the
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Continental Congress. Marshall repeatedly
provided news of ships carrying large
numbers of Irish migrants. On 15 July, for
example, he wrote, ‘Arrived this day at New
Castle, the ship Peace and Plenty, Captain
McKinzey, with four hundred passengers,
from Belfast’. A few days later 110 people
from Waterford landed, followed almost
immediately by 220 from Newry. On 10
August, Marshall noted the arrival of ‘the
ship Hannah, Captain Mitchell, from
Londonderry, with four hundred
passengers’. On 20 August, 600 Irish from
Londonderry appeared in Philadelphia. Day
after day, as Marshall’s list of Irish
newcomers expanded, we find ourselves
asking what possible relation these
anonymous people could have had to the
dominant interpretation of colonial
resistance and rebellion. Were the migrants
simply impoverished peasants in search of
economic opportunity and not particularly
concerned with the growing protest and
popular mobilization then sweeping through
provincial America? Were the Irish merely
bit players in a larger story of the creation
of a new republican government? Was it
possible that they figured centrally in the
popular demand for political liberty and,
eventually, for national independence? 

Answers for such questions are hard to
come by. The literature of Atlantic History
certainly provides little help. Scholars
working within this currently popular field
focus attention on the broad flow of people,
commerce and ideas throughout a huge
area, which they call the Atlantic World.
Whatever the merits of this approach,
Atlantic History generally shows only
passing interest in political resistance to the
exercise of imperial power. Within the
context of early modern Irish history,
however, the issues of power have been
more clearly drawn. Nicholas Canny and
others, for example, have analysed the
seventeenth century, when English
plantations in Ireland provided American

adventurers with harsh models for
settlement and pacification. But for us
Canny’s work serves largely to highlight
another major problem. As Patrick Griffin
has shown in his aptly titled The People
with No Name (2001), it was during the
eighteenth century when so many thousands
of people transferred from Ireland,
particularly Ulster, to North America, that
the connection between Irish migrants and
imperial power becomes increasingly
murky.1

In fact, the Irish seem to go missing almost
entirely from general histories of the period
at precisely the moment when their numbers
begin to expand at extraordinary rates. It is
curious that American historians of the
eighteenth century profess to know more
about English and German migrants during
the run up to independence than they do
about the Irish. Between 1763 and 1775
over 55,000 Protestant Irish — most of
them people whom American historians
conventionally call Scotch-Irish — moved to
America. During that same period Scotland
accounted for some 40,000 immigrants,
England 30,000, and the German-speaking
areas of the Continent another 12,000, and
yet, to cite just one example, Jon Butler’s
survey of eighteenth-century colonial
American history, published in 2000,
mentions only in passing the huge flood of
men and women who traded ancestral
homes in the counties of Antrim, Armagh,
and Down for an uncertain future in a
distant land. These people not only have no
name, they also threaten to disappear from
the pages of history altogether.

Irish Immigrants in the Land of Canaan
describes the general character of the
eighteenth-century Irish migration to
America. On this level of analysis the
editors offer no surprises. An overwhelming
percentage of the settlers came from Ulster;
most identified themselves as Presbyterian.
A much smaller number were Quakers or
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members of the Church of Ireland, but
before the 1790s the Catholics knew that a
hostile reception awaited them in the
fiercely Protestant culture of colonial
America. Like other migrations to the New
World, the Irish transfer involved more
males than females. It favoured the young;
many immigrants travelled as indentured
servants, trusting that they would survive
long enough to gain freedom and then, if all
went well, a farm of their own. 

Between the late 1600s and 1815 — the
period covered in this book — about
400,000 men and women took a chance on
America. Although a great many Scotch-
Irish settled in Pennsylvania, large groups
could be found in New Hampshire, the
Carolinas, and Georgia. The fact that they
did not hive together may help explain why
they seemed to disappear in America. They
generally lived in small frontier
communities; many simply blended into the
local society. But wherever they resided, the
eighteenth-century Irish tended both to
frighten and annoy their non-Irish
neighbours. In 1767 Rev. Charles
Woodmason, an Anglican minister, warned
that the upland regions of the South were
drawing ‘a Sett of the most lowest vilest
Crew breathing — Scotch-Irish
Presbyterians from the North of Ireland’.
Irish farms never appeared to
contemporaries to be as neat or productive
as those owned by the Germans. The
Scotch-Irish went about their lives as they
saw fit, showing distressingly little deference
for established ecclesiastical or civil
authorities, and, perhaps to the discomfort
of modern American historians, expressing
few qualms about purchasing African
American slaves or slaughtering Indians in
the Ohio Valley.

Kerby Miller and his co-editors try to
explain why so many Irish people elected to
migrate. Although they recognize that it is
impossible ever to know for certain why

individuals behaved in certain ways, they
reject the dichotomous proposition that men
and women leave their homelands for either
economic or religious reasons. These two
considerations often worked in tandem so
that individuals who were unhappy about
the state of religion in their local
communities were also likely to be under-
employed and fearful that they would fall 
to the bottom of the social ladder. For much
of the eighteenth century, Ulster Protestants
complained loudly about declining
prosperity; British restrictions on the linen
trade hit them particularly hard. The same
people also protested how they were treated
by the Church of Ireland and protested 
the unfairness of having to pay hard-
earned money to a sect that showed them
little respect.

It is not surprising, therefore, that many
letters appearing in this collection express
anger and frustration about conditions in
the northern counties. And like other
migrants to America over the centuries,
once they had established themselves across
the Atlantic, purchasing or taking land, the
Irish pined for the world they had left
behind. John Rea, who settled near
Savannah, informed his brother in County
Down, ‘I do not expect to have the Pleasure
of seeing you in this Country, nor would I
advise any Person to come here that lives
well in Ireland; because there is not the
Pleasure of Society that there is there, and
the Comfort of the Gospel preached; no Fair
nor Market to go to; but we have greater
Plenty of good Eating and Drinking.’ In the
mid-1760s Thomas Burke, who came
originally from County Galway, capped a
long series of personal successes in America
by telling someone in Ireland, ‘I want the
Bosom of my Friends and my Native
Country. Could I carry America to Ireland
or bring Ireland hither I should be
completely blest’. For all the nostalgia about
lost Old World conviviality, however,
migrants like Burke and Rea knew full well
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that ‘good Eating’ in America always
trumped chronic Irish poverty.

On two topics Irish Immigrants stakes out
more complex interpretive ground. The
editors believe that they have something
significant to say about ‘identity’, a slippery
concept that seems endlessly to fascinate
contemporary cultural historians. In
Britons: Forging the Nation, 1707–1837
(1992) historian Linda Colley placed
religious identity at the centre of her
analysis of British nationalism. Scholars
working in other regions — David A. Bell’s
The Cult of the Nation in France: Inventing
Nationalism, 1680–1800 (2001), for
example — have followed Colley’s lead and
have argued persuasively that the
intensification of political identity which
inspires patriotic sacrifice is culturally
constructed, is in other words, a product of
particular conditions, some internal, some
external, but in the aggregate a shared sense
of self that powerfully sets some people off
from others.

Irish Immigrants makes a good case for the
invention of an Irish identity in America.
The great majority of migrants originated in
Ulster; they were Scotch-Irish Presbyterians
who had no affection for Catholics. But once
in the colonies they found themselves in an
entirely different cultural environment.
Many Americans of English stock regarded
the Scotch-Irish as a bunch of hard-drinking,
lazy, irresponsible, potentially violent
individuals. In this setting people from
Ulster, especially those who aspired to be
upwardly mobile in the New World, wanted
to distance themselves from their own
regional and religious identity and to claim
instead that they were really Irish, a generic
label that served to liberate these people
from a narrowly Scotch-Irish heritage. 

The editors of this volume describe this
invented eighteenth-century Irishness in
almost nostalgic terms. They suggest that
perhaps — if only for a few decades — it

was possible to imagine that Irish people of
different backgrounds and religious
affiliations might have overcome their own
separate histories and formed a positive
sense of self so compelling that it could
incorporate even Irish Catholics. ‘By the last
third of the eighteenth century,’ the editors
explain, ‘Ireland’s immigrants in America …
were forging more inclusive “ideal”
communities and “Irish” identities that were
neither entirely confined within the
homeland’s traditional ethno-religious
boundaries nor completely subsumed in an
homogenous “American” nationalism.’ 
As the letters and memoirs make clear,
almost no one who migrated to the colonies
before the Revolution adopted the term
‘Scotch-Irish.’

The vocabulary of ethnic identity shifted
dramatically after the Americans won their
independence. Irish Protestants — a group
that contained Anglicans as well as
Presbyterians — began championing a
Scotch-Irish label in part to distinguish
themselves from the ever larger numbers of
Catholics who were now moving to the
United States and who felt no special bond
of ethnicity with people long associated
with religious oppression in Ireland. The
editors refuse to lay the blame for the
breakdown of Irish unity solely on the fiery
rhetoric of Daniel O’Connell and the Irish-
Catholic clergy in the United States. They
argue that a positive assertion of Scotch-
Irishness may have actually pre-dated the
surge of Catholic emigration, but the
evidence for this point frankly seems too
thin to sustain a claim that a shared sense of
Irishness might have taken root in America
had it not been ‘at length overwhelmed and
submerged by new waves of Protestant and
Catholic immigrants who espoused the
religious tribalism and confessional politics
that produced such bitter strife on both
sides of the ocean’.

Beyond the politics of ethnic identity, the
Miller volume raises another issue of
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profound significance. This is the aspect of
the book that forces us to rethink the
character of popular mobilization during the
last years of British rule in America. As
Marshall’s diary reminds us, the number of
Ulster Presbyterians arriving in colonial
ports, but especially in Philadelphia, was
huge. The editors observe in passing that
‘Scots-Irish and other Ulster emigration
prior to the American Revolution peaked in
1770–1775, when perhaps 30,000 departed

for the colonies, primarily from the east and
mid-Ulster counties of Antrim, Down, and
Armagh.’ These people seem to have been
poorer than early Irish migrants; they were
deeply antagonistic to British rule even
before they embarked for the New World.
In a letter written in April 1773 and
reproduced in this collection, Henry
Johnson of County Down congratulated his
brother Moses on his safe arrival ‘with your
Family out of A Land of Slavery into A
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Jane McCrea (c.1752–77) of
Bedminster, New Jersey, was
the daughter of Rev. John
McCrea, a Presbyterian
clergyman who had
emigrated to America from
north-east Donegal. In July
1777 a group of Indians
mistook her for a rebel,
killed and scalped her. The
killing, and the refusal of
the British to punish their
Indian allies, galvanized
support for the Patriots.
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General Richard Montgomery (1736–75), killed in action
against the British at the Battle of Quebec. Montgomery’s
brother, Alexander, was the Independent MP for County
Donegal (1768–1800); an associate of the republican leader
Edward FitzGerald, he was reputed to have been offered
the command of the United Irishmen in Ulster in the 1798
Rising but declined the offer on account of his age.
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Land of Liberty and freedom’. Perhaps
Johnson went a little over the top. Other
commentators, however, believed that these
people migrated not only for religious and
economic reasons, but for political
imperatives. As the English diarist Sylas
Neville scribbled in 1767, ‘the Gazette says
10,000 people a year go from the North of
Ireland to America and 40,000 in all. May
they flourish and set up in due time a
glorious free government in that country
which may serve as a retreat to those Free
men who may survive the final ruin of
liberty in this country’. 

How many Ulster migrants took such an
apocalyptic view of imperial politics is
impossible to know. What is clear is that
American radicals — those who
contemplated armed resistance against
oppressive parliamentary taxes — saw the
Irish as allies. The Massachusetts Spy for 
17 November 1775 assured readers who
were busy preparing for war that ‘the
common people of Ireland were almost
unanimous in favour of the Americans’.
Another issue dated 6 September 1775
explained ‘Since our last arrived here three
vessels from Ireland, with 550 passengers,
most of whom will make good soldiers for
America.’ The British administrator in South
Carolina, Lieutenant Governor William
Bull, shared this view. Writing in 1775 to
the earl of Dartmouth, Bull worried about
arming recent Irish settlers who faced Indian
attack on the colony’s frontier. ‘It is not
improbable,’ observed Bull, ‘but many of
the poor Irish may have been White Boys,
Hearts of Oak or Hearts of Steel, who have
been accustomed to oppose law and
authority in Ireland, may change their
disposition with their climate, and may
think of other objects than Indians’.

One is tempted to take rhetoric of this sort
with a grain of salt. After all, most
Americans did not know much about the
state of Irish society. Whatever
misperceptions may have circulated through

the colonies the fact remains that the Irish
did fight. ‘Nearly half the Revolutionary War
soldiers who fought in the Continental Army
and state militia units raised in Pennsylvania,’
the editors explain, ‘were of Irish birth or
descent’. Job Johnson was such a trooper.
Born in south County Londonderry in 1745,
Johnson volunteered for difficult military
duty throughout the Revolution. Looking
back at these years, during which he was
seriously wounded in battle, Johnson assured
his brother in Ireland that he had no second
thoughts about his sacrifice for liberty; after
all, he had been blessed by God ‘who has at
last given us the Victory, and established our
Independency’. 

Like Johnson, Matthew Patten did not
hesitate to take on the empire. He had been
born in Ulster in 1719 and moved to Boston
with his family nine years later. Later in life
he joined other Presbyterians in Bedford,
New Hampshire, a small frontier
community that the editors of this volume
describe as a ‘predominantly Scots-Irish
community’. And there he might have lived
out his days in peaceful obscurity, an
ordinary person in a struggling region. 
The controversy with parliament, however,
dramatically forced the Patten family to
look beyond the boundaries of Bedford and
when the New Englanders stood their
ground on Bunker Hill, Matthew’s son, was
on the field of battle. The young man
sustained an injury. We will never know
whether the Pattens responded so
enthusiastically to the American cause
because they came originally from Ulster
and harboured a deep sense of grievance
against the British. More certain is the
human cost of patriotism. Matthew’s son
died while serving in an ill-fated American
campaign against Canada. The final news
sparked a father’s cry of anguish. In a diary
entry dated 21 May 1776 Matthew recounts
that John ‘was shot through his left arm at
Bunkers hill fight and now was lead after
suffering much fategue to the place where
he now lyes in defending the just Rights of
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America to whose end he came in The
prime of life by means of that wicked
Tyrannical Brute (nea worse than Brute) of
Great Britain. [John] was Twenty four years
and 31 days old’.

We can now return to my initial reaction to
Irish Immigrants. The book strikes me as so
provocative because it raises the possibility
that the Scotch-Irish migrants who flooded
into America on the eve of independence
transformed the political character of the
conflict, forcing other colonists to take more
radical positions and thereby energizing
resistance to the British Empire. Historians
generally take the long view of this
controversy, recounting the slow growth of
protest. They search for institutional
practices and local political traditions, 
some dating back to the New England town
meetings of the seventeenth century that
might help us to explain the final burst of
revolutionary discontent. Other scholars

have reconstructed the genealogy of abstract
political ideas, arguing that Americans
spoke the ancient language of civic
humanism or classic republicanism.

All of this may be true. But just when we
think we understand the coming of the
American Revolution, we confront
thousands of Ulster Presbyterians — the
very people who may have passed by
Carpenter’s Hall, when the First Continental
Congress was in session — and we wonder
whether Irish immigrants, who were
committed to basic notions of rights and
liberty and who had direct experience of
British oppression, may have waged an Irish
Revolution against the Empire in America.
Perhaps, in fact, we should reverse the long-
standing assumption that the American
Revolution accelerated the radicalization of
late eighteenth-century Irish society, and ask
instead, how did the Irish migrants
radicalize American politics? 
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However Jim Bennett, Ireland’s most
distinguished historian of science, has
argued that neither has necessarily suffered
for the want of one. Far from being
hindered by the lack of professional
opportunities or funding, those attracted to
these fields have brought fresh and
interesting perspectives from the disciplines
of literary studies, philosophy, poetry, as
well as social and economic history. This
has resulted in a variegated and
methodologically diverse body of work
which has broadened the idea of what
constitutes cultural history while
emphasizing the influence of forms of
natural knowledge upon social and political
behaviour. At this stage the history of
science and medicine in Ireland seems to be
a less insular and introspective discipline
than in Britain. As Bennett, a former
president of the British Society for the
History of Science, notes: ‘Ireland’s
distinctiveness from the British model is
worth preserving’.1

Institutional history and biography have
traditionally been the most popular
discursive vehicles for this aspect of

intellectual culture in Ireland. Often
privately funded and dependent on the
enthusiasm of retired practitioners, these
histories have generally been celebratory
accounts of hospitals, scientific societies and
the achievements of exceptional
individuals.2 Professional historians have a
tendency to be sniffy about such works, on
the grounds that celebratory histories lack
critical distance and a theoretical or
comparative framework. However,
publications within this genre are
characterized by a wealth of descriptive
details and command of primary sources
and they have served as foundation stones
for more rigorous studies.3 More recently,
and particularly in the wake of the Science,
Technology and Innovation Advisory
Council Report (1995), popularly The
Tierney Report, there has been a flurry of
activity.4 Government has increased funding
for the history of science and medicine
through the IRCHSS while the National
University of Ireland-Galway and University
College Dublin have established lectureships
in the discipline. There has also been
increased activity in publishing. Excellent
disciplinary compendiums in the history of
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Vested Interests
Science and Medicine in Nineteenth-
Century Ireland
Enda Leaney

Science and medicine have become important subjects of
Irish historical scholarship over the past twenty years. While
the study of the natural world has long been distinguished
from the study of the human body, both the history of
science and the history of medicine ask how natural
knowledge is produced, disseminated, and received in a
variety of historical contexts. Neither discipline has, until
very recently, had an institutional home within the academy. 

1 Jim Bennett, ‘Why the
History of Science
Matters in Ireland’,
Science and Irish
Culture, 1 (2004), 1–15

2 For a survey of
secondary material on
Irish medicine, see Greta
Jones and Elizabeth
Malcolm, ‘Introduction:
An Anatomy of Irish
Medical History’, in
Medicine, Disease and
the State in Ireland,
1650–1940 (Cork,
1999), 1–17.
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science, mathematics, and physics have
appeared and publications by Nicholas
Whyte and Greta Jones have added science
and medicine to the concerns of the greater
historical community. Furthermore, 2004
saw the launch of Science and Irish 
Culture, the first journal devoted to the
history of science in Ireland.5 Reflecting its
emergence as a coherent field, recent
historical and cultural surveys by James H.
Murphy and Terence Brown have included a
consideration of science.6

While well-intentioned and celebratory
accounts of Irish science and medicine are
not to be casually dismissed, one of the
more crucial concerns for historians is to
show how science related to society and
politics. This is less difficult than might be
supposed. Science in Ireland was, from the
outset, bound up in politics. Cromwellian
settlers such as William Petty brought the
‘new science’ with them, while self-
consciously drawing upon the Baconian
rhetoric that ‘knowledge is power’.7 The
earliest surviving scientific instrument made
in Ireland — the circumferentor — was a
surveying instrument used by soldiers.8

Different conceptions of the natural world
encoded different political understandings of
power. In the eighteenth century, the idea of
the inherent vitality of matter fuelled both
Joseph Priestley’s rational dissent and his
republicanism. In Ireland, United Irishmen
such as William Drennan, James Porter and
Richard Kirwan adopted Priestleyean
rhetoric and looked to natural philosophy
to support their republican politics. In
England, working-class radicals pillaged the
works of Lamarck and d’Holbach to
provide natural justifications for the claim
that power resided in the masses. On the
other hand, Darwin, a scion of the
industrial élite, used his theory of natural
selection to justify the capitalist status quo
in mid-nineteenth-century Britain and to
denounce trade unionism. By that stage, the
natural sciences had been largely shorn of
their radical implications and appended to
the rhetoric of industrial capitalism. In

nineteenth-century Ireland, for example, the
Anglo-Irish minority looked to their
hegemony in science for an intellectual
defence of their increasingly precarious
political status. The Victorians’ catch-call of
‘the neutral ground of science’ was a
disingenuous pose invented by self-serving
political élites.9 The rhetorical power of
science was utilized in Ireland in a discourse
which characterized nationalist aspirations
as an emotional, irrational delusion in
contrast to hard-nosed, pragmatic unionism.
As early as 1874, the Dublin University
Magazine had identified the scientific
impulse as quintessentially Protestant.10

It has been fashionable in certain quarters to
represent the history of science and
medicine in Ireland as, what Richard
Kearney has termed, a ‘submerged’ tradition
or a neglected narrative.11 Distinguished
scholars proposed that the history of science
and medicine in Ireland (with its cast of
Protestant, largely unionist characters) was
neglected because it did not conform to the
hoary old nationalist narrative of poets and
patriots. John Wilson Foster, in a rehash of
Robert Merton’s tired 1938 thesis, has
identified the Catholic Church ‘as a counter-
Enlightenment force’ which has ‘generally
obstructed the introduction and
development of Enlightenment values in
Europe long after they had become part of
the common intellectual currency of
Protestant Europe and America’.12 This
rhetoric had become especially powerful
during the nineteenth century through the
inflammatory and massively influential
writings of John William Draper and
Andrew Dickson White, and especially
through John Tyndall’s explosive Belfast
Address of 1874; Tyndall’s polemical
address to the British Association identified
the Catholic Church as one of the greatest
impediments to the progress of human
civilization. He later wrote that his
controversial speech was, in part, motivated
by the Catholic hierarchy’s repression of the
natural sciences at the Catholic University
of Ireland.13 Unfortunately Wilson Foster
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ignores the important counter-polemical
tradition of Irish Catholic intellectuals and
scientists such as Richard Robert Madden,
William Kirby Sullivan, and Robert Dyer
Lyons.14 Even if one disregards that
tradition, Wilson Foster’s argument itself
‘submerges’ the role of such journals as
Studies: An Irish Quarterly Review and The
Irish Ecclesiastical Record in the promotion
of science as well as ignoring historical gems
like Séamus Mac Cnáimhín’s survey
Éireannaigh san Eolaíocht (1966), a book
commissioned as part of the government’s
celebrations of the fiftieth anniversary of the
Easter Rising which includes illuminating
essays on Seán Tiondall [John Tyndall] and
Riobaird Ó Baoill [Robert Boyle], among
others. Likewise, Éamon de Valera’s
Institute for Advanced Studies in Dublin not
only promoted the study of physics but
provided a welcome harbour for scientific
refugees from Nazism like Erwin
Schrödinger, Walter Heitler, and Cornelius
Lanczos.15 Although the disapproval of the
Catholic hierarchy (and their supposed
intellectual stooges) was hardly going to be
a deterrent to the formidable school of Irish
history that emerged under T. W. Moody
and Robert Dudley Edwards, yet the history
of science was, for decades, ‘submerged’ in
the pages of Irish Historical Studies.16

Recent scholarship has painstakingly
dismantled this blustering thesis that the
history of science in Ireland was
inconvenient to the nationalist ideology and
consequently marginalized; historians have
moved away from the cosy polarities of
political and religious apologetics to a
concern with a more sensitive situating of
science and medicine in its various historical
contexts. It is now clear that the scientific
community in nineteenth-century Ireland
encompassed both nationalists (Thomas
Antisell, William Kirby Sullivan, and John
Phillip Holland) and unionists (William
Rowan Hamilton, William Henry Harvey,
and Joseph Beete Jukes) and the causes for
Protestant domination of science and
medicine in Ireland are now being sought in

social factors such as access to education,
lack of professional opportunities, and
policies of exclusion exercised by scientific
societies.17 Local studies have shown that
institutions such as the Monaghan Literary
and Scientific Society and the Dublin
Scientific Association, despite their
professed commitment to ‘the neutral
ground of science’, were evangelical
organizations determined to dispel
‘superstition’ under the guise of the
promotion of ‘natural knowledge’. 

This has caught the attention of historians
interested in the mechanisms of cultural
change and authority. Instead of merely
reducing men of science to religious and
political ciphers, a determination to locate
these individuals in their social and cultural
context has led to a more nuanced
understanding of the protocols involved in
successfully fashioning a professional career
in Ireland. Far from defusing the political
capital/potential of natural knowledge (and
the authority of those who possess it),
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historians have begun to elaborate, in more
subtle ways, the importance of religious and
political orientation in the cultivation of a
professional career.18 Heroic accounts of
professional advancement through merit
and discipline are now leavened by a greater
awareness of the crucial role of patronage.
For example, in place of the rather romantic
depiction of Sir Robert Kane — a crucial
figure in the historiography of science in
Ireland — as a doomed idealist in the face
of Cullenite religious intimidation, one may
now appreciate the importance of his
exceptional responsiveness to the currents of
social protocol and deference in the pursuit
of professional success.19 Once the patina
of hagiography has been scratched, what
becomes more interesting for the historian is
the skilful political negotiations and
compromises through which Kane pursued
his career. For the government and the
Protestant press, there was great social and
political capital in the promotion of a figure
like Kane, who fulfilled the criteria of user-
friendly Papist, through his willingness to
act as a figurehead for Liberal policy on
education while mouthing the platitudes of
self-help and political economy to a largely
sceptical public.20 In the early stages of
professionalization, patronage was key and
the extraneous rituals of political and
religious orientation had a profound
significance. The intellectual communities of
nineteenth-century Ireland were far from
transparent in their transactions.

Three recent publications in the history of
science and medicine by Tony Farmar,
Laurence Geary, and Kevin Bright further our
understanding of the social and political roles
of professional élites in Ireland. Though each
book is distinctive in approach and
execution, fascinating common themes
emerge. Farmar and Bright present
institutional histories of the Royal College of
Physicians of Ireland and the Royal Dublin
Society respectively, but both move beyond
the limitations of this particular genre to
show how expertise in natural knowledge
can be used to justify social and political

authority. Geary and Bright both
demonstrate how the cultural authority of
these élites was profoundly shaken — and
aggressively defended — by the political
reforms of the nineteenth century. 
Tony Farmar’s Patients, Potions and
Physicians (2004), itself a celebration of the
establishment of the Royal College of
Physicians, initially seems to follow the
pattern of more traditional institutional
histories. However, Farmar’s handsome and
richly illustrated volume provides a much
wider survey of Irish medicine since the
seventeenth century. It treats the patient as a
buyer in a medical market and examines the
transfer of healthcare from the hearth to the
hospital. Rather than merely providing a
detailed account of a succession of technical
advances, Farmar emphasizes instead the
social and moral constraints on medical
practice through the centuries. He admirably
recounts how changes in Irish medical
practice were linked to contemporary
developments overseas. The standard of
illustration is exceptional, encompassing both
the familiar portraiture of eminent physicians
and early twentieth-century photographs of
various aspects of hospital care. Though the
focus narrows as the narrative progresses, its
discussion of medicine until the mid-
twentieth century serves as an ideal and
entertaining introduction to the subject.
Patients, Potions and Physicians deserves a
better fate than ever to be found lying idly
among the golfing trophies on the
bookshelves of the nation’s healers. 

Laurence Geary, in Medicine and Charity in
Ireland, 1718–1851 (2004), and Kevin
Bright, in The Royal Dublin Society, 1815–
45 (2004), both focus on the idea of natural
knowledge (in its various formulations) as a
source of political and social capital, detailing
how Ascendancy oligarchies in medicine and
science were threatened and eventually
overhauled by government intervention. In
particular, they expose the lack of
accountability and the allegations of
sectarianism that were increasingly levelled at
the Irish professional communities
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throughout the nineteenth century. Their
analysis centres on four issues: (i) how
professional activity can be controlled
through funding; (ii) the inadequacy of self-
regulation by corporate bodies and
allegations of corruption; (iii) government
attempts to impose greater accountability;
(iv) resistance of corporate bodies, who saw
the government intervention as an assault on
entrenched traditions. 

It has always seemed easier to assimilate the
history of medicine into wider historical
narratives than, say, the history of physics.
As Roy Porter once noted, the great
majority of diseases are diseases of
civilization; health is a political issue.
Tuberculosis was the greatest killer in
Ireland in the nineteenth century; more
people died of fever than starvation during
the Great Famine.21 Geary moves beyond
celebratory accounts of Irish medicine to
examine the emergence of a public health
service in Ireland between the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries. This is not the first
publication to deal with this subject, though
Geary’s treatment is far more comprehensive
and satisfactory than either Helen Burke’s
The People and the Poor Law in
Nineteenth-Century Ireland (1987) or
Ronald Cassell’s Medical Charities, Medical
Politics: The Irish Dispensary System and
the Poor Law, 1836–72 (1997). By choosing
the medical charities (a generic term which
encompasses voluntary hospitals, county
infirmaries, dispensaries, and fever
hospitals) as his subject, Geary’s focus
widens beyond the metropolis to examine
the experience of doctors, governors, and
patients throughout Ireland. The book is,
above all else, a study of Irish poverty and
the extension of charity to those ‘deserving
poor’ who fell through the cracks of society.
He discerns the motivations behind the
emergence of public health care to be an
admixture of philanthropy, paternalism, and
self-interest. Given that infectious disease is
the great leveller and no respecter of class,
the management and care of the diseased
poor was paramount; it was perhaps the

most public example of enlightened self-
interest. The extension of medical charity
also encoded contemporary social thinking
on poverty; a healthy labouring class was
more economically viable than one disabled
through illness. Geary delineates the growth
of a network of medical charities from the
establishment of the first voluntary hospital
in Dublin in 1718 to the Medical Charities
Act in 1851. His narrative impressively
generates a sense of foreboding as it reveals
how the poorly funded, badly managed,
rickety network of private initiatives in
public health disintegrated gradually into
the chaotic conditions of the late 1840s,
when its inadequacies were brutally exposed
by the blight. Advance warning had been
posted by the national outbreak of fever in
1817–19 and the cholera epidemic of the
1830s which prompted retroactive and
largely futile responses to public health
crises. With little understanding of the
mechanics of contagion, the standard
response was to isolate the afflicted in
cramped quarters. If periodic crises
accelerated government intervention, the
quality of patient care remained risible,
while the system was uncoordinated and
unevenly distributed. It is important,
nevertheless, to bear in mind the general
limitations on medical care in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries. Medicine, pre-
Pasteur and Koch, with its fundamental lack
of understanding of the causes of disease
was largely fumbling in the dark,
emphasizing prevention over cure. Hot
soup, clean blankets, and kind words for
the dying may strike us today as pathetic
but, in the main, it was as good as
healthcare got. 

Irish society could not establish a national
health service through private means alone,
no more than it could produce a national
system of education. This is a key point, but
Geary’s diagnosis of a second problem is
more interesting. His portrait of the medical
establishment in Ireland between 1700 and
1850 is appropriately cold-eyed, since this
was a profession where nepotism,
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sectarianism, and divisive politics — all
promoted through the crucial social
mechanism of patronage — was entrenched.
For the afflicted, access to medical care was
like a feudal privilege; treatment could only
be secured through the blessing of a
governor. Thus the rituals of social
deference were intensified in the medical
sphere also. The Medical Charities’ facilities
were grim and squalid places. For example,
in Athenry, at the height of the Famine, the
sick inhabited a house compared to ‘a
miserable dog kennel’.22 For the ambitious
young doctor, however, these institutions
were key stepping-stones for professional
advancement; they brought him into contact
with fee-paying patients. Moreover, securing
the patronage of senior members of staff was
essential to a successful medical career. The
medical oligarchy, centred on the corporate
interests of the Royal College of Surgeons
and the Royal College of Physicians, ensured
that doctors of the right creed and class
continued to dominate the profession. The
voluntary hospitals were the preserve of
Protestant surgeons and physicians. In the
early 1840s, Catholics held only 13 of 107
public hospital positions. Only 5 per cent of
the medical officers were Catholics; 80 per
cent of doctors attached to Irish Medical
Charities were ‘leaning towards Conservative
opinions’. Sir Dominic Corrigan, the leading
Catholic medical practitioner of the mid-
nineteenth century, argued that personal
merit carried no weight in Irish medicine.
Protestant hegemony of the business of
medicine had been eroded by increased
government scrutiny in the wake of Catholic
Emancipation, but, to a large degree, control
of the levers of patronage moved from the
medical oligarchy to Dublin Castle. 

The most important public health reform in
the nineteenth century was the extension of a
significantly modified English Poor Law to
Ireland in 1838. Geary illustrates how this
government initiative challenged the hold of
the predominantly Protestant medical élite. In
public debates the privately constituted
monopolies defended their interests in the

name of professional dignity and tradition,
but conservatism and Protestantism defined
the tone of resistance; the Medical Charities
Bill was described as ‘a Jesuitical
compound’.23 Reform was channelled
through Catholics and Liberals like Sir
Dominic Corrigan and Robert Harrison, who
believed that opposition to the Bill was
politically motivated. Geary’s account ends
with the Medical Charities Act of 1851,
which handed responsibility for a
reorganized, nationwide workhouse and
dispensary system to the Poor Law
Commission. In reality little changed; politics
and religion continued to be prioritized over
individual ability in medical appointments. 

Bright’s book, which the author summarizes
as ‘an account of repeated crises in the
relationship between the RDS and the
government’, conveys a similar impression
of an intellectual community facing up to
(and failing to meet) its public
responsibilities.24 This is the fourth history
of the RDS and it is exceptionally focused,
taking the crucial years of 1815–45 as its
subject.25 It is hardly a disinterested history,
as the book was partly funded by the RDS,
and as an RDS member, Bright
acknowledges his ‘rare privilege of free and
unrestricted access to the Society’s
archives’.26 The book is essentially a
rehabilitation of the RDS against the
‘largely unfair imputation of sectarian
bigotry’.27 Instead, the author suggests that
William Rowan Hamilton’s — an RDS
member, though his ultimate loyalties
always lay with his beloved Royal Irish
Academy — description of it as ‘an almost
unmixed republic’ should be its historical
legacy. While the book includes some
detailed descriptions of the Society’s
activities in the period, the central concern
is explaining how it fell from grace as a
bastion of enlightened patriotism in the
eighteenth century to an object of public
derision in the nineteenth.

Bright is partly successful in providing a
plausible explanation. He dismisses the
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charge of sectarianism: the RDS had a
modest but growing Catholic component
throughout the nineteenth century, including
John Lanigan, J. F. O’Neill Lentaigne and
Robert Kane. Politically, he argues, the
constituency of the RDS covered the political
spectrum from die-hard Orangemen like
William Willoughby Cole to the sometime
associate of Daniel O’Connell, Robert
Hutton, and even some radicals. Old United
Irishmen like Archibald Rowan Hamilton
and Thomas Wogan Browne lingered in its
ranks, but the majority leaned towards of
the politics of Henry Charles Sirr, a key
figure in the suppression of the 1798
Rising.28 According to Bright, the bulk of
the RDS members ‘tended towards liberal
views’.29 The difficulty facing any historian
attempting to gauge the corporate mood of
the RDS is its peculiar manner of deciding
policy issues. General meetings, the tenor of
which was determined by those who
bothered to show up, set policy. In such a
scenario, a talent for rabble-rousing was a
premium skill. Bright is correct to emphasize
this point when dealing with some of its
more controversial decisions during the
1830s and 1840s. However, Bright’s
programme of rehabilitation is not as
successful as he and his sponsors may have
wished. Bright largely adopts the RDS’s
perspective on matters. He does his case a
disservice by largely confining his analysis of
public criticism of the Society to the genteel,
though moderately hostile, Freeman’s
Journal.30 This does not do justice to the
ferocious hostility of public opinion towards
the RDS as a bastion of élitism and leaves
his account slightly unbalanced.31

The RDS had enjoyed a cosseted
relationship with the Irish parliament, but
after the Act of Union it was subject to
greater scrutiny by the Treasury, which
quickly came to regard it as a profligate
organization. The extravagance of its move
in 1815 from its Hawkins Street
headquarters to Leinster House indicated
that the RDS had assumed that the Treasury
would continue to foot the bill for the

behaviour of what remained an exclusive,
élite organization. Thus began a series of
scuffles between the RDS and the
government which exploded in dramatic
circumstances in 1835. The Society was in a
weak position. Funding from private
subscriptions and membership fees had
always been ‘erratic’ and the maintenance of
its facilities was impossible without state
support; increased private subscriptions
might have diffused the threatened
withdrawal of government monies, but the
members were reluctant to back up their
rhetoric of public usefulness and patriotic
ends with their wallets. Its public amenities,
botanic garden, museum, and library
remained out of bounds to the public.
Certainly, the RDS engaged in useful work
such as the provincial lecture scheme and
exhibitions of manufactures, and it played a
crucial role during the British Association’s
flamboyant visit to Dublin in 1835.
However, as the supervisory agent for
science education, it did not have the trust
of the mass of people; ultimately, more
transparent government bodies, such as the
Department of Science and Art (est. 1853),
assumed its educational responsibilities,
much as they assumed the duties (and
secured the resources) of other educational
agencies, notably the Kildare Place Society,
which had been tainted by the charge of
proselytism. Bright notes that ‘accusations
of anti-Catholic sentiment [were made] on
the slightest ground’.32 Importantly,
however, critics of the RDS did not always
make such allegations; its financial
profligacy was just as potent a rallying-cry
for its growing band of critics.33

The second weakness of the Society was its
failure to win the approval of the Catholic
majority in the wake of Emancipation. This
was compounded by the suicidal behaviour
of some of its members towards the
‘dictatorial’ (the phrase is Bright’s) Whig-
Liberal administration of Mulgrave, Morpeth
and Drummond in the 1830s.34 This is a
peculiar perspective on one of the few British
administrations to secure the sympathies of a
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broad spectrum of the Irish people.35 The
centrepiece of the book covers what is
arguably the most controversial episode in
the history of the RDS, the black-beaning of
Daniel Murray, Catholic archbishop of
Dublin, in November 1835. This was a
monumental misstep by the Society, typical of
the responses of a highly-strung Anglo-Irish
élite when faced with O’Connellite popular
politics. The decision to black-bean Murray
— a moderate member of the Catholic
hierarchy and a close personal friend of
Morpeth’s — was a deliberate insult to the
Whig administration by the extremist
Protestant faction within the RDS.36

Government reacted by putting a financial
squeeze on the RDS to force it to reform its
constitution (such as the principle of
admission by ballot). This reaction led to the
controversial closure of the Society’s popular
newspaper room. The overwrought
indignation with which the membership
reacted to its closure merely confirmed for
the general public that Leinster House was a
glorified gentleman’s club. What followed
was one of the most bizarre episodes in the
cultural history of nineteenth-century Dublin.
Anthony Meyler, a member of the RDS and
lapsed Catholic turned aggressive Protestant,
attacked Mulgrave in The Dublin Evening

Mail, claiming that the Whig lieutenant’s
behaviour ‘out-Herods even Herod’.37 Bright
dismisses De Vere White’s suggestion that
Meyler was frustrated by Mulgrave’s refusal
to attend his lectures on chemistry, noting
that he did not lecture on chemistry at the
RDS. This is true. But there were other
venues for science lecturing beyond the walls
of Leinster House and Meyler was
particularly interested in cultivating
aristocratic audiences.38 Bright claims that
Meyler’s actions were an embarrassment to
the Society and beyond its control. No
member of the RDS resigned over the
treatment of Murray, however.39 Bright
seems sceptical of Thomas Drummond’s
determination to rid the Society of religious
and political bias but the vitriolic nature of
public opinion over the slight could hardly
by denied. This was not just confined to the
nationalist or O’Connellite press. The radical
medical journal, The Lancet (not referenced
by Bright), gleefully noted ‘the infuriated
Orange maniacs of the Society and their own
destruction’.40

Parliament ordered an inquiry into the RDS
in 1836 to be chaired by William Smith
O’Brien. O’Brien was struggling to revive
the Limerick Scientific and Philosophical
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Institution and, after corresponding with
William Thompson, discovered that the
scientific institutions of Cork and Waterford
were experiencing similar difficulties.41

Both Thomas Wyse and O’Brien were
mindful that a strong, accountable central
agency (as in the Board of National
Education) was necessary to provide co-
ordinated science education throughout
Ireland. The RDS did have some members
who were able for this challenge, such as
Richard Griffith and Robert Hutton, but its
peculiar constitution allowed proceedings to
be dominated by less scrupulous
members.42 Again, the majority of those
who criticized the management of the RDS
during the 1836 investigation were not
appointed to the reformed committees,
though Meyler was made chairman of the
chemistry committee.43 Either way, the RDS
did not enjoy the support of public opinion,
regardless of whether Murray was rejected
on political or religious grounds. 

Ultimately the problem is one of
characterization. Was the quarrel between a
reforming government and a regressive, élite
society clinging to privilege, or between a
cynical, unsympathetic administration and a
plucky band of patriots? Bright successfully
complicates the issues beyond these
caricatures. He resists the temptation to see
the RDS exclusively as a persecuted,
vanguard of enlightened patriotism but
admires its ‘lack of subservience towards
government when its interests were
challenged’, even though this defiance was
ultimately self-defeating.44 He attempts to
defuse the sectarian allegations by carefully
noting the increase of Catholic members in
the RDS throughout the century. However,
Nicholas Whyte has elsewhere demonstrated
that a bias against Catholics persisted well
into the twentieth century.45 Bright also
notes that the spectrum of political opinion
was well represented – if one excludes
nationalism of course.46 While the Society
may not have had an entrenched sectarian
ethos, it seemed remarkably unwilling to

adjust to the realities of political life in post-
Emancipation Ireland. The sheer intensity of
popular feeling towards the RDS was not
directed at the Royal Irish Academy. A
reputation for Orangeism dogged it, most
closely in the 1860s when it was involved in
the closure of the doomed Museum of Irish
Industry.47 The Royal Dublin Society
1815–45 is nevertheless a welcome addition
to the historiography of nineteenth-century
Ireland. Its detailed discussion of the Murray
affair is worth the purchase price alone. Most
importantly, it provides a reminder that the
proprietorship of science was a politically
loaded issue and that the intellectual élites of
Dublin rehearsed the wider struggles of Irish
life. The settings were more genteel but the
bitterness was just as fierce.

These books by Farmar, Geary and Bright
have furthered debate on the role of
intellectual élites in Irish society. There are
times when the descriptive, empirically rich
material overwhelms the interpretive
capacities of the authors and tests the
resources of the reader who is faced with
the daunting task of following the
labyrinthine machinations of many interest
groups. Sensitivity to sources is required of
the historian, but the scale and weight of
the source material should not be so
regularly disabling. Yet, ultimately, by re-
emphasizing the importance of patronage
for a successful career in science and
medicine, Geary and Bright’s books in
particular help dispel the cosy and
disingenuous Victorian rhetoric about
achievement through sweat and skill. It may
be that the parading of a system of
meritocracy, based on sheer ability as the
basis of the medical and other professions,
is merely a self-serving conceit of the Senior
Common Room. Certainly, the history of
the scientific and medical communities
suggests that, while institutional elitism may
have been weakened, it has not disappeared
and its defensive residues — hypocrisy and
snobbery — remain in both the social or
professional domains. 
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De Valera had proposed such a scheme
before. On this occasion, however, he went
into considerable detail, proposing a six-
person commission made up of three of his
own nominees and three of Cosgrave’s,
along with an ‘impartial chairman’, possibly
a nominee of the Roman Catholic hierarchy.
He recommended three types of experts 
for the work of the inquiry: a judge or
constitutional lawyer, a ‘recognized student
of history’, and another scholar qualified 
to examine documents and weigh 
historical evidence. 

Cosgrave never took up this offer and we
can only speculate about its probable
outcome. Still, the historiography of the
Civil War suggests that de Valera’s
expectation of a verdict favourable to the
anti-Treaty position from the representatives
of the historical profession was seriously
misplaced. Initially, historians proved as
reluctant to examine the Civil War as
Cosgrave had been to participate in Dev’s
inquiry scheme. In the relatively small body
of scholarly literature on the subject, the
‘condescension of posterity’ weighs most
heavily on the republican camp. Several
recent publications demonstrate that even as
scholars draw on a wider range of sources,
develop new methods of inquiry and engage
more deeply with the complexities and
contradictions of the period, they have yet

to transcend the polarized legacy of the
Treaty divide. 

As the first general history of the Irish
Revolution ‘in its totality’, meaning the
Rising, War of Independence and Civil War,
since Dorothy Macardle’s frequently
reprinted anti-Treatyite The Irish Republic
(1937), Francis Costello’s The Irish
Revolution and its Aftermath 1916–1923:
Years of Revolt (2003) is a signal
contribution to the field.2 However, the
significance of Costello’s achievement in
providing a readable account that
encompasses military, political, and socio-
economic developments — often on both
sides of the Irish Sea — only makes his
tendentious coverage of the Civil War all the
more disappointing. Although sensitive to
the perspectives of both sides in the Anglo-
Irish War, his treatment of the anti-Treaty
party in the Civil War is not even-handed.
In a chapter entitled ‘The Bitter Harvest’,
Costello presents a routinely Manichean
interpretation of the conflict that contrasts
the pacific intentions, pragmatism, and
democratic ethos of a virtuous pro-Treaty
party with the militarism, ideological
rigidity, and elitism of a malignant
republican rearguard. Aspects of the Civil
War that threaten to upset this tidy picture
are simply elided. Thus, there is very little
on republicans’ efforts to avert civil war, no
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In 1936 in New Ross, County Wexford, Éamon de Valera
responded to recriminations over his role in the Split and Civil
War by challenging the Fine Gael party leader, William
Cosgrave, to cooperate in setting up a ‘historical commission of
inquiry’ to investigate the events that led to the conflict.1

1 Irish Press, 15 Aug. 1936
2 Dorothy Macardle
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novelist, republican activist;
member of Gaelic League
and Sinn Féin; supported
the 1916 Rising;
imprisoned; went on
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reference to the revenge-motivated
execution of Erskine Childers and other
republicans, no mention of Ballyseedy or
other Free State atrocities in County Kerry
in the last months of the conflict, and no
acknowledgement of significant variations
in regional support for the new state. 

Regrettably, Costello’s one-sided presentation
of the Civil War is actually a faithful
synthesis of prevailing scholarly attitudes on
the subject, reflecting a widespread tendency
to reduce the complexities of allegiances and
the tumult and chaos of the period to
seductively simple binaries in which the pro-
Treaty side predictably emerges as the clear
moral victor over intransigent republicanism.
Tom Garvin’s 1922: The Birth of Irish
Democracy (1996), which celebrates the Free
State as a ‘triumph for electoral democracy’
and political pragmatism over anti-Treaty
militarism, authoritarianism, moral élitism
and atavistic rural communalism, is perhaps
the most extreme expression of this
tendency.3 The work of John Regan and Bill
Kissane has amply demonstrated the
inadequacy of reductive ‘democrats-versus-
dictators’ models for capturing the ‘swathe of
internal complexities and anomalies which
existed in both camps’ or for explaining
subsequent political developments.4 For
many Southern historians, exchanging these
complexities and anomalies for clear-cut
distinctions between the brand of nationalism
that founded the twenty-six county state and
the militant republican tradition that rejected
it, had obvious attractions. Yet, as Kissane
elucidates in The Politics of the Irish Civil
War (2005), an important new book
combining political theory, history and
comparative analysis, rival interpretations
first developed by pro- and anti-Treaty
polemicists in the aftermath of the Civil 
War continue to shape scholarly analyses 
of the conflict. 

In a refreshing and long overdue analysis of
‘Historians and the Civil War’, Kissane
traces the dominant and durable pro-Treaty

interpretation of the Civil War to The
Victory of Sinn Féin (1924), Free State civil
servant and historian P. S. O’Hegarty’s
‘Revisionist elegy’ to Treaty signatory
Arthur Griffith. O’Hegarty’s emphasis on
the flexible, non-republican outlook of the
independence movement and
characterization of the Split as one between
constitutional democrats and republican
militarists, established the contours of the
interpretation widely endorsed by scholars
today. Less influential within the Irish
academic establishment was the rival
republican interpretation enshrined in
Macardle’s The Irish Republic. Macardle,
who had herself been interned in the Civil
War, stressed the evolution of a popular
mandate for an Irish Republic prior to
Britain’s threat of ‘terrible and immediate
war’ if the Treaty was rejected. Popular
support for the Treaty was thus de-
legitimized as wholly a product of coercion,
while Collins and other prominent
revolutionaries who committed themselves
to the Treaty’s implementation were
portrayed either as British dupes or as
outright apostates, driven by self-serving
motives. Her earlier Tragedies of Kerry
(1924), with its vivid account of the Free
State Army’s murder and abuse of prisoners,
complemented the republican interpretation
by depicting the depths of depravity to
which apostasy could lead.

Kissane’s discussion of the intractability of
the Split and of the obstacles to framing the
Irish conflict as a necessary and positive
stage in national development, as the
American Civil War, for example, has been
historicized, helps to explain why Irish
historians were for so long reluctant to
approach the period. Outside of
hagiographic biographies of Collins and de
Valera and two valuable but non-academic
books on the Civil War in the 1960s, it was
not until 1988 that a ‘recognized student of
history’ — significantly, a non-Irish one —
devoted a book to the subject.5 Michael
Hopkinson’s seminal Green Against Green:

3 Other works that, to
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to this interpretation
include: Ronan Fanning,
Independent Ireland
(Dublin, 1983), 6, 7, 11;
Jeffrey Prager, Building
Democracy in Ireland:
Political Order and
Cultural Integration in a
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40–44; Joseph Lee,
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Politics and Society
(Cambridge, 1989), 51,
62, 67–68; and Michael
Laffan, The Resurrection
of Ireland: The Sinn Féin
Party, 1916–1923
(Cambridge, 1999), 303,
350–51.

4 John M. Regan, The
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Politics and Settlement in
Independent Ireland
(Dublin, 1999), 70. For
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2002), 193–94, 228–30,
and The Politics of the
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2005), ch. 7–9.
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The Irish Civil War (1988; 2004) still stands
as the best introduction to the military and
political dimensions of the conflict. Alert to
lingering sensitivities around the events of
the period, Hopkinson dispassionately,
almost clinically, dissects the rapid but
convoluted genesis of the Split within and
between the military and administrative
wings of the independence movement, from
the Truce of July 1921 to the outbreak of
Civil War. Like writers before him, he notes
the impact key figures and personal loyalties
had on events, but he draws a more complex
picture, situating the personal politics within
a broader field of systemic, contingent,
national and local factors that produced the
Split and influenced the course of the war.
All told, Hopkinson’s treatment falls within
the Treatyite paradigm, albeit with an
emphasis on Free State élites’ realism rather
than their ostensible democratic credentials.
However, in nuancing the differences
between rival interpretations of controversial
matters like the executions, by dwelling on
the terrible costs of the conflict and thus
tempering the standard conclusion that the
war resulted in the ascendancy of civil
government over militarism, Hopkinson
attains a degree of detachment that most
Irish scholars still find elusive and which
some would argue is not desirable. 

Notwithstanding the importance of
Hopkinson’s book, more recent works offer
a more nuanced understanding of
developments outside Dublin. In the late
1970s, David Fitzpatrick’s innovative study
of County Clare pioneered research into the
regional experience of the Irish Revolution.6

While Fitzpatrick dealt only with the period
up to the Truce, leaving the Civil War to
‘some other student of Chaos’, the power
vacuum, political confusion and descent into
internecine violence that followed in the
wake of the Split only served to make
variations in regional and local experiences
even more pronounced. Peter Hart’s
subsequent work on the geography of
revolutionary violence, which maps the

shifting centres of IRA activity through the
course of the Irish Revolution and
interrogates potential explanations of these
changes, has focused attention on the
reasons that some relatively quiescent areas
in the War of Independence became active
in the Civil War while other areas did not.7

The publication of two important county
studies in the past few years has provided
some partial explanations of the curious
geography of the war. 

In The Aftermath of Revolution: Sligo, 1921
–23 (2000), Michael Farry, a student of
Fitzpatrick’s, examines one of the ‘slack’
IRA commands in the War of Independence
that later emerged as a significant area of
anti-Treaty IRA operations. Given the long-
standing tendency for memoirists and
historians to avoid looking beyond the
Truce, Farry’s concern with events post-July
1921 is especially welcome. However, his
use of the phrases ‘aftermath of revolution’
and ‘post-revolution’ to describe the period
is a curious and unexplained deviation from
the more common periodization of the Irish
Revolution to include the events of
1922–23. To be fair, the term ‘revolution’ 
is an admittedly imprecise one in Irish
scholarly usage, and Farry’s idiosyncratic
terminology might be meant to convey the
confusion and disillusionment that
enveloped nationalist Ireland during the
Civil War or its ultimately conservative
outcome. But it implicitly endorses the pro-
Treaty position that the time for
revolutionary means (and goals) had passed,
while marginalizing a republican (and social
radical) perspective that held otherwise. In
short, the question of whether or not the
IRA should continue the ‘revolutionary’ or
armed struggle was at the heart of the Split
and Farry’s terminology obscures the
bitterly contested nature of this issue.

Farry’s explanation of how Sligo overcame
its reputation for political orthodoxy and
passivity to become a hotbed of anti-Treaty
resistance hinges on what he says happened

6 David Fitzpatrick,
Politics and Irish Life,
1913–1921: Provincial
Experience of War and
Revolution (Dublin,
1977)

7 Peter Hart, ‘The
Geography of Revolution
in Ireland, 1917–1923’,
Past and Present, 155
(May 1997), 142–76
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during the Truce. Stung by IRA GHQ’s
criticism of its performance, the Sligo IRA
made particularly good use of the Truce,
training, re-organizing, re-arming and
recruiting so effectively that its officers
emerged as the backbone of the new Third
Western Division. As its power grew,
according to Farry, the local IRA became
increasingly imperious in its dealings with
the community and local politicians.
Support for the Treaty thus became a
rallying point for civilian interests, while the
IRA, after an initially confused and
uncoordinated response, came to oppose the
settlement because it threatened its new-
found position of dominance in Sligo.
Ultimately, while pro-Treatyites
consolidated their position and formulated a
coherent military strategy, the anti-Treaty
forces in Sligo remained ‘fragmented and
uncertain’ throughout the war, capable of
little more than harassing actions, though
eluding a ‘knockout blow’ from the Free
State Army. 

Given the emphasis Farry places on bread-
and-butter issues of ‘control, centralism and
patronage’ as the source of the friction
between Sligo’s soldiers and politicians and
as an underlying reason for their opposite
reactions to the Treaty, it is curious that he
reverts to the sweeping language of Garvin
and Michael Laffan by portraying the Split
as a metaphysical cleavage between
‘idealism and pragmatism’. Indeed, in many
ways, Farry’s analysis of developments in
Sligo does little to modify the broad
narrative of the Civil War in numerous
studies concerned only with the national
level. For example, he concludes that the
debate over the Treaty in Sligo simply
mirrored arguments put forth in the Dáil
and national press; that the tensions
between local IRA leaders and county
councillors were the same as those between
politicians and military leaders at the upper
echelons of the movement; and that the
local anti-Treaty IRA’s bumbling response to
the changing political situation paralleled

the confusion among republicans
throughout the country. 

So many parallels between the local and
national levels might begin to beg the
impertinent question, ‘What then is the use
of a study of Sligo?’, but the latter half of
Farry’s book, which focuses on the spatial
and social dimensions of the conflict,
demonstrates the insights a local or regional
study can uniquely offer. Most significantly,
he subjects the widespread assumption that
anti-Treaty support was strongest in poor,
remote areas and among the lower classes in
general to systematic quantitative analysis,
and concludes that, for Sligo at least, there
was no socio-economic basis to Civil War
allegiances, save for a disproportionate
number of poorer recruits in the Free State
Army.8 While the criteria he uses to
interrogate the role of class in the conflict
are not exhaustive and his overall approach
here may reveal an overly mechanistic view
of social relations and class identities, these
chapters raise the empirical bar on research
into the period. 

Marie Coleman’s County Longford and the
Irish Revolution, 1910–1923 (2003)
examines an area that, in terms of its
political development and the trajectory of
revolutionary violence, was the antithesis of
Sligo. Longford was the scene of a
catalysing by-election victory for Sinn Féin
in 1917 that dealt a mortal blow to the
wounded Redmondite party and it was the
‘only significant area of IRA activity
[excepting Dublin City] outside of Munster’
during the War of Independence. In contrast
to Sligo, however, Longford receded into the
background of events in 1922–23. Coleman
attributes Longford’s quiescence in the Civil
War to popular support for the Treaty there
and to a ‘tradition of adherence to GHQ
direction’ among local IRA leaders who
dutifully accepted the pro-Treaty line
advocated by Collins and Richard Mulcahy
in Dublin.9 Support for the Treaty by highly
respected local leaders, the legendary Seán

8 Farry identifies several
books as asserting but
failing to prove that the
Civil War division had
social bases, including C.
Desmond Greaves, Liam
Mellows and the Irish
Revolution (London,
1971); E. Rumpf and A.
C. Hepburn,
Nationalism and
Socialism in Twentieth-
Century Ireland
(Liverpool, 1977); Tom
Garvin, Nationalist
Revolutionaries in
Ireland (Oxford, 1987);
Charles Townshend,
Political Violence in
Ireland (Oxford, 1983)
and Hopkinson’s Green
Against Green.

9 Marie Coleman, County
Longford and the Irish
Revolution, 1910–1923
(Dublin, 2003), 5, 167
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Mac Eoin in particular, further influenced
most rank-and-file Volunteers. 

Given that the Civil War was something of a
military non-event in Longford, the bulk of
Coleman’s study is necessarily devoted to
the years before 1922 when the county
figured more prominently in the revolution.
Nevertheless, she does offer tantalizing
glimpses of the local experience of the Split
and resulting war, hinting at sporadic
agrarianism and noting an increase in anti-
Treaty IRA activity in the final months of
the conflict that coincided with a decline in
the popularity of the Free State. A chapter
on the neglected role of Cumann na mBan
in the republican movement argues that,
though the national organization was
strongly anti-Treaty, branches of the
women’s auxiliary were probably more
susceptible to the influence of parish priests
and the disposition of the local IRA.
Perhaps most importantly, Coleman’s
argument that republicanism was always
stronger in the poorer northern half of the
county than in comparatively prosperous
south Longford, suggests that Farry’s
conclusions for Sligo do not shut the door
on a possible link between rurality, poverty
and republicanism. 

There are many precedents in Irish historical
scholarship for using the county as a unit of
analysis, and Farry and Coleman’s books
are as good as ‘county studies’ get.
However, given that the hinterland of their
largest towns stretched beyond the borders
of both counties, one wonders what insights
a regional perspective might have produced.
Further, if Ned Bofin and Tom Deignan,
leaders of a Sligo anti-Treaty IRA column
that operated ‘near and across’ the
Roscommon and Leitrim borders, did not
confine themselves within the boundaries of
a single county, why should historians? 

The limitations of county studies aside, it is
refreshing that both books devote attention
to non-military aspects of the period, with

Farry offering a detailed chapter on ‘daily
life’ in Sligo during the Civil War and
Coleman judiciously dividing her study into
roughly equal sections on politics and war.
The Civil War in comparatively ‘active’
Sligo killed fewer than 60 people and total
casualties might be as low as 1,500:
research into the less sensational aspects of
the period provides a corrective to the
scholarly preoccupation with both
revolutionary and reactionary political
violence. Mary Kotsonouris’s The Winding
Up of the Dáil Courts, 1922–1925: An
Obvious Duty (2004) demonstrates that
attention to the ‘civil’ side of the Civil War
can also act as a corrective to overly
laudatory assessments of the Free State’s
performance in the crisis. A former District
Court judge and author of a previous study
on the Dáil courts, Kotsonouris examines
the Provisional Government’s decision to
abolish the courts in the opening weeks of
the conflict in order to prevent republicans
from using them to challenge the authority
of the fledging state. This decision left
thousands of ordinary litigants ‘stranded by
the receding legal tide’ because it provided
no mechanism for transferring the business
of the Dáil courts to the inherited British
system. Thanks primarily to the labours of
James Meredith Creed, the president of the
Supreme Court of Dáil Éireann, an
extraordinarily powerful commission was
established a year later to revive temporarily
the old courts and ‘wind up’ their
unfinished business. In the face of Executive
neglect, staffing problems, a power struggle
between the departments of justice and
finance and other crises, Meredith and his
close colleague Henry O’Friel almost single-
handedly brought the commission’s
important work to its completion. 

Kotsonouris’s account is particularly
attuned to the ironies implicit in this
‘superbly … Irish solution to an Irish
problem’. Notwithstanding the Executive’s
assumption that abolishing the courts would
provoke less public alarm than declaring



martial law, its decision caused widespread
‘confusion, anger and frustration’.
Furthermore, many people perceived the
decision to rescind the original Dáil Éireann
decree that created the courts to be ‘the
antithesis of the promise invested in self-
government’. Kotsonouris concludes that
the elaborate solution of a ‘winding up’
commission ultimately redeemed the
government, fulfilling its ‘obvious duty’ to
the litigants who had put their trust in the
Dáil courts and honouring ‘the vision and
the hope’ that gave birth to the
revolutionary experiment in self-
government. Less sanguine lessons can also
be drawn. Kevin O’Higgins’s disdain for the
populist judicial system and his ‘splenetic
tirades’ against George Gavan Duffy for
questioning the legality of its suppression,
complicates the Free State narrative in
which O’Higgins is an apostle of democracy.
The episode also demonstrates that the Free
State’s often heavy-handed policies, aimed at
securing ‘law and order’, had the
paradoxical effect of exacerbating disorder
and public anxieties during the Civil War. 

�

The Free State government first
commissioned a work on the life of Michael
Collins even before the conflict that took his
life had ended and biography remains both
the dominant genre for works on the Civil
War, and a particularly popular vehicle for
the grinding of partisan axes.10 The early
literary emphasis on key personalities —
particularly the careers of Mick and Dev —
has tended to inhibit appreciation of the
role of impersonal factors in precipitating
the conflict, resulting in the Civil War being
framed largely in terms of individual
responsibility rather than with reference to
more sophisticated models of historical
causality. Although the sociological turn of
the so-called ‘new revolutionary history’
over the past three decades has done much
to remedy the traditional tendency to
personalize the Civil War, biography

remains a popular tool for academic and
non-academic students of the period. 

Michael Collins, more than any other figure
in the Irish Revolution, continues to inspire
the greatest fascination. Like its subject,
Peter Hart’s Mick: The Real Michael Collins
(2005), is iconoclastic, full of contradictions
and, at times, even surprising. Although his
avowed aim is to offer a ‘forensic’ and
‘systematic’ study of Collins and to provide
‘the first book to really establish a base
from which future historians can work’,
Hart dispenses with the scholarly apparatus
of a bibliography and formal footnotes and
adopts a breezy style, clearly geared towards
a more general readership. To an even
greater degree than Neil Jordan’s 1996 film,
Mick tells the Collins story in the language
of modern popular culture. In London to
negotiate the historic Articles of Agreement
for a Treaty, Collins and his fellow ‘IRB frat
boys’ turn Cadogan Gardens into a veritable
‘Animal House’. Collins’s dominant position
within the Provisional Government is
likened to being a ‘Chief Executive Officer,
Chief Financial Officer, Chairman of the
Board and a major shareholder all in one’.
And in what has to be one of the oddest
analogies ever offered about the ‘Big
Fellow’, Hart declares Collins ‘the
revolution’s Princess Diana, its star and sex
symbol’. Dev, with his penchant for
longwinded disquisitions and Cuban
background, is compared to Fidel Castro.11

Hart’s overarching theme is ‘power’: how
Collins acquired it, how he employed it, and
how he defended it from competitors within
the nationalist movement. While he insists
that his goal is not necessarily to debunk the
popular legend of the ‘selfless national
hero’, emphasis on Collins’s personal
ambition, ruthlessness and appetite for
power obviously entails a considerable
amount of myth deflation. In place of the
financial wizard, intelligence mastermind,
trailblazing guerilla strategist and patriot
martyr, Hart substitutes a shrewd
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opportunist who engineered and exploited
factional rivalries for his own advantage, a
‘good salesman’ who adjusted his tactics
and principles for mass consumption, and,
above all, a skilled politician who always
kept his options open until the last possible
moment. Against a tendency to credit
Collins with single-handedly pioneering
republican military strategy and
communications and intelligence networks,
he stresses the collective nature of the
movement’s leadership and achievements
and the contributions of countless local IRA
leaders. There are interesting parallels
between Hart’s picture and attitudes
towards Collins within the anti-Treaty camp
in the Civil War. Republicans, the original
‘Collins myth’ debunkers, also believed
Collins abandoned principle for expediency
and bitterly resented the Free State
propaganda line that Collins was ‘The Man
Who Won the War’ because it minimized
the sacrifices and contributions of local
leaders and ordinary Volunteers.12

Collins’s undoubted skills as a political
strategist and power broker must necessarily
be part of any critical assessment of the man
and his place in the history of the Irish
Revolution. However, it needs to be
balanced with an appreciation of his
commitment to the separatist cause
(republican critiques of his later actions
aside). Apart from occasional references to
nationalism’s visceral appeal, a brief
discussion of Collins’s vision for an ‘ideal
new Ireland’, and a perfunctory
acknowledgement in the conclusion that he
did not necessarily accrue power for its own
sake, Hart largely fails to engage Collins’s
underlying political convictions. Motivated
by career ambitions rather than by idealism,
privileging patronage politics over
revolutionary convictions, Hart’s Collins
could just as well be carving out territory in
a mafia underworld, or clawing his way up
the corporate ladder as risking his life in a
revolutionary struggle. This characterization
becomes more problematic when extended

to the ‘hundreds of Michael Collinses up
and down the country’. Hart’s implication
that Collins was simply the most famous
and successful ‘Mick’ among a generation of
‘micks on the make’ ignores the
disincentives to republican activism —
imprisonment, loss of livelihood, emotional
strain, torture, death — that need to be
factored into any assessment of the
‘unprecedented opportunity’ participation in
the movement might have offered. The Civil
War, which, after all, killed Collins along
with hundreds of others, and left thousands
of embittered republican activists with little
choice but to emigrate from the independent
Ireland they had helped to create, further
complicates Hart’s narrative of Collins’s life
and times in terms of ‘dynamic new
revolutionary careers’.13

Collins was an extraordinary figure. His
death so early in the Civil War and the
mythic aura that shrouds his memory
despite (or because of) the efforts of his
biographers arguably limits the insights into
the Civil War that can be drawn from
studying his ‘career’. However, historians
are increasingly examining the lives of his
less celebrated colleagues. Recent
biographies of Harry Boland and Tom Barry
— two revolutionaries whose roles in the
bitter politics of the Split and Civil War
remain obscure — demonstrate that, even as
the historiography moves beyond earlier
biographical obsessions, the divisions of the
Civil War continue to structure
interpretations.

Meda Ryan’s Tom Barry: IRA Freedom
Fighter (2003) fits squarely within the
‘hagiographic’ tradition of nationalist
writing. Ryan is not an academic historian,
yet her use of a wide range of primary
sources and engagement with historical
interpretation, in particular her sustained
critique of Peter Hart’s depiction of Barry as
a ruthless ‘political serial killer’, given to
self-promotion by means of ‘lies and
evasions’, has put her book at the centre of
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recent scholarly debate.14 The ambush at
Kilmichael on 28 November 1920, when
Barry’s Third West Cork Flying Column
killed seventeen Auxiliaries, is now the
subject of much controversy; Ryan
forcefully disputes Hart’s claim that some of
the Auxiliaries were killed after
surrendering. Ryan’s book is also very useful
for the light it shines on Barry during the
Truce and Civil War. Aligned with the
extreme ‘war party’ within the republican
camp, Barry controversially proposed a
declaration of war against the British at a
delicate moment when IRA leaders on both
sides of the Split were desperately trying to
reunify the army. Although pro- and anti-
Treaty figures conceived Barry’s gesture to
be divisive and foolhardy, Ryan stresses that
it reflected his firm belief that the only way
to restore army unity and prevent civil war
was to renew the war against the common
enemy. The image of the pugnacious Barry
as a misunderstood peacemaker is a hard
sell, but Ryan’s discussion of his subsequent

efforts to convince Liam Lynch of the
futility of continued fighting, and his refusal
to carry a grudge against comrades who
took the Free State side, hints at some of the
ambiguities and complexities at the heart of
both Tom Barry and the Civil War. 

Harry Boland, a versatile and influential
republican activist whose death at the hands
of pro-Treaty troops in the first weeks of
the Civil War threw the tragedy of the
unfolding conflict into sharp relief, is the
subject of a more critical and multi-
dimensional portrait in David Fitzpatrick’s
Harry Boland’s Irish Revolution (2003).
Fitzpatrick refers to his subject as ‘Harry’
throughout the book and eulogizes him as a
‘true revolutionary’ who ‘deserves to be
remembered as a man of goodwill, who
enhanced the lives of all that knew him’.15

His affection, however, does not extend to
the movement to which Boland belonged.
For some readers, the contrast Fitzpatrick
draws between his affable and well-

14 Peter Hart, The IRA and
its Enemies: Violence
and Community in Cork,
1916–1923 (Oxford,
1998), 36, 100

15 David Fitzpatrick, Harry
Boland’s Irish
Revolution (Cork, 2003),
327

16 Fitzpatrick, Harry
Boland’s Irish
Revolution, 268;
Kissane, Politics of the
Irish Civil War, 48,
61–63

17 Fitzpatrick, Harry
Boland’s Irish
Revolution, 301, 306

18 Manus O’Riordan,
‘Review [of Fitzpatrick]’,
History Ireland, 12, 2
(Summer 2004), 62–63

Children relocated to
Dublin, at the height of the
fighting in the capital, to
escape loyalist rioting in
north Belfast, June
1922. Photograph: Topical
Press Agency/Getty Images
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intentioned protagonist and a wider
revolutionary milieu poisoned by hypocrisy,
deceit, envy and arrogance, will impart a
critical, balanced tone to the study; others
may interpret it as a literary device thinly
veiling the author’s antipathy to the
republican project.

Boland died within a month of the outbreak
of Civil War and Fitzpatrick’s account of his
involvement in the Split centres on his
ultimately futile efforts to prevent the
unravelling of revolutionary solidarity in the
crucial six months before hostilities broke
out. While Fitzpatrick argues that Boland,
as opposed to de Valera, was responsible for
crystallizing the anti-Treaty conception of
national sovereignty ‘as an inalienable right,
of which the current generation was merely
the trustee’, Kissane shows that such a
conception can be traced to the earlier Sinn
Féin doctrine of Ireland’s ‘suppressed
sovereignty’.16 More persuasively,
Fitzpatrick contrasts Dev’s self-serving
machinations with Boland’s tireless pursuit
of political unity which was ‘inseparable
from his personal struggle to maintain all of
his most intimate friendships’. Ironically,
when friend began fighting friend, Boland
quickly ‘switch[ed] from mediation to
combat’. Fitzpatrick remarks on Boland’s
unique capacity for adaptation, but the
quick shift might also reflect the
contradictory nature of the Civil War itself,
a conflict few wanted and many tried to
prevent but which, when it broke out,
polarized allegiances very rapidly.17

On the contentious subject of the killing of
Boland in a hotel room in Skerries,
Fitzpatrick rejects the republican charge of
premeditated murder, arguing instead that
the available documents corroborate the
official government position that Boland

was shot resisting arrest. Not everyone will
agree. Indeed, one reviewer has suggested
that the evidence presented in the book
actually strengthens the case for murder.18

At the very least, Fitzpatrick’s assessment of
the officers implicated in the shooting —
‘their revolutionary and military credentials
were impeccable. They were no “murder
gang” of inexperienced “Truciliers” or
unprincipled mercenaries’ — rests on a
curious, not to say tendentious, conception
of what constituted a ‘murder gang’.
Fitzpatrick’s Harry Boland’s Irish
Revolution succeeds in illuminating many
aspects of Boland’s life, but his death
remains a murky episode that, like the
broader Civil War, resists tidy verdicts.19

The history of the Civil War is beginning to
slip the shadow of its subject. Bill Kissane’s
engagement with the comparative literature
on civil wars represents one promising way
of breaking the Irish conversation out of its
insular, partisan confines. Peter Hart points
towards a more sweeping solution in the
jettisoning of traditional chronological,
geographical and narrative assumptions
about the period.20 Alan Parkinson’s
observation in Belfast’s Unholy War: The
Troubles of the 1920s (2004), that it was an
incident over the Belfast boycott that
triggered the conflict, reminds us that actors
and events did not respect lines newly
drawn on a map. Thirty-two-county
analyses of 1922–23 will necessarily
transform the dominant Southern
interpretations. Finally, while the Civil War
was undeniably the ‘conflict that formed the
state’, research that does not necessarily
assume central state authority as normative
will help illuminate agrarian, labour,
factional, ‘criminal’, sectarian, anti-state and
other forms of social turbulence that resist
being categorized in terms of the Split.21

19 Fitzpatrick, Harry
Boland’s Irish
Revolution, 324

20 Peter Hart, The IRA at
War 1916–1923
(Oxford, 2nd edn. 2005),
ch. 1

21 Brendan Clifford, The
Irish Civil War: The
Conflict that Formed the
State (Cork, 1993). On
state-formation, see Tom
Garvin, 1922: The Birth
of Irish Democracy
(Dublin, 1996) and
Kissane, Explaining Irish
Democracy and, Politics
of the Irish Civil War.





For Gramsci, heightened controversy around
issues of language was an indication of a
shift in the structures of cultural hegemony
within a society; he cited as examples the
formation and enlargement of the governing
class and the relations between it and the
national popular mass. In support of
Gramsci’s claims we might think of the
political and economic changes which
occurred in Britain between the 1870s and
the mid-1920s. These ranged from the
extension of the franchise to the first
disruptions of Empire and the social crisis
which followed the First World War —
changes registered in the turn to the English
language as a crucial site for the creation of
a cultural hegemony in which a particular
view of the nation and its governing class
was fostered. Likewise in Ireland in the same
period, the revolutionary challenge to
colonial rule focussed upon the Irish
language and gave it a central historical role
in the formation of national identity and,
later, in the social development of the
nation-state. In both cases mass education
was the key modernizing medium. The
evidence certainly suggests, therefore, 
that Gramsci’s insight is significant, 
at least for particular societies at specific
historical moments. 

Ireland may be passing through precisely
such a moment and the current interest in
language issues should be seen as a

reflection of the profound changes which
have taken place at the political, cultural
and fiscal levels over the past two decades.
That the alteration in Ireland’s fortunes is
profound is now beyond doubt. On a
macro-economic level, a traditionally
underperforming and subsidy-led economy
has developed into one with unprecedented
growth rates, deeply entrenched in the
global market. On the micro-linguistic level,
the cacophony of young Europeans learning
English in central Dublin has been
supplemented by the many languages of the
new immigrants.

Once faced with the difficulties and
advantages presented by the loss of a
language and its speakers, Ireland now faces
the challenges and opportunities provoked
by the gaining of many speakers and their
languages. But those who respond to this
multilingual and multicultural development
as though it were alien to Ireland, know
little of the history of the island. The editors
of The Languages of Ireland note that ‘as
far back as it is possible to project,
multilingualism and multiculturalism have
characterized the Irish experience’, and the
contributors to this book and Language
and Tradition in Ireland record the roles in
Irish history of pre-Celtic languages, the
various dialects of the Celts, Ancient Greek,
Latin, English, French, Occitan, Welsh,
German, Ulster Scots, Irish Sign Language
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Gramsci once noted that whenever the ’language question’
arises it means other questions are being asked. He was
specifically referring to the implications of the Italian 
questione della lingua, both in the past and in his own day, 
but his emphasis on the wider significance of language 
debates is important.
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and, of course, Irish itself.1 This is hardly
the most common view of the Irish cultural
past and the articulation of a more complex
history is important, particularly given the
resistance to such an account entailed by the
model of the nation as a monolingual
community with a shared culture. That
version of the nation, dominant in both
Ireland and England for much of the past
century and a half, is the legacy of a
philosophical, linguistic and political belief
system which emerged in Europe at a
particular historical moment. Cultural
nationalism, in part a response to
imperialism and colonialism within and
beyond the borders of Europe, has been
critiqued in Ireland in recent decades. This
should not blunt its radical edge, when
pitted against British imperialist ideology in
the early twentieth century; nor should it
obscure the fact that its relatively modern,
and usually simplistic, rendering of history
remains potent.

There is still a tendency to see Ireland’s
history as a two-dimensional struggle
between Irish- and English-language
cultures. But this view is itself an ideological
construct, a point usefully illustrated in
Jean-Michel Picard’s discussion of the
French language in medieval Ireland. Taking
issue with Edmund Curtis’s seminal essay
‘The Spoken Languages of Medieval Ireland’
(1919), Picard notes that Curtis described
the linguistic situation of the period as
essentially a battle between Irish and
English, a description which ‘reflects an
ideological preoccupation of his time, but
bears little relation with the situation in the
Middle Ages’. Even the apparently simple
‘Anglo-Norman’ is a modern concept which
masks historical intricacy: the invaders who
came to Ireland spoke dialects of Northern
French, Flemish, Welsh and English; the
collective term which they used to describe
themselves was ‘English’.2 The idea of Irish
culture as insular and pure, disrupted only
by occasional waves of invaders who
imposed their languages on the reluctant

natives, is also a legacy of linguistic and
cultural nationalism. Medieval Ireland was
part of a constant and continuous
circulation of trade, language, literature and
ideas. Rather than being isolated at the
outermost edge, Ireland was in the
mainstream of European history. The
editors of Language and Tradition in
Ireland assert that ‘there never is a simple
way to describe a culture or define the past’
and the complexity of the new accounts of
Ireland’s linguistic record is an antidote to
easy oppositions, simplistic versions of
history, and a critical stance tied closely to a
definition of the nation which withstood
scrutiny only to the extent that it dominated
all others.3 But it is worth pausing to
consider the ideological accents of the
present in these new histories. For if one
mode of nationalist history was dominated
by a concern with cultural essentialism,
purity and isolation, then the revisionist
accounts are marked by an emphasis on
Ireland’s history of cultural exchange,
hybridity, permeability, intertextuality and
interplay. And the stress on these concepts
itself has a political history and political
implications. 

In theoretical terms, the source of this
approach lies in Mikhail Bakhtin’s work,
particularly his insistence on the dialogism
of all forms for language and culture. But
the new readings of the Irish linguistic past
embody the weaknesses of using Bakhtin’s
concepts without appreciating their radical
implications. On the one hand, there is the
valuable insight which the focus on
dialogism, polyglossia, and heteroglossia
brings to the analysis: Ireland’s linguistic
and cultural past was not unified, nor was it
two-dimensional, nor was it an organic
whole destroyed by outsiders; it was varied,
composed of a number of different
elements, and it was subject to distinct
processes of migration and cultural contact.
On the other hand, there is a tendency to
represent travellers as visiting Ireland in
order to bring linguistic and other resources
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for the purpose of providing artistic
materials through ‘easy give and take across
language boundaries and between
populations’.4 The point that is missed here
is that culture and language are not simply
dialogical in some sort of free-standing way,
but that dialogism itself is both a product
and a source of ongoing historical and
political conflict. In Bakhtin’s model, the
forces of cultural monologism and authority
confront those of cultural diversity and
pluralism in precise ways, for given reasons,
at particular moments, with specific results.
At one time certain forms — genres,
languages, cultures, traditions — will
predominate, at another they will be
challenged and overthrown and new forms
will replace them. It is unlikely, however,
that this ongoing process will result in the
‘blending [of a] complex linguistic and
cultural heritage into an autonomous
whole’.5 Such a view is related to the idea
that Ireland (hybrid, translational, non-

essentialist) ‘offers a template for what has
probably been characteristic of most island
cultures the world over and, indeed, of most
cultures whatever their location throughout
human history’.6

Passing over the question of what happens
to the concept of hybridity if everywhere
turns out to have been hybrid all the time,
the proper response to this argument must
be to welcome the recognition of Ireland’s
multilingual and multicultural past and to
agree that the negotiation of cultural
difference has been one of Ireland’s major
achievements. But that achievement is
weakened somewhat if the difficult and
often bitter conflicts that underpinned it are
reduced to sites of aesthetic and linguistic
exchange. Few of the people who arrived in
Ireland specialized in librarianship, hardly
any of them went with the aim of spreading
their language, and not many had the
primary motivation of cultural enrichment;
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they went for specific political, material and
economic purposes and brought their
languages and cultures with them as
practical facts rather than artefacts. This is
as true of the present as it is of the past.

Given the rapidity and extent of the changes
in Irish society over recent decades, the
question ‘Who needs Irish?’ becomes more
pressing. It is a complex query and certainly
more difficult than that other more
frequently asked question, ‘Who wants
Irish?’ Is the answer, the Irish people need
it? If so, do all of the Irish people need it?
Or just some of them? Is it needed as a first
language by all of the Irish people? Hardly
anyone seems to believe that any longer. Or
do they need it as a second language? Even
this is less popular as an option. Do all of
the Irish people need some of the Irish
people to speak Irish, either as a first or
second language? And more importantly,
what do they need it for? Is it to guarantee
their identity, and if so, is the language
needed to decide who the Irish people really
are in the first place? Or is it to preserve a
heritage and certain cultural traditions? Is it
to maintain Irishness, whatever that may
mean, as a distinct, independent form in the
world? Or is it simply to practise a language
that has long been used in a specific space?
Given the general sense of pessimism that
hangs over Irish-language circles, despite the
census figures which show that there are
more Irish-speakers today than in 1851 —
1,570,894 (42.8 per cent) against 1,524,286
(23.25 per cent) — these are important
questions. It is helpful therefore that Ciarán
Mac Murchaidh’s aim as editor of ‘Who
Needs Irish?’: Reflections on the Importance
of the Irish Language Today is to enable
readers to be ‘as fully informed as possible
about the issues involved’ by introducing
into the arguments conducted in English
‘the multi-layered approach of the debate
taking place in Irish’. Seeking to avoid
polarized or stereotyped debate, although
wishing to encompass the wide range of
feelings that surround the ‘Irish-language

question’, Mac Murchaidh asks readers to
approach his text with ‘an open mind and
[to] allow the voices to speak to your heart
as well as your head’. Yet any expectation
of an open discussion of ‘who needs Irish’
will be disappointed. In the editorial preface
we are told that all of the contributors share
one belief: ‘that there is an intrinsic worth
in preserving the Irish language for
ourselves, for our children and for the
generations still to come’.7 It is worth
pondering what ‘intrinsic’ means in this
context; if the term has its common
signification then it means that the question
‘Who needs Irish?’ has been begged. ‘Who
needs Irish?’ — we do, our children do,
future generations do. How do we know
this? Not by consideration of any extrinsic
reasons for the preservation of Irish —
because it serves our human purposes,
because it preserves a form of distinction in
the world, because it carries aspects of
history and culture, because without it a
significant part of the past would be lost,
because it preserves creative possibilities for
the future … but because it is in itself and
of itself worth preserving. The debate is
over before it starts because there is no real
reason for debate — no need to argue, to
convince, to persuade — merely the need to
state the case that Irish is worth preserving
… because it is intrinsically worth
preserving.

In fact many of the contributors to ‘Who
Needs Irish?’ apparently don’t believe that
Irish is intrinsically worthy, as they provide
extrinsic reasons for its preservation.
Gabriel Rosenstock opines that Irish, along
with the ‘older’ languages of Latin, Greek
and Sanskrit, is a more subtle vehicle for
prayer and ritual than English. Éilís Ní
Dhuibhne mentions aesthetic criteria as her
reason for preferring Irish — the sounds of
the language, its rhythms and cadences, its
music; later she gives ‘feeling at home in the
language’ as her reason for continuing to
write in it. Kate Fennell chooses Irish
because English words ‘don’t make me feel
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whole. I feel I am speaking from my head.
When I speak Irish I feel I am speaking from
my heart.’8 As part of her defence of Irish
she cites native speakers of English who feel
that Irish is their proper language and that
English ‘doesn’t seem to serve its purpose
for them when they try to express who they
are’.9 Irish, she adds, is ‘ingrained in the
crevices of our monastery walls, Viking
ports, Norman castles, thatched cottages
and even luxury duplexes … its survival is
necessary for our fundamental feeling of
belonging and our understanding of who we
really are’.10 Echoing this stress on
alienation and identity, Neasa Ní Chinnéide
notes that different languages have distinct
functions and quotes Hartnett’s famous line
that English is a good language to sell pigs
in (it would be interesting to know how
Irish monolinguals sold and bartered before
the national use of English) as a way of
identifying a role for Irish in affirming
‘important parts of who we are’ as well as
discovering ‘who we were and might be’.11

Pádraig Ó Mianáin, writing from the stance
of a Northern nationalist, re-asserts that
from his location the language issue is
essentially a question of identity and he sees
the question as a matter of ‘passing the
torch to the next generation’.12 Picking up
on the same theme, Breandán Ó Doibhlin
argues that the challenge facing today’s
language activists is preserving the language
as part of ‘the natural organic continuation
of the identity that history has left us’.13 

There can be no doubting the authenticity
and sincerity of such comments, but it is
worth noting that although it is invoked,
the intrinsic worth of the language is
displaced in these arguments by claims
concerning its value which depend on
extrinsic purposes. Central to this discourse
of validation is the question of the role of
Irish in the formation and maintenance of
Irish identity. For if, as Alan Titley asserts,
‘we have never resolved our identity crisis
after the retreat of the language’, and if,
once the language goes, ‘there isn’t much of

substance left in the identity kitty’, then the
question of ‘Who needs Irish?’ needs to be
addressed again.14

There are two problems which arise when
the language issue is couched in terms of the
preservation of identity, both of which are
related to two opposing views of the nature
and constitution of social identity itself. The
first view takes identity to be a stable, fixed
and delimited state which is therefore
knowable and memorable and which can be
passed on from generation to generation
through tradition. ‘Irishness’ in this sense is
an historical given and central to this
conception is the role of the Irish language
as the ‘continuous thread’ that links past,
present and future. The second view
considers identity as never fixed or univocal
but as absolutely plastic, open and always
in process and therefore difficult to know
and describe; its transmission is only
possible on the basis of imagining or
forgetting. ‘Irishness’ in this sense is an
historical fraud and the role of the Irish
language as a guarantor of this identity is
simply to be part of the deception. Though
this is a simple account, it does capture the
main elements of both positions: on the one
hand, it is clear what Irishness is (and who
the Irish ‘really’ are) and the business at
hand is that of passing it on to future
generations, not least by the preservation of
the language; on the other hand, Irishness is
simply an ideological construct and the
important issue is to deconstruct it as soon
as possible, in which case the language
seems to play little or no role at all. There
is, however, another view of identity which
does not reduce it either to historical
stability or free variability, to fixed limits or
free movement, to tradition in one of its
etymological senses as continuous passing
on, or tradition in another of its
etymological meanings as betrayal. Instead
identity can be conceived in terms of social
practice: the making of a form of belonging
that is open, because it is social, but also
constrained, because it is historical. To use
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Marx’s terms, identity cannot simply be
given, because it is made and re-made by
men and women in new circumstances; but
neither can it be free invention because it is
made in historical conditions which those
same men and women did not choose.
Human beings forge identity, using the
dominant, residual and emergent elements
of their cultural and historical setting. This
means that it will in part be conditioned by
the past, but that its development will not
be determined by it. In fact, Irish history, as
The Languages of Ireland and Language and
Tradition in Ireland demonstrate, provides
many examples of the flexible creation of
forms of identity, culture and tradition out of
conditions that varied enormously. But rather
than seamless continuity or free play, the key
constituents in this social practice were
flexibility and openness in the face of

difference and difficulty. And given that the
Irish language was central to the formation
of the dominant cultural tradition of that
past, the issue today cannot simply be either
reinstatement or abandonment. The question
then is not ‘Who needs Irish?’; it is what
social function is Irish to play in the changed
and complex cultural conditions of the
present? One task the language cannot have
is guaranteeing an identity that was produced
for specific purposes at a different point in
history. The bad news is that this conclusion
robs Irish of one of its traditional supports;
the good news is that it takes away the
burden of attempting to underpin something
that is unsustainable. That may liberate the
language into a more exciting role in
contemporary and future society.

Both James McCloskey’s Guthanna in Éag:
An Mairfidh an Ghaeilge Beo?/Voices
Silenced: Has Irish a Future? and Michael
Cronin’s An Ghaeilge san Aois Nua/Irish in
the New Century attempt to address the
position and potential of Irish. McCloskey’s
text mounts an important defence of Irish;
his argument is that of a linguist not of a
nationalist. Pointing out that language
debates in Ireland have historically been
narrow and insular, couched in the terms of
colonialism and the nationalist response to
colonialism, he appeals for a wider
perspective. The argument is provocative
and includes several salutary points: that
definitions of ‘language’ are often
‘hopelessly mired in the politics of identity’
and that Irish itself is a ‘very bizarre and
very abstract ideological construct’; that
bilingualism is a more typical historical
experience for human beings than
monolingualism; that language death is
continuing apace (the rate of advance
threatens to reduce the number of the
world’s languages from 6,800 presently to
600 at the end of the century); and that
Irish is one of the safer languages and that
its prospects are good.15 This last point will
no doubt be contested, but McCloskey’s
case is a relative one. Irish is safe compared
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to many languages: it has a community of
second-language users who speak and write
it regularly and with fluency; the number of
its speakers is stable or increasing; it is the
medium of a fine and innovative literature;
it is equipped for the tasks of contemporary
social life; it is used as a vehicle in mass
media such as TG4, Raidió na Gaeltachta
and the Internet; it is a changing and
developing language (through the processes
of linguistic creativity, pidginization and
creolization); it has the official support of
two states. McCloskey’s optimism leads him
to conclude that claims that Irish is a dead
language border on the irrational. Rather
than measuring the contemporary position
of Irish against the ambitions of the cultural
nationalist movement and judging it a
failure, he measures it against other
languages once similarly positioned and
judges it a success. 

One might dispute this rosy view of the
present and future prospects of Irish (the
criteria for language ‘safety’ are not entirely
convincing and are derived from one
source), but, notwithstanding his sanguine
views, McCloskey makes an important case
for the maintenance of Irish as a living
language which is unusual in its non-
identitarian basis. His contention is simply
that Irish is worth preserving not because it
conserves a type of Irishness, nor because it
protects Irish national identity, but because
it is part of what ‘we’ are. The difference
between his case and that of the nationalist
lies in the definition of who ‘we’ are. For
McCloskey the ‘we’ refers to the human
species and the attempt to preserve Irish ‘is
worth making because it is our contribution
to a much larger effort, a global struggle to
preserve a kind of diversity which human
society has enjoyed for millennia, but which
is being lost in our time’.16 Nationalism,
understood as one of the historical enemies
of small languages, is displaced by a form of
humanism which ironically downplays the
uniqueness of Irish in favour of its
specificity. In this argument there is nothing

special about Irish at all except that it exists
as a form of human diversity: it is neither
more nor less worthy of support than
Yupik, Inuit, Chamorro or Maori.

The stress on the maintenance of cultural
specificity is also addressed by Michael
Cronin in his bilingual discussion of Irish in
the twenty-first century (the Irish version is
sometimes markedly distinct from that
offered in English). At times a studied
response to several of the contributions to
‘Who Needs Irish?’, Cronin’s essay rejects
the apparent opposition of nationalism or
humanism by considering the case for Irish
in the light of economic, social and cultural
globalization. Rejecting the view of
globalization as a process that must
engender either cultural homogeneity or a
retreat behind the barriers of uniqueness, he
argues instead for an insistence on
particularity and relatedness. For example, a
particular bio-species may be under threat
but it may be recoverable, not by appeal to
some abstract notion of nature, but by
attention to the particular thing in itself and
to its specific connections to the ecology of
which it forms part. A given language, like
Irish, can thus be defended particularly — in
terms of what it facilitates socially and
historically — and with regard to it being
part of a larger entity, be that language
itself, or human diversity. In essence, this is
another attempt to get away from
nationalist debates about identity and the
role of Irish in preserving some sort of
integral Irishness. In contrast to the
nationalist emphasis on the uniqueness and
purity of Irish culture, this approach, which
builds on much of the work in The
Languages of Ireland, sees Irish culture as
always having been composed of several
elements linked and indebted to one
another, with the Irish language as one of
the most important of those elements.

For Cronin, therefore, arguments for Irish in
contemporary society have to be mounted
with respect to its particular and general
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importance. He makes a compelling
intellectual case for the particularity of Irish:
that in a knowledge society, Irish provides a
set of cognitive and aesthetic resources that
are not available in English; that the disuse
of Irish makes a major part of the Irish past
inaccessible to those who inhabit the present;
and that the language can play a role in the
maintenance of cultural difference (it doesn’t
follow that linguistic difference will
necessarily sustain cultural difference —
game shows in Irish or English belong to the
same culture). The arguments for the general
importance of Irish are that its preservation
can aid resistance to the mode of modernity
characterized by disengagement,
discontinuity and historical amnesia; that by
providing access to the past and thus
preserving the principle of historical
difference, the naturalization of the present
is prevented and the potential of the future is
kept open; and that the protection of the
language will form part of a wider process
of linguistic and cultural preservation.
Evidently the two aspects of the defence
meet in the principle of maintaining
difference: without differences there is no
difference and Irish has to be one of the
most important differences, that is, of modes
of differentiation, within Irish society.

Ireland is changing culturally. Between 1946
and 1996 the percentage of the Irish
population born outside Ireland or Britain
increased by one per cent (0.5 to 1.5 per
cent); between 1996 and 2002 over a
quarter of a million people immigrated to
Ireland and over half of them were foreign
nationals; the Eastern Regional Health
Authority today deals with around 160
languages and the Courts Service with 210.
Fischer argues that ‘immigration not
emigration is going to be a fundamental part
of the Irish experience’, and that this will be
‘one more step towards Ireland becoming a
multicultural, and thus typical European
country’.17 Gramsci’s point is pertinent in
contemporary Ireland: the issue of linguistic
difference, with all of its consequences, has

become a pressing topic as a result of the
structural economic and social changes that
accompany globalization. What will those
shifts mean both for the Irish language and
for Irish society more generally? As the
editors of The Languages of Ireland note,
the task of revising Ireland’s linguistic
history is important not simply to gain ‘an
adequate representation of the Irish past’ but
in order to consider ‘what might be the
shape of the Irish future’, in particular the
role ‘multilingualism has to play in
developing a rich, tolerant and open
society’.18 The current situation presents
tremendous opportunities and challenges.
For those who wish to maintain the Irish
language the possibility now exists of
arguing for Irish in the particular and
general terms outlined by McCloskey and
Cronin. Another specific opening the new
situation offers is that of arguing for
universal language rights rather than simply
Irish-language rights. The conservative rights
offered by Acht na dTeangacha
Oifigiúla/The Official Languages Act (2003)
were essentially based on a modified form of
cultural nationalism — the imagined
monolingual community now made bilingual
— and their efficacy is already in doubt.
Radical rights gained under an Act which
sought to protect the users of all the
languages used in Ireland today might well
be more effective in defending the needs and
aspirations of Irish speakers as well as those
of the speakers of the multitude of other
linguistic forms. For Irish society in general
an occasion now presents itself to reclaim a
significant aspect of its past and to
incorporate it in the recognition of a
complex present and in the forging of the
future. This cannot be a return to the past,
or the free invention of the future; it will
require making use of the resources of the
past and present in the creation of a different
future and a future of difference. 

The way in which cultural difference is lived
in many societies is a result of conflict
rather than consensus and contains the
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possibility of further conflict as well as
peaceful contact. Multiculturalism is in one
sense simply part of being human; it is also
a complex social state that is produced by
struggle. The central issue is whether Irish
society can transcend the type of liberal
approach to multiculturalism, which
effectively treats it as a form of
consumerism (which ethnic restaurant
tonight?) that produces a society in which
the multicultural poor become a new
servant class. To do this, it needs to adopt a
model of multiculturalism that understands
the potential conflict of difference it brings
with it as well as the opportunities which it
engenders. The issue is not one of tolerance,
understanding and respect, to use the key
words in the Belfast Agreement’s formula
for negotiating cultural difference. It is not
cross-cultural comprehension that is at
stake, laudable though that may be, but
justice. The real questions concern equality

and rights and the measures needed to
ensure that they are enshrined at the very
core of Irish society. That demands long-
term institutional planning, legislation and
state initiatives in education and the
economy, not simply to cater to the needs of
those who speak the new languages and
practise the new cultures, but to make the
resources which they are bringing to Ireland
part of the national treasury and an element
in the making of a new social order. It is
ominous to note that this is not happening
at a time of economic plenty; it is scarcely
imaginable that it will take place when the
inevitable slump brings the next crisis.
Massive majorities on both sides of the
border voted for the Agreement and one of
the clear statements of the settlement was
that the languages of the island of Ireland
form part of its cultural wealth. All forms of
wealth are sources of division or common
good; it’s still a matter of choice. 
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A media frenzy followed. A year later, a
collection of essays entitled Scotland’s
Shame?, edited by Tom Devine, director of
the recently established Research Institute
for Irish and Scottish Studies (RIISS),
offered a more measured assessment of
religious bigotry and sectarianism in
Scottish society. The subject has continued
to generate debate. There was considerable
controversy in February 2001 when the
Taoiseach, Bertie Ahern, abandoned a
planned visit to the Carfin Grotto and
Pilgrimage Centre, a Marian shrine near
Glasgow where he was to unveil a memorial
to the victims of the Great Famine; the
proposed visit coincided with a
Celtic–Rangers football match, which Ahern
was to attend that afternoon. The local MP,
Frank Roy, had written to the Taoiseach’s
office, warning that his presence at the
Grotto might heighten sectarian tensions.
Roy subsequently resigned as parliamentary
private secretary to London’s Scottish
Secretary Helen Liddell. 

Ireland was drawn further into the unfolding
debate on sectarianism in Scottish society
when, on New Year’s Day 2002, John Reid’s
innocuous remarks that Celtic and Rangers
draw support from either side of the religious
divide in Northern Ireland got banner
headlines. Reid’s comments were akin to
forecasting rain in Glasgow, but he was then
secretary of state for Northern Ireland (and
known to be a supporter of Glasgow Celtic).

In Scotland, religion is a political football; in
Glasgow, football is a political religion. In
2004 Aiden McGeady, a Scottish-born Celtic
footballer, was pilloried in the press when he
elected to play for the Republic of Ireland.
And the following spring, a BBC
documentary, a Panorama special entitled
Scotland’s Secret Shame (BBC 1, 27
February 2005) reopened the running sore;
the programme took its title from a phrase
used by Jack McConnell, Scotland’s first
minister, to describe the sectarian chants and
violence at Old Firm games. In short,
sectarianism — and the Irish experience in
Scotland — have repeatedly been at the
centre of cultural and political debate in the
seven years since MacMillan’s denunciation
of ‘Scotland’s Shame’.

Devine Intervention

An abiding curiosity of contemporary
Irish–Scottish relations is that the RIISS is
located in Aberdeen, far from Glasgow, the
fulcrum of Irish immigration, where its first
director, Tom Devine, editor of Scotland’s
Shame?, was previously based. Around 16
per cent of the Scottish population can
claim Irish descent. This figure rises to
around 40 per cent for the west of Scotland.
The north east is not famed for its Irish
connections. In his contribution to
Scotland’s Shame?, Scott Styles, who lectures
in law at Aberdeen University, notes that
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In summer 1999 James MacMillan, the celebrated
composer, delivered a lecture entitled ‘Scotland’s Shame’
at the Edinburgh Festival. Scotland, he announced, 
was an anti-Catholic country scarred by sectarianism. 
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there was only one Catholic secondary
school in Aberdeen until the 1970s and
concludes that there is no ‘sectarianism’ in
the north east. Absence of immigration is
insufficient evidence of absence of
discrimination. It may imply the reverse. On
the evidence of Styles’s essay, ‘The Non-
Sectarian Culture of North-East Scotland’,
the legal verdict must be the peculiarly
Scottish one of ‘Not Proven’. Styles’s
argument is a miniature version of the old
‘Nae Problem’ case against Scottish racism.
We don’t have many foreigners up here, so
there’s ‘nae problem’. Just as long as they
don’t start taking our jobs, houses,
headlines, etc. When Styles says
‘Sectarianism may be the shame of certain
parts of Scotland but it is not the shame of
all Scotland, and it has never been the shame
of the north-east’, methinks the laddie doth
protest too much.1 The right response to a
history of discrimination is not denial. To
borrow from Mr. Deasy in Ulysses,
Aberdeen has no problem with anti-Irish
racism, ‘Because she never let them in’. Tom
Devine says ‘perhaps it’s no bad thing that
the Institute is located in an area with no
obvious Irish links’.2 In other words, the
further from the inflammation, the better. Or

is it a matter of emotion recollected in
tranquillity? Either way, those who think
denial is a river in Egypt need to brush up
on their geography. The Aberdeen Centre is
a sign both of progress and retreat. 

With the advent of devolution one might
have expected the exclusions and denials of
the past to be forgotten, but the debate
about sectarianism is one of two shameful
shenanigans that marked and marred the
first year of the new Scottish parliament, the
other being the furore surrounding the
repeal of Clause 28 of the Local
Government Act (1988) that prohibits local
authorities promoting homosexuality by
allowing state schools to represent same-sex
unions as an acceptable family relationship.
Neither issue was new, but the occasion
gave both a fresh gloss. While MacMillan’s
lecture on ‘Scotland’s Shame’ (without the
question mark) kicked off the so-called
sectarian controversy, the government’s
planned repeal of a pernicious piece of
legislation brought a moribund homophobia
screaming out of the closet. 

The Clause 28 debate awaits its editor, but
through Devine intervention the first of
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these scars on the face of Scottish culture
has been stitched up a treat in Scotland’s
Shame?, a volume aimed at naming and
shaming the stiflingly singular Scotland that
refuses to acknowledge its mixed and
multiple origins. Inevitably, the academic
angle has led to the introduction of a
question mark, but the complexion of the
collection, diverse though its individual
contributions are, suggests shame is
unquestionable, and that the question mark
should come after Scotland, whose status as
a homogenous and unified country (and
concept) is what’s in doubt. There is a ‘lack
of consensus’, Devine argues, over the exact
nature of the problem, as well as its current
extent, but also a general awareness of the
need for an enlarged and more
accommodating notion of Scottishness.
From the outset, it is clear that defining the
nature of the shame — naming it — isn’t
easy. In his preface, Devine touches on race,
religion, national identity and class, all
issues that interconnect, a cross-hatching
evident from the outset: 

This book is concerned with prejudice in
modern Scotland. Prejudice can take
many forms, perhaps the most obvious
of which is racism in today’s world. But
this collection of essays takes a much
narrower focus. It seeks to examine in
more detail than ever before considered
in a single volume, the specific and
controversial issue of anti-Catholic
bigotry and discrimination in present-
day Scotland.3

This preface rules racism out of court by
narrowing the terms of the debate to ‘the
specific and controversial issue of anti-
Catholic bigotry and discrimination in
present-day Scotland’. In the next paragraph
we learn that ‘The historical record
demonstrates unambiguously that Catholics
in Scotland, the vast majority of whom were
descended from Irish immigrants,
experienced routine discrimination in the
labour market.’ This reads like ‘racism in

today’s world’, only it’s not ‘present-day
Scotland’; it is ‘the historical record’ —
rather than The Daily Record — that
demonstrates discrimination by descent.
Being of Irish provenance is at least as
important as being of the Catholic faith. In
Scotland the two tend to go together. This
descent from Ireland is a long and winding
affair, for Devine reminds us that: ‘As late
as the 1920s and 1930s ... the General
Assembly of the Church of Scotland waged
a relentless campaign against the supposedly
malign effects of Irish Catholic immigration
which was judged a “menace” to “our
Scottish nationality”’.4

There you have it, nation and religion
coming together as one to exclude another
nation, another religion. The story of the
twentieth century, particularly the postwar
period, purports to be a progressive narrative
of inclusion. With the decline of heavy
industry (allegedly the main locus of
sectarianism), and the rise of a significant
Catholic middle class, the 1980s were
expected to have witnessed the demise of
such outdated discrimination: ‘A formerly
despised ethnic group had apparently become
fully integrated into the mainstream of
Scottish life in the space of two generations’.5

A ‘despised ethnic group’ suggests racism
rather than religious discrimination; but once
again the lines blur, for it emerges that class
is the key, both to the end of sectarianism
(implicit in the model of social mobility
mapped out by Catholic schools), and to its
persistence (implicit in the ‘tribalism’ of the
Old Firm and the ‘underclass’ attracted to
Orange marches). This last point is
compromised, as football in Scotland is a less
exclusively working-class pastime than it was
a few decades ago, yet ‘sectarianism’
survives, nay, thrives. 

Thus, the story goes — and Devine’s
probing preface is precisely designed to
unpick this complacent narrative — that
social mobility for a section of the Irish
Catholic minority rendered sectarianism ‘a
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subject which was not discussed in polite
circles’, or at least not in mixed company.
This conspiracy of silence was broken by
one of Scotland’s brightest stars.
‘MacMillan,’ as Devine puts it, ‘did not
mince his words.’ In the essay that gave the
book its name, MacMillan identified ‘a very
Scottish trait — a desire to narrow and to
restrict the definition of what it means to be
Scottish’. More to the point, MacMillan put
his finger on the racialized character of so-
called ‘sectarianism’: ‘The obsessive
attempts, historically and
contemporaneously, to peripheralize and
trivialize the Catholic experience in Scotland
(and in particular the Irish Catholic
experience) is a self-defeating tendency. It
represents the very opposite of the enriching
multicultural pluralism which I crave for
this country.’6 The Irish character of the
Catholic experience in Scotland is crucial.
Some Scottish Catholics are not Irish, some
Irish in Scotland are not Catholic, but where
Irishness and Catholicism coincide,
discrimination is discernible. 

Ironically, the debate around anti-
Catholicism in Scotland, and with it
resistance to an Irish identity viewed by some
as unScottish, occurs at a time when Ireland
and Scotland are engaging with each other
on a more structured basis. Failed devolution
in Northern Ireland preceded devolution in
Scotland, and the emergence of new (or
renewed) political institutions went hand in
hand with the opening of an Irish Consulate
in Edinburgh, and a Council of the Isles, an
element in the Good Friday Agreement. The
Council of the Isles, aka the British–Irish
Council (BIC), a body set up under the Good
Friday Agreement, consists of representatives
of the British and Irish governments, the
Northern Ireland Assembly, the Welsh
Assembly, the Scottish parliament, and the
democratic institutions of Jersey, Guernsey
and the Isle of Man. Its principal aim is to
promote links between the various
governments, assemblies, and institutions.

This process of institutional innovation
found an echo, culturally, in the
establishment of the Irish-Scottish Academic
Initiative (ISAI), from which sprang the
Aberdeen Centre, so far from the crucible of
Irish identity in Scotland. The appearance of
a major new anthology of Scottish writing,
Across the Water (2000), in which authors
expound on their Irish influences, enriched
understanding of Irish–Scottish relations,
showcasing a generation of Scottish writers
with Irish Catholic connections, including
Des Dillon, Chris Dolan, Anne Donovan
and Andrew O’Hagan. There is evidence 
of growing interest in this dynamic cultural
crossover, but evidence of problems too.
The failed Scottish–Irish bid to host the
2008 European Championship was 
blamed in part on crowd trouble at an 
Old Firm match in the period leading up to
UEFA’s decision. 

Ireland was always much more successful at
representing itself globally, even managing
to secure a postcolonial passport. Devine
sums it up when he says ‘Ireland’s on a roll,
culturally and economically. It’s cool to be
Irish’. Irishness is sexy, and big in America,
and for a long time Scotland lagged behind
like a huffy wee brother, utterly uncool,
fearful and resentful, resistant and forgetful.
In his contribution to Scotland’s Shame?
Andrew O’Hagan defends James MacMillan
as a fellow artist opposed to bigotry: 

He said there is something wrong with
Scotland: institutional bigotry. And
down, and down, with their customary
blunt instruments, came the great and
dispirited doctors of the Scottish media,
filling the air with their oaths and
denials, their idiot charts, their poxy
prescriptions. In a matter of months the
Scottish clergy were denouncing
homosexuals. Religion is everything in
Scotland. The women in the wash-house
could tell you that.7
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How do we get from ‘institutional bigotry’
to the talk of the steamie, from religion to
sexuality, in so short a space? Perhaps
gender and sexuality are at stake in any
debate on religion or national identity? ‘The
dominant culture’, O’Hagan tells us, ‘is
washed and dried in Protestant values’, but
the dominant culture is also homophobic,
and that dominant culture of homophobia
accords with Catholic values. Something is
being laundered here. The Scottish clergy
denouncing homosexuals were from
Protestant and Catholic traditions. To the
religious discrimination of anti-Catholicism,
that ‘sleep-walking bigotry’ fingered by
MacMillan, we must add the prevalent
prejudice of a hitherto somnolent
homophobia. Frantz Fanon said the dream
of the victim is to become the persecutor.
Not surprising, then, that religious
minorities in Scotland should have been
queuing up at the far post for the latest bout
of minority bashing. Fanon, a psychiatrist,
well knew the seductive power of prejudice
in soothing a sick psyche, the anaesthetic
qualities of antipathy to numb the pain of
progress, bringing people together to huddle
in the gloomy corners of history. For a
nation undergoing rapid change, never
underestimate the unifying force of
discrimination. 

Post-devolution Scotland has witnessed the
outing of bigots of all persuasions. One
thing guaranteed to link Calvinist and
Catholic alike is intolerance of others. You
can judge the maturity of a culture by its
attitude to minorities, to the marginalized or
excluded. Scotland has a long way to go.
Damaged cultures, those with a history of
colonialism, are susceptible to extremes of
bias and bigotry. In Scotland, where the
dark forces of the past still busily
concentrate negative energies around
matters of religion and sexuality, the
national question, having been partially
resolved by devolution, has given up the
ghost to demons from the country’s past —

religious persecution and sexual repression.
The two have gone hand in hand since
Reformation propagandists preyed on
priests and sodomy. Paradoxically,
Catholics, a beleaguered minority in
Scotland, have led the charge against that
other besieged community. That’s how it
works in the world of divide and rule. The
tabloids, tomorrow’s toilet roll, become
tablets of stone when sanctioned by clerics
whose congregations are dwindling. For
make no mistake about it, what’s at stake
today is the future of Scotland. The young,
new, sexy Scotland, varied and vibrant, is
being dragged back by the old bleak and
bigoted Scotland. What has happened in
Scotland over the last few years in the
debates on sectarianism and on the
scrapping of Clause 28 illustrates the extent
to which this small nation is still struggling
to come to terms with the present, let alone
the past. 

Two things have to be understood in order
for the nettle of recent debates to be
grasped. First, the key to sectarianism in
Scotland is anti-Irish racism
(hibernophobia), a prejudice whose roots lie
in Scotland’s complicity in the subjugation
of Ireland. Second, homophobia is merely
one part of a larger network of
discriminatory attitudes around sexuality, a
variety of sexism, if you like.
Hibernophobia and homophobia are part 
of the same lattice-work of discrimination
based on a crippling notion of what it
means to be Scottish — straight, strong,
Protestant, and pure. Real Scots don’t have
Irish origins. Real Scots don’t have same-
sex relations.

Anti-Irish racism cannot be openly
acknowledged in Scotland, but has to be
closeted with the spectre of sectarianism. 
It is a form of prejudice addressed more
directly in England. A recent report into
discrimination against the Irish community
in Britain failed to give due consideration to
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its vexed Scottish context. Mary Hickman
and Eleanor Bronwen compiled the report,
entitled Discrimination and the Irish
Community in Britain, for the Commission
for Racial Equality in 1997. There is
ignorance on both sides of the border, for
this key work on anti-Irish feeling, an
invaluable resource for any scholar
interested in the subject, is not alluded to in
the volume edited by Devine, who laments
the lack of evidence for Scotland without
taking a hard look at the work of Hickman
and Bronwen. The resistance to opening up
about Irishness within a Scottish milieu
derives from a deep-lying discrimination,
reluctant to show its true colours. 

When the ISAI was first discussed, it was
suggested the word ‘Celtic’ be used as the
connecting term. This was rejected on the
Irish side as a rather obvious attempt to
avoid using ‘Irish’ in a Scottish context.
‘Sectarianism’ is just a lazy slogan, a
euphemism for an underlying racism about
which Scotland remains in deep denial, a

fear and loathing that dare not speak its
name. Devine admits as much when he says
of so-called ‘sectarianism’ that ‘Academic
studies of the subject are still few and far
between. Racism, the problems of ethnic
minorities and gender inequalities all attract
systematic attention and investigation; not
so sectarianism.’ Maybe that is because the
term is a specious swearword, a tabloid
totem, concealing a continuing denial of
Scotland’s implication in the colonization of
Ireland. Devine gets to the heart of the
matter when he observes that the ‘vast
majority’ of Scottish Catholics ‘were
descended from Irish immigrants’.8 What
about Polish or Italian Catholics? What
evidence of ‘sectarianism’ there? Devine
acknowledges that Scotland is an
increasingly secular society. How does this
square with the continuing virulence of
‘sectarianism’? Either old habits die hard, or
the religious flag of convenience has slipped
to half-mast. How can Devine or
MacMillan account for the fact that non-
Catholics with Irish surnames are subject to
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‘anti-Catholicism’? Only by conceding that
more than Catholicism is at issue. 

The storm around ‘sectarianism’ is about
Ireland as much as Scotland. While the
outsider’s view, even that of many insiders, is
that Anglophobia is the dominant expression
of exclusivist or aggressive nationalist feeling
in Scotland, the most reported form of
discrimination revolves around religion,
specifically and predominantly discrimination
against Catholics — not Italian or Polish but
primarily Irish Catholics. Denied or dismissed
as ‘sectarianism’, anti-Irish racism is the
strongest of national antipathies. The ‘Lesson
of Ireland’, for some Scottish commentators,
is like the ‘Lesson of Bosnia’, in which the
dangers of nationalism are laid bare in all
their violence and vexation. This is blaming
the victims. A whole tradition of Scottish
historiography does one of two things —
ignores Ireland completely, except for
occasional hand-wringing and insincere
allusions to ‘sectarianism’, or blames Ireland
for all that’s negative. The history is selective
and short-sighted. Irish immigration after the
Famine depressed wages and introduced an
‘alien culture’ (or so the story goes). Mention
is rarely made of the British state-sponsored
Anglo-Scottish plantation of Ulster in the
early seventeenth century, or to the so-called
Irish problem in the twentieth century as also
being a Scottish problem. Critics are inclined
to compare Scotland to Quebec, Estonia, or
Catalonia, rather than to Ireland, which it
most closely resembles — too close to home
for comfort.

The renewed concern with Scottish–Irish
connections marks a change. The phrase
‘Scotland and Ireland’ can imply that a
United Ireland and a separate Scotland
would break English hegemony over both.
Conversely, some commentators, such as the
sociologist Steve Bruce, speak of ‘Ulster and
Scotland’, by which they mean the six
counties partitioned off in 1920. Here, the
subtext is that Northern Ireland, threatened
with a change of constitutional status, better

align itself with Scotland rather than be
absorbed by the Irish Republic.
Coincidentally, Liam McIlvanney and Ray
Ryan, in their introduction to Ireland and
Scotland: Culture and Society, 1700–2000
(2002), acknowledge that ‘Within Irish
studies, the Irish/Scottish comparison is
viewed by some as unionism’s answer to
postcolonial studies, and there may, indeed,
be some justification for viewing Irish-
Scottish studies in this light’.9

In his contribution to Scotland’s Shame?,
Bernard Aspinwall observes that the Irish
connection cuts both ways: ‘Ireland equals
Catholic is a useful tool for interested
parties on both sides’. By claiming affinity
with Ireland, Scottish Catholics enlarge their
constituency, leaning back for support on a
nation to which they can comfortably
belong from a safe distance. Meanwhile,
Scottish Protestants can say ‘I told you so!’
and reinforce their arguments about the
‘unScottish’ nature, the foreignness, of
Catholicism. Aspinwall is less convincing
when presenting ‘the Irish in Scotland’ as ‘a
tiny minority’, implying that Scottish
Catholics are merely suffering from a
lingering Hibernian hangover: ‘Yes, there is
cultural baggage, but at what point do they
become Scots or does Scotland absorb their
positive values?’ That question can’t be
answered by airbrushing Irishness from the
national landscape. Every expatriate
community, every diaspora, finds itself in
two minds, two places. Rights to roots are
as vital as rights of residence. Leave to
remain and leave to reclaim go hand in
hand. Aspinwall’s catchphrase is ‘Reality is
complex’, but in Aspinwall’s hands ‘reality’
assumes a reassuring form, undercutting his
case for complexity. Phrases like ‘soccer
Neanderthals’, coming in the midst of an
ostensibly anti-discriminatory argument,
ring alarm bells.10

According to Patrick Reilly, ‘Scotland has
ceased to be a Protestant country without
ceasing to be an anti-Catholic one’. With due
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respect to my former colleague, I’d like to
stretch his terms: ‘Scotland has ceased to be a
religious country without ceasing to be a
racist one.’ Reilly admits as much when he
points out Scottish Catholics are the
country’s oldest and largest immigrant
community.11 The cul-de-sac of
‘sectarianism’ is the last refuge of scoundrels
unwilling to face up to the reality of a racist
Scotland. It’s not a term taken seriously by
academics precisely because it’s a bogus
media concoction, intended to close down
discussion of Irish–Scottish relations.
MacMillan calls at the close of Scotland’s
Shame? for the ‘airing of hidden
perspectives’.12 Let’s start with the
perspective hidden by the one-size-fits-Patrick
cloak of ‘sectarianism’ — anti-Irishness.

We live in a time of darkness and denial. In
an interview in The Sunday Herald in the
wake of his Edinburgh lecture, MacMillan
said: ‘There’s a fantastic phrase at the end of
The Tempest: “This thing of darkness I
acknowledge mine”. I think we as Scots need
to look in the mirror sometimes. We need to
see that something like anti-Catholic
prejudice — or something like racism, or
rampant sexism, or our various other things
that plague us but we are in denial of — are
all things we need to take on board.’13 It is
an interesting allusion. Paul Brown, in an
essay that takes the same quotation from
The Tempest as its title, reads Shakespeare’s
play as a colonial allegory of the Ulster
Plantation; and the Irish playwright Frank
McGuinness has adapted it. Even 400 years
ago Ireland was the unspeakable other,
imagined only through some distant relative.
In Ulysses, Joyce spoke of ‘Patsy Caliban,
our American cousin’. 

Devoted Sisters or Big Brother Housemates?

Scotland may be the country where Big
Brother was invented: Orwell wrote
Nineteen-Eighty-Four on the Isle of Jura.
And yet this country remains, in Joyce’s

famous putdown, ‘Poor Sister Scotland’. In
Henry V, Shakespeare’s Irish and Scottish
captains come onstage together, but
Macmorris upstages Jamy. Having played
Ariel and Caliban to England’s Prospero for
four centuries (no prizes for guessing which
is which), the two nations eye one another
with suspicion. Ray Ryan’s Ireland and
Scotland: Literature and Culture, State and
Nation, 1966–2000 (2002) was the first
major monograph to address the cultural
interaction of stateless nation and nationless
state, but it’s more significant as a
contribution to Irish Studies than to the
relatively neglected field of Scottish
literature. In short, Caliban gets the gift of
the gab, learning to curse, while Ariel, stuck
in the steamie, washes whiter. 

Scottish Studies is less established than Irish
Studies. Scotland lacks critics of the calibre
of Ireland. Over a century after the
founding of an Irish National Theatre,
Scotland has only just secured its own
National Theatre. Scotland did have a
Scottish Literary Renaissance, coinciding
with the Irish Literary Revival, but Joyce
and Yeats have made a greater impact on
modernism than MacDiarmid and Muir.
Ireland attracts the kind (and quality) of
critical coverage Scotland can only dream
about. The nightmare of Irish history, and
of the recent ‘Troubles’, generates a political
frisson that keeps Ireland in the news and
makes it ‘sexy’. Scotland may be many
things, but ‘sexy’ isn’t one of them. Edward
Said, Frederic Jameson, and Gayatri
Chakravorty Spivak have published major
essays on Irish writers. No comparable
intellectual figure has taken on a major
Scottish writer. Nationalism, revisionism
and postcolonialism are three of the major
preoccupations of modern Irish Studies.
Scotland appears not to have got past the
first post. For all these reasons, the new
configuration of Irish-Scottish Studies could
be viewed as a case of a junior figure riding
on the coat-tails of a senior colleague. But
this is a characteristically curmudgeonly
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picture from a Scottish reviewer. If Scotland
has lagged behind Ireland in promoting its
literary culture, then it is clearly catching
up. Equipped with a new parliament and a
new-found focus on theoretical approaches
to culture and history, Scottish Studies has
entered the twenty-first century with
growing signs of confidence. 

Edna Longley, in an essay entitled ‘The
Whereabouts of Literature’ — her
contribution to Beyond Scotland (2004), a
collection aimed at establishing ‘new
contexts’ — unpacks and unpicks
misconceptions about the interface between
Irish and Scottish culture. Longley pinpoints
the contradiction between MacDiarmid
backing Joyce and Muir backing Yeats. ‘In
fact, Joyce and Yeats shared an anti-Ulster
prejudice with implications for Irish-Scottish
literary intercourse. This prejudice marks
regional and religious (not just Catholic/
Protestant but also Anglican/Presbyterian)
partitions in Ireland.’ Longley, like several
contributors, offers a fringe and hinge figure
for discussion, in her case, John Hewitt.
Longley approves Hewitt’s term
‘regionalism’, and an alternative title for her
essay might be ‘Somewhere in the Region’.
For Longley: ‘Comparative criticism, surely
the sine qua non, is harder work than
trading in superficial parallels or imposing
prepared templates. Perhaps all our post-
Ukanian whereabouts need sharper,
mutually honed, contextually sensitive,
theoretical tools’, adding that ‘Unreflective
pan-Celtic back-slapping will not help
matters’.14 Longley cites Muir saying Scots
overdo Englishness when they adopt it and
she hopes they won’t do the same with
Irishness. Those who believe in the
Neverland of Peter Pan Celticism owe more
to J. M. Barrie than Kevin Barry.

In Cairns Craig’s chapter on ‘Scotland and
Hybridity’ he comments: ‘With the Irish
experience of colonization, Scotland cannot
compete’.15 Surely the point is not to
compete but compare and contrast. Beyond

Scotland owes more to the premature
postnationalism of Richard Kearney than to
the critical nationalism and anti-revisionism
of Seamus Deane, Luke Gibbons, and
Declan Kiberd. Throughout, I found myself
thinking that Irish examples and analogues
would have helped many of the contributors
out of their impasses. Patrick Kavanagh’s
definition of ‘parochial’ and ‘provincial’
would have assisted Douglas Gifford’s
arguments around exclusion and the
‘inferiorism’ that afflicts minor literatures,
as would Seamus Deane’s account of the
Irish Literary Revival. But Gifford is right to
argue that critics and institutions are to
blame for the low self-esteem and the
grudging recognition given to the
achievements of Scottish literature. My
constant reaching for Irish counterparts is
part of the problem. Maley culpa.

Time was when Scotland was more likely to
be compared to Iceland than Ireland. The
freshly formed field of Irish–Scottish Studies
has changed that, but the colonial history
that kept the two countries apart is
crystallized in the crucible of that province
of recent provenance, Northern Ireland.
Looking back on the establishment of the
Irish National Theatre, Lady Augusta
Gregory famously remarked: ‘I myself never
quite understood the meaning of the “Celtic
Movement”, which we were said to belong
to. When I was asked about it, I used to say
it was a movement meant to persuade the
Scotch to begin buying our books, while we
continued not to buy theirs’. Times have
changed. Poor sister Scotland is now more
like a big brother. Sibling rivalry has yielded
to mutual respect, and even envy on the
other side. Colm Tóibín’s introduction to
The Penguin Book of Irish Fiction (2000)
contrasts the vibrancy of new Scottish
writing with a more cautious literary
landscape across the Irish Sea: 

Most of the work being produced in
Ireland now is formally conservative …
This new conservatism among fiction
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writers both north and south of the
border is most clear when you compare
the calmness of contemporary Irish
writing with the wildness of
contemporary Scottish writing. It is as
though the legacy of Sterne and Swift,
Joyce, Beckett and Flann O’Brien had
taken the Larne-Stranraer ferry; in the
writing of James Kelman, Alasdair Gray,
Irvine Welsh, Janice Galloway and Alan
Warner there is political anger, stylistic
experiment and formal trickery. Books
are written, as in Ireland in the old days,
to replace a country.16

Whether or not Tóibín is right — regarding
drama the opposite case could be made, that
through the likes of Marina Carr and
Martin McDonagh Ireland continues to lead
the way — the fact that Scotland can now
stand as a positive example for Irish writers
marks a sea change. Despite that
unsuccessful joint bid to host a major
international soccer tournament, Ireland
and Scotland are getting along famously.
But whatever you do, don’t mention fighting
or football. Northern Ireland is
paradoxically both the reason a
rapprochement has stalled for so long and
the most volatile region of Irish–Scottish
fusion (and confusion). 

In a formidable and fruitful joint enterprise,
Ireland and Scotland, McIlvanney and Ryan
assembled an excellent line-up of
contributors from both sides of the Atlantic.
The result is a rich array of essays engaging
with tipping points in Irish–Scottish
relations over the past 300 years. But by
deciding to begin their book in 1700,
almost a century after the Ulster Plantation,
the editors elide arguably the most crucial
episodes in Irish-Scottish history — the
Plantation itself, the Rising of 1641, the
Siege of Derry and the Battle of the Boyne.
If the editors were serious about seeing
Irish–Scottish Studies as ‘a way of moving
beyond an often debilitating and obsessive
concern with the relationship to England,

and so of opening up new horizons’, they
ought to have started prior to the Anglo-
Scottish Union of Crowns that paved the
way for the Ulster Plantation and changed
the shape of Irish–Scottish relations for the
next four centuries.17 Despite failing to get
to the tangled and troubled roots of the
modern connection, the editors are to be
commended for moving the debate forward
and establishing this new comparative field
as a vivid and vibrant one. Though more
digging and less fencing is required,
McIlvanney and Ryan provide a catalogue
of connections between the two countries,
and their contributors enlarge in useful and
informative ways upon these numerous
nodal points. 

Reflecting my own historical interests, for me
the two best essays deal in a politically
engaged manner with the earlier period.
Criticism of the later period tends to
naturalize and neutralize what’s new and
noisy at the turn of the eighteenth century.
Jim Smyth’s ‘Arguments for and against
Union: Scotland and Ireland, 1700–2000’,
covers ground the editors’ introduction might
have been expected to exploit, teasing out
with elaborate patience the twists and turns
of a long and involved debate, less heated
than volcanic. Smyth’s style is a puree of
persuasion, polemics and penetrating
argument and his targets are familiar to post
revisionist Irish Studies: those who wish to
substitute for public debate a consensus
enforced by censorship and characterized by
complacency and conventionalism. 

The other essay that stands out for its mix
of engagement and insight is John
Kerrigan’s chapter entitled ‘The Derry
School of Drama, 1677–1722: Ireland, the
Ulster Scots and Archipelagic English’.
Kerrigan’s work is at the cutting edge —
serrated in this case — of Irish–Scottish and
‘archipelagic’ studies. Long before the Field
Day project, Derry was a fulcrum of literary
activity. Kerrigan traces in exquisite detail
the beginnings of Irish theatre and ‘the
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dynamic ambiguity of patriot drama’.18 By
focusing on fringe figure William Philips, an
Ulster Protestant who presents a complex
picture of a colonial identity-in-formation,
Kerrigan forces us to think about the
triangulation of identities in Ireland at a
time when Anglo-Scottish Union, on the
back of the Ulster Plantation and its
attendant conflicts, was reorienting
Irish–Scottish relations. These are two
treasure troves among an embarrassment of
riches. The final essay in the volume, an
afterword by Tom Devine, founding father
of the field, manages to reinstate that pre-
history omitted by the editors by setting out
the development of the Irish–Scottish
interface from the days of St. Columba
through the tumultuous events of the
seventeenth century to the founding of the
RIISS with Devine as its first director. This
collection confirms the coming of age of a
new area of inquiry and opens up lines of
communication and comparison that will
energize critics in the coming years. 

Irish–Scottish Minded

In January 2002, I was asked by Kevin
McKenna, deputy editor at The Herald, to
do a piece responding to the remarks made
by John Reid, the then Secretary of State for
Northern Ireland, about Celtic and Rangers
attracting Irish supporters. I submitted
1,000 words but the piece did not appear. I
am convinced that it had been pulled for
pointing out that the newspapers were
manufacturing controversy and fabricating
in a sensationalist fashion in order to
cultivate silence. Someone (not Kevin) didn’t
like it. Does that make me paranoid? I tried
to place the article elsewhere. A suitable
forum presented itself in the shape of a
special supplement that Paul Cuddihy,
editor of Celtic View, the club magazine,
was putting together on Sense Over
Sectarianism, a publicly funded partnership
that gives grants to projects that challenge
sectarianism and bigotry in the wider

Glasgow area. The partners are Glasgow
City Council, Nil By Mouth, Celtic and
Rangers football clubs, the Glasgow
Presbytery of the Church of Scotland and the
Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Glasgow.

In the event, my piece was rejected for being
too ‘in-your-face’, so I wrote something
more subdued. Now, it’s perfectly possible
that this short article was spiked, then
spurned, because it was crap. I never rule
out the obvious. The article was an
abbreviated version of an essay for a
collection titled Celtic Minded, whose aim
was to map out the Irish Catholic context of
Celtic Football Club from its founding to
the present day; that longer essay duly
appeared.19 ‘Celtic minded’, as a phrase,
implies an understanding that Celtic
Football Club has its roots in the Irish
Catholic immigrant community. No matter
how the club develops, those roots will
remain. Being mindful and minded of them
is very far from being sectarian. It guards
against the mindlessness of that amnesia
induced by enforced assimilation. The
majority of supporters of Celtic Football
Club are of Irish-Catholic extraction. This is
in line with the club’s origins and history
and is known the world over. Yet, for
reasons that have more to do with prejudice
than progress, in Scotland, the Irish
dimension of Celtic has caused discomfort
for some commentators. Football and
religion don’t mix, the story goes, especially
where the religion in question is considered
‘foreign’. Some say this has changed, that
anti-Catholic / anti-Irish discrimination is
dead and gone. This is either wishful
thinking or wilful censorship. Despite
periodic coverage of ‘sectarianism’ in the
media, there are relatively few public
discussions of the importance of the Irish
contribution to Scottish history and culture.
The title of my own contribution to Celtic
Minded is “Shut Up” and “Trouble”,
pointing to the double bind of muteness or
mayhem. Say nothing or start a fight. The
right of Celtic supporters to identify
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themselves as Irish or Catholic, or both, and
to celebrate that fact, seems straightforward.
In a modern multicultural Scotland such
affiliations are part of the many-sided make-
up of the nation. The notorious Celtic
paranoia may turn out to be paranoia about
Celtic. There’s nothing to be afraid or
ashamed of in a tolerant and inclusive
society that welcomes its immigrant
communities and recognizes the input of its
minorities. Nothing, that is, but the bigotry
that really does belong in the past, but that
can’t be put to rest simply by ignoring it, or
by telling its victims to shut up or there’ll 
be trouble.

Not all Celtic fans are as open to the other,
the outsider, as they should be, given the
club’s origins in an immigrant community. I
have a few experiences of my own of the
decidedly unwelcoming nature of some
supporters. We all do, unless we’re
ostriches. But I’m dead against the doubting
Tims, the Uncle Tims, who’d try to airbrush
Irishness or Catholicism from the history
and present reality of Celtic. With my name,
my background, my history, how could I be

otherwise? I’m Glaswegian. My grandfather,
Ned O’Malley, hailed from Mayo, and died
twenty-five years before his first
grandchildren were born. My father, raised
as a Catholic, converted to communism. His
nine children had no religious schooling, but
grew up bearing an Irish name and
supporting Celtic Football Club. I’m not a
Catholic but ‘Tim’ — short for ‘Timothy’
but also a Glasgow slang term for Irish
Catholics, synonymous with Celtic
supporters — is my middle name. 

A balanced preview of Celtic Minded
appeared in Scotland on Sunday, but the
headline ran: ‘Celtic Supporters Sing Praises
of Sectarian Anthems’. An obvious
explanation may exist for the misfit between
the actual article and the headline. I’m still
waiting to hear it. A couple of weeks later
Celtic Minded was reviewed in The Herald
by Graham Spiers, who describes himself as
‘hailing from a liberal Protestant tradition’.
Spiers jerked his knee so much he could
have damaged his cartilage. He spoke of
Celtic Minded being marred by a ‘drooling,
dripping Irishness’, and ‘dripping with a
bitter, molten Irishness’ that made him
‘queasy’. Now, if you substitute ‘Jewish’ for
‘Irish’ in that review you’d get a red card for
racism. Celtic Minded might make it harder
for people to be so blithely anti-Irish.
Spiers’s review suggests it’s failed. I’m from
the ‘liberal Protestant tradition’, and if it
wants to claim that title it has to be a lot
more liberal, and abandon the casual racism
of anti-Irishness. Football and religion can
be separated in a lot of cases. Growing up, I
saw most religious feeling as
‘fundamentalist’. Anyone who went near a
place of worship was a ‘bible-thumper’ to
me. I darkened the door of neither church
nor chapel. When it comes to Celtic
Football Club, though, I’m faithful through
and through. I’m glad to live in Glasgow,
where the streets have no shame, but where
Irishness is too often viewed as a problem
rather than as an enriching aspect of
Scottish culture. 

Christina McBride
Home Truths
1992
silver gelatin print
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Old World Colony:
Cork and South Munster, 1630–1830
David Dickson
Cork: Cork University Press, 2005
760 pages. ISBN 1-85918-355-7

David Dickson’s magisterial survey of the
development of south Munster in the two centuries
before Catholic emancipation has been thirty years in
the making.The consequence is a work of
extraordinary scholarship, on an expansive scale that
is increasingly rare in academic monographs.The
project was inspired in part by the great regional
studies undertaken by the Annales historians of
France, and it shares that school’s aspiration towards a
totalizing history that transcends the boundaries of
the economic, social, political and cultural sub-
disciplines, and which employs the elongated time-
span of the longue durée (in this case a very long
eighteenth century) as a tool for excavating the
structural foundations of the society under
investigation. Such an ambitious undertaking requires
an unusual range of methodological skills for success,
and it is greatly to Dickson’s credit not only that these
are demonstrated effectively, but that his findings are
narrated with great fluency and coherence.

This is emphatically, as the title indicates, a study in
colonial history — but one that treats its chosen
region of south Munster (Cork city and its economic
and cultural ‘backcountry’ of counties Cork, south
Kerry and west Waterford) not as a cross-section of
Ireland, but as a distinct entity with its own
characteristics and dynamics.This differentiation
between regional and national experience is
sometimes strained, and the reader might benefit from
more comparative discussion involving both other Irish
regions and the plethora of colonies forming the
Atlantic world. Nevertheless, a strong case for regional
distinctiveness is made, in part grounded in the self-
identification of the region’s Protestant élite as a
providentially favoured community — initially as the
‘Munster English’, and later as the basis of a ‘Munster
faction’ in Irish and British politics.The pre-eminent role
of members of the Boyle family — from the great earl
of Cork and his son the earl of Orrery in the
seventeenth century to the absentee earl of
Burlington and the second earl of Shannon in the
eighteenth — in shaping the destinies of the colony
runs as a thread through the narrative. However, this is
not allowed to overshadow a layered analysis of the
wider gentry community — from the other magnate
families down to the ‘parish gentry’ of chief tenants and

Anon., North Gate
Bridge and Prison,
c.1780, after a
painting by Nathaniel
Grogan; courtesy
Cork City Libraries
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middlemen, whose control over the economic and
political fortunes of the countryside was entrenched
after 1691 and only seriously eroded after 1815.

The other factor that gave the south Munster colony
its coherence and specificity was the role played by
Cork city and its merchants as dynamic forces in
opening the city’s rural hinterland for rampant
commercial development and in connecting it to the
burgeoning Atlantic economy.Although the city’s
subordinate position within the imperial system always
circumscribed its economic autonomy, Dickson’s thesis
is that it nevertheless proved extraordinarily successful
in responding to external market opportunities and in
channelling this demand to its hinterland.The
development of the Caribbean sugar colonies, the
escalating requirements for wartime supplies, and the
demands of industrializing Britain were the key stimuli
in the development of the provisions trade in beef,
butter and pork and the emergence of proto-industrial
production of linen cloth and woollen yarn for export.
The responsiveness of the regional economic system
to changing demand was particularly evident in the
rapid transformation of commercial agriculture from a
pastoral to a tillage orientation in the 1760s and
1770s, and the subsequent predominance of grain
production in the long agricultural boom that was
halted so abruptly in 1815.

The economic success of the south Munster colony
was not achieved without its price. In the course of
the seventeenth century the Protestant colony had
been largely successful in eliminating the regional
Catholic élite (except in the far west) and
monopolizing economic and political power in its
own hands.This was not, however, accompanied by a
significant transplantation of lower-class Protestant
settlers; even local Protestant predominance in urban
centres such as Bandon and Youghal was long gone
by 1830.While the political isolation of the élite may
have fuelled occasional bouts of penal repression,
economic logic pointed towards accommodation
with what Dickson sees as Catholic ‘stakeholder’
groups — the ‘hidden gentry’ of middlemen tenants,
the ‘gneever’ farming tenants who undertook the
bulk of the transition from pasture to tillage
production, and ultimately also the Catholic clergy as
agents of social stability. By the end of the eighteenth
century, a significant Catholic rural and urban
bourgeoisie had emerged, which, from the 1820s,

demonstrated its capacity for challenging and
ultimately undermining the regional establishment.

A much higher price was to be the consequence of
the ‘inefficient and unstable’ mode by which the
colonial economy had been developed. Cheap labour
— facilitated by rapid population expansion, ever
greater dependence on potato subsistence and the
subletting policies adopted by landowners and farmers
— underlay the economic miracle of the later
eighteenth century.As Dickson demonstrates, the real
wages and living conditions of the rural proletariat (a
group forming more than half the rural population by
1830) deteriorated steadily from the 1760s, producing
a society of acute and growing inequalities.Agrarian
secret societies such as the Rightboys may have
imposed some check on this deterioration, but
structural economic and demographic trends greatly
outweighed this.This analysis locates the roots of the
Great Famine well back into the eighteenth century
(and perhaps before), although Dickson tends to
downplay the transformative impact of that
catastrophe — as he also does the impact of its
equally murderous predecessor, the famine of
1740–41. It was the 1820s, he concludes, that were
the key turning point in the economic history of the
south Munster region. It was in this decade that the
consequences of the collapse of the wartime tillage
boom finally came home, and were augmented by
commercial crises in Cork city and the final collapse of
the regional textile industry in 1826 — events that
pushed large sections of the labouring poor into acute
structural vulnerability to hunger. Coincidentally it was
also the decade of the breakthrough of mass Catholic
politics under O’Connell and the growing eclipse of
Cork as a major commercial centre.Although they had
not totally collapsed, the structures that had upheld
the Protestant colony in south Munster were by then
suffering constant erosion.

This is a landmark publication which should, as its
author hopes, set the standard for other regional
studies and promote further research into the
history of south Munster. It is also a significant
contribution to the current debates over the
‘colonial’ dimensions of Irish history and its place in
the imperial system.

Peter Gray
Queen’s University Belfast
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The Cambridge Companion to Modern 
Irish Culture
Edited by Joe Cleary and Claire Connolly
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005
Iiii + 363 pages. ISBN 0-521-82009-X

Of the seven essays that make this book’s first
section on Cultural Politics, only one mentions
Ireland in the title. Of the ten essays that address
Cultural Practices and Cultural Forms, eight do so.
The struggle to match an image of Ireland to a form
of experience emerges in many of the disciplines
discussed here.The architect Michael Scott’s Irish
pavilion at the New York World’s Fair of 1939 looks
from ground level to have avoided the question; its
sleek lines of glass and concrete suggest the first
flush of the modern, with just enough seductive
technology to disconnect the present from its
contexts. Scott’s pavilion retains some small gestures
to Dublin’s Georgian past, the door columns and
female statue adornments of a previous era, but
from above an entirely different building emerges,
the pavilion was in the shape of a shamrock.To do
this in the same year Joyce published Finnegans Wake
suggests a sense of humour, with Scott playing two
alternate images of Ireland against each other,
allowing each to occupy the same space.

Declan Kiberd has identified this phenomenon as a
masked modernity whereby the gesture to old
forms encodes an approach to the entirely new.This
is taken as evidence of a peculiarly Irish response to
change in the twentieth century, identifying
adaptability as a central quality of this island people.
It is convenient that we should find ourselves blessed
with the skills necessary to thrive in the modern
economy. Moments of self-knowledge might be
determined rather by our presence in times that
each relate to their other, past, present and future,
three continual states of contingent conflict.The
visual arts suggest this best (which may explain
James Joyce’s interest in surrealism, and his hanging
of Jack Yeats’s paintings of the River Liffey in his Paris
apartment, as he wrote in the 1920s). Most striking
here is Fintan Cullen’s discussion of John Kindness’s
Sectarian Armour. Kindness’s production is metal
upper body armour styled as a denim jacket, painted
with images that suggest two communities at war in
the north; an Irish pig stares at a British bulldog,

Queen Elizabeth II faced by a haloed Madonna.
As Cullen points out, this work, like Rita Duffy’s
Segregation, ‘offers serious political comment about
life as lived on the street’.1 Street level, as in Michael
Scott’s shamrock pavilion, can be a confusing place.
Kindness’s images include a parody of the Levi’s logo,
adapted to show Ian Paisley, leader of the
Democratic Unionist Party, and Gerry Adams, leader
of Sinn Féin, pulling the garment apart.Ten years
have passed since the creation of Kindness’s work;
are Paisley and Adams still in the habit of breaking
agreements? An image now might be Paisley holding
the jacket, Adams facing the Queen, as befits a future
president of Ireland.Which suggests, again, the
conflict between nation and time, the inscriptions of
cultural politics remote immediately from the
moment of their production.

How to represent this? We could fill the void with
ever more material (and where are science and
economics in this companion, since both are
formative of modern Irish culture)? In anticipation of
this question, Joe Cleary and Claire Connolly show
their editorial gifts.The dual construction of the
companion in two sections, split between situations
on one hand, forms and practices on the other,
allows for a flexible structure that does not
determine answers to questions asked, and allows
for sharply divergent readings to emerge.The
problem with a book like this can be dullness; the
microcosm of scholarly survey can deaden the
reader, a problem sidestepped by Cleary and
Connolly as they offer no presumption of totality.

Bernard O’Donoghue’s essay on Irish poetry
convinces because it remains partial, locating itself in
the intimacies of the Innti group of Gabriel
Rosenstock, Michael Davitt, Liam Ó Muirthile and
Nuala Ní Dhomhnaill, all sprung from the
environment of University College Cork in the late
1960s. Like the companion itself, Ní Dhomhnaill’s
best work is identified by O’Donoghue as a site for
collaboration, her Pharaoh’s Daughter (1991) a
collection of poems with parallel translations from
Heaney, Longley, Montague, Carson and Muldoon. It
takes a particular type of character to occupy this
breach between languages.The breaking image that
comes to mind is of a late meeting with a frail
Michael Hartnett. He had no idea who I was, and I
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had no idea he was soon to die some short weeks
later, though his appearance gave every sign of
weakness.That face returns to me when I read
Hartnett’s poem, ‘A Visit to Croom 1745’.

I had walked a long time
in the mud to hear
an avalanche of turf fall down,
fourteen miles in straw-roped overcoat
passing for Irish all along the road
now to hear a Gaelic court
talk broken English of an English king.
It was a long way
to come for nothing.2 

Nothing is an illusory absence, filled as Hartnett knows
with fractured presence, eighteenth-century Croom
caught in a moment between loss and acquisition.The
Act of Union represents another such aporia, its
submerged persistence in present politics the subject
of Alvin Jackson’s hidden Ireland.Wry and engaging,
Jackson’s essay is a model by which the structures of
authority are subject to an irony that never
undermines his purpose, which is to realign the
trajectories by which Irish history might be understood
(and his qualifications concerning the length, but not
the quality, of the Union’s life show a delicate humour).
Jackson’s determined deconstruction of the idea that
the Union was a settlement set apart from the lived
realities of Irish life is sustained with an energy that
feeds into all that follows.The recognition of a ‘tragic
and complex nativity’ leads to the later settlements,
from partition to the Good Friday Agreement, this last
document the salvation of the Union or its mercy
killing, as you like.3

Liam O’Dowd’s essay on nationalism, republicanism
and unionism argues that violence cannot be
abstracted from the coercion of the state that it
resists. In O’Dowd’s formulation, this state is
Northern Ireland; a complementary case might be
made for the Republic, since the policing of
dissidence after the Civil War was severe and
constant. Nationalism, unionism and republicanism
do not, in this essay, appear to be forms of political
engagement.They determine politics, by their
preparation of a psychology that predicates the
forms of interaction by which others are engaged, a
drying of the ‘conversational cascade’.4 They are not

in this sense ideological, in that they propose no plan
of action.They are hymns to stasis, tableaux whose
events may be rearranged according to necessity.
They are entrance points to narratives whose
familiarity betrays their root belonging in a common
obsession with the maintenance of power. Much of
what passes for remembrance in Irish history is
actually anticipation; that so many believe the
moment will come round again betrays a social
adherence to any politics, no matter how
reactionary, that regulates expression by application
of a certain, acceptable level of violence.

From this we can read political disturbance in
twentieth-century Ireland as a register of the island’s
negotiation with modernity, part, say, of our changing
participation in global capital.The typical modalities
of such disturbance take many shapes, figured usually
as struggle, between Protestant and Catholic, Church
and State, North and South, on and on.The
persistence should point us to more than our
intractability; because what we are being asked to
consider, if we admit the present to our thinking, is
the impossible attempt to secure hegemony in two
states built to maintain authority.This is one hidden
vector of Ireland’s postcolonial situation.Two new
forms of state association were created in 1921, and
only sustained investigation into the design, and
disturbance, of these formations since, investigation
that from the start recognizes their anomaly, will
provide us with a language by which to at least
identify the consequences of everything since.We
can continue to map the oddity of either side’s self-
belief, signing the Boyne, the Phoenix rising, Queen
Victoria, the First World War,Wolfe Tone, whatever.
Why not follow our modernists instead, and let 
form mismatch content, breaking the narratives 
that run plantation/settler/union or native/rebellion/
independence?

In the openings we might glimpse that other
certainty which we forget, the persistence of
authority in the structured forms of the state. And in
that moment, we might see the continuing illusion of
the state’s self-certainty, its presence and authority,
an illusion a residue of colonialism, island wide.
O’Dowd’s essay ends with the reflection that the
success, in the North at least, of the Belfast
Agreement will depend on ‘a greater equality of
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power within and between both “communities”
promoted consistently by the British state’.5

Revealed are states in flux (even if the idea that
Britain is now guarantor of equal rights is a
bitterness almost too much to bear). Perhaps,
however, a new hope emerges, that with the
institution of new anti-terror laws the memory might
persist of how those laws were misapplied
previously, and will be so again.The memory might
persist from Basra, of the soldier fleeing his tank
under a hail of rocks and burning tyres, or earlier, of
an unmarked car caught in the funeral of an IRA
Volunteer in Belfast.The memory might persist that
states are unable to legislate for the sustained
repression of community disaffection and must, in
the end, negotiate, a negotiation so resisted because
it might, in process, expose the state as a made thing
itself.The memory persists, as Medbh McGuckian
observes of that Belfast day in her poem ‘The Dead
are More Alive’, beyond personal experience, the
sounds of the city, newspaper reports and the
television informing a community of anxiety, ‘as if
everywhere people expected / bullets to strike
again’.The memory persists.

Even if you did not see it, nevertheless
it grazed the skin of your mind
with a slashing as if on flesh
by an open knife blade, slicing
everything in two.6

Nowhere are the problems of memory, trauma and
transmission cast more acutely than in Kevin
Whelan’s essay on the cultural effects of the Famine,
which he describes as ‘the single most important
event in the modern period’, its immediate effects
over one million dead, two million emigrated, the
population of the island halved by 1900.The
anomaly resides in Ireland’s simultaneous
participation as part of ‘the richest, most powerful
and centralised state in the world’, the United
Kingdom.7 Here is another rent in the fabric, so
obvious as not to be seen (as Terry Eagleton has
recently made the case for the effects of colonialism
in Ireland, suggesting them to be so pervasive as to
be invisible).8 Whelan follows a sequence of
responses to the Famine from the late nineteenth
century to the present through the devotional
revolution, the decline of the caoineadh (keen),

dance and hurling.The identification with popular
practice is a general feature of the essays here, but
nowhere does it operate more powerfully than in
Whelan’s construction of a social panorama whose
entire system of belief, rituals of devotion and leisure
moments were all affected by this holocaust, the
Catholic Church reforming itself as a stable site of
identity and belonging in an impossible world.This
was a mixed blessing, the Church expanding to a
social role in the provision of care and education
that has led to scandal and disillusion today. Usually
the past haunts the present; now, the present haunts
the past, as the roots of contemporary hurt are so
quickly identifiable.

Whelan follows a similar trajectory in his account of
the Famine’s impact on Irish dancing, as the
devotional revolution led to increasing regulation of
the practice, the sexual, expressive elements of the
tradition excised by a slower music, a controlled
setting. Competitions and costumes were introduced,
so making the children look, after Eileen Battersby’s
phrase, ‘bespattered by the Book of Kells’.Whelan’s
final comments on ‘radical memory’ are provocative;
in their way they make explicit much of this
Companion’s yearnings.They show their own
provenance too in a post-devotional Ireland as
evidence of a mentalité that still needs to believe in a
public sphere that ‘accepts responsibility for the past
and historicises memory; by doing so, it restores
agency and prevents the slide of memory into
nationalist nostalgia’.9 ‘Restoration’ is the suggestive
word, as if there was a time of past public resolution.
The desire to establish a field of civic discourse is, in
the broader sense, what makes other critics nervous
of the Field Day project’s submerged intentions (a
nervousness that encompasses a certain antagonism,
it must be said, to the pejorative idea of ‘the radical
genius in an élite university’).10 This anxiety does
little justice to a criticism prepared, whatever else, to
face bleakness, the space, as Whelan imagines, ‘of
absolute loss’. In this momentary desolation, history
becomes the recuperative medium by which to try,
and fail, to connect again. And what else is there to
do?11

This is a question from Beckett, and it is the essays
that deal with cultural forms that seek to engage it.
Emer Nolan’s essay on modernism and the Revival
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seems at first out of place, being the transition
between the companion’s two sections. Her
ingenuity is to devolve the desire to become
modern from the anxieties of modernity, arguing
that modernism itself needs be reconstituted as a
more provisional, less canonical practice.That this
argument needs to be made is suggestive of the
conservatism that has underpinned debate; Joyce,
master artist, lies in wait, his epic experiments the
corrals into which all other voices are driven.The
more democratic his art, the less opportunity is
offered those after him, and Nolan makes a
compelling case for the negative effect of the
construction of Joyce’s greatness on women’s
writing. (This is, of course, no reflection on Joyce,
since Nolan herself offers an alternate reading of
Ulysses as a novel ‘in which the emancipatory power
of modernity is interrogated’, a welcome
qualification, purgative to that other response
whereby Joyce is the Bill Gates of Irish culture,
endlessly adaptive, affirmative, innovative).12 To
Nolan, Irish modernism was a literary project that
gave way to a realism that continues to dominate
through Kavanagh to Heaney.This has merit; but
Kavanagh’s persistent self-denial, his green fool
speaker, owes something to the experiments with
voice and ventriloquism of his first contemporaries
from the Dublin Magazine, Blanaid Salkeld and Denis
Devlin. And if there was ever a writer, after Joyce,
working in the fragments of a nation, it is Heaney,
taught to ‘Expect aurora borealis / In the long foray /
But no cascade of light’.13 

The Revival is a point of departure too for Luke
Gibbons’s essay on film. In this, Gibbons introduces
the conflict between modes of particular knowledge
that many Irish films demand and Hollywood’s
determination to pursue identifiable forms of
narrative and genre.The two collide outside an
American multiplex, where one viewer, we are told,
leaves Neil Jordan’s Michael Collins. His opinion?
Collins was ‘awesome’. De Valera, ‘the gay Nazi dude’
in leather overcoat, ‘sucked’. Gibbons’s point is
specific to much of the companion, in that
‘Hollywood’ is agent, as are publishers, art galleries
and building contractors, of entry to the commercial
sphere.The historiography of Irish culture has been
poor, until recently, in its analysis of mass
consumption, probably because there were so few

signs of mass production.The cinema was a popular
site of interaction between local community and
global capital, a relation observed in theatrical
context by Jack Yeats’s painting Patriotic Airs, where
the intermission audience of the Gaiety Theatre join
the orchestra in singing national melodies, looking all
the while at a screen over the stage, covered in
advertisements. In language eerily contemporary,
Gibbons describes Walter MacNamara’s Ireland a
Nation, filmed from 1914 to 1921, as a piece of
continual construction, new material tacked on ‘as
developments in the war constantly outstrip the
narratives of the nation’. In this, Irish filmmakers
manipulated the ‘discordant effects of the new media
technologies, whether in cinema or other forms, for
an unsettling aesthetic that energized insurgent
impulses’.14 Read here the use of the internet by
that other insurgency, unsettling too gentle a word
for those grainy images of pitiless execution.

Pity is to be found elsewhere, in the novels, say, of
John McGahern and Dermot Bolger, as in the essay
on Irish prose by Pádraigín Riggs and Norman Vance.
Exemplary in its collaboration between two critics
who address two languages, the essay cites
McGahern’s Amongst Women as a ‘coming of age of
Irish society’, in which ‘the energies of a once-famous
IRA leader of the 1920s pass to his daughters’.15

Negotiation with the patriarch forms the substance
of McGahern’s own, more recent Memoir, time,
again, used to reorder the past hurts of a Leitrim
childhood. Some judgements are questionable; Eoin
MacNamee’s Resurrection Man is a brutally effective
thriller, while the pick of Robert McLiam Wilson’s
novels must be Eureka Street, an impure gem of a
book. Kate O’Brien’s Land of Spices traverses a
different terrain of troubled memory and deserves
further discussion for its censorship due to the
suggestion of homosexuality (which makes me
wonder where is the essay on sex, given the
importance of debates on abortion and divorce
from the 1980s on?).

O’Brien’s novel speaks to a sexual difference that
Siobhán Kilfeather traces in her essay on feminism.
Here, as so often in the companion, familiar historical
scenarios take different form due to the alternate
cast of actors involved (or in the case of many Irish
women, marginalized). The Triumph of Prudence over
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Passion, an anonymous novel of 1781, found ‘no
reason why women should not be patriots; for
surely, if tyranny and oppression are established in a
country, they are more likely to suffer for it’.16 The
beginning of political recognition, and agency,
required updated self-definition; the Ulster born
Sarah Grand is credited with the term ‘New
Woman’ to describe a generation ‘who believed in
women’s suffrage, abolition of the double standard in
sexual matters, rational dress and educational
opportunities’.17 These aspirations were contiguous
with those of the British middle classes; a fault line
occurred when they came into contact with other
forms of Irish aspiration.The Irish Citizen Army’s
equal acceptance of women and men is one
example of conjunction between nationalism and
gender. Post-1922 brought a different story, religious
devotion and state control merging in a public
sphere predominantly male.

The weakness of such a survey is that within the
general definition there is little room for difference.
Any close reading of the first two decades after
partition suggests a much more complex set of
relations between, say, gender and literature.The
élite public discourse may have been male, but the
republican movement continued to involve both
men and women, as activists, editors, writers,
propagandists. One of the most popular novelists of
the post-Independence period was Annie Smithson,
whose novels deal with divorce, separation and sex.
Encoded in rhetoric of devotion were images of
desire and complication.This, again, is a question of
content mismatching form, the dominant
historiography of independence inscribing a
contemporary marginalization that equally obscures
past radical potential.The break, for Kilfeather,
happens much later, in the 1960s, and is tied to the
social embrace of modernization under Sean Lemass
and Terence O’Neill.The current transformation has
enabled ‘a more self-assured feminism’ support other
groups relegated from the public sphere, ‘travellers,
the economic underclasses, sex workers, survivors of
violence, lone parents, recent immigrants’ (and this
typology is instructive in a guide to modern culture
that largely ignores the last decade’s influx of new
Irish).18 At this point, ‘feminism’ becomes something
else, part of a reforming aesthetic that saw Mary
Robinson become President of Ireland and United
Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights.

Viewed like this, one outcome of colonialism in
Ireland is the way in which our solidarity, or not, with
the disenfranchised is read as register of our
surviving authenticity. Our contemporary entry to
the global economy has allowed us divert these
questions; it is easier after all to think of your
contribution to the end of world poverty as a
percentage of GDP than to agitate for the end of
homelessness in Dublin.

Joe Cleary and Claire Connolly’s companion is an
intelligent guide to the cultural complexities of
modern Ireland. It works by situating the familiar by
the unfamiliar, the controversial by the given.The
editors negotiate brilliantly with the pressures of
inclusion, representation and dissonance, to manage
a positively disparate project that surveys the visual
arts, music, literature, sport and cinema in context of
diaspora, nationalism and religion.The expansion of
the critical domain extends to the contributors’
astute use of accessible vocabulary that speaks to a
reader as interested in the graffiti outside U2’s
recording studio as the bullet marks in the General
Post Office. Designed as a general guide, the
companion is an engaging contribution to Ireland’s
contemporary refiguration, composing a set of
consistently provocative interventions that question
the assumptions we hold as to what Ireland is, has
been and may be.

Nicholas Allen
University of North Carolina

Subversive Law in Ireland, 1879–1920:
From ‘Unwritten Law’ to the Dáil Courts
Heather Laird
Dublin: Four Courts Press, 2005
188 pages. ISBN 1-85182-876-1

‘Law in Ireland was not only a medium for the
implementation of English rule,’ Heather Laird argues
in this engrossing study of subaltern resistance to
British rule, ‘it was also a fundamental component of
anti-colonial resistance, with the concept of an
alternative system of control capable of supplanting a
despised official law functioning as one of the most
sustained threats to successive colonial
administrations.’ In tracing the origins and evolution
of these clashing legal systems, the book offers a
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highly original exploration of the dynamics of
regulation, resistance and revolution in late
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century Ireland, one
which pays close attention to the complexities of
rural power relations. Laird’s study is further
distinguished by her critical deployment of Indian
subaltern discourse, which highlights important
cultural and structural differences between
colonialism in Ireland and India.

In her opening chapter Laird examines the diverse
modes of resistance to official law in 1880s Ireland
and the crisis of administration which that resistance
produced. An impressive range of archival material is
adduced to support her argument that the
fragmented remains of pre-conquest legal codes
worked to undermine the operations of the colonial
state and its institutions, especially in the west of
Ireland. Building upon earlier studies which trace the
existence of alternative concepts of legality in Irish
agrarian society back to the eighteenth-century
Whiteboys, Laird emphasizes the centrality of the
law courts established by the Land League and the
National League to the transformation of land
ownership in the late nineteenth century. In
examining the degree to which these courts
replaced without necessarily replicating the official
legal system, she makes particularly effective use of
two volumes of memoirs, George Campbell’s The
Irish Land (1869) and Clifford Lloyd’s Ireland under
the Land League (1892). Both Campbell and Lloyd
had served as colonial administrators in India before
working in Ireland. Laird avails of the opportunity
these works afford her to introduce a comparative
dimension which yields a number of suggestive
insights. For example, her discussion of the
differences between the boycotting campaigns in
these two colonial settings highlights the extent to
which the social sphere was much more politicized
in Ireland than in India. So, whereas Gandhi was
careful to discourage rent strikes by the rural poor,
fearing that the fracturing of landlord–tenant
relations would jeopardize the unity of the anti-
colonial struggle, Parnell had no such qualms,
notwithstanding his own landed status.

Laird’s analysis of boycotting also makes clear the
difficulty of legislating in English law for acts that
could only be deemed criminal when communal.The
eventual imposition of martial law under the

Prevention of Crime (Ireland) Act 1882, confirmed
the failure of ‘ordinary’ law to deal with Irish
‘disorder’ and further exposed the fiction of Ireland’s
constitutional integration into the United Kingdom.
Indeed, Campbell acknowledged as much in The Irish
Land when he wrote: ‘It is hardly possible to
approach the subject [of Irish land tenure] without
first realising … that in Ireland a landlord is not a
landlord, and a tenant is not a tenant — in the
English sense.’ He went on to observe that in Ireland,
‘the man whom we call a tenant is something for
which we have not even a word’.The anxieties
produced in the colonial mind by such irresolvable
aporias are also registered in the 1881 Bessborough
Report, which concluded that ‘a chasm exists …
between the law and the facts, which has to be filled
up somehow’. Such admissions bring into sharp focus
the country’s stubborn propensity to frustrate the
processes of marginalization and disenfranchisement
upon which colonialism depends.They also support
a reading of late nineteenth-century Ireland as a
space of hybridity in which widely accepted cultural
meanings are continually challenged and their
underlying assumptions rendered ambivalent by
‘traces’ of counter-meanings.

Laird’s second chapter is devoted to a critical appraisal
of Emily Lawless’s Hurrish (1886). Her analysis focuses
on Lawless’s representation of rural Ireland as a
contested legal space, and seeks to expose the legal
void that issues from the novel’s critique of the
conflicting codes and value-systems (official, agrarian,
feudal) which the characters embody. In foregrounding
the failure of the two central female characters to
impose social order on this fictional world, Laird
shows how the ideological impetus of Hurrish runs
counter to the civilizing bourgeois teleology of the
English realist novel.This analysis reinforces the case
for seeing Victorian Ireland as a space and a place in
which the limitations of Anglo- or Euro-centric
theories of the novel, such as those advanced by
Franco Moretti and Nancy Armstrong, are revealed.
Although Laird herself does not develop the point,
her reading of Hurrish in the light of subaltern and
élite cultural practices could profitably be extended to
later novels such as The Real Charlotte (1894) and The
Last September (1929).

In chapter three the focus shifts to the more active
forms of popular protest that characterized the Land
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War — orchestrated resistance to evictions and
sheriffs’ sales, and sustained anti-hunting campaigns
which often took the form of hoax-hunts intended
(literally) to throw the authorities off the scent.
Although it goes unremarked by the author, such
disruptive practices fully embody Homi Bhabha’s
concept of ambivalence, whereby the colonial divide
is breached through mimicry, irony and subversion.
Laird is more attuned to the manifest inequities of
property law in Ireland and the tensions that
stemmed from British conceptions of proprietorship,
which gave expression to notions of absolute rights
of ownership as vested in the landlord, as opposed
to Irish attitudes towards property, which centred on
occupancy and usage. She rightly credits the political
foresight of Michael Davitt, who anticipated both the
emancipatory and the oppressive effects of the
changes wrought by successive Land Acts.The
emphasis these Acts placed on land purchase, rather
than land redistribution, enabled better-off farmers
to consolidate their holdings to the detriment of
small farmers and landless labourers, leading to the
so-called ‘Ranch War’ of 1906–09.

The same unwritten agrarian code that had
sanctioned the Land War over two decades earlier,
Laird argues, legitimized the campaign against the
‘ranchers’, a campaign characterized by renewed
boycotting and anti-hunting agitation.There was
another wave of ‘agrarian outrages’ ten years later,
but on this occasion the tactics acquired a fresh
political hue. Laird cites reports of cattle in the west
being branded with the initials ‘SF ’in the wake of the
Sinn Féin election victory of 1918, and the planting of
the tricolour on confiscated land. By 1920, however,
such agrarian radicalism was being perceived as a
much more ambiguous phenomenon by the
emergent nationalist élite, which quickly took charge
of the subversive court system and proceeded to
replicate British modes by legislating against unwritten
agrarian codes. Laird’s analysis is at its weakest in
considering the reasons behind this legitimization of a
formerly despised legal system by the Dáil courts.
Indeed, she conspicuously fails to engage with Mary
Kotsonouris’s assertion that ‘apart from the act of
defiance constituted by their very existence, there
was nothing of a revolutionary court in the way
business was conducted or in the run of decisions’, a
claim which clearly has profound implications for any

Marxist analysis of ‘the Irish Revolution’.
Laird devotes her final chapter to an extended
analysis of the theories of resistance, modernity and
revolution advanced by the Indian Subaltern Studies
collective, which has been the dominant influence on
the writing of Irish subalternist historiography. Most
of the chapter is given over to a forceful critique of
David Lloyd’s poststructuralist analysis of the Irish
independence struggle, with particular emphasis on
his theorization of the relationship between non-
modern resistance and the nation-state. Laird takes
Lloyd to task for his elision of the differences
between a colonial and a native élite, and his
corresponding tendency to dismiss the achievement
of independence as an irrelevancy. So while she
follows Lloyd in accepting Fanon’s diagnosis that anti-
imperial struggles typically fail to fulfil their promise
because of the persistence of a colonialist mentalité
— a diagnosis amply borne out by the Irish case —
Laird diverges from him in arguing that Fanon’s
critique of independent states was ‘primarily aimed
at those who he believed were prematurely
celebratory in associating political independence
with liberation’.

Laird’s opposition to Lloyd’s poststructuralist critique
of statist nationalism turns on a crucial distinction
between anti-colonial resistance and anti-colonial
revolution. She insists on the need for nationalist
movements to bring about radical, material change
rather than merely occupy a space of abstract,
ideological resistance, which is where she positions
Lloyd’s analysis: ‘[A]t times, all Lloyd seems to offer us
is the vision of an unreformed/unreformable state
going about its business more or less unaffected by
fragmentary elements that often only have to be
there to be resistant.’ Laird’s advocacy of the
teleological necessity of the nation-state certainly
forces us to reconsider Lloyd’s ‘poststructuralist
infatuation with the fragment’, yet doubts about the
efficacy of her critique remain. Crucially, her
valorization of the revolutionary potential of
subaltern modes of resistance tends to blind her to
the reactionary elements they also contained, and
which ultimately triumphed in the postrevolutionary
era.Too often Laird equates subalternity or
resistance with social radicalism, and so fails to take
adequate account of the social cleavages and
ideological conflicts within anti-colonial nationalism
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itself. So while she is right to insist that marginality is
a matter of class, there is a little too much wishful
Marxist thinking in her attempt to conceptualize the
rural poor as an undifferentiated anti-hegemonic
mass, collectively opposed to the project of capitalist
modernity. Such caveats, however, must not be
allowed to obscure the overall achievement of
Subversive Law in Ireland, a book which is to be
warmly welcomed for its meticulously researched
and highly theorized delineation of the dynamics of
power and resistance during the tumultuous last
decades of colonialism in Southern Ireland.

Liam Harte
University of Manchester

Commemorating the Irish Civil War:
History and Memory, 1923–2000
Anne Dolan
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003
xii + 238 pages. ISBN 0-521-81904-0

Our Own Devices:
National Symbols and Political Conflict in
Twentieth-Century Ireland
Ewan Morris
Dublin: Irish Academic Press, 2005
vii + 311 pages. ISBN 0-7165-3337-5

With Fianna Fáil’s decision to revive the discontinued
military parade down O’Connell Street to mark the
anniversary of the 1916 Rising, the politics of
commemoration, and the rituals and symbols the
Irish state uses to legitimize itself, have acquired fresh
significance. Symbols and ceremonies can elicit loyalty,
strengthen social cohesion, and give states an
international identity. On the other hand, they can
also divide and alienate, so their political
appropriation requires good political judgement. Both
these books, one focusing on the political use of
symbols, North and South, since partition, and the
other on the commemoration of the Civil War
victory of the pro-Treatyites in 1923, confirm this
view. Ewan Morris is critical of the Irish state’s
appropriation of separatist symbols since 1922, while
Anne Dolan takes no prisoners in her account of the
official neglect of the memory of the pro-Treaty dead
since 1923. As a contribution to the historiography of
the Irish state, Dolan’s book in particular is an

invigorating one, and the first to seriously interrogate
the myth of ‘Civil War politics’ in Irish contemporary
history. Nevertheless, advances in empirical research
do not always lead to balanced judgments.

In contrast to many recent works that praise the
achievements of the founding fathers of the Irish Free
State, Dolan is critical of them for not honouring the
memory of their Civil War dead. She documents the
lamentable efforts of the Cosgrave governments (and
the Free State Army) to erect and maintain a
Cenotaph on Leinster Lawn, the relative neglect of
Michael Collins in public memory, and the almost
total occlusion of the figure of Arthur Griffith. A final
chapter is devoted to the many private ways in which
friends and family of the Free State soldiers marked
their sacrifice, perhaps the only meaningful way in
which they have been remembered.That there was
neglect on the government side is demonstrated with
force and in detail, and the bitterness of those whose
relatives and comrades were forgotten is amply
documented. In contrast, the losing side
commemorated their dead much more vigorously,
partly because the republican idiom of
commemoration was well-established before 1922,
but also because they could better represent the
anti-Treatyites as having died for an ideal rather than
a compromise.There is much in Dolan’s book that is
important; the rapidity with which the Free State
governments pulled back from commemorating the
conflict is remarkable. De Valera, while no friend to
the memory of Collins, was actually magnanimous in
his support for the Cenotaph when he came to
power. And Dolan also says a lot about the Civil War
roots of the Blueshirt movement, when she notes
that their famous banned march on Dublin was
actually to the Cenotaph on Leinster Lawn.

At issue here are the reasons that the memory of
those who fought to establish a state that did prove
to be ‘a stepping stone’ to greater freedom (in the
twenty-six counties) should have been so neglected.
Dolan notes that pro-Treaty arguments were
pragmatic rather than idealistic, that brutal methods
had been used to win the war, and that the state
quickly abandoned Collins’s ‘stepping stone’
interpretation of the Treaty, but none of these
factors is invoked as primary explanations of the
neglect. Rather she seems to be arguing that the
pro-Treaty élite were morally or emotionally
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deficient in some way. She suggests that her research
contradicts Peter Burke’s claim that victors do not
have to commemorate their dead, while the losers,
having suffered more, have a more fundamental
need for commemoration. Strangely enough, the
Irish case actually suggests Burke is right. By 1924 the
Civil War was over, the IRA had no chance of
overthrowing the state, and the Cosgrave
governments began the process of reinstating public
servants who had joined the ‘Irregulars’ in 1922.The
aims of the Provisional Government in 1922 had
been to protect the social fabric and the institutions
of the fledgling state, assert the rule of law, and
vindicate the majority rule principle. By 1924 all
these aims had been accomplished, and the
government had an enduring monument to their
victory in the institutions of the state itself.
Moreover, as emigrating republicans were aware, the
pro-Treatyites and their supporters got most of the
jobs that were going.The republicans, on the other
hand, had failed to achieve their ideal, seemingly for
good, and the state that now governed them
represented (constitutionally at least) the converse
of everything to which they had aspired.
Commemoration was a refuge from disappointment
and, for many, the achievements of the de Valera
governments after 1932 were no consolation.

Dolan’s account also overlooks an important
electoral dimension.The formation of Fine Gael in
1933 was an acknowledgement of the electoral
failure of Cumann na nGaedheal, whose strategy had
focused mainly on the threat posed by the anti-
Treatyites, rather than articulating a positive vision
for the future.The lack of commemoration may have
reflected this negativity. Dolan invokes a
private/public distinction to suggest (as Joe Lee did)
that the élite used Civil War issues and memories
instrumentally, for electoral purposes, while privately
happy to have drinks together at the bar in Leinster
House. In fact, neither side invoked the constitutional
arguments that divided Ireland over the Treaty in
1922 in elections after the Civil War. ‘Civil War
politics’ may be a myth even in ways Dolan does not
suggest.Throughout her book there is a passionate
insistence that the Free State dead should have been
commemorated, but since she does not explicitly
discuss rival interpretations of the Civil War, one can
only guess why. Perhaps historical consensus on this

conflict is so great, Dolan simply assumes that ‘the
birth of Irish democracy’ should have been
commemorated.Without such an assumption the
argument in favour of vigorous state
commemoration is greatly weakened. Deaths are
regrettable in any conflict, but official
commemoration of civil war victories in Finland,
Hungary and Spain in these years were profoundly
divisive.The Irish solution — even-handed neglect —
was more benign. In the early 1920s the Cumann na
nGaedheal élite were more interested in state-
building than in party-development. As Tom Garvin
has observed, they saw politics essentially as
administration, and may have seen the dangers of
identifying the state with one political party through
official commemoration of some of the victims of
the Civil War. After 1932 de Valera was willing to
accept the state and its monuments, while
encouraging republican commemoration as a private
and party but not a state activity. Both attitudes
were democratic even as passions remained
inflamed at the local level.Yet this is primarily a study
of the élite, and while parliamentary life may have
remained polarized for decades, the way in which
the élite handled the legacy of bitter conflict is
deserving of a less caustic analysis.

Ewan Morris, who explores use of symbols in both
the Northern and Southern states after 1921, is
critical of the founding fathers of the Free State for a
very different reason. After 1923 he suggests that
they appropriated symbols of militant republicanism,
such as the ‘Soldiers’ Song’ and the tricolour, which
could only alienate Protestants, North and South,
from the state. Anxious to secure its place within the
United Kingdom, the North relied mainly on the
Union Jack, a symbol of Protestantism, Britishness,
and Empire.The South could avoid the deliberate
use of symbols to foster nation-building, since it
could rely on a diffuse sense of cultural nationalism
to enhance its legitimacy. Unionists had no such
idiom and, consequently, their use of symbols was
more ritualized. In both states, Morris suggests that
élites did not associate symbols with a particular
party; the Gaelic symbols of the Irish Free State
fostered a sense of common culture, and the Union
Jack stressed the population’s British citizenship.
Morris argues that official policy towards minority
symbols was essentially pragmatic in both states.
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Flying the Union Jack in the South on Armistice Day,
and flying the tricolour in the North was curtailed in
the interests of public order, but Catholic schools in
the North were never ordered to fly the Union Jack,
and the Free State allowed Armistice parades
without flag displays. Symbols, he argues, were not
deliberately used to promote nation-building in
either entity, largely because there was already a
secure sense of nationhood in the South, while such
attempts would inevitably be divisive in the North.
The possibility that there was no symbolic
proselytism in the North simply because the state
was seen by both sides as the possession of one
community and that its symbols were unavoidably
divisive is not explored. Ultimately, I would argue, it
comes down to numbers.The Free State élite could
realistically hope that it could gradually reconcile its
Protestant minority of less than 8 per cent, while
Northern Ireland’s élite faced a large and disaffected
minority of one-third of the population, whose
cultural and political map image had always been
that of the island as a whole.

The essential problem here is Morris’s assumption
that the symbols of Britishness were neutral and for
this reason had the potential to create a cross-
religious sense of citizenship. He repeats the now
familiar argument that the use of republican symbols
in the South permanently damaged any realistic
prospects of Irish unity and retarded reconciliation. In
this view symbols expressing the identity preferred
by 80 per cent of the island should have been
discarded in favour of those preferred by a minority
of 20 per cent. Aesthetically, this is a judgement call,
but reassuring political parallels don’t come to mind.
And a certain ‘dominionism’ informs the argument.
Ireland is implicitly compared to white settler
colonies, such as Canada and New Zealand, where
the British population was once a majority, and the
suggestion seems to be that if a benevolent
imperialism had informed the use of symbols after
1922, then the nationalist–unionist divide could have
been overcome.The problem is that unionist
opposition to Home Rule had long predated the
triumph of republicanism in the South, and since it
was motivated by a variety of factors, it could not be
assuaged simply by concessions on symbols. Before
1920 unionists had actually been comfortable with
many things later embraced by the Irish state — the

shamrock, the harp, and St. Patrick’s Day parades —
so their hostility to Irish independence cannot be
explained by symbols alone.That a thirty-two-county
dominion outcome would have violated the identity
of 80 per cent of the population who rejected a
British identity, Protestant or imperial, is not given
much consideration either.

Taken together, these two books offer some insights
into the early years of the Free State. Its leaders
were largely unideological, trusting in cultural
symbols to elicit loyalty rather than deliberate state
building from above. Both also suggest that while
culture may be a source of political legitimacy,
symbols and rituals cannot simply be manipulated.
The unionist régime’s unwillingness to impose its
symbols on the Catholic minority was pragmatic
only in the sense that it recognized that there was
an alternative, less pliable, cultural repertoire that
they were unable to appropriate short of total state
suppression.The Free State’s decision to elicit loyalty,
not through official commemorations, but by
fostering a broader cultural movement that was
already well established by 1922, was also an
acknowledgment that the state can only do so much.

Despite the ultimate success of the ‘stepping stone’
interpretation of the Treaty for the South, and
regardless of the introduction of a new democratic
constitution in 1937 and the declaration of the
Republic in 1948, the Irish state still has no
Independence Day. For a long time the only
substitute was commemoration of the 1916 Rising,
but in the early years of the recent Northern
conflict conspicuous military involvement in those
commemorations came to be seen as inappropriate.
Whether the Rising can become a unifying factor
again remains to be seen. After 1923 it could
plausibly be argued that both the Civil War parties
had their roots in the 1916 Rising and aspired to
realising its objectives; today the impetus for a major
state commemoration is not unification, but electoral
competition with Sinn Féin. In this process the Fine
Gael position may become even more marginal, and
the competitive advantage once possessed by Fianna
Fáil, ‘The Republican Party’, put seriously to the test.

Bill Kissane
London School of Economics
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An Dúchas agus an Domhan 
Diarmuid Ó Giolláin
Corcaigh: Cló Ollscoile Chorcaí, 2005 
206 pages. ISBN 1-85918-389-1

Diarmuid Ó Giolláin concluded his ground-breaking
Locating Irish Folklore:Tradition, Modernity, Identity
(2000) on the following optimistic note:

Folklore archives, one of the primary sources for
folkloristic and ethnological research, contain
large amounts of material recorded by and from
non-élite groups in society.The positivistic élan
behind most folklore collection has, in many
ways, benefited research. Free of overtly
theoretical constructs (though based on
theoretical premises), new analyses can depart
from the same rich data on which old analyses
were based. Besides the value of the data itself,
two particularly humanistic aspects of the
folklore archive should be stressed: its
legitimation of the culture of subaltern agrarian
communities and its preservation of traditional
knowledge, which may yet be understood as a
resource in re-thinking the human world which
our notions of progress constantly endanger.19

This view underlies the discussion in An Dúchas agus
an Domhan which, like the earlier book, concerns
itself with the historical location of folkloristic
discourse and particularly with the deconstruction of
previous Irish folklore scholarship in the light of
recent Irish and international critical perspectives.
While both books deal with the historical
emergence, and the subsequent nature, of folklore
studies, the book under review seeks more directly
to rescue folklore from its defining origins and restate
the case for a Gramscian interpretation of folklore as
subaltern discourse and non-élite cultural process.

The book is neatly organized into three sections
with the deceptively simple titles Am [Time], Áit
[Place], and Pobal [Community]. Each of these
sections provides challenging explications and
interpretations of what folklore is and what
folklorists do and includes subsections which deal
with various aspects of the content and context of
Irish folklore studies.The first section documents the
relationship between folklore and post-
Enlightenment modernity, and how both

Enlightenment notions of progress and the universal,
and counter-Enlightenment valorization of the past
and of the local, led to the emergence of a concept
of folklore that linked it inextricably to the past and
to notions of the residual. If sociology became the
discipline of modernity, folklore came to be defined
as that which modernity left behind. Folklore
scholarship in turn concerned itself with the
classification, collection, storage and publication of
remnants of a pre-modern, pre-industrial age.
Ó Giolláin sets out in this section, however, to
problematize that relationship between folklore and
the past by focusing on the ahistoricity of much folk
tradition and narrative and the importance of
analysing the contemporary functions — rather than
the historical origins — of particular practices or
tales.While differentiating between the international
seanscéal [folktale] and the more geographically and
historically specific finscéal [legend], the discussion
throughout focuses on the functional context of
both.The function of folktale is predominantly
entertainment: ‘Instear ar son an chaitheamh aimsire é
agus ní chreidtear é’; while the function of legend is
didactic: ‘Ní chun caitheamh aimsire a instear é, ach
chun eolas a thabhairt nó tagairt a dhéanamh d’ábhar
ar leithligh.’20 The survival of either form depends
on the need within a community for the function
they perform. Similarly, the function of folkloristic
accounts of historical figures is legitimization through
the medium of heroic biography, rather than the
provision of factual information about a particular
individual. In the context of postmodern critiques of
modernity, Ó Giolláin evokes readings of Gramsci
and argues for the value of folklore as a sub-élite
discourse, expressing viewpoints which may
challenge the authority of official accounts.The
central argument in this section of the book is for a
recognition of the usefulness of folklore, neither as
window to the past in a general sense nor as
historical source in a literal or literary sense, but as
an alternative narrative, as an example of the petites
histoires ignored by the grand narratives of post-
Enlightenment universalism.

The second section of the book deals with the
relationship of communities and cultures with
particular places, and covers many areas of major
interest both to folklore studies and contemporary
cultural criticism. Opening with a discussion of the
difficulties of mapping culture, Ó Giolláin grapples
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with issues such as regional identification and
stereotyping, Christianity and the redefinition of
sacred space, the importance of place in identity
formation, and the significance of home for the
migrant. A central theme throughout this section is
the question of how the concept of geographical
community has been undermined by modern
transport systems and communication technologies,
with major repercussions for our definitions of folk
and popular culture.When the relationship between
space and time is altered fundamentally, the ‘closed
places’ that were the ideal object of ethnographic
study disappear and become open spaces defined by
their interaction with, and participation in, a
globalized commodity culture. Aspects of cultural
experience that folklorists, dialectologists and
ethnologists at one stage attempted to map have
now become subject to such rapid change that
scholars have been forced to engage more and
more with the study of processes (of change) rather
than patterns (of distribution). At the same time, as
selected forms of ‘traditional’ cultural production
become objectified and acquire commercial value,
they become part of the very same process of
commodification and consumption that ensured
their demise as unconscious folk practices.

The final section of the book brings the discussion of
time and space together in an analysis of the
concept of community, and the relationship between
the cultural forms studied by folklorists and the
changing contexts of regional, class and gender
identification.The question of location — of
concepts and of practices, both popular and
academic — is again central. How do individuals
relate to the collectivities to which they belong, for
example? What aspects of folklore have determined
its association with rural, peripheral, peasant culture?
What is the communal function of folk customs and
folk narrative? What is the relationship between pre-
industrial folk culture and urban industrial popular
culture? What has been the role of women in folk
culture and in folklore studies? Has the institutional
practice of folklorists mirrored or challenged the
cultural ideologies of the communities under
scrutiny? The linguistic complexities of the Irish
situation are illuminated. For example, Ó Giolláin
explains how Irish-language literature came to
occupy a subaltern position from the seventeenth
century onwards, obviating the former differentiation

between high and low in Gaelic literary culture, a
differentiation made by Keating in his disparaging
reference to the lower orders in his introduction to
Foras Feasa ar Éirinn. Gramsci permeates the
discussion, particularly in the analysis of the intrinsic
‘roughness’ of folklore, that quality which resists
codification and systematization. Ó Giolláin then
draws on the work of a wide range of scholars from
the fields of anthropology, ethnology, linguistics,
political science and folklore, to convince the reader
of his central argument, that folklore is dependent
on the existence of an audience as much as on the
existence of practitioners: ‘ní béaloideas é mura bhfuil
sé sóisialta’.21 What is stored in the archive is no
longer, strictly speaking, folklore but a collection of
cultural material which no longer has a communal
function. Again the complexities of the relationship
between the communal performance of folk culture
and the more private consumption of printed
material are teased out.While printed material may
be a valuable source for an oral performer, for
example, the preservation of oral material through
processes of recording, collecting, storage and
dissemination in published form — activities that
form the basis of folklore studies — involves a
fundamental change in the nature of the relationship
between the material and the individuals and
communities involved in its transmission and
reception. By creating relationships of ownership and
privatization and situations where copyright
becomes an issue, these processes go against the
grain of the original function of the material which it
is their object to preserve.While folklore may thus
have an important ‘second life’ (a concept
expounded by Finnish folklorist Lauri Honko), this
second life becomes an increasingly controlled and
commodified one.

One of the most welcome features of this book, and
of Locating Irish Folklore, is the author’s ability to
describe folklore and folklore study in Ireland in the
context of a rich multilingual and multidisciplinary
literature in the area. Ó Giolláin’s conceptual and
interpretative framework stretches effortlessly from
Scandinavia through eastern, central and
Mediterranean Europe to South America, while also
taking on board the importance of Indian Subaltern
Studies. It should serve as an example of what Irish
Studies can gain from a true engagement with the
work of scholars in related fields in the non-
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Anglophone world. Interesting also, in the context of
the radical changes in folklore studies documented in
both books, is the regular citation of the 1950 essay
‘Béaloideas’ [folklore] by writer and Gaeltacht activist
Máirtín Ó Cadhain, which is the earliest manifestation
in an Irish context of the critical sensibility that
informs much of Ó Giolláin’s account. Ó Cadhain’s
essay is a hard-hitting critique of the work of the Irish
Folklore Commission as an enterprise that ignored
the social and cultural reality of the Irish-speaking
communities which were its primary source. It is
particularly scathing in its condemnation of the
folklore movement’s obsession with moribund
traditions and its lack of interest in ‘éigse an bhéil
bheo’, especially those popular cultural forms such as
poetry and song which still functioned as vibrant and
creative community-based genres in the twentieth-
century Gaeltacht. If Ó Cadhain’s suspicion of the
folklore movement lay in his vision for the Gaeltacht
as a viable community in a modern and modernizing
world, his analysis anticipated the recent redefinition
of folklore studies as concerned with dynamic systems
where popular cultural forms may evolve to serve
contemporary social functions. By deconstructing
some of the premises on which modern folklore
studies was constructed, Ó Giolláin argues for the
liberation of folklore from its roots in romantic
nationalism and its redefinition as a non-hegemonic
discourse which may challenge dominant narratives
and hegemonic structures of power and knowledge.

An Dúchas agus an Domhan — though different in
focus — supports the general findings of Locating
Irish Folklore and ideally should be read as a
companion volume. It is a more difficult text to read,
however, as it is dense with detail and would have
benefited greatly by the inclusion of subheadings
within each chapter to guide the reader from theme
to theme. A number of case studies illustrating the
usefulness of the Irish folklore archive as source of
non-élite histories would also have been very helpful.
Though recent analyses of folk material by Angela
Bourke and Gearóid Ó Crualaoich are alluded to as
examples of a paradigm shift in Irish folklore studies,
further elucidation of the research directions
envisaged by Ó Giolláin — including more direct
references to his own work and the work of his
colleagues and students in folklore studies in Cork —
would have been welcome, particularly as this
growing body of research could then be put in the

context of the recent theoretical writings of cultural
critics such as David Lloyd. As they stand, however,
these two volumes definitively state the case for a
new direction in Irish folklore studies. Let us look
forward to further illustrative volumes based on the
historical and theoretical perspectives they advance.

Máirín Nic Eoin
Coláiste Phádraig
Droim Conrach

Circe’s Cup:
Cultural Transformations in Early Modern Ireland
Clare Carroll
Cork: Field Day and Cork University Press, 2001
ix + 206 pages. 1-85918-327-1

These essays on early modern Irish literature, history,
and culture, written over roughly a decade, reflect an
ongoing dialogue with sources that is dynamic,
dialectical, and refreshingly self-critical rather than
defensive of earlier outmoded frameworks of
analysis.The gradual recognition of the limitations of
monolingual (i.e. English-language based) approaches
to the study of early modern Ireland stands at the
centre of Clare Carroll’s intellectual programme; this
becomes even more readily apparent with her
progressive acquisition of Irish-language skills over
the course of the 1990s.The essays appear
sequentially by their original date of publication with
the exception of the first, allowing the reader to
trace the development and refinement of Carroll’s
thinking between 1990 and 2001. Beginning very
much in the mainstream of Spenser studies, the early
chapters explore the portrayal of women and the
construction of gender in the writings of Edmund
Spenser and other New English humanist authors
such as Richard Beacon and Sir John Davies.Towards
the mid-1990s, the essays move into more cross-
cultural subjects assessing Spenser’s knowledge of
the Irish language and exploring, not only the
influence of Niccolò Machiavelli’s writings on Spenser
and Beacon, but also the tantalizing possibility of a
parallel Irish-language reception of Machiavelli’s ideas
in the poetry of Eochaidh Ó hEodhasa.

It is, however, in the final three essays, where Carroll
deploys her full repertoire of linguistic skills in order
to explore the experience of Irish exiles in Spain,
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that her project comes to its fullest fruition. Carroll
argues that the experience of exile and persecution
led to the development of an Irish national
consciousness centuries before the actual
emergence of an Irish nation-state; Irish exiles on the
continent faced a struggle for cultural survival leading
them to fashion a ‘defensive nationalism’ not unlike
that of late twentieth-century Palestinians. For
example, Philip O’Sullivan Beare, an Irish exile in the
service of Spain, appropriated the natural law
arguments of Francisco Suárez in composing a Latin-
language history of Ireland, the Historiae Catholicae
Hiberniae Compendium (1621), aimed at reclaiming
the Irish past from the colonizer ; this work, intended
for an educated European audience, pursued the
goals of defending Irish law, language and culture,
justifying past and future resistance to English rule,
and enlisting Spanish military assistance in throwing
off English rule. Similarly, the author of the Spanish-
language Breve relacion de la presente persecucion de
Irlanda (1619), whom Carroll identifies (144) as
Richard Conway, the first Jesuit rector of the Irish
College at Seville, addressed not only a Spanish
audience of potential supporters but also ‘an
educated Irish public in exile’.

Carroll’s essays provide a fascinating glimpse into the
‘hidden intellectual history’ of early modern Ireland;
their appearance under a single cover is a most
welcome addition to the scholarly literature.The real
value of these studies, however, will be to those of us
who remain confined within the monolingual narratives
that have hitherto dominated both New British
History and the history of the British Atlantic World.

D.Alan Orr
Maryland Institute College of Art
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